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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

WEDNESDAY 12
12 NOVEMBER 1980

Members present:
Mr Anthony Kershaw, in the Chair
Mr Christopher Brocklebank-Fowler
Mr Kevin McNamara
Mr Anthony Grant
Sir Anthony Royle
Mr Eldon Griffiths
Mr Nige1
Griffiths
Nigel Spearing
Mr Frank Hooley

ROLE
ROLE OF
OF THE
THEBRITISH
BRITISHPARLIAMENT
PARLIAMENTIN
INRELATION
RELATION TO
TOTHE
THEBRITISH
BRITISHNORTH
NORTH
AMERICA ACTS (147/79-80/FM)
Memorandum by the Foreign and
and Commonwealth Office
The letter of 30 October from the Clerk to the Committee asked for a memorandum
dealing "....
. . with the legal and constitutional issues involved and with HMG's advice
dealing"
to Parliament". In the time available, it has not been possible to assemble exhaustive
material; but it is hoped that this memorandum will suffice at the present time, when no
request from Canada for action by Parliament has been received. Part I discusses the
British North America Acts and their amendment, the Imperial Conferences, and the
Statute of Westminster 1931,
1931, and the current status of Canada; Part II contains a summary of recent events; and
and Part
Part Ill
III deals
deals with
with the
the question
question ofHMG's
of HMG's advice
advice to Parliament.
Parliament.
PART I
British North America Acts
1867 isis the
the basic
basic Canadian
Canadian constitutional
constitutional instrument.
instrument.
2. The British North America Act 1867
The Act conferred on Canada Dominion status and established a federal system of government in Canada and set out the powers of the Federal Parliament and the Provincial
Legislatures. It was an Act of the United Kingdom Parliament. It has been amended
from time to time by Act of that Parliament, and most recently in 1964. Many of its
provisions can be amended by the Federal Parliament or the Provincial Legislatures.
was, according to our information, made in
The most recent Canadian amendment was,
1975. For
For ease
ease of
of reference,
reference, the
the Acts
Acts are
are hereinafter
hereinafter referred
referred to
to collectively
collectively as
1975.
as the
the BNAA.
BNAA.

..

Amendment of the BNAA
,.
3. The BNAA does not contain a general amending clause. The reason for this is
that at the time the Act was passed, the assumption was that any amendments to the basic
effected by fresh legislation in the United Kingdom Parliament in the
structure would be effected
way. Section 91
91 of the BNAA conferred on the Canadian Parliament power to
normal way.
deal with all matters not assigned exclusively to the Provinces:
"It shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate
and House of Commons, to make Laws for the Peace, Order, and good Government
of Canada, in relation to all Matters not coming within the Classes of
of Subjects by
exclusis-ely to the Legislatures of the Provinces; and for greater
this Act assigned exclusively
Certainty, but not so as to restrict the Generality of the foregoing Terms of
Certainty.
of this
Section, it is hereby declared that (not\\ithstanding
(notwithstanding anything in this Act) the exclusive
Section.
Legislative Authority of the Parliament of Canada extends to all Matters coming
within the Classes of Subjects next hereinafter
hereinafter enumerated:
enumerated; that is to say, ...
. . .""
A new Class 1 was inserted bv
by the British North America (No.
(No. 2) Act 1949 which
specifically conferred a power o(
of amendment on the Parliament of Canada, but only in
respect of matters not assigned exclusively to the Provinces, as follows:
follows:
·•"1.
1. The amendment from time to
to time of the Constitution of Canada, except as
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12 November
November 1980]
1980]

[Continued
[Continued

regards matters coming within the classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively
to the Legislatures of the provinces, or as regards rights or privileges by this or any
other Constitutional Act granted or secured to the Legislature or the Government
of a province, or to any class of persons with respect to schools or as regards the use
of the English or the French language or as regards the requirements that there shall
be a session of the Parliament of Canada at least once each year, and that no House
of Commons shall continue for more than five years from the day of the return of
of
the Writs for choosing the House: provided, however, that a House of Commons
may in time of real or apprehended war, invasion or insurrection be continued by
the Parliament
Parliament of
of Canada
Canada if
if such
such continuation
continuation is
is not
not opposed
opposed by
by the
the votes
votes of
of more
more
the
than one-third
one-third of
of the
the members
members of
of such
such House."
House."
than
4. Section 91
91 has to be read with Section 92 which provides that "in each Province
the Legislature may exclusively make laws" in relation to matters coming within a
separate range of classes, including the amendment of the Provincial constitution.
5. The BNAA itself confers no power on the Canadian Parliament to change the elements contained in sections 91
91 and 92 respectively. The Act has nevertheless been
amended some 14 times
times (excluding
(excluding repeals
repeals of
of amending
amending Acts)
Acts) by
by Act
Act of
of the
the United
United KingKingof
dom Parliament, in circumstances where the BNAA itself conferred no power of
amendment.

and the Statute of Westminster 1931
The Imperial Conferences and
6. Together with the other Dominions, Canada moved towards full independence in
the latter part of the nineteenth century and in the period up to and immediately following
the First World War. This evolving status was recognised at the Imperial Conferences
3718). It was confirmed
confirmed in
of 1926 (Cmd 2768 and 2769) and 1930 (Cmd 3717 and 3718).
Westminster 1931.
legal form by the Statute of Westminst~r
7. Section 2 of the Statute of Westminster provided generally that Dominion legislation
should no longer be subject to the operation of the Colonial Laws Validity Act 1865,
nor be void for repugnancy to the law of England and that Dominions should be free
to amend or repeal imperial legislation insofar as it applied in each Dominion.
8. In relation to certain individual Dominions it nevertheless proved difficult
difficult to apply
the general principle across the board. Particular provisions were therefore enacted
enc.ctd
to cope with the special situations.
9. In the case of Canada it had proved impossible to secure provincial agreement to the
insofar as
general application of what was to become Section 2 of the 1931
1931 Act, at least, insofar
it concerned provincial rights entrenched by Sections
91 and
and92
92of
ofthe
theBNAA.
BNAA.
Sections 91
10. A special provision was therefore inserted, as Section 7 of the 1931
1931 Act, which
follows:
provides as follows:
"(I)
"(1) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to apply to the repeal, amendment or
alteration of the British North America Acts, 1867 to 1930, or any order, rule or
regulation made thereunder.
(2) The provisions of section two of this Act shall extend to laws made by any of
of
the Provinces of Canada and to the powers of the legislatures of such Provinces.
(3) The powers conferred by this Act upon the Parliament of Canada or upon the
in relation
legislatures of the Provinces shall be restricted to the enactment of laws in
to matters within the competence of the Parliament of Canada or of any of the
legislatures of the Provinces respectively."
The effect of the section is to take the amendment of the BNAA outside the scope of
of
Section 2 of the 1931
)), ""'hile
m\ ing Section 2 to
1931 Act (Section 7(1
7(1)),
while at the same time all
allowing
operate in the ordmary
ordinary way in relation to other Federal po\\ers
powers or to Provmctal
Provincial Legislative
Powers (Section 7(2)).
7(2)). Section 7(3) confirms that the powers conferred on the Federal
and Provincial Legislatures remain unaffected.
unaffected.
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12 November
November 1980]
1980]

[Continued
[Continued

11. One further general provision of the 1931
1931 Act should be mentioned. The
preambular part of the Act declares that:
"" It
It is
is in accord with the established constitutional position that no law hereafter
hereafter
of the said
made by the Parliament of the United Kingdom shall extend to any of
Dominions as part of the law of that Dominion otherwise than at the request and
with the consent of that Dominion."
Legislative effect is given
given to
to this
this declaration by
by Section
Section 4,
4, which
which provides
provides that:
that:
" No Act of Parliament of the
the United Kingdom passed after the commencement of
this Act shall extend, or be deemed to extend, to a Dominion as part of the law of
of
that Dominion unless it is expressly declared in that Act that that Dominion has
requested, and consented to, the enactment thereof."
Section 4 of the 1931
1931 Act has been interpreted as meaning that amendments will be
of
effected
effected by the United Kingdom Parliament only at the request and with the consent of
the Parliament of Canada. Normally, the request has been conveyed
conveyed by
byaa Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution
of both Houses of the Canadian Parliament. The history of these amendments is
discussed in more detail in the notes at Annex I, extracted from " The Amendment of
of the
Constitution of Canada",
Canada ", Canadian Ministry of Justice, 1965.
1965.
Current Status of Canada
12. As already indicated, Canada attained full independence at the latest with the
of
Statute of Westminster 1931. In fact, Canada had been one of the Founder Members of
the League of Nations and was already enjoying the exercise of full sovereign powers for
most purposes. The Report of the Inter-Imperial Relations Committee to the Imperial
Conference 1926 put matters this way in describing "the
" the self-governing
self-governing communities
":
composed of Great Britain and the Dominions ":
" They are autonomous Communities within the
the British Empire,
Empire, equal in status,
status, in
no way subordinate one to another in any respect of their domestic or external affairs
affairs
though united by aa common allegience
allegience to the
the Crown,
Crown, and freely associated as members
of the British Commonwealth of Nations." (Cmd 2768,
2768, p.l4).
p. 14).
As Lord Sankey L.C. said in the leading case of British
British Coal
Coal Corporation
Corporationv vthe
theKing
King
[1935]
520"" in
[1935] AC
AC500,
500,520
in truth
truth Canada
Canada isisininenjoyment
enjoyment of
ofthe
thefull
fullscope
scopeof
ofself-government".
self-government ".
His dicta
dictaon
onSections
Sections44and
and77ofofthe
theStatute
StatuteofofWestminster
Westminsterwere
wereasasfollows:
follows:
It isis true that before the
the Statute,
Statute, the
the Dominion Legislature was
was subject to the
"" It
s.129 of
of the Act, and
limitations imposed by the Colonial Laws Validity Act and by s.l29
also by the principle or rule that its powers were limited by the doctrine forbidding
extra-territorial legislation, though that is a doctrine of somewhat obscure extent.
But these limitations have been abrogated by the Statute. There now remain only
such limitations as flow
flow from the Act itself, the operation of which as affecting
affecting the
competence of Dominion legislation was saved by s.7
s,7 of the Sta(ute,
Statute, a section which
excludes from
from the
the competence
competence of
of the
the Dominion
Dominion and
and Provincial
Provincial Parliaments
Parliaments any
any power
power
excludes
of "" repeal,
repeal, amendment
amendment or
or alteration
alteration "" of
of the
the Act.
Act. But
But it
it is
is well
well known
known that
s.7
of
that s.7
was inserted
inserted at
at the
the request
request of
of Canada
Canada and
and for
for reasons
reasons which
which are
are familiar.
familiar. It
was
It is
is
doubtless true
true that
that the
the power
power of
of the
the Imperial
Imperial Parliament
Parliament to
to pass
pass on
on its
its own
initiative
own initiative
doubtless
any legislation
legislation that
that itit thought
thought fit
extending to
to Canada
Canada remains
remains in
in theory
theory unimpaired:
unimpaired:
fit extending
any
indeed, the
the Imperial
Imperial Parliament
Parliament could,
could, as
as aa matter
matter of
of abstract
abstract law,
law, repeal
repeal or
disregard
or disregard
indeed,
s.4 of
of the
the Statute.
Statute. But
But that
that is
is theory
theory and
and has
has no
no relation
relation to
to realities.
realities. In
truth
In truth
s.4
Canada is
is in
in enjoyment
enjoyment of
of the
the full
full scope
scope of
of self-government:
self-government: its
its Legislature
Legislature was
Canada
was
invested with
with all
all necessary
necessary powers
powers for
for that
that purpose
purpose by
by the
the Act,
Act, and
and what
what the
Statute
the Statute
invested
did was
was to
to remove
remove the
the two
two fetters
fetters which
which have
have already
already been
been discussed."
discussed."
did
PART II.
Recent Events
13. The following summary of recent events may be of assistance to the Committee,
Committee.
It will generally follow date order.
14.
February 1980
14. In February
1980Federal
Federalelections
electionsin inCanada
Canadaresulted
resultedin inthethereturn
returntotopower
powerofof
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the Liberal Party, with a majority of 12 seats over the combined opposition (ie 147
Liberals, 103
103 Progressive
Progressive Conservatives,
Conservatives, and
and 32
32New
New Democratic
Democratic Party).
Party). On
On reassuming
reassuming
office the Prime Minister, Mr Trudeau, took early opportunities to emphasize that a
achieve patriation of the
the Constitution, if necessary without unanimous
principal aim was to achieve
support from the Provinces.
15. After the referendum in Quebec in May 1980,
1980,which
whichresulted
resultedininthe
therejection
rejection of
ofthe
the
proposals of the Parti Quebecois (PQ) for ' sovereignty association ' for Quebec with the
rest of Canada, Mr Trudeau made public statements indicating he would now move
fast to readjust the relationship between the federal and provincial governments.
I 6. On 25 June,
16.
June, Mr
MrTrudeau
Trudeaucalled
calledon
onthe
thePrime
PrimeMinister
M inisterand
andinformed
informedher
herof
ofCanadian
Canadian
intentions regarding the possible patriation of the Constitution.
17. On 8 July,
July, the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary, Lord Carrington, saw the
Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr Mark MacGuigan, and discussed the
same question.
18. Over the summer, a series of federal and provincial constitutional consultations
took place in Canada culminating in a Constitutional Conference in September, which
was chaired by Mr Trudeau with ten provincial leaders. The Conference broke up on
13 September
September without
without agreement
agreement on
on an
anamending
amending formula
formula for
for the
the BNAA
BNAA or
or on
on how
howtoto
13
enlarge the Act to form a new Constitution for Canada.
19. On 26
26 September,
September,talks
talkstook
tookplace
placeatatthe
theForeign
Foreignand
andCommonwealth
CommonwealthOffice,
Office,atatthe
the
request of the Canadians, between Canadian and British officials. The talks covered the
technical and legal modalities ofpatriation.
of patriation.
20. On 6 October
Octoberthe
thePrime
PrimeMinister
Ministerand
andLord
LordCarrington
Carringtonhad
hadseparate
separatemeetings
meetingswith
with
two Canadian ministerial emissaries from Mr Trudeau. They were Mr Mark MacGuigan,
Secretary of State for External Affairs, and Mr John Roberts, Minister of State for Science
and Technology and Minister of the Environment. They explained the likely timetable
23 below), and emphain Canada prior to a possible request for patriation (see paragraph 23
sized the importance attached by the Federal Government to the patriation procedures
being complete by the beginning of July 1981.
21. On the same date the Canadian Parliament, which had reconvened early for this
purpose, first
first considered the constitutional proposals of the Federal Government whereby
first made public
patriation would be effected. The text of these proposals (which were first
October),along
alongwith
withexplanatory
explanatorymaterial
materialsupplied
suppliedby
bythe
theCanadian
CanadianHigh
H ighCommission
Commission
on 2 October),
III) is attached (Annex II).
II). The proposals are subject to amendment in the
(Annex Ill)
Canadian Parliament and contain the following main elements:
of
(a) procedures for patriation (ie the transfer to Canada of those residual rights of
amendment which still remain at Westminster);
(b) amending procedures, including the possibility of referenda;
referenda;
(c) a Charter of Rights and FFreedoms;
reedoms;
(d) a provision regarding equalisation and regional disparities.
The text of statements made by Mr Trudeau and Mr Clark on publication of
of the proposals is
is also
alsoattached
attached {Annexes
(Annexes IV
IVand
and V).
V).
22. On 14
14 October
October five
five provincial Premiers (Quebec, Manitoba, Newfoundland,
Newfoundland,
Alberta and British Columbia) declared they would test the consitutionality of the Federal
Government's proposals in court. They were later joined by Nova Scotia. The
(23 October)
October) announced
announced that
that they
they
Attorneys-General of the Provinces concerned later (23
had agreed to launch actions in the provincial courts of Manitoba, Quebec, and
Newfoundland (it is understood that action in the pro\'incial
provincial courts is necessary prior to
possible reference to the Supreme Court). In Manitoba, the press has reported that the
Provincial Cabinet is hoping for a court date before Christmas and will put the following
decision;
questions for decision:
(i) whether, if amendments to the Constitution as sought by the Federal Government
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were enacted, Federal-provincial relationships, rights, powers and privileges as
described in the Constitution would be changed
changed and,
and, if so,
so, in
in what way;
way;
(ii) whether it is a constitutional practice that the Federal Government should ask
The Queen to put before the British Parliament a measure to amend Canada's
Constitution in a way that would alter federal-provincial relationships without
first obtaining
obtainingagreement
agreementof
ofthe
theProvinces;
Provinces;
first
(iii) whether the agreement of the Provinces is required for amendment to the
Constitution where federal-provincial relationships would be affected.
affected.
of
23. The Federal Government's proposals were debated in the Canadian House of
Commons from 6 October.
October. The
The debate
debate was
was completed
completed on
on24
24October,
October,when
whenthetheCanadian
Canadian
Government secured a majority of 156-83.
156-83. The constitutional proposals are now being
considered by a special Joint Committee of the Canadian House of Commons and
Senate, which is charged to report back to Parliament not later than 9 December. The
Canadian Federal Government has, on a number of occasions, indicated its desire to
complete proceedings in Canada by Christmas; though on other occasions it has been
suggested that the process in Canada might not be complete until some time early in the
New Year.
24. Debate in the Canadian Parliament and elsewhere has revealed considerable opposition within Canada to the Federal constitutional proposals. The proposals have been
broadly opposed by the main opposition oarty,
Darty, the Progressive Conservatives under
Mr Joe Clark. Features which have attracted Conservative objections include the
nature of the amending formula and the proposed substantive amendments and additions
to the Constitution (instead of a simple request for patriation along with an amending
formula).
25. The New Democratic Party have recently indicated that they will generally support
the Federal Government's proposals, now that Mr Trudeau has promised to consider
granting Provinces the right to levy indirect taxes on and to share powers over interprovincial trade in non-renewable resources.

m
PART m
HMG's Advice to Parliament
26. As will be apparent from Part II above, discussions in Canada are well advanced
on the shape of a request for legislation by the United Kingdom Parliament, which would
terminate British responsibilities for the Constitution of Canada while at the same time
enacting a new Constitution containing an amendment mechanism subject to exclusively
Canadian procedures.

27. Nevertheless, no request has yet been received from Canada'.'
Canada: The Foreign and
Commonwealth Office could not anticipate, in advance of such a request, the recommendations which Ministers would wish to make to Parliament in the light of it. Members of the Committee may, nevertheless, like to refer to recent statements in Parliament,
as follows (extracts at Annex VI):
Hattersley—10 June 1976:
1976: Col 719
House of Commons -— Mr Hattersley-10
Luce—27 July 1979:
1979: Col 500
Mr Luce-27
Stevas—20 October 1980:
1980: Col 706
Mr St John Stevas-20
House of Lords
4 November 1980

— Lord Trefgarne-25
Trefgarne—25 July 1979:
1979: Col1998
Col 1998
The
The Lord
Lord Chancellor-27
Chancellor—27 October
October 1980:
1980: Col
Col 77
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PROCEDURES FOLLOWED IN THE PAST
IN SECURING
SECURING AMENDMENTS TO THE BRITISH NORTH
NORTH
AMERICA ACT
(from"
(from " The Amendment of the Constitution of Canada",
Canada ", Canadian Ministry of Justice, 1965)

(1) The British
British North
North America
America Act
Act of
of 18711871—

(Establishment of new provinces and administration of territories)
Because this
this was
was the
the first
first attempt
attempt by
by Canada
Canada to
to have
have the
the Constitution
Constitution amended,
amended, there
there
Because
were no
no precedents
precedents for
for the
the government
government of
of the
the day
day to
to follow.
follow. It
It requested
requested the
the amendment
amendment
were
from the
the British
British Parliament
Parliament without
without reference
reference to
to the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of Canada,
Canada, and
the
and the
from
latter took
took strong
strong exception.
exception. The
The opposition
opposition in
in Parliament
Parliament condemned
condemned the
the government
government
latter
for its
its failure
failure to
to secure
secure prior
prior approval
approval of
of Canada's
Canada's legislative
legislative authority.
authority. The
The government
government
for
agreed that
that such
such matters
matters should
should be
be referred
referred to
to Parliament,
Parliament, and
and the
the House
House of
of Commons
Commons
agreed
unanimously adopted
adopted aa resolution
resolution stating
stating that"
that "....
. . no
no changes
changes in
in the
the provisions
provisions of
the
unanimously
of the
British North
North America
America Act
Act (would)
(would) be
be sought
sought by
by the
the Executive
Executive Government
Government without
the
without the
British
previous assent
assent of
of the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of this
this Dominion".
Dominion". A
A few
few days
days later,
later, the
the government
government
previous
brought down
down aa joint
Address, which
which was
was concurred
concurred in
in by
by both
both Houses
Houses of
of Parliament,
Parliament,
brought
joint Address,
and which
which formed
formed the
the basis
basis upon
upon which
which the
the amendment
amendment was
was finally
finally passed
passed by
by the
British
the British
and
Parliament.
Parliament.
(2) The Parliament
Parliament of
Act, 1875of Canada Act,
1875—
(Privileges, immunities and powers of the House of Parliament)
Notwithstanding the
the principle
principle it
it had
had pressed
pressed for,
for, and
and had
had had
had unanimously
unanimously adopted
adopted
Notwithstanding
by Parliament
Parliament four
four years
years earlier
earlier when
when it
it was
was in
in opposition,
opposition, the
the Canadian
Canadian government
government
by
of the day requested this amendment without "previous assent" or formal Address
of
Address by
Parliament. Objections again were raised in the House of
of Commons and a resolution
similar to that of
of 1871 was introduced. After
After debate, the government conceded
conceded the
of the principle it had originally espoused: of
of referring proposed constitutional
constitutional
propriety of
amendments to Parliament. The new resolution was withdrawn when the government
of Parliament was the only appropriate way
agreed that a joint Address by both Houses of
of securing amendments to the Constitution.
of

of 18861886—
(3) The British North
North America
America Act
Act of
(Representation of territories in Parliament)
The Canadian government submitted its request for this amendment to Westminster
of a formal Address by both Houses of
of Parliament. With one exception,
on the basis of
this principle has been followed by every Canadian government since that time. The
exception was the enactment in 1895 by the United Kingdom Parliament of
of the Canadian
Speaker (Appointment of
of Deputy) Act, which was allowed without protest by the Canadian Parliament because of
of particular circumstances.
(4) The British North America
America Act
Act of
of 19071907—

(Subsidies to provinces)
This was the first occasion on which the federal government consulted with the proof the provinces
vinces before seeking a constitutional amendment. In this case, all nine of
in existence were directly concerned with the amendment. All were consulted and eight
of the nine provincial governments agreed to the federal proposal. One province opposed
the proposal, both in Canada and in Great Britain. The British government made minor
of the draft
draft bill, and the amendment was enacted.
changes in the text of
of 19151915—
(5) The British North America
America Act
Act of

(Redefinition of divisions of the Senate)
This amendment was passed without consultation with the provinces and without
provincial government representations concerning its enactment. This amendment
amendment is
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important to Canadian constitutional development in that it was put forward
forward in the form
of
of a Canadian draft
draft bill, embodied in the Address to the Crown and enacted without
modification
modification by the British Parliament.
(6) The British North America
America Act
Act of
of 19301930—

(Jurisdiction of Western provinces over their natural resources)
This was
was the
the first
first application
application for
for aa constitutional
constitutional amendment
amendment relating
relating to
provincial
to aa provincial
This
field that did not directly concern all provinces. It was obtained by the federal governafter consultation with only those provinces directly affected
affected except in one province
ment after
after the Premier had already expressed
where a resolution was adopted by the legislature after
of his government to the amendment.
amendment.
the consent of
(7) The British North America
America Act
Act of
1940of 1940—
(Unemployment Insurance)
This was the first amendment to change the distribution of
of legislative powers between
transferred the
Parliament and the provinces, as provided in the 1867 Constitution. It transferred
authority to l<:~islate
hjislate on unemployment insurance from provincial to federal jurisdiction.
of all proBefore seeking this amendment, the federal government obtained the consent of
of provincial concurrence, there was
vincial governments. In this, as in previous cases of
of the question by any government to its legislature.
no reference of
(8) The British North America
America Act
Act of
of 19431943—
(Postponement of redistribution of seats in the House of Commons)
The federal
federal government
government did
did not
not consult
consult the
the provinces
provinces prior
prior to
to seeking
seeking this
this amendment,
amendment,
The
of one provincial government, the Parliament
Parliament of
and notwithstanding the protests of
of the
of the federal government was that this amendUnited Kingdom granted it. The position of
of Canada, since it did not affect
affect provincial government concerned only the Government of
ments or legislatures.

(9) The British North America
America Act
Act of
of 19461946—
(Readjustment of representation in the House of Commons)
(Readjustment
1943—
of 1943The federal government sought this amendment on the same basis as that of
consultations—and for the same reasons.
that is, without provincial consultations-and
(10) The British North America
America Act
Act of
1949of1949—

(Entry of Newfoundland
Newfoundland into Confederation)
Confederation)
of Commons urging that this amendment
amendment not
A resolution was moved in the House of
be proceeded with until after
after consultation with the provincial governments. What the
resolution meant by " consultation " was not clear. However, the amendment
amendment was
enacted without such consultation and without any of
of the provincial governments formally
formally
objecting to its enactment, though one or two provincial governments stated publicly
that consultation should have taken place.
(11) The British North
North America
America Act
Act of
of 1949(2)1949(2)—

(Authority of Parliament to amend certain aspects of the Constitution of Canada)
This amendment
amendment was
was obtained
obtained without
without consultation
consultation or
or formal
formal consent
consent of
provincial
of provincial
This
connection with
governments, the federal government maintaining the position taken in connection
conference the
the 1943 and 1946 amendments. At a federal-provincial constitutional conference
following year, however, the federal government indicated that, in the event of
of agreement
on an overall procedure for amending the Constitution in Canada, it would be prepared
to reconsider the broad provisions of
amendment.
of this amendment.
(12) Tlze
America Act
Act of
The British North America
of 19511951—

(0ld
(Old Age Pensions)
after the federal government secured the agreement of
This amendment was enacted after
of all
of Quebec, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, the
provinces. In the case of the provinces of
matter was referred to the legislatures, which authorized the governments of
of those
provinces to agree to the amendment. Other provincial governments gave concurrence
on their own authority.
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(13) The British North
North America
America Act
Act of
of 19601960—
(Tenure of office of certain Judges)
The federal government sought this amendment only after
after obtaining the agreement of
of
all provinces, since the amendment provided for the compulsory retirement at age 75 of
of
before its
judges of
of provincial courts. In this instance again Quebec placed the matter before
legislature before agreeing.

(14) The British North
North America
America Act
Act of
of 19641964—
(Supplementary benefits to Old Age Pensions)
This amendment was enacted after
after agreement of
of all provincial governments, with, in
the case of
of Quebec, the concurrence of
of the Legislative Assembly. It involved a modificaof all
tion of
of section 94A created by the 1951
1951 amendment on which prior agreement of
provinces had been obtained.
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THE PRIME MINISTER

MINISTRE
LE PREMIER MIN1STRE

I

Proposed Resolution for a Joint Address to
Her Majesty the Queen respecting the
Constitution of Canada

Projet de resolution portant adresse coma Sa Majeste la Reine concernanJ
concernanj
mune a
la Constitution du Canada.

WHEREAS in the past certain amendments to the Constitution of Canada have
been made by the Parliament of the United
Kingdom at the request and with the consent
of Canada;

Le Senat et la Chambre des communes du
Canada reunis en Parlement, considerant:

AND WHEREAS it is in accord with the
status of Canada as an independent state
that Canadians be able to amend their Constitution in Canada in all respects;
AND WHEREAS it is also desirable to
provide in the Constitution of Canada for the
recognition of certain fundamental rights
and freedoms and to make other amendments to that Constitution.

que le Parlement du Royaume-Uni a
modifie a
a plusieurs reprises la Constitution
du Canada a
a la demande et avec le consentement de celui-ci;
que, de par le statut d'Etat independant du
Canada, il est legitime que les Canadiens
aient tout pouvoir pour modifier leur
Constitution au Canada;
qu'il est souhaitable d'inscrire dans la
Constitution du Canada la reconnaissance
de certains droits et libertes fondamentaux
fondamentaux
et d'y apporter d'autres modifications,

NOW THEREFORE the Senate and the
House of Commons, in Parliament assembled, resolve that a respectful address be
presented to Her Majesty the Queen in the
following words:

a
ont resolu de presenter respectueusement a
Sa Majeste la Reine l'adresse dont la teneur
suit.

To the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty:
Most Gracious Sovereign:

A Sa Tres Excellente Majeste la Reine,
Tres Gracieuse Souveraine:

We, Your Majesty's loyal subjects, the
Senate and the House of Commons of
of
Canada in Parliament assembled, respectfulrespectfully approach Your Majesty, requesting that
you may graciously be pleased to cause to be
laid before the Parliament of the United
Kingdom a measure containing the recitals
hereinafter set forth:
forth:
and clauses hereinafter

Nous, membres du Senat et de la Chambre des communes du Canada reunis en Parlement, fideles
fideles sujets de Votre Majeste,
a Votre Tres
demandons respectueusement a
Wen vouloir faire
Gracieuse Majeste de bien
deposer devant le Parlement du RoyaumeUni un projet de loi ainsi con~u:
concu:

ANNEXE A-SCHEDULE
A—SCHEDULE A

An Act to amend the Constitution of
of
Canada

Constitution
Constitftliim
1980
Act, IVSO

enacted

J.larliamcnt
Parliament of
of

United

Kingdom not to

leghlaie fOr
for
legi'>late
Canada
C'anaua

French version

Short title

Whereas Canada has requested and consented to the enactment of an Act of
of the
Parliament of
of the United Kingdom to give
elfecl to the provisions hereinafter
effect
hereinafter set forth
forth
and the Senate and the House of
of Commons
of
of Canada in Parliament assembled have
submitted an address to Her Majesty
Majesty
requesting that Her Majesty may graciously
be pleased to cause a Bill to be laid before
before
of the United Kingdom for
the Parliament of
that purpose.
Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's
Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of
of the Lords Spiritual
and Temporal, and Commons, in this present
Parliament assembled, and by the authority
of the same, as follows:
follows:
of
I.
1. The Constitution Act, 1980 set out in
Schedule B to this Act is hereby enacted for
and shall have the force of law in Canada
and shall come into force as provided in that
Act.
of the Parliament of the United
2. No Act of
after the Constitlllion
Constitution Act,
Act,
Kingdom passed after
Shall extend to
1980 comes into force ~hall
Canada as part of
of its law.
3. So far as it is not contained in Schedule
of this Act is set out in
B, the French version of
Schedule A to this Act and has the same
authority in Canada as the English version
thereof.
4. This Act may be cited as the Canada
Act.
Act.

Loi modifiant
modifiant la Constitution du Canada
Sa Tres Excellente
Exeellente Majeste la Reine,
considerant:
qu'a la demande et avec le consentement
le Parlement du Royaume-Uni
du Canada, ie
est invite a adopter une Ioi
loi visant a donner
effet aux dispositions enoncees ci-apres et
etfet
Chambre des communes
que le Senat et la Chambrc
du Canada reunis en Parlement ont presents; une adresse demandant a Sa Tres
sente
Gracieuse Majcste
Majeste de bien vouloir faire
faire
Gracicuse
deposer devant le Parlement du Royaumeprojet de loi a
a cette fin,
Uni un projct
l'avis et du consentement des Lords
sur !'avis
spirituels et temporels et des Communes
spiritucls
reunis en Parlement, et par l'autorite de
celui-ci.edicte:
celui-ci,
edicte:
1. La Loi constitutionnelle de 1980, enona !'annexe
I'annexe B, est edictee pour le Canada
cee a
et y a force de loi. Elle entre en vigueur
conformement a
a ses dispositions.
conformement

Adoption de la
..
constitU'
Loi constitu
tionnelle
UonneVede
de
1980

2. Les lois adoptees par le Parlement du
l'entree vigueur de la
Royaume-Uni apres !'entree
Loi
comtitionelle de 1980 ne font pas
Loi constitionelle
positif du Canada.
partie du droit positif
3. La partie de la version franc;aise
francaise de la
I'annexe A a force
force
presente loi qui figure a !'annexe
meme titre que la
de loi au Canada au mcmc
version anglaise correspondante.

Cessation du
pouvoir de
legiferer pour le
Canada

4. Titre abrege de la presente Ioi:
Loi sur
loi: Loi
Canada.
le Canada.

Titre abrege

Version

fran~aise
francaise

SCHEDULE B
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ANNEXE B

CONSTITUTION ACT, 1980

CONSTlTUTlONNELLE DE 1980
LOI CONSTITUTIONNELLE

PART I
PARTI

PARTlE I
PARTJE

RIGHT~ AND
0~ RIGHTS
CHARTER OtCANADIAN CHARTER
~REEDOM<;
FREEDOMS

CANADIEN"'E DES DROITS ET
CHARTE CANADIENNE
LIBERTIES

Freedomy
andand
G'aarantee o}ojRitdlf~
Guarantee
Right's
Freedoms
R•ghband
Rights
and

Frcedom"i
Freedoms m
Cundda
Canada

and
Right\ and
of Rights
Charter of
Canadian Charter
1. The Canadian
Frf'edmm guarantee<;
Freedoms
guarantees the rights and freett !>ubject
doms
subject only to such
<;Ct out in it
dom~ set
reasonable
arc generally accepted in
d'> are
limit<> as
rc.t~onable limits
a free and democratic -.ociety
society with a parliamentary
-.y-.tcm of government.
ment.try system

libertes
G'arantie des
Garantie
desdroit~
droitsetet
liberies
droit~ et
des droits
canadienne des
Charte canadienne
1. La Charte
liberies
les droits et libcrtes
Iibertes enonces
liberte~ garantit lcs
ci-apres,
wus les seules reserves normaleci-apn':s, sous
ment acceptees dans une societe libre et
democratique de regime parlementaire.

Fundamental Freedom\
Fundamental
Freedoms
Fundamental
Fundamental
freedoms
freedom~

ha-. the following fundamen2. Everyone has
tal freedom'>:
freedoms:
.tnd religion;
con-,cience and
(a) freedom of conscience
(b)
(h) freedom of thought, belief, opinion
and
,md expression, including freedom of the
press
and other media
of information; and
medi.t of
pre-.<> .tnd
of
pe.tceful assembly and of
(c) freedom of peaceful
association.
U'>'>OCidtion.

Dr01ts et
Droits
et3
hbertes an
Canada
Canada "

Libertes jondamentales
Libertes
jondamentales

2. Chacun a les Iibertes
libertes fondamentales
suivante!>:
suivantes:
a) libcrte de conscience et de re! tgion;
de conscience
de rel igion;d'opia)
i berte de
pensee, deetcroyance,
liberte
b) 1
b)
liberie
de pensee, ydecompris
croyance,
d'opila liberte
et d'expression,
nion
nionla etpresse
d'expression,
y compris
liberie
grandslamoyens
et des autres
de
de la presse et des autres grands moyens
d'information;
d'information;
liberte de reunion pacifique et d'assoc)
c)
liberie de reunion pacifique et dissociation.

L•bertes
Liberies
fondamentales

fondamentales

ciation.

Demoetatic Rh;hf\
Democratic
Rights
Ocmo~,.,ratJC
Democratic
rights
of
nght::. of
citizens
Cltllt.m.

of Canada has, without
cttizen of
3. Every citizen
di">tinction or limitation, the
unreasonable
unrc<t-.,onable distinction
elect ton of members of the
right to vote in an election
House of
of a legislative
of Commons or of
assembly
qu.tlified for membership
as'>cmbly and to be qualified
therein.

Droits democratiques
Droits
democratiques

3. Tout citoyen canadien a le droit de vote
, , . . , . ' aux elections
,,
.legislative
, . . ..
r-i'
fedeet est eligible
et
estoueligible
aux elections
sans
ne peut, fedece droitlegislative
provinciales;
rates
rales
provinciales;
ce droit
ne peut,
sans
&;;tincd'aucune
faire l'objet
valable,
motifou
motifouvalable,
faire 1'objet d'aucune distincre<;triction.
tion
tion ou restriction.

Droits its„ .. „
*?£°
ctemocratiques
democratiques
cttoyens
des

deseitoyens

w

of
Duration of
elected
legtslattve
legislative
bodtcs
bodies

(_ontmuatton
Continuation
~pec~aJ
special

in

4. (I)
(1) No House of Commons and no
legislative assembly shall continue for longer
than five
five years from the date fixed
fixed for the
return of the writs at a general election of its
members.

4. (1) Le mandat maximal de la Chambre
des communes et des assemblies
assemblees h~gislatives
legislatives
est de cinq ans a
a compter de la date du
rapport des brefs relatifs aux elections generales correspondantes.

(2) In time of real or apprehended war,

(2) Le mandat de la Chambre des commu-

circumstance!»

invasion or insurrection, a House of Commons may be continued by Parliament and a
legi!>lative assembly
a~sembly may be continued by the
legislative
legislature beyond five
five years if such continuation is not opposed by the votes of more
than one-third of the members of the House
of Commons or the legislative assembly, as
case may
may be.
be.
the ca::.c

nes ou celui d'unc
d'une assemblee legislative peut
etre prolonge respectivement par le Parlement ou par la legislature en question audela de cinq ans en cas de guerre, d'invasion
ou d'insurrection, reelles ou apprehendees,
pourvu que cette prolongation ne fasse pas
l'objet
1'objet d'une opposition exprimee les voix
de plus du tiers des deputes de la Chambre
des communes ou de
de l'assemblee
l'assemblee legislative.
legislative.

Annual MUHlg
sitting
Annu.d

5. There shall be a sitting of Parliament
and of each legislature at least once every
twelve months.

Parlement et les legislatures tien5. Le Parlcment
nent une seance au moins une fois tous les
douze mois.

LlfLumstancc~

of Jeg1')lahve
legislative
of
bodies
bOdlCS

Mobility Rights
Mobility
Rights
Rights
of
R1gh1s of

citizens to move
CJhzens

Rights to move
R1ght•

gam
and g.un
livelihood
hvehhood

6.
6, (I) Every citizen of Canada has the
right to enter, remain in and leave Canada.
(2)

Every citizen of Canada and every
person who has the status of a permanent
resident of Canada has the right
(a)
(a) to move to and take up residence in
any province; and

(h)
(/>) to pursue the gaining of a livelihood in

any province.

Mandat
Mandat

Pr n tions
Prolongations
^ fs
spcciales
spBCI

Seance
Seance annuelte
annueiie

Liberre de
d'etablissement
Liberte
decirculation
circulationetet
d'etablissement
6. (1) Tout citoyen canadien a le droit de
demeurer au Canada, d'y entrer ou d'en
sortir.
(2) Tout citoyen canadien et toute per-

sonne ayant le statut de resident permanent
au Canada ont le droit:

a) de se deplacer dans tout le pays et
a)

d'etablir leur residence dans toute province;
b) de gagner leur vie dans toute province.

Droits
des
J^^f*
citoyens
c,oyem

Droit

Droits
generaux
* K*n*nmx

Limitation

Life, liberty
and security of
of
person

Search or
seizure

Detention or
imprisonment

Arre;-.t
Arrest or
detention

(3) The rights
righfs specified
specified in subsection (2)
are subject to
(a) any laws or practices of
of general
application in force in a province other
than those that discriminate among perof province of
of
sons primarily on the basis of
present or previous residence; and
(A) any laws providing for reasonable resi(h)
dency requirements as a qualification
qualification for
the receipt of publicly provided social
services.

(3) Les
droits
mentionnes
au
paragraphe (2) sont subordonnes:
a) aux lois et usages d'application
d'applieation generate
rale en vigueur dans une province donnee,
s'ils n'etablissent entre les personnes
persomies
aucune distinction fondee principalement
sur la province de residence anterieure ou
actuelle;
h)
b) aux Iois
lois prevoyant de justes conditions
de residence en vue de !'obtention
l'obtention des services sociaux publics.

Lc:f.[al
Legal RiKhfs
Rights
7. Everyone has the right to life, liberty
of the person and the right not
and security of
thereof except in accordance
to be deprived thereof
fundamental justice.
with the principles of fundamental
8. Everyone has the right not to be subjected to search or seizure except on grounds,
and in accordance with procedures, established by law.

Garanties juridiques
juridiques
7. Chacun a droit a
a la vie, a
a la Iiberte
liberte et a
a
la securite de sa personne; il ne peut etre
a ce droit qu'en conformite
conformite
porte atteinte a
fondamentale.
avec les principes de justice fondamentale.
8. Chacun a droit a
a la protection contre
Jes
les fouilles, les perquisitions et les saisies
fondes
abusives dont les motifs ne sont pas fondes
effectuees dans
sur la loi et qui ne sont pas effectuees
les conditions que celle-ce prevoit.
9. Chacun a droit a
a la protection contre la
detention ou l'emprisonnement
l'emprisonnement dont Ies
les
motifs ne sont pas fondes sur la loi et qui ne
effectues dans les conditions que
sont pas effectues
celle-ci prevoit.
10. Chacun a le droit, en cas d'arrestation
d'arrestation
ou de detention:
a) d'etre informe dans les meilleurs
meilieurs delais
des motifs de son arrestation ou de sa
detention;
b)
1'assistance
A) d'avoir recours sans delai a
a !'assistance
d'unavocat;
d'un
avocat;
c) de faire controler,
contrdler, par habeas corpus,
corpus,
la legalite de sa detention et d'obtenir, le
cas echeant, sa liberation

9. Everyone has the right not to be
detained or imprisoned except on grounds,
and in accordance with procedures, established by law.
10. Everyone has the right on arrest or
detention
(«) to be informed
informed promptly of
of the rea·
rea(a)
sons thercfor;
therefor;
son~
(A) to retain and instruct counsel without
(b)
delay; and
delay:
(r)
(c) to have the validity of the detention
of habeas corpus and
determined by way of
to be released if the detention is not
lawful.

Restriction

Vie, liberte et
securite

Fouilles,
perquisitions et
et
~:~'f:;sitions
saisies

Detention ou

emprisonneernprisonne-

ment

Arrestation ou
detention

P roccedings
togs in
m
criminal and
penal matters

11. Anyone charged with an offence has
the right
(a)
speci~
(a) to be informed promptly of
of t11e
the specifie
fic offence;
offence;
(b)
(b) to be tried within a reasonable time;
(c) to be presumed innocent until proven
(c)
guilty according to law in a fair and public
hearing by an independent and impartial
tribunal;
(d)
(</) not to be denied reasonable bail
except on grounds, and in accordance with
procedures, established by law;
(c)
(c) not to be found guilty on account of
of
any act or omission that at the time of the
act or omission did not constitute an
offence;
oll'cncc;
(/) not to bc
be tried or punished more than
(f)
once for an offence of which he or she has
been finally convicted or acquitted; and
Or) to
io the benefit of the lesser punishment
(g)
punishment for an oll'ence
offence of
where the punisl1mcnt
of
which he or she has been convicted has
been varied between the time of commiscommis~
sion and the time of sentencing.

11. Tout inculpe a le droit:

a)
a) d'etre infonne
inforrae dans les meilleurs de!ais
delais

de !'infraction
Finfraction precise qu'on Iui
lui reproche;
reproehe;
b) d'etrejuge
d'etre juge dans un dclai
delai raisonnable;
c)
c) d'etre presume innocent tant qu'i!
qu'il n'est
pas declare coupable, conformement
conformement aa la
lol,
loi, par un tribunal independant et impartial a
a rissue
Tissue d'un proces public et
equitable;
d) de ne pas etre
Stre prive d'une mise en
liberte
liberie assortie d'un cautionnemcnt
cautionnement raison~
raisonmotif.<; fondes sur la
nable, sauf
sauf pour des motifs
loi et clans
dans Jes
les conditions que cclle-ci
prevoit;
e)
e) de ne pas etre declare coupable en
raison d'une action ou d'une omission qui,
au moment ou elle est survenue, ne consticonsti~
infraction;
tuait pas une infraction;
[)
/ ) de n'etre poursuivi ou puni qu'une fois
infraction dont ifil a deja ete defipour une infraction
nitivement acquitte ou declare coupable;
moms
g) de beneficier de la peine la moins
severe, lorsque la peine qui sanctionne !'inTinfraction dont il est declare coupable est
modiftee
perpetramodifiee entre le moment de la perpetra~
tion de l'infraction
Pinfraction et celui de la sentence.

a

Affaires
£ f S I e , et
,
crlminelles
penales
senates

Treatment or

12. Everyone has the right not to be subjected to any cruel and unusual treatment or
">"
punishment.

12. Chacun a droit a la protection contre
tous traitements ou peines cruels
cruelset
et inusites.
inusites.

Munition
Punition

SelF-erimina.
Self..crimina·
tioo
tion

13. A witness has the right when comm
compelled to testify not to have any incriminat·
incriminatpcllcd
ing evidence so given used to incriminate him
or her in any other proceedings, except a
prosecution for perjury or for the giving of
contradictory evidence.

13. Chacun a droit, s'il est contraint de
a ce qu'aucun temoignage incritemoigner, a
soft utilise pour 1'mcriminant qu'il donne ne soit
l'incridans d'autres procedures, sauf lors de
miner clans
poursuites pour parjure ou pour temoignages
contradictoires.

Declaration
p&iawtion
lncrimlnante
ineritninante

punishment

ln1erpreter
interpret

dny proceedings
witnC!>'> 111
14.
|4_ ^A party or witness
in any
proceedings
lanthe lanor speak
understand or
who does not understand
speak the
proceeding<> are conductgu,tgc in which the proceedings
guage
of an
a<;..,istance of
ha~ the right to the assistance
ed has
interpreter.
Non-discrimination Rights
Non-discrimination
Rights

14. La partie ou le temoin qui, lors de
procedures, ne comprennent pas ou ne parlent pas la langue employee ont droit aa I'asl'as·
sistance d'un interpn!te.
interprete.

Interpn\te
interprets

Droits a
Droits
a la
lanon-discrimination
non-discrimination

loqudilty betme
fcquality
betoie
the law and
eQu.t.l protection
equal
of the l...tw
law

(I) Everyone has the right to equality
15. (1)
of
before the law and to the equal protection of
of
the law without di<;crimination
discrimination because of
n..ttional or ethnic origin, colour, relirace, national
<~gc or sex.
gion, dgc

Ioi et
15. {1)
(1) Tous sont egaux devant la loi
ont droit aa la meme protection de la loi,
independamment de toute distinction fondee
sur la race, l'origine nationale ou ethnique, la
Page ou le sexe.
couler, la religion, l'age

Egahte devant
Egalite
la loi et
protection egale
protection
de ldloi
la loi

Alhrmdtlvc
Affirmative

(2) This .,ection
section does not preclude any law,
program or activity that has as its object the
amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged
persons
pcr-;ons or groups.

effet
(2) Le present article n'a pas pour effet
,,. . j »les ilois,
• programmes ou activites
*• \i»
d'interdire
ddestines
mterdire
les lois, programmes
ou activites
personla situation des
a ameliorer
destines
ameliorerdefavori<>es.
la situation des personnes et desa groupes

Programmes
Programmes
d'action sociale

action
act ton
programs
program\

Official Languages
Official
LanguagesofofCanada
Canada

traction socials

nes et des groupes defavorises.

Canada
Langues officielles
Langues
officiellesdudu
Canada

Official
OthCidl
languages
of
langu..tge~ of
Canada
Can~u.fd

16. (1)
(I) English and French are the official
of
of Canada and have equality of
languages of
status
~tatu; and equal rights and privileges as to
their use
of the
tile Parliament
U\e in all institutions or
and government of Canada.

l'anglais sont les
fran~ais et Panglais
(I) Le francais
16. (1)
langues officielles
officielles du Canada; elles ont un
statut et des droits et privileges egaux quant
aa leur usage dans les institutions du Parlement et du gouvernement du Canada.

Langues
officielles
officielles du
Canada
Canada

Extension
oi
C"tensmn of
status and use
u~e
'talu'i

(2) Nothing in this Charter limits the
authority of Parliament or a legislature to
extend the status or use of English and
French or either of
of those languages.

Iimite pas le
(2) La presente charte ne limite
pouvoir du Parlement et des legislatures
d'ameliorer le statut du francais
fran~ais et de l'anglais ou de Tune
l'une de ces langues, ou d'en
developper !'usage.
l'usage.

Portee

Proceedmg\ of
Proceedings
of
Parhament
Parliament

17. Everyone has the right to use English
or French
f'rench in any debates and other proceeding~ of Parliament.
ings

17. Chacun a le droit d'employer la
langue
officielle de son choix dans les debats
Iangue officielle
et travaux du Parlement.

du
Travaux
l^nem"
Parlement
aremen

of
18. The statutes, records and journals of
Parliament shall be printed and published in

18. Les lois, les archives, les comptes
proees-verbaux du Parlement
rendus et les proces-verbaux
fran~ais et en
sont imprimes et publies en francais
anglais, les deux versions des lois ayant egalement force de loi et celles
eelles des autres documents ayant meme valeur.

Documents
parlementaires

19. Either English or French may be used
by any person in, or in any pleading in or
process issuing from, any court established
by Parliament.
Parliament,

19. Chacun a le droit d'employer la
ehoix dans toutes les
langue officielle
officielle de son choix
aflaires dont sont saisis les tribunaux etablis
affaires
par le Parlement et dans tous les actes de
procedure qui en decoulent.

Procedures
devant
les
devantles
tribunaux
tribunaux
etablis par le
Parlement
Parlement

CommunicaComi\Junu.:;a-

20. Any member of
of the public in Canada
has the right to communicate with, and to
receive available services from, any head or
ollicc of an institution of the Parliacentral oflice
ment or government of Canada in English or
French, as he or she may choose, and has the
of
same right with respect to any other office of
any such institution where that office is
located within an area of Canada in which it
is determined, in such manner as may be
prescribed or authorized by Parliament, that
a substantial number of persons within the
population use that language.

20. Chacun a,
a. au Canada, aa titre prive,
a l'emploi
I'emploi de la langue officielle
officielle de son
droit a
choix pour communiquer avec le siege ou
Padministration centrale des institutions du
!'administration
Parlement ou du gouvernement du Canada
ou pour en recevoir les services; il a le meme
a l'egard
Pegard de tout autre bureau de ces
droit a
institutions situe dans une region du Canada
ou il est reconnu, conformement
conformement aux modalites prevues ou autorisees par le Parlement,
qu'une partie importante de la population
emploie la langue
fangue qu'il a choisie.

CommunicaCornmunica•
tions entre les
administres et
les institutions
federates
federales

Continuation f>f
of
existing
constitutional

16 to 20 abrogates
21. Nothing in sections 16
or derogates from any right, privilege or
obligation with respect to the English and
French languages, or either of them, that
of any other
exists or is continued by virtue of
provision of
of the Constitution of
of Canada.

a 20 n'ont pas pour
21. Les articles 16 a
a la Iange
lange fran9aise
francaise
eifet, en ce qui a trait a
a ces deux langues, de porter
ou anglaise ou a
atteinte aux droits, privileges ou obligations
qui existent ou sont maintenus aux termes
d'une autre disposition de la Constitution du
Canada.

Matntien
en
Maintienen
viguer de
viguerde
certaines
dispositions

Right$ and
Rights
privileges
preserved

22. Nothing in sections 16 to 20 abrogates
or derogates from any legal or customary
right or privilege acquired or enjoyed either

22. Les articles 16 aa 20 n'ont pas pour
effet de porter atteinte aux droits et privilea !'entree
Pentree en
ges, anterieurs ou posterieurs a

Droits preserves

Parliamentary
P.uJramentJ.ry
.statutes
and
~tatutcs. ami
records
TC.CfJfd'S

English and French and both language versions are
arc equally authoritative.

Procccding:''i in
Proceedings
in
COWlS
CiUJI
IK

by
c,L,lhli,lted by
established
Parliament

public
tions by publk
federal
with 1Cderat
institutions
111\litution"G.

provisions
provfsion-:,

00

before or after
after the coming into force of
of this
Charter with respect to any language that is
not English or French.

vigueur de la presente charte et decoulant
deeoulant de
la loi ou de la coutume, des langues autres
que le fram;ais
francais ou l'anglais.

....
N
~
~

~

Minority Language Educational
Minority
Educational Rights
Rights
Lansuage 0of

fS&ctfon
instruction '"

Continuity
of
tan"tuiaUore'oipf
language
instructiort
instrSon

~

/'instruction dans la langue de la
Droits a ['instruction
minorite

( 1) Citizens of Canada whose first
23. (1)
language learned and still understood is that
of the English or French linguistic minority
population of
of the province in which they
reside have the right to have their children
receive their primary and secondary school
instruction in that minority language if they
reside in an area of
of the province in which the
number of
of children of such citizens is suffisufficient to warrant the provision out of public
funds of
of minority language educational
facilities in that area.

23. (1) Les citoyens canadiens dont la premier langue apprise et encore comprise est
celle de la minorite francophone
francophone ou anglophone de leur province de residence ont le
droit de faire instruire leurs enfants, aux
niveaux primaire et secondaire, dans la
langue de la minorite dans toute region de la
oil le nombre des enfants de ces
province ou
citoyens justifie la mise sur pied, au moyen
de fonds publics, d'installations d'enseignement dans cette langue.

((2)
2 ) Where
itiz
f
Canada changes
changes
W^ 1 - 0 aa ccitizen
en oof
Canada
residence
residence from
from one
one province
province to
to another
another and,
and,
prior
prior to
to the
the change,
change, any
any child
child of
of that
that citizen
citizen
has
has been
been receiving
receiving his
his or
or her
her primary
primary or
or
secondary
in either
secondary school
school instruction
instruction in
either English
English
or
or French,
French, that
that citizen
citizen has
has the
the right
right to
to have
have
any
any or
or all
all of
of his
his or
or her
her children
children receive
receive their
their
primary
primary and
and secondary
secondary school
school instruction
instruction in
in
that
that same
same language
language if
if the
the number
number of
of children
children
of
of citizens
citizens resident
resident in
in the
the area
area of
of the
the provprovince
ince to
to which
which the
the citizen
citizen has
has moved,
moved, who
who
have
have aa right
right recognized
recognized by
by this
this section,
section, is
is
sufficient
sufficient to
to warrant
warrant the
the provision
provision out
out of
of
public funds
public
funds of
of minority
minority language
language educationeducational
al facilities
facilities in
in that
that area.
area.

(2) Le citoyen
canadien qui change de
, \ j
., J
.
, ° a ,le
a. ^une autre
residence
d'une
province
residence
une province
autre aaux
le
droit de dfaire
instruire asesuneenfants,
droit de primaire
faire instruire
ses enfants,
niveaux
et secondaire,
dans aux
la
niveaux
primaire ouet anglaise,
secondaire,
la
dans dans
laquelle
langue, fran~;aise
langue,
ou recevait
anglaise,son
dans
laquelle
l'un de francaise
ses enfants
instruction
Tun
ses enfants
son instruction
dans de
la province
de recevait
son ancienne
residence,
dans toute
la province
ancienneprovince
residence,
dans
region de
de son
sa nouvelle
de
dans
toute
region
de
sa
nouvelle
province
de
residence ou le nombre d'enfants de citoyens
residence d'un
oil le droit
nombre
d'enfants
de citoyens
jouissant
reconnu
au present
artijouissant
droit sur
reconnu
cle justified'un
la mise
pied,auaupresent
moyenartide
cle justifie
la mise
sur pied, d'enseignement
au moyen de
fonds
publics,
d'installations
fonds
publics,
d'installations d'enseignement
dans cette
langue.
dans cette langue.

~

Langue
J^JfJ",

d'instruction
,nsn

*
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1:'!1
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Ci

z

>
"11
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Continuite
cpntinujte
d'emploi de la

demploidel
langue

langue
d'instruction
destruction

~
..,..,~

1:'!1
1:'!1

Undeclared
and
Freedoms
UndeclaredRights
Rights
and
Freedoms
Undccl•rcd
Undeclared

Droits et
vises
Droits
etlibertes
libertisnon
nonexpreJSement
expreisement
vises
Oroits
Droits et
libertcs
libertes non
expressement
expressement
vises

24. The guarantee in this Charter of certain righb
rights and frccdoms
freedoms shall not be construed as denying the existence of any other
right'>
rights or frecdoms
freedoms that exist in Canada,
including any right<.
rights or freedoms that pertain
to the native peoples of Canada.

24. La presente charte ne nie pas !'exisl'existence des droits et libertes qu'elle ne garantit
pas expressement et qui existent au Canada,
notamment les droits et libcrtes
libertes des peuples
autochtones du Canada.

General
General

Dispositions generales
Dispositions
ginerales

flrmmcy
Pnmaey of
of
Ch.>rter
Charter

25. Any law that is inconsistent with the
of
provisions of this Charter is,
is, to the extent of
such inconsistency, inoperative and of no
sucll
effect.
force or cfrect.

25. La presente charte rend inoperantes
les dispositions incompatibles de toute autre
regie de droit.

Primaute
Prirnaute de la
cbarte
charte

L
I .1\\
aws... TC~PCdHlg
respecting
C\.HJCil(.C
evidence

26. No provi'>ion
provision of this Charter, other
than section 13,
13, alrects
alTeets the laws respecting
the admissibility of evidence in any proceedings or the authority of Parliament or a
make laws in relation thereto.
legislature to mJ.ke

26. A !'exception
1'exception de !'article
Particle 13,
13, les dispositions de la presente charte ne portent pas
atteinte aux lois
Jois sur l'admissibilite
1'admissibilite de la
preuve en justice, ni aux pouvoirs du Parlement et des legislatures de legiferer en cette
matiere.

Oro1t
Droit sur la
preuve
preuve

Application to
AppllcJtton
hterritories
.. fft{OfiC'-. ,{tl0
and
rcrnton,tl
territorial
authorities
.mthont1c~

27. A reference in this Charter to a province or to the legislative assembly or legislature of a province shall be deemed to include
a reference to the Yukon Territory and the
Northwest Territories, or to the appropriate
thejeof, as the case may
legislative authority theJeof,

27. Dans la presente eharte,
charte, le!>
les dispositions qui visent lcs
les provinces, leur legislature
ou leur assemblee legislative visent egalemcnt
ment le territoire du Yukon, les territoires du
Nord-Ouest ou leurs autorites Jegislatives
legislatives
Nord-Oucst
competentes.

Application aux
tcrritoire.;
territoires

this Charter extends the
28. Nothing in th1~
legislative powers of any body or authority.

28. La presente chartc
Jes
charte n'elargit
nelargit pas les
competences legislatives de quelque organisme ou autorite que
que ce
cesoit.
soit.

Non-elargi-;scNon-elarghsement des
competences
\cgi>latives
legislatives

Application of
Application
ofCharter
Charter
29. (I)
(1) This Charter applies
(a)
(a) to
to the
the Parliament
Parliament and
and government
government of
of

Application de
Application
delalacharte
charte
29. (l)
(1) La presente charte s'applique:
a)
a) au
au Parlement
Parlement et
et au
au gouvernement
gouvernement du
du

nghts
rights ~nu
and
freedom..,
freedoms

be.

Lcgt...,l.ttl\C
Legislative

powers not
pot
power'\
extended
txtendcd

ApplicatiOn
Application of
of
Chatter
Chacter

Application de
lacllarte
la charte

Ex.ception
Exception

Citation
Citation

Comrnitmcnt
Commitment to
promote equal

opportunities
opportunitic'i

Canada and to all matters within the authority of
of Parliament including all matters
relating to the Yukon Territory and
Northwest Territories; and
(h) to the legislature and government of
(b)
of
each province and to all matters within the
authority of
of the legislature of each
province.

Canada, ainsi qu'a tous les domaines relevant di Parlement,
Pariement, y compris ceux qui
concernent le territoire du Yukon et les
territoires du Nord-Ouest;
b) a
a la legislature et au gouverncment
gouvernement de
chaque province, ainsi qu'a tousles
tous les domaines relevant de cette legislature.

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), section 15 shall not have application until three
years after
after this Act, except Part V, comes
into force.
force.

(2) Par derogation au paragraphe (1), l'arPartide
ticle 15 ne s'applique
s'applique que trois ans apres
!'entree
l'entree en vigueur, exception faite de la
partie V, de la presente loi.

Citation

Titre

30. This Part may be cited as the Canadicm
dian Charter o(
of Ri!!hts
Rights and
and rreedoms.
Freedoms.

30. Titre de la presente partie: Charte
liberies.
canadienne des droits et libertes.

PART II

PARTIE 11
II

EQUALIZATION AND REGIONAL DISPARITIES

PEREQUATION ET INEGALJTES
INEGALITES REGIONALES

31. (I)
(1) Without altering the legislative
authority of
of Parliament or of
of the provincial
legislatures, or the rights of
of any of
of them with
respect to the exercise of
of their legislative
authority,
authority, Parliament
Parliament and
and the
the legislatures,
legislatures,
together
together with
with the
the government
government of
of Canada
Canada and
and
the
the provincial
provincial governments,
governments, are
are committed
committed to
to
(a)
(«) promoting equal opportunities for the
well-being of
of Canadians;
(b) furthering economic development to
reduce disparity in opportunities; and
(r) providing essential public services of
of
reasonable quality to all Canadians.

31. (1) Sous reserve des competences
legislatives du Parlement
Pariement et des legislatures
et du leur droit de les exercer, le Parlement
Pariement
et les legislatures, ainsi que les gouvernes'engagent a:
a:
ments federal et provinciaux, s'engagent
a) promouvoir l'egalite
I'egalite des chances de
tous les Canadiens dans la recherche de
leur bien-etre;
developpement economique
b) favoriser le dcveloppement
pourreduire
pour reduire l'inegalite
Tinegah'te des chances;
a tous les Canadiens, a
a un
c) fournir a
qualite acceptable, les services
niveau de quRlite
public essentiels.

VO

oo
9
Restriction

Titre

Engagements
relatifs ita
relatits
I'egalite des
l'egalite
chances

S"

I

Commitment
Commitment
rc"ipccting
respecting
essential
CS<;C!lttaJ public
services
~ervrccs.

Engagement
Engagement
relatifaux
relatif
aux
services publics
essentiels

of
(2) Parliament and the government of
commiHcd to taking such measarc committed
Canada are
arc appropriate to ensure that provures as are
inces are
arc able to provide the essential public
with·
(t)(c) withservices referred to in paragraph (l)(e)
out imposing an undue burden of provincial
taxation.

(2) Le Parlement et le gouvernement du
Canadas*
a prendre les dispositions
Canadas' engagent a
propers aa mettre les provinces en mesure
d'assurer les services publics essentiels vises aa
Palinea
l'alinea (l)(c) sans qu'elles aient aa imposer un
fardeaufiscal
fiscal excessif.

PART Ill

Ill
PARTIE 111

CONSTITUTIONAL
CONSTITUTIONAL CONFERENCES

CONFERENCES CONSTITUTIONNELLES
CONSTiTUTIONNEIXES

V comes into force, a con32. Until Part V
stitutional conference composed of the Prime
of
Minister of Canada and the first
first ministers of
the provinces shall be convened by the Prime
Minister of Canada at least once in every
year unless, in any year, a majority of
of those
composing the conference decide that it shall
not be held.

32. Avant !'entree
l'entree en vigueur de la partie
V, le premier ministre du Canada convoque
au moins une fois par an une conference
constitutionnelle reunissant les premiers
ministres provinciaux et lui-mSme,
sauf si la
lui-meme, sauf
majorite d'entre eux decide ne pas la tenir
une annee don
donnee.
nee.

I'ART IV
PART

PARTIE IV

INTERIM AMENDING f>fWCEDURE
PROCEDURE AND
RULES FOR ITS Rt:PLACEMENT
REPLACEMENT

PROCEDURE PROVISOIRE DE MODIFICATION
HEGLES DE REMPLACEMENT
ET REOLES

Jnterim
Interim
procedure for
amending
Constitution
of
Con ... titution of
Canada
Cana<.la

V comes into force, an
33. Until Part V
amendment to the Constitution of Canada
may be made by proclamation issued by the
of
Governor General under the Great Seal of
Canada where so authorised by resolutions
of
of the Senate and House of Commons and by
the legislative assembly or government of
of
each province.

l'entree en vigueur de la partie
33. Avant !'entree
V, la Constitution du Canada peut etre
modifiee par proclamation du gouverneur
gouvemeur
general sous le grand sceau du Canada, autorisee par les resolutions du Senat et de la
Chambre des communes et par Tassemblee
l'assemblee
legislative ou le gouvernement de toutes les
provinces.

Procedure
provisoire de
modification
modification

of
Amendment of
provisions
relating to some
but not all
provincco:;
provinces

34. Until Part V comes into force, an
amendment to the Constitution of Canada in
relation to any provision that applies to one

34. Avant l'entree
!'entree en vigueur de la partie
V, les dispositions de la Constitution du
a certaines provinces
Canada applicables a

Modification a
Modification
a
l'egard de
l'egard
certaines
provinces

Con<;iitutional
Constitutional
conference-;
conferences

Conferences
Conferences
constilutionnelconstit11tionnel·

les

N
N

or more, but not all, provinces may be made
by proclamation issued by the Governor
General under the Great Seal of Canada
where so authorised by resolutions of the
Senate and House of Commons and by the
legislative assembly or government of each
province to which the amendment applies.

seulement peuvent etre modifiees par proclamation du gouverneur general sous le grand
sceau du Canada, autorisee par des resolutions du Senat et de
dc la Chambre des communes et par l'assemblee
fassemblee legislative ou le gouvernement de chaque province a
a laquelle la
modification s'applique.

Rule?
Rule•

35. (I)
(1) The procedures for amendment
described in sections 33
33 and 34 may be initiated either by the Senate or House of Commons or by the legislative assembly or government of a province.

35. (1) L'initiative des procedures de
modification visees aux articies
articles 33
33 et 34
appartient au Senat, a
a la Chambre des communes, a
a l'assemblee
Fassemblee legislative d'une province ou au gouvernement de celle-ci.

Regies
Regtes

Idem

(2) A
A resolution made or other authorisation given for the purposes of this Part may
be revoked at any time before the issue of
of a
he
proclamation authorised by it.

(2) La resolution adoptee ou l'autorisation
donnee, dans le cadre de la presente partie,
a tout moment avant la
peut etre revoquee a
qu'elle autorise.
date de la proclamation qu'ellc

Idem

Limitation on
uso of
of interim
use
amending

36. Sections 33
33 and 34 do not apply to an
Constitution of Canada
amendment to the Constitutior1
where tlwrc
there is another provision in the Constitution for making the amendment, but the
33 shall be
procedure prescribed by section 33
Canadian Charter
Charter of
of
used to amend the Canadian
Rights
andany
anyproviston
provision for
for
R(!dlts and Freedoms
Freedom.~ and
amending the Constitution, including this
be usrd
used in making a general
section, and may he
consolidation and revision of the Constitution.

36. Lcs
Les articles 33
33 et 34 ne s'appliquent
s'appliquent
pas aux cas de modification constitutionnelle
pour lesquels une procedure dilferente
diiferente est
prevue par une autre disposition de la Constiprevuc
procedure visee a
a
tution du Canada. La proct!dure
Particle 33
33 s'impose toutefois, pour modifier
!'article
Chartc canadienne
canadiennedes
desdroits
droitsetetliberties,
liberties,
la Chartc
a la modiainsi que les dispositions relatives a
fication de la Constitution, y compris le present article; cette procedure peut egalement
a toute codification ou revision generaservir a
les de la Constitution.

Restriction du
recours aa la
procedure
provisoire

a la
37. La partie V entre en vigueur a
suivantes:
premiere des dates suivantcs:
a)
a) avec ou sans modification, a
a la date
fixee par proclamation prise conformea la procedure visec
visee a
a l'article
1'article 33;
ment a

Entree
Entree en
en
vigeur
dee,a
la
partiev
partieV

applicable to
amendment
amend merit
procedures

procedure

Coming into
force of
of Part V
V

37. Part V shall come into force
(a)
(a) ·with
with or without amendment, on such
day as may be fixed by proclamation
issued pursuant to the procedure preis<>ucd
scribed by section 33,
33, or
scribe-d

on the day
d:iy that is two years after
after the
day this Act, except Part V, comes
conies into
force
force,
whicl1e~er
whichever is the earlier day but, if a referenreferendum is required to be held under subsection
3~(3), Part V shall come into force as pro38(3),
vided in section 39.
(b)
(b)

b) deux ans apres !'entree
l'entree en vigueui,
exception faite de la partie V, de la presente loi.
11
II demeure entendu que, si la tenue d'un
d'un
referendum
referendum s'impose conformement
conformement au paragraphe 38(3), la partie V entre en vigueur
conformement
conformement a
a !'article
l'article 39.

......

\0

l)rovlncial
Provincial

alternative
allcrnatiVC
procedure

Procedure
Procedure for
for
perfecting
perfecting

alternatt\C

alternative

ReferenJum
Referendum

38. (I) The governments or legislative
assemblies of
of eight or more provinces that
have, according to the then latest general
census, combined populations of
of at least
eighty per cent of the population of all the
provinces may make a single proposal to
substitute for paragraph 4l(l)(b)
41(l)(/>) such alternative as they consider appropriate.

(1) Les gouvernements ou assemblees
38. (I)
legislatives d'au moins huit provinces dont la
population confondue
eonfondue represente, selon le
a l'eporecensement general le plus recent a
que, au moins quatre-vingts pour cent de la
population de toutes les provinces peuvent
presenter une proposition commune en vue
a l'alinea
Palinea
de remplacer la procedure prevue a
110)6).
11(1)
b).

Proposition
Proposition de
de
eemplacement
mp acement

(2) One copy of an alternative proposed
under subsection (I) may be deposited with
I he Chief
Chief Electoral
Electoral Oflicer
Officer of
of Canada
Canada by
by
the
each proposing province within two years
after this Act, except Part V, comes into
after
force but, prior to the expiration of
of that
period, any province that has deposited a
copy may withdraw that copy.

(2) Chaque province concernee peut deposer le texte de la proposition visee au paragraphe (I)
(1) aupres du direeteur
directeur general des
graphc
les deux ans suielections du Canada dans Ies
l'entree en vigueur, exception faite de la
vant !'entree
partie V, de la presente loi, etant entendu
qu'elle peut retirer le texte au cours de cette
periode.

pqssiwiite de
de
Possibilite
mise
au point
point
miseau

(3) Where
where copies of
of an alternative have
(3)
been filed as provided by subsection (2) and,
after this Act,
on the day that is two years after
except Part V, comes into force, at least
eight copies remain filed by provinces that
have, according to the then latest general
of at least
census, combined populations of
of the population of
of all the
eighty per cent of
of Canada shall
provinces, the government of
referendum to be held within two
cause a referendum
years after
after that day to determine whether

(3) Dans les cas ou, deux ans apres !'enPentree en vigueur, exception faite de la partie
V, de la presente loi, au moins huit provinces
remplissant les conditions demographiques
demographiques
visees au paragraphe (1) n'ont pas retire leur
texte, le gouvernement du Canada fait tenir,
1'echeance des
dans les deux annees suivant l'echeance
referendum pour determiner
deux ans, un referendum
laquelle des procedures suivantes sera adoptee:

Referendum
Referendun1

00

3

( oming inlo
loru:
lorce ol P.trt
I'.irt V
V
\\IKrc
where
n_ILrcmlum
rtlcreiKhim
hdd
held

( 0111111g 111(0

Rule tor
tor
Rule...,
rck1cndu11t

rcicicir.iimi
R1ght lo \otc

Risiu io vote

Gcncr~ll

(a)
(<•/) paragr,tph
paragraph 41(1)(b)
41(1 )(b) or
or any
any alternative
alternative
thereto proposed by the government of
of
thereof with
Canada by depo<;iting
depositing a copy thereof
Chief Electoral Otlker
Officer at least ninety
the Chief
days prior to the day on which the referenreferenday~
is held, or
dum i~
(b)
(A) the alternative propo<;ed
proposed by the provinces,
ince~.
'>hall
shall he
be adopted.
39. Where a referendum
referendum i<>
is held under
"ub..,ection
subsection 38(3), a proclamation under the
of (Canada
shall be i.,-.ucd
issued within
Great Seal of
anada '>hall
months after
after the date of
of the referendum
referendum
...six
ix month<;
biinging Part V into force with '>liCh
such modiflmodifibringing
cations, if any, a.,
as are neec~'>ary
necessary to ineorpoincorpocallon'>,
rate the proposal
majority of
of
r,tle
propo.,al approved by a majority
persons voting
votinu at the ref..:rcndum
referendum and
the per~on~
such other change'>
changes a'>
as arc
are rea.;;onably
reasonably
with <;uch
consequential on the incorporation of
of that
con'>cqucntial
proposal.
propo<;al.
40. (I)
(1) Subject to wb..,cction
subsection (2), Parliament
rnent may make law'i
laws rc~pccting
respecting the rule<;
rules
applicable
applicable to
to the
the holding
holding of
of aa referendum
referendum
under
38(3).
under <;ub.,ection
subsection 38(3).
(2)
Every
citizen
(2) Every citizen of
of Canada
Canada has,
has, without
without
unrea<;onable
unreasonable distinction
distinction or
or limitation,
limitation, the
the
right
right to
to vote
vote in
in aa referendum
referendum held
held under
under
~ubsection 38(3).
subsection 38(3).

ou l'eventuelle procedure de remplacement
proposee par le gouvernement du Canada
apres depot de son texte aupres du directeur general des elections au moins quatrevingt-dix jours avant la date du referenreferendum;
h) celle qui fait l'objet
l'objet de
dc la proposition
des provinces.
39. Dans lcs
les six mois suivant la date du
referendum, une proclamation sous le grand
faire
sceau du Canada est prise en vue de faire
eventuellement
entrer en vigueur la partie V, eventucllement
necessaire pour
modifiee dans la mesure neces~aire
incorporer la proposition approuvee par la
majorite
majorite des votants et pour integrer
integrcr les
amenagements justifies qui en deeoudecouautres amenagement<;
lent.
40. (1) Sou<>
Sous n.\<;crvc
reserve du paragraphe (2), le
legiferer pour reglementer la
Parlement peut legiferer
tenue du referendum
referendum vise au paragraphe
tenuc
38(3).
(2) Tout citoycn
citoyen canadien a le droit de
a l'occa<;ion
l'occasion du referendum
referendum visc
vise au paravote a
graphe 38(3). Ce droit ne pcut,
peut, san<:
sans motif
graphc
l'objet d'aucune distinction ou
valable, faire l'objet
restriction.

PART V
v

PARTIE V

PROCEDURE fOR
FOR AMENDING
Or CANADA
CONSTITUTION Of

PROCEDURE DE MODIFICATION DE LA
CONSTITUTION DU CANADA

441.
1
n aamendment
men
(1) ^An
to the
the Constitution
Constitution
'mleiiurc
' O
d m e n t to
pnKcdurc for for
of
amuHii'i'iB ° r
of Canada may be made by proclamation
(t on..,lltutum
onsiitniion of
of
issued by the Governor General under the
( .lll.td~t

.JllKnd1ng

a

a) eelle
celle qui est prevue a l'alinea 41(1) b)

41. (1) La Constitution du Canada peut
etre modifiec
modifiee par proclamation du gouverneur general sous le grand sceau du Canada,

\0

00

3
Entree en
vigeur de ia
la
part1e
V apres
partie V
referendum

Regles
R6gles en
mdticre
matiere de
referendum

Droit de \Otc
\ote

Procedurer
normale de
51,°™^,^,,
modification

N

Vt

Definition
Definitions...

Great Seal of
of Canada where so authorized
by
(a) resolutions of
of the Senate and House of
Commons; and
(b)
{b) rc~olutions
resolutions of
of the legislative assem~
assemblics
blies of
of at least a majority
majority of
of the provinces
that
thai includes
(i) every province that at any time
before the
I he issue
issue of
of the
the proclamation
proclamation
had, according to any previous general
census, a population of
of at least twenty~
twentyfive
live per cent of
of the population of
of
Canada,
(ii) at lea~t
least two of
of the Atlantic provinces that have, according to the then
latc'il
latest general census, combined populations of
of at least lifly
iifty per cent of
of the
population of
of all the Atlantic provinces,
and
(iii)
Ciii) at least two of
of the Western provinces that have, according to the then
latest general census, combined popula~
populations of
of at least fifty per cent of
of the
population of all the Western provinces.
(2) In this section,

autorisee:
a) par des resolutions ciu
du Senat et de la
Chambre des communes;
b) par des resolutions des assemblees
assemblies
legislativcs
legislatives d'une majorite
majorite des provinces;
cette majorite doit comprendre:
(i) chaque province dont la population,
avant la date de cctte
cette proclamation,
represcntait,
representait, scion
selon un reccnsement
recensement general ant6rieur
antcrieur quelconquc, au moins
vingt-cinq pour cent de la population du
Canada,
Canada
(ii) au 'moins
moins deux des provinces de
l'
Atlantique dont la population con
l'Atlantique
confonfondue representc,
represente, selon le recensement
general le plus recent a
a l'epoque,
Fepoque, au
moins cinquantc pour cent de la popula1'ensembie de ces provinces,
tion de !'ensemble
(iii) au moins deux des provinces de
confondue
l'Ouest dont la population confondue
represente, selon le recensement general
a repoque,
fepoque, au moins cinle plus recent a
quante pour cent de la population de
l'ensemble de ces provinces.
!'ensemble

" weuern
province»"

"" Western provinces"
provinces " means the provinces of
of
Manitoba, British Columbia, Saskatchewan
wan and
and Alberta.
Alberta.

(2) Les definitions qui suivent s'appliqucnt
s'appliquent
au present article.
article,
"provinces de I'l'Atlantique"
Atlantique" Les provinces de
la Nouvelle-Ecosse, du Nouveau-Brunswick, de l'IIe-du-Prince-Edouard
l'Ile-du-Prince-Edouard et de
Terre-Neuve.
"provinces de l'Ouest" Les provinces du
Manitoba, de la Colombie-Britannique, de
la Saskatchewan et de
Alberta.
dc I'l'Alberta.

Amendment
authori1ed
authorized by
referendum

42. (I)
(1) An amendment to the Constitution
Constitution
of Canada may be made by proclamation
proclamation

42.
42, (l)
(1) La Constitution du Canada peut
etre modifiee par proclamation du gouver~
gouver-

u

AUantlc

province?"
province.;;"
r vii ccs

u wc~tern

province~~'

"Atlantic
" Atlantic provinces"
provinces " means the provinces of
Nova
Nova Scotia,
Scotia, New
New Brunswick,
Brunswick, Prince
Prince
Edward
Edward Island
Island and
and Newfoundland;
Newfoundland;

Definitions
Definitions
"l-AtoSme"'
provinces de
I'Atlantique"

"'j provinces
provinces de
de

0
l'Ouest
H

^ »'"

Modificatlon
Modification
autorisee par
referendum
referendum

issued by the
(lie Governor General under the
Great Seal
Sea! of Canada where so authorized
by a referendum held throughout Canada
under subsection (2) at which
(a) a majority of persons voting thereat,
and
(h)
(b) a majority of persons voting thereat in
each of the provinces, resolutions of the
legislative assemblies of which would be
sullicient,
sufficient, together with resolutions of the
Senate and House of Commons, to authorize the issue of a proclamation under subsection 41(1),
have approved the making of the amendment.

neur general sous le grand sceau du Canada,
autorisee par un referendum tenu dans tout
le pays conformement au paragraphe (2) et
lors duqucl
duquel la modification a ete approuvee:
a)
a) d'une part, a
a majorite des votants;
b)
b) d'autre part, a
a la majorite des votants
de chacune des provinces dont les resolutions de Jeurs
leurs assemblees
assemblies legislatives suffiraient, avec les resolutions du Senat et de
la Chambre des communes, a
a autoriser la
proclamation mentionnee au paragraphe
41(1).

Authorization
Authoritalion
of referendum
referendum
of

(2) A referendum referred to in subsection
(I) shall he
be held where directed by proclamation issued by the Governor General
under the Great Seal of Canada authorized
by resolutions of the Senate and House of
of
Commons.

L'ordrc de tenue d*un
(2) L'ordre
d'un referendum
mentionne au paragraphe (I)
(1) est donm!
donne par
proclamation du gouverneur general sous le
sceau du Canada, autoris6e
autorisee par les
grand seeau
Senat et de la Chambre des
resolutions du Scnat
communes.

Autorisation
Autorisation de
referendum
ref~rendum

Amend men of
Amendment

43. An amendment to the Constitution of
Canada in relation to any provision that
applies to one or more, but not all, provinces
may be made by proclamation issued by the
Governor General under the Great Seal of
of
Canada where so authorized by resolutions
of the Senate and House of Commons and of
the legislative assembly of each province to
which the amendment applies.

43. Les dispositions de la Constitution du
Canada applicab!es
applicables af1 certaines provinces
seulemcnt peuvent etre modifiees par proclamation du gouverncur
gouverneur general sous le grand
sceau du Canada, authorisee
aisthorisee par des resoluseeau
tions du Senat, de
dc la Chambre des commul'assemblee l<~gislative
legislative de chaque
nes et de l'assemblce
a laquellc l:ct
la modification s'applique.
province a

Modification a
a
Modification
l'egard de
l'egard
certaines
certa-ines
provinces

44.
44. An amendment to the Constitution of
of
Canada may be made by proclamation under
43 without a
subsection 41(1) or section 43
resolution of the Senate authorizing the issue
of the proclamation if, within ninety days

44. La Constitution du Canada peut etre
modifiee par proclamation, dans le cadre du
(141) ou de ]'article
1'article 43,
43, sans une
paragraphe 041)
resolution du Senat autorisant la proclamation, lorsque, dans un delai de quatre-vingt-

provisions
pro._,I..,IOil"
relating to •... omc
relating
bbut
u t not
not all
ill!
provinces
provinces

Amendments
Amendment'>
Senate
without Senate
resolution
TL""olution

Modification
Modification

sans resolution

du Senat

-

of Commons
Hou~e of
after
after the passage by the House
rssue, the
rts issue,
.tuthorwng its
ot
a resolution
re~olutron authorising
ol ,t
re<>olutwn and
p.1~~ed '>uch
Senate
such a resolution
h.t~ not passed
~en.tte has
of those
expiratiOn of
after the expiration
if,
at any time
tune after
rf, .tl
of Commons agam
Hou<;c of
ninety
again
day~. the House
nmcty days,
perrod when
.tny period
passes
re~olutron, but any
p.t~~c~ the resolution,
Parliament '"
is piorogucd
shall
dr&~olvcd sh.tll
pwroguc.,d or dissolved
P.trh.tmcnt
m computmg
not be c.,ountcd
counted in
computing those nmety
ninety
d.ty&
days

radoptlon par la Chambre
dix
smvant I'adoption
JOurs suivant
d1x jours
resolutiOn a cet effet, le
des communes
<-ommunes d'une resolution
Senat n'a pas adopte une telle resolution et
Sen..tt
dela1, la Chambre
cc delai,
si, apres
l'exprratron de ce
apre'> 1'expiration
s1,
des communes
commune'> adopte de nouveau la resoludela1 ne sont
tion Dans
computation du delai
D.tns la computation
pas comptcs
comptes les JOurs
jours pendant lesquels
lcsquels le
Parlement est proroge ou d1ssous.
dissous.

procedure~ for amendment
(1) The procedures
45. (I)
rn -.ub..,c.,c.,tron
dcscnbcd in
subsection 41(1) and sectron
section 43
dc.,..,urbc.,d
~ciMte or
may
either by the Senate
rnrtr.t!cd crthcr
bl. initiated
mJy be
House
legislative
Commllll'> or by the lcgr~latJve
of Commons
Hou'>c of
assembly
province.
of ad proVIIKC.
d~~Ullbly of

45. (1)
L"mitrative des procedures de
(I) L'initiative
paragr.tphc 41(1) et a
modification
a
VI~ee'l au paragraphe
modifiCatiOn visees
Farticle 43 appart1ent
appartient au Senat, a la chambre
Chambre
!'article
des communes ou a I'assemblee
legislative
l'a<;scrnblee leg1slattve
d'une prOVI'lCe
province

Id n

purpo'ie'> of
of
rc-.olut1on made for the purposes
(2) A resolution
t1me before
this
any time
.lt •lilY
rc.,\oked •at
nMy be revoked
P.trt may
thl'> Part
the issue
authorized by 1!.
it.
prod.tm.tt10n .wthorued
of .ta proclamation
I'>'>Ue of

adoptee dans le cadre de
resolutiOn ,ldoptec
(2) La resolution
re\oquee a tout
la presente
p.trtte peut etre revoquee
prcsentc partie
moment avant la date de la proclamation
qu'elle autonse.

Idem

Kults I(
I. lt
Huk'
rciu ndu11
tuhit
rdu

<;ub~cctJOn (2), Parlia46. (I) SubJed
Subject to subsection
rc~pcet mg the rule<>
ment may make laws
rules
law'> respecting
of a referendum
applicable
referendum
holdmg of
<~pplll..tble to the holding
under section
\CCI!on 42.

46. (I)
(1) Le Parlement peut,
pcut, sous reserve du
paragraphe
legiferer pour reglementer la
paragraphc (2), legiferer
l'artJcle 42.
tenue
VIse a Particle
referendum vise
tenuc du referendum

ReglemeMJtion
Reglementatwn
des refcren
rereren
dums
dum!'!.

Ritht to vote

IM~, Without
Can.tda has,
without
of Canada
c.,ltllen of
(2) Lvery citizen
hmitatmn, the
unreasonable
d1~tmcllon or limitation,
unrc.t.,onablc distinction
right
referendum held under
m a.t referendum
nght to vote in
section 42
sccllon

canad1en a le droit de
c.,Itoyen canadien
(2) Tout citoyen
l"artJcle 42, ce
vote lors du referendum
referendum vise aet Particle
droit ne peut, sans motif
Tobjet
fa1re J"obJet
valab!e, faire
mot1f valable,
d'aucune distmctlon
distinction ou restnctwn.
restriction.

Drott de vote
Droit

i unit iiion on
"muHimc"''
lllKndlllb
lormuiJ.
(omnia

47. The
The procedure~
procedures prc~cnbed
prescribed by
by ;,ectwn
section
47.
ctpply to an amendment
41, 42 or 43 do not apply
41,
of Canctda
Canada where there IS
is
to the Constitution of
another provision
in the ConstitutiOn
Constitution for
provt<>IOn 111
ctnothcr
making
mctkmg the amendment, but the procedures
prescribed
presenbed by section 41 or 42 shall nevertheless
proviston for
les'> be used to amend any provision

41, 42 ou 43 ne s'apph47. Les articles 41,
s'apphquent pas aux cas de modification
constitumodificatiOn constltutionnelle pour lesquels une procedure dtffediffetlonnelle
rente est prevue par une autre disposttlon
disposition de
la Constitution
ConstitutiOn du Canada. La procedure
visee
toutefois
s'tmpose toutefms
41 ou 42 s'impose
v1see aux articles 41
pour
modtfier les dispositions relatives a la
pour modifier

Kl,l
RulL...,s

; tfk
,,

tppfiL

ip|>lK
t ILll
t Itll
I I LL
| ! H-

(0

IL (O
I»[I Lilt
IlUlL\
I Ul!
lllll-S

I •m•t ttmn nn
nl !-,<..llt__fil

H\C

N

~

l
Re&les
Refcles

apphcabb
applicable aux

procedurees
proced uree' de
modification
mod1hcJ.tton

Restnctton du
Restriction
recours
recour')- a la
procedure
norm lie
1Ie

N

00

amendmg
tlw.
amending the Con~tl!ul!On,
Constitution, mcluding
including this,
section, and section 41
41 may be used in
mdl.ing
making a general consolidation or revision of
of
the Constitution.

modificatwn
modification de la Constitution, y compris le
present article; la procedure visee a
a I'article
l'article
41
41 peut egalement servir a
a toute codification
codification
ou revision generales
generates de la Constitution.

b i™rtament
by
Parhament

u
48.
section 50, Parliament
Parliament may
**8. SSubject
o J e c t to section
exclusively make laws amending the Constitution of
of Canada in relation to
to the executive
government
government of
of Canada
Canada or
or the
the Senate
Senate or
or
How.e
House of
of Commons.
Commons.

48. Sous reserve de !'article
l'article 50, le ParteParlement a competence exclusive pour modifier
modifier
men!
les dispositions de la Constitution du Canada
relatives au pouvoir executif
executif federal, au
Senat et a
a la Chambre des communes.

Modofication
Modification
par le
pariement
Parlement

AnJcndmcnt ...
h}
.. tal
h> provtm
provincial
JegJ<.,I&ture-.

Amendments
legislatures

the legislature
49. 1Subject
Subject< to section 50,
p
1 « 1
1 1
of
of each province may exclusively make laws
amending the constitution of
of the province.

Particle 50, la ll!gislalegisla49. Sous reserve de !'article
ture de chaque province a competence exclumodifier la constitution de celle-ci.
sive pour modifier

Modolicdtion
Modification
par les
legislatures
legislatures
provinc1ale~
provincial

Mallcr
M
..iltcr-.
'i

50. An amendment to the Constitution of
of
Canada in relation to the following matters
may
m a y be made only in accordance with a
41 or 42:
procedure prescribed by section 41
(a) the office of
of the Queen, the Governor
General and the Lieutenant Governor of
of a
province;
{b)
(b) the Canadian Charter of
of Rights and
Freedoms;
Freedoms",
(c)
(r) the commitments relating to equalizadi~parities set out in
tion and regional disparities
section 31;
(d) the powers of
of the Senate;
(e) the number of
of members by which a
is entitled to be represented in the
province i~
qualifications of
Senate and the residence qualifications
Senators;
(f)
(/) the right of
of a province to a number of
of
members in the House of Commons not
of Senators repreless than the number of
senting the province; and

50. Toute modification
modification de la Constitution
.
.
.
questions
suivantes
portant sur les
du fait
Canada
sur les questions
se
selonportant
la procedure
visee auxsuivantes
articles
se ou
fait42;
selon la procedure visee aux articles
41
4 1a)
o ules
4 2 ;fonctions de la Reine, celles du goua)
les fonctions
Reine,
du gouverneur
general deet lacelle'i
descelles
Iieutenantsverneur general et celles des lieutenantsgouverneurs;
gouverneurs;
b) la
dc>s droits
droit.\ et
b)
la Charte
Charte canadiemte
canadietme des
et
libertes;
libertes;
c) les engagements enonce'>,
enonces, en matiere de
d'inegalite~ regionales, a
perequation et d'inegalites
a
!'article
l'article 31;
d)
d) les pouvoirs du Senat;
e) le nombre de senateurs representant
chaque province au Senat et les conditions
de residence qu'ils doivent remplir;
f)
f) le droit d'une province d'avoir a
a la
Chambre des communes un nombre de
deputes au moins egal a
a celui de
d'! ses senateurs;

Proced
r
Procedure

m
Amendment~

y anamen

_
amendment
.amendment
under
under genera\
general
formuld
"""" *

requanng

. Canada
—
,
du

," S

normale de

norma» de
mod1hcation

moditication

(J.:)
(#) the principles of
of proportionate repre-

(Consequential
\m<.,i!qi!Cillial

:tme1nlmcnl"
amendments

w

g) Jcs
les principes de la representation pro-

sentation of
of the provinces in the House
of
of Commons prescribed by the Constitution
Constitution
of
of Canada.

portionnellc
portionnelie des provinces a
a la Chambre
des communes prevus par la Constitution
Constitution
du Canada.
duCanada.

51. Class II of
of section 91
91 and class 1 of
of
section 92 of
Act, 1867
1867
of the Constitution
Constitution Act,
(formerly
(formerly named the British North America
America
America (No.
Act, 1867),
Act,
/867), the British North America
(No.
Act, 1949,
/949, referred to in item 21
2) Act,
21 of
of
S.:hedulc
Schedule I to this A.:t
Act and Parts Ill
III and IV
of
of this Act arc
are repealed.

51. La rubriquc 1 de !'article
I'article 91
91 et la
rubrique 1 de J'article
Loi constitu·
I'article 92 de la Lot
constitutionne/le
tionnelle de 1867 (anterieuremcnt
(anterieurement designee
Acte de VAmerique
/'Anulrique du Nord
sous le
ie titre: Acte
Britanniquc, 1867), l'
Acte de /'
Amerique du
Britannique,
VAcle
VAmerique
Nord Britannique (n° 2), 1949, mentionne au
Nord
n"
n° 21
21 de
dc !'annexe
I'annexe I de la prcsente
presente loi,
lot, et Ies
les
parties Ill
V de la pn!scnte
111 et IIV
presente loi soot
sont
abroges.

l'ART
PARI' VI

PARTIE VI

0

Modifications
*JfJ$^ ( !° ns
corrclatives

GENERAL

DISPOSITIONS GENERALES

f'on<.,.lillllinn
Ponstifution of

52. (I)
(1) The Constitution of
of Canada
includes
(a) the Canada A
et;
Act;
(h)
(A) the Acts and orders referred
referred to in
Schedule l;
I ; and
(c)
(<•) any amendment to any Act or order
referred to in paragraph (a) or (h).
(h).

52. (1) La Constitution du Canada comprend:
prend;
a) la Loi
Loi sur
stir le
Ie Canada;
figurant
b) les textes legislatifs et les decrets figurant
a !'annexe
I'annexe I;
1;
a
c) les modifications
modifications aux textes !Cgislatifs
legislatifs
et aux decrets mcntionnes
mentionnes aux alineas a)
d)
ou
b).
aub).

du
Constitution
c%£iTioadu
Canada

w S o r ot·
"
Cun..,tltution

Amendment<; to

f2)
(2) Amendments
Amendments to the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of
Canada shall be made only in accordance
with the authority contained in the Constituof Canada.
tion of

(2) La Constitution du Canada ne peut
conformement aux pouvoirs
etre modifiee que conformement
eonferes par elle.
confercs

Modification
Modification

Rcpc.tb
Repeals ~md
and

(1) The enactments referred
referred to in
53. (I)
of Schedule I arc
are hereby repealed,
Column I of
or amended to the extent indicated in
TI thereof, and, unless repealed,
Column TI
shall continue as law in Canada under the
III thereof.
names set out in Column HI

53. (I)
(1) Les textes Jegislatifs
legislatifs enumeres a
a la
colonnc
colonne II de l'annexe
I'annexe I1 sont abroges ou modifies
fies dans la mesure indiquee
indiqufe a
a la colonnc
colonne II.
Sauf
Sauf abrogation, ils restcnt en vigueur en tant
que lois du Canada sous les titres mentionnes
colonne
III.
aa la colon
ne HT.

et
Abrogation
^vrauxtiires
nouveaux
titres

Canada

Camu.Ja
Canada

new name\
names

Conscqucn!!Jl
amendment'''
amen;

amendment">

(2)
en~u.:tment, except
except
^ 2 ' ,Every
- v e ' ' } ' enactment,

the Canada
Canada
the

refers
an enactment referred to
^Act,
^ that
^ ^ re
fCfS tto
0 a n enactment referred to

in
in Schedule
Schedule II by
by the
the name
name in
in Column
Column II
thereof
thereof is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
by substituting
substituting
in
for
for that
that name
name the
the corresponding
corresponding name
name in
Column
Ill
thereof,
and
any
British
North
Column III thereof, and any British North
America
America Act
Act not
not referred
referred lO
to in
in Schedule
Schedule II
Act folmay
may be
be cited
cited as
as the
the Constitution
Constitution Act
followed
lowed by
by the
the year
year and
and number,
number, if
if any,
any, of
of its
its
enactment.
enactment.

(2) Toute loi, sauf
Loi sur le Canada,
sauf la Loi
Canada,
qui fait mention d'une loi figurant
figurant a !'annexe
l'annexe
I par le titre indique a la colonnc
colonne I est
modifiee
modiflee par substitution a cc
ce titre du titre
correspondant
correspondant mentionne a la colonne Ill;
HI;
tout Acte de I'Amerique
l'Amerique du Nord Britannique
a l'annexc
J'annexc I pcut etre cite
non mentionne a
1c titre de Loi
constitutionnelk suivi de
Loi constitutionnelle
sous le
1'indication de l'annec
l'annee de son adoption et
!'indication
eventuellement de son numero.

Modifications
Modifications
cor
relatives
correlatives

French version
of
constiuuk"
or Canada"'""

54.
French version
version of
of the
the portions
portions of
of the
the
^ 4 " AA Frc'wli
Constitution of Canada referred to in
Schedule f shall be prepared by the Minister
of
of Justice of
of Canada as expeditiously as possible and, when any portion thereof
thereof sulficient
sufficient
to warrant action being taken has been so
prepared, it shall be put forward for enactment by proclamation issued by the Goverof Canada
nor General under the Great Seal of
pursuant to the procedure then applicable to
of the same provisions of
of the
an amendment of
of Canada.
Constitution of

54. Le ministre de la Justice du Canada
est charge de rediger, dans les meilleurs
delais, la version franc;aise
frangaise des parties de la
a !'anl'anConstitution du Canada qui figurent a
suffisamment importante
nexe I; toute partie suffisamment
est, des qu'elle est prete, deposee pour adoption par proclamation du gouverneur general
conformesous le grand sceau du Canada, conformea l'epoquea
l'epoquea
ment a la procedure applicable a
modification des dispositions constitutionla modification
nelles qu'elle contient.

Version
fran~aise
francaise de la
Constitution
Constitution du
Canada

Engli~h and
French vet ">iOn\

French vS'si ns

555.
5- W
l i e r e aany
m / portion o(of the
Where
Constitution
portion * " I e Constitution
of
of Canada
Canada has
has been
been or
or is
is enacted
enacted in
in English
English
and French or where a French version of
of any
portion of the Constitution is enacted pursuant to section 54, the English and French
of that portion of
of the Constitution
versions of
are equally authoritative.

55. Lcs
Les versions franc;aise
frangaise et anglaise
angiaise des
parties de la Constitution du Canada adoptees dans ces deux langues ont egalement
tecs
loi. En outre, ont egalement force de
force de Joi.
l'adoption, dans le cadre de !'article
l'article
loi, des !'adoption,
frangaise de la
54, d'une partie de la version franc;aise
angiaise
Constitution, cette partie et la version anglaise
correspondante.

Versions
francaise et
fran~aise
angiaise
anglaise

English and

55, The
T| i e English and French versions of
of
56.
,, . . ,
n
,.
^ ,this
Act arc
are equally authoritative.

56. Les versions franc;aise
frangaise et anglaise
angiaise de la
presente loi ont egalement force de loi.

Versions
francaise et
fran~aise
angiaise
anglaise

of Constitution
ofCanal.la

Engli~h ~md

French
l-rcnch versions

('ommence·
Commencement

57. Subject
Subject to section 58, this Act shall
come into force on a day to be fixed
fixed by
Governor General
proclamation issued by the Governor
proclamation
of Canada.
under the Great Seal of

l'article 58, la presente
57. Sous reserve de I'article
jour fixe par proclaloi entre en vigeur au jour
mation du gouverneur
gouverneur general sous le grand
sceau du Canada.

l:.xccpttOn
bxccption
TC<,.pccting
respecting
amending
formula
formula

58. Part V shall come into force as provided in Part IV.

58. La partie V entre en vigueur dans les
conditions prevues aa la partie IV.

Citations
Ciialiom

59. This Schedule may be cited as the
Act, 1980 and the Constitution
Constitution
Constitution Act,
Acts, 1867 to 1975 (No. 2) and this Act may
be cited together as the Constitution
Constitution Acts,
Acts,
to 1980.
1980.
1867 to

Loi cons59. Titre de la presente annexe: Loi
titutionne/le
titutionnelle de 1980; titre commun des lois
a 1975 (n° 2) et de
constitutionnelles de 1867 a
constitutionnelles de 1867
la presente loi: Lois constitutionnelles
aa 1980.
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ANNEXE 1l
LOI CONSTITUTIONNELLE
CONSTITUTIONNELLE DE 1980
ACTUALISATION
ACTUALISATION DE LA CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION

Colonne I
Loi viscc
visee

Colonne 11
Modification
Modification

-

Colonne Ill
III
Nouveau titre

\0
00

3
I.

Acte de
dc I'Amerique
PAmerique du Nord britannique, IS67,
1867, 30-31
30-31 Vict., c. 3
(R.-U.)

(t)
(1) L'articlc
L'article l1 est abroge et
remplacc
remplace par ce qui suit:
" t.1. Titre abrtige:
abrege: Loi consticonstitutionnel/e
tutionnelle de 1867."
1867"
(2) L'article 20 est abroge.

Loi constitutionnelle de 1867

2. Actc
Acte pour amendcr
amender et continuer
i'acte trentc-deux et trente-trois Vicl'acte
toria, chapitrc
chapitre trois, et pour 6tablir
etablir
et constituer le gouvernement de la
province de Manitoba, 1870, 33
Vict., c. 3 (Canada)

(I)
(1) Le titre complet est abroge
et remplace par ce qui suit:
"Loi
"Loi de 1870 sur le ManiManitoba."
toba."
(2) L'article 20 est abroge.

Loi de 1870 sur le Manitoba

Conditions de !'adhesion
l'adhesion de la
Colombie-Britannique
Colombie-Britannique

3. Arrete en conseil de Sa Majcste
Majeste
admcttant
adrnettant la Colombie-Britanniquc,
Colombie-Britannique,
en date du 16 mai 1871
4. Acte de I'Amcriquc
PAmerique du Nord britannique, 1871,
1871, 34-35 Vict., c. 28
(R.-U.)
(R.-U.l

L'article I1 est abroge et remplace par ce qui suit:
" I.
1. Titre abrege:
abrege: Loi consticonsti1871"
tutionnelle de 1871."

Loi constitutionnelle de 1871

5. Arrctc
Arrete en conseil de Sa Majeste
Majeste
nce-Edouard,
admettan
admettantt I'ITlle-du-Pri
le-du-Prince-Edouard,
en date du 26 juin 1873

l'adhesion
Conditions de !'adhesion
ITle-du-Prince-Edouard
l'lle-du-Prince-Edouard

de

6. Acte du Parlement du Canada,
1875, 38-39 Vict., c. 38 (R.-U.)

Loi de 1875 sur le Parlement du
Canada

-

SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE JJ
to the CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION ACT, 1980
MODERNIZATION
MODERNIZATION OF THE CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION

w
.j:>.

1:-.)

~
~
~

Hem
Item

(Column
'olwnn I
Act Affected
Alfected

Column If
II
Amendment

Column Ill
III
New Name

....ir

\0

00

0
........

I.

2.

3.

4.

British Notth
Noiih Ameli~.:a
Ameiica /\et,
Act, 1867,
30-31
30-31 Vie!.,
Vict., c. 3 (U.K.)

An Act lo
to amend and continue the
chapter 3:
3; and to
Act 32-33 Victoria chanter
establish and nrovidc
provide for the Govc<.lablish
of the Province of
of Manitoernment of
ba, 1870, 33 Vict., c. 3 (Can.)

0)
(1) Section 1 is repealed and
the following substituted therefor:
therefor:
" I.
1. This Act may be cited as
as
1867"
the Constitution Act,
Act, 1867."
(2) Section 20 is repealed.

Constitution Act, 1867

The long title is repealed
substituted
and the following substituted
therefor:
thcrefor:
1870."
" Manitoba Act, 1870.''
(2) Section 20 is repealed.

Manitoba Act, 1870

(I)
(1)

Order of
of Her Majesty in Coum:il
Council
admitting Briti~h
British Colwnbi,t
Columbia into the
(he 16th day of
of May,
Union, dated the
1871.

British North America Act, 1871,
Viet., c. 28 (U.K.)
34-35 Vkt.,

of Her·
Her Majesty
Majesty in Council
5. Order of
admitting Prince Edward Island into
of
the Union, dated the 26th day of
June, 1873.
6.
1875,
6, Parliament of
of Canada Act, 1875»
38-39 Vict., c. 38 (U.K.)

li::

zc::

;j
tll

~
l'l1

:.::
0
l'l1
z
Q
...,
of Union
British Columbia Terms of

>

~

zl'l1
tc

t;l
Section 1 is repealed and the
therefor:
following substituted therefor:
" II.. This Act may be cited as
as
Constitution Act,
1871"
Act, 1871."
the Constitlltion

Constitution Act, 1871

of
Prince Edward fsland Terms of
Union

of Canada Act, 1875
Parliament of

~
l'l1

ANNEXE
ANNEXE I1 (suite)
{suite)
LOJ
LOI CONSTITUTIONNELLE
CONSTITUTIONNELLE DE
DE 1980
1980

Colonne II
Loi viscc
visec

Colonne II
II
Modification
Modification

Colonne III
Nouveau titre

\0

7.

Arrctc en conseil de Sa Majeste
Majeste
admettant dans !'Union
PUnion tousles
tous les territoires et possessions britanniques
PAmerique du Nord, et Ies
les ilcs
iles
dans I'Amerique
adjacentes a
a ccs
ces territoires et possesadjacentes
31 juillct 1880
sions, en date du 31

8.

Acte de I'Amerique
PAmerique du Nord britanniquc,
nique, 1886, 49-50 Vict., c. 35
(R.-U.)

9.

Acte du Canada (limites d'Ontario)
d'Ontario)
1889, 52-53 Vict., c. 28 (R.-U.)

10.

Acte concernant I'Oratcur
I'Oratcur canadien
(nomination d'un supplcant) 1895,
2e session, 59 Vict, c. 3 (R.-U.)

11.

Acte de !'Alberta,
PAIberta, 1905, 4-5 Ed. VII
c. 3, (Canada)

Decret du conseil sur les territoires adjacents
adjacents

L'article 3 est abroge et remplace par ce qui suit:
" 3 . Titre abrege:
abrege:Z,o/
constitu"3.
Loi constitutionnelle de 1886."
tionnel/e

Loi de 1889 sur le Canada (fron(frontieres de !'Ontario)
POntario)
La loi est abrogee.

Loi sur I'PAIberta
Alberta

12. Actc
Acte de la Saskatchewan, 1905, 4-5
Ed. VIT,
VII, c. 42 (Canada)
13.

PAmerique du Nord britanActe de I'Amerique
nique, 1907, 7 Ed. VU,
VII, c. 11
11 (R.-U,)
(R.-U.)

Loi constitutionnelle de 1886

Loi sur la Saskatchewan
Saskatchewan
L'article 2 est abroge et remplace par ce qui suit:
"2.
" 2. Titre abrege:
abrege: Loi
Loi consticonstituti'onnelle
tutionnelle de 1907."
1907"

Loi constitutionnelle de 1907
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SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE 1I
to the CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION ACT,
ACT» 1980-Continued
1980—Continued

Item

Column I
Act Affected
Affected

Column II
Amendment

....N

w

0\

~

;g

Column III
New Name

::!
1
~
9"

\Q

7. Order of
of Her Majesty in Council
admitting all British possessions and
Territories in North America and
adjacent thereto into the
islands adjacent
of July,
Union, dated the 31st day of
1880.
8.

British North America Act, 1886,
(U.K.)
49-50 Vict., c. 35 (U.K.}

Adjacent
Adjacent Territories Order

zca:

m

Section 3 is repealed and the
following substituted therefor:
therefor:
3. This Act may be cited as
as
" 3.
Constitution Act,
the Constitution
Act, 1886."

9. Canada (Ontario Boundary) Act,
1889, 52-53 Vict., c. 28 (U.K.)

10. Canadian Speaker (Appointment of
of
Deputy) Act, 1895, 2nd Sess., 59
Vict., c. 3 (U.K.)
11.

.9

~

Constitution Act, 1886

m

6m
t5m

Canada (Ontario Boundary) Act,
1889

;!

!:iz

The Act is repealed.

t!l
m

a
!Id

The Alberta Act, 1905, 4-5 Edw.
VII, c. 3 (Can.)

m

Alberta Act

12. The Saskatchewan Act, 1905, 4-5
Edw. Vlf,
VII, c. 42 (Can.)

Saskatchewan Act
,_.,

13. British North America Act, 1907, 7
Edw. VII, c. 11
II (U.K.)

Section 2 is repealed and the
following substituted therefor:
therefor:
2. This Act may be cited as
as
" 2.
Constitution Act,
1907"
the Constitution
Act, 1907."

Constitution Act, 1907

g

...fs·::=a"
c;::

t.

ANNEXE
ANNEXE II (suite)
(suite)
LOI
CONSTITUTTONNELLE
LOJ CONSTITUTTONNELLE DE
DE 1980
1980

Item

Column II
Act Affected
Affected

Column II
Amendment

Column IU
III
New Name

14. Acte de I'l'Amerique
Amerique du Nord britannique, 1915, 5-6 Geo. V, c. 45
(R.-U.)

L'article 3 est abroge et remplace par ce qui suit:
"3.
" 3. Titre abrege:
abrege: Loi
Loi consticonstitutionnel/e
tutionnelle de 1915."
1915"

Loi constitutionnelle de 1915

15. Acte de l'Ameriquc
l'Amerique du Nord britannique, 1930, 20-21
20-21 Geo. V, c. 26
(R.-U.)

L'article 3 est abroge et remplace par ce qui suit:
3. Titre abrege:
abrege: Loi consticonsti" 3.
tutionnelle de 1930."
1930"
tutionne/le

Loi constitutionnelle de 1930

16. Statut de Westminster, 1931,
1931, 22
Geo. V, c. 4 (R.-U.)

Dans la mesure oil ils s'applis'appliquent au Canada:
Canada:
a) !'expression
l'expression "et
" e t TerreNeuve
Neuve"" a
a !'article
l'article 1 et au
0(3) est abroparagraphe 110(3)
gee;
b) !'article
l'article 4 est abroge;
c) le paragraphe 7(1) est
abroge.

Statut de Westminster de 1931

17. Acte de I'Amerique
l'Amerique du Nord britannique, 1940, 3-4 Geo. VI, c. 36
(R.-U.)

L
'article 2 est abroge et remL'article
place par ce qui suit:
" 2.
2. Titre abrege:
abrege: Loi consticonstitutionnelle de 1940."

Loi constitutionnelle de 1940

18. Acte de I'Amerique
rAmerique du Nord britanniquc, 1943, 6-7 Geo. VI, c. 30
(R.-U.)

La Joi
loi est abrogee.

SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE II
CONSTITUTION ACT, 1980-Continued
1980—Continued
to the CONSTITUTION

Item

Column TI
Act Aflcctcd
Affected

Column II
H
Amendment
Amendment

,_

<...>

00

N

~
Column Ill
III
New Name

J
......

\0

14. British North America Act, 1915,
5-6 Geo. V, c. 45 (U.K.)
(U.K.)

Section 3 is repealed and the
following substituted therefor:
therefor:
" 3.
3. This Act may be cited as
as
Act, 1915."
Constitution Act,
the Constitution

Constitution Act, 1915

British North America Act, 1930,
20-21 Geo. V, c. 26 (U.K.)
(U.K.)
20-21

Section 3 is repealed and the
therefor:
following substituted therefor:
" 3.
3. This Act may be cited as
as
Constitution Act,
1930"
Act, 1930."
the Constitution

Constitution
Constitution Act, 1930

or Westminster, 1931,
1931, 22
16. Statute of
Gco.
Geo. V, c. 4 (U.K.)

In so far as they apply to
Canada,
(u)
(«) the expression "and
"and
Newfoundland " in section 11
Newfoundland"
and subsection 10(3) is
repealed;
(b) section 4 is repealed; and
is
7(1)
(c) subsection
repealed.

of Westminster, 1931
Statute of

Section 2 is repealed and the
therefor:
following substituted thercfor:
2. This Act may be cited as
as
" 2.
Constitution Act,
1940"
Act, 1940."
the Constitution

Constitution Act, 1940

15.

17.

British North America Act, 1940,
3-4 Geo. VI, c. 36 (U.K.)

18.

British North America Act, 1943,
Gco. VI, c. 30 (U.K.)
6-7 Geo.

The Act is repealed.
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ANNEXE I (suite)
(suite)
LOI
LOI CONSTITUTIONNELLE
CONSTITUTIONNELLE DE 1980

Colonne I1
Loi visee
19. Actc Jc
de I'Amerique
PAmerique du Nord britanniquc, 1946, 9-10 Geo. VI, c. 63
(R.-U.)

20. Actc
Aclc de I'PAmerique
Ameriquc du Nord britanniquc,
nique, 1949, 12-13 Geo. VI, c. 22
(R.-U.)

Colonne 11
II
Modification
Modification

Colonne Ill
III
Nouveau titre
litre

La loi est abrogee.

L'article 3 est abroge et remplace par ce qui suit:
3. Titre
Titrc abrege:
abrege: Loi
Loi sur
" 3.

Loi sur Terre-Neuve

Terre-Neuve."
Terre-Neuve."

21. Actc Je
de I'Amerique
PAmerique du Nord britanniquc
nique (N° 2), 1949, 13 Geo. VI, c.
81 (R.-U.]
81

PenLa loi est abrogee lors de !'enl'article 51
51 de
tree en vigueur de !'article
constitutionnelle de 1980.
la Loi
Loi constitutionnel/e

22. Actc de I'Ameriquc
PAmerique du Nord britanniquc,
nique, 1951,
1951, 14-15 Gco.
Geo. VI, c. 32
(R.-U.)

loi est abrogee.
La Ioi

23. Actc de I'PAmerique
Ameriquc du Nord britannique, 1952, 1 Eliz. 11,
II, c. 15
(Canada)

La loi est abrogee.

24. Actc de I'Amcrique
PAmerique du Nord britannique, 1960, 9 Eliz. 11,
II, c. 2 (R.-U.)
niquc,

L'article 2 est abroge et remplace par cc
ce qui suit:
consti" 22.. Titre abrege: Loi
Loi consti-

Loi constitutionnelle de 1960

tutionnel/e
tutionnelle de 1960."
Actc de
dc 1'
PAmerique
25. Acte
Amerique du Nord britanniquc,
nique, 1964, 12-13 Eliz. ll,
II, c. 73
(R.-U.)

L'article 2 est abroge et remplace par ce qui suit:
" 2. Titre abrege:
abrege: Loi
Loi consticonsti"2.
tutionnelle de 1964."

Loi constitutionnelle de 1964

SCHEDULE I
SCHEDULE
CONSTITUTION ACT, 1980--Continued
CONSTITUTION
1980— Continued

Column I
Act Affected
Affected

Item
~--

19.

Column ll
II
Amendment
Amendment

Column Ili
Column
III
New Name

-------------------- -------------

lkitish North America Act, 1946,
British

The Act is repealed.

9-10 Geo. VI, c. 63 (U.K.)

10.
20.

British North America Act, 1949,
Gco. VI, c. 22 (U.K.)
12-13 Geo.

Section 3 is repealed and the
substituted therefor:
therefor:
following substituted
3. This Act may be cited as
" 3.
the Newfoundland
Act."
Newfoundland Act."

21.

British North America (No. 2) Act,
SI (U.K.)
Gco. VI, c. 81
1949, 13
13 Geo.

The Act is repealed.
51 of
(effective
of
(cifective when section 51
1980 comes
Act, 1980
the Constitution
Constitution Act,
into force)

22.

1951,
British North America Act, 1951,
14-15 Gco.
Geo. VI, c. 32 (U.K.)

The Act is repealed.

British North America Act, 1952, 1I

The Act is repealed.

23.

Newfoundland Act
Newfoundland

Elir.
Eli/. If,
II, c. 15
15 (Cm.)
(Can.)

24.

British North America Act, 1960,
I960, 9
Eli?.
II, c. 2 (U.K.)
Eli7. 11,

Section 2 is repealed and the
following substituted
therefor:
substituted thercfor:
2. This Act may be cited as
" 2.
Act, 1960."
the Constitution
I960"
Co11stitutio11 Act,

Constitution
Constitution Act, 1960

25.

British North America Act, 1964,
If. c. 73 (U.K.)
12-13 Eliz. II.

Section 2 is repealed and the
following substituted
therefor:
substituted thcrefor:
" 2. This Act may be cited as
the Constitution
1964"
Act, 1964."
Constitution Act,

Constitution
Constitution Act, 1964

SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE II
1980--Concluded
ACT, 1980
-Concluded
CONSTITUTION ACT,
CONSTITUTION

Hem
Item

26.

27.

28.
2X.

29.

~

N

~
Column lll
III
New Name

Column 1
Affected
Act AITccled

Column II
Amendment
Amendment

British North America Act, 1965,
Eliz. 11, c. 4, Part I (Can.)
14 Eli/.

Section 2 is repealed and the
substituted therefor:
following substituted
therefor:
" 2.
2. This Part may be cited as
as
Act, /965."
the Constitution Act,
1965:'

Constitution Act, 1965
Constitution

Section 3, as amended by
Jl, c. 28, s. 38(1)
25-26 Eliz. II,
(Can.) is repealed and the following substituted
therefor:
substituted therefor:
" 3.
3. This Part may be cited as
1974."
Act, 1974."
Constitmion
the Const
itation Act,

Constitution
Constitution Act, 1974

Section 3, as amended by
31 (Can.)
25-26 Eliz. 11,
II, c. 28, s. 31
is repealed and the following substituted thercfor:
therefor:
stituted
3. This Part may be cited as
as
" 3.
Act (No. /),
the Constitution Act
J),
1975."

Constitution Act (No. 1), 1975
Constitution

Section 3 is repealed and the
substituted therefor:
following substituted
therefor:
3. This Act may be cited as
as
" 3.
the Constitution
Constitution Act
Act (No. 2),
1975."

Constitution
Constitution Act (No. 2), 1975

British North America Act, 1974,
23 Eliz. 11,
II, c. 13,
13, Part I (Can.)

British North America Act, 1975,
11 c. 28, Part I (Can.)
23-24 Eliz. II

British North
Nortl1 America Act, (No. 2),
II, c. 53 (Can.)
E!iz. 11,
1975, 23-24 Eliz.

~
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ANNEXE I (fin)
ANNEXE
(fin)
DE 1980
CONSTITUTIONNELLE DE
LOI CONSTITUTIONNELLE
Colonnc I
visce
Loi visee
Lor

Colonne II
Modification
Modification

Colonne Ill
III
Nouvcau titre
Nouvcau

....

\0

00

26.

Amerique du Nord britanActc de
Acte
dc I'l'Americiue
niquc, 1965, 14 Eliz. 11,
II, c. 4, Partie
I (Canada)

L'articlc 2 est abroge et remL'article
place par ce qui suit:
" 2. Titre abn!ge
abrege de la presente
presente
"2.
constitutionnel/e de
parties: Loi constitutionnelle
1965."

Loi constitutionnelle de 1965

27.

I'Amcriquc du Nord britande rAmeriquc
Actc dc
Acle
nique,
II, c. 13, Partie
niquc, 1974, 23 Eliz. If,
I (Canada)

L'article
L'articlc 3, modifie par le paragraphe 38(1) de la loi 25-26
Elizabeth II, c. 28 (Canada), est
cc qui suit:
abroge et remplace par ce
" 3.
3. Titre abrege de la presente
constitutionnelle de
partie: Loi
Loi constitutionnelle
1974."
1974."

Loi constitutionnelle
constitutionnelle de 1974

28.

Actc de
dc I'Ameriquc
rAmeriquc du Nord britanH, c. 28,
niquc, 1975, 23-24 Eliz. II,
Partic I (Canada)
Partie

L'article 3, modifie par !'article
Particle
31 de la loi
II,
Ioi 25-26 Elizabeth 11,
31
c. 28 (Canada), est abroge et remplace par ce qui suit:
" 3. Titre abrege de la presentc
presente
"3.
Loi constitutionnelle
partie: Loi
constitutionnelle
11° 1 de 1975."
n°
1975:'

Loi constitutionnelle n° 1 de 1975

Nord britanActc de I'Amerique du Nord
29. Acte
nique n°
II, c. 53
2, 1975, 23-24 Eliz. 11,
no 2,1975,
(Canada)

L'article 3 est abroge et remplace par ce qui suit:
""3.
3 . Titre abrege: Loi
Loi consti11° 2 de 1975."
tutionnelle if

Loi constitutionnelle
n° 2 de 1975
constitutionnelle 11°

8
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DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL
AFFAIRS
2 October, 1980.

CANADA

MINISTERE DES AFFAIRES
EXTERIEURES

The attached background paper has been prepared by the Department
of External
Department of
Affairs. The purpose of
of the paper is to explain the relationship between the Canadian
and United Kingdom Parliaments in connection with the patriation of
of the Constitution
Constitution
of Canada.
2 October, 1980

BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND PAPER
PATRIATION OF THE BRITISH NORTH AMERICA ACT11
A. Introduction

The principal document making up Canada's constitution is the British North America
of 1867 and the various amendments to the BNA Act made since that date. There
Act of
of legislation which also make up Canada's constituare, of course, several other pieces of
of Canada
Canada is to the
tion, but in essence reference in public discussion to the constitution of
of 1867 and its several amendments.
British North America Act, comprising the Act of
of the United Kingdom Parliament, a soThe British North America Act is a statute of
called Imperial Statute because it was passed by Westminster and applied to what was
itself allows for
then a British colony, Canada. In certain limited areas the BNA Act itself
amendments to be made to it directly by the Parliament of
of Canada and by provincial
of the elements of
of the BNA Act central to the federal system
legislatures. However, all of
can only be amended by the United Kingdom Parliament. These are the so-called
" entrenched " provisions, which set out the division of legislative powers as between the
"entrenched
of Canada and the provincial legislatures and which provide certain fundafundaParliament of
mental guarantees
guarantees respecting
respecting language
language and
and education
education rights.
rights. Since
Since 1867,
1867, numerous
numerous
me•ltal
amendments to
to the
the BNA
BNA Act
Act have
have been
been made
made by
by the
the UK
UK Parliament,
Parliament, including
including amendamendamendments
ments to
to the
the entrenched
entrenched provisions.
provisions.
ments
Important to an understanding of
of the contemporary constitutional situation in Canada
is the effect
effect of
of the Statute of
of Westminster, passed by the British Parliament
Parliament in 1931.
Is
of Westminster does tv.o
two things. First, it recognizes the full sovereignty
The Statute of
of all of
of the several member states or Dominions within the
and legislative autonomy of
laws override preCommonwealth. It gives them the power to pass laws even if such lav.s
existing Imperial law'\.
laws. Second, it ensures that no law of
of the Parliament of
of the United
Kingdom can in future extend to a Dominion unless requested and consented
consented to by that
Kmgdom
of the lack of
of agreement in Canada at that time on an
Dominion. However, because of
powers conferred
conferred
amending formula for the Canadian constitution, the full legislative pO\\ers
of Canada and upon the legislatures of
of the Canadian provinces under
upon the Parliament of
the Statute
Statute of
of We"tminster
Westminster \\ere
were especially
especially restricted
restricted under
under section
section 77 of
of the
Statute.
the
the Statute.
This re<;triction
restriction was
was inserted
inserted at
at the
the request
request of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian delegates
delegates at
at the
the 1930
1930 Imperial
Imperial
This
Conference. It
It was
was done
done so
so as
as to
to avoid
avoid the
the possibility
possibility of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
BNA
the BNA
Conference.
Act being
being unilaterally
unilaterally amended.
amended, repealed
repealed or
or altered
altered by
by the
the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
Parliament or
Act
or by
by
the provincial
provincial legislatures
legislatures as
as ordinary
ordinary statutes
statutes under
under their
their enhanced
enhanced legislathe
legislathe PO\\er~
powers
the
conferred upon
upon these
these bodies
bodies by
by the
the Statute
Statute of
of We~tminster.
Westminster.
conferred
formal, legal effect
effect of
of the foregoing prmision
provision mean~
means that the Colonial La\\S
Laws
The formal.
1865—by which any colonial la\\
law which is repugnant to an Imperial Statute
Validity Act, 1865-by
void and inoperath
inoperative—continues
e-continues to be in
specially extending to the colony is rendered vOid
Act, The result i~
is that at the present time neither the
force in respect of the BNA Act.
of Canada nor the legislatures of Canada's pro\inces
provinces can pass la\\
lawss repealing,
Parliament of
amending or altering the central provisions of the BNA Act. To do so still reqUire~
requires
amendin~
of the U.K. Parliament.
an act of
1

See also correction notice at p 83
bel m\.
'See
83 below.
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B. The process of Amending the 8:'-~A
BNA Act
Apart from the enactment of the BNA Act itself in 1867,
1867, there have been twenty-one
enactments by the U.K. Parliament and one Imperial Order in Council (under section 146
of the BNA Act) which constitute amendments or additions to the Canadian Constitution.
While, as previously stated, only the U.K. Parliament can enact amendments to the
BNA Act, it has long been the practice that such enactments can only be made at the
request and consent of Canada. This procedure was followed prior to the enactment
of the Statute of Westminster, 1931.
1931. Constitutional experts agree that the requirement
for request and consent has now become enshrined in British and Canadian constitutional
practice as a convention. A constitutional "convention", as learned authors have
pointed out, consists of customs, practices, maxims or precepts which, although not
enforceable by the courts, nonetheless govern the workings of the constitution.
How is such request and consent manifested? It has become settled Canadian constitutional convention that the request for and consent to constitutional amendment by
legislativebranch
branchin inCanada,
Canada,i.e.i.e.thethe
the U.K. Parliament must come from the federal legislative
Canadian House of Commons and Senate. By the same constitutional convention the
federal executive may not by itself formulate such a request. This rule requiring a
request from the Canadian Parliament was originally established in 1871
1871 when a joint
-overeign
address was made from both Houses of Parliament in Canada to the British sovereign
to secure
secure the
the first
first amendment
amendment to
to the
the BNA
BNA Act.
Act. Although
Although two
two subsequent
subsequent amendments
amendments
to
—in 1875
1875 and
and 1895-were
1895—were secured
secured on
on address
address made
made by
by the
the Canadian
Canadian executive
executive alone
to
-in
alone to
the Imperial
Imperial Government,
Government, the
the original
original practice
practice has
has been
been used
used in
in all
all subsequent
subsequent requests
the
requests
for amendment.
amendment. Jt
It is
is now
now settled
settled constitutional
constitutional convention
convention that
that the
the proper
proper procedure
procedure
for
is for
for an
an address
address to
to be
be made
made by
by both
both Houses
Houses of
of Parliament
Parliament in
in Canada
Canada requesting
requesting and
is
and
consenting to
to the
the proposed
proposed constitutional
constitutional amendment.
amendment. The
The present
present address
address is
therefore
consenting
is therefore
formulated as
as aa joint
address—that is,
is, an
an address
address adopted
adopted in
in identical
identical terms
terms by
joillf address-that
by both
both
formulated
Canadian Houses
Houses of
of Parliament.
Parliament.
Canadian
To whom is given such request and consent for constitutional change given? The
Canadian address requesting a particular amendment is made by both Houses of Parliament in Canada and presented through appropriate means to the U.K. Parliament.
The actual procedure is for the Federal Government to present a resolution for adoption
by the House of Commons and the Senate. The resolution is formulated as an address
to the Queen, praying that the appropriate m~asure
measure be laid before the U.K. Parliament.
Once the resolution is adopted by both Houses of Parliament in Canada, the request is
transmitted simultaneously
simultaneously by
by the
the Governor
Governor General
General to
to Her
Her Majesty
Majesty and
and by
by the
Governthe Governtransmitted
ment of
of Canada
Canada to
to the
the U.K.
U.K. GO\ernment
Government through
through normal
normal diplomatic
diplomatic channels.
channels. The
The
ment
address to
to the
the Queen
Queen in
in the
the present
present instance
instance is
is styled
styled as
as coming
coming from
from "the
"the Senate
Senate and
and the
the
address
House of
of Commons
Commons of
of Canada
Canada in
in Parliament
Parliament assembled".
assembled".
House
Together with the address to Her Majesty from the Canadian Parliament, a bill is
also drafted by the Federal Government and included with the joint address. Since
which
1930, it has become practice to include in the bill \\
hich is sent with the joint address a
preamble reciting that the Senate and Commons of Canada in Parliament assembled
have submitted an address to the Sovereign praying for the enactment of the provisions
thereafter set forth. The pre<;ent
present bill, forwarded together with the joint address, recites
thereafter
in the preamble that Canada has requested and consented to the measure and that the
Senate and House of Commons of Canada have submitted an address to the Queen
requesting that
that the
the measure
measure be
be laid
laid before
before Parliament.
Parliament.
requesting
C. Patriation of the B:\"A
BNA Act
The search for an amending formula for the Canadian constitution is very much part
of the entire patriation debate. Both should be seen as part of the same issue. An
formula, which allows for changes to be made to Canada's constitution in
amending formula.
Canada and by Canadians and without the necessity of referring the matter to the United
Parliament, will ensure in a very real <eme
sense that the constitution belongs to
Kingdom Parliament.
have the legal authority to alter or amend it.
Canada because only Canada as a nation will ha,·e
ithout an amending formula-simply terminating
Mere patriation of the constitution \\without
formula--simply
the formal authority of the U.K. Parliament to amend the BNA Act~would
Act—would not make the
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constitution a workable Canadian document for the future. Patriation of the constitution
of Canada and
with the absence of an amending formula would place the Government of
of constitutional straight-jacket. It would
the governments of the provinces into a kind of
of government in Canada
simply perpetuate the present stalemate among the two levels of
and make it impossible for Canadians to alter their own constitutional document. There
would be no procedures in the constitution outlining how such changes are to be made.
For over fifty years, Canadians have been struggling with the problem of
of patriation
first attempt at resolving
and of finding an amending formula for their constitution. The first
this fundamental problem was made at a federal-provincial conference in 1927 which
aimed at fulfilling
transferring to
fulfilling the objectives of the 1926 Balfour Declaration by transferring
Canada full legal power over its constitution. Absence of agreement of all the provinces
over an amending formula resulted in failure of
of
of this first attempt. The next round of
dominion-provincial
1931 examined the legal implications of the proposed
conferences in 1931
dominion-provincial conferences
Statute
of the
legislative powers. As a result of
provincial legislative
and provincial
federal and
on federal
Westminster on
of Westminster
Statute of
conference
7,
section 7,
formula, section
amending formula,
an amending
on an
Canada on
within Canada
agreement within
pending agreement
and pending
conference and
paragraph
1, of
Canadian
full Canadian
modify full
to modify
as to
so as
drafted so
was drafted
Westminster was
of Westminster
Statute of
the Statute
of the
paragraph 1,
legislative
supremacy
legislative supremacy
British legislative
preserve British
and preserve
statute and
that statute
in that
reflected in
as reflected
sovereignty as
legislative sovereignty
in
matters.
constitutional matters.
Canadian constitutional
in Canadian
Further attempts to reach agreement on patriation plus an amending formula by means
of federal-provincial conferences convened in 1935-36 and in 1950 also failed to achieve
results.
The next attempt to agree on patriation and an amending formula took place in
of these
1960-61 through a further series of federal-provincial meetings. The result of
1960-61
meetings was the drafting of the Fulton Formula for amending the constitution. While
the Fulton Formula had wide support, it did not, however, receive unanimous approval
of the provinces. At a subsequent round of federal-provincial conferences in 1964 the
Fulton Formula was redrafted
redrafted and became the Fulton-Favreau Formula. This new draft
had wide acceptance and was approved by the legislatures of all provinces except Quebec.
of 1968 embarked upon yet another search for an
The federal-provincial conference of
of the
acceptable amending formula. In the context of a wide-ranging examination of
entire Canadian constitution, it attempted to build upon the earlier efforts, particularly
those in 1960-61
1960-61 and 1964 which had produced the Fulton Formula and the FultonFavreau Formula. This round of constitutional talks lasted from 1968 to 1971,
1971, meeting
frequently as a full conference at first minister level and at the committee and sub-committee
of this intensive round of constitutional talks was the Canadian
result of
The result
levels. The
mittee levels.
Constitutional
1971. otherwise
Victoria Charter. The Victoria
the Victoria
as the
known as
otherwise known
Charter, 1971.
Constitutional Charter,
Charter
including,
constitution, including,
revised constitution,
of aa revised
elements of
numerous elements
on numerous
consensus on
reflected consensus
Charter reflected
of
elements
these elements
of these
all of
on all
consensus on
While consensus
formula. While
amending formula.
an amending
and an
patriation and
course, patriation
of course,
was
it could
accept
not accept
could not
indicated it
subsequently indicated
Quebec subsequently
itself, Quebec
conference itself,
the conference
at the
reached at
was reached
the
Charter.
the Charter.
Further attempts at reaching agreement on patriation and an amending formula and
on other elements of constitutional change were initiated by the federal government in
officials took
of ministers and officials
1975-76 and again in 1978-79. While numerous meetings of
place at this latter round, little was
resolved. particularly on the question of the amending
\vas resolved,
formula and
and patriation. The
The latest round of constitutional talks began in June, 1980 and
formula
continued at
at ministerial
and official
official levels
levels throughout the summer. These meetings
ministerial and
continued
culminated in
in the
first ministers'
of September
September 8-12,
8-12, 1980.
1980. Numerous items of
of
ministers' meeting of
the first
culminated
constitutional change
change were
at this
conference and
and while consensus
consensus on
latest conference
this latest
discussed at
were discussed
constitutional
certain
complete
on aa complete
reached on
agreement reached
overall agreement
no overall
was no
there was
near, there
appeared near,
items appeared
certain items
package
formula.
amending formula.
an amending
on an
or on
reform or
constitutional reform
for constitutional
measures for
of measures
Package of
It is worth noting that several important and in-depth studies on the Canadian constitution have dealt with the issue of patriation. The 1972 Final Report of the Special Joint
Committee of the Senate and of the House of Commons on the Constitution and the
'978 Report of the Committee on the Constitution of the Canadian Bar Association both
1978
contain specific recommendations that the Canadian Constitution should be patriated.
The 1979
1979 Report of the Task Force on Canadian Unity (Pepin-Robarts) did not formulate
specific
envi<;aged the proposals
regarding patriation. but clearly envisaged
recommendations regarding
specific recommendations
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contained in the report as being embodied in " a new Constitution which should be
adopted in Canada ".
D. The Mechanics
Mechanicsof
ofPatriation
Patriation
Patriation in simple terms, and as reflected in the present measure before Parliament,
involves a procedure whereby a statute is adopted by the U.K. Parliament on request from
the Canadian Parliament by which;
(a) an act entitled the Constitution Act, 1980 is given the force of law in Canada,
continuing the existing provisions of the BNA Acts together with the important
additions of an amending formula and a charter of rights;
(b) the U.K. Parliament recognizes that no future act by that Parliament shall extend
to Canada as part of Canadian law;
law;
(c) section 7(1) of the Statute of Westminster, 1931, which preserves the legislative
supremacy of the U.K. Parliament insofar as the BNA Acts are concerned, is
repealed;
(d) provision is made that after the new U.K. legislation is given Royal Assent by
the Queen, the Constitution Act will come into force in Canada upon proclamation by the Governor General.
E. Provincial Involvement in
in the
theConstitutional
Constitutional Amending
AmendingProcess
Process
By constitutional convention and in accordance with Canada's sovereign status the
U.K. Parliament cannot on its own volition enact an amendment to the Canadian
Constitution without a formal request from both Houses of Parliament. Further, it is
authorities—either executive or
clear that by constitutional convention provincial authorities-either
legislative—have no standing to directly request on their own behalf
behalf that the U.K.
legislative-have
Government pass an amendment or refuse to pass an amendment to the Constitution.
The British Government, in accordance with correct constitutional convention, will
decline to act on any such provincial requests for constitutional amendment. To not do
so would
would constitute
constitute aa direct
direct interference
interference in
in Canadian
Canadian internal
internal affairs.
affairs.
so
It is useful to illustrate the above rule by referring to the recent case of the proposal to
1965, the Quebec
amend the BNA Act to abolish the Upper House in Quebec. In 1965,
legislature formulated an address to the Queen requesting that the BNA Act be amended
to abolish the Quebec Legislative Council. The Government of Quebec had failed to
secure the passage of the necessary legislation because of the Legislative Council's refusal
to assent to the abolition legislation. While the address was directed to the Queen, by
convention only the Governor General on advice from the federal Cabinet could transmit
the address. In addition, unless the federal government was agreeable to the British
government taking steps to introduce legislation as requested, the British government
could not
not have
have taken
taken any
any action
action on
on the
the basis
basis of
of the
the Quebec
Quebec request.
request. In
In this
this instance,
instance, the
the
could
federal government
government agreed
agreed to
to the
the Governor
Governor General
General transmitting
transmitting this
this provincial
provincial address
address
federal
to the
the Queen
Queen as
as aa proper
proper request
request from
from aa constitutional
constitutional point
point of
of view,
view, concerning
concerning purely
purely
to
matter of
of concern
concern to
to the
the Province
Province and
and not
not involving
involving in
in any
any manner
manner the
the legislative
legislative
aa matter
powers of
of the
the province
province or
or the
the constitutional
constitutional division
division of
of powers
powers as
as between
between the
federal
the federal
powers
government and
and the
the provinces,
provinces, and
and only
only coming
coming as
as aa result
result of
of the
the Quebec
Quebec Government's
Government's
government
bona fide
fide inability
inability to
to obtain
obtain concurrence
concurrence of
of the
the Upper
Upper House
House to
to its
its own
own abolition.
abolition. Had
Had
bona
the request
request not
not been
been so
so narrowly
narrowly defined
defined to
to deal
deal with
with aa matter
matter entirely
entirely within
within provincial
provincial
the
concern, itit likely
likely would
would not
not have
have been
been transmitted
transmitted by
by the
the Governor
Governor General
General with
with favourable
favourable
concern,
advice from
from the
the federal
federal government
government that
that the
the requested
requested measure
measure be
be presented
presented in
in the
the
advice
U.K. Parliament.
Parliament.
U.K.
Apart from the 1965
1965 address from the Quebec legislature there have been numerous
unilateral provincial requests for constitutional amendment address to the Crown
However, the U.K. Government has consistently and correctly refused to act on them in
the absence of concurrence in the request by the federal government. The first of such
requests was made by the Nova Scotia House of Assembly in 1868,
1868, asking the Queen to
request Parliament to abolish the BNA Act insofar as it applied to that province. The
Governor General forwarded the request to London but the British Government did not,
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of
of course, accede to the province's request. Two attempts by Nova Scotia, in 1879 and
1894, to obtain an amendment to the BNA Act abolishing the Upper House of
of the Province by direct address to the Queen by the Provincial Assembly were unsuccessful,
unsuccessful,
the British Government refusing
refusing to act on them in the absence of
of a favourable
favourable recommendation by the federal government. Several other requests formulated
formulated by provincial
legislatures were similarly turned down. Thus, an address by the legislature of
of Ontario
(1869), a "complaint"
" complaint" made to London by the British Columbia Government
Government (1874),
addresses by Prince Edward Island (in 1877 and 1886), addresses by Nova
Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick (following
(following the Interprovincial Conference
Conference of
of 1888), were all forwarded
forwarded
to London but since none had the express concurrence of
of the federal government
government in
Canada they were all ignored by the British Government.
Government.
At this point, it is important to emphasize that there are two distinct issues regarding
constitutional amendment, including patriation, and the role of
of the provinces in the
process. The first set of
of issues concerns the relationship between the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
and the British Parliament. As has been shown, the provinces have no standing in
the amendment or patriation process insofar
insofar as the British Government or Parliament
Parliament are
concerned. To begin with, the provinces have no right to propose constitutional
constitutional amendments to the UK on their own. Moreover, for the provinces to expect the British Government or Parliament to pay heed to provincial views on amendments or patriation
patriation as proposed by the Parliament of
of Canada would be asking the British Government
Government to breach
a long-standing convention and to interfere in Canadian internal affairs. The British
Government and Parliament must be concerned only with a request which comes to them
from the Canadian Parliament in accordance with proper constitutional convention.
As was correctly stated by the government spokesman11 in the British House of
of Commons
in 1943 when introducing legislation amending the BNA Act and when asked about the
opposition expressed by the Legislative Assembly and the Government of
of Quebec to
the proposed amendment:
amendment:
is really improper in the present circumstances for the House to
" I suggest that it is
of a sovereign Parliament in the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
question the discretion of
of Nations.
It is only owing to a technical legislative peculiarity that it comes to the House at all,
and it is very improper that the House should question the discretion of
of a national
and absolutely sovereign Parliament."
Parliament."

behalf of
of the British Government in the House of
Similarly, statements made on behalf
of Comof Lords on 25 July, 1979, clearly stated the
mons on 10 June, 1976, and in the House of
British Government's position to the effect
effect that if
if a request for amendment were received
recehcd
from the Canadian Parliament, the British Government would be bound to introduce the
measure and the British Parliament would be bound to enact it in compliance with the
request.
The second set of
of issues concerns the role of
of the provinces in the constitutional
constitutional amendinternal Canadian constitutional procedures are concerned. Here,
ment process as far as intemal
it is important to recall that there have been eighteen amendments to the BNA Act
Of these, only four instances involved the unadopted by Parliament at Westminster. Of
of the provinces: unemployrr.ent
unemployment insurance, 1940; old-age pensions,
animous consent of
1951; retirement age for provincial Superior Court judges, 1960; and the addition of
of
of Westminster, 1931
supplementary benefits to old-age pensions. 1964. The Statute of
(which was not an amendment to the BNA Act, of
of course) also involved the unanimous
(\vhich
consent of
of the proYinces.
provinces, bringing the total number of
of cases of
of unanimous prO\
provincial
incial
consent to
to five.
five. The
The 1907
1907 amendment
amendment requested
requested by
by the
the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
Parliament was
conconsent
\\as consented to
to by
by all
all the
the provinces
provinces but
but not
not by
by British
British Columbia
Columbia and
and was
was passed
passed by
by the
U.K.
'ented
the L'.K.
Parliament
nonetheless (with
(with aa minor
minor change
change in
in wording
wording to
to attempt
attempt to
to accommodate
accommodate the
the
Parliament nonetheless
province's concerns).
concerns). The
The BNA
BNA Act,
Act. 1930.
1930. transferring
transferring resource'
resources to
to the
the four
four \\estern
western
province's
provinces, had
had the
the consent
consent only
only of
of those
those four
four provinces.
provinces. -The
The BNA
BNA Act,
Act, 1949
1949 confirmed
confirmed
provinces,
the terms
terms of
of union
union between
between Newfoundland
Newfoundland and
and Canada
Canada and
and had
had the
the consent
consent of
that
the
of that
province
onlv. None
None of
of the
the other
other constitutional
constitutional amend111ent'\-in
amendments—in 11868.
1871, 1875.
prm
ince only.
81i8. 1871,
1875.
1886. 1893.
1893. 1895.
1895. 1915,
1915, 1916.
1916, 1927.
1927. 1946.
1946. 1949
1949 (No.
(No. 2).
2). and
and 1950
1950 imohed
involved the
the <;ecuring
securing
1886.
of pro\'incial
provincial consent.
consent, unanimous
unanimous or
or othem
otherwise.
of
ise.
1

But see correction notice, p 83
bek1\\.
'But
83 below.
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At the present time in Canada the degree of provincial concurrence needed on matters
of constitutional change has not been finally
finally defined. But whatever the force of
of the
different arguments over the proper usage or practice regarding provincial involvement in
different
internalconcern
concern toto Canada.
Canada. And
And
the amending process, it remains strictly a matter of internal
because the role of the provinces in matters of constitutional reform is strictly a domestic
no concern to
to either the
the U.K.
U.K. Government or the U.K. Parlia"
Parliamatter, it is consequently of no
ment. The British Government and Parliament must accept the constitutional validity
of a request coming from the Canadian Parliament and not look behind the request or
question it in any manner. To do otherwise would amount to second-guessing the views
of aa sister
sister parliament
parliament within
within the
the British
British Commonwealth
Commonwealth and
and would
would constitute
constitute interference
interference
of
in internal
internal Canadian
Canadian affairs.
affairs.
in
Conclusions
The present position of the British Government and Parliament in relation to Canada
and the Canadian constitution can be briefly summarized as follows:
follows:
(a) Canada is a sovereign, independent, fully autonomous state, as recognized by
the Statute of Westminster, 1931
1931 and by the evolution of that independent
status in law and practice.
state—with both the
(b) For reasons related to Canada's situation as a federal state-with
federal and provincial legislatures enjoying plenary law-making powers within
of amending
their areas of jurisdiction, as set out in the BNA Act-the
Act—the power of
entrenched provisions of the constitution was withheld from the Canadian
Parliament and the provincial legislatures under section 7 of the Statute of
of
Westminster, 1931.
(c) The Canadian constitution in most respects remains an act of the British
Parliament and its entrenched provisions can be amended only by the British
Parliament.
(d) However, by constitutional convention and by reason of Canada's sovereign
status:
(i) the British Parliament cannot act to amend the Canadian constitution
except when requested to do so by the federal authorities, normally in a
joint address to the Queen by both Canadian Houses of Parliament;
(ii) The British Parliament is bound to act in accordance with a proper request
from the federal government and cannot refuse to do so.
(e) The British Parliament or Government may not look behind any federal request
for amendment, including a request for patriation of the Canadian constitution.
Whatever role the Canadian provinces might play in constitutional amendments
is a matter of no consequence as far as the U.K. Government and Parliament
are concerned.
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Annex IV
Statement
Canada
Statement by
by The
The Prime
Prime Minister
Minister of
of Canada

Otta\\a,
Ottawa, 2 October 1980
II will speak tonight of our past and of our future and of constitutional change.
A century and thirteen years ago, a group of remarkable people launched a remarkable
endeavour. They created a country.
It \\as
of
was not the logic of economists that made thi~
this possible. It wa<>
was not the reason of
geographers. It was the force of a vision larger than ib
its time, the force of
of a dream at
once simple and grand.
In this vast land would be built a country that was truly independent. In this
th1s country
would live a people that was truly free. In this people would grow a tradition where
English and French, Indian and lnuit,
Inuit, new Canadian and pioneer would
nould unite despite
sharing would flourish.
their differences, so that justice and fair play and the practice of sharil'g
process, building a country to match a dream. But just
It is a long and painstaking proce<>s,
as each generation ha<>
has made the sacrifices so each has teaped
leaped the rewards. Every
<IS
given more than it ha'>
has taken.
generation of Canadians has ghen
Now it is our time to repay our inheritance. Our duty i~
is clc(1r:
clepr: it i<>
is to complete the
freedoms.
foundations of our independence and of our freedoms.
constitutional conference, Premier Davis \"'"
w<<s ~urely
surelyexpressing
expressing the
thehopes
hopes
At the recent con<>titutional
of most Canadians when he <;aid
first o;;ensible
said that now was the time "to take the first
sensible steps
...
. . . to renew our unity and to revi\e
revhe our nationhood."
we first ministers failed i.;;
is for me a matter of great per~onal
personal regret, the same regret
That Vvc
who have held
that has been felt by every prime minister and many of the premiers Vvho
1920s, when the first of many attempts to canadianize our Con<>titution
Constitution
office since the 1920s,
failure.
ended in failure.
Why have we not succeeded? VV
Why
hy has every attempt in more than half a century led
to failure and frustration?
frustration?
It is because we sought perfection in a real and very human world.
assumed that
Vvorld. We a<;sumed
It
it wa<;
was possible in a system of diverse governments for all to agree in all respects on everything.
thing. In accepting that the only agreement could be unanimous agreement, we took
that ideal of unanimity and made it a tyrant.
Unanimity gave each First Minister a veto:
veto: and that veto Vvas
was increasingly used to seek
the particular good of a particular region or province. So we
we achieved
achieved the
the good
good of none;
none;
least of all did we achieve the good of all, the common good.
We were led by the dictates of unanimity to bargain freedom agamst
fish, fundamental
against fish,
fundamental
nghts
rights against oil, the independence of our country agam<>t
against long distance telephone rates.
\\hich
But we were led further still, toVvards
towards a radically ne\\
new concept of Canada, one in which
the national good \vas
was merely the sum total of provincial demands, one Vvhere
where the division
of powers upon Vvhich
which our federation traditiOnally
traditionally rests, could be altered for no other
reason than that Provinces agreed amongst themsel\es
themsehes that it should be altered.
Canadians cannot accept that kind of Canada. It \vOuld
would not be the Canada we know,
much less the Canada Vve
we want. It would be ten countnes
countries each seeking advantage over
the other, without any means to seek the good of all.
So again, the eleven first
first ministers, have failed to reach agreement as they had failed so
many times before. But must that forever prevent the people of Canada from confirming
freedoms?
their independence and securing their freedoms?
Surely.
anadwns to
Surely, the independence of the natiOnnation— the unquestioned right of C'
Canadians
rule themseh
es-is not a matter for dispute among gO\ernments.
themsehes—is
governments. Independence
belongs to all Canadians.
Surely, the fundamental rights of each Canadian .,re
are not a matter for dispute among
governments. Rights belong to all the people.
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Surely, freedom
freedom is not a federal/provincial
federal/provincial question. Freedom, above all, belongs
to the people.
And so, surely, the Canadian people must now find a way of
of fifty-three
of breaking out of
fifty-three
years of
of constitutional paralysis.
There is such a way. It is a legal way, though it demands collective determination.
Through the one institution in which all Canadians are represented, the Parliament
Parliament of
of
Canada, Canadians can break the dead-lock among their eleven governments.
Earlier today, a Joint Resolution was placed on the Order Paper of
of Parliament, which,
if Parliament approves, will provide a key to our future as a nation. The Speaker
Speaker has
asked that Parliament return on Monday to begin debate on that Resolution. Every
Member of
of Parliament from every corner of
of this land is asked to participate in this historic
act.
The Resolution proposes, first, that the Constitution be brought home in a way that will
lead, by the end of
straitjacket of
of four years, to a new amending process, free from the straitjacket
of
unanimity.
Patriation will in no way take power from the provinces, it will take power only from
from
the British Parliament. At long last we will have a Constitution truly our own.
Second, the Resolution asks that the Constitution contain a charter of
of rights and freedams.
doms. The charter-like
charter—like patriation-will
patriation—will not transfer
transfer power from the provincial
governments to the Canadian government. To the contrary, it will confer
confer power on the
people of
of Canada, power to protect themselves from abuses by public authorities.
of every Canadian. There is no place in Canada
Rights are the common heritage of
Canada for
Therefore the Resolution will ask that the Constitution
Constitution make
second class citizenship. Therefore
our rights and freedoms binding on all governments.
Every Canadian will be guaranteed the fundamental
of opinion,
fundamental freedoms of
of conscience, of
of
of assembly and the democratic right to vote.
enjoy the full protection of the law. Equal treatment
Every Canadian will enjoy
treatment for all,
without discrimination due to sex, colour, or origin, will be enshrined.
Every Canadian will be guaranteed the right to move freely to any part of
of Canada
Canada to
seek a job, to buy a home, to raise a family in his or her traditions. And, inseparable
of parents, be they English-speaking or French-speaking, to have
from that, the right of
official language will be assured. Each and every
their children educated in their own official
Premier, in Montreal in 1978, committed himself
himself to the principle that"
that " each child of
of the
education in his or her
French-speaking or English-speaking minority is entitled to an education
language in the primary or secondary school in each province wherever numbers warrant."
of the provinces, the agreement of
of the Premiers into the
We will put that agreement of
Constitution.
Constitution.
The third element of
of the Resolution v.ill
will be to enshrine the principle of
of equalization-equalization—
of sharing across this land-\\
land—which
of our country.
the principle of
hich is the very essence of
Parliament will be expected to satisfy
satisfy itself
itself that the Resolution has fully met the wishes
of the Canadian people. But Parliament will also be a5ked
asked to take action without undue
of
delay. The reason is simple: Canadians gave their word.
This past spring, when Quebecers 11
~re urged by their provincial government
were
government to separate
of the country confirmed
confirmed the bargain, the social contract.
from Canada, people in all parts of
which made Confederation
Confederation possible: the promise that all can share fully in Canada's
11·hich
heritage.
of all
The Canadian GO\ernment's
Go\ernment's commitment was clear. So was the commitment
commitment of
national party leaders and of
of individual
of each of
of the Premiers. Hundreds of
of thousands of
Canadian-;
Canadians signed petititions; schools.
schools, churches, and city councils declared themselves.
It was more than a commitment to Quebecers, even though the Quebec referendum
referendum
was the immediate reason for it. The commitment was from each Canadian
Canadian to every
11as
other Canadian to change our country for the better.
The people.
people, through Parliament.
Parliament, can now redeem that pledge. Freed of
of the paralysis
of
ith our constitution home, with our full independence beyond question,
of the past, 11with
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with our rights and freedoms guaranteed, the process of reform and renewal can truly
proceed. Our government is willing, indeed it is anxious, to resume discussions on the
Constitution with the Provinces, once the way has been provided to make progress.
In this complex and turbulent world, Canadians can no longer afford
afford to have fundamental aspects concerning the nature of our country left unresolved and uncertain, to
feed confrontation, division and disunity. We are summoned to a great act of
of national
will:
will: we must take unto ourselves and for our children, the ultimate responsibility for the
preservation of our country.
We as a people can meet this challenge. In doing so, we will clear the way for the
generation now rising to better express and pursue the amity by which we live, the new
deal for Westerners and Quebecers, for Ontarians and Atlantic Canadians, for Northerners and Native Peoples.
It is an achievement worthy of our heritage. But it is more. It i~
is an achievement
worthy of our future together.
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Annex V
Statement by
by Rt.
Rt. Hon.
Hon. Joe
Joe Clark
Clark on
on the
the Proposed
Proposed Resolution
Resolution Respecting
Respecting the
the Constitution
Constitution
of Canada, Thursday, 2 October 1980
We have all been waiting a long time for the federal government's proposals on the
Constitution. Some parts of the proposal are welcome.
welcome. We all want our Constitution
home, and we all want the principle of equalization enshrined in that Constitution.
However, the resolution which Mr. Trudeau intends to place before Parliament next
week proposes major changes in the Constitution of Canada-and
Canada—and major
major changes in the
way Canadians live our lives.
The Constitution is no ordinary law.
nation·
law. 1t
It is the fundamental document of our nationhood. It must serve not only our needs today; it must endure to serve our children
tomorrow.
of the broadest
Because a constitution is so basic to a country, it must be the product of
possible consensus. It cannot be arbitrarily imposed on this nation by any one individual
or government. Nor can it be achieved through threat, ultimatum or artificial deadline.
That kind of constitution-making does not serve Canada.
II first saw a copy of the proposed resolution approximately ninety minutes ago.
ago. What
Mr. Trudeau appears to be proposing contains the following alarming elements.
First, he proposes to have Ottawa act unilaterally to disregard the existing Canadian
Constitution's division of powers. He does this by dictating new obligations to the
provinces in their exclusive fields
fields of education, and property and civil rights.
Second, he imposes a double standard for changing the Constitution. For those
alone. For the changes that others might seek later,
changes he wants, Ottawa will act alone.
he requires unanimous consent for at least two years and then an unknown formula.
Third, for the future, he proposes two amending formulae, one of which allows Ottawa
to ignore entirely the elected legislatures, or to over-ride the expressed will of those
legislatures, by holding a binding referendum. That lets Ottawa write the provinces
out of any constitutional decision.
Finally, by establishing a 9 December report date, he imposes a two-month time limit
on Parliament"s
Parliament's right to consider this basic Canadian question.
prospect of divisive referenda,
That means that Mr. Trudeau tonight offers Canadians the prospectofdivisivereferenda,
prolonged constitutional challenges in the courts, and federal-provincial turmoil. That
is a betrayal of those Quebecers who voted "No"
" No " in the Quebec referendum, and all
other Canadians who seek genuine renewal of our Confederation.
Confederation.
propose ?
What do we propose?
The Constitution should be brought home to Canada without delay, as a symbolic
fit the realities of today and tomorrow.
gesture and so that we oursehes can change it to fit
At the recent First Ministers Conference, it appeared that all the provinces supported
the so-called "Vancouver Formula·'-Parliament
Formula"'—Parliament plus seven provinces making up at
population—as the way to find
least 50 per cent of the population-as
find the national consensus on which
substantial changes in the Constitution must be based. Parliament should be asked to
approve Patriation with that amending formula, and the provincial legislatures asked for
their formal reaction within a definite time-frame. That would provide a reasonable
and workable basis for all further constitutional change.
Then we
sve could
could move
move forward
forward with
with the
the rest
rest of
of our
our constitutional
constitutional agenda.
agenda. The
The Premiers
Premiers
have asked the Prime Minister to meet with them again in January to agree on what some
hdve
be. The Prime Minister should do so. As one other
of those further changes ought to be.
way of proceeding, we had suggested a broader Constitutional Convention for putting
together a comprehensive package.
The last thing that !,1, or ..!ny
.my responsible political leader would want, is a partisan
political fight about our Constitution.
But the Leader of Her Majesty"s
Majesty's Loyal Opposition under our system of government
has a unique responsibility.
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There are times when a government proposes to act against the essential interests of
of
the nation. At such a time, the role of the Opposition Leader is not to submit to the
fight for the larger interests of Canada.
government, but to fight
The Trudeau government has a majority in Parliament. It will not be stopped unless
the people of Canada can be aroused to the abuse-to
abuse—to the potential damage to our
country-that
country—that the government now proposes.
That is why tonight I appeal to Canadians, regardless of party allegiance, regardless
of region or language or culture, to join with us in the weeks and months ahead-to
ahead—to
fight this arbitrary measure and to try to achieve a genuine consensus in this country
fight
on constitutional change.
My colleagues and I accept our responsibility to the longer-term interest and stability
of
fight in Parliament. But we need-and
of Canada. We will lead the fight
need—and for the future of
this nation, I ask for-your
for—your help and support.
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Annex VI
HOUSE OF COMMONS HA~SARD:
HANSARD: 10 JUNE 1976
British N'orth
North America Acts
Mr Curtwright
Cariwright asked
asked the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs what proposals he has received
from the Canadian Government about
their plans to request the patriation to
Canada of the British North America
Acts of 1867 to 1946.

Mr Hatter
Hattersley:
sky: II have
have received
received no
no proproposals from the Canadian Government
on this matter. The British North
America Acts,
Acts, which contain the constitution of Canada, can be amended in

certain important respects only by Act of
of
the United Kingdom Parliament. The
Canadian Prime Minister has expressed
publicly the desire of the Canadian Government that this power of amendment
should be a matter of Canadian competence and should no longer be exercisby the United Kingdom Parliament.
able by
If a request to effect such a change were
to be received from the Parliament of
of
Canada it
it would be
be in accordance with
precedent for
for the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Govprecedent
Government to
to introduce
introduce in
in Parliament,
Parliament, and
ernment
and
for
Parliament to
appropriate legisfor Parliament
to enact,
enact, appropriate
Jegislation in
in compliance
compliance with
with the
the request.
request.
Jation

HOUSE OF COMMONS MANSARD:
HANSARD: 27 JULY 1979
Canada
George asked
asked the
the Lord
Lord Privy
Privy Seal
Seal
Mr George
what discussions have taken place with
the Government of Canada on a new
British North America Act; and if he
will make a statement on the procedures
to be followed in this Parliament if a
request for patriation is made.

Mr Luce: No discussions have taken
place with the Canadian Government on
this matter. The British North America
Acts, which
\Vhich contain the constitution of
of
Canada, can be amended in certain imim·
portant respects only by Act of the
United
Kingdom
Parliament. The

Canadian Prime Minister has expressed
publicly his intention of working with the
Provincial Governments of Canada toto·
wards an agreed package of constitutional
changes which could lead to a request
that this power of amendment should be
a matter of Canadian competence and
should no longer be exercisable by the
United Kingdom Parliament. If
If a request
to
to effect
effect such
such aa change
change were
v.ere to
to be
be rereceived from
from the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of Canada
Canada it
it
ceived
would
be
in
accordance
with
precedent
would be in accordance with precedent
for the
to
for
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Government
Government to
introduce in
in Parliament,
Parliament, and
and for
Parliaintroduce
for Parlia·
ment to
to enact,
enact, appropriate
appropriate legislation
legislation in
ment
in
compliance with
with the
the request.
request.
compliance

HOUSE OF COMMONS
COMJ\IO:\S HA!'\SARD:
HANSARD: 30 OCTOBER 1980
Mr St.
John-Stevas: I shall discuss
St, John-Stems:
that matter with my right hon. Friend
the Secretary of State for Scotland.
Mr George:
George: Can the Leader of the
House tell us when we will be dealing
with the patriation of the Canadian constitution? In the light of the minefield
that exists in terms of the constitutional,
political and timetable aspects that Parliament, the Government and the Crown
will face, will he consider referring the
problem either to a Joint Select Committee of this House and the House of
of
Lords or
or to
to any
any other
other Select
Select Committee
Committee
Lords
or Committee
Committee that
that may
may be
be appropriate
appropriate
or

for dealing with this googly that has been
bowled to us by Prime Minister Trudeati?
Trudeau?

St, John-Stevas:
Mr St.
John·Steras: I understand the
hon. Gentleman's cricketing metaphor,
and I am beginning to recognise
when I see one. Practice
a minefield \\hen
makes perfect. I cannot give any undertaking about referring it to a Select
Committee because, I am glad to say, the
Government haYe
have receiYed
received no request
about the patriation of the Canadian
Constitution. Hm\e\'er,
However, if
if and
and when
Constitution.
when such
such
request does
does arrive
arrive II shall
shall consider
consider the
the
aa request
hon.
Gentlemen's most
most interesting
interesting suggeshon. Gentlemen's
suggestion.
tion.
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HOUSE OF LORDS HANSARD:
HANSARD: 25 JULY 1979
National Indian
Brotherhood of Canada:
Visit

612
6 12 p.m.
p.m.
Earl Grey
Grey rose to ask Her MaJesty's
Majesty's
theie was no official
official
Government why thete
reception for the delegation of the National Indmn
Indian Brotherhood of Canada. The
Ional
noble Earl said. My Lords, I rise to ask
Question standmg
standing m
in my name on
the QuestiOn
doing so I am aware
the Order Paper. In domg
difficulties mvolved
involved for both the
of the difficulties
Canadian Government
Government and
and the
the Bnt1sh
British
Canadmn
Government. The
The NatiOnal
National Indian
Indian BrotherBrotherGovernment.
hood of
of Canada
Canada repre))ents
represents approxiapproxihood
mately 280,000
280,000 Indmns
Indians from
from 560
560 bands.
mately
bands.
The orgamsat1on
organisation was
was formed
formed partly
partly in
The
m
order to
to protect
protect hereditary
hereditary rights,
rights, and,
and,
order
as
a
national
unified
body,
to
have
as a natiOnal umfied body, to have aa
greater vmce
voice m
in achievmg
achieving constitutional
constitutional
greater
aims
a1ms
The Indians mamtam
maintain that treaties made
between Great Brttam
Britain and themselves
have not been honoured In fact, the
1763 stated that
Royal Proclamation of 1763
No lands m
in thiS
this Contment
Continent owned and occupoed
occupied
by the Indians could be seozed
seized or claomed
claimed by ommogrant
immigrant
peoples unless they had full a1,reement
agreement and consent of
of
the abongmal
aboriginal people"
people "

The Brotherhood claims that the Procviolated. A treaty,
lamation has been viOlated.
is sacred, the s1gmngs
sigmngs were
to an Indian, 1s
occasions and, when the wordmgs
wordings
solemn occasiOns
incorporated stated that these treaties
mcorporated
would last,
IIOU)d
as long as the sun mes,
rises, the grasses grow, and the
n\ers
',
rners flo\\
flow ",

it meant Just
just that.
to them, It
The Indian nation claims that, as these
in the name of the
treaties were signed m
it still holds the Crown m
in the
Crown, tt
highest esteem and this represents the
is with that view in
m
highest honour It 1s
mind that a decision was made last year
mmd
delegation to thts
this country to
to send a delegatton
British Go-vernGovernpress their claims to the Bnt1sh
ment That was done Vvwith
tth the help of
of
Survival International,
International, an
an orgamsat10n
organisation
Sun1\al
noted and
and respected
respected for
for 1ts
its stand
stand on
on
noted
human nghts
rights throughout
throughout the
the world
human
\"arid
ho met, spoke to and
Those of us Vv
who
lt>tened
hitened to the Indtans,
Indians, who came from
ev
ery part of Canada, Vvere
were deeply imIme\ery
pressed and mo\ed by their smcenty
sincerity and
Pressed
which they presented thezr
their
the way m whtch
cause They arrzved
arrived here on 1st July for
in the hope of seemg
seeing the Queen
one I\week
eek m
ar
>d the Pnme
Prime Mmtster,
Minister, but unfortunately
unfortunately
and
this \vas
was not achteved.
achieved. The VISit
visit was not
tlus

a failure. Publicity was
was given.
given. Members
of both Houses were asked to meet them,
did. Mr. Bruce George, the Member
and dtd.
of Parliament, has taken a positive and
interest
active mterest
A complamt
complaint also made by the Indmns
Indians
is that they have petitiOned
petitioned the Canadian
IS
unsuccessfully for recogGovernment unsucce~sfully
nition as a legitimate participant in
m the
constitutional discussiOns
discussions which are taking
constitutiOnal
takmg
place. Chief Noel Starblanket, President
of the NatiOnal
National Indian Brotherhood, in
m
his statement on 2nd July this year said.
h1s
' Wee have tned
tried urne
time and tJme
time agam
again to take our
nghtful
rightful place at the constllutlonal
constitutional tables All we ha\e
have
been granted at these dehberauons
status''
deliberations 1s
is observer status
i

\\

Indians of Canada have appealed to
The lndmns
Parliament because final
final legislative control
constitution of Canada rests with
Vvith
over the constitutiOn
Parliament The clmm
claim for this goe:,
goes back
to the Royal ProclamatiOn
Proclamation ot
ol 1763.
1763. While
the Government of Canada assumed
financial responsibility, the power and
the ab!ltty
ability to establish treaty relatiOns
relations
wtth
with the Indian nations have contmued
continued to
be with the Crown.
In 1876 the British North America
establishing the present
Act was enacted, estabiishmg
constttutJonal
constitutional structure for Canada In
that Act the power to negotiate treaties m
the name of the Crown was passed to the
Governor General of Canada. That proVISIOn,
of
vision, and the Royal ProclamatiOn
Proclamation of
1763, ha\e
have not been replaced.
The Canadian Federal Government have
recently proposed to make changes and
patriate the British North Amencan
American Act
patnate
concerning the status and po~ltlon
position
of 1867 concernmg
its petition to the
of the Indians. In Its
British GO\ernment,
Government, the delegatiOn
delegation stated
Bnt1sh
its reasons for not Vvantmg
wanting the British
Bntlsh
Its
North Amencan
American Act to be patnated, as
it 1s
is felt
felt that
that there
there ts
is aa grave
grave danger
danger that
It
that
the special
special nghts
rights and
and status
status of
of the
the ongmal
original
the
owners
of the
the lands
lands may
may be
be further
further eroded.
eroded.
OVv
ners of
The Indians
Indians are
are concerned
concerned that,
that, if
th1s
The
tf this
Act Is
is patnated,
patnated, decisiOns
decisions made
made regardmg
regarding
Act
their status
status and
and Vvelfare
welfare Will
will be
be made
made
their
without their
their full
full partiCipatiOn
participation and
and control
control
without
While 1t
it remams
remains m
in this
this countr},
eountrv, an
Whzle
an
obligation 1s
is placed
placed upon
upon the
the British
Bntt~h
obligatiOn
Government
Go\ernment
The Canadian Go\ernment
Government feel that the
is an mternal
internal one and should be
problem IS
themselves and the Indians
handled by themsehes
hav ee S)
s>mpathy
mpathy\\wIthithth1o;;
thisatt1tude
attitude
One must ha\
is not an easy matter to
to resohe
resolve but we
It IS
Vve
have a situation Vvhere
where the ongmalmhab1original mhabiha\e
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tants of
of Canada-their
Canada—their forefathers-signed
forefathers—signed
binding treaties and agreements with the
of the Crown,
designated representatives of
of this
and historical and legal importance of
is emphasised by the Indian nation. The
Indians are not asking the British or the
Canadian Government to allow them to
secede from Canada and form a new
independent State, as has been hoped for
by French
French influences.
influences. There
There is
is aa problem
problem
by
that needs
needs solving
solving and
and the
the British
British GovernGovernthat
ment are
are involved.
involved. II am
am not
not advocating
advocating
ment
confrontation between
between the
the two
two GovernGovernconfrontation
ments. Nothing
Nothing of
of value
value would
would be
be
ments.
achieved by
by that-only
that—only harm-and
harm—and nobody
nobody
achieved
would be
be satisfied.
satisfied. That
That would
would not
not be
be
would
advisable or
or prudent.
prudent. II would
would rather
rather the
the
advisable
Canadian Government
Government reached
reached aa satisfacsatisfacCanadian
tory arrangement
arrangement with
with the
the Indians.
Indians. But,
But,
tory
if
the
British
Government,
who
have
a
legal
if
the British
have
obligation
toGovernment,
be involved,
involved, who
can help
help ain
inlegal
any
to
be
any
obligation
way,
I believe
that a bettercan
understanding
way,
I
believe
that
a
better
understanding
can be reached.
can be reached.
Ever since Canada was discovered, the
adjust to new
Indians have been trying to adjust
of life. It has been a struggle in
ways of
many ways and hard to adapt when their
of survival have been
customs and means of
taken from them. It was not until 19601960—
ago—that they were
less than 20 years ago-that
given the right to vote. Also it was only
of Indian
at this time that the Department of
and Northern
Northern Affairs
Affairs began
began to
to cede
cede to
to the
the
and
Indian bands
bands the
the responsibility
responsibility for
for using
using
Indian
the administrative
administrative funds
funds that
that had
had been
been set
set
the
aside for
for them.
them.
aside
major conflict for the Indian revolves
A major
round his ability to adapt to modern
society. His values sometimes hinder this
ability. The unemployment rate is extremely high at 53 per cent. I recognise
that the Canadian Government have made
moves in certain areas to help and encourage the Indian nation. For the year
1977-78, 595 million dollars have been
spent on Indian and Eskimo affairs. I
believe that
that awareness
awareness of
of the
the Indian
Indian
believe
problem is
is growing
growing in
in Canada
Canada today.
today.
problem
I am asking the Question because I think
that the British Government should have
met and discussed their problems at first
hand with the Indians, and should have
listened to their reasons for being here. I
hearing what
hat
look forward with interest to hearing\\
the noble Lord. Lord Trefgarne, has to
say.
6.19 p.m.
Lord De Freyne: My Lords, I wish
to support the noble Earl in this important

[Continued
matter and in this very full House. While
I am certain that we all take great pleasure
of our
our Royal
from watching members of
honorary chiefs of
of
Family being made honorary
various Canadian tribes, with their highly
colourful headdresses and traditions, we
colourful
must bear in mind that this is not a
peepshow",
", but a serious part
tourist " peepshow
of their history and heritage of
of
of which
they are rightly proud.
They are members of
of the Commonwealth. I believe that we must not lose
of our responsibilities. These
sight of
Canadian Indians have fought long for
their rights and, as members of
of the
Commonwealth, should be treated in a
fair and equal manner, which at present
does not seem to be the situation. I
believe that this is a matter which should
be looked
looked into
into as
as soon
soon as
as possible.
be
possible. II
consider that
that we
we should
should treat
treat all
our
consider
all our
citizens of
of the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth equally,
equally,
citizens
and therefore
therefore the
the Canadian
Canadian Indians
Indians should
should
and
not be
be an
an exception.
exception. Minorities
Minorities count
count
not
just
as much
much as
as majorities.
majorities.
just as
6.21 p.m.
of Shulhrede:
Shulhrede: My Lords,
Lord Ponsonby of
II had not intended to say anything on this
Lfnstarred Question, but having listened to
Unstarred
the noble Earl, Lord Grey, introduce this
Question, and to the noble Lord, Lord De
Freyne, suggesting that it might have
tourist features, I believe that it is almost
implicit that I should rise and add some
remarks to
to this
this short
short debate.
debate. 1
1 shall
read
shall read
remarks
with very
very great
great interest
tomorwith
interest in
in Hansard
Hansard tomorrow what
what the
the noble
noble Earl
Earl has
has said.
said. He
has
row
He has
posed aa matter
matter which
which we
we should
all
should all
posed
consider and
and examine.
examine. II certainly
certainly believe
believe
consider
that the
the point
point made
made by
by the
the noble
noble Lord,
Lord,
that
Lord De
De Freyne,
Freyne, that
that there
there should
be
Lord
should be
reciprocal arrangements,
arrangements, as
as he
it,
reciprocal
he put
put it,
for the
the tourist
tourist features
features of
of Indian
Indian chiefchieffor
making in
in Canada,
Canada, should
should be
be considered.
considered.
making
shall li~ten
listen with
with great
great interest
interest to
to the
the reply
reply
II shall
of the
the noble
noble Lord,
Lord, Lord
Lord Trefgarne.
Trefgarne,
of
6.22 p.m.
Lord Trefgame:
Trefgarne: My Lords, I think
that your Lordships will appreciate as
much as I do the Unstarred Question
of the noble Earl, Lord Grey, which gives
me an opportunity to explain the Government's attitude to the recent visit to
London by the National Indian Brotherhood of Canada. It is true that during
visit the delegation was not received
the \'isit
bv any
anv Minister. On the other hand,
by
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although we had known for some weeks
that the Brotherhood was planning to send
a delegation to London, and subsequently
heard that they were hoping, while here,
to meet my right honourable friend the
Prime Minister and my noble friend the
Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary,
the Government received no approach
from the Brotherhood or anyone representing them,
them, requesting
requesting such
such aa meeting,
senting
meeting,
until very
very shortly
shortly before
before their
their arrival
arrival in
until
in
this country
country on
on 1st
1st July.
July.
this
By the time that such requests were
fit
made I am afraid that it was too late to fit
them into any Minister's programme. A
small group was, however, received as a
courtesy and at a senior official level, by a
deputy to the Permanent Under-Secretary
in the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.
At that
that meeting
meeting representatives
representatives of
of the
the
At
National Indian
Indian Brotherhood,
Brotherhood, accomaccomNational
panied by
by their
their legal
legal advisers,
advisers, were
were able
able to
to
panied
explain their
their concern
concern about
about their
their position
position
explain
and to
to leave
leave documents
documents giving
giving more
more details
details
and
of their
their case.
case. So
So it
it is
is not
not true
true to
to say
say that
that
of
they were
were not
not received
received by
by the
the Government.
Government.
they
I believe that what I have said shows
that the Indian delegation were received
by the United Kingdom Government in
the best possible manner in the circumstances. Even if, however, they had been
received at a more exalted level, the fact
of the matter is that it could have made
no difference. The United Kingdom
Government are
are simply
simply in
in no
no constituconstituGovernment
tional position
position to
to intervene
intervene in
in matters
matters
tional
of this
this sort.
sort. The
The central
central point
point is
is that
that
of
although the
the Indians
Indians rightly
rightly look
look to
to the
the
although
Queen as
as their
their Sovereign
Sovereign in
in any
any matter
matter
Queen
affecting them,
them, itit is
is the
the Canadian
Canadian GovernGovernaffecting
ment and
and not
not the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
ment
United Kingdom
Kingdom which
which must
must advise
advise the
the
United
Queen. The
The position
position is,
is, however,
however, rather
rather
Queen.
more complicated
complicated than
than that,
that, and
and perhaps
perhaps
more
this is
is aa good
good moment
moment for
for me
me to
to elaborate.
elaborate.
this
Canada is an independent sovereign
nation
within
the
Commonwealth.
Executive power is vested in the Queen
acting through the Governor-General and
on the advice of Her Canadian Ministers.
The Canadian constitution is principally
contained in the British North America
1867, as subsequently amended.
Act of 1867,
This Act established a federal system of
of
Government in
in Canada
Canada and
and set
set out
out the
the
Government
Powers of
of the
the Federal
Federal Parliament
Parliament and
and the
the
Powers
Provincial legislatures.
legislatures.
While each
Provincial
While
each
Province was
was given
given jurisdiction
to amend
amend
~rovince
jurisdiction to
its own
own constitution,
constitution, the
the British
British North
North
Its
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America Act, the constitution of
of the
Federation, can in certain important
of the
respects be amended only by Act of
United Kingdom Parliament. Over the
1867, the constitution has been
years since 1867,
amended 14 times by the United Kingdom
Parliament. On each occasion this has
been at the request of the Canadians.
No Act of the United Kingdom Parliament
affecting Canada
Canada has
has been
been passed
passed unless
atrecting
unless
Canada has
has requested
requested and
and consented
consented to
Canada
to its
its
enactment. Indeed,
Indeed, Section
Section 44 of
of the
the
enactment.
Statute
of
Westminster
of
1931
provides
Statute of Westminster of 1931 provides
that no
no law
law made
made by
by the
the Parliament
Parliament of
that
of the
the
United Kingdom
Kingdom shall
shall extend
extend to
to any
any
United
Dominion otherwise
at the
the request
request
Dominion
otherwise than
than at
and with
with the
the consent
consent of
of that
that Dominion.
Dominion.
and
This
reflects
the
agreements
reached
at the
the
This reflects the agreements reached at
Imperial Conference
Conference of
of 1930.
1930. Although
Although
Imperial
no clearly-defined
clearly-defined procedure
procedure for
for amendno
ment
was laid
laid down
down in
in the
the British
BritishamendNorth
ment
was
North
America Act,
Act, the
the practice
practice has
has grown
grown
up
America
up
over the
the years
years that
that Canadian
Canadian requests
requests for
for
over
amendment
are
submitted
by
means
of
by means
of aa
amendment
are submitted
formal
Address
to
the
Crown
from
both
formal Address
Crown from both
Canadian
Housestoof the
Parliament.
Canadian Houses of Parliament.
The former Canadian Prime Minister
expressed publicly the desire of the
Canadians that the power of amendment
of the constitution should be a matter of
of
Canadian competence and should no
longer be exercisable by the United
Parliament—that is,
is, that the
Kingdom Parliament-that
constitution should be "patriated
" patriated"" to
Canada.
Canada.
In a series of Federal-Provincial conferences, the Canadians have sought to
reach agreement on an amending formula
which would become part of the law of
of
Canada and transfer to the Canadian
Parliament exclusive power to amend the
British North America Act. So far the
Provinces have failed to reach unanimous
agreement -with
with the
the Federal
Federal Government.
Government.
agreement
But this
this is,
is, of
of course,
course, aa matter
matter for
for the
the
But
Canadians themselves
themselves to
to resolve.
Canadians
resolve.
The United Kingdom Government's
effect such a
position is that if a request to effect
change were to be received from the
Parliament of Canada it would be in
accordance with precedent for the Government to introduce in Parliament, and for
Parliament to enact, appropriate legislation in compliance with the request.
received,
No such request has yet been received.
and with
with the
the change
change of
of Government
Government in
in
and
Canada itit seems
seems unlikely
unlikely that
that such
Canada
such aa
request will
will appear
appear in
in the
the very
very near
near future.
future,
request
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The new Prime Minister of Canada,
Mr. Clark, has however said that he
proposes to continue to work towards
constitutional change, but he has emphasised that he was not working to any
particular timescale.
As I understand it, the National Indian
Brotherhood is anxious to play a fuller
fuller
part in the consideration of constitutional
revision between the Federal and Provincial
authorities. This is a matter for the
Canadians themselves, and is not a matter
in which the United Kingdom Government can intervene, or would wish to do
so. As a result of Canada's full and
sovereign independence, attained if not
in 1867 with the British North America
of
Act, then as a result of the Statute of
Westminster of 1931,
1931, any residual powers
or duties of the United Kingdom passed
to the Canadian Government.
The
Statute of Westminster reserves to the
United Kingdom Parliament a purely
technical role in relation to the British
North America Act.
I must, therefore, emphasise again to
the House that the United Kingdom
Parliament's power over the Canadian
Constitution is strictly limited. If Parliament were, in spite of constitutional
precedent, to decline to act on a request
from the
the Canadian
Canadian Government,
Government, we
we would
would
from
lay ourselves
ourselves open
open to
to charges
charges of
of interferinterferlay
ence in
in Canadian
Canadian domestic
domestic politics.
politics. Even
ence
Even
to query
query whether
whether there
there was
was internal
internal
to
support in
in Canada
Canada for
for aa request
request to
to patriate
patriate
support
the constitution
constitution would
would be
be tantamount
tantamount to
to
the
questioning the
the authority
authority of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian
questioning
Parliament or
it.
or Government
Government to
to make
make it.
Parliament
Further, for
for the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom ParliaParliaFurther,
ment to
to purport
purport to
to legislate
legislate otherwise
otherwise than
than
ment
at the
the request
request and
and with
with the
the consent
consent of
at
of
the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government would
would conflict
conflict
the
with
the
agreements
reached
with
the
with the agreements reached with the
Dominions at
at the
the Imperial
Imperial Conference
Conference of
of
Dominions
1930
and
the
Statute
of
Westminster
of
1930
and
the
Statute
of
Westminster
of
1931, to
to which
which II have
have already
already referred.
referred.
1931,
The
Federal
Government
is
the
sole
repreThe Federal
Government
is the sole representative
of Canada
Canada
in international
international
relaof cannot
sentative
tions. We
bein the
arbiters ofrelathe
We
cannot
be
the
arbiters
of
tions.
correct balance of the case presented the
to
presented of
to
correct
us: this balance
must be of
thethe
solecase
responsibility
us: Canadian
this must Government.
be the sole responsibility of
the
the Canadian Government.
My Lords, we do not underestimate the
depth and sincerity of feeling in this
matter—but the constitutional position is
matter-but
clear, even if complex. I hope your
Lordships will agree that we have adopted
the proper course.
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6.29p.m.
6.29
p.m.
Lord Goronwy-Roberts:
Goronwy-Roberts: My
MyLords,
Lords,I I
am sure that the noble Earl, Lord Grey,
of
will allow me to intervene in the form of
putting one or two questions for confirmation to the Minister. May I say at the
outset that Her Majesty's Opposition
entirely agree with the statement of the
position that
that we
we have
have just
heard. It
It is
is
position
just heard.
an important
important matter,
matter, partly
partly because
an
because it
it is
is
part of
of the
the agreement
agreement which
which we
part
we have,
have,
stemming largely
largely from
from the
the 1931
1931 agreement
agreement
stemming
with the
the former
former Colonies
Colonies and
and Dominions—
Dominionswith
self-governing and,
and, indeed,
indeed, independent
independent
self-governing
countries within
within the
the Commonwealth.
Commonwealth. It
It
countries
also
to the
the question
question of
also applies
applies to
of minority
minority
status and
and rights,
rights, which
which nowadays
nowadays seems
status
seems
to appear
appear in
in almost
almost every
every country
country in
to
in one
one
degree or
or another,
another, or
or in
in one
one form
or
form or
degree
another, ourselves
ourselves not
not excluded.
excluded. Thereanother,
Therefore, what
what the
the noble
noble Lord
Lord has
said
is
is
fore,
said
central
to the
the continuing
continuing
and has
firm
policy
central
to
and
firm
policy
of
this
country
in
relation
to
the
internal
of
this country and
in relation
internal
administration
policy toof the
equal
and
of equal
administration
and policy
independent sovereign
members
of and
the
of the
independent
sovereign
members
Commonwealth,
and indeed
in relation
to
in
relation
to
Commonwealth,
and
indeed
independent countries everywhere and not
independent
countries
everywhere
and
not
only in the Commonwealth.

only in the Commonwealth.
The fact, however, that Canada, like
so many Commonwealth countries, has
the same monarchial Head of State as
have—a fact of gracious life that we
we have-a
in—occasionally raises questions of
rejoice in-occasionally
of
right of access, of petition. In case I
did not quite hear what the noble Lord
said, my
my first
first question
question is
is that
that although
although
said,
the Queen
Queen of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom is
the
is the
the
Queen of
of Canada
Canada nevertheless,
nevertheless, first,
first, she
she
Queen
is
bound by
by the
the advice
that her
her Ministers
Ministers
is bound
advice that
in Canada
Canada proffer
proffer to
to her
her about
about everything
everything
in
which it
it is
is suggested
suggested to
to her
her she
she should
should do,
do,
which
and, secondly,
secondly, she
she is
is represented
represented in
Canada
in Canada
and,
by aa Governor-General
Governor-General who
who is
by
is vice-regal
vice-regal
in his
his status
status and
and his
his functions.
functions. If
in
If there
there
is
a
question—this
is
the
point
of
confirmais a question-this is the point of confirma~
tion
I
wanted
the
noble
Lord
to
assist
tion I wanted the noble Lord to assist me
me
with—of access
access and
and petition,
petition, it
with-of
it is
is not
not here
here
that itit would
would lie
lie but in
in Ottawa,
Ottawa, to
the
to the
that
vice-regal
personagebut
who, in
in fact,
fact, represents
represents
vice-regal
personage
who,
the Queen
Queen in
in Canada.
Canada. II hope
hope II have
that
the
that
right.
I wonder
wonder
whether our
our good
goodhave
friends,
right.
I
whether
friends,
the
National
Indian
Brotherhood,
have
the National
Indian
have
quite
understood
that.Brotherhood,
As Canadians,
Canadians,
ifif
quite
understood
that.
As
there is a right of petition, they have their
is a at
right
of petition, they have their
there
very own
home.
very own at home.
The 1867 Act which created the confederation, among other things specifically
transferred totally from the United Kingdom Government to the new Federal
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Government in Ottawa every vestige of
of
responsibility over this and every other
minority-indeed
minority—indeed the majority
majority as well-of
well—of
the citizens in the new Dominion. Indeed,
the word " dominion " was not invented
but introduced to Canada for the first
time in relation to territories of
of this kind
because somebody quoted the Bible. I
will not say it was an innovation, but
perhaps a practice that latter day politicians
and statesmen might seek to revive:

have done, and are doing, for our Indian
friends. I think a word of
of commendation for a sister country in the Commonwealth for the way in which it deals with
a minority within its borders is very
grateful
much in order nowadays. I am grateful
to the noble Lord for his statement,
and I am sure that he need only nod to
say that he confirms the two or three
questions II have put to him.

"and
" and he
he shall ha\e
have dominion from sea to sea".
sea ".

just before
Lord Trefgarne: My Lords, just
I sit down, perhaps I may confirm
confirm one
rather important point which the noble
Lord mentioned. Certainly the 1867 Act
transferred to the Government of
of Canada,
transferred
with their sovereign I should say, all the
effects of
of government in Canada,
principal effects
including most importantly the adminisof the treaties to \vhich
which the noble
tration of
Earl referred. That was the British
North America
America Act
Act 1867.
1867.
North

There you have it: the Pacific and the
Atlantic; the Dominion of
of Canada; the
transfer of these responsibilities entirely
transfer
from thi~
this country to the new Federal
Government. There it stands. They have
of course in 1951,
1951, 1955, and
revised it of
is not for us to question or
1972. It i<>
indeed discuss that.
That brings me to my final point.
II think it should be said that the Canadian
Government and people have given ample
evidence
of their deep sympathy for the
e\
idence of
of their practical
Indians in Canada and of
concern for their welfare. They have
made available to them very extensive
of reservaterritories indeed in the form of
tions within which the Indian communities
enjoy quite special privileges not extended
to other
other Canadian
Canadian citizens.
citizens. One
One does
does
to
not want
want to
to go
go into
into this.
this. They
They have
have also
also
not
been financially
financially generous
generous to
to them
them by
by
been
grants; and
and II am
am sure
sure the
the noble
noble Lord
Lord and
and
grants;
I. and
and the
the rest
rest of
of us,
us, would
would like
like our
our
I.
Canadian brothers-the
brothers—the whole
whole Canadian
Canadian
Canadian
people is
is aa brotherhood
brotherhood with
with us-to
us—to know
know
people
that we
we appreciate
appreciate from
from our
our side
side what
what they
they
that

The noble Lord referred
referred to the position
of the Governor-General in Canada, who
of
represents the Queen in Ottawa, as he said.
It is open to the Indians to approach the
Governor-General there, who will no
doubt act as the Queen would act, in
of Canadian
accordance with the advice of
Ministers. I think those are the two
principal points. The noble Lord also
Government
described what the Canadian Government
community in
had done for the Indian community
Canada. Jt
It is
is not
not for
for me
me to
to comment
comment on
on
Canada.
what the
the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government do
for
what
do for
other Canadians,
Canadians, but
but II take
take note
note of
of \\hat
what
other
the noble
noble Lord
Lord says.
says.
the

HOUSE OF LORDS DEBATES: 27 OCTOBER 1980
Canadian Constitution:
Patriation Proposals

2 48
48 p.m.
p.m.
Avebury: My Lords, I beg leave to
Lord Avebury:
ask
ask the
the Question
Question which
which stands
stands in
in my
my name
name
on
on the
the Order
Order Paper.
Paper.
The Question was as follows:
follows:
To ask Her Majesty's Government
what proposals were made, or inforinformation given, by Mr Mark McGuigan,
Canadian Minister of
of External Affair'>,
Affairs,
and Mr John Roberts, Minister of
of
Science, Technology and the Environment, concerning the patriation of
of the
Canadian constitution during their
recent meetings \\ith
with the Prime
Minister and the Secretary of
of State

Commonwealth
for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs.
The Lord
Lord Chancellor (Lord Hailsham
of Saint Marylebone): My Lords, the
of
two Canadian Ministers came as emissaries
of the Canadian Prime Minister to tell
of
Majesty's Government of
of the intentions
Her Majesty's
oftheCanadianGovernment
of
the Canadian Government on this subject.
Lord Avebury:
Al'ebury: My Lords, does the
of Her Majesty's Government
position of
remain as stated by the noble Lord, Lord
Trefgarne, on 25 July 1979, that if
if a
Canadian Conrequest to patriate the Canadian
were to be received from the
stitution \\ere
Parliament of Canada it would be in
accordance with precedent for the GO\ernGovernment to introduce in Parliament, and for
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Parliament to enact, appropriate legislation complying with that request, as we
have done on the 14 occasions since
Confederation
Confederation when the Federal Parliament has made such requests? Has the
noble and learned Lord noted that the
Canadian House of Commons voted by
83 in favour of the proposals
156 to 83
presented to it by Mr Trudeau? Would
the Government
publish
a document
P Sh
« S i n ? out
™ t nthe
T P basis
non„ a which
JMSTT
h f'
setting
the
setting
the basis
on which
is asking
us nowthe
to
Canadianout
Legislature
act?
Canadian Legislature is asking us now to
The
Lord Chancellor:
My
Lords,
nono
The Lord
Chancellor:
My
Lords,
request
has
been
received
as
yet
from
the
request
has
been
received
as
yet
from
the
Canadian
Legislature and
I notice from
Canadian
from
going
the
publicLegislature
prints thatandit Iis notice
the
public
prints
that
it
isSostill
still
going
through
that
Legislature.
far
through that Legislature. So far as
as II

[Continued
[Continued

know, there is no change in the constitutional position since 27 July.
July. It
It so
so happens
happens
that the Parliamentary Answer I have was
given in another place by my honourable
if
friend Mr Luce; it would surprise me if
it were different
different from that which was
given by my noble friend Lord Trefgarne.
LLord
rf QGarner:MMyL Lords,
d a fare
e h theG Government
satisfied
that
Canadian
ment satisfied that Canadian Ministers
Ministers are
are
embarrassment
sufficiently alive to the embarrassment
sufficientl
alive t0 the
which might be caused to this Parliament
w
h m^u fee which
c a u s e d were
t Q t h f a controversial
Parliament
ifh i cproposals
't,Z°F^L
S Sto„ ben put
f L forward?
S f " '
inside
Canada were
,ns,de C a n a d a were t0 be
ut f o r w a r d ?

P

The Lord Chancellor: I do not as yet
Chancellor:
I domy
notLords.
as yet
feelThe
anyLord
embarrassment
myself,

feel any embarrassment myself, my Lords.

THE CANADIAN CONSTITUTION (163/79-80/FM)
Further Memorandum by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Office
Replies to Questions.11
Question2
Question 2
Did the opposition of the Quebec Government and Legislature to the BNA Bill 1943
become known, through official channels or otherwise, to the United Kingdom
Government?
No official representations were received by the United Kingdom Government before
the passage of the amendment. Mr Mander (MP for Wolverhampton East) during the
Second Reading Debate mentioned that he has been informed that the Bill was objected
to by one Province and met with a certain amount of opposition in the Canadian Parliament. Mr Attlee replied: " I have no information as to any Province objecting but, in
of [the
any case, the matter is brought before us by an Address voted by both Houses of
Canadian] Parliament, and it is difficult
difficult for us to look behind that fact". (H.C.Deb
22 July 1943
1943Col.1102).
Col. 1102).
Telegrams from Quebec opposition objecting to the amendment were received by the
after the Bill had
Prime Minister, Mr Churchill, including one from the Quebec Premier, after
received the Royal Assent.
Copies were sent to the High Commissioner of Canada for transmission to the Canadian
Government for reply. It was considered proper that any communication should be
made through the Canadian Government as the United Kingdom Government did not
normally communicate with the Provinces direct.
Question3
Question 3
What was the response of the U.K. Government to the Quebec request of 1965, referred
to on page 7 of the Department of External Affairs'
Affairs* paper of 2 October 1980? What
was the outcome oft
he request?
of the
request ?
The 1965
1965 request forwarded by the Quebec Assembly for an amendment to limit the
events. The question was initially
powers of the Quebec Upper House was overtaken by events.
held in abeyance pending the result of the Canadian Federal elections, at which Mr Pearson
was again returned as Prime Minister. Subsequently, the Quebec Liberal Government,
amendment, lost the provincial elections. The new Quebec
which had put forward the amendment.
Government won a majority in both Houses and therefore had the power to amend the
Sce also
idence pages
'See
also [\
E\idence
pages 13-t.
134, 141
141 and
and 223.
223,
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powers of the Upper House. The Canadian Prime Minister told the Federal Parliament
that any further action on the amendment would depend on the views of the Ministers
now in office in Quebec. No further request to lay the amendment before Parliament was
received by the United Kindom Government.
Government.
QuestionS
Question 5
Does the FCO regard the statement of the conventions (governing proposals for alteration of the BNA Acts) in the White Paper tabled in the Canadian House of Commons on
2 March 1965
1965 as
asaccurately
accuratelyrepresenting
representingthe
theestablished
establishedconstitutional
constitutional position?
position ?
The FCO assume that the statement which the Committee have primarily in mind is
the statement offour'
of four' general principles'
principles ' on pages 15-16 of the 1965
1965 White
White Paper.
Paper. They
They
have no reason to question that this statement was a fair reflection of Canadian
governmental views at that time (and they note that, according to Dean W R Lederman
in " The Process of Constitutional Amendment for Canada ", McGill Law Journal,
Vol.
Vol. 12 No. 14 1966 "The
" The White Paper of 1965
1965 is a full and careful historical document,
the text of which was accepted by the Federal and Provincial Governments before it
was published ").
Question6
Question 6
Does the FCO regard the statement of constitutional principles in the Report of
of the
Joint Committee of the House of Lords and the House of Commons appointed to consider
88 of
the Petition of the State of Western Australia (House of Commons Paper No. 88
of 1935),
paragraphs 2, 7, 8, 9, 12 and 13,
13, as applicable in any way to the question of Canadian
requests for amendments of the BNA Acts?
The Report of the Joint Committee appointed to consider the petition of the State of
of
Western Australia appears to relate to the appropriate response to a constitutional
petition from a single state within the Australian Federal system. It does not appear to
provide any concrete guidance on the proper response to a request contained in a joint
resolution of both Houses of the Canadian Parliament for action in accordance with the
terms of the Statute of Westminster. It should be noted that Australia had not at the
time adopted the Statute of Westminster (this did not happen until 1942 when the
Commonwealth Parliament adopted the Statute retroactively to 3 September
September 1939).
1939).
Question 7
What assurances were conveyed by the United Kingdom Government, during the
period 1973-1975, to
to representatives
representatives of
of Governments
Governments of
of Australian
Australian States,
States, on
on or
or in
in relation
relation
Period
to the attitude to be taken by the UK Government to possible requests by the Commonwealth of Australia for change in the constitutional position in Australia either by legislation of the UK Parliament or by action involving the tendering of advice to Her Majesty
Ministers?
by UK Ministers?
28 January 1975
1975 between the Parliamentary Under-Secretary
Following the meeting on 28
at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, acting on behalf
behalf of the Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, and the Premiers of Western Australia and
Queensland who explained the views of their Governments on constitutional issues
currently in dispute in Australia, the former confirmed that these \\ere
were essentially matters
for resolution by Australians in
in Australia
Australia..
. On 21
21 December 1976,
1976, the Secretary of State for Foreign and Common\\ealth
Commonwealth Affairs,
in a written answer (H.C. Deb. Vol.
Vol. 923
923 Col. 118-9) explained that "UK
" UK Ministers are
In
affecting
at present responsible for advising Her Majesty The Queen on certain matters affecting
'he Australian States, including the appointment of State Governors. In discharging
the
this duty, no United Kingdom Minister of any Party is in any \\ay
way influenced by Party
considerations or pressures. This responsibility is a direct consequence of the established
Australian constitutional position. Its continued existence does not mean that UK
Ministers wish
wish to
to retain
retain any
any re~ponsibilities
responsibilities which
which are
are regarded
regarded as
as anachronistic
anachronistic by those
Ministers
Government's general position in relation to Australian constitutional
concerned. The Gmernment's
problems, namely
namely that
that they
they regard
regard them
them as
as essentially
essentially matters
matters for
for re~olution
resolution by
by Australian~
Australians
problems,
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in Australia, has been publicly made clear on many occasions . . . . . The UK Government for their part would not stand in the way
way of any
any changes that
that command the
the agreement
of all concerned in Australia ".
Question 8
Would accession by the UK Government and Parliament to a request by the Canadian
Government and Houses of Parliament for enactment of the Canada Bill 1980 constitute
a precedent for future accession to requests by the Australian Government and Parliament
for enactment of legislation on matters hitherto within the authority of the States, without
the consent of those States? If
If not, why not?
The FCO would not regard accession by the United Kingdom Government and
Parliament to a request by the Canadian Government and Parliament for amending
legislation as constituting a precedent for future accessions to requests by the Australian
Government and Parliament, given the differences between the Canadian and Australian
constitutional positions. In the view of the FCO, a request by the Australian Government and Parliament of the kind envisaged by the Committee would need to be considered
in the light of the legal and other factors relevant to its own particular case.
Question 9
Should the pendency of litigation in Canadian courts, challenging the Canada Bill
1980 or its enactment, be taken into account by the UK Government and/or Parliament
in considering a request for such enactment?
The pendency of relevant litigation was among the matters taken into account in the
discussions in the United Kingdom Parliament during the passage of the Bill which
became the British North America Act 1949 (see reply to question 13). The FCO
could not anticipate the view which Ministers would wish to commend to Parliament ifif
litigation of the nature described by the Committee were pending in Canadian Courts
when a request for amending legislation was under consideration here.
Question 10
Could the Canadian Government institute proceedings in the International Court of
of
Justice or otherwise under international law against the UK in the event of a refusal by
the UK Parliament to enact the Canada Bill 1980?
of reciproBoth the United Kingdom and Canada accept as compulsory, on condition of
city, the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice, in conformity with Article 36(2)
of its Statute, although in each case certain categories of disputes are excluded. Among
those excluded by Canada are disputes with the Government of any other country which
Commonwealth; and among those excluded by the United Kingdom
is a member of the Commonwealth:
Commonare disputes with the Governments of any other country which is aa member of the Commonwealth with regard to situations
or facts existing before 1 January 1969 (see attached
11
copies of the declarations) .•
There appears to be no other basis on which Canada could institute proceedings under
international law against the United Kingdom unilaterally.
Question 13
With reference to paragraph 22 of the FCO memo, is there any precedent for the UK
Government taking cognisance of court proceedings of this sort? How can the UK
Government be informed of the progress of such proceedings?
The question of taking cognisance of court proceedings was considered in relation to
the British North America Bill 1949,
1949, providing for union of Newfoundland
Newfoundland with Canada.
In November 1948,
1948, six Newfoundlanders brought an action in a Newfoundland
Newfoundland court
in which they claimed that union with Canada should not. on legal grounds, be carried
Newfoundland,
through. The action was dismissed by the Court of First Instance in Newfoundland,
Newfoundland was Iikev.
likewise
and an appeal to the Supreme Court of Newfoundland
ise dismissed, and dismissed without the Newfoundland Attorney-General being asked to argue the case for
1

See pp
'See
pp 64-65.
64-65,
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the Government. A further
further appeal was made to the Privy Council, which was due to
31 March 1949, when union with Canada was to take place.
after 31
be heard after
The Government decided to proceed with the Bill because, in the words of the Judge
of the Court in Newfoundland:
Newfoundland:
is based on fundamental errors of law
law and logic
logic which are apparent
" The action is
on the face of the papers, and which are fatal to it . .. . . . Logically, legally and
practically, it seems to me to be nonsense."
(Quoted by Mr Noel Baker in his Second Reading Speech on 2 March 1949 (H.C. Deb.
of the
Col. 377)). The main argument, however, was that the Bill in fact reflected the will of
majority of the population. In Committee, the Attorney-General (Sir Hartley Shawcross)
vexatious"" (9 March 1949 H.C. Deb. Col. 1268).
described the action as
" frivolous and vexatious
as"
Cordon Macdonald
a! v. Sir Gordon
Curry et al
Stewart Curry
John Stewart
Hon. John
nom. Hon.
(sub nom.
The appeal (sub
Macdonaldeteta/)al)
was dismissed on 6 May 1949 under Rule 32 on the basis that the appellants had withdrawn it.
informed of the progress of such proceedThe United Kingdom Government could be informed
ings through the British High Commissioner in Ottawa.
Question 14
Will the proposed court proceedings inhibit the Canadian Parliament in dealing with
the Resolution now before it?
of
The FCO is not in a position to attempt to forecast the reaction of the Parliament of
another country to proceedings in the courts of that country.

Question 15
Has the UK
U K any treaty or other responsibilities to Indians in Canada?
No. All relevant treaty obligations insofar as they still subsisted became the responsibility of
of Canada with the attainment of independence, at the
of the Government of
1931.
latest with the Statute of
of Westminster 1931.
ll
11 November
November 1980
1980
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DECLARATIONS RECOGNIZING
RECOGNIZING JURISDICTION
JURISDICTION
CANADA 1

7 IV 70.
On behalf
behalf of
of the Government of
of Canada,
(l)
(1) I give notice that I hereby terminate the acceptance by Canada of
of the compulsory
jurisdiction of
of the International Court of
of Justice hitherto effective
effective by virtue
1
of
1930\
of the declaration made on 20 September 1929 and ratified on 28 July 1930
,
under Article 36 of
of the Statute of
of the Permanent Court of
of International
International Justice,
and made applicable to the International Court of
of Justice by paragraph
paragraph 5 of
of
Article 36 of
of the Statute of
of that Court.
(2) I declare that the Government of
of Canada accepts as compulsory
compulsory ipso facto
facto

and without special convention, on condition of
jurisdiction of
of
of reciprocity, the jurisdiction
the International Court of
of Article 36
of Justice, in conformity
conformity with paragraph 2 of
of
of the Statute of
of the Court, until such times as notice may be given to terminate
the acceptance, over all disputes arising after
after the present declaration with regard
to situations or facts subsequent to this declaration, other than:
(a) disputes in regard to which parties have agreed or shall agree to have recourse
to some other method of
of peaceful
peaceful settlement;
(b) disputes with the Government of
of any other country which is a member of
of
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Nations, all of
of which disputes shall be settled in such
manner as the parties have agreed or shall agree;
(c) disputes with regard to questions which by international law fall exclusively
within the jurisdiction of
of Canada;
Canada;
(d) disputes arising out of
of or concerning jurisdiction or rights claimed or exercised
by Canada in respect of
of the conservation, management or exploitation
of
or control
of the living resources of
of the sea, or in respect of
of the prevention or
of
of pollution or contamination of
of the marine environment in marine areas
adjacent
adjacent to the coast of
of Canada.
(3) The Government of
of a
of Canada also reserves the right at any time, by means of

notification
notification addressed to the Secretary-General of
of the United Nations, and with
effect
effect as from the moment of
of such notification, either to add to, amend or
withdraw any of
of the foregoing reservations, or any that may hereafter
hereafter be added.
It is requested that this notification
of all the
notification may be communicated
communicated to the governments of
States that have accepted the Optional Clause and to the Registrar of
of the International
of Justice.
Court of

New York, 7 April 1970.
YVON BEAULNE,
(Signed) YvoN
Ambassador and
Ambassador
Permanent Representative.

lf.C.J.
pp.pp.
210-211.
if.CJ. Yearbook
Yearbook 1956-1957.
1956-1957.
210-211.
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UNITED KINGDOM
GREAT BRITAIN
KINGDOM OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND NORTHERN
NORTHERN }RELAND
IRELAND11

11169.
I 69.
I have the honour, by direction of Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of
of State for
for
of the
Foreign and Commonwealth
Commonwealth Affairs, to declare on behalf
behalf of
of the Government
Government of
United Kingdom of
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland that they accept as compulsory
ipso facto
facto and without special convention, on condition of
of reciprocity, the jurisdiction
of
of the International Court of
of Justice, in conformity
conformity with paragraph 2 of
of Article 36 of
of
the Statute of
of the Court, until such time as notice may be given to terminate the acceptance,
over all disputes arising after
after 24 October 1945, with
with regard
regard to
to situations
situations or
or facts
facts subsequent
subsequent
to the same date, other than:
(i) any dispute which the United Kingdom
(a) has agreed with the other Party or Parties thereto to settle by some other
method of
of peaceful
peaceful settlement; or
(b) has already submitted to arbitration by agreement with any State which had
jurisdiction of
of the
not at the time of
of submission accepted the compulsory jurisdiction
International Court of
of Justice.
(ii) disputes with the government of
of the
of any other country which is a Member of
Commonwealth with regard to situations or facts existing before 1 January
1969;
of which any other Party to the dispute has accepted the
(iii) disputes in respect of
of Justice only in relation to
compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of
of the dispute; or where the acceptance of
of the Court's comor for the purpose of
behalf of
of any other Party to the dispute was deposited
pulsory jurisdiction on behalf
ratified less than twelve months prior to the filing of
of the application bringing
or ratified
the dispute before the Court.
of the United Kingdom also reserve the right at any time, by
2. The Government of
of a notification
notification addressed to the Secretary-General of
of the United Nations, and
means of
effect as from the moment of
of such notification, either to add to, amend or withdraw
with effect
any of
of the foregoing reservations, or any that may hereafter
hereafter be added.

New York, 1 January 1969.
(Signed) L. C.
C. GLAss.
GLASS.
1'This
of 27 November 1963
1963 (United
(United Nations,
Nations, Treaty
TreatySeries,
Series,I,I,No.
No.6995,
6995,
This declaration replaced that of27
Vol, 482),
482), notice
notice of
of the
the withdrawal
withdrawal and
and termination
termination of
of which
which was
was given
given by
by letter
letter of
of 11January
January1969,
1969,
Vol.
received by the Secretary-General of the United Nation~
Nations on that date.
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Mr J R FREELAND, CMG, Mr A PARRY,
Mr
Mr M
M S
S BERTHOUD
BERTHOUD and
and Miss
Miss S
S RocvN-JONES
ROCYN-JONES

[Continued
{Continued

Examination of Witnesses

MR
M R J R FREELAND, CMG, Second Legal Adviser, MR
M R A PARRY, Assistant Legal Adviser,
MR M S BERTHOUD, Head of North America Department
Department and
and Miss S RocYNROCYNJONES, Research Department, of the
the Foreign and
and Commonwealth
Commonwealth Office, called in
and examined.
Chairman

t.
see
1. I should like to say
say what we
we see
as the
the purpose of this enquiry by the
Affairs of
of
Select Committee on Foreign Affairs
the United
the House of Commons of the
The terms of reference which
Kingdom. The
we gave ourselves are
are to study the
the role of
of
the United Kingdom Parliament in relation
the British North America Acts and
and to
to the
The
report to our House of Commons. The
Committee will
will receive
receive evidence
evidence on
on the
Committee
the
legal and
and constitutional
constitutional responsibilities
responsibilities
legal
of
this
Parliament
and
on
no
other
matter.
of this Parliament and on no other matter.
Our aim
aim is
is to
to explain
explain in
in aa report
report to
to the
Our
the
House of
of Commons
Commons here
here in
in the
the United
United
House
Kingdom what
what are
are the
the duties
duties of
of this
this House
House
Kingdom
under the
the British
British legislation
legislation known
known as
as the
under
the
British North
North America
America Acts,
Acts, if
if aa request
request
British
is
received
from
the
Government
of
Canada
is received from the Government of Canada
or abolish
abolish those
those Acts.
Acts. The
to amend
amend or
to
The
British North
North America
Acts
exist because
because
America
Acts
exist
British
in
1931
the
Canadian
Parliament
and
in 1931 the
Canadian
Provinces
decided
that Parliament
the Statute and
of
of
Provinces
decided
the
Statute
Westminster,
which that
declared
that selfWestminster,
which
declared
that
selfgoverning members of the Commonwealth
of the Commonwealth
governing
members
were in every
way equal,
should not, for
were
in every
equal,
should
not, for
the time
being,way
apply
in full
to Canada.
in
full
to Canada.
the
time
being,
apply
It would be as well also if I were
to make
It
would
as are
well undertaking
also if I werethis
to make
clear
thatbewe
work
we are by
undertaking
thisatwork
clear
that indeed
not, and
no means,
the
no means,Weat seek
the
not, andofindeed
request
BritishbyMinisters.
British
We seek
request
only to of
inform
ourMinisters.
own back-benchers
inform position
our ownas back-benchers
only
of thetoj'uridical
it affects the
of
the juridical
affects the
United
Kingdomposition
Houseasofit Commons.
of look
Commons.
Kingdom
House
IUnited
emphasise
that we
will not
at the
I emphasise
will not
look atfrom
the
content
of that
any we
request
received
request
received
content
Canada. ofWeany
cannot
consider
whetherfrom
the
Canada.
consider
the
proposals We
are cannot
politically
for whether
the benefit
proposals
for the
benefit
of Canada are
or politically
of the United
Kingdom.
of Canada
or do—all
of the United
All
we should
we will Kingdom.
do—is to
All we should
do-all
we procedures
will do-isacto
consider
whether
proper
consider towhether
procedures
cording
United proper
Kingdom
law have acor
or
cording
United Kingdom
will be to
followed.
We have,law
of have
course,
no request
before usWe
at have,
the moment,
but
will
be followed.
of course,
we request
understand
request
will but
be
no
beforethat
us ata the
moment,
received
and it isthat
no secret
that it will
will be
we
understand
a request
much more
other
it is no secretthan
that any
it will
be
received
and far-reaching
previous
proposal
under the
British
much
more
far-reaching
than
any North
other
America
Acts, and
it will
in particular
previous proposal
under
the British
North
include aActs,
newand
constitutional
law for
it will in particular
America
Canada,
seemsconstitutional
to us that thelawnature
include a It new
for
Canada. It seems to us that the nature

of
of these proposals justifies us in seeking to
give guidance to our colleagues in the
the
Canada is an
House of Commons. Canada
independent sovereign State and has
has been
1931, but some subjects affecting
affecting
since 1931,
constitutional relathe most important constitutional
the Federal and Protionships between the
vincial Governments can,
can, by Canadian
choice, only be changed by the
the British
be done
House of Commons. This must be
in obedience
obedience to
to aa British
British Act
Act of
of Parliament.
Parliament.
in
The first
first difficult
difficult question
question we
we must
The
must ask
ask
ourselves is
is whether,
whether, over
over the
the years,
years,
ourselves
certain
conventions
have
attached
themcertain conventions have attached themselves to
to the
the law.
law. What,
What, if
if any,
any, are
are the
the
selves
conventions? Is
Is it,
it, for
for example,
example, aa conconconventions?
vention that
that there
there should
should be
be unanimity
vention
unanimity as
as
between the
the Federal
Federal and
and Provincial
Provincial
between
Governments?
Is
it
proper
for
the
United
Governments? Is it proper for the United
Kingdom to
to take
take note
note that
that there
should
Kingdom
there
should
be
unanimity
for
one
part
of
the
constitional
of the constitional
be
unanimity
one part patriation
proposal,
for for
example,
of the
ofthan
the
proposal,
for example,
patriation
British North
America Acts,
but less
British
North
America
Acts,
but
less
than
unanimity for a second part, for example,
for a second
part, for
aunanimity
new constitution
redefining
theexample,
powers
aof new
constitution
redefining
the powers
the Federal
and Provincial
Governments.
ofsuch
the Federal
and Provincial
Governments.
If
conventions
exist at all,
can we ask
If
such conventions
exist
at all,
we ask
ourselves
whether they
have
beencan
observed,
ourselves
they have
been observed,
or is the whether
British House
of Commons
not
or
the British
Commons
not
theisproper
place House
for suchofan
enquiry and
an
enquiry
and
the
proper
place
for
such
should it more appropriately take place
should
it more
appropriately
takebyplace
in another
forum
not governed
the
in
another
forum
not governed
British
North
America
Acts. Is by
it, the
in
British
North America
Acts. House
Is it, of
in
fact,
appropriate
for the British
fact, appropriate
thetoBritish
Commons
in anyfor
way
look House
behind of
a
Commons
anyGovernment
way to lookand
behind
request fromin the
Parlia-a
request
the Government
mentof from
Canada?
Perhaps thereand
is a Parliafurther
of Canada?
Perhaps
a further
ment
question,
too. What,
if there
any, iseffect
will
any,international
effect will
question,
What, if or
litigation too.
in Canadian
or international
litigation
Canadian
courts
havein on
the progress
of any proany procourts
on are,
the Iprogress
posals?have
There
suggest, of
appropriate
posals? There
are, Iofsuggest,
appropriate
questions
in a matter
high constitutional
importancein atomatter
both ofour
In
high countries.
constitutional
questions
examining
we in
way seek In
to
ournocountries.
importance them,
to both
interfere in them,
the affairs
a beloved
sisterexamining
we inof no
way seek
to
country
Wesisterconin the
the Commonwealth.
affairs of a beloved
interfere of
sider that
by Commonwealth.
examining carefully
the
country
of the
We conBritish that
law. by
we are
paying due
respectthe
to
examining
carefully
sider
these
Canada
that to
it
aretopaying
dueand
respect
Britishmatters
law. weand
would matters
be wrong
to and
passthat
over
Canada
it
these
and tolightly
questions
such deep
importance
the
would beofwrong
lightly
to pass toover
futures
of of
both
countries.
Wetohave,
suchour
deep
importance
the
questions
fmures of both our countries. We have,
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this morning, to
to assist us
us witnesses from
from
the Foreign and
and Commonwealth
Commonwealth Office,
Office,
and II will ask
ask the
the leader, Mr
Mr Freeland,
the
who is
is the
the Second Legal Adviser of the
team.-Foreign Office, to
to introduce his
his team.
(Mr Freeland.)
Free/and.) On my right is
is Mr Martin
Berthoud, Head of the
the North America
Department in
on
in the
the FCO:
FCO: immediately on
my left is
is Mr
Mr Parry, who
who is
is one
one of my
my
colleagues among the
the Legal Advisers, and
and
the
to his
his left is
is Miss Rocyn-Jones of the
FCO.
Research Department of the FCO.
Chairman.] We
We hav.:
have submitted various
questions to
to the
the Foreign Office
Office already,
which you
you have h:.1d
had some time to
to consider, and
and II will first ask
ask Mr
Mr Anthony
Grant to
to ask
ask questions about the
the litigation aspect of this problem.

Mr Grant
we want to
to get
get out
out of the
2. I think we
the
way first of all the
the litigious aspect of this
\vay
we stand in that
matter and to know where we
so perhaps II could ask
ask you
you first
respect; so
of all, should the pendency of litigation in
in
Canadian courts, which we
we have heard
the Canada Bill of
of
about, challenging the
or its
its enactment, should this liti1980 or
be taken into account by
by the
the
gation be
United Kingdom
Kingdom Government
Government and/or
and/or the
United
the
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament in
in conconUnited
sidering
a
request
for
such
enactment
?
sidering a request for such enactment?-(Mr Freeland.)
Free/and.) If II may
may respond to
to that,
it i~
is the
the case that we
we have found one
It
one
was litiprevious occasion when there was
gation initially in Canada and then brought
the Privy Council here, about a piece
to the
to amend the
the British North
of legislation to
America Acts. That was
was a case in
in 1949
1949
which related to
to the
the legislation in
in effect
effect
the terms of union between
endorsing the
Newfoundland and
and Canada, and
and there
Newfoundland
was discussion
discussion in
in the
the course
course of
of debate
debate
\\as
in the
the House
House of
of Commons
Commons here
here about
about the
In
the
relevance of
of those
those proceedings.
proceedings. Perhaps
Perhaps
relevance
II might
might refer
refer the
the Committee
Committee to
to the
the answer,
answer,
which II hope
hope you
you have
have before
before you
you in
in
which
writing, to
to your
your question
question 13.
13. That
That ghes
gives
writing,
brief summary
summary of
of the
the nature
nature of
of the
aa brief
the
proceedings. Should
Should II read
read it
it out?
out ?
proceedings.

3. I think we
it
we would like to
to have it
on record how
of
how \\e
vse can
can be
be informed
informed of
Procedures.--(Mr
Free/and.) Perhaps I
procedures.
(Mr Freeland.)
could come aftemards
afterwards to
to the
the question
of how
to
how you
you could be
be informed. As
As to
what those proceedings \vere.
were, it
it is
is the
the
\\hat
in No\ember
November 1948
1948 six
six Ne\\Newcase that in
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foundlanders brought an
in a
an action in
in Newfoundland
Newfoundland in
in which they
court in
Canada should
claimed that union with Canada
on various legal grounds, be
not, on
be carried
through. The
The action was
was dismissed by
by
in NewfoundNewfoundthe Court of First Instance in
land and
and an
anappeal
appeal to
tothe
theSupreme
Supreme Court
Court
of Newfoundland
Newfoundland was
was also dismissed. It
of
add, without the
was dismissed, lI should add,
the
Newfoundland being
Attorney-General of Newfoundland
asked to
to argue
argue the
the case
case for
for the
the Government.
Government.
asked
There WdS
was then
then aa further
further appeal
appeal to
to the
the
There
Privy Council,
Council, which
which was
was due
due to
to be
heard
be heard
Privy
only
after
the
date,
that
is,
the
date
only after the date, that is, the date of
of
31 March
March 1949,
1949, on
on which
which union
union with
with
31
Canada would
would take
take place.
place. The
The United
United
Canada
Kingdom Government
Government of
of the
the day
day took
took the
the
Kingdom
view that
that the
the Bill
Bill should
should be
be proceeded
proceeded with
with
view
here
and
reference
was
made
in
the
course
in the course
here
reference
made
of the
theand
debate
in the
thewas
House
of Commons
Commons
to
of
debate
in
House
of
to
what had been said in the Newfoundland
the Newfoundland
what
been
court, had
where
thesaid
judgein had—and
I quote—
court,
where
the action
judge had-and
I quotesaid that:
" the
is based on
fundasaid
that:
" theofaction
is based
on fundamental
errors
law and
logic which
are
of
law
and
logic
which
are
mental
errors
apparent on the face of the papers, and
apparent
the papers,
and
which are on
fatalthetoface
it . . of
. Logically,
legally
. . . Logically,
whichpractically
are fatal toitit seems
and
to me legally
to be
and
practically
to be
nonsense
". Thatit isseems
the endtoofme
the quota".
That
is
the
end
of
the
quotanonsense
tion, and it was quoted by Mr Noel-Baker
by Mr
Noel-Baker
tion,
it was
quoted
on the
2 March
in his and
second
reading
speech
in
his second
speech
on the 2 March
1949.
Therereading
was also
a statement
which
1949.made
There
statement which
was
by was
the also
then aAttorney-General,
the then Attorney-General,
was
made by Shawcross,
Sir Hartley
in Committee,
Sir
Committee,
whichHartley
I think isShawcross,
of relevance.in He
described
I think is of relevance.
described
which
the proceedings
as—in hisHe
words—frias-in The
his Bill
words-frithe proceedings
volous
and vexatious.
did, in
volous
vexatious.
The Bill
in
fact, goand
ahead
and became
law did,
as the
fact, goNorth
aheadAmerica
and became
law and
as the
British
Act, 1949,
the
1949, and
British was
North
America Act,
appeal
subsequently
dismissed
by the
the
was subsequently
dismissed
the
appeal
Privy Council,
the appellants
havingbywithdrawn
it. Now,
is therefore
case
Privy Council,
the that
appellants
havinga withwhere the
relevance
has
is proceedings
therefore a case
drawn
it. Now,
that of
been discussed
in Parliament,
but it is,has
of
of proceedings
where
the relevance
course,
a case where
views were
in Parliament,
butexpressed
it is, of
been discussed
in the light
of the
particular
circumstances
course,
a case
where
views were
expressed
of the
thelight
nature
of the
legal proceedings
in
in
of the
particular
circumstances
question.
I emphasise
that because
I think
of the nature
of the legal
proceedings
in
that the same
would apply
in anyI think
other
I emphasise
that because
question.
case.
that the same would apply in any other
case.
Mr McNamara
McNamara
4. Could
Could II interrupt
interrupt for
for one
one moment?
moment?
4.
Do you
you not
not mean
mean that
that the
thecomments
comments \\ere
were
Do
made not
not on
on the
the basis
basis of
of the
the legal
legal proceedproceedmade
but on
on the
the nature of the
the case being
ings but
presented—which is
is a different
different matter?
presented-which
--(Mr
Free/and.) What I meant to
to
(Mr Freelandj
in going
say was
was that the
the public interest in
in the
ahead with the
the Bill \\as
was considered in
the
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light of,
of, among other things, the
the fact that
these proceedings were taking place;
the nature of the
the proceedings being
but the
be, in the
the light partiwhat they appeared to be,
cularly of what had been said about them
the Newfoundland
Newfoundland courts, it was
was
in the
concluded that the
the overriding interest
to go
go ahead with the
the Bill.
All II
was to
All
was that II think Parliament, in
in
meant was
the overriding interest, one
considering the
one
or the other, would also want to
to take
way or
account of
of what
what it
it knew
knew of
of any
any further
further
account
proceedings. That
That would
would be
be in
in accordance
accordance
proceedings.
with this
this one
one precedent.
precedent.
with
5. If, therefore, the
the court had
had not
not said
and frivolous "" or
or had
had said
said
" vexatious and
on the
the face of the papers that there
that on
to be
be aa substantive case to
appeared to
to
answer, would then the
the doctrine which
you seem to
to be
be implying now
now of overriding importance still have taken place,
or would a political decision have been
the actual case at
at issue
delayed until the
had finally
finally been
been decided
decided??--(Mr
(Mr Freehad
Freeland.) II do
do not
not think
think II can
can usefully
usefully speculate
speculate
land.)
about
what
would
have
happened
had
the
about what would have happened had the
circumstances been
been other
other than
than they
they were.
were.
circumstances
When
speaking earlier,
earlier, II was
seeking
When II was
was speaking
was seeking
to convey
convey my
my view,
view, right
right or
or wrong,
wrong, that
that
to
the question
question of
of the
the existence
existence of
of pending
pending
the
proceedings is
is one
one which
which would
would need
need to
to be
be
proceedings
looked at
at in
in the
the light
light of
of its
its own
own particular
particular
looked
circumstances, as
as it
it was
was then.
then.
circumstances,

6. So
So if in
in fact it
it had
had been felt to
to have
been more substantive, then perhaps the
the
not have got
got through?
legislation might not
(Mr Freeland.)
As II say,
say, II do
do not
--(Mr
Free/and.) As
not
feel in
in a position to
to speculate about what
the day
day might have
the Government of the
concluded if it had not had those particular
circumstances before it.
it.
Mr Grant
Gram
7. So
So what you
you are
are saying therefore
therefore
you are
are telling us
us that 1t
it 1s
is not
is this: you
not
to say
say the
the least of
of
much of a precedent, to
we would have to
to look at
at and
it, and that we
the current litigation before we
consider the
we
up our
our minds, and
and the
the nature of it.
it.
make up
is, if I am right on
on that,
The other question is,
can we
we be
be kept informed
informed about the
how can
the
litigation??---(Mr
(Mr
progress of this litigation
Freeland.)
Free/and.) I was
was coming back to
to the
the
how we
we can
can be
be informed.
informed.
question of how
There is
is no
no difficulty
difficulty in
in the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
There
Government being
being informed
informed about
about the
Government
the
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initiation and course of any such proceedings in
in Canada through our
our High Commission in
FCO
in Ottawa, and
and of course FCO
Ministers would thus be
to
be in
in a position to
inform
inform Parliament to
to the
the extent that that
was necessary.
8. Parliament, from what you
you said,
would have to
to consider the
the nature of the
litigation before it
its course on
on
it decided its
you
the enactment. That is
is really what you
are saying, is
is it
it not
not??--(Mr
(Mr Free/and.)
Freeland.)
What II do not think II can do is
is to
to forecast
forecast
or foreshadow in
in any way
way the view which
to commend
commend to
to
Ministers might wish to
Parliament in
in the
the light of any
any pending
in Canada. II would feel
proceedings in
difficulty about that, for
particular difficulty
for the
the
to explain.
reasons which II have sought to
do not
not think
think one
onecan
canconsider
consider this
this as
asan
an
II do
abstract question. II think it needs to
to be
be
looked at
at in
in the
the light of circumstances as
as
they are.
they
are.
Chairman

9. Mr
any
Mr Freeland, does it make any
difference that Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, at the
the time
difference
these legal proceedings were instituted, was
was
not aa member of the Dominion
Dominion of Canada
was an
an independent State-or
State—or rather
but was
a Crown colony?--(Mr
(Mr Free/and.)
Freeland.) It
colony?
was certainly not
not at
at the
the time part of the
the
Canadian federation. That is
is another
My recollection does not,
factor. My
not, II am
am
me to
to say
say whether any
any
afraid, enable me
was placed on
on that factor
factor in
in the
the
stress was
course of the discussions in Parliament, but
you will allow me,
me, perhaps II can
ask
if you
can ask
if any
any of my
my colleagues can
can help. I
cannot recall having read that that point
was taken.
taken.
was
10. At
At all
all events, the
the Privy Council
no decision because the case was
not
gave no
was not
them.
(Mr Freeland.)
presented before them.--(Mr
Free/and.)
It was
was not
not pursued, presumably because
the legislation had in fact gone through.

11. The
now
The Privy Council is
is irrelevant now
it does not
not have jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
in
because it
you are
are saying, if I am
am
Canada. What you
is that the
the Government
Government of the
day
right, is
the day
did look at
at the
the circumstances of the
the
it was
litigation. They decided it
was so
so weak
law that they could safely
safely disregard it
in law
it
in the
the House of Comand take measures in
here.
(Mr Freeland.)
mons here.--(Mr
Free/and.) Yes,
Yes, I
is a fair summary.
think that is
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Mr Hooley
Hooley
12. Could I just pick up
up one
one sentence
in your answer to one
one of our questions.
the main argument, however, was
It says: the
was
the Bill in fact reflected the
the will of the
that the
majority of the
the population. Was
Was this
majority
judgment based on decisions in the
Newfoundland and
and Canadian Parliaments
Newfoundland
or on some kind of plebiscite or referenreferendum??--(Mr
(Mr Freeland?)
had, in
Free/and.) There had,
dum
fact, been a referendum
referendum beforehand. I do
offhand what the
the figures
figures were.
not know offhand
may quote another extract from
from
If II may
Hansard, this is
is Mr Noel-Baker speaking:
" II repeat, even if the
the Privy Council were
were
is,
to advise that this judgment"—that
judgment "-that is,
th; judgment of the
the Court of NewfoundNewfoundth~
land—" itself
itself was
was nonsense, even if the
land-"
Privy Council
Council decided
decided that
that on
on the
the existing
existing
Privy
law th.:
the Newfoundland
Newfoundland courts
courts were
were wrong
wrong
law
and the
the claimants
claimants right
right on
on every
every point,
point,
and
that ought
ought not
not to
to deter
deter Parliament
Parliament on
on new
new
that
legislation from
from doing
doing what
what is
is right
right for
legislation
for
Newfoundland. We
We have
have sought,
sought, by
by aa
Newfoundland.
fair
and
democratic
process,
to
ascertain
fair and democratic process, to ascertain
the views
views of
of the
the people
people of
of Newfoundland;
Newfoundland;
the
we arc
are asking
asking Parliament
Parliament to
to give
give effect
effect to
\\e
to
their wishes
wishes and
and we
we think
think the
the public
public
their
interest
must
now
prevail."
interest must now prevail."

Mr Grant
13. I have one
one other point. Will these
present proposed court proceedings in
the Canadian Parliament
Canada inhibit the
the resolution which is
from dealing with the
no11
Free/and.) There
now before it
it??--(Mr
(Mr Freeland.)
II really do
do not
not feel that it would be
be right,
the Foreign and
or even possible, for the
and
try and
and forecast
forecast
to
trv
Commonwealth Office
what attitude th,
th 1 Parliament of another
''hat
independent country would take to the
mdependent
the courts of
of
existence of proceedings in the
is beyond the
that country. I think that is
range of
rangeof--

14. I think you
you would agree actually
the United Kingdom, in Britain,
that in the
't certainly would inhibit Parliament to
It
proceedings.
(Mr Freehave such court proceedings.--(Mr
land.) In so far as any
any court proceedings
land.)
were of a kind which were within the
\\ere
subjitdice
judice rules, II think that could
normal sub
said,
be said.
Mr AfcNamara
McNamara
15. In reply to that question the
FCO
,15.
the FCO
said it was
was not
not in a position to forecast
forecast
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the reaction of the
the Parliament of another
the court of that
country to proceedings in the
is a very proper reply.
country. That is
the FCO
FCO surely
surely is
isin
in aa position
position to
to
However, the
say whether there exists within the Canadian
Parliament, either House or both Houses,
standing orders regulating the
the conduct
conduct of
of
business within those Houses whilst judicial
are being taken. Can the
proceedings are
the
and Commonwealth
Commonwealth Office
Office give
give us
us
Foreign and
any advice
advice as
as to
to whether
whether within
within the
any
the
Canadian Parliament
Parliament those
those particular
particular
Canadian
standing orders do
do or do not exist?-exist?
(Mr Freeland.)
Free/and.) II can
we
can say
say at once that we
do not have with us
us any
any material on that
be possible for us to
question, but it would be
information about itl.
it1. II am not sure
seek information
be helpful, unless one
how far it would be
one
any rate do at
knew rather more than I at any
present about the
the sort of proceedings that
would be
be in progress.
Mr McNamara.]
McNamara.] I should think, Mr
Chairman, that in view of the opening
you made about procedures
statement that you
be very helpful
helpful to the
t.he
being valid, it would be
we could have some advice
Committee if we
from our High Commission in Canada
the nature of the
the Canadian
Canadian Parliaas to the
own rules and
and regulations on this
ment's own
matter. They may
may indeed exist or they
may not
not exist, but
but we
we should at least be
informed.
be convenient
Chairman.] Would it be
for Mr Hooley to ask
ask question 10
10 about
the International Court of Justice, now?
you wish, Chairman, I
Mr Hooley.] If you
now. The
The Foreign
will pursue that point now.
Office was
was kind
kind enough
enough to
to reply
reply to
to aa quesquesOffice
tion which this Committee put as to
whether the
the Canadian Government
Government would
the International
institute proceedings in the
Court of Justice or otherwise under
law if the
the United Kingdom
international Jaw
the Canadian
Parliament declined to enact the
Bill of
of 1980.
1980. The
The answer
answer we
we have,
Bill
have, in
in
so far
far as
as II can
can follow
follow it,
it, is
is that
that there
there is
is
so
no compulsory
compulsory jurisdiction
in the
Interno
jurisdiction in
the International Court
Court affecting
affecting Canada
Canada or
this
national
or this
country, because
because we
we have
have both
both reserved
reserved
country,
our position
position in
in respect
respect of
of disagreements
disagreements
our
between Commonwealth
Commonwealth countries.
countries. But
between
But
would it
it not
not be
be possible,
possible, leaving
leaving aside
aside
would
compulsory jurisdiction,
for the
the Canadian
Canadian
compulsory
jurisdiction, for
Government to
to seek
seek an
an advisory
advisory opinion
opinion
Government
'See pp
pp 224--25
224-25 belo11.
below.
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from the
the
the International Court about the
situation in
in the event, which we
we hope will
not arise, that there was
was a serious dispute
between the
the
the two
two countries about the
constitutional procedure? Could they seek
an advisory opinion from the International
International
Court on
on this issue?
Mr Brocklebank-Fowler
Brocklebank-Fowler
16. On
On a point of order, Chairman,
the
before that question. I wonder if the
Foreign and
and Commonwealth
Commonwealth Office
Office could
in fact, for
in
for the record, give the answer in
public that they gave to
to the
the Committee
Free/and.) I would
in writing?--(Mr
writing?
(Mr Freeland.)
be glad to
to do
do that.
Mr Hooley.}
Hooley.] II should be
be quite happy
if they were to
to do
do that first and
and then
on with the other point.
follow on
Chairman
Chairman

Mr Freeland, would you
you do
do that?
17. Mr
--(Mr
Free/and.) Well, the
to
the answer to
-(Mr Freeland.)
the question, which was
was in
in the
the terms
the Canadian Government in" Could the
inin the
the International
stitute proceedings in
or otherwise under interCourt of Justice or
national law against the
the United Kingdom
the event of a refusal by
by the
the United
in the
to enact the
the Canada
Kingdom Parliament to
1980?",
was that both the
the United
Bill 1980?
", was
and Canada accept as
as comKingdom and
pulsory, on
on condition
condition of
of reciprocity,
reciprocity, the
the
pulsory,
jurisdiction
of the
the International
International Court
Court of
jurisdiction of
of
Justice,
in
conformity
with
Article
36,
Justice, in conformity with Article 36,
paragraph (2)
(2) of
of its
its Statute,
Statute, although
although in
paragraph
in
each case
case certain
certain categories
categories of
of disputes
disputes are
are
each
excluded. Among
Among those
those excluded
excluded by
by
excluded.
Canada are
are disputes
disputes with
with the
the Government
Government
Canada
of
any
other
country
which
is
a
member
of any other country which is a member
of the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth and
and among
among those
those
of
excluded
by
the
United
Kingdom
excluded by the United Kingdom are
are
disputes with
with the
the Governments
Governments of
of any
any
disputes
other
country
which
is
a
member
of
the
a member
of the
other
country which
Commonwealth,
with isregard
regard
to situations
situations
Commonwealth,
with
to
or facts existing before 1 January 1969.
or
1969.
We facts
have existing
providedbefore
copiesI January
of the actual
We
have
provided
copies
of
the
actual
texts of the declarations made by the two
declarations
made
the two
texts of the We
countries.
added that
therebyseems
to
added
to
countries.
us to be noWe
other
basisthat
on there
whichseems
Canada
us
to
be
no
other
basis
on
which
Canada
could institute proceedings under intercould
proceeding<;
under
internationalinstitute
law against
the United
Kingdom
national
law against
the go
United
Kingdom
unilaterally.
If I may
on and
answer
unilaterally.
I maythe
gopossibility
on and answer
the
question If
about
of a
of a
the
question
about the
possibility
request
for an advisory
opinion,
the answer,
request
for
an
advisory
opinion,
the
ans\\er.
in my view, is that Canada would not
in my view, is that Canada \\Ould not

[Continued

have any such recourse to the International
Court of Justice because advisory opinions
of that court are not available at the request
of
of individual States. Advisory opinions
of
be obtained by
by the
the Security Council
can be
or General Assembly of the United Nations
by certain other bodies authorised
or by
by the General Assembly, and this includes
certain other intergovernmental
intergovernmental organibut there is
is no
no basis on
sations ; but
sation~;
on which a
as such can
can obtain an
State as
an advisory
opinion from the court.
Mr Hooley
Hooley
18. I understand that an
an advisory
opinion on
on South-West Africa
Africa was
obopm10n
was obtained on the basis of proceedings initiated
States—Ethiopia and others.
by individual States-Ethiopia
?--(Mr
Free/and.) It is
is
Is that not
not so
so?
(Mr Freeland.)
so. There was
was a series of advisory
not so.
opinions on
Africa asked
on South-West Africa
by the
the General Assembly or Security
for by
Council. There were also some contentious proceedings brought by
by Ethiopia
and Liberia against South Africa,
Africa, but
but
those were inter-State proceedings.
Chairman.] II think, Mr
Mr Freeland, we
Chairman.]
we
to leave that question now.
will have to
now.

Mr Hooley
Hooley
19. There are
to
are two
two points I want to
up on
on the
the international context, if
if
follow up
is in
in order. Both Canada
Canada and
it is
and the
the
are parties to
United Kingdom are
to an
an imimportant international treaty, the
the Charter
of the
the United Nations, one
one provision of
of
of
is that the
the organisation
organisation isis based
based on
on
which is
the sovereign equality of
of
the principle of the
its members. Does this not
all its
not mean, in
in
fact, that Canada can proceed in
in whatever
way it
it wishes, irrespective of any
any action
by the
the United Kingdom Parliament?-Parliament?
(Mr Freeland.)
Free/and.) Well, I think one
one has
has to
to
two levels here, if I may so put it.
consider two
it.
I do not think that there is any dispute that
in the eyes of international law Canada
Canada and
are equally inthe United Kingdom are
independent sovereign States, but
but on
on a
different level there is
is a particular
particular legal
different
relationship between those two
two States
derived essentially from the
the British North
deri\ed
and of course regulated by
by
America Acts and
other legislation including the
the Statute
of Westminster.
Westminster. II do
do not
not think
think one
can
of
one can
look at
at the
the relations
relations between
between the
look
the two
two
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countries solely on
on the basis of one or
or the
the
is
other of those levels. 1I think that there is
an interconnection between them. It
was my
my assumption that the
the Committee
be looking at
at the
the question of
would be
of
in relation to
to the British
Parliament's role in
North America Acts, taking into account,
the present state of
of
among other things, the
the relationship in
in terms of international
international
law between the two
two countries.
20. I take that point, Chairman, assuming that some satisfactory
satisfactory modus vivendi
was arrived at
at between the
the two
two countries
and ultimately any
any differences
differences of opinion
were resolved; but assuming they were not,
presumably the
the provisions of the
the Charter
and other provisions in
law
in international law
might be
be regarded as
as important
important??--(Mr
(Mr
Free/and.) Well, I hope it
not be
be
Freeland.)
it will not
thought unhelpful
unhelpful if I decline to
to speculate
about that possibility. It seems to
to me
me to
to
be a hypothetical one,
one, on
on which I do
do not
not
feel able to
to express a view.
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at the
the time and
and Mr
Mr McBride was
was given
Governorcredentials for this purpose by the
theGovernorAs to
to the
the response
General of Canada. As
the United Kingdom Government
Government,
from the
letter—of which we
we could make a text
a letter-of
to the
the Committee'-was
Committee1—was sent to
available to
to
on behalf
behalf of the
the Secretary
Mr McBride on
the Secretary
of State, explaining that the
of
of State would not
not be
be justified
overof
justified in
in over~
riding the
the decision of the Dominion
Dominion, the
the
The letter 'also
also
Federal Parliament.
The
stated that
that the
the Imperial
Imperial Act
Act in
in question
question
stated
would not
not describe
describe the
the settlement
settlement which
which
would
had been
been reached
reached in
in Canada
Canada as
as final
had
final and
and
unalterable because
because such
such terms
terms were
were
unalterable
clearly
inappropriate
in
a
legislative
enactclearly inappropriate in a legislative enact~
ment. There
There was
was aa separate
separate letter
letter on
ment.
on
behalf of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State to
behalf
to the
the
Canadian
pointed out
Canadian Government
Government which
which pointed
out
that—and this
this was
was again
again in
in reference
reference to
that-and
to
the
words
"
final
and
unalterable
"
which
" final
and unalterable"
which
the
words
had
been
in
the
request
by
the
Dominion
had
been in the request could
by the not
Dominion
for legislation—finality
legally
for
legislation-finality
could
not
be created by Act of Parliament.legally
No
Act could
of Parliament.
No
be
created inbyBritain
Parliament
bind the hands
Chairman
Parliament
in
Britain
could
bind
the
hands
of its successors. A provision in the
of its
A provision
in the
2l.
of Act
21. Could we
we turn to
to the
the history of
to successors.
this effect would
be objectionable
this and
effect constitutional
would be objectionable
the changes which have been Act
some of the
grounds.
on to
legal
legalas and
constitutional
grounds.
in the
the British North America Acts? on
made in
So far
the Imperial
Parliament
was
So far as the
the settlement
Imperial Parliament
was
Some of the requests for change have been concerned,
would be final
be final
the settlement
and some have not
not been so.
and unalterable
so long aswould
it represented
unanimous and
so. concerned,
as it of
represented
1907 there was
was opposition from British and
the unalterable
wishes of so
thelong
people
Canada.
In 1907
the people
of Canada.
wishes of
to a Bill of that year. In
In what the
its
Parliament
would
never exercise
Columbia to
wouldof altering
never the
exercise
its
way did the opposition of British Columbia Parliament
theoretical powers
settlement
of altering
the settlement
powers
the British North America Act
Act Bill, theoretical
to the
unless at some
future
time a further
address
unless
at some future
a further
1907, become
become known
known to
to the
the United
United was
presented
to the time
Crown
by theaddress
Domi1907,
to the
Crown
by theGovernDomiKingdom Government
Government and
and on
on what
what basis
basis was
nion presented
Parliament.
The
Canadian
Kingdom
Canadian
therefore did
did the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom GovernGovern- nion
ment Parliament.
withdrew itsThe
objections
to Governthe Bill
therefore
Bill
mentreceipt
withdrew
its objections
ment consider
consider it
it was
was entitled
entitled to
to make
make on
of this
assurance. toI the
do not
ment
changes in
in the
the wording
wording submitted
submitted to
to it
it by
by want
on receipt
of this
assurance.
I do Mr
not
to take
up too
much time,
changes
to take
too are
much
Mr
Chairman,
but upthere
twotime
extracts
the Governor-General ??--(Mr
(Mr Free/and.)
Freeland.) want
but which
there were
are 1\\0
from speeches
made extracts
in the
If I may
may briefly answer that question, Chairman,
of Commons
by Mr
in the
from speeches
which were
madeWinston
the opposition of the
the British Columbia House
Churchill,
he then was,
I think
of asCommons
by which
Mr Winston
to the British North America House
Government to
also of
interest
connection
Churchill,
as some
he then
was, in
which
I think
Bill, 1907,
1907, was
was conveyed to
to the
the United are
Bi,ll,
with also
whatof happened
to the
opposition
some interest
in connection
Kingdom Government through official
official are
KJngdom
withBritish
what Columbia
happened on
to that
the occasion.
opposition
The legislature of British of
channels.
The
and its
Columbia adopted a resolution and
its of British Columbia on that occasion.
Executive Council appointed Mr
Mr Richard
22. Could I interrupt and
and ask
ask whether
as a delegate to
to present the
McBride as
the
Mr v\'inston
Winston Churchill, as
as
to the
the United Kingdom Govern- the remarks of Mr
appeal to
was then, are
are still considered relevant
The Committee of the
the Privy he was
ment. The
He said, if you remember, thnt
that
Council of
of Canada,
Canada, on
on the
the recommendarecommenda- legally? He
~ouncil
be very sorry if it
it were thought
he would be
tion
of
the
Secretary
of
State
of
Canada,
tion. of the Secretary of State of Canada, that the
the action which HMG
HMG had
had decided
advised that
that copies
copies of
of the
the relevant
relevant docudocuadvtsed
had decided to
to take meant that they had
to
ments
be
forwarded
to
the
Secretary
of
m8 ents be forwarded to the Secretary of establish as a precedent that whenever there
State
for the
the Colonies
Colonies in
in London.
London. Mr
tate for
Mr was a difference
difference on
on a constitutional quesMcBride travelled
travelled to
to London
London to
to deliver
deliver
McBride
tion between
between the
the Federal
Federal Governn:ent
Government and
tion
and
his
petition
and
discuss
it
with
Lord
Elgin,
hhts petition and discuss it with Lord Elgin,
the
Secretary
of
State
for
the
Colonies
1
Se-e inser_t_S.w-p
~- t e Secretary of State for the Colonies
'See
inserts at p 226
226 belo\\~
below.
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one of the Provinces the Imperial Government would always be
be prepared to
to accept
as against the
the
the Federal point of view as
Provincial. In deference to the representathe words
tions of British Columbia, the
and unalterable
unalterable"" applying to
to the
""final
final and
the
revised scale had been omitted from the Bill.
Do you think that is a correct statement of
of
the
constitutional
position ?--(Mr
?
(Mr
Free/and.) Well, I think it
on
Freeland.)
it depends on
how it
it is
is read, because II was
was going to
has sometimes been intersuggest that it has
as meaning that it
it would be
be right
preted as
not to
to accept the
in certain circumstances not
the
but instead to
to heed
Federal point of view but
or Provinces,
the objections of a Province or
after a request for
even after
for legislation had
had
been made
made by
by an
an address
address of
of the
the Federal
Federal
been
Parliament. But
But II think
think it
it is
is also
also quite
quite
Parliament.
readily capable
capable of
of being
being read
read as
as meaning
meaning
readily
that Mr
Mr Churchill
Churchill did
did not
not think
think it
it right
right on
on
that
that or
or subsequent
subsequent occasions
occasions for
for the
the United
United
that
Kingdom Government
Government and
and Parliament
Parliament to
Kingdom
to
concern themselves
themselves with
with the
the arena
arena of
of
concern
dispute
between
the
Federal
Government
dispute between the Federal Government
and the
the Provinces,
Provinces, if
if there
there were
were aa dispute.
dispute.
and
23. So you are saying that the objection
objection
the words " final
final and
and unalterable
unalterable"
to the
"
the Bill at
at the
which were omitted from the
the
was really
request of British Columbia was
a lawyer's objection about legislation as
as aa
in general, that this Parliament
whole and in
its successor, and
and itit was
was
could never bind its
to put
put such
such words
words in?
in ? It
It was
wasnot
not an
an
futile to
examination of the merits of the Bill.-Bill.
is why
why I ventured
(Mr Freeland.)
Free/and.) That is
say there were two
two statements by
by Mr
Mr
to say
Churchill which I thought were relevant.
one, which appears in
The other one,
in Column
754 of Volume 156
156 of Hansard, is
is to
to this
The Prime Minister of British
effect: " The
and others thought that the
Columbia and
the
words " final and unalterable " should not
not
in the
the Bill. It is
is true those
be inserted in
words were
were in
in the
the Address
Address of
of the
the Dominion
Dominion
words
Parliament but
but they
they were
were not
not inserted
inserted in
in the
the
Parliament
Bill by
by the
the Parliamentary
Parliamentary draftsmen
draftsmen on
on the
Bill
the
ground that
that they
they were
were unusual
unusual and
and unsuitunsuitground
able in
in an
an Act
Act of
of Parliament
Parliament ".
". So
So he
he was
was
able
there putting
putting what
what you
you describe
describe as
there
as the
the
lawyer's objection.
objection.
lawyer's
24. I have one
one other question about
this, Mr
Mr McBride, the
the representative of
of
this.
British Columbia, came to see the Secretary
of State for
for the Colonies. He came to
to see
see
of
the Governorhim with a letter from the
Is there anything in
in your files
General. Is
you whether, if he
he had
which will tell you
had

[Continued

arrived without a letter from
from the Governorhe would have been received by
General, he
by
the Secretary of State?--(Mr
State?
(Mr Free/and.)
Freeland.)
I cannot myself
myself answer whether we have
any records of occasions where Provincial
on such a matter have been
emissaries on
received without Federal credentials, but
but
I would think it
it surprising if they were
on such a matter, given the
abreceived on
the absence of a direct right of communication.
25. Can
Can you
you recall any
any occasion when
see any
any repreBritish officials
officials refused
refused to
to see
Free/and.) II think the
sentatives ?--(Mr
?
(Mr Freeland.)
you the
answer is
is that we
we cannot give you
the
information
information here and now
now but we would be
very glad to
our papers
to look further into our
and let
let you
you know if we
we find something. 11

has happened in
26. Nothing like that has
in
few days
days??--(Mr
(Mr Freeland.)
Free/and.) II
the last few
cannot say.
say. (Laughter).
{Laughter).

Mr Griffiths
27. It seems to
are very close
to me
me we
we are
to the heart of the matter here. I wonder
put to
to our
our witnesses a question
if [I could put
the brief
brief to
to the
the Committee,
arising from the
but I will
which I am sure they have seen, but
refer to
to it
it so
so that it
it is
is on
on the record. The
The
Canadian Government's own White Paper
the amendment of the Constitution
about the
of Canada states that there are four general
of
but the
the first
first of them—and
them-and TT
principles but
quote the
the Canadian
Canadian White
White Paper-is
Paper—is
quote
t h a t " although
although an
an enactment
enactment by
United
that"
by the
the United
Kingdom is
is necessary
necessary to
to amenj
amend the
British
Kingdom
the British
North America
America Act,
Act, such
such action
taken
is taken
North
action is
only upon
upon aa formal
formal request
request from
".
Canada".
only
from Canada
Then further
further down:
down: ·•"'Every
amendment
Then
Ewry amendment
requested by
by Canad:t
Canad:» has
has been
".
requested
been enacted
enacted".
Now in
in the
the case
case of
of the
the British
British Columbia
Columbia
Now
matter here,
here, the
the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
Parliament in
in
matter
its original
original request
request to
to the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
it5
did include
include the
the words,
words, in
in respect
respect of
of the
the
did
subsidies, ''final
" final and
and unalterable".
unalterable ". After
After
subsidies,
due
procedure
in
the
House
of
Commons
due
in the
House of
thoseprocedure
words were
were
dropped.
SoCommons
it
not
those
words
dropped.
it is
is not
correct
to say that
every So
amendment
correct
that has
everybeen
amendment
requestedto bysay
Canada
enacted,
requested
by Canada
hascase
been
for the amendment
in this
wasenacted,
materifor the
amendment
in this
case
was materially
different,
in that
the
words
" final
ally
different,
in
that
the
words
" final
and unalterable " disappear between
the
and
unalterable
"
disappear
between
original request made by Canada and the
the
by Canada
and the
original request
eventual
Act ormade
amendment
to the
Act
or amendment
Act
eventual
Act Now
passed here.
I think thisto isthe
a very
passed here.
Nc1\vI Ishould
think this
very
specific
issue and
like is
to aput
a
specific
issue question.
and I should
likefar
to as
putthea
very specific
In so
very specific question. In so far as the
'See p
belO\\.
p 141
141 below.
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British Government and
and Parliament did
did
omit those very important words, did they
do so
so because the
the British Columbia
Premier had
do it for
had asked? Did
Did they do
for
own, of which we
some reason of their own,
we
know nothing, or
or did
did they do
do it because
the Government
Government of Canada
subsequently the
itself came to
to have some objections to
to the
the
itself
very words that the
the Canadian Parliament
Parliament
you answer
answer that,
that,
had inserted.
inserted. Before
Before you
since these
these matters
matters are
are almost
almost certainly
certainly in
since
in
the archives
archives of
of the
the Foreign
Foreign Office
Office and
and the
the
the
Statute of
of Limitations
Limitations is
is now
now past,
past, would
would
Statute
be possible
possible for
for the
the Committee
Committee to
to see
itit be
see
the relevant
relevant archives
archives which
which led
led the
the then
then
the
Government,
the
then
Under-Secretary
for
Government, the then Under-Secretary for
the
arrive at
the Colonies,
Colonies, Mr
Mr Churchill,
Churchill, to
to arrive
at
his
conclusion?—(Mr
In fact
fact
his conclusion
?-{Mr Freeland.)
Free/and.) In
think the
the archives
archives of
of that
that period
period are
are now
now
I1 think
in
the
Public Record
Record Office,
Office, which
is a
m
the Public
which
technical point;
but
we
have lookedis ata
technical
point;
but
we
have
looked
at
them and
and II do
do not
not think,
think, subject to corthem
subject
correction from
my colleagues,
thatto they
rection
from
my light
colleagues,
that they
throw any
further
on the background
throw
anyhas
further
the background
of
what
been light
said on
earlier.
Naturally
of what
beenatsaid
earlier.
.we
wouldhaslook
them
again Naturally
and they
•""e
would
look
at
them
again
are available for anyone to look and
at1. they
But
are
available
for anyone
to look
I think
a lot turns,
if I may
comeat'.
backBut
to
I>our
thinkbasic
a lotpoint,
turns,on
if Ithe
may
come backthat
to
significance
iisour
basic
point,
on the
significance
that
to the
deletion
of the
words " final
given
Is given
to the deletion
words
final
and
unalterable
", andof
I the
think
that " when
and
unalterable ",isand
I think that
that when
the proposition
advanced
every
the proposition
is advanced
that in
every
amendment
requested
by Canada
the
amendment
Canada
in the
past
has beenrequested
enacted, by
though
technically
past
has been
enacted, though
technically
that may
be somewhat
inaccurate
in relathat may
be somewhat
inaccurate
in relation
to what
happened
in 1907,
subtion to what
in 1907,
substantially
it mayhappened
not be all that
inaccurate,
stantially
it maypoint,
not bethe
allpoint
that inaccurate,
if the lawyer's
that those
If
the lawyer's
point, the point
words
were objectionable
from that
thethose
legal
\\ ords of
wereview
objectionable
from
the legal
point
and useless
anyway,
is
poznt
of In
view
useless
anyway,
is
adopted.
otherand
words,
I think
it is only
adopted.
In other
I think
it iswords
if one takes
the words,
view that
those
only
If onedid
really
add the
something
of substance
that
takes
view that
those words
really
their omission
becomes significant
forthat
the
did add something
of substance
constitutional
their
omission discussion.
becomes significant for the
constitutional discussion.
28. Could I come back on
on this point?
am grateful
grateful to
to Mr Freeland. It
It is
is not an
an
I am
it is an essential point.
easy one, but II think it
in the
the eyes of British Columbia
Certainly in
final and
and unalterable "" affect
affect
the words "" final
subsidies—and money is
is aa very important
subsidies-and
in politics. In
In the
the eyes of British
matter in
words;
Columbia those were important words;
not have
have sent
sent their
their
otherwise they would not
Premier to
Kingdom. II think,
think,
Premier
to the
the United
United Kingdom.
courtesies aside,
aside, it
it is
is unlikely
unlikely that
that his
his views
views
courtesies
would have
have been
been v.eighed
weighed by
by the
the British
British
v.ould
'See inserts
mserts at
at pp 226, 227.
227.
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Government unless it
it was
was thought he
was
he was
on aa matter of some substance. So I think
the Committee really does need to
to get
get this
point very clear. Can you in any way help
us to
to determine whether it was
was purely a
lawyer's point as you describe it or whether
it was
was rather aa political point of some subthe United Kingdom
stance? Certainly the
Parliament and Government persisted
persisted in
in its
its
decision to
to drop
drop those
those words,
words, and
and in
decision
in the
the
end, so
so far
far as
as II can
can make
make out,
out, the
the Canadian
Canadian
end,
Government concurred
concurred with
with that
that decision.
decision.
Government
But the
the issue
issue before
before us
us must
must be
be this,
this, II think:
think:
But
its decision
decision to
to drop
drop those
those
in persisting
persisting with
with its
in
words, was
was the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom GovernGovernwords,
ment operating
operating purely
purely on
on aa lawyer's
lawyer's point
point
ment
or on
on aa substantive
substantive point
heard
or
point which
which it
it heard
from British
Columbia and
and it
it finally
finally sort
from
British Columbia
sort of
of
ironed out
out with
Canadian Government?
Government?
ironed
with the
the Canadian
This
would
be
very
important,
because
if
it
This would be very important, because if it
was
done with
the concurrence of the
was
done
with
the
concurrence
of
the
Canadian Government, at the end of the
Canadian
Government,
enddifferent
of the
day it would
presumably at
be the
a very
day
it would
presumably
be ainvery
matter
than if
it was done
spitedifferent
of the
matter than if it was done in spite of the
Government.
wishes of the Canadian Government.-Freeland.) Certainly the best evidence
(Mr Free/and.)
we have on
on this is
is the
the text of the two
that we
to which I briefly referred
referred in
letters to
in my
my
answer, that is
is to
to say,
say, the
the letter sent
initial ansv.er,
behalf of
of Lord Elgin to Mr McBride and
on behalf
the other letter sent on
on his
his behalf
behalf to
to a
representative of the
the Canadian Government. I have the texts of
of them
in front
them in
front of
of
me
and if
if it
it were
of any
any use,
me and
were thought
thought of
use, II
would
gladly read
them out.
out. Alternately,
Alternately,
would gladly
read them
of course,
course, we
we could
could supply
supply copies
copies of
them11 .•
of
of them
The
letter
to
Mr
McBride
is
the
longer
The letter to Mr McBride is the longer of
of
the two.
two. The
The letter
letter to
to the
the Canadian
Canadian
the
Government
representative
is
quite
short,
Government representative is quite short,
and II think
think it
it might
might be
be helpful
helpful if
if II read
and
read it
it
out. If
If that
that is
is not
not taking
taking too
too much
much time,
out.
time,
would be
be glad
glad to
to do
do it.
it.
II would
Chairman
right.--(Mr
29. All right.
(Mr Freeland:)
Free/and.) It says
this: 22 "Complete
"Complete finality is
is practically
In the course of years it may
impossible. In
may
become necessary to
the settlement
to re\ise
re' ise the
now contemplated. But if complete finality
it could not
were practically possible it
not
inseits
at pp
pp 226.
226. 22
227.
'See in
se, ts at
7.
22 \otc
\ote b1
b\ Wimes5:
Witness: II quoted from what was
\\aS
to be
be the
the ddimme
definime te'l.t
text but which
understood to
\\ hich
out to
to be
be dcn\ed
derived from \\hat
what was
the
turned out
v.a~ the
working dwft.
diaft. The
11orkmg
The second letter sent on
on
of the
the Secretary
Sectetary of
of State (Canada
behalf of
of 66 7.1907)
7,1907) m
in fact omttted
omitted the
the sectlon
section
21828 of
paraphiased
223
paraphrased in the
the letter sent. (See
(See also
abo p
p 223
(last
sentence
abo\e
footnote),)
(la,t
footnote).)
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legally be created by an Act of Parliament.
No Parliament in
in this country can
can tie
tie the
the
its successors. A
A provision to
to
hands of its
effect in the Act would be objectionable
objectionable
this effect
and constitutional grounds and
on legal and
and
would fail to add the smallest weight on legal
to the
the settlement or
or moral grounds to
or
prolong its jurisdiction by a single day. So
So
far as the Imperial Parliament is concerned,
the settlement would be
be final and unalterof the
able so long as it represents the wishes of
for it
it is
is certain that
people of Canada, for
Parliament will
will never
never exercise
exercise its
its theoretical
theoretical
Parliament
powers of
of altering
altering the
the settlement
settlement unless
unless at
at
powers
some future
future time
time aa further
further Address
Address is
some
is
presented
to
the
Crown
by
the
Dominion
pr.:sented to the Crown by the Dominion
Parliament
praying
for
its
revision.
This
Parliament praying for its revision. This
appears to
to Lord
Lord Elgin
Elgin the
the limit
limit of
of the
appears
the
finality." II am
am not
not sure
sure that
that you
you would
would
finality."
on the
the interpretation
interpretation
wish any
any view
view from
from me
me on
wish
of that.
that.
of

[Continued

was not satisfactory. What II meant to say
was that it
it would not be
be my argument
argument that
or the
this was
way or
was a telling precedent one way
the
to construct
other; so
so I1 would find it
it hard to
such an
an argument.
Chairman.] No-one disputes, Mr
Mr Freeis a wholly independent
land, that Canada is
but for
for her
her own
own purposes of her
country, but
she has,
has, m
in certain legislative
own choice she
to the
the United
ways, reserved powers to
Kingdom Parliament, and
and that is
we
is why we
are here this morning. No-one suggests
is any
any less, but
but this
the independence is
happens to be the Canadian machinery.

MrMcNamara
Mr
McNamara
33. The
The last point in
in the
the letter stating
Lord Elgin's opinion seemed to give a clear
carte blanche, that provided there was
was aa
joint address, then there would be
be the
the
Is that not
not so?
(Mr
alteration. Is
so ?--(Mr
Free/and.) What he
was: "it
is
Freeland.)
he said was:
" it is
is saying there is
is certain that Parliament will never exercise
30. What Lord Elgin is
that this Parliament does not
not initiate its theoretical powers of altering the settlechanges in
in the
the law
law of Canada. Is
Is that ment unless at
at some future time a further
further
right?--(Mr
Free/and.) I think he
is Address is
(Mr Freeland.)
he is
right?
is presented to
to the
the Crown
Crown by
bythe
the
saying that it
it was
was legally otiose to say in an Dominion Parliament praying for
for its
its
Imperial Act
Act that something was
was final and revision".
revision " . II think it
it is
is quite clear that
unalterable, and
the he was
and for
for that reason the
enacted in
in
was saying that what was
was enacted
Imperial Government did
did not
not want to
to do
do the Bill at
at that time proposed
proposed would
so.
remain in
was a
in that form until there was
Mr McNamara:
JIJcNamara: Can we
we pursue the
the last further
further address from the Dominion
Dominion Parliaof that'?
that?
sentence of
ment asking for it to
to be
be revised.
revised.
Hooley
Mr Hooley
or
34. But just for
for that particular
particular Bill or
31. In
In 1907 Canada was
was not an indepen- was he
he making aa general proposition
proposition of
of
as I understand constitutional change, namely, that the
dent sovereign State, as
the
is no
no dispute today that she
she isis United Kingdom Parliament, provided the
it. There is
the
an independent sovereign State. How,
How, Canadian Parliament fulfilled
fulfilled its
its proone consider what happened cedures of the joint address and statement,
therefore, can one
1907 as
as being in
in any
any way
way aa valid
valid prepre- would automatically change?--(Mr
in 1907
change?
(Mr
may take place today?-today?
cedent for what may
Free/and.) The
was in
in the
the
Freeland.)
The proposition was
(Mr Freeland.)
Free/and.) I would answer only that terms I have read out, which was, of
of course,
so to
to construe it.
it. I do
some have sought so
do a proposition related to
to the
the alteration of
of
it is
is for
for me
me to
to say.
say.
not think it
this settlement, but
but that does not exclude,
32. I am
am asking you
you in
in your capacity by any means, the possibility of its being a
expert—it is
is your function
function before
before proposition that goes wider than that.
as aa legal expert-it
at the
the moment-if
moment—if the
the
the Committee at
35. Yes,
of
Yes, because the
the actual terms of
has changed? I think I am
situation has
am the Elgin letter are,
are, in
in fact, far
far broader,
in 1907
1907 Canada did not claim to
to from which he then comes to his conclusion
right that in
be or was not recognised as an independent about the
the words
words "unalterable",
"unalterable", etc?-etc?
sovereign State whereas today she
she is
is so
so (Mr Freeland^)
so\·ereign
Freeland.) With respect, I am not sure
recognised, and
and there is
is no
no dispute about about that because he does put
recognised.
put it in
in terms of
In what way
way can
can some argument Parliament never exercising
that. In
its theoretical
its
in 1907
1907 in
in relation to
to powers of altering the
about what occurred in
the settlement, and
and I
Canada"s powers and jurisdiction
be taken
Canada's
jurisdiction be
think by that he meant the settlement.
as
a
valid
precedent
as
to
what
happens
as a valid precedent as to what happen.,;
todav?
today? Can
Can it
it or
or can
can it
it not
not??--(Mr
(Mr
36. The
The British North America Acts?
Free land.) I am sorry if my initial answer -(Mr
Free/and.) No,
Freeland,)
(Mr Freeland.)
No, the
the settlement
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which was objected
objected to by British Columbia
at that time.
Mr Spearing
37. Just to take up a point on the
arguments about precedents, without exexown view can
can I ask
ask you
pressing your own
you
is your understanding of those
whether it is
and look at the
the pre-1931
pre-1931
who wish to cite and
precedents in relation to the
the powers that
the Statute of Westminster 1931 in
because the
effect projected
projected forward until today certain
effect
constitutional
issues relating to Canada's constitutional
arrangements, some of the
the precedents
1931 are
are as
as relevant now
now as they
prior to !931
were before
before the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster?
Westminster?
were
Is that
that the
the case
case of
of those
those who
who believe
believe that
that
Is
are important
important for
for us
these precedents
precedents are
us
these
today?--(Mr
Free/and.) I would not
today?
(Mr Freeland.)
think as at all
all misguided an argument that
one is
is considering the
the question of
when one
of
amendment of the
the British North America
of
Acts one should look at every single case of
amendment, whether pre-1931 or post1931, but that the
the value of those as pre1931,
cedents for a future request for an amendment would depend on a number of
of
factors relating to each particular case. I
not sure that that is
is very helpful
helpful in
am not
in
drawing aa line
line between
between before
before 1931
1931 and
and
drawing
after 1931;
1931; but
but it
it does
does seem
seem to
to me
me that
that the
the
after
value of
of any
any of
of them
them at
at any
any time
time needs
needs to
to be
be
value
looked at
at in
in its
its own
own circumstances,
circumstances, among
among
looked
which may
may be
be the
the fact
fact that
that it
it was
was pre-1931.
pre-1931.
which
hope that
that is
is sufficient.
sufficient.
II hope
Chairman

the resolution
38. Mr Freeland, when the
the Statute of Westabout adhering to the
1931 was
was conveyed by Canada
minster 1931
of the United Kingdom,
to the Government of
was by
by the
the unanimous
unanimous
I understand that it was
all of the
the Provinces as well as
consent of all
the Federal Government and
and Parliament.
was that resolution conveyed to the
How was
Kingdom and
and was
was it mentioned
United Khgdom
was -unanimous
unanimous or was
was it just in
that it was
from
formal terms to our Parliament from
the Government
Government
of Canada
Canada?—(Mr
the
of
?-(Mr
was that
that the
Freeland)
What happened
happened was
Free/and.) What
the
Canadian Parliament
Parliament presented
presented aa joint
joint
Canadian
address to
to the
the Crown
Crown in
in effect
effect prayingpraying—
address
perhaps it
it would
would be
be easier
easier if
if II quoted
quoted the
per1-!aps
the
words—" praying
praying that
that You
You may
may graciously
graciously
words-"
be
pleased to
to cause
cause aa measure
measure to
to be
laid
be pleased
be laid
before the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of the
the United
United
before
Kingdom pursuant
pursuant to
to certain
certain declarations
declarations
Kingdom
and resolutions
resolutions"" of
of the
the Imperial
Imperial ConConand
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ferences of 1926 and
and 1930-and
1930—and here comes
a material quotation-"
quotation—" and
and pursuant to
certain other resolutions made by the
the
Majesty's Governments
Governments
delegates of Your Majesty's
in Canada and
and of the
the Governments of all
of the Provinces of Canada at a Dominion
of
Conference held at Ottawa
Ottawa " on
Provincial Conference
So, on the
the face of the
77/8th
/8th April I1931.
931. So,
the
joint address it was,
was, I submit, apparent
that what was
was asked for was
was being asked
for pursuant
pursuant to
to resolutions
resolutions not
not only
only of
of
for
delegates of
of the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government but
delegates
but
also of
of the
the Governments
Governments of
of the
the Provinces.
Provinces.
also
This is
is made
made even
even clearer
clearer in
in the
the debate
debate
This
in the
the Canadian
Canadian Parliament,
Parliament, and
and II have
have
in
particularly in
in mind
mind the
the speech
speech made
made by
particularly
by
Mr Bennett,
Bennett, the
the then
then Prime
Prime Minister
Minister of
Mr
of
Canada,
in
which
he
introduced
the
Canada, in which he introduced the
resolution in
in question,
question, and
and again
again if
if it
it
resolution
were of
of any
any assistance
assistance to
to the
the Committee
Committee
were
we
could
make
available
copies
of
the
we
could extract
make available
copiesCanadian
of the
relevant
from the
the
relevant
extract
from
Canadian
1
Parliamentary
reports.
Parliamentary reports. 1
39. We
We should like to have that. Later
get the agreeon it proved impossible to get
ment of all
all the
the Provinces to all
all the prothe Statute of Westminster,
visions of the
we know, and,
and, therefore, to quote the
as we
the
words of your memorandum, a special
7, was
was inserted into the
the
provision, section 7,
Statute of Westminster. This would seem
to imply that because there was a difference
difference
between the Canadian Federal Government
the Provinces about whether or
or not,
not,
and the
of course,
course, the
the British
British North
North America
America Acts
Acts
of
shall apply,
apply, because
because the
the Provinces
Provinces did
shall
did not
not
agree, then
then it
it could
could not
not be
be proceeded
proceeded w_ith
with
agree,
according
to
the
wishes
of
the
Canadian
according to the wishes of the Canadmn
Government at
at the
the time.
time. Is
Is that
that aa just
just
Government
?
(Mr Freeland.)
think
Free/and.) I t~ink
interpretation ?--(Mr
is difficult
difficult to detect from what transpired
it is
the time any
any basis for saying that what
at the
the British
happened over amendment of the
in the
the context of the
North America Acts in
the
Statute of Westminster was
was intended to
change the
the position in Canada, by which
the position on
on whether or not
([ mean the
was necessary at all.
Provincial consent was
all.
us that essentially what took
It seems to us
place was
was that
that the
the question
question of
of whatever
whatever
place
would be
be and
and were
were appropriate
appropriate Canadian
Canadian
would
amending procedures
procedures was
was simply
simply left
amending
left on
on
one side.
side.
one
Was not
not the
the position, therefore,
therefore,
40. Was
in effect
effect the
the Statute of Westminster
that in
in 1931
the
1931 proposed the
the patriation of the
pp 228-238.
228-238.
'See pp
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British North America Acts, the Provinces
were not happy and so they were not
repatriated'?
right'?--(Mr
repatriated?
Is that right?
(Mr
Freeland.) I do not think that is quite
Freeland.)
the case. II do not know whether Members
of the Committee have available to them
the chapter dealing with the status of
of
Canada from a leading textbook on this
question, that is, K. C. Wheare's book,
The Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster and
and
" The
Dominion Status
Status"?
Dominion
"?

41. Yes, we have
have that.--(Mr
that.
(Mr Free/and.)
Freeland.)
That contains what T think is a fair
summary of what took place.
Mr McNamara
McNamara
42. Page 177, subheading 2;
2: ""The
The
fundamental fact in the case of the
Dominion of Canada was that it was a
federation"?
(Mr Freeland^
federation
"?--(Mr
Free/and.) It is a
If II may draw
little further on than that. If
your attention to page 182, about the
of the page-and
page—and this is a discussion
middle of
1929: "It
" I t was
of the Conference of 1929:
realized that the question of alternative
methods of amending the British North
North
America Act
Act was
was aa matter
matter for
for future
future
consideration by
by the
the appropriate
appropriate Canadian
Canadian
consideration
authorities, and
and that,
that, pending
pending some
some agreed
agreed
authorities,
change
existing system
change in
in the
the process,
process, the
the existing
system
should remain
Statute
should
remain unaltered
unaltered by
by the
the Statute
of Westminster ".
reference
ofWestminster
". Then
Then there
there is
is aa reference
to
and New
Zealand
to the
the Australian
Australian and
New Zealand
positions
and the
the suggested
suggested clause
clause for
for
positions and
insertion
and the
relevant
insertion in
in the
the Statute,
Statute, and
the
1 relevant
part of
of that
that is
isNo.2
on page
page 183:
I83:1 "Nothing
"Nothing
part
No. 2 on
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to authorize
authorize
in
the Parliament
Parliament of
of the
the Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada
Canada
the
. .. . . to
to make
make Jaws
laws on
on any
any matter
matter at
at present
present
.within
the
authority
of
the
Provinces
within
the authority
of
the Provinces
.. .. ..
not
being
a
matter
within
the
authority
not
being
a matter. .within
the Dominion
authority
of the
the
Parliament
. . of
of the
the
of
Parliament
. .Then
Dominion
of
Canada
.
,
.".
one
sees
that
of Canada
. ". 1929
ThenConference
one sees that
the
report of. .that
was
the
report
of
that
1929
Conference
approved by the Canadian House was
of
approved by
the Canadian
of
Commons
in 1930,
although House
there was
Commons
in 1930,
althoughof there
was
some criticism
by members
the Consome
criticism
of the
Con·
servative
party. byAtmembers
the ensuing
General
servative party.
At the ensuing
General
Election
the Conservative
party
was
Election
Conservative
was
returned the
to power.
Before party
the new

returned

to

power.

Before

the

new

l

Kote
by JVillless:
Witness;The
Thereference
referencehere
hereshould
should
Note by
(1) on p 183
have been to the clause numbered (I)
1

which (so
(so far
far as is
is material) says that:"
that: " Nothwhich
Noth·
ing in
in this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to confer
confer any
ing
power
to
repeal
or
alter
the
Constitution
power
or alter the Constitution Acts
Acts
of the
the Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada,
Canada,....
. . other\\'ise
otherwise than
than
in accordance with the
the law
law and
and constitutional
constitutional
usage and practice
practice heretofore
heretofore existing ",
".

[Continued
[Continued

Prime Minister left for the 1930 Conference
he received from the Premier of Ontario
a memorandum in which the terms of the
proposed Statute were severely examined.
The two clauses above were criticised and
it was asserted " that no restatement of
of the
procedure for amending the Constitution
Constitution
of Canada can be accepted by
by the
the Province
Province
of Ontario
Ontario that
that does
does not
not fully
fully and
frankly
of
and frankly
acknowledge
the
right
of
all
the
Provinces
acknowledge the right of all the Provinces
to be
be consulted
consulted and
and to
to become
become parties
to
to
parties to
the decision
decision arrived
arrived at
at".
the
". The
The other
other
Provinces proved
proved to
to be
be in
in agreement.
agreement. As
Provinces
As aa
consequence, the
the Canadian
Canadian delegation
delegation at
at
consequence,
the 1930
1930 Conference
Conference had
had to
to ask
the
ask that
that the
the
whole question
question of
of the
the repeal
repeal of
of the
Colonial
whole
the Colonial
Laws
Act
in
its
application
to
Laws Validity
Validity Act in its application to
Canada should
should be
left in
in suspense
suspense until
the
Canada
be
left
until
the
views
of the
could be
obtained.
views
of
the Provinces
Provinces
could
be therefore,
obtained.
The references
to
Canada
were,
The
references
to
Canada
were,
therefore,
deleted. There
There is
is aa quote
quote lower
lower down
the
deleted.
down
the
page
from
what
the
Conference
recorded
page
the Conference
recorded
aboutfrom
whatwhat
should
be done with
the
about
should
be relating
done with
the
sectionswhat
of the
Statute
to the
sections
of
the
Statute
relating
to
Colonial Laws Validity Act so far the
as
Colonial
Laws
Validity Then—and
Act so farI am
as
Canada was
concerned.
Canada
was
Then-and
am
sorry this
is concerned.
taking so long—in
the I1931
sorry
this is of
taking
so long-in
the 1931
Conference
Federal
and Provincial
Conference
Provincial
GovernmentsoftheFederal
Provincesand
wanted
wordGovernments
the make
Provinces
wanted
ing which would
it quite
certainwordthat
ing
which
would
make
it
quite
certain
that
the passing of the Statute would not alter
Statute
alter
the passing
method ofbythewhich
thewould
BritishnotNorth
the method
which
the British
North
America
Actbywas
amended.
Agreement
America
Act atwas
amended. and
Agreement
was
obtained
the Conference
approwas
obtained
the Conference
priate
clausesatwere
drawn up; and
andapprothose
priate
werewhich
drawneventually
up; and those
are theclauses
clauses
were
are
the clauses
which
wereI
included
in section
7 of eventually
the Statute.
included
in section
7 of Ithe
Statute.
rehearse that
as indicating,
think,
supportI
rehearse
indicating,
think,
for the that
viewasthat
there Iwas
ansupport
initial
for
the view
thatProvinces
objection
from the
to the
there was
anformula
initial
originally from
proposed
and a request,
first of
objection
the Provinces
to the formula
all
from Ontario,
thatand
whatever
restatement
originally
proposed
a request,
first of
of from
the procedure
of amendment
should be
all
Ontario, that
whatever restatement
accepted
it shouldofmake
clear that
all the
of
the procedure
amendment
should
be
Provincesithad
a right
to be
consulted
accepted
should
make
clear
that all and
the
become parties
the to
decision
arrivedand
at.
Provinces
had a toright
be consulted
The
matter
wastothen
internally
become
parties
the discussed
decision arrived
at.
in Canada
and then
the discussed
agreementinternally
which
The
matter was
emerged
wasand
onethewhich
did notwhich
say
in
Canada
agreement
anything
butdid
which—and
emerged to
wasthat
oneeffect
which
not say
I am turning
what
I ventured
to suggest
anything
to to
that
effect
but which-and
on—left
on one
side thetoquestion
Iearlier
am turning
to what
I ventured
suggest
of whaton-left
was the on
appropriate
in
earlier
one side procedure
the question
Canada.
of what was the appropriate procedure in
Canada.

Chairman
Chairman
43, Were the preliminary negotiations
43.
and views expressed which divided the
Provinces
Pro\'inces from the Federal Government
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in this matter in
in any
any legal sense carried
of
over into section 7 of the
the Statute of
so that you
you could take note
Westminster so
of
of them as
as a judge?-~(Mr
judge?
(Mr Freeland.)
On the principles of judicial interpretation
interpretation
no
as applied in
in this country II would say no,
in that section 77 of the Act would have to
t~
to external
be construed without reference to
in issue here.
discussions of the kind in
Mr Spearing
44. Reverting, Mr Freeland, to
to page 182
of Wheare's book, you
you did
did not
not mention
at least I think it
an important sentence, at
be important. It goes on
on after
after your
may be
first quote: " It was
was thought necessary also
first
an express declaration that the
to make an
the
in no
no way
way increased
passing of the Statute in
the powers possessed by
by the
the
the area of the
in such a way
way
Dominion Parliament in
as to
to authorize
authorize that
that Parliament
Parliament '' to
as
to
make laws
laws on
on any
any matter
matter at
at present
present
m.ak~
within the
the Provinces,
withm
the authority
authority of
of the
Provinces. not
not
being aa matter
matter within
within the
the authority
authority of
of the
the
being
Dominion '. "" That
That was
was the
the Operation
Operation of
of
Dominion'.
Dominion Legislation
Legislation Report,
Report, paraparaDominion
63.
Then
Wheare
goes
on
at
graph
graph 63. Then Wheare goes on at
page 183
183 to
to say:"
say: " The
The Report
Report of
of the
the ODL
ODL
page
Conference was unanimously approved by
Conferenc~ was unanimously approved by
the Canadmn
Canadian House
House of
of Common<;
Commons in
in May
the
May
1930 .. .. .. "".. Does
not the
combination
1930
Does not
the combination
of
those
two
things
give
some
indication
give some
of
thosethinking
two things
of the
the
in Canada
Canada
as to
toindication
not only
only
of
thinking
in
as
not
the
purposes
but
the
way
in
which
section 77
the purposes but the way in which section
would affect
affect
future events
events??-~(Mr
(Mr
Freeland.) Perhaps I might say
Freeland.)
say at
at once
did not
not omit that in
in order to
to assist
that I did
was suggesting in relation to
to
the case that I was
the effect
effect _of
of what happened, if anything,
amending procedure~.
procedures. I did
did not
not read
on amendmg
out because it
it seemed to
to me
me to
to deal
that out
different aspect, that is,
is, the
the
with a rather different
powers
aspect of the
the separate legislative po\\'ers
the Federation.
Federation, on
on the
the one
one hand
hand, and
of the
and
the Provinces.
Provinces, on
on the
the other. Certai~lv
Certainly it
it
uas a concern at
at the Imperial Conferences
Conferences
\\as
'hat
as a result
be. as
result of what
that there
there should be,
was done
done in
in relation
relation to
to the
the Colonial
Colonial La\\S
Laws
was
Validity Act.
Act. no
no enlargement
enlargement of
of the
the
Ya!idity
legislative authority
authority of
of the
the Federation
Federation
!egislative
into
the
legislative
area
reserved
for
the
Into the legislative area reserved for the
Pro\inces.
think that
that that
that wa~
was secured
secured
Prm
inces. II think
under the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster.
Westminster. But
But II
under
regard that
that as
as being
being aa somewhat
somewhat different
different
regard
Point
from the
the question
question of
of \v
what,
if any.
Pomt from
hat. if
anv.
^as the
the necessary
necessary internal
internal procedure
procedure in
~as
in
Canada
before
a
joint
request
of
anada before a joint request of the
the
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Federal Parliament could be
for
be presented for
amending legislation by
by the
the Westminster
Parliament.
MrHooley
Mr
Hooley

45. Could I follow that point. That
point would presumably become subthe Federal
stantive, though, if what the
Government laid before the
the UK
U K Governin fact infringed
infringed the
the current powers
ment in
was held to
to infringe
infringe the current powers
or was
of the
the Provinces? Is
Is that correct?
correct?-of
(Mr Freeland?)
Free/and.) I am not
not sure
sure whether
whether the
the
suggestion is
is that that would become a
for the
the United Kingdom
relevant factor for
Parliament. With respect, I do
do not
not follow
follow
to that
that conclusion.
conclusion.
the argument to
you were
46. If I understand what you
the point that Mr
Mr Spearing raised
saying, the
was a matter which related to
to the
you said was
the Federal
respective competence of the
the Provincial Governments and
and that
and the
this had
had been settled by
the Statute of
by the
of
Westminster along the lines of
of the document
Westmin'>ter
you quoted. If what the Federal Government is
is now
now asking
asking the
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament
ment
to do
do infringes
infringes that
that arrangement,
arrangement, surely
surely
to
that becomes
becomes aa matter
matter of
of substance
substance which
which
that
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament would
would have
have to
take
to take
the
into consideration?
consideration? Is
Is that
that right
right or
not?
or not?
into
--(Mr
Free/and.) No,
not
(Mr Freeland.)
No, I think not
quite, because what I was
was suggesting
was that the
the question of amendearlier was
as it
it emerged in
in the
the Statute of
of
ment as
was dealt with primarily
Westminster was
7(1),
), which said that: " Nothing
by section 7(1
Act shall be
be deemed to
to apply to
in this Act
to
the repeal, amendment or
or alteration of the
the
. . . , or any
any
British North America Acts ...
thereunder."
order, rule or regulation made thereunder."
the effect
effect of the
the Statute
The question of the
of
of Westminster
Westminster on
on the
the respective
respective legislalegislative powers
powers of
of the
the Federation
Federation and
tive
and the
the
Provinces
was
regulated
by
section
7(3)
Provinces was regulated by section 7(3),
which provided
provided that:
that: "The
" T h e powers
powers con:
conwhich
ferred
Act upon
by this
this Act
upon the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of
ferred by
Canada or
or upon
upon the
the legislatures
legislatures of
Canada
of the
the
Provinces shall
shall be
be restricted
restricted to
to the
the enactenactProvinces
ment of
of la\\s
laws in
in relation
relation to
to matters
matters \\ithin
within
ment
the
of the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of
the competence
competence of
Canada or
or of
of any
any of
of the
the legislatures
legislatures of
Canada
of
the Provinces
Provinces respectively."
respectively,"
the
words, it
it is
is not
not a matter
47. In
In other \vords,
Free land.) I \\
ould
for us
us at
at all
all??-~(Mr
(Mr Freeland.)
would
not have thought so.
so.
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48. Continuing with some of the quesof which we gave the Foreign Office
tions of
notice, could I recall, Mr Freeland,
the question in which we asked whether
the statement of the conventions governing
proposals for the alteration of the British
North America Act as set out in the White
of
Paper tabled in the Canadian House of
Commons is regarded by the Foreign
Office as accurately representing the
established constitutional position, to
which the Foreign Office has answered that,
broadly speaking, this Canadian White
Paper setting out four general principles
is in all respects correct. I would just
like to ask Mr Freeland to confirm that
and then, if I may, ask him a broader
Free land.)
so??--(Mr
(Mr Freeland.)
question if he does so
yes. I have
I am afraid I cannot answer yes.
to say that our answer as presented to the
Committee said that the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office have no reason to
question that the statement of general
principles in the White Paper was a fair
reflection of Canadian Governmental
views at that time, and we drew attention
to the fact that on our understanding that
means not only the Federal Government's
views but those of
of the Provinces as well.

49. But I would be entitled to assume
from that answer that you are not quarrelling with it?--(Mr
it?
(Mr Freeland.)
Freeland.) We are
of
not quarrelling with it as a statement of
Canadian views. We were not expressing
a UK view on its accuracy or otherwise.
50. The broad question I would like
to ask—and
unforask-and I ask it now because, tmfortunately, I have to go to another engagement and I may be a little out of
of order
on the batting—is,
batting-is, given that Mr Freeland
will not in any way wish to anticipate the
conclusions of
of Ministers or, indeed, the
conclusions of this House, is there anything
in his study of the Statute of Westminster
and all
all the
other precedent legislation
legislation that
the other
and
would
lead him
advise this
Committee
this Committee
to advise
him to
would lead
or
Government that
legal
are legal
there are
that there
the Government
or the
objections
or
custom or
in custom
objections in
or objections
objections or
practice
respondParliament respondBritish Parliament
the British
to the
practice to
ing
by
patriality by
for patriality
\Vish for
Canada's wish
to Canada's
ing to
simply
that
enacting that
indeed, enacting
or, indeed,
saying or,
simply saying
arrangements
of
government of
the government
for the
arrangements for
Canada,
precedents,
any precedents,
nohvithstanding any
Canada, notwithstanding
shall
to
itself to
Canada itself
for Canada
be for
henceforth be
shall henceforth
make?
make aa
to make
him to
asking him
not asking
am not
make? II am
statement
am
matter. II am
that matter.
on that
policy on
of policy
statement of
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asking him does he know from his study
of
if there
of all the texts we have before us if
are any objections in law or custom to
Freeland.) May
that?--(Mr
our doing that?
(Mr Freeland.)
I make sure that I have properly understood the question? I take it to be,
would there be any objection of
of the kind
which you describe to the United Kingdom
Parliament deciding to enact some legislation which simply gave Canada for the
future the right to amend its own
Constitution?
51. Yes. I will be fairly precise on
this point, if I may. Obviously the
British Parliament can do what it likes in
Britain. I am only asking if
if there are any
objections in law or custom from
from the
study of
of the precedents, including particularly the Statute of Westminster and the
British
British North America Acts, to the
British
for
passing, for
now passing,
Parliament now
British Parliament
example,
an Act
said: "Notwith"Notwithwhich said:
Act which
example, an
standing any
arrangements
the arrangements
precedents, the
any precedents,
standing
for
shall
Canada shall
of Canada
government of
the government
for the
henceforth
exclusively
and exclusively
wholly and
made wholly
be made
henceforth be
by Canada
" ?--(Mr
?
(Mr Freeland.)
Free/and.) I think
Canada"
my answer to that would depend on a
number of things but particularly on
whether or not the Canadian Parliament
had requested and consented that such
legislation be enacted.
52. And to your knowledge they have
Freeland.) They
not done so
so??--(Mr
(Mr Freeland.)
have not.
Chairman
Chairman
53. So, you reckon it would be unconstitutional for this Parliament merely to
repeal the British North America Act and
Freeland.) No,
that?--(Mr
leave it at that?
(Mr Freeland^)
I would not, I am afraid, put it in those
yes or no terms.
54. It
It is either legal or it is not and
I wish to have your view about it. (Mr
Freeland.)
Griffiths said,
Freeland.) As Mr Eldon Griffiths
in one sense it would be constitutional
because Parliament can make whatever
laws it pleases in terms of
of the Constitution
of the UK. In terms of the constitutional
relationship between Canada and the UK
as
as it has evolved over the years, a very
relevant
relevant factor to my mind would be
whether
requested
had requested
Canada had
not Canada
or not
whether or
and
consented.
and consented.

55. So, the request and consent of
of
of course, a convention or is
Canada is, of
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it part of the law?-(Mr
Free/and.) I
law?
(Mr Freeland)
would say
say it is
is primarily convention. I
hate to
to appear to
to be
be trimming
trimmmg on
on every
ask but
is a lot
lot more
but there is
question you ask
be said about it.
to be
it.
56. So,
So, the
the position is
is that there is
one convention anyway attached to
to this.
Are there any
any other conventions?-conventions?
(Mr Freeland.) There again I have to
trim because I think that depends very
on what one
one means by
by " convenmuch on
". That word is
is sometimes used as
as
tions ".
is at
at other times
implying obligations. It is
used as meaning simply usages or practices.
are quite aa lot
lot of relevant
I think there are
practices.
57. So,
So, of the
the practices and
and conventions the only one which you specify
specify is that
the Parliament and Government of Canada
request?
(Mr Free/and.)
Freeland.)
shall make a request?--(Mr
Yes.
The others are
are doubtful
doubtful in
in your
58. The
Free land.) N
No.
mind, is that right ?--(Mr
?
(Mr Freeland)
o.

59. Theyexist?--(Mr
Free/and.) Yes,
Yes,
They exist?
(Mr Freeland.)
but I am
am not
not saying there is
is a whole
are specified
specified and
and
series of fences which are
which have to be jumped
jumped in relation to any
particular request.
We have to
to jump them. This is
60. We
not a moonlight steeplechase in which you
see whether the
the fences are
cannot quite see
are
or not.
not. We
We have to
to jump from
from
there or
lOth
Free/and.) Yes,
Yes,
10th December.--(Mr
December.
(Mr Freeland)
but my answer to
to that is
is it is
is very difficult
difficult
—and I well understand the
the difficulty
difficulty the
-and
the
is in,
in, because it is
is a difficulty
difficulty
Committee is
shared by us in the FCO-to
FCO—to form views in
advance of the actual request and consent.
and consent postulated by
by
The request and
Griffiths was
was of one
one kind.
Mr Eldon Griffiths
be other sorts of requests
There may well be
and consents, and all
all I meant is
is that you
need to
to look
look at
at them
them as
as they
they are
are in
in detail.
detail.
need
be unfair
unfair to
to press
Chairman.] It would be
you any further.
further.
You
MrMcNamara
Mr
McNamara
Mr Chairman, I do
do not
not want to
61. Mr
the line of abolishing the
follow down the
the
Act, otherwise we
we
British North America Act,
American colonies
colonies or
or
might get back our 13 American
the 13
13 which
something of that nature, the
celebrate 200
200 years of independence in
three years' time, 1983.
1983. With regard to
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this particular point that Mr
Mr Eldon
in the past has
Griffiths made, the custom in
Griffiths
for a resolution of both Houses to
be
to be
been for
communicated by the Federal Government
through the Governor General, presumably
to HM
H M Government asking for a change in
the British North America Acts. In
In the
the
and indeed it appears to
past, and
to be
be the
the
at the
the present moment, that
intention at
resolution contained specific, precise
precise rerequests. Would
Would there
there be
be anything
anything in
custom
quests.
in custom
to prevent
prevent the
the Federal
Federal Parliament
Parliament addressaddressto
ing aa request
request merely
merely askingforthepatriation
askingfor thepatriation
ing
of the
the Canadian
Canadian Acts,
Acts, so
so that,
that, for
for example,
example,
of
this Parliament,
Parliament, the
the Queen
Queen and
and Parliament,
Parliament,
this
merely pass
pass legislation
legislation saying,
saying, for
sake
merely
for the
the sake
of the
the argument,
argument, "" Changes
Changes in
in the
Constiof
the Constitution of
of Canada
Canada on
on and
and after
after such-andsuch-andtution
such aa date
date shall
shall be
be decided
decided by
by the
Federal
the Federal
such
Parliament
"
?
That
would
then
effectively
Parliament
" ?the
That
would thenand
effectively
be patriating
patriating
Constitution
taking
andmatters
taking
be
the Constitution
any of the other
constitutional
of
the
other
constitutional
matters
any
away from the competence of this ParliaParliaaway
competence
ment from
to thethe
competence
of of
thethis
Canadian
ment to the competence of the Canadian
Parliament?--(Mr
Free/and.)
am
(Mr Freeland)
I am
Parliament?
aware of no
or
no constitutional custom or
anything else that would make it improper
to address a
for the Canadian Parliament to
request to that effect.
effect.
62. It is
is as
as simple and
and straightforward
straightforward
as that, and then all the
the other
other constitutional
constitutional
matters relating to
to the relationship of the
and
Federal Government to
to the Provinces and
so on would be left very firmly in Canadian
Canadian
hands?--(Mr
Freeland.) As
say, I
hands?
(Mr Freeland)
As I say,
for the
think it would be
be a proper thing for
the
so
Canadian Parliament to
to do
do if it were so
minded.
63. Can
Can I just pursue this. In those
sort of terms, whether it is the relationship
the Provinces, whether it is
is the
the
between the
of Indians or Eskimos or anything
position oflndians
of that nature, it would be left
left purely and
of
simply to
to the
the Canadians themselves to
to
solve?--(Mr
Free/and.) Again I repeat,
solve?
(Mr Freeland.)
if
ask they
if that is
is what they wished to
to ask
could.
Royle
Anthony Royle
Sir Anthony
64. Mr
the disMr Chairman, following the
on with my
my colleague,
cussion earlier on
Mr Eldon Griffiths, I think some of us
us
in spite of the answers
feel some anxiety in
to questions 7 and 88 of the questions put
put
Commonwealth Office
Office
to the Foreign and Commonwealth
we
about the reactions and positions that we
take as
Parliament regarding
as a British Parliament
Canada and in relationships with Australia,
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in answer to question 7.
7. The Foreign and
Commonwealth Office
Office maintain that the
Commonwealth
the
was made on
on 28
28 January 1975
1975
statement was
the Parliamentary Under Secretary of
by the
of
for the Foreign and Commonwealth
Commonwealth
State for
Office confirming
confirming to
to the
the Australians that
Office
the matters raised, which were similar to,
to,
not exactly the
the same as,
as, what
although not
put forward by
by the
the Canadian
has been put
or might be
be put
put forward by
by
Government or
the Canadian
Canadian Government,
Government, were
were essentially
essentially
the
matters for
for resolution
resolution by
by Australians
Australians in
matters
in
Australia. In
In custom
custom and
and in
in law-and
law—and
Australia.
again, like
like Mr
Mr Eldon
Eldon Griffiths,
Griffiths, II am
am not
not
again,
asking the
the legal
legal advisers
advisers to
to give
give us
us political
political
asking
views or
or to
to anticipate
anticipate Ministers'
Ministers' decisions
decisions
views
he has
has not
not as
as yet,
yet,
on something
something which
which he
on
as II understand
understand it,
it, come
come in
in contact
contact with
with
as
—would he
he say
say it
it would
would be
be perfectly
perfectly
-would
proper for
for the
the British
British Parliament
Parliament to
to take
take
proper
aa similar
similar line
line as
as far
far as
as Canada
Canada is
is concerned
concerned
to say
say that
that these
these are
are essentially
essentially
and to
and
matters
for resolution
by the Canadians
matters
for
resolution by
the Canadians
Free/and.) II think
in Canada
Canada??--(Mr
(Mr Freeland?)
my answer to
to that must be
be that, in
in our
our
view, the constitutional positions are quite
different in
in relation to,
to, on
on the
the one hand,
different
and, on the other hand, Australia,
Canada and,
for a number of reasons which I could
summarise if it were so
so wished by
by the
the
and in
in our
our view those legal
Committee; and
differences are sufficient
sufficient for
for one to
to be able
differences
confident in
in taking the
the view that
to feel confident
be no
no necessary implications
there need be
of one
one case
case for
for the
the other,
other, and
and equally
equally
of
on the
the other
other side
side of
of the
the thing
thing that
that what
what
on
it may
may be
be right
right to
to say
say in
in relation
relation to
to one
one
it
case, such
such as
as the
the statement
statement that
that was
was made
made
case,
in relation
relation to
to Australia,
Australia, may
may not
not be
be right
right
in
to be
be said
said in
in relation
relation to
to the
the Canada
Canada case
case
to
because of
of the
the differences
differences in
in the
the consticonstibecause
tutional position.
position. The
The fact
fact is
is that,
that, if
if II
tutional
may choose
choose one
one particular
particular example,
example, there
there
may
is
128 of
of the
the Constitution
Constitution
in Article
Article 128
is in
enacted by
by the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Australia
Australia
enacted
Constitution Act
Act (1900)
(1900) aa procedure
procedure for
Constitution
for
amendment which enables
enables the
the Australian
Australian
amendment
Constitution which
to be remodelled
in Australia.
to be remodelled
in Australia.
Constitution
It
is a fairly elaborate
procedure;
but that
It
is
a
fairly
elaborate
procedure;
but need
that
is a prescribed legal procedure which
is
prescribed
procedure
which need
nota involve
thelegal
Westminster
Parliament
at
not
Westminster
at
all. involve
It is, the
of course,
quiteParliament
different in
all.
It
is,
of
course,
quite
different
in
the Canadian case.
the Canadian case.
65. I understand that, but
but at
at the
the same
time-and
time—and really we are coming almost to
question 8,
of
8, which was
was the
the question of
precedents being set
in
set by
by what we
we do
do in
Canada-would it,
it, in
in fact, be
Canada—would
be impossible
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in law
the British
law and
and in
in custom for
for the
to make the
the same statement
Parliament to
as the
the Under Secretary of
of
to Canada as
in 1975
1975 made to
to Australia, namely,
State in
are essentially matters for
that these are
for
in this case it would be
the
be by
by the
resolution, in
Canadians in
in Canada as
as opposed
to
opposed to
Australians in Australia?
Australia ?--(Mr
(Mr Free/and.)
Freeland.)
I think it
it would be
be possible-and,
possible—and,
do not
not seek to
of course, I do
of
to anticipate
or might not
say—
what Ministers might or
not sayto be
be said that the United Kingdom
for it to
prefer that these matters
would much prefer
be fully sorted out
out in
in Canada
Canada so
so
should be
as it lies in
in the
the power of Canada
Canada to
to
far as
sort them out.
out. But the fact remains that
because the
the power of amendment
amendment of the
the
or the
the relevant
Canadian Constitution, or
part of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian Constitution,
Constitution, rests
rests
part
at present
present exclusively
exclusively in
in the
the hands
of the
the
at
hands of
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament,
Parliament, one
cannot
United
one cannot
say
this
is
only
a
matter
for
Canada.
say this is only a matter for Canada. II
hope that
that helps
helps to
to make
make clear
clear the
the
hope
distinction II see
see between
between the
the two
distinction
two cases.
cases.
Mr Hooley
Hooley
66. Is
Is there not
not a fundamental
fundamental contrano appeal
diction within this issue which no
as such can
can resolve, namely, on
on
to law
law as
the one hand it is held that the relationship
between Canada and the United Kingdom
two completely
is a relationship between two
the
on the
independent sovereign states, and
and on
is held that the
the Canadian
other hand it is
Constitution itself
itself can
can only be
be amended
by the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament?
Parliament ? Are
Are
by
these not
not two
two fundamentally
fundamentally conflicting
conflicting
these
"concepts which
which law
law cannot
cannot resolve
·concepts
resolve and
and
which can
can only
only be
be resolved
resolved by
political
which
by political
Free/and.) I find it a
decisions
decisions??--(Mr
(Mr Freeland?)
and the
little hard to
to separate the
the policy and
the
to me
me that the
the extent of
of
law. It seems to
so describe it,
the inconsistency, if I may so
it,
which you
you see
see between the
the international
law position and the internal law position
depends on what weight you give nowadays
to the legal link. If it be the
in substance to
and consent from
from
case that a request and
Canada must, for
for whatever reason, be
it
be it
legal, be
be it political, nowadays be
be acceded
by the
the United Kingdom Government
to by
and commended
commended to
to the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
and
Parliament, then
then the
the domestic
domestic law
Parliament,
law link
link is
is
not aa vezy
very substantial
substantial one
one and,
and, therefore,
therefore,
not
the inconsistency
inconsistency is
is not
not aa very
very troubling
troubling
the
one. If
If you
you take
take aa different
different view
view of
of the
the
one.
substance in
in the
the domestic
domestic law
law link
link today,
today,
substance
then II see
see the
the inconsistency
inconsistency which
Mr
then
which Mr
Hooley describes
as being
being aa vezy
very real
Hooley
describes as
real one.
one.
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sentations were received by
the United
by the
Kingdom Government before
before the amendin question was
was passed. One
ment in
One
Member of Parliament mentioned
mentioned during
had
the Second Reading debate that he
he had
informed that the
the Bill was objected
been informed
by one
one of the
the Provinces and
to by
and that it
it
met with a certain amount of opposition
in the
the Canadian Parliament. Mr
Mr Attlee
replied: "I
" I have no information
information as
any
as to
to any
in any
any case
case the
the
Province objecting, but
but in
matter is
is brought
brought before
before us
us by
by an
Address
an Address
matter
voted by
by both
both Houses
Houses of
of [the
[the Canadian]
Canadian]
voted
Parliament, and
and it
it is
is difficult
difficult for
to
Parliament,
for us
us to
look behind
behind that
that fact.
fact. "" After
After the
Bill had
look
the Bill
had
received
the
Royal
Assent
telegrams
from
received the Royal Assent telegrams from
Quebec organisations
organisations objecting
objecting to
to the
the
Quebec
· Chairman
amendment were
were received
received by
by the
Prime
the Prime
amendment
Minister, Mr
Mr Churchill,
Churchill, including
including one
68. Mr
or Minister,
Mr Freeland, we
we have one
one or
one
from the
the Quebec
Quebec Premier.
Premier. What
What happened
happened
two more short questions. I would like from
with these
these telegrams
telegrams was
was simply
simply that
copies
to make clear the legal position about with
you to
that copies
were sent
sent to
to the
the High
High Commissioner
Commissioner
of
or other responsibilities to were
any treaties or
of
Canada for transmission to the Canadian
Indians or
or any
any other ethnic groups in
in Canada
for
transmission
to
the
Canadian
Government for reply. It was considered
D o any responsibilities lie
lie with Government
Canada. Do
for communication
reply. It was considered
proper that any
should be
this country or
or with this House?-House?
that anythe
communication
should be
proper
made
through
Canadian Government
(Mr Freeland.)
Free/and.) Mr
Mr Chairman, II would made through the Canadian
Government
because
the
United
Kingdom
Government
by saying no.
no. In
In our
our because the United Kingdom Government
answer that briefly by
did not normally communicate direct with
all relevant treaty obligations in
in so
view, all
so did
not normally communicate direct with
the Provinces.
as they still subsisted became the
far as
the the
Provinces.
the Government of
of
responsibility of the
the obtainment of indepenCanada with the
72. Can you tell the Committee whether
at the
the latest was
was with the
the the amendments on
dence, which at
on that occasion were
in 1931.
1931.
Statute of Westminster in
and squarely within or
or without the
the
fairly and
or did they bestride the
ambit of section 7 or
Mr
Mr McNamara
McNamara
boundary?--(Mr
Free/and.) If I may
may
boundary?
(Mr Freeland.)
refresh my memory, I think they were
69. Has
in just refresh
Has that ever been challenged in
as
Yes, as
Free/and.) Not to my about the redistribution of seats. Yes,
the courts ?--(Mr
?
(Mr Freeland.)
it was
was an
an amendment which
I recalled, it
knowledge.
after the
the war
war a redistripostponed until after
in the
the Canadian
Canadian House
House of
bution of seats in
Chairman
and I do
do not
not think that there
Commons,
and
70. So
So that any
any petition or
or other was any
any question of there being any
any
documentation coming from such groups transgression
of Federal or Provincial
of Canada,
should be directed to the Queen of
is the
to the Queen of the United Kingdom?
Kingdom? legislative boundaries, if that is the
not to
question.
(Mr Freeland.)
-(Mr
Free/and.) Yes.
Yes.
So, it came within the
the ambit of
of
73. So,
Spearing
Mr Spearing
was a formal amendsection 7 because it was
to the Act,
Act, but
but did not come across
was a later incident, I be. 71. There was
be- ment to
Mr Freeland, in
in 1943
1943 when there or interfere with, apart from the
lieve, Mr
the Quebec
fundamental constitutional
constitutional
was an
an amendment to
to the
the British North
North objection, any fundamental
Was
the
America Act,
Act, and
and I believe that the
the balance between the
and the
the Provinces and
and legislature did
Government??--(Mr
(Mr Freeland?)
did Federal Government
Free land.)
Quebec Government and
on that. Can
Can you
you I think it was
have some comments on
was certainly the
the strongly
the Committee whether their views maintained position of
of the Federal Governtell the
were made known through official
official channels ment at
at the
the time that nothing that was
Were
was
or otherwise to
to the
the United Kingdom at involved did
did produce any
any alteration in
in
that time
time?-(Mr
Free/and.) The answer the legislative boundaries established under
?
(Mr Freeland.)
Constitution.
to that is,
is, I think, that no
no official
official repre- the Constitution.
67. Can
Can I put
put it slightly differently,
differently,
that whatever may have been the situation
in 1907, modified
modified in 1931, the establishment
of the United Nations in
in 1945
1945 and
and what
of
international
had subsequently happened in international
in other words, the
the effluxion
effluxion of
of
terms, in
time and historical events, have made the
the
of
notional legal link of the Constitution of
Canada to the United Kingdom Parliament
Parliament
to put
put it mildly, is
something which, to
is
is of no
no real political
but is
anachronistic but
substance?--(Mr
Free/and.) I think it
(Mr Freeland.)
substance?
is certainly possible to
to take that view, and
if you take that view then the worry about
two is much reduced.
the status of the two
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affect
affect amendments of the
the British North
America Acts. What it does is
is to
to leave
74. Mr
we the question of amendment-and
am
Mr Freeland, in
in the
the cases that we
amendment—and I am
have discussed am I right in thinking that in sorry that I am
one
am repeating myself-on
myself—on one
objected side. I must say,
each case only one province has objected
as somesay, I regard that as
to some proposition of law
law??--(Mr
(Mr thing different. The question of what the
the
Free/and.) I think it may be
Freeland.)
be one or
or two
two Statute of Westminster should say
say on
on the
the
in some cases.
to conpoint, which certainly gave rise to
troversy between the Federal Government
Government
75. What was
was the
the occasion on
on which it and the
the Provinces, I regard as
as a different
different
Free/and.) II have a case from the one I thought Mr
was two?--(Mr
Mr Kershaw
two?
(Mr Freeland.)
of was putting, which was
of
was in
in which cases of
pretty clear impression of having read of
one where there was
one amendments to
to the British North
North America
was more than one
May Acts have there been objections from
objection, but II cannot now find
from one,
one,
find it.
it. May
I revert to
two, three or
or four of the Provinces.
to this and let
let you
you know
know??11
82. What I was
was trying to
to say
say was that
76. Yes.
Yes. Perhaps you could let us have
your question had to be seen in the light of
of
Yes.
a note about it.--(Mr
it.
(Mr Free/and.)
Freeland.) Yes.
that provision. Could I take this matter
one stage further?
further? In the
the
77. At
At all
all events, do
do you
you recall a case through just one
(No. 2)
2) Act I understand
understand power was
was
when three provinces objected
objected??--(Mr
(Mr 1949 (No.
to the
the Federal Government
Government to
to alter
given to
Freeland.) Offhand,
Freeland.)
Offhand, no, I do not.
in all
all regards
the Constitution of Canada in
be termed
termed
with the exception of what might be
Four?- -(Mr Freeland.)
78. Four?--(Mr
Free/and.) N
No.
o.
the provincial clauses ".
". Is
Is that right?
right?
" the
--(Mr
Free/and.) Yes.
the
(Mr Freeland.)
Yes. It gave the
19. Five?--(Mr
F i v e ? - -(Mr Freeland.)
79.
Free/and.) N
No.
o.
Federal Parliament a power of amendment
in its own sphere.
MrMcNamara
Mr
McNamara
80. With respect, yes. To get it accurate,
83. And
in the
the particular discussions
And in
surely Ontario protested about the Statute that took place at
at that time what was
was said
of Westminster and all the other provinces about the relationship between the Federal
of
in behind. Therefore, we
we have the
fell in
the and the
the Provincial Parliaments, or
or was
was it
it
and the
the specific provisions not mentioned
alterations and
Free land.) I am
am
mentioned??--(Mr
(Mr Freeland.)
of Westminster. Is
Is that
that not aware that there was
within the Statute of
on
was any problem on
?
(Mr Freeland.)
not the case ?--(Mr
Free/and.) I thought that account on that occasion.
we were speaking of particular requests for
to the British North America ··'* 84. Again that amendment was
amendment to
was made
Acts.
to the Federal powers and the right to
to
as to
and the
the others were not
not in fact
amend and
81. Yes,
Yes, but,
but, with respect, that pro- touched.--(Mr
touched.
(Mr Freeland)
Free/and.) Yes.
Yes.
affects alterations to
to the
the
vision radically affects
Act, does it not,
not,
British North America Act,
Chairman.] Mr
are very
Mr Freeland, we
we are
subsection (3)
?--(Mr
Free/and.) The
The grateful
for
(3)?
(Mr Freeland)
grateful to
to you
you and
and your colleagues for
section says that nothing in
us your advice. We
We will
in the Act shall having given us
and II hope it will not
not give us
us
digest it and
1xSee Q 190 and p 224.
indigestion. Thank you very much indeed.
Q
and 224.
Chairman
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Correction Notice, issued by Canadian High Commission, Correcting Canadian External
lll
Affairs Department's "" Background Paper "" (Annex
III to FCO Memorandum
(147/79-80/FM))
/79-80/FM))l1
(147
It has come to our attention that there is an
an error
error in
in aa paper which
which the
the High
High Commission
Commission
has been distributing to those interested in the ''" patriation ''" of the Canadian Constitution.
This paper, dated 2 October 1980 is entitled "Patriation
" Patriation of the British North America
Act".

In the second paragraph of page 47,
47, a statement beginning "I
" I suggest it is really
improper ...
. . . " is attributed to " the government spokesman ". The statement was made
1943 during second
second reading of
of aa bill amendamendby Sir Edward Grigg (Altrincham) on 22 July 1943
51 of the BNA Act on the request of Canada to suspend the requirements
ing Section 51
after the
for readjustments of representation in the Canadian House of Commons until after
of the Government from 1940 to 1942, as
war. Sir Edward Grigg had been a member of
Joint Parliamentary Undersecretary at the War Office, but at the time he made the
statement he was a backbencher.
We would, however, consider the statement cited as being of significance to the issue
being discussed, partly because it went unchallenged during the debate, but more particularly because it was entirely consistent with what the Deputy Prime Minister, Mr Attlee,
had said earlier in the debate. When asked about the objections of one province
(Quebec) to the amendment, Mr Attlee, replied:
''I
" I have no information as
as to any province objecting, but, in any case,
case, the matter
is brought before us by an address voted by both Houses of Parliament (in Canada)
and it is difficult
difficult for us to look behind that fact. ""
It is also interesting to note that in introducing the 1943
1943 request for amendment,
Mr Attlee explained that there was a need to approve this amendment forthwith, because
the Canadian Parliament was rising at the end of the week, and consequently, the request
had been made by the Canadian Government that it be passed through the United
Kingdom Parliament as soon as possible.

The Solicitor-General, Sir William Jowitt, spoke in a similar vein during the 1940
debate on an amendment providing for exclusive jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada
over unemployment insurance. On 10 July 1940 he said
said amongst other things:
things:
" My justification to the House for this
this Bill-and
Bill—and it is
is important to observe this
—is not on
on the
the merits
merits of
of the
the proposal,
proposal, which
which isis aa matter for
for the
the Canadian
Canadian Parliament.
Parliament.
-is
If we were to embark upon that, we might trespass upon what I conceive to be their
If
are doing
doing
constitutional position. The sole justification for this enactment is that we are
do.....
. . . ""
in this way what the Parliament of Canada desires to do
" In passing this
this Bill,
Bill, we
we are merely carrying out the wishes
wishes of the Dominion
Parliament in accordance with the constitutional position. ""
It is also interesting to note that the Solicitor-General noted that the matter, while a
substantive amendment, was of no concern to the British Parliament. As for the views of
the provinces (there was in fact provincial consent), he said he did not know what the
views of the provinces were, but in any case:
"" It
It is
is aa sufficient justification for the Bill that we
we are morally bound to act on the
ground that here we have a request of the Dominion Parliament and that we must
operate the old machinery which has been left over at their request in accordance
with their wishes
."
wishes."
1

See pp 43-48
^ee
43-48 and especially pp 47.
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THE UNITED KINGDOM
KINGDOM PARLIAMENT
PARLIAMENT AND
A N D THE
BRITISH NORTH
NORTH AMERICA ACTS
I/
THE QUESTIONS

The two
two questions here discussed are:are:—
(1) Is there an accepted constitutional practice or convention that governs the
amendment of the British North America Acts by the United Kingdom
Parliament; and if so what is it?
(2) If there is no clear constitutional rule or practice to be followed what are the
options before the UK Parliament in respect of the forth-coming request for
legislation from the Senate and House of Commons of Canada?
Canada?
1.
The questions for consideration by the Select Committee on Foreign Affairs
Affairs are
essentially questions of constitutional practice since no issue has been raised about the
legal position of
of the United Kingdom Parliament in relation to amendment of the British
North America Act.
Act. (There are theoretical questions about the efficacy
efficacy of section 4
of the Statute of Westminster in restricting the extension of British legislation to Canada
without the request and consent of Canada and about the legal relevance of that requirement to amendments of the BNA
BNA Act11 but these are of no practical concern.)
The facts defining
denning the legal and constitutional background are also not in issue and they
sufficiently set out in the memoranda submitted by the Foreign and Commonwealth
Commonwealth
are sufficiently
Office and the background paper prepared by the Canadian Department
Department of External
Affairs.
The statements made by Canadian Federal Ministers and by British Ministers and
Parliamentary spokesmen about the convention and practice governing amendments to
not matters on
on which there is general agreement since
since
the BNA Act are, on the other hand, not
they have been contested both in Canada and in Britain.
2.
Is THERE A
A CONVENTION?
The view that has been accepted by the British Government and repeatedly asserted
(e) of the External Affairs
Affairs
by the Federal authorities2in Canada is set out at Conclusion (e)
memorandum . It is that:that :—
Department memorandum•.
The British
British Parliament
Parliament or
or Government
Government may
maynot
not look
look behind
behind any
anyfederal
federal request
request
" The
for amendment, including a request for patriation of the Canadian Constitution.
Whatever role the Canadian provinces might play in constitutional amendments is a
matter of no consequence as far as the UK Government and Parliament
Parliament are concerned".
cerned ".

This view is an understandable one for the Canadian Government to take and there is
it, namely that British Ministers have said in the past on a
a very good reason for taking it,
number of occasions in the House of Commons that there is a practice of automatic
action at the request ofthe
of the Federal authorities and the present Prime Minister and Foreign
Foreign
a~tion
belief in the assurances that they have given to Canadian
Secretary have acted on that belief
Ministers.
But it may be argued that this ministerial belief
belief is one that was
was formed initially in the
It was formed with1940s in relation to amendments not raising issues of the present kind. It
faith
out any full consideration or debate and has simply hardened into an article of faith
repeated without question in all the Parliamentary
Parliamentary statements (in 1940, 1943, 1976,
1976,1979
repeated
1979
provided the
and 1980) that are now quoted in its support. Naturally, therefore, it has provided
to, and assurances given by,
by, successive Ministers, who
who have
basis of the advice given to,
1

'See
87, footnote 3.
See p. 87,
tPrinted
the Committee as Annex Ill
III to the
the FCO's memorandum, pp 43-48.]
lPrinted by the
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themselves, understandably enough, not devoted much independent thought to the British
North America Act or to the nature of federal government. Some reflection
may
reflection of that may
be seen in the Commons references in 1943 to the impropriety of questioning the discretion
of
". Canada's federal legislaof Canada's " national and absolutely
absolutely sovereign Parliament
Parliament".
ture is not of course in any sense " absolutely sovereign " since its powers are allotted to
it and limited by the Canadian Constitution. Some at least of the subsequent
subsequent ministerial
warnings against the impropriety of questioning at Westminster any federal proposal
seem to overlook the distinction between questioning Canada's sovereignty as a state
and taking into account the limited legislative sovereignty of its federal Parliament.
No one doubts that the Federal Government represents and speaks for Canada
Canada in its
external relations and foreign policy. But in the matter of constitutional
constitutional legislation
there is a limitation placed on the plenitude of its authority to
to act,
act, placed on it not by the
United Kingdom but by the people and constitution of Canada.
About the precedents for amending the BNA Act it can be seen that they do not amount
amount
to a binding convention that is relevant to the present problem. A convention
convention is created
by the acceptance of a principle that is illustrated in a series of relevant precedents. All
that the series of British amending Acts illustrates is:—
is:(1) That objections by one or two
two provinces have not been allowed to stand in the
affected the
way of amendments that have either not affected
affected or only doubtfully
doubtfully affected
federal-provincial balance of legislative powers.
federal-provincial
(2) That requests for amendment of the BNA Act
Act by
by provinces
provinces without
without the
the support
support
of
of the Federal Government and Parliament will not be received.
There is no series of precedents and no single precedent to found a convention
convention for acting
automatically upon a Federal request for an amendment that clearly affects
affects the FederalProvincial balance of powers (let alone the whole basis of the Constitution) and that is
opposed by a substantial number of provinces (let alone a majority
majority of provinces). Nor
has there been any previous occasion when a statute has been enacted on the request and
consent of Canada when a majority
majority of the provinces of Canada were attempting to
establish their rights to object to it in the Canadian courts.
upon its
The series of ministerial statements in the British Parliament (each based upon
convention for
predecessors) cannot therefore properly be regarded as providing a clear convention
consideration
action in the present case and the decision required must be based upon a consideration
of principle.
of
3 .
THE 1965
1965 WHITE PAPER
CANADIAN OPINIONS AND THE
It
until1980
It is perhaps worth noting that though there has not until
1980 been any real consideration
in Britain of the problem of BNA Act amendments, the issue has been extensively disGovernments
cussed in Canada, and the view now taken by the British and Canadian Governments
cannot be said to be unequivocally supported by Canadian authority.

Department of
of External Affairs
Affairs appears to go further
further than is warranted
The paper by the Department
in stating (para E) that an agreed convention denies the Provinces any role in either
of the BNA Act or in requesting that the United Kingdom Parliarequesting amendment of
1
Canadian House of
ment refuse to pass an amendment. The White Paper1 tabled in the Canadian
of
1965 as representing the established conventions certainly covers the first
Commons in 1965
22
point. A Province cannot unilaterally secure an amendment
amendment .• That was
was the third of
of
the four principles laid down. But none of the four principles denies the right of a
U K Parliament. Principles (1)
(1) and
province to object to a Federal proposal before the UK
(2) were uncontroversial (namely that British action is taken only upon formal request
signifying request takes the form
form of
of a joint
from Canada, and that the procedure for signifying
address from
from the
the Canadian
Canadian Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Commons).
Commons).
address
Tlze Amendment of
Printer,
The
of the
the Constitution
Constitutionof
ofCanada
Canada(Queen's
(Queen's
Printer,Ottavta,
Ottawa,1965).
1965).
2
See also Eugene E. Forsey, Provincial Requests for Amendments to the
the BNA Act, 12
12 McGill
•see
Law Journal
397.
Journa/397.
1
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Principle (4) however has more significance. It is thatthat—
" TThe
h e Canadian Parliament will not request an amendment directly
directly affecting
affecting
federal-provincial relationships
federal-provincial
relationships without prior consultation and agreement with the
".
provinces ".
It is of
of course arguable that the breach of
of that convention if
if it occurs in Canada
Canada has no
relation to the question of
of the British Parliament's action when faced by a Federal request
for legislation that does not have such approval, perhaps on the ground that the current
of constitutional conventions in Canada is no concern of
of the British Parliaapplication of
supposed that since
ment. Some Canadian constitutional authorities, however, have supposed
of Canada's constitutional
constitutional amendthe British Parliament is, with Canada's consent, part of
Professor Paul Gerin-Lajoie, the author
ment mechanism, the two issues are connected. Professor
of the leading work on constitutional amendment, held that the Westminster
Westminster Parliament
of
did have an obligation to concern itself
itself with the working of
of the constitutional amendment
process as a whole. (" Sur reception d'une demande d'amendment, Londres doit done
s'assurer avant d'agir que cette demande est faite conformement
conformement aux regles
regies constitutionnconstitutionns'assurer
elles du
du Canada
Canada ".)
" 0 11 Britain,
Britain, he
he suggested,
suggested, should
should not
not act
act on
on aa Canadian
Canadian request
request unless
unless
elles
it could
could be
be seen
seen to
to represent
represent "la
" la collectivite
collectivite canadienne
canadienne ".
". Professor
Professor W
WR
R Lederman
Lederman of
of
it
Queen's University,
University, Ontario,
Ontario, has
has also
also written
written that
that "" II do
do not
not think
think the
the present
present conconQueen's
vention permits
permits the
the British
British Government
Government and
and British
British Parliament
Parliament to
to override
override any
any provincial
provincial
vention
dissent"" (where
(where amendments
amendments affect
affect the
the distribution
distribution of
of powers).
powers). "" In
In the
the face
any
face of
of any
dissent
provincial dissent
dissent II think
think the
the present
present convention
convention requires
requires that
that the
the British
British Government
Government
provincial
and Parliament
Parliament do
do nothing,
nothing, simply
simply regarding
regarding the
the request
request from
from the
the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
Parliament
and
in these
these circumstances
circumstances as
as improper
improper""22.• That
That is
is the
the view
view implicitly
implicitly now
now taken
taken by
by aa
in
majority of
of Canada's
Canada's provincial
provincial governments.
governments.
majority
4
THE STATUTE OF WESTMINSTER AND BRITAIN'S POSITION

of Westminster is also part of
of Canada's
It is perhaps necessary to recall that the Statute of
Constitutional structure and that Britain's role in Canada's amendment process is not
a mere anachronistic survival of Imperial legislative authority, but one exercised at the
of Canada and given to it of
of set purpose in 1931 jointly by both provincial and
instance of
of the liberating mechanism employed in the Statute of
of
federal authorities. One part of
of empowering the Parliaments of
of the Dominions to repeal
Westminster took the form of
of Parliament in its application to the Dominions.
any existing or future British Act of
That power contained in section 2 of
of the Statute would, if
if unqualified, have given the
federal Parliaments
Parliaments in
in both
both Canada
Canada and
and Australia
Australia an
an apparently
apparently unrestricted
unrestricted authority
authority
federal
Commonwealth
to repeal or amend their own constitution Acts (the BNA Acts and the Commonwealth
of Australia
Australia Constitution
Constitution Act
Act 1900)
1900) thus
thus overthrowing
overthrowing the
the federal
federal division
division of
powers.
of
of powers.
Both the
the provincial
provincial and
and federal
federal authorities
authorities in
in each
each country
country did
did not
not wish
wish that
that to
to be
possible
be possible
Both
and requested
requested the
the insertion
insertion of
of the
the crucial
crucial sections
sections 7-9
7-9 of
of the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster to
to
and
remove the
the Constitution
Constitution Acts
Acts themselves
themselves from
from the
the scope
scope of
of the
the powers,
powers, newly
newly conferred,
conferred,
remove
to repeal
repeal British
British statutes
statutes and
and to
to legislate
legislate repugnantly
repugnantly to
to the
the law
law of
of England.
England. At
At the
same
to
the same
time, section
section 4
4 of
of the
the Statute
Statute retained
retained the
the mechanism
mechanism by
by which
which aa British
British enactment
enactment might
might
time,
extend as
as part
part of
of Dominion
Dominion law
law at
at the
the request
request and
and consent
consent of
of the
the Dominion.
Dominion.33
extend
1

*Du
29 Canadian
CanadianBar
BarReview
Review1136,
1136,atat1156.
1156.
Du Pouvoir d'Amendement Constitutionnel au Canada. 29

ConstitutionalAmendment
Amendmentinin Canada
Canada(1950).
(1950). One
Onewho
who took
took aa different
different
See the same writer's Constitutional
S~e

view was Professor W. P. M. Kennedy, author of The
The Constitution
Constitutionof
of Canada
Canada(2nd
(2nded.
ed.1937).
1937).
VIew
Special Committee
Committee of
of the Canadian
CanadianHouse
Houseof
ofCommons
Commonsononthe
the
See specially his evidence to the Special
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct
Actgiven
giveninin1935;
1935;seep.
see p.70
70f fof
ofthe
theProceedings
Proceedingsand
and
Evidence
Report
Evidence
andand
Report
British
(Ottawa 1935) [see pp 266-268 below].
2a
The Process of Constitutional Amendment for Canada 12 lt.1cGill
McGill Law Journal
Journal 371
371 at
at 379.
379.
3
"Though
Though the enactment of amendments to the BNA Act since 1931
1931 has
hasnot
not been
beengoverned
governed by
bythe
the
Act—including the
requirement of s. 4 of the Statute of Westminster (since by s. 7 nothing in the Act-including
4—is to apply to the amendment of the BNA Acts, 1867-1930).
request and consent provisions of s. 4-is
In that respect the position remained as it was, the request and consent of Canada being required
in
bhy
1931 (mentioned in the Statute of Westminster preamble)
Y the convention existing before 1931
a
*id not by the legal requirement of the Statute itself.
itself. The recitals of Westminster BNA Act
and
amendments have not in fact consistently embodied the express recital of Canada's request and
consent mentioned :in
in s. 4.
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The mechanism for forwarding Canadian requests or British legislation by resolution
of
of the federal Parliament was of
of course familiar in 1931 since it had been established
for 60 years. 11 No one at that time would have supposed that it could be used to evade
of the Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster precisely
the protection that had been inserted in section 7 of
of the provinces from
to prevent the existing constitutional balance and the rights of
from being
unilaterally altered by the Federal Parliament under the powers given to it by section 2.
Thus the British Parliament was given a role in its amending process by Canada, but
if it had intended the British Parliament
Parliament unCanada would have been wasting its time if
of the Federal Parliament in effecting
effecting amendquestioningly to carry out the instructions of
ments to
to the
the BNA
BNA Act
Act that
that it could
could not
not bring
bring about
about in
in Canada
Canada on
on its
its own
own authority.
authority.
ments
A parallel may be drawn with Australia. There the Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster itself
itself
provided that the request and consent of
of Australia for British legislation should be
signified by the Parliament and Government of
of the Commonwealth. Australia, of
of
signified
majority vote of
course, already had an indigenous amendment process involving a majority
of both
electors and states in a referendum. Australia, equally however, could hardly have
intended the procedure for the Commonwealth
through the
Commonwealth to request British legislation through
Federal Parliament and Government, to act as a licence to the Federal authorities to obtam
obtain
a Constitutional amendment at Westminster that they could not procure through the
referendum mechanism in Australia. The only unilateral request that has
Constitutional referendum
of the Australian states. The British Comcome from Australia has
been from the side of
mittee of
of both
both Houses
Houses 22 set
set up
up in
in 1935
1935 to
to consider
consider the
the request
request for
for secession
secession legislation
legislation
mittee
by Western
Western Australia
Australia declined
declined to
to recommend
recommend British
British action,
action, referring
referring to
to the
the fundamental
fundamental
by
principle that
that Parliament
Parliament should
should act
act only
only at
at the
the request
request of
of the
the Dominion
Dominion "" speaking
speaking
principle
with the
the voice
voice which
which represents
represents it
it as
as aa whole
whole ".
". It
It could
could be
be argued
argued that
that that
that principle
principle
with
is aa general
general one,
one, though
though plainly
plainly it
it is
is aa principle
principle that
that involves
involves difficulty
difficulty and
and the
exercise
the exercise
is
of judgment
in its
its application.
application.
of
judgment in

5.
NORTH AMERICA (No.
( N O . 2)
C T 1949
1949
THE BRITISH NoRTH
2) A
AcT
reinforcement of
of this conclusion may be derived from a consideration
consideration of
Some reinforcement
of the
of 1949 and its interpretation
interpretation by the Canadian courts. The
British North America Act of
of 1949 gave to the Federal Parliament the power to amend the
British amendment of
Constitution of
of Canada except in matters falling within the classes of
of subjects reserved
North America
to the provinces and to certain other matters guaranteed in the British North
Act. It was interpreted as a measure to enable the Federal Parliament to make amendinsofar as they affected
affected
ments to the constitution without recourse to the British Parliament insofar
the federal government itself.

Subsequently to 1949 the Parliament of
of Canada enacted the British North
North America
Acts 1952,
1965, No. 2 of
1975 and No. 2 of
1952,1965,
of 1974,
1974,1975
of 1975. It was acknowledged
acknowledged that none
of this legislation affected
affected federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships since they all dealt in various
of
of the Canadian Senate and House of
of Commons. The Supreme
ways with the constitution of
of Canada described them in 1979 as " measures which according to the practice
Court of
referred to the British Parliament by way of
of a joint
existing before 1949 would have been referred
3
of both Houses and without tlze
the consent of
of the provinces
resolution of
provinces""..3 By contrast,
reconstitution to abolish
the Bill in which the Canadian Parliament had proposed to enact a reconstitution
the Senate did, in the Court's opinion, affect
affect federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships and would
have required United Kingdom action. By implication it would not have been under
referred to the British Parliament without the consent of
of the
the prothe established practice referred
vinces. The
The practice
practice referred
referred to,
to, and
and set
set out
out in
in the
the opinion
opinion of
of the
the Court,
Court, is
is that
the
that in
in the
vinces.
1965 White
White Paper,
Paper, the
the relevant
relevant principle
principle being
being Principle
Principle Four
Four which,
which, as
as already
already noted,
noted,
1965
x
1Jt
It dates from 1871.
8
sH.L.
C. 88
H.L. 75, H.
H.C.
88 (1935).
(1935).
s^Reference
Reference by
concenzing
tlze the
legislative
authority
of tlze
of of
bvtlze
theGovemor
GovernorininCouncil
Council
concerning
legislative
authority
of Parliamellt
the Parliament
Canada
House
[19801
1 S.C.R.
at at65;65;
(1979)
D.L.R.
Canada ininrelation
relationtototlze
theUpper
Upper
House
[1980]
1 S.C.R.5454
(1979)102
102
D.L.R.(3d)
(3d)1 at
1 at8 8
(italics added).
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recites that " the Federal Parliament will not request an amendment directly affecting
affecting
federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships without prior consultation and agreement with the
11
provinces ".
"A distinction may be seen, therefore, between British amending Acts before
before and after
after
1949. Before 1949 some British amendments to the BNA Act did not affect
affect FederalProvincial relationships and did not for that reason fall within Principle Four
Four of
of the
1965 White Paper. Since 1949 such amendments have not required British action since
they can be enacted in Canada by the Federal Parliament. All amendments that require
affect either reserved matters or federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships to
British action now affect
which Principle Four relates. A change in the amendment process certainly falls within
that principle.
6.
CoNCLUSION
CONCLUSION

It may be concluded that:that:—
(1) The repeated statements in the United Kingdom House of
of Commons as to the
existence of
of a convention of
of automatic action on all Federal requests for amendment of
of the British North America Acts (on which both British and Canadian
Ministers have relied in good faith) should not be accepted as correctly stating
the role of
of the United Kingdom Parliament in Canada's amendment
amendment process.
(2) This conclusion does not rest simply upon Canadian practice, since the basis
for both the conclusion and that practice itself
itself is the Statute of
of Westminster
and the constitutional arrangements embodied in it at the wish of
Canada to
of Canada
safeguard
of the law
safeguard its federal structure. The Statute of
of Westminster is part
part of
both of
of Canada and of
of the United Kingdom.
affecting
(3) In enacting amendments to the British North America Acts in matters affecting
Federal-Provincial distribution of
of authority the United Kingdom Parliament
the Federal-Provincial
of the Federal Parliament
is not obliged to act automatically on the request of
but is entitled to have regard to the constitutional practice governing requests
for United Kingdom action recognised in the 1965 White Paper on the Amendment of
of the Constitution of
of Canada and noted in the opinion of
of the Canadian
of 1979. 22
Supreme Court in the Senate Case of
II
II

7.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT
AMENDMENT LEGISLATION
LEGISLATION AND THE " FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL
FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL BALANCE ""
THE PROPOSED

The term ""Federal-Provincial
Federal-Provincial Balance
Federal-Provincial distribution
of
Balance"" or ""Federal-Provincial
distribution"" of
powers perhaps needs some clarification
clarification since the argument that amendments to the BNA
Acts that directly affect
affect it need Provincial consent, assumes that such amendments can
be clearly identified. There has not always been agreement in Canada as to whether
whether a
particular proposal for amendment did or did not affect
of authority.
affect the distribution of
(An example was the proposal for reorganising the Senate that was referred
referred to the
Supreme Court in 1978).
In the present debate in Canada it has on some occasions been said that " patriating
patriating ""
itself affect
affect the relative balance of
of powers between the
the constitution might not in itself
Federal and Provincial authorities but leave them unchanged. A similar suggestion has
been made about constitutional legislation for a new Charter or Bill of
of Rights (perhaps on
the ground that it would change and restrict all legislative powers -both
- both Federal and
ProvincialProvincial - equally).
affecting the Federal-Provincial
Federal-Provincial balance " is only an approximate,
But the expression " affecting
It does not as such occur in any of
and perhaps in some ways misleading, term. It
of the rele1nt
of provincial participation in the amending process,
It adds that " The nature and degree of
however, have not lent themselves to easy definition."
definition."
2
2
See Appendix.
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vant legislation. The appropriate question is whether a proposed amendment
amendment directly
of
affects
affects the matters which fall outside the legislative competence of
of the Parliament
Parliament of
Canada. The way in which the Federal Parliament is inhibited from changing what might
of the constitution is by denying it
be loosely called the federal balance or structure of
authority to remove or diminish the rights assigned by section 92 of
of the BNA Act to the
from the
Provinces, or the rights with respect to schools or language that were excepted from
of constitutional amendment conferred
conferred on the Federal Parliament by the BNA
power of
of 1949. That the proposed Canada Act affects
affects these matters must be pre(No. 2) Act of
If that were not so the legislasumed in its submission for United Kingdom enactment. If
tion could obviously be passed in Canada under the power to amend the Constitution
Constitution of
of
Canada given
given by
by the
the 1949
1949 BNA
BNA Act.
Act.
Canada
In the matter of
of enacting a Charter of
of rights and freedoms it has been clearly recognised
by the Canadian courts (and indeed it was assumed in all the discussions prior to 1960)
of Rights enacted by the Parliament of
of Canada in that year does not
that the present Bill of
apply to Provincial legislation and it has been acknowledged, at least since 1960, that a
Bill of
promulgated by United
of Rights for Canada as a whole could only be effectively
effectively promulgated
of the BNA Acts. Thus at the present time the powers of
of the
Kingdom amendment of
of Rights and the powers
Federal Parliament are limited (or at least conditioned) by a Bill of
of the Provinces are not (though a minority have Provincial charters). Plainly a new
of
of Rights applying to the Provinces would operate to restrict all the existing Provincial
Bill of
legislative powers
powers not
not now
now so
so restricted.
restricted. If
If that
that is
is aa reason
reason why
why the
the Federal
Federal Parliament
Parliament
legislative
could not
not itself
itself enact
enact such
such aa Bill
Bill the
the imposition
imposition of
of aa Bill
Bill on
on the
the Provinces
Provinces by
by constitutional
constitutional
could
amendment could
could hardly
hardly be
be said
said not
not to
to be
be aa measure
measure affecting
affecting the
the allocation
allocation of
authority
of authority
amendment
in the
the federal
federal structure.
structure.
in
The phrase"
phrase " directly affecting
affecting Federal-Provincial
Federal-Provincial relationships"
relationships " has, it may be noted,
of argument about the constitutional practice and
occurred primarily in the context of
of the amendment process and was used in the 1965 White Paper
Paper to charconvention of
consultation and
acterise amendments that, by such convention, required provincial consultation
If it were to be argued that an amendment to change the amendment
amendment process
agreement. If
of the United Kingdom Parliament did not directly affect
affect
and to put an end to the role of
Federal-Provincial relationships it would be hard to make sense of
of the series of
of Dominion
Federal-Provincial
and Federal-Provincial Conferences that have been held since the 1930s designed to reach
formula - a matter which has for fifty
fifty years been thought to
agreement on an amending formulaFederal-Provincial relationship, as indeed has the insistence of
be central to the Federal-Provincial
of the
1
provinces since
since the
the Imperial
Imperial Conference
Conference of
of 1930
19301 on
on being
being parties
parties to
to any
any change
change in
the
in the
provinces
arrangements that
that were
were inserted
inserted on
on their
their behalf
behalf in
in the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster enacted
enacted
arrangements
in the
the following
following year.
year.
in
88...•..
THE OPTIONS FOR UNITED KINGDOM ACTION
ACTION22

The options for the United Kingdom Parliament seem to be as follows:follows:—
(1) To pass the Canada Act and the Constitution Act as requested by the Senate
and House of
of Commons of
of Canada without amendment; including the Charter
of Rights and Freedoms and the repeal in relation to Canada of
of section 7(i)
of
of the Statute of
of Westminster (together with a modification
modification of
of section 4 reof
of the United Kingdom to legislate for Canada). It
It is not
moving the power of
entirely clear why, if
if the Constitution Act is passed so as to include a general
amendment procedure, the repeal of
of section 7(i) is necessary.
of the Constitution
Constitution Act (ie the
(2) To enact the Canada Act without Parts 1 and 2 of
of Rights and Freedoms) so as to patriate the constitution but
but to do no
Charter of
more. This would not meet the present wishes of
of either the Federal Government or of
of the Provinces but it might diminish the opposition to the passage
1^The
h e Proceedings of the Conference recorded that the drafting of
of the sections relating to Canada
in the proposed legislation was suspended to allow the views of the Provinces to be obtained.
of the Conference
Conferenceon
onInter-Imperial
Inter-ImperialRelations,
Relations,Imperial
Imperial
Conference
1930,
Cmd.
3717
Conference
1930,
Cmd.
3717
(See Report oftlze
of s. 7 in the
esp. pp 17-20.) A succinct account of the transactions leading up to the insertion of
Westminster is given in Chapter VII of
of Sir Kenneth \Vheare's
Wheare's Tlze
The Statute of
of WestWesfStatute of \Vestminster
minster and
andDominion
DominionStatus
Status(5th
(5thedition
edition1947).
1947).
millster
22
See also Addendum, page 101.
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of
of the Act and would give the Provinces the opportunity to propose amendments to the amendment process under the interim provisions set out in the
legislation.
(3) To take no action on the Canada Act but to enact a Canada Independence
effect to a provision similar to that contained in section 2 of
of the
statute to give effect
A c t - iie
e that from a date to be appointed no Act of
of the
proposed Canada Actof the United Kingdom shall extend to Canada as part of
lawParliament of
of its lawof the kind inserted in independence
together with consequential provisions of
legislation such as that applied to Nigeria and subsequent Commonwealth
Commonwealth
independence enactments. This course has been advocated by some as one
that would allow Canada to have a totally independent and " autochthonous ""
Canada whose
basis for its constitution. But this would be impracticable in Canada
of Ireland in 1920 or Nigeria in 1960 or Rhodesia in
situation is not like that of
1965. Neither
Neither the
the Federal
Federal nor
nor provincial
provincial Parliaments
Parliaments nor
nor any
any other
other assembly
assembly
would be
be able
able lawfully
lawfully to
to set
set itself
itself up
up as
as aa constituent
constituent body
body and
and (as
(as is
at
is noted
noted at
would
section C
C of
of the
the External
External Affairs
Affairs Department
Department paper)
paper) such
such aa course
would
section
course would
simply make
make aa constitutional
constitutional settlement
settlement legally
legally impossible
impossible in
in Canada.
Canada.
simply
from the
(4) To defer action until the Supreme Court of
of Canada has heard appeals from
applications made by Manitoba, Quebec and Newfoundland
Newfoundland to the Provincial
courts. With the minor exception of
of the legal proceedings in Newfoundland
Newfoundland
precedent for a
before the British America (No. 1) Act 1949 there has been no precedent
of the Federal authorities beingmounted
being mounted
substantial challenge to the actions of
Parliament.
whilst a request for legislation was before the United Kingdom Parliament.
It is somewhat unclear however in what precise way the Court decisions will
bear on the decision to be made at Westminster. The applications are limited
lawful and also
to determining whether the procedure followed in Canada is lawful
whether it is contrary to Canadian Constitutional practice. A decision that
unlawful would be relevant, but seems unlikely. A decision
the procedure is unlawful
that the unilateral procedure for requesting British legislation is or is not contrary
to Canadian constitutional practice (if
(if the Canadian courts are willing to give
an explicit ruling on the point) is not in itself
itself a decision about the constitutional
of the United Kingdom Parliament to act upon the request. A
obligations of
of the Supreme Court of
of Canada would however provide aa source
of
source of
decision of
advice whose
whose independent
independent status
status could
could not
not be
be questioned
questioned and
and which
which is
different
advice
is different
in character
character from
from any
any that
that is
is now
now available
available whilst
whilst the
the constitutional
constitutional practice
in
practice in
in
Canada is
is one
one that
that is
is in
in issue
issue between
between the
the provincial
provincial and
and federal
federal authorities.
authorities.
Canada
(5) An alternative to option (2) would be to attempt to secure Federal-Provincial
Federal-Provincial
agreement to what has been called " simple patriation
patriation"" using the Fulton11
Favreau formula which secured almost universal agreement in 1964 and which
1
yrhe
The Fulton-Favreau formula was embodied in a draft statute in 1964 in the following terms
[First three sections only]:
Power totoamend
amendthe
theConstitution
ConstitutionofofCanada
Canada
Power
(1) Subject to this Part, the Parliament of Canada may make laws repealing, amending or
re-enacting any provision of the Constitution of
of Canada.
affecting any provision of
(2) No law made under the authority of this Part affecting
of this Act or
section 51
51A
affecting any provision of
A of the British North America Act, 1867, or affecting
of the
Constitution of Canada relating to—
to(a) the powers of the legislature of
of a province to make laws,
(a)
(b)
(b) the rights or privileges granted or secured by the Constitution of Canada to the
legislature or the government of a province,
(c) the assets or property of
of a province, or
(d) the use of the English or French language,
shall come into force unless it is concurred in by the legislatures of all the provinces.
(3) 1.
1. No law made under the authority of this Part affecting any provision of
of the Constitu(3)
provinces, shall come
tion of Canada that refers to one or more, but not all, of the provinces.
into force unless it is concurred in by the legislature of every province to which the
provision refers.
of Canada
2. Section 2 of this Act does not extend to any provision of the Constitution of
referred to in subsection 1. of this section.
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would simply require amendments affecting
affecting federal-provincial matters to have
the assent of the Federal Parliament and legislatures of all the provinces until
further
agreement on a moreflexible
flexible formula was reached by that process. A further
meeting of Federal and Provincial Prime Ministers would seem a necessary
prerequisite of any such course of action.
(6) Indeed no course other than Option (1) could reasonably be taken without
further British-Canadian consultation and some new diplomatic initiative by the
United Kingdom Parliament. If it is the case that the present situation is
unprecedented and not clearly governed by any agreed constitutional convention
the least damaging way forward might be seen in the convening of a new interif that is
governmental meeting or conference with British participation, if
acceptable, to be directed primarily to the problem of ending the United
Kingdom's role in Canada's constitutional processes. It seems regrettable if
if
the time available for finding an agreed solution should be dictated by the
exigencies of
of the
the 1981
1981 United
UnitedKingdom
KingdomParliamentary
Parliamentarytimetable.
timetable.
exigencies
November 1980
November
1980
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Appendix
The four principles of 1965 [as noted in the Opinion of the Supreme Court
[1980] 1 S.C.R. at p. 64]
64]

The first general
general principle
principle that emerges
in the foregoing resume is that although an
enactment by the United Kingdom is
necessary to amend the British North
America Act, such action is taken only
upon formal request from Canada. No
Act of
of the United Kingdom Parliament
affecting
affecting Canada is therefore passed unless
it is requested and consented to by Canada.
Conversely, every amendment requested
by Canada in the past has been enacted.

Premierement, bien qu'tme
Premierement,
qu'une loi du
Royaume-Uni soit necessaire pour
pour modifier
1'
Acte de 1'
Amerique du Nord
I'Acte
FAmerique
Nord britannique
une telle Joi
loi n'est promulguee que sur la
demande officielle
officielle du Canada. Le Parlement du Royaume-Uni n'adopte aucune
loi touchant le Canada a
a moins qu'elle
par le
ne soit demandee et acceptee par
Canada; inversement, toute modification
modification
que le Canada a demandee dans le passe
a ete adoptee.
adoptee.

The second
general principle
principle is that the
second general
sanction of
of Parliament is required for a
request to the British Parliament for an
amendment to the British North America
Act. This principle was established early
of Canada's constitutional
constitutional
in the history of
amendments, and has not been violated
since 1895. The procedure invariably
is to seek amendments by a joint Address
of the Canadian House of
of Commons and
of
Senate to the Crown.

Deuxiemement, le Parlement
Deuxiemement,
Parlement du Canada
doit autoriser toute demande au Parlement
Acte de 1'l'AmeriAmeribritannique de modifier
modifier 1'
I'Acte
qne
que du Nord britannique. Ce principe
a ete etabli des le debut et l'on
Fon ne s'en est
pas ecarte depuis 1895. Une demande de
modification
modification prend invariablement
invariablement la forme
forme
d'une adresse conjointe
conjointe de la Chambre
a
Canada a
des Communes et du Senat du Canada
Majeste.
Sa Majeste.

The third general principle is that no
amendment to Canada's Constitution will
be made by the British Parliament merely
of a Canadian province.
upon the request of
A number of
of attempts to secure such
amendments have been made, but none has
been successful. The first such attempt
was made as early as 1868, by a province
dissatisfied with the
which was at that time dissatisfied
terms of
of Confederation.
Confederation. This
This was
was
terms
followed by
by other
other attempts
attempts in
in 1869,
1869,
followed
1874 and
and 1887.
1887. The
The British
British Government
Government
1874
refused in
in all
all cases
cases to
to act
act on
on provincial
provincial
refused
government representations
representations on
on the
the grounds
grounds
government
that it
it should
should not
not intervene
intervene in
in the
the affairs
affairs
that
of Canada
Canada except
except at
at the
the request
request of
of the
the
of
federal government
government representing
representing all
all of
of
federal
Canada.
Canada.

Troisiemetmnt, le Parlement
Parlement britarmique
britannique
Troisiemement,
a une modification
modification de la
ne peut proceder a
a la seule demande
Constitution du Canada a
d'une province canadienne. Certaines
tentatives ont ete faites par des provinces
dans ce sens, mais sans succes. La
clans
a 1868, emanait
premiere, qui remonte a
a
d'une province qui n'etait pas satisfaite
satisfaite a
l'epoque des
des conditions
conditions de
de la
la ConfederaConfederal'epoque
tion. D"autres
D'autres out
ont suivi
suivi en
en 1869,
1869, 1874
1874 et
et
tion.
1887. Le
Le gouvernement
gouvernement britannique
britannique aa
1887.
chaque fois
fois refuse
refuse de
de donner
donner suite
aux
chaque
suite aux
instances des
des gouvernements
gouvernements provinciaux,
provinciaux,
instances
soutenant qu
qu'il
devait pas
pas intervenir
intervenir dans
dans
soutenant
'il ne
ne devait
les affaires
affaires du
du Canada,
Canada, sauf
sauf s'il
etait
s'il en
en etait
les
requis par
par le
le gouvernement
gouvernement federal
federal agissant
agissant
requis
au nom
nom de
de tout
tout le
le Canada.
Canada.
au

The fourth
fourth general
general principle
principle is that the
Canadian Parliament will not request an
affecting federalamendment directly affecting
Provincial relationships without prior conPro\incial
sultation and agreement with the provinces.
Tul!ation
This
his principle did not emerge as early as
others, but since 1907, and particularly
~thers,
since 1930, has gained increasing recognis!nce
acceptance. The nature and the
tion and ac-:eptance.
degree of
of provincial
provincial participation
participation in
in the
the
degree
amending process,
process, however,
however, have
have not
not lent
lent
~mending
uiemseh-es
to easy
easy definition.
definition.
emsehes to

Quatriemement, le Parlement
Parlement du Canada
Qztatriemement,
precede pas a
a une modification
modification de la
ne procede
Constitution interessant directement les
rapports federatifs sans avoir au prealable
consulte les provinces et obtenu leur
assentiment. Ce principe ne s'est pas
concretise aussi tOt
tot que les autres, mais,
aa partir de 1907 et en particulier depuis
1930, il a ete de plus en plus affirme
affirme et
accepte. Il
II n'a
n'a pa'l
pas ete
ete facile,
facile, cependant,
cependant,
accepte.
de preciser
preciser la
la nature
nature et
et l'etendue
1'etendue de
la
de la
de
participation provinciale
provinciale a
a la
la procedure
procedure de
de
participation
modification.
modification.
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Examination of Witness
Dr G
G MARSH~LL,
MARSHALL, Lecturer in Politics and Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford
Oxford, called in
and exammed.
'
examined.
Chairman
Chairman
84A. Dr
Dr Marshall,
Marshall, we
we are
are very
very pleased
pleased
84A.
that you
you have
have been
been able
able to
to spare
spare the
the time
time
that
at
rather short
notice to
to come
to give
us
at rather
short notice
come to
give us
your advice
advice on
on constitutional
constitutional matters.
matters.
your
We thought
thought we
we were
were under
under rather
rather greater
greater
We
pressure than,
than, in
in fact,
fact, we
we discovered
discovered we
we
pressure
are timewise,
timewise, because
because we
we have
have been
been inforinforare
med this
this morning
morning that
that it
it has
has been
been agreed
agreed
med
in Ottawa
Ottawa that
that the
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee should
should
in
delay its
its report
report until
until 6th
6th February.
February. That
That
delay
gives us
us aa little
little bit
bit more
more time.
time. Neverthegives
Nevertheless, we
we need
need the
the time
time and
and we
we are
are grateful
grateful
less,
for your
your help.
help. Have
Have you
you been
been retained
retained
for
or commissioned
commissioned to
to advise
advise or
or represent
represent
or
anybody in
in relation
relation to
to the
the matters
matters which
which
anybody
this Committee is investigating
investigating??--(Dr
(Dr
Marshall) No,
Marshall)
No,I I have
havenot.
not.

and unfettered, like any other international
personality?--(Dr
Marshall) II think
personality?
(Dr Marshall)
my answer to that direct question about
Canada's international status would be no
of Canada as a
because the sovereignty of
state is not really relevant to the, in a
sense, internal question of constitutional
of
amendment. It is certainly true, of
course, that in matters of foreign relations
and treaties with foreign states section 132
of the
the British
British North
North America
America Act
of
Act does
does
give the
the Federal
Federal Government,
Government, in
give
in aa sense,
sense,
the
power
to
speak
for
Canada,
but
the power to speak for Canada, but II
draw aa distinction
distinction between
between that
that and
and the
the
draw
process of
of constitutional
constitutional amendment
amendment
process
because it
it is
is hard,
hard, II think,
think, often
often for
for us
us in
in aa
because
unitary state
state to
to understand
understand that
that in
federal
in aa federal
unitary
state the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government does
state
does not
not
always speak
speak for
for the
the nation
nation in
in every
matter.
every matter.
always
That takes
takes me to
to the
the second
second point about
about
That
85. Could you briefly tell us about your the
powersmeof
of the
the Federal
Federal point
Parliament.
Parliament.
the
powers
expertise in relation to the powers of the This is elementary but it needs to be
but it the
needs
to be
This is elementary
UK Parliament and in relation to the remembered
in this
this country,
country,
powers
of
of
powers
Canada??--(Dr
(Dr Marshall)
Marshal!) remembered
Constitution of Canada
the Federal in
Parliament
are the
limited;
they
the
Federal
Parliament
are
limited;
they
Mr Chairman, in relation to Canada II are extensive but limited. They have the
butlaws
limited.
have
the
are extensive
to make
for theThey
peace,
order
think " expertise
" is putting it a bit high. power
expertise"
to government
make laws for
the peace,
and good
of Canada
andorder
have
My general field
field of interest as a teacher of
of power
good
of Canada
and
have
a range
of government
specified subjects,
but the
British
politics has been in British Government and
of specified
subjects,
the British
a rangeAmerica
Act,
which but
is the
fundaand II have written a little about Common- North
North America
which
the fundadocument,Act,
divides
theispowers
and,
wealth constitutions. II think II can also mental
document,
divides
theare
powers
and,
of course,
as you say,
there
a number
claim to have had tutorials from Sir mental
as you are
say,outside
there are
number
of course,
powers which
the apower
of
Kenneth Wheare on the Statute of West- of
of powers
which
are outside the
powerand
of
Federal
Government,
namely
minster, which is a considerable help, and II the
the Federal all
Government,
the powersnamely
which and
are
have struggled to understand the British •particularly,
all provinces,
the powers
are
reserved to the
the which
important
North America Acts, which II think only ··particularly,
to property
the provinces,
therights
important
reserved
over
and civil
in the
about three people in the world actually do power
overthe
property
civil rights
in the
provinces,
power and
to amend
the constiunderstand. But II would not want to power
to amend
the constitution of the power
provinces,
the power
over
claim an enormous amount of expertise provinces,
the provinces,
the are
power
over
direct of
taxation.
So, there
a large
on Canadian constitutional matters since tution
direct
taxation.
So,
there
are
a
large
number
of
powers
which
are
outside
the
II am not a Canadian constitutional lawyer.
powers
which
are outside the
number
power ofofthe
Federal
Parliament.
power of the Federal Parliament.
86. What is your current academic
activity?--(Dr
Marshal!) II am a Fellow
activity?
(Dr Marshall)
and Tutor in Politics at Queen's College,
Mr Deakins
Deakins
Oxford.
88. Dr Marshall, the crux of
of your subfound I
87. Dr Marshall, the United Kingdom mission to this Committee is found,
86, where there is a very
v'ery
and Canada are sovereign independent think, on page 86,
states. Should this Committee not report important sentence, which I would like
to the United Kingdom Parliament that to read so that everyone is aware of it.
" There is no
any request from the Government and You say halfway down: ·•
Parliament ~f
of Cana<!a
Canada is a matter of foreign
foreign series of precedents and no single preParJiament
cedent to
to found
found aa convention
convention for
international relations with a cedent
policy and InternatiOnal
for acting
acting
automatically upon
upon aa Federal
Federal request
for
friend and ally? Is there, in fact, any automatically
request for
an amendment
amendment that
that clearly
clearly affects
the
area in
in which
which the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government and
and an
affects the
area
Federal-Provincial balance
balance of
of powers
Parliament in
in Canada
Canada are
are not
not supreme
supreme Federal-Provincial
Parliament
powers (let
(let
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alone the whole basis of the Constitution)
and that is opposed by a substantial number
of provinces (let alone a majority of provinces)." On what basis do you think that
the Federal Government in its approach
early next year to the British Government
and Parliament will be resting its case for
automatic approval by Westminster of a
request for amendment of the BNA Act
by the Canadian Government or Parliament?
ment ? Would it, for example, be claiming,
indirectly or directly, that there has been
a change in the constitutional conventions
since Principle 4 of the Canadian White
Paper of 1965?--(Dr
Marshall) No, II
1965?
(Dr Marshall)
would not have thought they would claim
there had been a change. II think they will,
quite rightly from their point of view,
rest their case upon the convention, or
alleged convention, that there is a rule of
of
automatic British acquiescence in a Federal
request for amendment. That is quite
understandable because
because in
in aa sense
sense successive
successive
understandable
British Governments
Governments since
since 1940
1940 have
have led
led
British
them
and it
it has
has been
said
to take
take that
that view
view and
been said
them to
repeatedly in
in the
the House
House of
of Commons
Commons that
that
repeatedly
that is
is the
the rule.
rule. If
If you
you look
look back
back at
at it,
it,
that
think the
the original
original culprit
culprit was
was Sir
Sir William
William
II think
Jowitt in
in 1940,
1940, whose
whose statement
statement is
is always
always
Jowitt
quoted that
that we
we do
do not
not look
look behind
behind the
the
quoted
request of
of the
the Federal
Federal Government;
Government; we
we
request
do not
not know
know and
and do
do not
not wish
to know
know what
what
do
wish to
the
provinces
think.
Sir
William
Jowitt
the provinces think. Sir William Jowitt
in 1940,
1940, and
and this
this is
is really
really the
the basis
basis of
of all
all
in
the
repeated
allegations
about
the
conthe conthe repeated
allegations
vention,
was not
not
speaking about
very cautiously.
cautiously.
speaking
very
vention,
wasnot,
There was
in
fact, in
1940 on the
There was not, insurance
in fact, inpower
1940 on
the
unemployment
of the
unemployment
insurance
power of disthe
Federal
Government
any provincial
Federal
Government
any provincial
sent. There
was agreement,
so indis-a
a
sent.
agreement,
so inwas
sense itThere
was notwas
a case
in which there
which
sense
it was not a case
any disagreement.
If inyou
lookthere
at was
the
If you
the
any disagreement.
other
amendments since
1930look
you atcould
other
amendments
since 1930 you
say that
all the amendments
that could
have
that the
all provincial
the amendments
that have
say
affected
power have
been
affected totheand
provincial
power
agreed
the ones
that have
have been
not
and not
the affect
ones that
have not
agreed
arguablyto did
the provincial
arguablySo,
did
affect
provincial
power.
mynot
answer
verythe
quickly
would
my answer is
very
would
power.
So,convention
be
that the
notquickly
a simple
one
convention
not a simple
one
be
andthat
it the
is not
one of isautomatic
assent.
and have
it is tonot
You
ask.one
and of
it isautomatic
important assent.
to ask,
and it is important
to ask,
You
whathave
kindtoofask.
amendment
it is, whether
it
\'-'hat
of amendment
is, whether
it
affectskind
provincial
power orit not,
and you
affects provincial
powerinstance
or not, in
andwhich
you
cannot
find any single
%
cannot
any single
instance
which
'e havefind
amended
the Act
in theinface
of
substantial
provincial
objections.
We
have amended
the Act
in the faceThe
of
roost
therehas
ever been hasbeen
one orThe
two
substantial
provincial
objections.
provinces.
The
last
occasion,
I one
think,
was
most
there has
ever
been
has been
or two
Probably 1943
and occasion,
1946 when
Quebec
The last
I think,
was
Provinces.
objected,
there
neverwhen
been Quebec
a case,
probably but
1943
andhas1946
objected, but there has never been a case,
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therefore, in which we have amended it
with a majority of the provinces opposed
to it. That is really why I say there is
no such convention because a convention,
as we are told, rests upon a series of similar
events which everyone agrees illustrate a
constitutional principle, and my argument
would be that there is not such a principle.
89. Why do you think that Canada has
not asked for a simple patriation of
of the
Constitution instead of mixing it up with
what appear to be changes in the FederalProvincial balance of powers and also a
Charter of Rights, which are prerequisites
it?-for patriation, as I understand it?
(Dr Marshall)
Marshal!) When you say Canada
there I think you have to ask why have not
the Federal Government asked for simple
patriation, because " simple patriation " is
a phrase which is not quite so simple.
It means
means putting
putting an
an end to the power of
It
of
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament to
to amend
amend the
the
the BNA
BNA
Act and
and that
that is
is aa serious
serious matter
matter which
Act
which
changes the
the whole
whole basis
basis of
of constitutional
constitutional
changes
amendment in
in Canada.
Canada. The
The reason
for
reason for
amendment
combining that
that with
with an
an effort
effort to
to enact
enact aa
combining
Bill of
of Rights
Rights goes
goes back
back to
to the
Bill
the whole
whole
struggle in
in 1960
1960 in
in Canada
Canada when
when aa Bill
Bill of
of
struggle
Rights was
was enacted
enacted after
after long
long discussion,
discussion,
Rights
but,
of
course,
it
could
only
be
enacted
in
but, of course, it could only be enacted in
Canada by
by the
the Federal
Federal Parliament
Parliament for
for
Canada
Federal
legislation, and
and the
Federal GovernFederal legislation,
the Federal
Government, and
and particularly
particularly Mr
Mr Trudeau,
in
in
ment,
recent times
times have
have wanted
wanted to
toTrudeau,
extend
the
recent
extend
the
protection
of
the
Bill
of
Rights
and
make
protection
of the
of Rights That
and make
it
apply to
to
theBill
provinces.
has
it
apply
the
provinces.
That
has
raised,
as
we
know,
more
provincial
raised,
as
we
know,
more
provincial
objections on
on all
all sorts
sorts of
of grounds which
do
objections
not
really concern
us, butgrounds
at least which
it tells do
us
not
but at least
it tells us
whyreally
thereconcern
is greatus,
difficulty
in Canada
in
in
Canada
in
why
there
is
great
difficulty
making a Bill of Rights apply to the
making
a
Bill
of
Rights
apply
to
the
provinces. The only way it could be
provinces.
Theis only
way it could
be
made
to apply
by amendment
brought
made
is by amendment
brought
about to
in apply
this country
and presumably
the
about
this countrythinks
and presumably
the
FederalinGovernment
a deadlock has
Federal
Government
a deadlock
to
be broken
and thisthinks
is the way
to breakhas
it
to
be broken
and this isagree
the way
to happens
break it
whether
the provinces
or, as
whether
provinces
agree or, as happens
to be thethe
case,
not.
to be the case, not.
Chairman
Chairman
90. This
This might
might be
be aa convenient
convenient moment
moment
90.
to run over the options on pages 90-92 and
onwards which you
you suggest are open to the
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament.
Parliament. The first
first
United
option is
is that
that we
we must
must do
do what
what we
\VC expect
option
to be asked. Could you say a word about
that
that??--(Dr
(Dr ~Marshal!)
Marshall) Yes. II would
like to say that the question of
options I
would very much like to revise11 because at
11 Seep
See p 101.
101.
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the time when one was thinking about this
one did not know as much as one knows
about what was happening in Canada
now about
ail were,
and I was desperately, as we all
reviewing the possibilities. When I use
think it is important
the word " options " I think
to say this means what are listed here as a
list of
of all the conceivable legal options.
When one looks at those legal options
they divide, as you say, into: firstly, that
which one might call a total enactment
package: secondly, partial enactment
of the package;
of
of Rights,
of various kinds without the Bill of
of
and thirdly, an option that you might call
What I
further discussion. What
delay for further
of
would want to underline is that some of
these options although legally possible are
constitutionally or politically on at all.
not constitutionally
of the
amendment of
In particular, partial amendment
In
of Rights I
without the Bill of
Constitution without
Constitution
think is not a constitutional possibility, for
this reason, that it would require a new
if it
British initiative which would not, if
were enacted, have the request and consent
of anybody and, therefore, it would be
of
against the conventions laid down in
1931 to do it without request and consent.
It would be a new initiative which could
It
not be carried out without fresh talks and
a fresh Federal Address. It would be
unconstitutional to do partial amendment,
unconstitutional
I think. The package enactment of
of everything I would think on the grounds set
not the proper
paper was also not
out in my paper
out
course to take, and that leaves me with
\Vhich I would like to
some suggestions which
elaborate later.

proper course to
91. You say not the proper
take. Proper
proper politically?
Proper legally or proper
(Dr Marshall)
.lllarshall) Proper constitutionally.
--(Dr
further to be said
92. Is there anything further
on that
?
(Dr Marshall?)
options,
~Marshal!.) On the options,
that?--(Dr
if
if I could say very quickly a word on what
I now see, on reflection, to be the only
constitutional
if one rejects enactoption if
constitutional option
ment of
justify this
of the entire package, to justify
I think one has to say something about the
role of
of the U
K Parliament
Parliament in enacting
UK
amendments and I see it as analogous to in
of the Queen as part of the
a way the role of
Constitution
Canada. When the Queen
of Canada.
Constitution of
acts
she acts
in
acts in
Canada she
of Canada
Queen of
as Queen
acts as
accordance
conventions.
Canadian com·entions.
with Canadian
accordance with
When
amend
Parliamentarians amend
British Parliamentarians
the British
When the
the
would
Act II would
America Act
North America
British North
the British
take
of
sense, of
in aa sense,
act in
they act
that they
view that
the view
take the
course,
Kingdom
United Kingdom
the United
as the
technically as
course, technically
Parliament
of
part of
as part
acting as
are acting
they are
but they
Parliament but
the
amendment
constitutional amendment
Canadian constitutional
the Canadian
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process and they ought to act in accordance
constitutional conwith the Canadian
Canadian constitutional
ventions. Those conventions
at the
conventions are at
moment
Canadian courts
before the Canadian
moment in issue before
and it is now clear, though I did not
not know
it at the time, that
that are
that the questions that
to be put to provincial appeal courts are
precisely the questions which the British
Parliament will have to answer, because
II do not believe, as some people think,
there
what are
questions, what
different questions,
two different
are two
there are
the
requesting
for requesting
Canada for
in Canada
conventions in
the conventions
an
for
rules for
the rules
are the
what are
and what
amendment and
an amendment
enacting
It is
question
is aa question
country. It
this country.
in this
it in
enacting it
of
practice
the practice
and the
practice and
constitutional practice
of constitutional
ought
do
Canada. II do
of Canada.
practice of
the practice
be the
to be
ought to
not
different
two different
be two
can be
there can
think there
not think
answers,
Canadian
and aa Canadian
answer and
British answer
answers, aa British
answer.
It seems
British
the British
that the
me that
to me
seems to
answer. It
Parliament
are
not
ideally
fitted
to
answer
answer
not ideally fitted topractice
are
Parliament
question about
about constitutional practice
aa question
in
Canada. That constitutional
is
why
I
would
very
would very
why
Canada.
in
much
like to That
have is
seen
theI Address
not
not
Address
the
seen
have
to
like
much
come to this country until one had had
had
had
one
until
country
this
to
comeopportunity of having the advice of
the
advice of
theassumption
of having
the
the opportunity
Canadian courts
on the
assumption
onanthe
courts
the Canadian
that
there is going
to be
appeal,
which
which
appeal,
be an
going to But
that there
might
not ishappen.
that
question
is
is
question
that
But
happen.
not
might
one which I think ought to be answered
to be answered
think
which
onethat
in
way Iand
the ought
only desperate
remedy
remedy
only
the of
way and
in that
that
seems
to me
alldesperate
the courses
the
courses
all thecould
to me
that seems
least
damaging
andofwhich
not the
be
not be
and which could
least damaging
interpreted
as intervention
on Britain's
Britain's
intervention
as for
interpreted
part
would be
the BritishonParliament
Parliament
for the
would
partmake
to
it be
known
thatBritish
they would
like
like
would
that they
it known
to make
the
Canadian
Government
not to
transmit
transmit
not Itothink
the Canadian
Address toGovernment
this country.
one
one
I think
country.
this
Address
the
ought
not to to
wait
until
it happens
and then
then
and
it happens
to wait
notwith
ought
•be
faced
the until
unfriendly
act of
saying
saying
acttoofpass
the unfriendly
with
-be
we faced
do not
believe
it is proper
it.
it.
to apass
proper
it is to
Onedoought
to attempt
secure
delay
not believe
we
until
the courts
in Canada
have ruled
on
a delay
to secure
to attempt
One ought
the
wehave
ourselves
on
ruled are
Canada
courts inwhich
the question
untilvery
trying
to question
answer. which
So, I we
veryourselves
much want
are
the very
to
revise
what I said
options
want
much
I very the
So, about
to answer.
trying
in revise
terms what
of that,
I think
myoptions
paper
aboutinthe
I said
to
options
6.
I think in my paper
of that,
terms4 and
in
options 4 and 6.
Miss Boothroyd
Boothroyd
93. If
continue on
on that
point,
that point,
just continue
may just
If II may
93.
are you
actually saying
saying in
to
paper to
your paper
in your
you actually
are
us
K Parliament
sort
some sort
has some
Parliament has
UK
the U
that the
us that
of
responor responobligation or
constitutional obligation
of constitutional
sibility
Canadian
the Canadian
patriate the
to patriate
not to
sibility not
Constitution
uneither unsome either
without some
Constitution without
animous
prothe proof the
consent of
majority consent
or majority
animous or
vinces?
(Dr Marshall)
think
What II think
Jt[arshall) What
vinces ?--(Dr
I am saying is that we know in a general
to act
We have to
way what we have to do. We
of Canada.
consent of
at the request and consent
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We know what that does not mean but
we do not know exactly what it does mean.
I think because of that one has to resort
to the move that I have just mentioned,
but it does not seem to me it would be
improper for us to say we know that we
ought not to act without substantial
consent. Unanimity may well be unreasonable, though I think one has to
future
distinguish the unanimity rule for future
amendments and
and unanimity
unanimity of
of the
the proproamendments
vinces for
for this
this particular
particular move
move from
from the
the
vinces
present basis
basis to
to aa whole
whole new
new constitutional
constitutional
present
basis. But
But it
it may
may be
be that
that unanimity
unanimity is
is the
the
basis.
rule. It
It may
may be
be that
that some
some substantial
substantial
rule.
majority of
of the
the provinces
provinces in
in accordance
accordance
majority
with
Canadian constitutional
constitutional practice
practice is
is
with Canadian
what we
we ought
ought to
to go
go along
along with.
with. As
As II
what
say, we
we do
do not
not know
know that.
that. The
The Canadian
Canadian
say,
courts
are
going
to
tell
us.
courts are going to tell us.
of
94. Do you think that the decision of
the Canadian Supreme Court last year
in the Senate case throws any light on the
of what attitude the UK
UK Parliaquestion of
ment should now take to this present
Marshal!) I think it
litigation
litigation??--(Dr
(Dr Marshall)
does indirectly. The litigation and the
referring
advisory opinion that you are referring
if II
to were brought about because, if
remember rightly, the Canadian Government previously wanted to split the whole
new Constitution for Canada into two
of it in Canada and
parts and keep part of
keep the patriation part here, which is
necessary. Part
Part of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian part,
part,
!lecessary.
if II remember
remember it
it rightly,
rightly, was
was aa reconstitution
reconstitution
If
of the
the Upper
Upper House
House and,
and, of
of course,
course, the
the
of
question therefore
therefore arose
arose whether
whether that
that could
could
question
be done
done under
under the
the powers
powers of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian
be
Parliament to
to amend
amend the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of
Parliament
Canada under
under the
the 1949
1949 Act,
Act, which
which they
they
Canada
have, and
and it
it was
was aa question
question of
of what
what was
was
haYe,
meant by
by their
their power
power to
to amend
amend the
the
meant
Constitution of
of Canada.
Canada. They
They wanted
wanted to
to
Constitution
know whether
whether that
that meant
meant they
they could
could
know
reconstitute
and change
change the
the role
role of
of the
the
reconstitute and
Upper House
House in
in Canada
Canada and
and it
it was
was on
on that
that
Upper
point that
that the
the Canadian
Canadian Supreme Court
Court
point
in an advisory
opinion saidSupreme
no, they could
m
advisory
no, they
not,an that
the opinion
Upper said
House
had could
been
that the
Upper
been
not,
constituted
as part
of theHouse
Federalhad
structure
part
of
the
Federal
structure
constituted
as
and it represented the way in which the
in which
the
and
it represented
the in
waythe
Provinces
take part
legislative
part init the
Provinces
take
process and,
therefore,
was legislative
a matter
Process
and, not
therefore,
a matter
Which could
be doneit inwas
Canada
but
Which could
done
Canada but
would
have tonot
be be
done
by in
amendment
of
\\ould
have to
be done
by amendment
of
the
British
North
America
Act in this
the
British
North
America
Act
in
this
country. In the course of that, though
course
though
country.
they
were In
notthe
called
uponoftothat,
decide
this,
they were not called upon to decide this,
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they did make the remark-and
remark—and this may
be a pointer to their views about convention
-that
—that before 1949 an Act that did not
affect
affect the provinces would have gone to
Britain without the consent of
of the provinces,
but by implication, if implication
implication means
anything, they were saying an Act which
of the
did would have to have the consent of
provinces. That is not a legal finding
because they were not called upon to
decide that. It is simply obiter dicta,
dicta,
one might say, but they did set out the
conventions, particularly the crucial
fourth convention, that on matters affecting
affecting
a province provincial consent is required,
of fact.
and they note tlus
this as a matter of
Now it seems to me that if
if there is in fact
an appeal (of
(of course one perhaps could not
take it for granted that the Government
Government will
appeal from the provincial court. We might
be left with a number of
of provincial court
decisions which the Government
Government is not
willing to take on appeal to the Canadian
Supreme Court. I do not know what
will happen there). But if that happens and
it goes to the Supreme Court of
of Canada,
they have given an indication of
of what their
views are about the convention. If
If they
are now asked directly to say, on an advisory
opinion, what is the convention, unle;,s
unless
they are inconsistent with their earlier
view or find some reason for differing
differing
from it, I should have thought that forecasts what they would probably
probably say, and
that is why I think it is relevant.
Mr Deakins
Deakins
Mr
95. Regardless of
of the
of the outcome of
cases before the Canadian courts, is the
British Parliament not entitled in some way
Government
or other to ask the Canadian Government
and Parliament when they submit a request
amendment of
of the
for patriation or amendment
British North America Acts, that such a
request is in accordance with the constitutional conventions of
of Canada as laid down
in the
the White
White Paper
Paper of
of 1965?
1965? Surely
Surely such
such
in
request for
for information
information could
could not
not be
be
aa request
interpreted as
as in
in any
any way
way interference
interference in
in
interpreted
their internal
internal affairs
affairs and
and would
would surely
surely help
help
their
the British
British Parliament
Parliament in
in performing
performing its
its
the
duties.
(Dr 1Vfarshall.)
Marshall) Yes, I think that
duties.--(Dr
is true, and in particular I think one has
to make it clear that what is going on here
is not a British political decision about
matters in Canada, an arbitration between
persons in Canada; it is a very narrow point
about the proper procedure. As I have
said, the British part is not really a British
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part, but that means it is not a vestigial
part or an anachronistic part; it is a
procedure designed by Canada of such sort
as to protect the Federal structure and in
working it I think it is correct to say that
it is the responsibility of Parliament. I do
not think in a sense the Government really
have any role in this. I would say the
Government's
simply to make time
role is simply
Government's role
available
through;
go through;
to go
matter to
the matter
for the
available for
but
United
the United
of the
responsibility of
the responsibility
is the
it is
but it
Kingdom
this
of this
part of
as part
Parliament, as
Kingdom Parliament,
process,
Canadian
the Canadian
work the
and work
out and
find out
to find
process, to
constitutional
So to
that
to that
convention. So
constitutional convention.
extent
it would
we
say we
to say
right to
be right
would be
think it
extent II think
are
have
to have
like to
would like
we would
say we
to say
entitled to
are entitled
the
constitutional
one's constitutional
doing one's
of doing
chance of
the chance
duty
conventions.
those conventions.
with those
accordance with
in accordance
duty in
Spearing
Mr Spearing
96. There is a very understandable
feeling in Britain that Parliament should
patriate the Constitution and leave it to
the Canadians to work out their own future.
Would you agree that first of all patriation
without a request would not be within the
terms
present British North America
the present
of the
terms of
Acts;
without
patriation without
that patriation
secondly, that
Acts; secondly,
prior
of
method of
the method
to the
as to
indication as
prior indication
changing
in
Constitution in
Canadian Constitution
the Canadian
changing the
respect
leave
would leave
powers would
of powers
balance of
of balance
respect of
aa vacuum;
vacuum; and
and thirdly,
thirdly, would
would you
you agree
agree
that
should be
distinction between
between
be aa distinction
there should
that there
request for
for patriation
patriation with
with or
or without
without
aa request
unanimous
agreement of
of the
Provinces
the Provinces
unanimous agreement
to the Federal Government.--(Dr
Government.
(Dr
Marshall)
am
Marshall) I agree to the first point and I1 am
fully in agreement with the second point,
that the independence option or simply
repealing the British North America Acts
and leaving a vacuum in Canada would be
not only improper but constitutionally
disastrous.
That is why I say I would
disastrous. That
like
legal
those legal
of those
number of
out aa number
leave out
to leave
like to
options.
It is
many
past many
the past
in the
that in
true that
is true
options. It
people
this
that this
suggested that
have suggested
Canada have
in Canada
people in
would
clear the
to aa
route to
the route
to clear
way to
the way
be the
would be
totally
independent,
sometimes
even
as
is
totally independent, sometimes even as is
said, an
an autochthonous
autochthonous Constitution,
Constitution,
said,
based
Canada; but
as the
Canadian
the Canadian
but as
in Canada;
based in
Government
say themselves,
this
think this
themselves, II think
Government say
would
It
hopeless. It
constitutionally hopeless.
be constitutionally
would be
would
the
amending the
of amending
way of
legal way
no legal
leave no
would leave
Constitution
It would
create
would create
Canada. It
in Canada.
Constitution in
constitutional
chaos,
and
nobody
would
would
nobody
and
chaos,
constitutional
have
the
the
amend the
to amend
authority to
legal authority
the legal
have
Constitution
of
Canada.
So
we
can
rule
rule
can
we
So
Canada.
of
Constitution
that
out.
the
third
of
simple
simple
of is
point
third point
the
On
out. On
that
patriation,
the
difficulty,
II think,
that
that
is
think,
difficulty,
the
patriation,
patriation
simply
has
to
include
some
some
include
to
has
simply
patriation
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amending process. It has either to be
unanimity or it has to be unanimity for a
temporary period of two years with some
provision for deadlock, like the amendment
provision in the proposed Canada Act,
or it has to be some variant on that, some
majority of States and populations. Those
mechanisms are familiar in Federal States,
but
lies the
difficulty.
the difficulty.
think, lies
there, II think,
but there,
Until
of those
which of
know which
really know
we really
Until we
courses
think
follow, II think
to follow,
asked to
are asked
we are
courses we
it is
to
have to
You have
say "" You
to say
us to
for us
difficult for
is difficult
it
have
patriation
with
unanimity
or
patriahave patriation with unanimity or patriation
not
is not
It is
rule ". It
two-thirds rule".
with two-thirds
tion with
something
for
determine for
to determine
fitted to
are fitted
we are
something we
ourselves.
keen
were keen
they were
why they
is why
That is
ourselves. That
not
it.
do it.
us do
have us
to have
not to

97. Following that, we understand it is
the view of the Federal Government that
any request, whether for patriation or
patriation with something else, should be
automatically passed by this Parliament;
but
1949 British North America Act
but the 1949
No.
No. 2, to which you have referred, makes
aa distinction,
distinction, II believe,
believe, between
between the
the
possibility
Parliament
Federal Parliament
the Federal
of the
possibility of
changing
does
it does
where it
Constitution where
the Constitution
changing the
not
where
and where
powers and
of powers
division of
the division
affect the
not affect
it
does,
when
it
requires
a
reference.
Can
it does, when it requires a reference. Can
you
the
how the
of how
indication of
any indication
us any
give us
you give
Federal
the
reconcile the
can reconcile
Government can
Federal Government
distinction
catetwo catethose two
between those
made between
distinction made
gories
of amendment
amendment to
Constitution,
the Constitution,
to the
of
gories
with
their
view
that
any
request
for
division
with their view that any request for division
of powers
sent here
and passed
passed
here and
sent
be
must be
powers must
of
automatically?
If
that
were
the
case,
case,
the
were
If that
automatically?
surely
there
would
be
no
need
for
that
that
for
need
no
be
would
there
surely
Act
at
all
and
that
definition
or
distinction
distinction
or
definition
that
and
all
at
Act
between the two types
of
constitutional
between the two types of constitutional
change would be non-effective?
(Dr
non-effective ?--(Dr
Marshall)
.1tfarslzall) Yes, that in a sense is almost
so. Clearly the 1949 Act does now draw
a distinction and that, of course, is what
was in issue in the Senate
Senate case between
things which have the power to amend the
Constitution of Canada, which the courts
have
interpreted to mean the Constitution
have interpreted
of the
Government, and
and nothing
Federal Government,
the Federal
of
else. So
So you
draw that
distinction
that distinction
to draw
have to
you have
else.
which
1949 Act.
of
Now of
Act. Now
the 1949
in the
drawn in
is drawn
which is
course
the
that the
possible that
been possible
always been
has always
it has
course it
Federal
it
as it
decide, as
might decide,
Government might
Federal Government
were,
short-circuit
do aa short-circuit
and do
around and
go around
to go
\'iere, to
thing.
request
the request
about the
point about
the point
is the
This is
thing. This
and
It was,
sense,
in aa sense,
was, in
procedure. It
consent procedure.
and consent
aa survival
survival from
from the
the pre-1930
pre-1930 period.
period. If
If
you
had
asked
anyone
in
1931,
when
the
you had asked anyone in 1931, when the
Statute
of
Westminster
was
enacted,
Statute of \Vestminster was enacted,
whether
prothe proavoided the
haw avoided
could have
they could
\Vhether they
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tection for the provincial rights put into
of Westminster by simply
the Statute of
going and asking for British amendment,
no-one would have believed it. There is a
distinction one has to draw between the
mode of
of signification
signification of
of commonwealth
commonwealth
request and consent which is certainly in
both Canada and Australia done through
an address of
of the Federal Parliaments, and
the prior conditions for making that consent. It
It is
is even
even clearer
clearer in
in Australia,
Australia, but
but
sent.
it would
would be
be even
even more
more unthinkable
unthinkable in
in
it
Australia, where
where it
it is
is equally
equally true
true that
that
Australia,
Government could
could come
come and
and ask
ask for
for an
an
aa Government
amendment to
to the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of
amendment
Australia Act
Act and
and in
in that
away
Australia
that way
way take
take away
the powers
powers of
of the
the States;
States; but
but there
there is
is
the
already in
in Australia
Australia aa constitutional
constitutional
already
amendment process,
process, and
and it
it obviously
obviously would
would
amendment
be
a
piece
of
very
sharp
practice,
and
noveryAustralia
sharp practice,
and nobe
onea piece
thinksofin
to avoid
the
to and
avoid
the
one
thinks in
Constitution
by Australia
coming here
getting
and
getting
Constitution
by
coming
here
it done by the United Kingdom Parliait done I by
Parliament.
am the
not United
saying Kingdom
this is a piece
of
I am notbecause
saying this
this isis aa complex
piece of
ment.
sharp practice,
sharp
this is aarguments
complex
matter.practice,
There because
are respectable
~atter.
aretherespectable
arguments
in
favour There
of what
Federal Government
m
whatBritish
the Federal
Government
is favour
doing. ofThe
Government
has
is doing.
The it
British
Government
told
them that
is perfectly
properhas
to
that itpatriation.
is perfectlyI proper
to
told
expectthem
automatic
think we
expect
automatic
patriation. perhaps,
I think and
we
told them
that, incautiously
them more
that, incautiously
perhaps,
and
told them
than we should
have told
told
shouldbeen
havethese
told
them;them
but more
therethan
havewealways
them;
but thereIt have
these
two methods.
seemsalways
to me been
as clear
as
two
methods.
It seems
to me
as clear as
it could
be, and
has been
recognised
in
it
and hasWhite
been Paper
recognised
in
thecould
1965 be,
Canadian
on the
Paper
on the
the 1965 Canadian
conventions,
that itWhite
is not
proper
to
~o~ventions,amend
that it
not proper to
indirectly
theis Constitution
in
llldJrectlyaffecting
amendthe the
Constitution
in
matters
provinces
by invoking
the request
and the
consent
procedure,
and
matters
affecting
provinces
by invoking
mat request
is why itand
is invoked
inappropriately.
and
the
consent procedure,
The issuggestion
think, suggest
that
why it is would,
invokedI inappropriately.
that itsuggestion
is not incumbent
us tosuggest
follow
The
would, upon
I think,
an
it is not request.
incumbent upon us to follow
thatimproper
an improper request.
Royle
Sir Anthony
Anthony Royle
98. II believe,
believe, although
although II have
have no
no evidence
evidence
98.
to confirm
confirm this,
this, that
that if
if this
this matter
matter came
came
to
before Parliament
Parliament today
today the
the general
general
before
feeling in
in the
the House
House would
would be
be that
that they
they
feeling
would not
not wish
wish to
to patriate
patriate the
the Constitution
Constitution
W?uld
without the
the consent
consent of
of the
the provinces
provinces and
and
Without
the Federal
Federal Government.
Government. Are
Are you
you saying
saying
th~
this morning
morning that
that we
we have
have some
some sort
sort of
of
this
constitutional obligation
obligation or
or responsibility
responsibility
constitutional
not to
to patriate
patriate the
the Canadian
Canadian Constitution
Constitution
n?t
without the
the unanimous
unanimous consent
consent of
of the
the
Without
Provinces, or
or would
would substantial,
substantial, but
but not
not
p.rovinces,
a1
na
Iteral,
be sufficient?
sufficient ?--(Dr
s!r
' uunanimity
nimity be
(Dr
Marslzall) No, I am not being definite
Marshall)
definite
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about that. I have said I am clear that
we have an obligation not to patriate it
of substantial objection. The
in the face of
before about
remarks that I was making before
finding out what the positive obligation
if so
was, whether it is substantial and if
how substantial, I think I stand by. II
really do not know what is " substantial ",
whether " substantial
substantial"" in the sense of
of a
majority of
of provinces would be sufficient
sufficient
majority
or not at this point. It is a matter I think
we should
should not
not have
have to
to decide.
decide. II think
think
we
that you
you could
could argue
argue for
for aa unanimity
unanimity rule
rule
that
for aa change
change in
in the
the whole
whole basis
basis of
the
of the
for
Constitution, but
but when
when it
it comes
comes to
actually
to actually
Constitution,
providing Canada
an amendment
amendment
providing
Canada with
with an
process, obviously
obviously unanimity
unanimity would
would strap
strap
process,
them into
into aa straitjacket;
straitjacket; and
and that
that is
why
is why
them
think in
in Canada
Canada clear
clear unanimity
unanimity for
for
II think
the
future
is
regarded
as
too
rigid,
and
the future
regarded
toosome
rigid,mechand
that
is why
whyisone
one
has to
to as
have
that
is
has
have
some mechanism,
as the Canadian
Government
say,
anism,
as thetheCanadian
say,
for
breaking
deadlock.Government
But that would
for breaking
the deadlock.
that would
not
be inconsistent
with a But
unanimity
rule
not
be inconsistent
with acase
unanimity
rule
for two
years, in which
they would
for
years,
in which
would
havetwo
to find
a more
flexiblecase
rulethey
within
that
more
flexible
rule within
that
have
periodto find
and,a if
not,
possibly
something
period
and, if
not, possibly
something
else would
happen—a
referendum
or
happen-a
referendum
or
else wouldAnd
whatever.
that is a matter
for them,
whatever.
that isreally
a matter
them,
but
it is notAnd
a matter
to befordecided
but
it is not in
a matter
be decided
unilaterally
Canadareally
with toconsiderable
in Canada
considerable
unilaterally
majority
dissent
of the with
provinces.
That
the provinces.
That
Imajority
think is dissent
as far asofI want
to go.
I think is as far as I want to go.
Mr Hooley
Hooley
99. If
If I understand it correctly, this
problem derives from the provisions of
of the
of Westminster which in effect
effect
Statute of
made the United Kingdom the guardian
of the federal nature of
of Canada. In
of
1931, when the United Kingdom was
responsible for the Government
Government of
of India
and huge chunks of
of Africa
Africa and territories
all round the world, that might have been
regarded as politically reasonable. In
1980, when
when we
we hold
hold no
no such
such position,
position, it
it
seems to
to me,
me, and
and perhaps
perhaps to
to other
other people,
people,
seems
that it
it is
is politically
politically wholly
wholly unreasonable
unreasonable
that
that aa sovereign
sovereign State
State like
like the
the United
United
that
Kingdom,
is aa Member
Member of
United
of the
the United
Kingdom, who
who is
Nations on
on aa fully
fully equal
equal footing
footing with
with
Nations
Canada who
who is
is also
also aa Member
Member of
the
of the
Canada
United Nations,
Nations, should
should in
in effect
effect be
United
be resresponsible for
for the
the structure
structure of
of the
Conthe Conponsible
stitution of
of aa totally
totally independent
independent country.
country.
stitution
Surely the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom has
has the
right,
Surely
the right,
if
it so
guardianship
if it
so wishes,
wishes, to
to disavow
disavow this
this guardianship
and pass
pass an
an Act
Act which
which would,
would, in
effect,
and
in effect,
terminate this
this relationship?
relationship? Is
Is this
not
terminate
this not
the case
case??--(Dr
(Dr Marshall)
If by
is
the
Marshal!) If
by that
that is
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Marshall) II think that
meant that the United Kingdom Parliament will agree " ?--(Dr
?
(Dr Marshall)
has a legal entitlement to repeal the British it would certainly be constitutionally
course would proper to say that. In fact.
fact, in saying that
North America Acts, that of conrse
be perfectly true, but II have said, I think, I am agreeing with your first
first proposition
that it would be constitutionally irres- that we are damned, I think, whatever we
ponsible to do that without making pro- do, and it is a desperate search for somevision for the further amendment of the thing that is the least damaging and the
Canadian Constitution. The other point course which will be least likely to be
think one
one has
has to
to remember
remember when
when one
one thought of as interventionist or taking an
II think
talks about
about Britain
Britain and
and Canada
Canada as
as initiative
initiative of
of our
our own.
own. II would
would not
not want
want
talks
sovereign States,
States, is
is that
that this
this whole
whole arrangearrange- to
to put
put it
it in
in terms
terms of
of timebombs
timebombs or
or asserassersovereign
ment in
in 1931
1931 was
was designed
designed by
by Canada
Canada tions
tions of
of our
our entitlement
entitlement or
or anything,
anything, but
but
ment
and that
that we
we are
are not
not maintaining
maintaining here
here any,
any, we
we are
are in
in aa desperately
desperately complex
complex situation
situation
and
as it
it were,
were, feudal
feudal relationships.
relationships. Everyone
Everyone and
and II think
think everyone
everyone recognises
recognises that
that the
the
as
recognises that
that both
both countries
countries would
would be
be Canadian
Canadian Government
Government has
has been
been part
part of
of
recognises
very
glad
to
have
the
Constitution
patriated
this
complex
situation,
that
they
have
had
very glad to have the Constitution patriated this complex situation, that they have had
and British
British power
power to
to do
do it
it by
by BNA
BNA amendamend- to
to exercise
exercise very
very great
great patience,
patience, and
that
and that
and
ments put
put an
an end
end to.
to. But
But there
there is
is aa their
their efforts
efforts to
to patriate
patriate the
the Constitution
Constitution
ments
question, really,
really, of
of the
the mode of
of doing it,
it, and
and for
for that
that matter
matter to
to put
put in
in aa Bill
Bill of
of
question,
and II think
think the
the answer
answermode
to what
what doing
you are
are Rights,
Rights,
are agreed
agreed by
by aa great
great many
many
people.
to
you
are
people.
and
suggesting
is
for
any
Member
of
the
I
am
very
conscious
at
the
moment
that
in
of himthe Ithis
amCommittee,
very conscious
at
the
moment
that in
suggesting
is for simply
any Member
British
Parliament
to
say
to
with
its
terms
of
reference,
to the
saybehest
to himreference,
terms
British
Parliament
this Committee,
self, " We
are actingsimply
here at
of whatever
we say,
say,with
evenitsthe
the
leastofthing,
may
"We are
acting
here at the
of whatever
self,
may
Canada".
That
instruction,
if behest
you like,
be taken we
to be a even
statementleast
thatthing,
is hostile
Canada
".
That
instruction,
if
you
like,
to
be
a
statement
that
is
hostile
be
taken
was specifically put into the Statute of to the intentions of the Canadian Parliaput joint
into request
the Statute
of ment.
to the intentions
of the for
Canadian
Parliawas
specifically
Westminster
at the
of the
If it were relevant
me to say
what
Westminster
joint Government
request of the
If itabout
were relevant
foritme
saybut
whatI
provinces andatthetheFederal
in ment.
I thought
it—which
istonot,
it is believe
not, butinI
provinces
and the
Federal unilateral
Government
in Iwill
thought
1931 precisely
to prevent
oversay itabout
all it-which
the same—I
1931
precisely
preventstructure,
unilateral and
over-I will
thealmost
same-!
in
say it Iall
turning
of thetoFederal
patriation.
think
everybelieve
Member
Federal
and I patriation.
turning
I think
almost every
Member
we of
are the
entitled
to saystructure,
that this arrangethink
of the British
Parliament
believes
in
to say that
this arrangeof the British
Parliament
in
think we
are entitled
ment
is one
which Canada
wished
to have patriation.
I believe
in a Bill ofbelieves
Rights for
Billof
of Rights
Rights for
ment
is one Canada
which Canada
wished to
believeininaaBill
and which
can terminate
at have
any patriation.
Canada. I Ibelieve
for
and which
any the
in acome
Bill of
for
Canada.
point.
But Canada
then, wecan
mustterminate
rememberatwhat
UnitedI believe
Kingdom,
to Rights
that, and
to Canadian
that, and
point.
then, we
must
remember
what the
United
come the
Canada But
means.
It is
a federal
country
I would
not Kingdom,
mind patriating
It is a federal
country
mind
patriating
would
Canada
and
the means.
federal arrangement
is what
we IBill
whennot
they
have
got one. the
ButCanadian
the fact
and
the federal willy
arrangement
what we that
the fact
Bill when
have
got one.
are inherently,
nilly, a isparticipant
one they
agrees
about
these But
things—we
are until
inherently,
nilly, that
a participant
one and
agrees
about
these
things-we
in
we canwilly
terminate
by joint that
all agree
I think
those
objects
can be
all agree and Ifact
think
be
in
until we can terminate that by joint ..achieved—the
agreement.
thatthose
one objects
may be can
forced
agreement.
thatpresent
one may
be forced
..achieved-the
fact the
into the view that
procedure
is
into
the view thatis the
is
not appropriate
verypresent
likely procedure
to be represented
as a viewis that
hostile
to reprethese
Mr Griffiths
to be
not
appropriate
very is
likely
Griffiths
I hope
very much
the
that
is hostile
to these
sented as aends,
viewand
100. It seems to me that we are damned substantive
terms
of and
reference
of this
Commuch
the
substantive
ends,
I hope ve~:y
don't!
if we do and damned if we don
"t! Could narrow
what
said by of
it will
be
of isreference
this not
Comnarrowand
terms
this: in very practical mittee
I ask the Professor this:
anyissuch
mittee and in
what
saidsense.
by it will not be
terms, given that he is advising this Com- interpreted
mittee on what we ought to do, suppose interpreted in any such sense.
we were to say to our Canadian friends,
Chairman
Chairman
"We are part of the British North
"We
America Acts
Acts too;
too; \Ve
we are
are canght
caught in
in it
it
101/2. We are very grateful to you. Is
America
and as
as far
far as
as we
we can
can see,
see, first
first you
you ought
ought there anything further you would like to
and
to get
get aa broad
broad measure
measure of
of agreement,
agreement, not
not add which has not been stimulated by any
to
unanimity but
but aa broad
broad consensus,
consensus, and
and question of ours? Perhaps while you are
unanimity
secondly you
you should
should clear
clear in
in advance
advance the
the thinking of that, I could remind you that
secondly
whole matter
matter of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian judicial
judicial at the beginning I asked you what your
whole
process—the courts-and
courts—and only
only \vhen
when you
you qualifications were for coming here and
process-the
have done
done these
these two
two things
things should
should you
you giving
giving us
us your
your wisdom
wisdom and
and you
you replied
replied
have
give us
us this
this timebomb
timebomb and
and we
we will
will accept
accept \Vith
with suitable
suitable modesty
modesty that
that you
you had
had written
written
give
it", would
would it
it be
be proper,
proper, in
in your
your view
view as
as aa little
little on
on constitutional
constitutional matters.
matters. II
it",
constitutional lav,'Yer,
lawyer, for
for us
us to
to say
say to
to understand,
understand, however,
however, that
that your
your book
book
aa constitutional
the Federal
Federal Government
Government "" Clear
Clear the
the legal
legal entitled
entitled ""Parliamentary
Sovereignty and
and
the
Parliamentary Sovereignty
issues and
and get
get the
the consensus
consensus and
and then
then we
the Commonwealth"
Commonwealth" is
is aa standard
standard work
work
we the
issues
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on this matter, and another called"
called " Some
Problems of the Constitution
Constitution"" is also
regarded as one of
of the main works
works consulted
consulted
by constitutional lawyers.
lawyers. I hope I do
not make you blush in saying that, but
perhaps some of the ladies and gentlemen
behind you will be pleased to know that.
Have you thought of any last word for us?
us ?
--(Dr
Marshal/) No, Mr Chairman, I
(Dr Marshall)
think that was my last word-the
word—the notion
that we should
should separate
separate very
very carefully
carefully and
and aa
hope that what we say on the procedural
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process is not interpreted in any way as
hostile to the views of the Canadian
Government
Government whose
whose aims
aims many
many of us
us share
share
and many of us, if Canadians voting in
Canada, would support. But unhappily
for us that is not now the question we
have.
Chairman]
Chairman]Thank
Thankyou
youvery
verymuch
muchindeed.
indeed,
It
It isis good
good of
of you
you to
to come
come and
and we
we have
benefited very much from your advice.

THE OPTIONS FOR UNITED KINGDOM ACTION (ADDENDUM)

G Marshall
Marshall
Supplementary Memorandum by Dr G
Though it may be useful to set out the range of legally possible courses of
of action, it
is clear that they are not all options that are constitutionally available at the present
time, since British legislation embodying them could not (under the Statute of Westminster
conventions) be made to extend to Canada without Canada's request and consent, and
nobody has requested or consented to any partial enactment of the Canada Act, or to
requirement.
British legislative abdication, or to simple patriation with aa unanimity requirement.
This strengthens the case for believing that the British Parliament's proper aim should
be to attempt to secure for itself
itself the opportunity to be guided by Canadian constitutional
practice as set out in the forthcoming Provincial advisory opinions and (it is to be hoped)
in an eventual appellate decision of the Supreme Court of Canada.
The relation of these decisions to the matters to be placed before Parliament in the
United Kingdom if a Federal Parliamentary address is transmitted has now become much
clearer. One of the questions in Manitoba's reference poses the question whether the
~onsent
consent of the provinces is required as a matter of constitutional practice before a request
IS
is made for British legislation that affects provincial powers. A further question asks
whether consent is a prerequisite to the enactment of such legislation. The answers are
no doubt advice and not legally binding on the Canadian authorities or on the United
Kingdom Parliament, but if they are answered in the form posed they are obviously
relevant to the questions to be decided at Westminster. Both simple rationality and the
consideration that Westminster legislators should follow Canadian practice when acting
as part of the Canadian amendment process, suggest that the answer to the second
first-that is, that consent is a requirement for
question turns upon the answer to the first—that
enactment if it is a requirement for a request for enactment. The convention, though
~nactment
it falls into two parts, is a single convention, and though it is (for the time being) both a
It
determined in
in Canada.
Canada.
British and a Canadian convention, its content should be determined
If a clearly enunciated judicial statement of the convention were to support the Federal
Government's position, the United Kingdom Parliament would have no constitutional
alternative other than to act in accordance with it. If
If it did not support the Government's
Position
position the United Kingdom Parliament would have grounds for declining an
unsupported request that could not be resented as improperly interventionalist. So to
ask to know what Canadian practice is and to follow it seems the least improper and the
most prudent of the options.

10 December
December1980.
1980.
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Members present:
Mr Anthony Kershaw, in the Chair
Miss Betty Boothroyd
Mr Frank Hooley
Mr Eric Deakins
Mr Peter Mills
Mr Anthony Grant
Mr Nigel Spearing
Mr Eldon Griffiths
Griffiths
AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION OF CANADA
THE ROLE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM PARLIAMENT (12/80-81/FM)
Memorandum submitted by
by Professor
Professor H
HW
WRRWade
Wade
1. The Government of Canada claims that the United Kingdom Parliament is obliged
to enact, without questions asked, any amendment of the British North America Acts
of
which is submitted by the Government of Canada and backed by the usual resolutions of
the two Houses of Parliament in Ottawa, even though the amendment affects the rights of
of
the Provinces.
Provinces.
2. The Government of the UK may be tempted to accept this claim since
since itit would
would enable
enable
the Parliament of the UK to play a purely formal and automatic part and to avoid
embroiling itself in a Canadian constitutional controversy which ought to be decided in
Canada alone and in which no one in the UK wishes
wishesto
tointervene.
intervene.
3. Are the Government and Parliament of the UK entitled to take this line of least
resistance? The answer depends upon constitutional convention rather than upon law.
affecting the
In law there is no doubt that the Canadian courts recognise that in matters affecting
Provinces the British North America Acts can be amended only by the UK Parliament in
1931, section 7. They may be expected to
accordance with the Statute of Westminster 1931,
(a) that no law sets any limit upon this amending power of
of the UK
recognise also (a)
(b) that
that no
nolaw
lawsets
setsany
anylimit
limit upon
upon the
thefreedom
freedom of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian GovernGovernParliament; and (b)
affecting the constitutional powers and position of
ment to submit amendments affecting
of the
Provinces—though if they should decide otherwise this will be an internal Canadian
Provinces-though
matter. The important question for the UK Government and Parliament is whether
it is required by constitutional convention that any amendment legislation should be
enacted without question at Westminster, even though it affects and is opposed by some
or all of the Provinces.
4. In British constitutional theory and practice there is a clear-cut distinction between
law and convention. Law derives from common law and statute and is enforceable by
the courts. Convention derives from constitutional principle and practice and is not
enforceable by courts. Law remains in force until changed by statute. Convention may
change with changing times. Law, at least if statutory, is ascertainable in precise form.
Convention is often imprecise and may be nowhere formulated in categorical terms.

5. The correct attitude for the UK Government and Parliament to adopt must be found
by looking at (a)
(a) constitutional
constitutional principle and
and (b)
(£>)past
pastpractice.
practice.
A. CoNSTITU'IIONAL
CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLE
A.
6. The essential elements of a federal constitution are that powers are divided between
the central and provincial governments and that neither has legal power to encroach upon
the domain of the other, except through the proper process of constitutional amendment.
of local government in the UK, for example, contains no element of federalism
The system oflocal
because the powers of local authorities are wholly at the mercy of Parliament. The same
would have been true of the proposed devolution of powers to Scotland and Wales.

If it were correct that the UK Parliament is obliged to enact any amendment of
of the
7. If
British North America Acts proposed by the Canadian Government, this would obviously
contradict the federal principle. It would then lie wholly within the power of
of the
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Canadian Government, de
facto, to
to obtain
obtain amendments
amendments derogating
derogating from
from the
the powers
powers of the
the
defacto,
Provinces and against the will of the Provinces. The Canadian constitution would cease
to be federal in the true sense, since the Provinces would be at the mercy of the central
government. By agreeing to act merely as an automaton at the direction of
of the Canadian
Government, the UK Parliament would be subverting the whole foundation of
of the
Constitution of Canada. It would put into the hands of the Canadian government powers
which are not possessed by the central government of the United States, Australia, India
and other federal countries, and which cannot be possessed by the central government
without destroying the federal basis of the constitution. It would be idle then to say that
the UK
UK was
was refraining
refraining from
from taking
taking sides
sides in
in aa Canadian
Canadian controversy.
controversy. In
In fact
UK
fact the
the UK
the
would be
be taking
taking sides
sides with
with the
the Canadian
Canadian government
government in
in undermining
undermining the
the constitutional
constitutional
would
rights and
and powers
powers of
of the
the Provinces,
Provinces, contrary
contrary to
to the
the whole
whole system
system of
of the
the British
British North
North
rights
Acts and
and the
the fundamentals
fundamentals of
of Canadian
Canadian constitutional
constitutional law.
law.
America Acts
America
8. A certain amount of misconception appears to have arisen out of talk about " the
federal compact " as the basis of the Canadian constitution. This term has been used by
those who have claimed that the British North America Act 1867 was the result of an
agreement between the central and provincial governments and none of its provisions can
them. This theory is
is described, probably
therefore be varied without the consent of all of them.
as " constructed on sheer invention",
invention ", without legal or
fairly, by Professor R M Dawson as"
historical foundation; and in 1943 the Prime Minister of Canada, Mr Mackenzie King,
said that it " does not appear to be supported either in history or in law ". The
compact "" theory
theory may
may or
or may
may not
not be
be fallacious.
fallacious. But
But this
this in
in no
no way
way alters
alters or
or weakens
weakens
"" compact
the more
more limited
limited principle
principle set
set out
out in
in the
the preceding
preceding paragraph,
paragraph, namely,
namely, that
that the
the division
the
division of
of
powers between
between federal
federal and
and provincial
provincial governments
governments is
is something
something which
which the
federal
powers
the federal
government ought
ought not
not to
to have
have power
power to
to alter
alter unilaterally.
unilaterally. In
In fact
fact it
it is
is the
the basic
basic principle
principle of
of
government
federalism, rather
rather than
than any
any contractual
contractual or
or consensual
consensual arrangement
arrangement between
between the
various
federalism,
the various
governments, which
which is
is in
in issue
issue in
in the
the present
present controversy.
controversy. It
It is
is aa matter
matter not
not of
of "" the
the
governments,
federal compact
compact "" but
but of"
of " the
the federal
federal principle
principle ".
".
federal
9. Section 7 of the Statute of Westminster 1931
1931 was inserted at the instance of the
Provinces expressly for the purpose of preserving the federal principle. Had that not
been done, the Canadian Parliament would have obtained full legal power to amend the
British North America Acts under section 2. Full powers of enacting and amending
legislation were conferred upon the Federal Government by section 2 and upon the
so as
as
Provincial Governments by section 7(2), but with the restriction set out in section 7(3) so
independence.
to prevent either from encroaching upon the other's sphere of independence.
10. The provisions of the Statute of Westminster make it quite clear that it cannot have
1931 that convention required the UK Parliament to enact without
been supposed in 1931
question any British North America Bill put forward by the Canadian Government and
Parliament. If
If there had been any such convention, section 7 would have been useless to
the Provinces, and the security which it was intended to give them would have been
nugatory, since the Canadian Government could at any time have called upon the UK
Parliament to enact an amendment taking away constitutional powers of the Provinces.
Pa~liament
is inconceivable that the Provinces would have been satisfied with this situation. Yet
It IS
they were satisfied with section 7, thus clearly disproving the existence of any convention
of ~he
the kind now claimed. They must have felt fully assured that they enjoyed not only
strictly legal
legal but
but also
also genuinely
genuinely constitutional
constitutional protection
protection for
for their
their rights.
rights.
stnctly
11. Constitutional principle, therefore, is entirely opposed to any alleged convention
that the UK Parliament is obliged to enact amendments of the Constitution of
tha~
of Canada
which_reduce the rights
rights of the Provinces without the consent of the Provinces concerned
which
given.
and without inquiring whether that consent has been given.

B.
B- PAST PRACTICE
12. It would be unprofitable to itemise all
all the
the amendments
amendments of
of the
theBritish
British North
North America
America
Acts effected by the
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament since
since 1867.
1867. The
The majority
majority ofthem
of them had
had no
no effect
effect on
on the
the
Ac~s
legislative powers of the Provinces and the fact that provincial consent was
was not
not obtained
obtained is
is
!egiSlative
Immaterial.
immaterial.
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13. The only amendments affecting
of
affecting the legislative powers of the Provinces were those of
1940, 1951,
1951, 1960 and 1964.
1964. In each one of these cases all the Provinces were consulted
and their agreement was obtained. The amendment of 1940 was delayed for some years
until the agreement of Quebec could be obtained. By accepting this delay of the amendment (which gave the Canadian Parliament power to legislate for unemployment
insurance) the Canadian Government (in the words of the federal Prime Minister)Minister)—
" avoided the raising of aa very critical constitutional question,
question, namely,
namely, whether or not
in the amending of the British North America Act it is absolutely necessary to secure
of
the consent of all the Provinces, or whether the consent of a certain number of
Provinces would of itself be sufficient
". (Canadian Commons Debates, 1940
sufficient".
(25
(25 June),
June), pp.1117-18)
pp. 1117-18)
It is clear from this remark that the Canadian Government accepted that in the case of
of
such amendments convention made it "" absolutely necessary " that the consent of at least
of all
some Provinces was obtained. In principle it would seem right that the consent of
Provinces suffering
suffering any diminution of their legislative powers should be obtained, and this
of
is corroborated by the fact that unanimous consent was obtained for the amendments of
1951,1960
1951,
1960 and 1964.
14. In addition, there is the very significant case of non-amendment represented by the
1931. This would have gravely affected
affected Provincial legislative
Statute of Westminster 1931.
been inserted
inserted at
at the
the instance
instance of the
the
independence, as already pointed out, had not section 7 been
Provinces. In this case not only the Canadian Government but also the UK Government
and Parliament felt bound to take account of the Provinces' objections.
15. It hardly seems necessary to argue that convention requires the prior agreement of
of
affected by the amendment, since the Canadian GovernProvinces whose powers will be affected
1965 entitled
entitled "" The
TheAmendment
Amendment of
of
ment expressly admitted as much in the White Paper of 1965
the Constitution of Canada ". It said:
" The
Thefourth
fourthgeneral
generalprinciple
principleis isthat
thatthe
theCanadian
CanadianParliament
Parliamentwill
willnot
notrequest
requestanan
affecting federal-provincial relationships without prior conamendment directly affecting
sultation and agreement with the provinces. This principle did not emerge as early
has gained
gained increasing
increasing recognition
recognition
as others but since 1907, and particularly since 1930, has
and acceptance. The nature and the degree of provincial participation in the amending process, however,
however, have
havenot
notlent
lentthemselves
themselvesto
toeasy
easydefinition".
definition ".
This statement, it is important to observe, was agreed by all the Provinces before the
White Paper was published: see Canadian Commons Debates, 1965 (17 February),
11623. It therefore represents a "convention"
" convention " in the literal sense, being an agreed
p. 11623.
relationship.* It is thus as authoritative a source of
of
statement of the federal-provincial relationship:
constitutional convention as can be imagined.
imagined.
16. It is therefore acknowledged by all concerned that as the conventions of the
of
Canadian constitution have developed they have hardened in favour of the protection of
Westminster evidently represents the waterthe rights of the Provinces. The Statute of "\.Yestminster
shed. That was the outstandingly important occasion when the Provinces made good
thereafter the contheir claim for protection of their rights, and it is not surprising that thereafter
became clearer and rrore positive.
vention requiring Provincial consent becan:e
17. The " fourth general principle " quoted above is framed in terms of convention
binding the Canadian Parliament rather than the UK Parliament. But it by no means
whole object of section 7 of
of the
follows that it will not concern the UK Parliament. The \\hole
Statute of Westminster was to make the LX
UK Parliament the guardian of the rights of
of the
Provinces and as already shown, constitutional principles make it essential that the UK
Parliament should not act as a mere automaton at the Canadian Government's instance.
It is inexorably necessary, therefore, that the UK Parliament should be assured that the
Canadian conventions for the protection of the Provinces have been duly observed. If
If
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament failed
failed to
to satisfy
satisfy itself
itself of
of this,
this, it
it would
would be
be acting
acting as
as an
an automaton
automaton and
the
and
failing in
in its
its function
function of
of constitutional
constitutional guardian.
guardian. Where
Where the
the requested
requested amendment
amendment will
will
failing
affect the
the Provinces,
Provinces, therefore,
therefore, the
the LK
UK Parliament
Parliament must
must make
make sure
sure that
that the
the Provinces
Provinces
affect
concerned
the precedents
precedents since
since 1930
1930 make
make clear,
the consent
consent of
the
of the
concerned have
have consented.
consented. As
As the
clear, the
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Provinces to amendments affecting
affecting them has in fact always been sought and obtained by
the Canadian Government, so that the UK Parliament has not had to make any inquiry.
But it would be entirely wrong to conclude from that that the UK Parliament will never
look behind the Canadian Government's request. That will be true only where it is clear
that the requisite Provincial consent has already been obtained. If
If the Canadian Government has failed to observe the conventions established in Canada, the UK Parliament
will not be bound by the supposed convention that it should ask no questions.
18. Conventions are the rules of the game of politics, and it may be necessary to
correct one infringement
infringement by another. If
If for example a British government were to refuse
to resign after being defeated on a motion of no confidence, the Queen would be justified
will. The fact that the UK Parliament does not
in dismissing the ministers against their will.
in practice look behind amendments requested by Canada is entirely dependent upon
If those conventions
those requests being in conformity with Canadian conventions. If
are infringed, the duty of the UK Parliament is to take corrective action.
19. Two contradictory conclusions on the above question appear in the Background
Paper prepared by the Canadian Department of External Affairs dated 2 October 1980.
Conclusion ((d)(ii)
d)(ii) on page 9 is that the UK Parliament is bound to act in accordance with
a proper
proper request from the Canadian Government (emphasis added).
added). Conclusion (e),
which immediately follows, is that the UK Parliament may not look behind any federal
request for amendment and may not concern itself with the role of the Provinces (emphasis again added).
added). The former statement seems clearly correct and the latter clearly
proper request
erroneous. It is by taking the false step of equating any
any request with a proper
request
that the Canadian Government has misrepresented the true position.
20. The inescapable conclusion is that section 7 of the Statute of Westminster 1931
has left the UK Parliament with not only legal but also political responsibility for upof the
holding the federal constitution of Canada and acting as guardian of the rights of
Provinces. Anachronistic and unwelcome as this responsibility may be, it was deliber1931 and nothing has since happened to alter it. The UK Parliament
ately preserved in 1931
therefore has the duty, when requested to amend the British North America Acts, to
first, does the amendment adversely affect Provincial legislative
ask itself two questions: first,
affected signified their consent?
powers; and secondly, if so, have the Provinces affected

WHAT SHOULD THE UK
UK PARLIAMENT Do
DO Now?
NOW?
21. It would doubtless be agreed by all concerned that it is
is absurd
absurd that
that there
there should
should even
now be no autochthonous process for amendment of the Canadian constitution in matters
affecting the federal-provincial allocation of powers. In this frustrating situation the
UK Government and Parliament may well wish to find some solution which will cut the
Gordian knot and relieve them of responsibility in future. It may be, on the other hand,
that the UK authorities will feel that any initiative for this purpose must come from
Canada, and that the only choice open to them now is either to accept the Canadian
Government's desired amendments or else to reject them outright.
22. However that may be, one is bound to ask how the UK Parliament could best
e?-tricate
extricate itself
itself from its anomalous involvement in Canadian constitutional affairs. The
simplest course would be for it to enact a short statute empowering the Government of
of
Simplest
Canada to amend the British North America Acts in any manner, provided that the consent of all the Provinces was obtained. This would be without prejudice to its existing
power under the amendment of 1949 to make constitutional amendments not affecting
affecting
POWer
the Provinces. The whole problem would then be exported to Canada where it belongs;
and the UK would have contracted out of it for ever afterwards. Provinces would have
to signify consent to amendments affecting them in the same sort of way in which States do
so for amendment of the Constitution of the United States. The rights of the Provinces
safeguarded by the Canadian courts, which is as it should be. The L'K
UK Parliawould be safeguarded
ment would
would then
then in
in effect
effect have
have abrogated
abrogated the
the last
last remnants
remnants of
of its
its legislative
legislative sovereignty
sovereignty
ment
over Canada.
Canada. Canada
Canada would
would at
at last
last obtain
obtain an
an autochthonous
autochthonous constitution.
constitution.
over
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23. It is sometimes said that it is an impossibly rigid situation if any one Province has
a power of veto over any amendment affecting the distribution of powers.
powers. But that is
merely the present situation with which Canada has had to live for about a century. It
is well illustrated by the
the amendment
amendment of
of 1940,
1940, which
whichQuebec
Quebecsuccessfully
successfully vetoed
vetoedfor
for aa period
period
of years after all the other Provinces had agreed. It has to be remembered that any
federation requires an initial willingness to federate on the part of each and every member.
Since Canada has never been supplied with a mechanism for constitutional amendment,
the position in respect of
of that subject is that the federal compact has not yet been made.
It is not unnatural, therefore, that it should require unanimity.
24 November
November1980
1980

HWRWADE,
HWRWADE,
Gonville
Gonvilleand
andCaius
CaiusCollege,
College,
Cambridge.
Cambridge.

AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION OF CANADA
THE ROLE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM PARLIAMENT (48/80-81/FM)

Additional Memorandum by Professor H W R Wade
1. In my memorandum dated 24 November 1980 I concluded (in para. 20) that the
UK Parliament had the duty to ask itself
itself two questions: first,
first, does the amendment
affect Provincial legislative powers; and secondly, if so, have the Provinces
adversely affect
affected signified their consent?
consent ?
affected

2. This additional memorandum is concerned with the first of these questions,
questions, and more
particularly with the question: how should the UK Parliament satisfy itself
itself that the
Provinces, or any of them, really are affected? I did not discuss this previously because
I assumed that the question would not arise in the present case,
case, the effect on the Provinces
of the Canadian Government's proposals being obvious.
obvious. But perhaps it needs attention
nevertheless, in order to complete the picture of the UK Parliament's position and duties.
3. If
If the effect
effect of some proposed amendment should be disputed between the Government of Canada and the Provincial governments, there would seem to be three alternative
ascertain whether the division of
ways in which the UK Parliament could as_<;:ertain
of legislative
was in
in fact
fact affected.
affected.
powers in Canada was
(i) The UK Parliament could itself
itself determine the question on the recommendation
of a Parliamentary committee which would itself hear evidence and argument.
argument.
(ii) The UK Parliament could arrange for the question to be referred to the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council under section 4 of the Judicial Committee Act
1833 (as was done, for example, in Re Parliamentary
ParliamentaryPrivilege
PrivilegeAct
Act1770
1770
[1958]
1833
[1958]
331—the Strauss
Strauss case).
case).
AC 331-the
(iii) The UK Parliament could request the Government of Canada to arrange for
the question to be referred to the Supreme Court of Canada by the Governor
of the (Canadian) Supreme Court Act, as
General in Council under section 55 of
was done in the recent case of Re Authority of
of Parliament
Relationtoto the
the
Parliament ininRelation
UpperHouse
House[1980]
[1980]11SCR
SCR54.54.
Upper
4. Since the question is essentially one of law, course (i) would seem to be the least
suitable of the three. The choice between courses (ii) and (iii) is not easy, though only
because there are arguments in favour of each of them and each of them would be
satisfactory if the other were not available. In favour of the Privy Council it may be
satisfactory
said that the UK Parliament, in its capacity of guardian of the federal system, ought to
have a source of advice quite independent of the Federal and Provincial authorities in
nowadays concerned
concerned with
with Canadian
Canadian law,
Canada. Although the Privy Council is not nowadays
law,
it has much experience of Canadian constitutional
constitutional cases
cases in
in the
the past.
past. In
In favour
favour of
of the
the
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Supreme Court of Canada it may be said that a question of Canadian constitutional law
of law
ought essentially to be determined in Canada, and that any doubtful question of
relating to a proposed amendment ought to be settled in Canada before the UK Parliament
can properly be asked to proceed with a British North America Bill. On the other hand,
(ii), since the Provinces might object
course (iii) might be more contentious than course (ii),
to the question being referred to a court appointed by the Canadian Government, despite
the high standing of the Supreme Court of Canada and the evident impartiality of decisions
UpperHouse
Housecase
case(above).
(above).
such as the Upper
5.
5. On the whole I feel inclined to favour course (iii),
(iii), provided that it will not provoke
If it should do so, the UK Parliament could fall back on course (ii)
political difficulties. If
and resort to the Privy Council. Since the question seems unlikely to arise in the present
case, my concern is not so much to advocate one solution or another as to point out that
there are several alternative solutions available. The UK Parliament need not therefore
feel deterred by any such problems in performing its role as guardian of the federal system
in Canada.
itself with
6. It would not be right, in my opinion, for the UK Parliament to concern itself
issue. A number of the Provinces are now, as I understand,
any other litigation on this issue.
referring various constitutional questions, including the present question,
question, to
to their
their Provincial
Provincial
courts and in due course there may be appeals to the Supreme Court of Canada. But the
questions so referred will have been formulated by the Provinces for their own purposes,
answers to
to them.
them. It
It isisnecessary,
necessary,as
asititseems
seemstoto
and the Provincial courts may differ in their answers
me, that
that the
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament should
should formulate
formulate its
its own
own questions
questions and
and institute
institute its
me,
its own
own
legal proceedings
proceedings or
or cause
cause the
the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government to
to institute
institute them.
them. The
legal
The only
only
exception
would
be
if
the
Canadian
Government,
before
coming
to
Westminster,
had
exception would be if the Canadian Government, before coming to Westminster, had
itself put
put the
the correct
correct questions
questions to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of Canada
Canada in
in aa form
form which
which the
UK
itself
the UK
Parliament could
could approve.
approve. In
In that
that case
case II think
think that
that the
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament could
could well
Parliament
well be
be
satisfied.
satisfied.
H W R WADE,
HWR
4 December
December1980
1980
Gonvilleand
andCaius
CaiusCollege,
College,Cambridge.
Cambridge.
Gonville

Examination of Witness
Professor H W
WR
R WADE, Master of Gonville and Caius College, University of Cambridge,
called in and examined.
examined.

Chairman
Chairman
102. Good
Good morning,
morning, Professor
Professor Wade,
102.
Wade,
thank you
you very
very much
much for
for coming.
coming. You
You
thank
are Master
Master of
of Gonville
Gonville and
and Caius,
Caius,
are
Cambridge, Professor of English Law at
the University and author of some wellknown studies, particularly on the
sovereignty of Parliament, and of many
other books and pamphlets. Do I correctly
odther.
escnbe you?--(Prof
describe
you?—-(Prof Wade)
Wade)Yes.
Yes.

by the Province of Quebec but my memorandum is a statement of my personal
views and I have put it in as such.

104. Thank you. Your memorandum
is based on the federal principle, which you
of
explain in paragraph 8: " The division of
powers between federal and provincial
governments is something which federal
ought not to have power to
government ought
" ought ",
alter unilaterally ". That word ''
ought"" or
. 103.
103. On this
this occasion you are appearing
appearing is it in your mind a legal " ought
ought",
",
m Your
your personal capacity to express your something less, like a political " ought
sentiment?
(Prof Wade)
own opinions as an academic authority on a political sentiment?--(Prof
Wade)
constitutional law and in no way on behalf
behalf I think it is both legal and political. It is
f~
party
involved
in
the
matters
of any
which legal in the sense that there is now in the
oinrnu
~V.
investigating?--(Prof
w s CCommittee
tee is investigating?
(Prof British North America Acts a legal
ade) That
Wade)
That isis right.
right. I I explained
explained when
when division of powers between federal and
su_bmitting
submitting my memorandum to the Com- provincial governments and, therefore, they
mittee that I have, in fact, been consulted ought not to trespass into one another's
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Professor H
H W
W R
R WADE

spheres because that, of
of course, would be
contrary to the Act as it now stands. But
it is also a very important political
ought"" in the sense that the law expresses
expresses
" ought
of the Constitution of
of Canada,
the spirit of
which is federal and which is inherent in
the whole federal situation, that neither
side, so to speak, should have it in its
power to invade the sphere of
of the other.
105. We have been referred
referred by the
Foreign Office
Office to evidence given to a
of the Canadian House
Special Committee of
of Commons in 1935 to consider methods
of
of amending the BNA Acts, and in parof
Professor Kennedy.
ticular to evidence by Professor
fundamental thing about
He said that the fundamental
Canada is that it is a federation but he
goes on to say that he agrees with the
view that
that the
the UK
U K Parliament
Parliament would
would never
never
view
refuse to
to enact
enact on
on request
request from
from the
the federal
federal
refuse
Parliament even
even aa request
request directly
directly aimed
aimed
Parliament
at the
the provinces.
provinces. He
He says
says that
that any
any requirerequireat
ment of
of consultation
consultation with
with the
the provinces
provinces is
is
ment
matter of
of Canadian
Canadian politics
politics and
and now
now law.
law.
aa matter
So, how
how can
can you
you be
be sure,
sure, Professor,
Professor, that
that
So,
something fundamental
fundamental to
to the
the politics
politics of
of
something
the Canadian
Canadian federation
is also
fundathe
federation is
also fundamental to
to its
its constitutionallaw?--(Prof
constitutional law?
(Prof
mental
Wade) I do not suggest it is primarily a
of law for this country in this
question of
It is really a question of
of consituation. It
of
vention and proper practice, which, of
course, is intimately connected with the
law. But I am bound to say I find it very
Professor Kennedy's
hard to understand Professor
of course, taken
evidence, which was, of
orally, and he emphasises that he is merely
expressing an
an opinion
opinion and
and emphasises
emphasises at
at
expressing
one point
point he
he is
is concerned
concerned only
only with
with
one
questions of
of law
law but
but then
then plunges
plunges into
into aa
questions
number of
of questions
questions of
of politics
politics and
and conconnumber
vention. It
It does
does seem
seem to
to me
me he
he contradicts
contradicts
vention.
himself in
in the
the evidence
evidence to
to which
which II was
was
himself
referred because
because at
one point
point he
to
referred
at one
he seems
seems to
concede that
that the
the arrangements
arrangements would
would allow
allow
concede
the federal
federal government
government to
to obtain
obtain pmvers
powers
the
which would
would reduce
reduce the
the powers
powers of
of the
the
which
provinces, and
and immediately
immediately afterwards
afterwards he
he
provinces,
is emphasising
emphasising that
that it
it is
is aa federal
federal consticonstiis
tution in
in which
which that sort
sort of
of thing
thing ought
ought
tution
not to
to happen.
happen. that
So, II would
would not
not contend
contend
So,
not
that I can make good sense of his evidence
that at
I can
just
thatmake
point.good sense of his evidence
just at that point.
Mr Hooley
Hooley
Mr
106. Professor
Professor Wade, in paragraph 9 of
of
your memorandum you say that section 7
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of
of the Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster 1931 was
of the provinces
inserted at the instance of
expressly for the purpose of preserving the
of argument
federal principle. This kind of
has been rehearsed before us by other
people who have given us evidence, but
of the provinces at the
were the claims of
Conference or was it
time accepted by the Conference
not simply agreed that the Statute of
of
Westminster would
would not
not affect
affect amendment
amendment
Westminster
of
of the BNA Acts
Acts??--(Prof
(Prof Wade) I think
that those are to some extent the same but
probably the latter statement is the more
correct and the whole problem was found
to be insoluble, as it has been in Canada
every time it has been discussed among all
off, it has
the parties, and it was simply put off,
been put into cold storage, and it has been
taken out
out again
again now.
now.
taken
107. Has this argument been tested since
1931 in any substantial way?--(Prof
way?
(Prof
Wade) As I understand it, no, because the
of Canada
Canada has taken
Federal Government of
very good care to carry the provinces with
it in any amendments affecting
affecting their
legislative powers.
108. So, would it be correct to say that
UK Parliament may be asked to
what the UK
do—and there is, I gather, no formal
formal
do-and
yet—is entirely without precedent?
request yet-is
--(Prof
(Prof Wade) I think in the circumstances the answer to that must be yes.
Mr
Mr Deakins
Deakins
109. Professor
Professor Wade, how do you
explain the fact that since 1930 there
K ParliaUK
has been no occasion when the U
informed by the UK
ment has been informed
Government of
of any provincial concurrence
amendments
with or dissent from proposed amendments
the the BNA Acts, not even in those cases
of the provinciallegislaprovincial legislawhere the powers of
ture were being reduced
reduced??--(Prof
(Prof Wade)
}ure
I think by the very simple fact that the
provinces consented to it and no province
protested and, therefore, there was no
K ParliaUK
evidence whatever before the U
ment that there was any problem in Canada,
whereas, of
of course, now there is ample
different situation.
evidence and a quite different

110. If
If since 1940 we have declined to
inquire, or at least failed to inquire, into
affecting
the internal Canadian arguments affecting
provincial powers and the various governof this country have also publicly
ments of
stated that we do not intend to make such
Canadian Governinquiries, are not the Canadian
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ment and Parliament entitled to rely on
that as forming a sort of
of constitutional
constitutional
convention to that effect
effect ?--(Prof
?
(Prof Wade)
Wade)
I should not have thought so because it
seems to me to contradict the whole prinof Canada
ciple on which the Constitution of
rests. The situation that we have now is
of
not one which has arisen in respect of
those other amendments since 1931 and,
therefore, no convention developed in the
intervening years would have any relevance
to the situation we have now.
Mr Spearing
111. When you referred
referred to 1931 in
answer to my colleague a moment ago you
used the graphic phrase ''" iinto
n t o cold
storage ". Can you confirm
confirm my memory
that when there was that happening it was
by mutual consent and mutual agreement
and was formally concluded in the Conference prior to the Statute of Westminster
itself?--(Prof
itself?
(Prof Wade) With the mutual
agreement at what point? I did not
quite follow?
follow?
112. To put the Constitution into cold
storage?--(Prof
storage?
(Prof Wade) Yes, to put the
problem of
of amendment into cold storage,
yes.
113. And it is part of
of your case or part
of your view, I take it, that, therefore, it
should not emerge from
from such cold storage
without a comparable agreement?-agreement?
(Prof
(Prof Wade) That is right.

Boothroyd
Miss Boothroyd
Professor Wade, I wonder if you
114. Professor
would explain to the Committee how the
if
United Kingdom authorities could be, if
of the rights of
of the
you like, guardians of
provinces against the federal government
when, unlike the Australian situation, the
provinces do not have direct access either
Parliament?
to our Government or our Parliament?
-(Prof
(Prof Wade) I think access as bet\veen
between
governments is really a matter of
of protocol
and is for the governments themselves to
say who shall have access to them and who
shall not and I do not see very much
significance in that. As regards access
ha\e
between Parliaments, I should not ha\e
thought there was any ban on access by
the provincial authorities to the Parliament
at Westminster so long as the Parliament
at Westminster retains the pow-er
power and
of amending the Canadian
responsibility of
Constitution.
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Chairman
115. Professor, the 1965 White Paper
says that the principles which it states,
one of
of which you strongly rely upon,
are not constitutionally binding in any
strict sense. Are you not, therefore,
fourth
seeking to give the White Paper's fourth
principle more binding force than the
White Paper claims for itself?--(Prof
itself?
(Prof
Wade) No, I think I am using it merely as
evidence, but it seems to me a very strong
piece of
of evidence. As I understand
understand it,
the White Paper was concurred
concurred in by all
the provinces before it was published
published and,
therefore, is a convention in the most
literal sense of
of the term agreed by all
parties.
116. You say " aall
".
l l the provinces
provinces".
The fourth principle in the White Paper
It just
is not explicit about unanimity. It
says ''
"prior
prior consultation and agreement
provinces'*. If
If it meant all the
with the provinces··.
so ?
provinces would it not have said so?-(Prof Wade) It does not seem to me you
(Prof
can read anything into that phrase one
way or the other. II should have thought
h e proit was equally natural to say "''tthe
vinces"
l l the provinces
provinces",
", but
vinces
" or " aall
perhaps there is some slight reservation in
the former phrase in that there might be
room for some absence of
of unanimity. Of
Of
course, the natural situation is where
course
where the
amendment
amendment might
might affect
affect some
some provinces
but not
not others.
others. In
In that
that case
case there
there would
would
but
be no
no point
point talking
talking about
about all
all the
the provinces.
provinces.
be
It would
would only
only be
be the
the provinces
provinces affected
affected
It
which would
would be
be relevant.
relevant.
which
117. You say that federation
federation requires
an initial willingness to federate on the
of each and every member
member and that
part of
of
that suggests unanimity about methods
methods. of
of the Canadian
amendment. Surely some of
provinces vvere
were created, in effect,
effect, by Canada,
Parliament?
by Acts of the Canadian Parliament?
I refer to those who joined the Dominion
after the relevant date. Does that make
after
a difference?--(Prof
difference?
(Prof Wade) No, I should
havee thought not. That is the formal
formal
ha\
incorporated by
aspect. They were incorporated
America Acts but
various British North America
not, II think, against their will.

Chairman] Obviously not, II suppose, no.

Spearing
Mr Spearing
of that, Professor
Professor
118. But in respect of
Wade, is it not true that the latest province
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to join the Canadian Federation was
Newfoundland
Newfoundland and that one of
of the points
which has been made is that Newfoundland
Newfoundland
became a member of
of the Federation under
the Constitution as it then was and that
any change in that Constitution would
morally require their assent as well? So,
in that case would you not put that
particular province on a different
different level
even from those that were created by the
Federation itself?--(Prof
itself ? — ( P r o f Wade) No, II
do not think so, otherwise you have to
go back and put all the others on a
different
different level as from the dates when they
were admitted to the Federation. It
seems to me that entrance into the Federation involves accepting or agreeing to the
constitutional arrangements and that involves giving the new province its due
share of
of legislative power under the
British North America Acts and from then
onwards it is entitled, just like any other
province, not to have those powers reduced
or taken away without its own consent.
119. So, your point would be by virtue
of the cold storage point we referred
referred to
of
Newfoundland would have assumed that
Newfoundland
of a means
no change or no introduction of
of changing the Federation would be
of
brought about unless it had not only the
of Newfoundland
Newfoundland but of
of all the
assent of
other provinces as well
well?——(Prof
Wade)
?-(Prof Wade)
So far
far as
as Newfoundland
Newfoundland goes,
goes, obviously
obviously
So
its own
own consent
consent ought
ought to
to be
be sought
sought for
for
its
any amendment
amendment affecting
affecting its
its own
own legislative
legislative
any
powers. II do
do not
not see
see that
that it
it should
should be
be
powers.
concerned with
with the
the legislative
legislative powers
powers of
of
concerned
the other
other provinces,
provinces, if
if II have
have understood
understood
the
you correctly.
correctly.
you
120. But as far as its own powers are
concerned, you would have said that was
an assumption and understanding on
of the Canadian
which it became a member of
Federation
Wade) Yes. It
Federation??--(Prof
(Prof
It
seems to me inherent in the whole conof a federal state into which it
ception of
entered.
Chairman
121. Of
Of course, Newfoundland
Newfoundland already
existed as a legal entity but Alberta and
Saskatchewan when they became provinces
had not existed at all before. As you said,
they were created by an Act of
of the Canadian
Canadian
Parliament?-(Prof
Parliament?
(Prof Wade) So far as they
formed a part of
formed
of Canada, yes, certainly.
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122. What do you say to the argument
that any convention about provincial
concurrence is too uncertain in its scope
to be usable? The 1965 White Paper
of
itself
itself said that the nature and degree of
provincial participation in the amending
process have not lent themselves to easy
definition. Does not this remark seriously
qualify
qualify the fourth general principle, to
which it is appended
appended??--(Prof
(Prof Wade)
No, I do not think so. We are talking
about constitutional conventions and it is
inherent in constitutional conventions
that they are a bit hazy at the edges. It
is quite different
different from talking about rules
of
of
of law. But that remark at the end of
the fourth principle seems to me merely
winding up the statement simply by saying
that the provinces have, in fact, been
formula for conunable to agree on a formula
stitutional amendment. That is what I
take it really to be thinking of
of and 1 do
not read it as withdrawing in any way
what was said immediately in the previous
breath.
MrSpearing
Mr
Spearing
123. You point out in paragraph
paragraph 22
convenient way out
that perhaps the most convenient
of this difficult
difficult impasse would be for the
of
British Parliament to pass an amendment
to the British North America Act which
would enable the Canadian Federal Parliaconstitutional balance
ment to change the constitutional
of
in Canada provided that the means of
obtaining that change had the unanimous
of all the provinces. Can I put
consent of
it to
to you
you that
that supposing
supposing such
such aa request
request
it
for an
an amendment
amendment was
was received,
received, but
but
for
instead of
of having
having the
the unanimous
unanimous assent
assent
instead
of all
all the
the provinces
provinces it
it only
only has
has the
the majority
majority
of
assent of
of provinces
provinces in
in broadly
broadly the
three
assent
the three
sections, the
the Atlantic
Atlantic provinces,
provinces, the
the Central
Central
sections,
provinces and
and the
the Western
Western provinces,
provinces,
provinces
there would
would be,
be, would
would there
there not,
not, aa strong
strong
there
case for
for the
the British
British Parliament
Parliament then
to
case
then to
accede to such a request?--(Prof
request?
(Prof Wade)
I do not think it is any different
different in principle.
I think that every province's rights and
position have to be considered independof course, it is
ently and that although, of
very tempting to say if
if there is a strong
majority in its favour right across Canada
majority
different situation, 'I
;I do not think
that is a different
that it really is because each province is
own rights.
entitled to stand up for its ovvn
Of course, that situation has already arisen
Of
in Canada when several of
of the previous
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provinces then discussed constitutional
amendment. As I understand it, the
Victoria formula was only rejected by one
province, Quebec, admittedly one of the
largest and most important provinces, but
there have, I think, been several situations
already where one province has held out
against the others and I think it has been
accepted in Ottawa that that did not make
case for
for coming
coming to
to Westminster.
Westminster.
aa case
124. But you are, therefore, saying that
even if there were widespread agreement
among most of the provinces and, indeed,
all the larger ones, on such a request and
such a formula for amendment, it has
hitherto escaped everybody that even if
one of the smaller provinces held out the
British Parliament, by virtue of the
unanimity which
which you
you have
have suggested
suggested is
unanimity
is
proper, would
would not
not be
be justified
in acceding
acceding
justified in
proper,
to the request?
position ?
request ? Is that your position?-(Prof Wade)
Wade) Yes, it is.
is. Perhaps I might
point out it is very far from the situation
which appears to obtain at present. As
understand it,
it, eight
eight out
out of
of the
the ten
ten proproI1 understand
vinces are resisting the Federal Government's proposals, so that it is at the very
of
other extreme of the possible spectrum of
situations from the one that you have put
to me.
me. But
But II think
think in
in principle
principle the
the answer
answer
to
must be
be yes
yes because
because there
there must
must be
be an
an
must
agreed formula
formula for
for constitutional
constitutional amendamendagreed
ment in
in Canada
Canada which
which has
has the
the consent
consent
ment
of all
all the
the provinces
provinces and
and it
it might
might be
be that
that
of
one, perhaps
perhaps aa small
small province,
province, might
might have
have
one,
very important
important interests
interests about
about which
which the
the
very
other provinces
provinces did
did not
not care
care very
very much
much
other
and II think
think it
it would
would be
be quite
wrong in
in
quite wrong
and
principle that
that those
those should
should be
be sacrificed
sacrificed
principle
without its
its agreement.
agreement.
without
125. I should make it clear that I am
envisaging a possible situation not of a
request of the character which may well
come before this House but a different
different
type of request which is only concerned
tYpe
with patriation on what is a largely agreed
With
formula. On that assumption can I now
take you one stage further. If such an
event occurred and there was one pruvince
province
e':ent
still objecting
objecting on
on aa basis
basis that
that may
may be
be well
~till_
well
justified that
that you
you have
have suggested
suggested and
and you
you
JU~tlfied
are saying
saying in
in those
those circumstances
circumstances WestWestar7
minster should
should still
still say
say no,
no, are
are you
you not
not
mmster
suggesting that
that the
the judgment
of that
that parpars!lggesting
judgment of
ticular province
province is
is superior
superior to
to the
the remaining
remaining
ticular
sovereignty that
that the
the Westminster
Westminster ParliaParliasovereignty
ment still
still have?--(Prof
have?
(Prof Wade)
Wade) No,
No,
ment
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because I think in your last few words
introducing the sovereignty of the Westminster Parliament you have slipped from
convention into law and those are as
different
different as chalk and cheese. The convention, I1 think, is what matters here.
That should protect the position of every
individual province and I think the
situation which you envisage ought to be
treated as a purely Canadian problem and
there should be some political solution in
Canada. Perhaps the other provinces
would be able to turn the heat on to the
dissenting province or the Federal Governof
ment may have some way ultimately of
producing unanimity. It has many powers
and opportunity of influence and I think
it is in that area the solution has to be
sought and it does not in principle in the
least affect the attitude of Westminster.
126. You are, therefore, saying that
such a request without unanimity would
be if not improper for the Canadian
Federal Parliament an improper one for
Wade)
this House to consider?--(Prof
consider?
(Prof Wade)
It would not be right, I do not say to consider but it would not be right for Westminster to enact it.

Mr Griffiths
Griffiths
127. Professor Wade, I have three questions and the third hangs on the previous
two. I think it is fair to say yours is the
received.
most emphatic paper that we have received.
On the first two sections of it you come
down quite categorically in saying that
constitutional principle is entirely opposed
to any
any alleged
alleged convention,
convention, that
that the
UK
to
the UK
Parliament is
is obliged
obliged to
to enact
enact amendment
amendment
Parliament
of the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of Canada
Canada without
without the
of
the
consent of
of the
the provinces.
provinces. Then
Then you
consent
you say
say
in
your
section
on
past
practice
that
the
in your section on past practice that the
inescapable conclusion
conclusion is
is that
that the
UK
the UK
inescapable
Parliament is
is both
both legally
legally and
and politically
politically
Parliament
responsible for
for upholding
upholding the
the federal
federal
responsible
Constitution of
of Canada
Canada and
and acting
acting as
as
Constitution
guardian of
of the
the rights
rights of
of the
the provinces.
provinces.
guardian
My
first
question
is,
when
making
this
My first question is, when making this
very
categorical statement
statement based
based on
on your
your
very
great categorical
learning, \\·hat
what do
do you
you say
say to
great
learning,
to those
those
in
the
Federal
Government
and
the
and
the
in
the Parliament
Federal Government
Federal
of Canada
Canada who
who
dissent
of
dissent
Federal
Parliament
most strongly
strongly from
from your
your judgment
on
?
most
judgment
onasboth
both?
In
what
way
are
they
misguided,
you
In
are they
see what
it, inway
believing
that misguided,
the request
requestasof you
the
see
it, in believing
that the
the
democratically
elected
Parliament ofand
democratically
Government of elected
Canada Parliament
is wrong? and
Government of Canada is wrong?--
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(Prof
(Prof Wade) We have been reading this
morning
mornmg about democratically elected
parliaments and the Parliament of
of Ottawa
and in Westminster are not the only
democratically elected Parliaments in this
field, there are also the democratically
democratically
elected legislatures of
of the provinces. In
In
fact, I think the answer to your question
about how one is to explain the attitude
of
of the Federal Government is no doubt
that their patience is exhausted. They
have been through very many long and
serious efforts
efforts to achieve unanimity in
Canada and they have failed, sometimes
with the dissent merely of
of one province,
and I think they are now trying to strain
the situation in their own favour when,
in fact, it is fundamentally
fundamentally contrary to the
federal principle, which, if it means anyGovernment
thing, means that the Federal Government
cannot take away the powers of the provinces. This is something which the
Government of the United States is
of Australia
unable to do, the Government of
It is absolutely fundamental
fundamental
is unable to do. It
to a federal country and if Canada is to
remain a federal country that must be the
situation.
128. My second question concerns your
judgment
of the background paper, which,
judgment of
of course, the Committee have seen, of
of the
of
Department of
of External Affairs.
Affairs.
Canadian Department
Would I oversimplify
oversimplify your view, if
if II
have understood your evidence, to mean
that you are not at all impressed by this
paper and you think that it has been
drawn up very largely for the political
purpose of
of enabling
enabling the
the Canadian
Canadian GovernGovernpurpose
ment to
to overcome
overcome its
its problems
problems rather
rather
ment
than being
being aa paper
paper that
that is
is based
based on
on obobthan
jective
(Prof
jective principle
principle and
and more?
more?--(Prof
Wade) I think it is quite natural that it
should be designed to help the Canadian
Government to overcome its problems
was
and I thought it \Vas-129. A political paper rather than
legal
legal??--(Prof
(Prof Wade)--a
Wade)
a very good
paper for that purpose, but the whole
situation, as I understand it, is political
rather than legal.

My third question really goes to
130. l\1y
the conclusion that you have drawn in
powerful paper and you advise us
your pow·erful
we should enact a short
very clearly that \Ye
of
statute empowering the Government of
Canada to amend the British North
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America Acts in any manner provided
that the consent of
of all the provinces was
obtained. You are moving, I think, outof law and constituside the strict field of
of very valuable
tional principle into a piece of
political advice which I am sure the Comgrateful to have. But II
mittee is very grateful
would like to ask you just exactly how
you think this would work. You say
the whole problem would then be
be exexported to
to Canada
Canada where
where it
it belongs
belongs and
and
ported
the UK
UK would
would have
have contracted
contracted out
it
the
out of
of it
forever. We
We would
would have
have abrogated
abrogated the
the
forever.
last remnants
remnants of
legislative sovereignty
sovereignty
of our
our legislative
last
over Canada.
Canada. II think
think that
that is
is probably
probably
over
what some
some of
of us
us at
at least
least would
would like
to
like to
what
see happen,
happen, but
but if
if we
we were
were to
to do
do that
and
see
that and
the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government and
and ParliaParliathe
ment dissented,
dissented, as
as it
it might
might well
well do,
how
ment
do, how
we, in
in fact,
fact, have
have achieved
achieved our
object
?
would we,
our
object?
would
You can
can hardly
hardly export
export something
something to
to aa
You
person who does not want it
it??--(Prof
(Prof
Wade) No. II was careful
careful to say in the
previous paragraph that I quite realise
that the Committee might not be interested
in anything of
of that sort and they might
feel their task was merely to advise the
U K Parliament whether to say yes or no
UK
to Mr Trudeau, so this was purely a piece
of speculation on my part, but, of
of
of course,
it would
would require
require the
the consent
consent of
of Canada,
Canada,
it
both the
the federal
federal and
and the
the provincial
provincial governgovernboth
ments, and
and II do
not suppose
suppose anyone
on
do not
anyone on
ments,
this occasion
occasion would
would wish
wish to
to put
put forward
forward
this
any propositions
propositions except
except as
as material
material which
which
any
might commend
commend itself
itself in
in Canada,
Canada, and
and if
if
might
it did
did commend
commend itself
itself then,
then, of
course,
it
of course,
Westminster
I
would
expect,
would
be
Westminster I would expect, would be
very favourably
favourably disposed
disposed to
to enacting
enacting it.
it.
very
Deakins
Mr Deakins
131. Should our Parliament in the UK
be best advised to await the outcome of
of
any genuine litigation going on before
the Canadian courts on matters we have
discussing?
(Prof Wade) I think
been discussing?--(Prof
it is a very difficult
difficult question to answer
categorically. It is conceivable that
litigation in Canada might go on for
many years and it might be used as a
delaying move and it might get the UK
difficulty if
Parliament into great difficulty
if in any
itself onto legal
way it, so to speak, hitched itself
proceedings in Canada which were not
started with its own agreement or by some
agreement with the Government
Government of
of
Canada. I can foresee very considerable
difficulties if
if it
it is
is suggested
suggested that
that we
must
we must
difficulties
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wait until everything has been finished
finished
in the Canadian courts. I think there are
six provinces at least at present which
have started legal proceedings, and although these may all funnel through in
the end to the Supreme Court of
of Canada
on appeal, nevertheless there is likely to
be quite a complicated
complicated and confusing
confusing
sitution. II did
did make
make some
some suggestions
suggestions in
in
my supplementary
supplementary memorandum
memorandum about
about
my
how that
that might
might be
be resolved
resolved and
and II think
think
how
personally perhaps
perhaps the
the best
best solution
solution would
would
personally
be for
for the
the Government
Government in
in thi~
this country
country
be
to arrange
arrange with
with the
the Canadian
Canadian GovernGovernto
ment in
in Ottawa
Ottawa to
to have
have the
the question
question
ment
formally referred
referred by
by the
the Canadian
Canadian GovernGovernformally
ment in
in Ottawa
Ottawa to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court.
Court. If
If
ment
they have
have already
already decided
decided it
it on
on an
an appeal
appeal
they
from, say,
say, Alberta,
then
they
can simply
simply
from,
Alberta,
then
they can
refer
to
their
previous
decision
and decide
refer
to
their
previous
decision
and
decide
it, but there would be one legal channel
it,
but would
there would
one legalbeginning
channel
which
have be
a definite
which
have would
a definite
and endwould
and there
not bebeginning
a possiand
there would
not be on
a possibilityend
of and
proceedings
dragging
over
bility
of
proceedings
dragging
on
over
which really we have no control and which
which
really
we
have
no
control
and
which
might take the whole situation, so to
might
takeof the
whole situation, so to
speak, out
our hands.
speak, out of our hands.
132. In what way do you think a
of the Canadian Supreme Court
decision of
could affect the constitutional and legal
of this Parliament in relation to
practice of
of the BNA Act?-Act?
the amendment of
(Prof Wade) There are a number of
of
(Prof
possibilities. One of
of the questions being
submitted to the provincial courts at this
Supreme
stage, but which may well go to the Supreme
Court of
of Canada, as I understand it,
~ourt
is whether the Government of
of Canada
Is
is now legally entitled to submit its package
if the Supreme Court
to Westminster, and if
answer that
that in
in the
the
of Canada should answer
negative, of
of course
course it
it will
will be
be necessary
necessary to
to
negative,
take account
account of
of that
that and
and the
the Government
Government
take
of Canada
Canada will
will have
have to
to drop
drop it.
it. That
That is
is
of
one possibility.
possibility. There
There are
are various
various other
other
one
possibilities.
possibilities.
Mr Grant
Mr
this question
question of
of which
which
133. Just on this
comes first,
first, the
the chicken
chicken or
or the
the egg,
egg, the
the
position of
of the judicature or the legislegisPosition
lature, you are not saying, are you, that
~ature,
if there is a perfectly
perfectly genuine case with
If
which the court is seized and there is no
\Vhich
artificial procedural delay going on, the
the
legislature should override that, and if
you are, is there any precedent for the
Yo!!
legislature to interfere in a proper con-
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stitution with the rights of
of the court?
--(Prof
(Prof Wade) I do not think there would
be any interference
interference with the operation of
of
the law in any sense at all because these
questions are, or ought at any rate to be,
of law which the Canadian
questions of
courts are being asked to determine,
whereas, in fact, the problems for this
of constitutional
country are problems of
convention and practice and they do not,
conflict or interact.
strictly speaking, conflict
But I am certainly not saying no
attention
no attention
should be
be paid
paid to
to some
some decision
decision of
should
of aa
high Canadian
Canadian court
court which
which may
arise
high
may arise
out of
of these
these proceedings.
proceedings. What
What II think
think
out
am saying
saying is
is that
that there
there might
might be
be conconII am
siderable difficulties
difficulties if
if the
the conduct
conduct of
the
siderable
of the
UK Parliament
Parliament were
were to
to be
be made
made dependent
dependent
UK
on legal
legal proceedings
in Canada
Canada which
which
on
proceedings in
might
get rather
out of
of hand.
hand.
tpight get
rather out
of prudence and sense
134. As a matter of
would it not be wise for the UK
UK Parliament to await the outcome of
of perfectly
sensible, genuine litigation in the courts
before it comes to a conclusion rather
beforehand ?——
than blurt out its view beforehand?-(Prof
(Prof Wade) Yes, I think it would, and
in my supplementary paper
paper I suggested
a means whereby that might be brought
about. My only reservation is whose legal
proceedings we get involved with.
Mr Spearing
Spearing
135. Professor
Professor Wade, a few moments ago
you were insisting that any request for
patriation and a patriation formula
formula alone
unanimity of
should receive the absolute unanimity
of the
provinces. To some people that
that may
appear a logical legal but very precise
position, but I take it you would agree that
qualification would have the
advansuch a qualification
the advantage of
of removing any judgment
concerning
judgment concerning
the advantages
advantages or
or the
the rights
rights of
of aa particular
particular
the
province standing
standing out
out away
away from
from this
this
province
Parliament
and confine
confine it
it to
entirely
Parliament and
to an
an entirely
Canadian forum?
forum ? Do
would
Canadian
Do II take
take it
it you
you would
agree that
advanagree
that that
that would
would be
be the
the added
added advantage
of such
such an
an absolute
absolute position?-position?——
tage of
(Prof Wade)
Wade) Yes.
Yes.
(Prof
136. And can I take it also that it would
preferred option which might help
be your preferred
everybody if
if it were possible
possible??--(Prof
(Prof
evervbodv
Wade) The preferred
preferred option, of
of course, is
that everybody concerned in Canada
should agree.
137. On that particular possible request
patriation formula?
formula?
for patriation and a patriation
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--(Prof
——(Prof Wade) Yes, certainly. If
If II
understood you correctly, I should have
thought the ideal situation was to get the
patriation formula, by which I mean the
constitutional amendment formula, agreed,
and deal with that by itself. It might go
back to Canada and the Bill of
of Rights and
all the other consequential things can be
dealt with in Canada by Canada without
any reference to this country at all.
138. At a later stage?--(Prof
stage ?- -(Prof Wade)
Wade)
Yes, absolutely correct.

Mr Hooley
Hooley
139. I am told by experts who understand these things, which I do not, that one
cannot simply patriate, as it were, the BNA
Acts as they are because the Canadian
people would then be left without any
of amending their own Constitution.
Constitution.
means of
As a layman, I do not understand it.
of
Surely it is inherent in the concept of
national sovereignty that the people can
amend or
or determine
determine their
their own
own Constitution
Constitution
amend
how they
they wish?
wish? Equally,
Equally, II should
should have
have
how
thought the
the sovereignty
sovereignty of
of the
the UK
UK ParliaParliathought
ment is
is such
such that
that if
if the
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament
ment
simply said,
said, "" Here
Here is
is your
your BNA
BNA Act,
Act, your
your
simply
existing Constitution,
Constitution, get
get on
on with
with iti t ",
",
existing
there is
is nothing
nothing that
that can
can prevent
prevent the
the UK
UK
there
way??--(Prof
(Prof
Parliament acting in that way
Wade) Certainly there is nothing to prevent
UK Parliament acting in that way, but
the UK
of your question the
to the earlier part of
answer is no, if it is a federal country. The
of the United States cannot
Congress of
of the United
amend the Constitution of
of threeStates without the consent of
quarters of
of the states signified
signified independently, so that there is no inherent argument for
for saying
saying that
that aa country
country must
must
ment
necessarily be
be able
able to
to look
look after
after its
its own
own
necessarily
Constitution and
and amend
amend it.
it. If
If we
we simply
simply
Constitution
patriated the
the BNA
BNA Act,
Act, which
which II think
think is
is the
the
patriated

[Continued

sense in which you mean it, simply by
declining to take any further
further steps to
amend it and leaving it all to Canada,
Canada would be legally impotent.
140. Unless there was a unanimous
unanimous
agreement?--(Prof
Even then
agreement ?(Prof Wade) Even
then
they would not legally obtain the power to
amend the British North America Acts.
There has to be legislation which the
Canadian courts will accept as valid for
that purpose, and so long as section 7 of
of
the Statute of
of Westminster remains unrepealed in any way which the Canadian
courts will recognise, so long must Canada
be devoid of
of constitutional amendment.
amendment.

Mr Griffiths
141. Professor
Professor Wade, you will have seen
the statement yesterday by the Prime
Minister at Question Time. I think II
of it. She said that if
should quote a bit of
if a
request is received we have to deal with it
in accordan!:e
accordance with the statute, in accordance with precedent, and then she repeated,
"and in
thereby giving greater emphasis, "and
accordance with the fact that it is received
from a fully democractically
democractically elected
Parliament and would be a request from
from a
Parliament to
fully democratically elected Parliament
a similarly democratically elected Parliament". The inference I draw from
from that
was that it was the Prime Minister's advice
to the House that if
if we receive a request
democratically elected
from such a fully democratically
Parliament we would have no choice but
to accept it. Do you disagree with that
inference I draw from the Prime Minister's
remarks?--(Prof
afraid II
remarks?
(Prof Wade) I am afraid
must do. It
It is entirely contrary
contrary to the
position II have put before the Committee.
Chairman] Professor
thank you
Professor Wade, thank
helpful
very much, you have been most helpful
grateful
to the Committee. We are very grateful
to you.

QUESTION OF
O F "INTERFERENCE
" INTERFERENCE IN THE
THE
THE QL"'ESTION
CANADA " (25/80-81/FM)
(25/80-81/FM)
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS OF CANADA"
Memorandum by Mr E Lauterpacbt,
Lauterpacht, QC
QC
memorandum is directed to only one aspect of
of the question now before
1. This memorandum
before the
Parliament and
Committee. When the United Kingdom Parliament receives from the Parliament
of Canada a proposal for an amendment of
of the Canadian Constitution, is it
Government of
entitled or required to ascertain whether that request is supported by an appropriate
appropriate
of Provincial consent? The question arises because the suggestion has been
degree of
involves " an interference
interference
made that for the United Kingdom to enter into such an enquiry involves"
affairs " of
of Canada and is therefore inappropriate.
in the domestic affairs
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2. There are two possibilities as regards the underlying constitutional law and convention. One is that an amendment of the character now under consideration does not
require unanimous provincial consent; the other is that it does.
does. If
If it does not, then the
present question does not arise. But if it does, then it seems inconceivable that the British
Government should not be concerned with the extent of provincial support. To suggest
otherwise is to imply that the Federal Government would be entitled to pretend that it
has unanimous provincial support when in fact it has not. If provincial unanimity is a
necessary precondition of the application to the United Kingdom Parliament, then all
concerned in the application are entitled to know the relevant facts.
facts.
3. Moreover, if the question is approached exclusively in terms of constitutional law
of
and convention (as opposed to international law, of which more later) the notion of
"interference
" interference in the domestic affairs of Canada "-at
"—at any rate as
as aa legal conceptionconception—
appears entirely misplaced. There are two ways of looking at the involvement of
of the
British Parliament. Either it is involved because, for the limited purpose of
of amendment,
it is effectively an organ of the Canadian constitution. Or,
Or, if not an organ ofthe
of the Canadian
constitution, it is involved as an organ of the British constitution having a special relationship with one feature of the Canadian constitution. But in both cases the participation
of the British Parliament is the consequence of specific rules-whether
rules—whether called law, convention or practice; and once the content of the particular rule relating to amendments
of the kind now under consideration is identified as requiring unanimous provincial
consent there is no basis for suggesting that the UK Parliament, while operating within
of
the framework of and subject to those rules, can ignore the fact that the precondition of
British Parliamentary action is not met.

4. Another way of putting the point is that British concern with the legal requirements
not an
an interference
interference in
in aa Canadian
Canadian domestic
domestic affair
affair because,
because, in
in the
the nature of
of the
the situation,
situation,
is not
for this purpose the British Parliament is part of the Canadian domestic scene. By
fulfilment of a legal role in the Canadian constitution cannot be interference
definition, fulfilment
in the workings of that system.
. 5. Apart from a " constitutional
constitutional"" approach in the above terms, it is right that the
!nternationallaw
international law aspect should be addressed. There is,
is, however, a certain artificiality
m
in approaching the matter as one arising between two sovereign States. Although the
United Kingdom and Canada are for all practical purposes, separate and independent
legal persons, the matter of Canadian constitutional amendment is the one respect in
which they are not. On this question Canada is still tied to Britain by an umbilical cord
and even in international law this cannot be ignored.
6.
plane .
6. There are, nonetheless, two points to be made on the international legal plane.

of " internal affairs"
affairs " or "domestic
" domestic
. 7. First, it is generally accepted that the concept of"
jurisdiction " is not absolute. As was acknowledged by the Permanent Court of InterJUrisdiction
Tunisand
andMorocco
MoroccoNationality
NationalityDecrees,
Decrees,
PCD,
Series
PCIJ,
Series
B, B,
national Justice in the case of the Tunis
No 4, the concept of domestic jurisdiction is relative and varies according to the circumstances of each case, and if a matter is regulated by treaty or other comparable arrangement it is definitely not one exclusively of domestic jurisdiction. The body of
of relevant
law, convention and practice affecting
affecting the role of the United Kingdom Parliament cannot
!aw,
just be ignored and must, therefore, even though at first sight not on the place of
JUst
of international law, be
be translated
translated onto
onto that
that level.
level. Accordingly,
Accordingly, it
it is
is necessary
necessary to
to speak
speak of
of the
the
nationallaw,
relationship of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom and
and Canada
Canada in
in respect
respect of
of constitutional
constitutional amendment
amendment
relationship
as being
being governed
governed by
by understandings
understandings akin
akin to
to treaty
treaty which
which in
in their
their content
content are
identical
a~
are identical
with the
the constitutional
constitutional conventions
conventions which
which Canada
Canada also
also invokes.
invokes. If
If this
this is
is so,
so, those
With
those same
same
conventions/understandings provide
provide the
the basis
basis for
for the
the United
United Kingdom's
Kingdom's right
right to
conventions/understandings
to know
know
whether or
or not
not the
the Canadian
Canadian request
request has
has the
the unanimous
unanimous support
support of
of the
the Provinces.
Provinces.
whether
8. Secondly, and quite apart from the special facts of the present situation, it is not
correct that concern by one State with the satisfaction
satisfaction of constitutional requirements in
another automatically constitutes a legally unacceptable interference in the domestic
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affairs of the latter. The situation is in some respects analogous to the interest which one
party to a treaty may have in the constitutional authority of another party to enter into
that particular agreement. Article 46 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,
to which both Canada and the United Kingdom are parties, contemplates investigation
of whether a State's constitutional requirements have been satisfied in the event that that
State contends that failure to comply with its internal law has prevented the formation
of a valid treaty obligation:obligation:—
"" 1.
1. A
A State may not invoke the fact that its
its consent to be
be bound by a treaty has
been expressed in violation of a provision of its internal law regarding competence
to conclude treaties as invalidating its consent unless that violation was manifest
and concerned a rule of its internal law of fundamental importance.
2. A violation is manifest if it would be objectively evident to any State conducting
itself in the matter in accordance with normal practice and in good faith."
faith."
From this it is obvious that international law does not impose any blanket prohibition
upon an interested State investigating the content and application of the constitutional
law of another.
9. In suggesting that the United Kingdom Parliament may satisfy itself
itself that where
unanimous consent is required it has been obtained, it is appropriate to add that this is
not merely a right which the United Kingdom Parliament possesses as against the Canadian
Parliament. It is a duty which the United Kingdom Parliament owes to the Provinces.
The Canadian federal system is not one in which the Provinces are subordinate to the
federal government. The Provinces were before 1867 separate entities each with their
of
own position in relation to the United Kingdom. The creation of the federation of
Canada did not destroy that provincial identity. When the Statute of Westminster
freed the Dominion Parliament from the fetters of the Colonial Laws Validity Act it at
the same time extended that freedom to the legislatures of the Canadian Provinces and
thus acknowledged in statutory terms the freedom and rights of the Provinces.

10. There is no legal or conventional screen between the United Kingdom Parliament
and the Provinces which requires the former to assume that the consent of the latter is
to be implied in any request from the Canadian Parliament. When all is said and done,
the amendment of the Canadian constitution is a matter of Canadian constitutional law
in which there are three participants: the federal Parliament, the Provinces and the United
Kingdom Parliament (here acting, in effect, as an organ of Canadian constitutional
machinery). It is, therefore, inappropriate for the Canadian Government to raise in
this context
context barriers
barriers of
of aa national
national or
or territorial
territorial kind.
kind. There
There is
is but
but one
one constitution
constitution of
this
of
Canada and
and the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament is,
is, for
for aa limited
limited purpose,
purpose, an
Canada
an essential
essential
part of
of it.
it. There
There is,
is, therefore,
therefore, no
no element
element of
of interference
interference in
in the
the domestic
domestic affairs
affairs of
of
part
Canada when
when the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament does
does just
what the
the domestic
domestic law
Canada
just what
law and
and
convention of
of Canada
Canada require
require of
of it,
it, namely,
namely, to
to ask
ask whether
whether there
there are
are conditions
conditions prepreconvention
cedent to
to be
be satisfied
satisfied and
and whether
whether they
they have,
have, in
in fact,
fact, been
been satisfied.
satisfied. And
And why,
why, it
it may
may be
be
cedent
asked, should
should it
it be
be any
any more
more an
an interference
interference in
in the
the domestic
domestic affairs
affairs of
of the
the nation
nation of
of
asked,
Canada if,
if, to
to the
the claimed
claimed disadvantage
disadvantage of
of the
the federal
federal government,
government, the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
Canada
Parliament makes
makes an
an enquiry
enquiry regarding
regarding Provincial
Provincial consent
consent than
than it
it would
would be
interParliament
be an
an interference in
in the
the affairs
affairs of
of that
that same
same nation
nation if
if the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament were,
were, to
to the
the
ference
evident disadvantage
disadvantage of
of the
the Provinces,
Provinces, to
to fail
fail to
to make
make enquiry
enquiry regarding
regarding Provincial
Provincial
evident
consent?
consent?
ELAUTERPACHT,QC
E LAUTERPACHT, QC

28 November
1980
28
November 1980
Examination of \Vitness
Witness

Mr E LAUTERPACHT, Lecturer in Law, Cniversity
University of Cambridge, called in and examined.
Chairman
Chairman

142.
142. Mr
Mr Lauterpacht,
Lauterpacht, we
we are
are very
very
grateful to you for coming. You are a

grateful to you for coming. You are a

Queen's Counsel, you practise in international
Visiting
national law,
law, you
you have
have been
been Visiting
Professor of International Law in various

Professor of International Law in various
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countries' universities, you have been
Legal Adviser to the Australian Department
Department
of Foreign Affairs from 1975 to 1977,
and you are the author of innumerable
of
books and pamphlets on the subject of
international law. Am I right?-right?
(Mr
Lauterpacht) Yes, Mr Chairman.
(MrLauterpacht)Yes,
143. You are appearing in your personal
capacity to express your own opinions as
an academic authority on international law
behalf of any party
and in no way on behalf
involved in this investigation
investigation??--(Mr
CMr
Lauterpacht) That is correct. I should
Lauterpacht)
declare, though, that I have been professionally consulted by two provinces,
Quebec and British Columbia, but in
appearing before you at the present time
I appear exclusively in a personal capacity
and will endeavour to reply to questions
objectively.
144. You say in paragraph 9 of your
memorandum that the United Kingdom
Parliament owes a duty to the provinces
and that before 1867 the provinces were
separate entities each with their own
position in relation to the United Kingdom.
But surely some of the provinces were
created by
by Canadian
Canadian Acts
Acts long
long after
after
created
1867 and
and have
have never
never had
had any
any sort
sort of
1867
of
constitutional relationship
relationship with
UK
constitutional
with the
the UK
Parliament? Even
Even Quebec
Quebec and
and Ontario
Ontario
Parliament?
were not
not distinct
distinct legal
legal entities
entities before
before
were
Confederation? Even
Even if
if the
the UK
UK ParliaParliaConfederation?
ment has
has constitutional
constitutional responsibility
responsibility under
under
ment
the Canadian
Canadian constitutional
constitutional system,
system, how
how
the
can these
these be
be duties
duties to
to the
the provinces
provinces as
as
can
Lauterpacht) Mr
such
such??--(Mr
(Mr Lauterpacht)
Mr Chairman,
Chairman,
may I before answering the question seek
your guidance? There is a respect in
Your
which I would like to supplement the
memorandum which I submitted to the
wish me to do
Committee. Would you v.ish
that now?
indeed,if
ifititisisnot
nottoo
toolong?-long ?
145. Yes, indeed,
CMr
Lauterpacht) I Ihope
(Mr Lauterpacht)
hopeititisisnot
nottoo
toolong.
long.
The main purpose of my submission was
to refer to the position in international
'aw. I had understood there was concern
law.
over the question of whether any question~:>ver
ing by the United Kingdom Parliament of
Ing
of
the request from the Canadian Parliament
could be treated as or thought of as interference in Canadian domestic affairs. It
Was to
to that
that that
that my
my memorandum
memorandum was
Was
was
directed and
and II approached
approached the
the problem
problem
~irected
W terms
terms of
of constitutional
constitutional law,
law, firstly,
firstly, and
and
In
secondly,
of international
international law.
law. II need
need
secondly, of
not expand
expand on
on the
the constitutional
constitutional aspect
aspect of
of
not
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my submission. It was imply that, in so far
as the UK Parliament had a position under
the Canadian Constitution, the discharge
by the United Kingdom Parliament of
of its
role under the Canadian Constitution
could not conceivably be regarded as interference in Canadian domestic affairs. So
far as international law is concerned, I
approached the problem on the basis that
one has two independent states and the
question, therefore, is whether the United
Kingdom Parliament, in acting in the
manner contemplated by the arrangements
presently in force, whatever they may be,
was performing a duty under the Canadian
of
Constitution, and my concern in terms of
international law was whether an inquiry
by this House into what had happened
in Canada could be treated as interference
in Canadian domestic affairs. Mr Chairman, I presented to the Committee at that
time some considerations of international
law to show that concern on the international plane with the constitutional
itself
affairs of another state is not by itself
affairs
automatically an interference in the affairs
of that other state. In order to supplement
that point I have here an extract from a
document which was produced by the
United Nations, called ""Laws
Laws and
Practices concerning the Conclusion of
of
Treaties".
Treaties
". The introduction to this
document states that the International
of
Law Commission, which is an organ of
the United Nations established by the
General Assembly, had in 1950 observed
in connection with the process of
of treatythat:: ""Precise
of
making that
Precise knowledge of
constitutional provisions of other counthose who
who in
in any
any country
country
tries is essential to those
are engaged in negotiating treaties " and to
that end the United Nations sought information from various countries, from all
aJI
members, for the purposes of trying to
establish -..vhat
what are the constitutional rules
in those countries regarding treaty-making.
The point is important because if
if a
country makes a treaty in a manner which
is evidently inconsistent with its constitution then the validity of that treaty may
in certain circumstances be questioned.
It is interesting, Mr Chairman, that amongst
the countries which put in their own
replies as opposed to leaving it to the
United Nations to formulate an answer
for them was Canada, which submitted a
memorandum on 21st July 1952 explaining
the position regarding treaty-making in
Canada. There is no need for me to take
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the Committee through that memorandum.
The main point to be derived from it is
that the Canadian Government fully and
frankly expounded its constitutional position and indicated the limitations which
existed in that Constitution as regards
the legislative implementation of international obligations which Canada might
be drawn
drawn
assume. Clearly
Clearly the
the inference
inference to
to be
assume.
from that
that memorandum
memorandum is
is that
that Canada
Canada was
was
from
perfectly prepared
prepared that
that other
other countries
countries
perfectly
should understand
understand its
its Constitution
Constitution first
first
should
and be
be ready
ready in
in certain
certain circumstances
circumstances not
not
and
to conclude
conclude aa treaty
treaty with
with Canada
Canada because
because
to
Canadian constitutional
Canadian
constitutional requirements
requirements either
either
had not
not been
been met
met or
or Canada
Canada might
might in
in the
the
had
future
be
unable
to
implement
its
underfuture be unable to implement its undertakings. That
That was
was the
the first
first item
item to
to which
which
takings.
II wanted
wanted to
to refer
refer in
in that
that connection.
connection. The
The
other one
one is
is to
to refer
refer the
the Committee
Committee to
to the
the
other
text of
of an
an actual
actual treaty
treaty in
in which
which this
this probprobtext
lem is
is dealt
dealt with.
with. In
In 1967
1967there
therewas
wasadopted
adopted
lem
something
called the
the Protocol
Protocol
to the
to thea
something
called
Convention on the Status of Refugees,
of Refugees,
Convention on
the Status
multilateral
convention
dealing
with thea
multilateral
convention
dealing
with
the
refugee
problem.
Canada
acceded
to this
to this
refugee
problem.
acceded
convention
in JuneCanada
1969. The
convention
convention
in June 1969.
convention
contains something
called aThe
federal
clause,
contains
clause,
which
is something
a provisioncalled
in thea federal
convention
to
which
a provision
in become
the convention
enable isfederal
states to
parties to
to
enable
federal
states to become
parties
to
the treaty
in accordance
with their
constithe
treaty limitations.
in accordanceAwith
their constitutional
paragraph
of
tutional
A paragraph
of
Article 6 limitations.
of this Protocol
which bears
Article 6 of
this Protocol
mentioning
is this:
" A federalwhich
state bears
party
mentioning
is this:shall
" A at
federal
party
to this Protocol
the state
request
of
to
Protocol
shall hereto
at the transmitted
request of
anythis
other
state party
any
otherthe
state
party hereto
transmitted
through
Secretary
General
of the
throughNations
the Secretary
United
supply a General
statementofof the
the'
United
statementand
of the·
law
andNations
practicesupply
of the afederation
its
and practice
federation
and its
law
constituent
units,ofinthe
regard
in particular
constituent
units, ofinthe
regard
in particular
to the provision
convention
to be
applied
in accordance
Article to1 be
of
to the provision
of the with
convention
this
Protocol,
showing the
extent
to which
applied
in accordance
with
Article
1 of
effectProtocol,
has beenshowing
given tothethat
provision
by
this
extent
to which
legislative
other
action."
is merely
to thatThis
provision
by
effect has or
been
given
a rather striking
andaction."
relativelyThis
rareisillustralegislative
or other
merely
tion
of the
perfect
that illustraa state
a rather
striking
andpossibility
relatively rare
may of
accept
that other
states should
look
the perfect
possibility
that a state
tion
at itsaccept
Constitution.
Chairman,
the
that other Mr
states
should look
may
remaining
point I wanted
make in this
at its Constitution.
Mr toChairman,
the
connectionpoint
is that
from time
to time
the
to make
in this
remaining
I wanted
courts of various
to confrom timehave
to time
the
connection
is that countries
sider
position
courtsthe
of constitutional
various countries
have into other
concountries.
The most frequent
occasion
is
position
in other
sider the constitutional
when
in
the
courts
of,
say,
the
United
countries. The most frequent occasion is
Kingdom,
a foreign
is made
the
in the
courtsstate
of, which
say, the
United
when
defendant ainforeign
proceedings
seeksisto
invoke
Kingdom,
state which
made
the
the
plea ofinstate
immunity,
the to
argument
proceedings
seeks
invoke
defendant
that plea
because
the defendant
a state
it is
of state
immunity, isthe
argument
the
that because the defendant is a state it is
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immune from the jurisdiction of the
English courts. In those situations the
English courts have no hesitation in
of
looking at the constitutional position of
the foreign state and the examination by
the English courts of that constitutional
position is not regarded as in any way an
interference in the domestic affairs
affairs of that
foreign state. A good illustration is provided by
by aa decision
decision of
of the
the English
English Court
Court of
of
vided
Appeal in
in 1971
1971 in
in aa case
case affecting
affecting one
Appeal
one of
of
the
Canadian
provinces
called
Mellenger
the Canadian provinces called Mellenger
and another
anothervvNew
NewBrunswick
BrunswickDevelopment
Development
and
Corporation,which
whichisisreported
reported inin1971
197122
Corporation,
All ER
ER at
at page
page 593.
593. There
There is
is one
one paraparaAll
graph, Mr
Mr Chairman,
Chairman, which
which bears
reading
bears reading
graph,
and
I
am
quoting
from
one
of
the
judgand I am quoting from one of the judgments of
of the
the Court
Court of
of Appeal:
Appeal: "" It
It has
has
ments
been
suggested
by
counsel
for
the
been suggested by counsel for the plainplaintiffs that
that the
the Province
Province of
of New
New Brunswick
Brunswick
tiffs
does not
not qualify
qualify
as aa sovereign
sovereign
state
so
as
state
so as
as
does
to invoke
invoke the
the doctrine
doctrine of
of sovereign
sovereign immuto
immunity.
But
the
authorities
show
decisively
nity.
But the The
authorities
the contrary.
British show
North decisively
America
North
America
the
contrary.
The
British
Act 1867 gave Canada a federal constituAct
gaveit Canada
a federal
constitution.1867
Under
the powers
of government
of government
tion. divided
Underbetween
it the powers
were
the dominion
governwere
between
the dominion
government divided
and the
provincial
governments.
andthose
the powers
provincial
governments.
ment
Some of
were vested
in the
of those
powers were
vested
in the
Some
dominion
government.
The rest
remained
dominion
government.governments.
The rest remained
with
the (provincial
Each
with
the !provincial
governments.
provincial
government,
within its Each
own
provincial
government,
within
its
sphere, retained its independence own
and
sphere,
retained
independence
and
autonomy,
directlyits under
the Crown.
autonomy,
theBrunswick
Crown.
The
Crown isdirectly
sovereignunder
in New
The
Crown is powers,
sovereign
in as
New
for provincial
just
it isBrunswick
sovereign
as it is sovereign
for Canada
provincial
just powers
in
forpowers,
dominion
. . . It
in
Canada
dominionofpowers
. . . It
follows
that for
the Province
New Brunswick
follows
that the state
Province
of New
is
a sovereign
in its
own Brunswick
right, and
in its
and
is a sovereign
entitled,
if it sostate
wishes,
to own
claimright,
sovereign
to just
claim
sovereign
entitled,
immunityif".it so
So,wishes,
these are
illustrations
of the possibilities
that exist
in international
". So, these
are just
illustrations
immunity
law
forpossibilities
the investigation
of theinconstitutional
of the
that exist
international
provisions
of foreign states
for one state
of the constitutional
law
for the investigation
to be satisfied
that those
of foreign
states constitutional
for one state
provisions
requirements
arethat
met and
suggests
to be satisfied
thosenobody
constitutional
in
those circumstances
is ansuggests
interrequirements
are met andthere
nobody
ference
the domestic affairs
of an
theinterstate
in
thoseincircumstances
there is
concerned.
Chairman,
with
the your
state
ference
in the Mr
domestic
affairs of
leave
may I turn
the questionwith
you have
Mr toChairman,
your
concerned.
just
toI me.
in what
the influenced
question you
have
leaveput
may
turn Itowas
I said
of my submission
just
putintoparagraph
me. I was9 influenced
in what
the in
Committee
reading
of the
paragraphby9 my
of my
submission
Itosaid
speeches
which were
in the House
to the Committee
by made
my reading
of the
of Lords which
and inwere
the House
of the
Commons
speeches
made in
House
in
the time
the Second
Reading
of 1867
Lordsatand
in theof House
of Commons
of 1867
the British
NorthofAmerica
BillReading
of that
at the time
the Second
in
year.
that North
time the
Earl of Bill
Carnarvon
of the At
British
America
of that
was theAtSecretary
ofthe
State
forofthe
Colonies
that time
Earl
Carnarvon
year.
was the Secretary of State for the Colonies
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made to the British Parliament for amendment of the BNA Acts and so on, what
would you say to the argument that that
constitutional convention is exclusively
created by Canadian politicians over the
decades and is enforceable only by the
Canada??--(Mr
(Mr LauterLauterelectorate in Canada
pacht)
paclzt) The question suggests really that
there are
are two
two sets
sets of
of conventionsconventions—
there
Canadian and
and British-and
British—and that
that it
Canadian
it is
is only
only
to the
the Canadian
Canadian conventions
conventions that
to
that one
one
looks, but
but II venture
venture to
to suggest
suggest that
is
looks,
that that
that is
really not
not in
in accord
accord with
with the
the simplest
and
really
simplest and
most natural
natural analysis
analysis of
of the
present
the present
most
situation. As
As II understand
understand it,
situation.
it, there
there is
is aa
single constitutional
constitutional system
system that
operates
single
that operates
in relation
relation to
to Canada,
Canada, the
the Canadian
Canadian
in
constitutional
within which
which there
is
constitutional system,
system, within
is
aa role
role for
for the
the British
British Parliament.
Parliament. It
Itthere
is,
of
is,
of
course, possible
possible to
to look
look at
at the
the situation
in
course,
situation
in
other ways, rather
theoretical.
One is that
is
that
other
ways,
rather
theoretical.
One
we are faced partly by a problem of
we
are faced
partly by
problem
of
Canadian
constitutional
lawa and
partly by
law and partlylaw.
by
aCanadian
problemconstitutional
of British constitutional
a problem
British
law.
Another
wayofyet
again constitutional
is to regard interAnother
national way
law yet
as again
addedis toto regard
those intertwo
national lawbutastheadded
to those two
possibilities,
most straightforward
but atthethis
most
straightforward
possibilities,
way of looking
situation
is simply
of looking
at this situation
is simply
way
in terms
of Canadian
constitutional
law
terms of
constitutional
law
in which
theCanadian
British Parliament
has this
in
whichrole,
the to
British
special
cite Parliament
the words has
of this
Mr
cite and
the words
of Mr
special role,
Adderley,
ab toextra
the evolution
Adderley,
ab extra
evolution
of the convention
has and
takentheplace
within
of thesystem.
convention
placehas
within
that
Buthasthetaken
system
to
that
system.
But and
the issystem
has to
be seen
as a whole
not limited
just
evolution
within
geographical
be seen
as a whole
and the
is not
limited to
area of
Canada.within
The convention
has to
just
evolution
the geographical
be
a wholeThe
arising
from activities
areaseen
of as
Canada.
convention
has to
both
in Canada
and inarising
the United
be seen
as a whole
fromKingdom.
activities
So, Iindo
not think
is United
right toKingdom.
say one
Canada
and initthe
both
must
at this
as a problem
of
do not
thinksimply
it is right
to say one
So, I look
Canadian
constitutional
convention
must
look at
this simply as
a problemenof
forceable
terms of Canadian
political
Canadian inconstitutional
convention
ensanctions. inWe
haveof
simply
one convention
terms
Canadian
political
forceable
here
which We
hashave
grown
up one
in convention
two parts.
simply
sanctions.
It
would
nothas
be right,
say
in two to
parts.
here
which
grownforupexample,
that
you look
a convention
or split
up
It
would
not beatright,
for example,
to say
athat
convention
by tryingor
to split
identify
at parts
a convention
up
you lookinto
the
various entities
upon
whichtothe
conidentify
a convention
into parts
by trying
vention
operates.
one which
were to
the
various
entities Ifupon
thespeak
conClzgirman]
Chairman]Thank
Thankyou
youvery
verymuch
muchindeed,
indeed, vention
of the conventions
to to
thespeak
disone were
operates. Ifrelevant
that IS
is very interesting. You have given solution
of Parliamentrelevant
in this country,
of the conventions
to the one
disus some important sources for the federa- solution
does not of
sayParliament
the convention
is acountry,
convention
in this
one
t~s
tlVe
e nature of the Canadian Constitution. in
three
parts
affecting
the
Monarch,
the
does not say the convention is a convention
Prime
and the
House. One
in
threeMinister
parts affecting
the Monarch,
the
speaks of
a convention
controlsOne
the
Mr Deakins
Deakins
Prime
Minister
and which
the House.
all parties,
and that
is howtheI
14~.
146. Supposing there is in Canada a activities
a convention
which
controls
speaks ofof
see the relevant
conventions
in this
situa-I
~onstrtutional
constitutional convention that a certain activities
of all parties,
and that
is how
egree of, if not unanimity then provincial tion.
degree
see the relevant conventions in this situaconsent
°nsent is necessary before requests are tion.
and he made a long and very important
speech. Obviously I must not read it all
to you but, if II might, there are one or two
passages that will explain why it is II said
what I did. At one point at Column 576
of the House of Lords Hansard
Hansard for 19
1867 Lord Carnarvon said:
February 1867
is also
also to be remembered thatthat—
" But it is
unlike every other federation that has
existed—it"—that
Canada—" derives
existed-it
"-that is, Canada-"
its political
political existence
existence from
from an
an external
external
its
which is
is the
the recognised
recognised
authority, from
from that
that which
authority,
source of
of power
power and
and right-the
right—the British
British
source
Crown. And
And II cannot
cannot but
but recognise
recognise in
in
Crown.
this some
some security
security against
against those
those conflicts
conflicts
this
of State
State rights
rights and
and central
central authority
authority which
which
of
in other
other federations
federations have
have sometimes
sometimes
in
proved
Then at
Column
at Column
proved so
so disastrous."
disastrous." Then
582 there
there is
is another
another short
short passage:
passage: "But
" But
582
he "-that
"—that is,
is, Lord
Lord Carnarvon-"
Carnarvon—" should
should
he
be glad
glad for
for the
the House to
to understand that
that
be
the
Bill partook
partookHouse
somewhatunderstand
of the
the nature
nature
of
the
Bill
somewhat
of a treaty of
of union,
union, every
every single clause
clause in
in
of a treaty
which
had been
debated single
over and over
debated
over andto over
which
again, had
and been
had been
submitted
the
again, scrutiny,
and had and
been
submitted
the
closest
in fact,
each oftothem
of
them
closest
scrutiny,
and
in
fact,
each
represented a compromise between the
rl?presented
a compromise
different interests
involved." between
Then the
Mr
ddferent interests
involved."of Then
Adderley,
Under-Secretary
State, Mr
in
Adderley,
in
the House Under-Secretary
of Commons on of
28 State,
February
Commons
onthe
28 following:
February
the
1867House
said atofColumn
1169
1867
said however,
at ColumnI 1169
"It will,
think,the
befollowing:
manifest,
"upon
It will,
however,
be manifest,
reflection,
that,I asthink,
the arrangement
is
upon
reflection,
that,concession
as the arrangement
is
a matter
of mutual
on the part
of mutual concession
part
a matter
of
the Provinces,
there mustonbethesome
of the Provinces,
be to
some
external
authority tothere
give amust
sanction
the
to give
to the
external
compact authority
into which
theya sanction
have entered."
compact
into
which
entered!'
Then
again
a few
linesthey
laterhave
he said:
" If
he said:
"If
Then
a fewhas
lines
again,again
federation
in later
this case
specially
again,afederation
in delicate
this casetreaty
specially
been
matter of has
most
and
of the
mostProvinces—if
delicate treaty
been a matter
compact
between
it and
has
Provinces-if
has
compact
between
°een a matter
of the
mutual
concessionit and
compromise,
is mutual
clearly concession
necessary that
and
been a matterit of
'here should be
party
ab extrathat
to
chompromise,
it ais third
clearly
necessary
treaty
made
between
t©ve
. ere sanction
should beto a the
third
party
ab extra
to
them."
it wastothat
kind ofmade
remark,
Mr
gthve sanction
the treaty
between
whichthatledkind
me oftoremark,
make Mr
the
tChairman,
en:." It was
comments
I didled
in paragraph
9. the
Chamnan, that
which
me to make
comments that I did in paragraph 9.
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147. But could it be validly argued,
nevertheless, even if there is one convention
in two parts on either side of
of the North
Atlantic, that the part in Canada has
developed in one way, namely, that you
must have some measure of provincial
consent before making a request to the
UK Parliament for amendment to the
BNA
BNA Acts, but on this side of the North
Atlantic
since 1940
1940 it
slightly
in aa slightly
gone in
has gone
it has
Atlantic since
different
Government
by Government
judging by
direction judging
different direction
statements
1940, that
not
will not
we will
that we
since 1940,
statements since
look
Canadian
the Canadian
from the
request from
the request
behind the
look behind
Federal
not
or not
whether or
see whether
to see
Government to
Federal Government
the
has
Constitution has
the Constitution
of the
part of
Canadian part
the Canadian
Lauterpaclzt)
been adhered to?
(Mr Lauterpacht)
to ?--(Mr
It
It is important to note that a convention
arises from practice and that the convention must be the reflection
of that
reflection of
practice and nothing else. The convention
cannot go wider than the practice. The
practice relating to Canadian constitutional
amendment is a practice which, it is true,
in
simple factual terms arises in part in
in simple
Canada
Kingdom,
United Kingdom,
the United
in the
part in
in part
and in
Canada and
but
where
places where
two places
are two
there are
although there
but although
things
same
the same
all the
is all
it is
happening it
are happening
things are
constitutional
the
to the
related to
practice related
constitutional practice
development
It is
is
convention. It
single convention.
of aa single
development of
not
Kingdom
United Kingdom
the United
for the
possible for
not possible
Parliament
to
say,
we
may
separate
ourParliament to say, we may separate ourselves
Canada,
in Canada,
on in
goes on
what goes
from what
selves from
because
Parliament
Kingdom Parliament
United Kingdom
the United
because the
is part
of the
Canadian system
system and,
and,
Canadian
part of
is
therefore,
it the
would
say
to say
right to
be right
not be
would not
it
therefore,
that
it is
is suggested
that
the
conconthe
that
suggested
it
because
that because
vention
has
developed
in
one
way
in
in
way
one
in in
has indeveloped
vention
Canada
and
another
way
the
United
Unite"d
the
in
way
another
in
and
Canada
Kingdom,
therefore the
United Kingdom
Kingdom
the United
Kingdom, therefore
Parliament
is concerned
only with
what
what
with
only
concerned
is
Parliament
has happened in the United Kingdom.
Kingdom.
United
the
in
happened
has
It is evident that what has happened
happened
what has has
that Kingdom
It
in istheevident
United
only
only
United
in the
been
intended
as a Kingdom
reflection ofhas
the total
total
a reflection
intended
been
convention
as itashas
developedofinthe
Canada
in ifCanada
developed
as it has
convention
and in the United
Kingdom
and,
1 may
may
if Istated
and,as
Kingdom
Unitedthe
thepoint,
and inthis
stress
convention
as
convention
the
point,Kingdom Parliamentstated
stress
in thethis
United
has
has
Kingdom
United
in
beenthemore
loosely
and Parliament
broadly stated
stated
and broadly
loosely
more
been the
than
practice
warrants.
The practice
practice
warrants.
the practice
than never
has
been one
which The
involved
an
an
involved
which of
onedivision
has never been
amendment
to the
legislative
of legislative
to thethedivision
amendment
powers between
dominion
and the
and the
dominion
powers between
provinces
in the the
absence
of provincial
provincial
the absence
in since
provincesand
consent,
there hasof never
been
been
hasbenever
there
sincecan
and there
consent,
that practice
never
said to
be
to be
said point
be that
never
practice there
athat
convention
whichcan
deals
with
that point
with unanimous
which
convention
aexcept
in terms
of deals
requiring
unanimous
terms of
in consent
except
provincial
forrequiring
amendments.

provincial consent for amendments.
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Hoo!ey
Mr Hooley
148. If
If I understand correctly the various
documents and so forth you have just
read out—and
out-and you will appreciate it is
very
off the cuff
cuff
difficult to understand off
vety difficult
something like that which is read in
public—all
public-all those documents were simply
referring to the right of other bodies or
other countries to inquire about the
constitutional provisions of another
country
another country
but
the sense that those
in the
way in
any way
in any
not in
but not
other
had
bodies had
external bodies
or external
countries or
other countries
any
conthe conmodify the
or modify
amend or
to amend
right to
any right
stitution.
Am
I
right?——(Mr
Lauterstitution. Am I right?--(Mr Lauterpacht)
document
This document
right. This
quite right.
is quite
That is
pacht) That
related
power
treaty-making power
the treaty-making
to the
only to
related only
of
States.
of States.
149. So, they have no relevance to the
situation in which one country is either
invited or expected to amend or enact or
change somewhat theconstitution of
of another
country?
(Mr Lauterpacht)
re·
Lauterpacht) Their recountry?--(Mr
levance is simply by way of analogy. If
If
you have a situation where one country
is actually invited to participate in the
constitutional
of another
operation of
constitutional operation
country,
can
there can
fact there
very fact
that very
by that
then by
country, then
be
interference
improper interference
of improper
question of
no question
be no
in
that
country that
the country
of the
affairs of
domestic affairs
the domestic
in the
issued
invitation.
the invitation.
issued the
interference does
150. But the improper interference
not arise on inquiry but could arise, or
could be argued to arise, if in fact the
other country was purporting or intending
to take some action which affected
affected the
(Mr
Constitution ?--(Mr
substance of the Constitution?
Lauterpacht)
Lauterpacht) With respect, no, because
there cannot
eondernnable
ca.•mot be a culpable or condemnable
interference in the domestic affairs
of a
affairs of
country.
coumry. Perhaps it would be better to
speak in terms of
of the UK and Canada.
There cannot be an interference
interference by the
UK in Canadian affairs
affairs of a kind which
is open to criticism when the role of
of the
UK
in the
Canadian Constitution is
the Canadian
UK in
established. There
There is
is no question here
established.
but
Parliament
Kingdom Parliament
United Kingdom
the United
that the
but that
has
given, historically
and analytianalytihistorically and
been given,
has been
cally,
functioning of
the
of the
the functioning
in the
role in
cally, aa role
Canadian
The
United
The United
Constitution.
Canadian Constitution.
Kingdom
in
participate in
must participate
Parliament must
Kingdom Parliament
the
participate
To participate
process. To
amendment process.
the amendment
in
the
amendment
process
it
has
to
do
so
in the amendment process it has to do so
within
con·
Canadian conof Canadian
framework of
the framework
within the
stitutional
that
within that
operating within
In operating
law. In
stitutional law.
framework
ac·
in acacting in
is acting
it is
inevitably it
framework inevitably
cordance
and
requirements and
Canadian requirements
with Canadian
cordance with
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there cannot be a question of an improper
interference. It has to act in accordance
with Canadian constitutional law.
151.
151. Can I put the question slightly
differently. Since the State of
of Westminster,
which I gather is one of the key statutes
of this whole argument, Canada and the
United Kingdom have become parties to
a very important international treaty,
namely, the Charter of the United Nations.
fundamental provision of that
It is a fundamental
treaty, spelled out explicitly, that it is
of
based on the sovereign independence of
all member
member states.
states. Does
Does not
not that
that proproall
vision override,
override, or
or could
could it
it not
not be
be conconvision
strued as
as overriding,
overriding, whatever
whatever was
was said
said
strued
in the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster in
in 1931?
1931?
in
--(Mr
Lauterpacht) I do not see
(Mr Lauterpacht)
see the
Charter as conflicting
conflicting with the present
way. I see
see the Charter
situation in any way.
perfectly proper parallel instrument
as a perfectly
to the present situation. If one approaches
this problem in terms of international law,
way the question
which is inherent in the way
me, we have, quite rightly,
has been put to me,
two independent sovereign states but
they are
are in
in aa unique
unique relationship
relationship to
to each
each
they
other. There
There is
is no
no other
other situation
situation in
in the
the
other.
world in
in which
which one
one sovereign
sovereign state
state is
world
is
dependent upon
upon an
an Act
Act by
by another
another soversoverdependent
eign state
state for
for the
the amendment
amendment of
of the
eign
the
Constitution of
of the
the first.
first. That
That relationrelationConstitution
ship is
is aa relationship
relationship which,
which, if
if one
one apapship
proaches it
it in
in terms
terms of
of international
international law,
law,
proaches
must
be
identifiable
in
terms
of
intermust be identifiable in terms of international law.
law. Either
Either it
it is
is aa relationship
relationship
national
of aa quasi-treaty
quasi-treaty character
character or
or it
it is
is aa relationrelationof
ship of
of customary
customary international
international law
law as
as it
it
ship
has specially
specially evolved
evolved between
between the
the two
has
two
states. For
For present
present purposes
purposes it
it does
does not
states.
not
matter how
how you
you classify
classify it,
it, provided
provided
you
matter
you
accept that there are rules of international
of international
acceptwhich
that there
law
couldareberules
applicable
in this
l~w
which Ifcould
applicable
in this
situation.
those be
rules
of international
If
those
rules
of
international
Situation.
law accord the United Kingdom Parlialaw accord the United Kingdom Parlia-
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ment a role in the affairs of Canada,
within her geographical boundaries, then
there is no reprehensible or improper
improper or
interference by the United Kingdom
illegal interference
Parliament in Canadian domestic a:tl'airs
affairs
because that very act of the United
Kingdom Parliament stems from the
law, or interrules of international law,
Commonwealth
that are
are
Commonwealth law if you like, that
operative between
between the
the UK
U K and
and Canada.
Canada.
operative
To
point another
another way,
To put
put the
the point
way, it
it is
is no
no
more an
an interference
interference by
by the
the U
K in
more
UK
in
Canadian
affairs
than,
say,
the
activities
of
Canadian affairs than, say, the activities of
the institutions
institutions of
of the
the European
European ComComthe
munities or
or the
European Commission
the European
Commission of
of
munities
Human Rights
Rights or
or the
the European
European Court
Human
Court of
of
Human Rights
Rights are
are interferences
interferences in
Human
in the
the
internal
affairs
of
the
United
Kingdom.
internal affairs of the United Kingdom.
They
are not
not illegal
illegal interferences.
interferences. They
They
They
are
are
not
a
diminution
of
British
sovereignty
of British
sovereignty
are not athey
diminution
because
arise from
acceptance
by the
because
they kind
arise of
from
acceptance
the
UK
of that
interference
in by
treaty
UK
of
that
kind
of
interference
in
treaty
obligations. I am saying in the case
of
saying in the
case of
obligations.
I am
Canada
we have
a comparable
situation.
Canada we have a comparable situation.
Chairman
152. We passed over one small point.
152.
difference in law that
Does it make any difference
some provinces were created by Canada
after the relevant date, 1867? Is their
after
position exactly the same as the position
of
the
original provinces
of
provinces??--(Mr
(Mr
Lauterpacht)
Lauterpacht) It would seem to me that
the position of all the provinces in this
kind of situation must be the same. We
confronted here by a situation
are not confronted
situation in
which it is proper to draw that kind of
of
historical distinction between the provinces.
All enjoy the same equality in
t o the problem of constitutional
constitutional
relation to
amendment.
amendment.
Chairman] Thank you very much, we
grateful for your help. It was
was
are very grateful
very clear and precise, thank you.

Examination of Witnesses
The Hon NICHOLAS RIDLEY, a Member of the House, Minister of State, Foreign and
Commonwealth
Commonwealth Office, examined.
Mr
of North
™r J R FREELAND, CMG, Second Legal Adviser, and Mr MS
M S BERTHOVD,
BERTHOUD, !'fead
Head of
Commonwealth Office, called m
in and further
furfher
America Department, Foreign and Commonwealth
examined.
examined.
Mr D DAY, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, called in and examined.
Chairman
153.
153. Minister of State, we are very
grateful
grateful to you for coming to see us. You

have referred
referred us more than once to the
statements of Ministers that if a request for
patriation of the BNA Acts were to be
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received from Canada it would be in
accordance with precedent for the United
Kingdom Government to introduce into
Parliament, and for Parliament to enact,
appropriate legislation in compliance with
yourself repeated
the request. II think you yourself
that more or less on the 3 December and
said that is the convention, and we also
heard the Prime Minister refer to the
matter yesterday. Without anticipating
the advice
advice Ministers
Ministers may
may wish
wish to
to give
give in
in
the
relation to
to any
any future
future requests,
requests, and
and looking
looking
relation
only to
to the
the past,
that is
is to
to say,
say, to
to the
the
past, that
only
precedents and
and the
the convention,
convention, would
would you
you
precedents
say those
those precedents
precedents extend
extend to
to the
the case
case
say
where the
the request
request reduces
reduces provincial
provincial
where
powers and
and is
is opposed
opposed by
by the
the provinces'!
provinces?
powers
--(Mr
Ridley) Mr Chairman, could II
(Mr Ridley)
make a general statement first and then
come to answer that question at the end
first, which is
of what II would like to say first,
perhaps more in the nature of a courtesy
to the Committee. We will study with
great interest the written and oral evidence
of Professor Wade and Mr Lauterpacht
and the other material submitted to the
Committee. It
It would,
would, however,
however, be
be wrong
wrong
Committee.
for me
me to
to attempt
attempt to
to comment
comment on
on their
their
for
substance now.
now. II say
say this
this in
in no
no sense
sense out
out
substance
of disrespect
disrespect for
for your
your Committee.
Committee. Let
Let me
me
of
explain. The
The evidence
evidence you
you have
have heard
heard
explain.
today and
and other
other materials
materials which
which have
have been
today
been
submitted to
to your
your Committee
Committee and
and referred
referred
submitted
to
us
have
a
direct
or
indirect
bearing
on
the
to us have a direct or indirect bearing on the
central question
question of
of whether
whether and
and in
in what
what
central
circumstances it
it would be
be proper
proper for
for
circumstances
HM
Governmentwould
to recommend
recommend
to
HM
Government
to
Parliament that
that it
it should
should accede
accede to
to toaa
Parliament
request from
from the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
Parliament for
request
the patriation
patriationtheof
of the
the Constitution.
Constitution. for
It
It
the
seems
to
me
that
it
would
be
wrong
or
seems
me that in
it this
would
be forum
wrong for
or
anywaytopremature
premature
public
anyway
public discussion
forum for
me
to engage now in
in this
a detailed
in a detailed
discussion
me
on to
theengage
meritsnow
of possible
arguments
one
on the
merits of
arguments
way
or another
on possible
a case which
remainsone
at
way
or
another
on
a
case
which
remains
at
this stage hypothetical. There is now
this
stage
is now
another
twohypothetical.
months beforeThere
the Canadian
anotherParliamentary
two months before
the Canadian
Joint
Committee
reports.
Joint Parliamentary
Committee
reports.
There
is at least a possibility
of modificaat least
a possibility
modificaThere
tion ofis the
proposals
as theyofnow
stand
of any
the event
proposals
as they
now stand
tion in
•end
relevant
questions
have
nnd
any event
relevant
questions
have
been in
referred
to at least
one of
the Canadian
to at least
the C<madian
been referred
provincial
courts
andone
areof likely
to be
be
provincial
and are likely
referred to courts
other provincial
courts.to The
otherCommittee
provincial has
courts.
The
referred to
Foreign
Affairs
received
Foreign
Cotr..mittee
has received
copies ofAffairs
the written
submissions
which
copiesmade
of theto w·ritten
submissions
which
were
the Court
of Appeal
by
to the
Court
Appeal
by
were
made on
Manitoba
behalf
of ofthe
Federal
of the
Manitoba
Governmentonandbehalf
on behalf
of Federal
various
Government and on behalf of various
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provincial governments and will know from
from
them the nature and extent of
of the issues
which are being canvassed. I should
perhaps add, though II realise it is wellknown to your Committee, that the whole
issue is a highly controversial and sensitive
one in Canada. Anything which I or any
officials
Foreign and Commonwealth Office officials
were to say in public bearing on the substance of
of the
the matter
matter would
would be
be interpreted
interpreted
stance
in many
many quarters
quarters there
there as
as interference
interference in
an
in
in an
internal matter
matter and
and would
would be
be bound
internal
bound to
to stir
stir
up further
further controversy
controversy and
and thus
up
thus perhaps
perhaps
impede the
the orderly
orderly consideration
consideration of
of this
this
impede
difficult question.
question. II therefore
therefore hope
difficult
hope you
you
will
permit
me
not
to
expand
on
the
Prime
will permit me not to expand on the Prime
Minister's statement
statement yesterday
yesterday in
ParliaMinister's
in Parliament. My
My team
team will
will respond
respond on
questions
on questions
ment.
of fact
fact so
so far
far as
as they
they are in
in aa position
position to
do
of
tofact
do
so
at once.
once.
If there
thereare
are questions
questions of
so
at
If
are
of
fact
on
which
they
cannot
respond
immediately,
on
immediately,
theywhich
willthey
be cannot
happyrespond
to furnish
further
they willin be
happy to furnish further
material
writing.
material in writing.
Mr Griffiths]
Griffiths]Point
Pointofoforder,
order,Mr
MrChairChairman. Am II correct in understanding what
happened? We invited the Foreign
has happened'!
Office to come and give evidence on their
paper. That paper was not confined;
it extended over the whole range of this
Committee's inquiry. The Minister of
of
State then very courteously volunteered
himself to head the Foreign Office
yesterday himself
team which
which has
has come
come before
before us.
team
us. Am
Am II
correct in
in now
now understanding
understanding that
correct
that the
the
Minister of
of State
State has
has virtually
virtually said
said in
in his
his
Minister
opening
statement
that
he
is
not,
in
fact,
opening statement that he is not, in fact,
going to
to deal
deal with
with the
the matter
matter on
going
on which
which
we had
had summoned
summoned t11e
the Foreign
Foreign Office
to
Office to
we
give evidence'!
evidence? If
If so,
so, II suggest
suggest that
that this
this
give
Committee might
might as
as well
well cease
cease to
Committee
to hear
hear
evidence from
from the
the Foreign
Foreign Office
Office and
evidence
and proproceed
to
hear
evidence
from
others
who
ceed to hear evidence from others who are
are
more
willing
to
deal
with
our
proper
questo
deal
with
our
proper
ques·
more
willing
tions.
tions.
Chairman]
Chairman]I Idodonot
notthink
thinkititisisa apoint
point
of order for me, Mr Eldon Griffiths. It is
well known that Ministers can answer
in whatever way they propose and think
right and it is not a matter for order how
they do that.

Mr Griffiths
Griffiths
154. With respect, I must contest that
ruling. We invited or summoned the
Foreign Office to come here to deal with
Foreigu
of State has
their paper. The Minister of
now said that there will be various areas
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of their paper which he will not deal
with. Then the Committee must consider
what is the position when we invite the
Office to come here and they
Foreign Office
unilaterally tell us they will deal only with
on. That
bits of what we want to examine on.
is very much a point of order and a matter
of procedure.--(Mr
Ridley) Perhaps I
procedure.
(Mr Ridley)
could help. I am vezy
very happy to respond
to the questions you may want to put to
was merely stating a general
me. I was
position out of courtesy to the Committee
if there appeared to be certain areas where
I could not give you
you a full answer, to warn
you in advance of that, but to each question
that you wish to put to me I will give you
the fullest answer that is within my
power.
Mr Deakins
Deakins
155. In your statement you did mention
at one
one point the possibility of having a
request from the Canadian Federal Parliament for patriation of the Constitution.
Constitution.
Are we
we to take it that your remarks also
of
apply to the separate issue of
of amendment of
the BNA Acts because they are two separate
things??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) We
and distinct things
cannot respond to that question unless we
know what request is made to us.
156. But,
But, with respect, you did mention
the possibility of patriation in your statement, so it has taken account of something
that we may receive that we have not
received. I am not trying to make any
political points. I am just saying does
your statement also extend to a request
Your
for amendment of the BNA Acts, which is
not the same as patriation
patriation??--(Mr
(Mr
Ridley) My statement said I could not
Prejudge any request that might be made,
whether it is for patriation or amendment.
amendment.
Whether
Perhaps any form that patriation might
be required to take would be a form of
of
amendment to the British North America
Acts anyway, so the distinction from the
Ac.ts
Point of view of what I was
was saying I do
Pomt
not think is real.

Chairman
157. Is there not a certain difficulty
difficulty
hhere?
ere? You say that you are not going to
oe free for obvious diplomatic reasons
be
«> comment very freely until you receive
t?
! ? e request of the Canadian Government.
Government,
t.1e
^oes
not that statement in itself
itself show you
Does
4fe going to judge the request of the
are
C
Canadian
anadian Government? Whether it be
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good or bad and whether it is the sort of
of
thing you would recommend
recommend to the House
or not,
not, you are exercising your judgment
in respect of a request of the Government
of
of Canada?
Canada ? If you are saying you are not
going to do that, are you not saying you
will seek to enact through the British
Parliament anything, but anything, that
the Canadian Government asked you to
do
Ridley) The position is that
do??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
we have stated the precedents in this
yet, and
matter, and that we have not yet,
cannot yet,
yet, say what action we would take
in response to any particular request which
which
is made by the Canadian federal authorities.
So until we know what the request is,
it must be the case that we cannot
cannot give
a response, which, to some extent, is
exactly what you asked.
158. So the precedents are not automatic;
see the request and then
you will have to see
decide whether it fits the precedents,
not. However, I
or whether it does not.
way—perhaps I would not
understand in a way-perhaps
clearly—that you take the
say entirely clearly-that
view that "The precedents be damned;
of
it is automatic action by the Houses of
Parliament in England"
England"??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley)
Perhaps we
we could take your questions as
you have put them.
159. I think that might be a good idea.
My first question is:
is: are there precedents
that, where a request is received to reduce
the provincial powers, and it is opposed
of
by all the provinces, the British Houses of
Parliament should pass them
them??--(Mr
(Mr
Ridley) In every case in the past, where
Ridley)
a request has been received from the Parliament of Canada for a change to be made
to the British North America Acts, the
United Kingdom Parliament has introduced
in Parliament, and Parliament
Parliament has enacted,
appropriate legislation in compliance with
precedent to
that request. This is the precedent
referred in their
which ministers have referred
public statements, and those statements
(to which
which your
your question
question refers)
refers) are
to be
be
(to
are to
understood against
against that
that factual
factual backbackunderstood
ground. The
The previous
previous cases
cases have
not
ground.
have not
included one
one where
where the
the request
request reduces
reduces
included
provincial pmvers
powers orfand
or/and is
is opposed
provincial
opposed by
by
all the
the provinces.
provinces.
all

160. Do
D o you say that it would be in
accordance with precedent for the United
Kingdom Parliament to enact a Bill
abolishing the Senate and the provinces,
Government and the
on the request of the Government
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(No. 2) Bill in 1949, when the (then)
of State for Commonwealth
Secretary of
Relations, the noble Lord Noel-Baker,
"With regard to matters which are
said: "With
of mixed federal and provincial importance,
the Canadian Government are holding on
of the
lOth
10th January next a conference of
federal and provincial governments, and
of course-that
be-it may not, of
it may be—it
course—that
as a result of that conference we shall be
Bill. We must
asked to pass another Bill
infer that he
see ". Does that infer
wait and see".
at least thought that a Bill, or a request
of the
of that character, would arise out of
of
result of a conference between the federal
Ridgovernments ?--(Mr Ridand provincial governments?—-(Mr
fey) I should have thought not. I should
ley)
have thought that that statement simply
referred to the possibility of a request coming from the Canadian Parliament for
this Parliament to enact legislation; and
this
the " wait and see " was to wait and see
whether such a request came.
Deakins
Mr Deakins
have asked
asked the
the Foreign
165. Minister, we have
Office previously whether there were any
statements made by the United Kingdom
Government, which could be construed
as an undertaking to Canada, in view of
of
the Statute of Westminster to accede to
any federal request, regardless of
of provincial
Spearing
Mr Spearing
concurrence or
or opposition.
opposition. We referred
referred
concurrence
162. With regard to the precedents to to
statements between
1976 and
and
June 1976
between June
to statements
which you have been referring, Minister, October
October 1980.
1980. Are
it
take it
to take
right to
we right
Are we
are they entirely those of letters, acts and that
that
answer
from
the
Foreign
Office
that that answer from the Foreign Office
official
documents,
or
do
they
extend
official
also applies
statements made
since
made since
to statements
applies to
sometimes to extempore statements by also
1931 ?--(Mr
? — ( M r Ridley)
Ridley) The
The Foreign
Foreign Office
Office
1931
former secretaries of state or ministers in statement
public
any public
of any
aware of
not aware
is not
it is
that it
statement that
Ridley) statement
the House of
(Mr Ridley)
Commons ?--(Mr
of Commons?
t~is
on this
Government on
HM Government
by HM
statement by
going
beyond
the
statements
The precedents to which 1I have been issue,
m
issue, going beyond the statements in
Parliament
referred
to,
was
intended
United
the
of
referring are the actions of
to
Parliament referred to, was intended to
Kingdom Parliament in meeting requests indicate
Commonand CommonForeign and
the Foreign
that the
indicate that
Office
knows
of
no
public
statement
of the Canadian Parliament. Ministers wealth
statement
public
no
of
knows
Office
wealth
HM
Government,
of
the
kind
in
quesnot only of
of this Government but, I think, by
qu_esin being
kind
the
of
Government,
HM
by
which
is
more
capable
of
of
of nearly all the previous Governments, tion,
bemg
of
capable
more
is
which
tion,
as
an
undertaking
to
Canada
have simply rested the case for presenting regarded
to Canada
an undertaking
regarded
the as
statements
in question.
question.
There
Bills
of than
Bills to Parliament on the precedents of
in
statements
the
than
have, of course, been other public There
statewhat
in the past.
what has happened in
state·
public to
been otherrelevant
course,
have, of
ments
by HM
Government,
the
the
to
relevant
Government,
HM
by
ments
163. Yes, but would you agree that the issue, in the period since 1931, including
including
1931,
since
period
the
in
issue,
possible request which this Parliament the statement by Sir William Jowitt which
which
Sir William
by question
statement
thereferred
unprecedented ?--(Mr
may receive is unprecedented?
(Mr is
to in
4(c).Jowitt
However,
4(c). However,
question
to inthat
is referred
is the case
the Foreign
Office is
Ridley) II must
Ridley)
must say
say that
that that
thatisishypothetical,
hypothetical, it
Office
the Foreign
thatpublic
casesuch
is the
aware
of no
statement
whichis
because until we know what request we it
no suchofpublic
aware
moreofcapable
beingstatement
regarded which
as an
receive, I cannot say whether it is un- is
as an
of being
is more capable
undertaking
to Canada
thanregarded
the statements
precedented.
statements
the
than
Canada
to
undertaking
in Parliament to which reference was made
164. Can 1I refer you to the debate in in Parliament
to which reference was made
our earlier reply.
the House on the British North America in our earlier reply.

only?-of Canada only?
of Commons of
House of
of the previous cases
(Mr Ridley) None of
has included a request for the enactment
of a
by the United Kingdom Parliament of
Bill of
of the kind which you envisage in
of
your question; or, indeed, any request of
the Government and House of Commons
of
of Canada only, as distinct from a request
from the Senate and the House of Commons
of Canada.
161. How could a precedent be established extending to a request to reduce
provincial powers without provincial consent, when provincial powers have never
once been reduced without provincial
consent, and no United Kingdom public
statement by United Kingdom ministers
has ever referred
referred to such a contingency?
——(Mr Ridley)
The statement
statement that
Ridley) The
--(Mr
provincial
once been
been
never once
have never
powers have
provincial powers
reduced
one
is one
consent is
provincial consent
without provincial
reduced without
on
view.
of view.
differences of
be differences
may be
there may
which there
on which
That
written
the written
from the
apparent from
indeed, apparent
is, indeed,
That is,
submissions
to
made to
been made
have been
which have
submissions which
the
Court
of
Appeal
for
Manitoba,
of
the Court of Appeal for Manitoba, of
which
furnished
been furnished
have been
Committee have
the Committee
which the
with
copies.
In
the
circumstances,
II
circumstances,
the
In
with copies.
would
not
wish
to
at
comment at
any comment
offer any
to offer
wish
not
would
this
stage.
this stage.
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166. Just to
to get
get it
it clear on
on the
the record,
the
Ihe Foreign Office
Office does regard the
the statements referred
referred to
to as,
as, indeed, undertakings
Ridley) They speak
to Canada
Canada??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
for themselves in
in their own
own context.
167. Do
to
Do those statements also apply to
the situation where provincial powers are
are
being reduced, or
or it is
is proposed they that
all
be reduced, against the
the opposition of all
or most of the provinces
provinces??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley)
Those statements were statements made to
Parliament in their own particular context.
In my own view and in
in the Foreign Office
Office
view, they are
the
are to
to be
be understood in
in the
light of those contexts alone. They were
not expressed as
as undertakings to
to Canada.
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ask the
not
the Minister of State questions not
about legal interpretation
interpretation (which, with
is not
not wholly his
his responsibility),
respect, is
the policy of the Government,
but about the
which I assume he has come here prepared
to deal with
Ridley) Of course.
(Mr Ridley)
with??--(Mr
If
to ask legal questions, my legal
If you wish to
to
adviser is here and would be very happy to
try and answer them.

171. I would like to
in
to confine
confine myself, in
the circumstances, since we are examining
to asking him about matters
the Minister, to
for which ministers are
are responsible,
Is it the
the policy of the
the
namely, policy. Is
Government that requests from
from the
the
and Parliament
Parliament to
to
Canadian Government and
the Canadian Constitution, in a
revise the
Mr Grifjiths
Griffiths
manner that will derogate from
from the present
The Minister of State was
was made powers
168. The
powers of
of the
the provinces
provinces of
of Canada,
Canada, should
should
he came here, of the ques- automatically be accepted
aware, before he
accepted??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley)
the Committee wished to
to direct As I said to
tions that the
to Mr Griffiths's
Griffiths's earlier question,
Office witnesses, and
and he
he isis we cannot comment upon the substance of
to the Foreign Office
of
plainly reading from a brief
brief that replies to a request which we
we have not yet seen.
those questions. I would like to
to ask him,
since he
he has
has courteously volunteered to
172. I am not talking about a request we
come here, if he is
on have not seen; I am asking about the policy
is prepared to
to answer, on
the authority of the Government, questiom
questions of
of the
the Government, which I assume the
the
from the Committee that do not lie within Minister of State has come to speak about.
that brief
brief for
for which he
he has
has got
got prepared Without regard to
to any request that may or
or
Ridley) Of course.
answers
(Mr Ridley)
answers??--(Mr
may not be received from Canada, and of
of
we have no knowledge, is it the policy
169. Good. Could I ask
you which
ask you
you if you
of the Government that any request from
from
is a sound position for
for a Foreign of
believe it is
the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government asking
this
the
asking
to come before this ComOffice minister to
to change the
the Constitution
Constitution of
House
to
of
to give evidence on
on a matter where Canada, to the disadvantage of the
mittee to
Canada, to the disadvantage of the
has not
not yet
yet provinces,
the Canadian Government has
should be
be recommended
recommended by
by
should
Ridley) The
The provinces,
made any
any request?--(Mr
request?
(Mr Ridley)
HM Government
Government to
to this
this House,
House, without
without
HM
Committee asked for
for Foreign Office
Office
amendment?
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) We have no
no
to attend, and I felt it was
was right amendment?--(Mr
witnesses to
any request might
you should have the
the opportunity to certainty of what any
that you
are—as has been
as a contain. The precedents are-as
question a minister. However, as
again—that the Governminister, I must say that the
the Government
Government said over and over again-that
!llinister,
the day
day has
has responded to
to such
K not
not able to
to say
say exactly how
how it would ment of the
Is
by presenting legislation to
to
to any
any request, until it has
has seen requests by
respond to
The Governmenfs
Government's position
the full nature of that request, and I would Parliament. The
do exactly that.
was an
an eminently remains that they will do
have thought that that was
However, I cannot comment
comment on
on what the
the
reasonable position.
request might contain.
170. Could I press it a little bit? We
We
173. Then is it the policy of the GovernWere
were seeking from the Foreign Office
Office legal
to that
ment—and II am
am speaking strictly to
the manv
many other ment-and
advice consonant with the
matter—that a request from the Canadian
Pieces of legal advice we
we have received matter-that
pieces
from the
the powers
from other authorities (some of them of at Government derogating from
and, indeed, of
of
of the Foreign and rights of the provinces and,
least equal eminence to those of
in Canada, in
in accordance
Office). With respect, we
we do
do not
not need a other people in
O!fi~e).
as the
the Foreign
Foreign Office
Office
Minister to
to give us legal advice; we
we need a
with precedent as
2.
rn!n!ster
it, would be
be laid before
before Parliament
minister to give evidence on policy. "\Vith
With judges it,
TDimster
is \Vhat
what ministers are
are for.
respect, that is
for. without amendment, with the recommendaH M Government that it be passed?
^an I take it, therefore, that I may properly tion of HM
Can
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--{Mr
Ridley) You are presuming what
(Mr Ridley)
may
may be
be in
in the
the request.
request.
174.
174. With respect, I am presuming no
such thing.--(Mr
Ridley) You are
thing.
(Mr Ridley)
presuming what any such request might
contain. However, it remains the Government's policy-as
policy—as the Prime Minister said
yesterday-that
yesterday—that when a request comes we
shall try to deal with it as expeditiously
as possible, and in accordance with the
precedent. But I cannot state categorically
what that request might contain, as I do
not yet know.
Mr Hooley
Hooley
175. Would the Minister accept it as
correct that when the United Kingdom
Parliament enacts laws for Canada we
are acting, as it were, as an integral part
of the Canadian constitutional system?
--(Mr
Ridley) I think that there may
(Mr Ridley)
well be doubt about what is meant exactly
by the saying which you have had given
to you in evidence, " when the United
Kingdom Parliament enacts laws for
Canada it is acting as an organ or part of
of
the Canadian constitutional system
system",
",
particularly in relation to the concept of
of
acting as an organ of the Canadian constitutional system.
system. We
We would
would have
have room
room
stitutional
for doubts
doubts about
about that.
that. The
The Foreign
Foreign
for
Office, of
of course,
course, accept
accept that
that when
when the
the
Office,
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament enacts
enacts legisUnited
legislation in
in compliance
compliance with
with aa request
request from
from
lation
the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
Parliament for
for aa change
change in
in
the
the British
British North
North American
American Acts,
Acts, it
it is
is
the
acting as
as part
part of
of the
the process
process of
of Canadian
Canadian
acting
constitutional amendment.
amendment.
constitutional
176. Is not that the same thing?-thing?
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) It is the phrase "an
" an organ
of the Canadian constitutional system
"
system"
which is doubtful. This is, after all, a
sovereign Parliament, it can act how it
wishes. So I do not think it would be
right to describe it as " an organ of the
Canadian constitutional system ".
177. So you would regard it as perfectly proper for the British Parliament,
whichever Government it happened to be,
to act as it wishes, whether or not that
wish agreed with the wish of the Canadian
Government?
(Mr Ridley)
The
Federal Government?--(Mr
Ridley) The
precedents apply to the Government, and
it is, of course, for Parliament to interpret
its own position in relation to how it
sees the precedents.
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178. Would it be reasonable for the
British Parliament-let
Parliament—let us leave out the
moment—to pay
Government for the moment-to
attention to judgments of the Canadian
Supreme Court in matters of constitutional
amendment?—(Mr Ridley)
amendment?--(Mr
Ridley) I would not
suggest that there would be any impropriety involved in regard being had, in the
British Parliament, to any relevant decision
or opinion
opinion of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian Supreme
Supreme Court.
Court.
or
179. So that if the Supreme Court had
handed down a judgment that a conaffected federal/
stitutional change that affected
provincial relationships in Canada needed
the agreement or support of the provinces
themselves, it would be quite right for the
United Kingdom Parliament to pay
attention to that judgment?
judgment ?--(Mr
(Mr
Ridley)
Ridley) There are two sides to the answer
give. The first is that the United
I would give.
Kingdom Government and the United
Kingdom Parliament are obviously not
subject to the jurisdiction of the Canadian
sub
courts; nor would any question of sub
judice
judice in Canada arise for the United
Kingdom Parliament.
Parliament. On
On the
the other
hand,
Kingdom
other hand,
it is
is perfectly
perfectly proper
proper and
and right
right for
it
for ParliaParliament to
to take
take cognisance
cognisance of
of anything
anything that
that
ment
it so
so wishes,
wishes, including,
including, of
of course,
course, the
state
it
the state
of any
any litigation
litigation that
that might
might be
taking
of
be taking
place in
in Canada.
Canada.
place
180. So you are really saying that it
would be entirely proper for the Parliament
of Westminster to examine the merits of
of
constitutional changes that the Federal
Government of Canada might propose,
and there will be nothing wrong at all in
Yes, this is
Parliament saying either ""Yes,
enacted"" or ""We
splendidly enacted
We are very
sorry, but
but we
we think
think it is
is not
not aa fair
sorry,
fair arrangearrangement as
as far
far as
as Canada
Canada is
is concerned
concerned"?
ment
"?
(Mr Ridley)
--{Mr
Ridley) I must say that nothing
that could be said should imply that it
was wrong for Parliament to do anything
in this country. Parliament is sovereign
and can take into account anything that
it so wishes; it can take cognisance of
of
wishes. What Parlia·
Parliaanything that it so wishes.
ment must also concern itself
itself with in this
matter is the propriety of what it may
decide to
to do.
do. In
In that
that sense,
sense, it
it will
decide
will always
always
want to
to take
take account
account of
of the
the conventions
conventions
want
and its
its proper
proper position
position as
as the
the recipient
and
recipient
of aa request
request from
from an
an elected
elected Government
Government
of
in Canada,
Canada, which
which has
has made
made aa request
in
request
to the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament for
to
for aa
change. Those
Those are
are the
the considerations
considerations
change.
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which Parliament must keep in its mind.
I do not think that any question of propriety is at stake; it is a question ultimately
of judgment.
Chairman
Chairman
181. Before you leave this point, you
used the word "propriety",
" propriety", Minister.
What is the meaning of that word?
Political propriety, II presume? You say
that Parliament here is sovereign. Of
Of
course it is.
is. We can do anything. You
are not suggesting it would be constitutional
constitutional
for us utterly to disregard section 7 ofthe
of the
Act of 1931,
1931, are you? We can do it,
but it would not be constitutional, would
it?--(Mr
Ridley) No. II used the word
it?
(Mr Ridley)
in the obverse of ""impropriety".
impropriety ". II
suggested that there was nothing improper,
there was no impropriety, in having cognisance of anything that had happened.
What the word means in that context is
that Parliament must be free to take
cognisance of anything that it likes.

182. Exactly. I
understand
your
meaning, but I do hope you will bear in
difference
mind that there is a very great difference
between the word ""propriety"
be~ween
propriety " (which
quite obviously includes the political
qmte
" constitutionality"
considerations) and "constitutionality"
(which has regard to the law and to the
conventions).--(Mr
Ridley) As I said,
conventions).
(Mr Ridley)
the convention is the matter which controls
what the Government should propose to
Parliament, but Parliament may well feel
!'arliament,
itself also bound by that convention. That
~tself
is a matter for Parliament.
Is
Chairman]
Chairman]No
Nodoubt
doubtallallthat
thatisisconcon~titutional
stitutional is also propriety, but all that
Is
is propriety is not constitutional.

Mr
Hooley
MrHooley
183. I have one further point, if I may,
1.83.
which may not be
be aa fair
fair one,
one, II do
donot
not know.
know.
Ivhich
Itt has been put to us this morning, by
very distinguished international experts,
that the kind of proposition which is
t~at
likely to come from
from Canada
Canada will
will be
bewithout
without
Precedent in terms of the British North
America Act and the Statute of Westminster. In
In that
that case,
case, would
would it
it not
not be
be
mi!lSter.
quite fair
fair of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom ParliaParliaqmte
ment to
to make
make aa completely
completely independent
independent
!fient
judgment; and
and if
if it
it did
did so,
so, could
could this
this be
be
JUdgment;
construed as
as in
in any
any way
way unfriendly
unfriendly to
to
construed
Canada??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
The word
word "" prepreCanada
Ridley) The
cedent"" is
is construed
construed in
in two
two different
different
cedent
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ways.
ways. Firstly, what are the precedents for
action on the past fourteen occasions by
the United Kingdom Parliament? That
is the sense in which we use the word
"precedent".
" precedent". Now,
Now, Mr Hooley, you
import a new meaning of the word " precedent ", as to whether any particular
request for action has a precedent in its
form. II believe that if you look at all
the previous requests you will find that
there is no precedent for any of them
either. So II wonder whether one derives
much advantage from seeking a precedent
behind any particular request, in the sense
that a similar request has been called for
before. Obviously, once a particular
enactment has been made, it is unlikely
that a similar request could or would be
made with similar enactment. So it is,
to me, hard to say how there could ever
be precedents for a particular form of
of
request to the Parliament of the United
Kingdom to enact.
Mr Deakins
Deakins
184. Minister, are you really telling us,
then, that there is no real distinction in the
Foreign Office's collective mind, and that
of ministers, between a request for patriation (which certainly is unprecedented,
since one can only patriate a constitution
once) and amendments to the British North
America Acts
Acts (of
(of which
which there
there may be a
America
number of
of varieties
varieties over
over the
the past seventy or
or
number
eighty years,
years, but
but which
which are
are all
technically
eighty
all technically
amendments of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America
amendments
Acts)? Are
Are you
you saying
saying that
that there
Acts)?
there is
is no
no
distinction between the two?
two ?--(Mr
(Mr
Ridley) Technically,
Ridley)
Technically, any
any request
request to
to patriate
patriate
of
the Constitution would take the form of
an amendment to the British North
America Act. The form and substance
different to any previous occasion,
might be different
and in that respect there are no precedents.
However, the only way that the Constitution of Canada could be patriated (that
is, legally
legally and
and statutorily)
statutorily) would be by
is,
an amendment
amendment of
of the
the British
British North
North
an
America Act.
Act.
America
MrSpearing
Mr
Spearing
185. A few moments ago, Minister,
Minister—who was
you quoted the Prime Minister-who
no doubt replying having taken advice—
adviceas saying that any request received would
be dealt with in accordance with precedents.
said—I think, to Mr
You have now just said-I
Hooley—that, in your view, these in fact
Hooley-that,
did not exist, since every request was a
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new one.
one. Are
Are we,
we, then,
then, to
to suppose
suppose that
that
HM Government will now
any
now look at
at any
request on its merits, and not in relation to
any precedent
Ridley) No,
precedent??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
No, I
think Mr
Mr Spearing has
has not
not quite got
got the
the
the
meaning of what I said. I said that the
to which the
the Prime Minister
precedents to
and to
to which ministers and
and mymyreferred, and
self have referred, are
are precedents that,
self
when a request has
has been received, action
to propose legislation to
has been taken to
the United Kingdom Parliament. Those
to which I am referring.
referring.
are the precedents to

[Continued

degree of controversy and
the degree of
of
and the
unresolvedness have always been small
compared perhaps to
to the situation we now
now
face.

to the
the pre190. I refer in
in particular
particular to
Ridley) I
cedents of 1907 and 1943.--(Mr
1943.
(Mr Ridley)
to
would just ask Mr Freeland
Freeland if he wants to
add anything to
Free/and) I
to that.--(Mr
that.——(Mr Freeland)
to you in
think we
we have in
in fact responded to
in
writing earlier about the
in which
the cases in
there have been objections. When I gave
oral evidence to
to you before, you asked me
as to
to whether
about a number of cases, as
186. In
In other words, it is
is a limited pre- there had been any where there had been
cedent purely of setting legislation before
before objections from more than one,
two, three
one, two,
the House, and
and not
not necessarily taking a or four. II believe that our
in
our response in
view about its
its merits
merits??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) writing was
one
was that there had been only one
That is
has case where there was
is the
the precedent. That is
is what has
was an
an objection
objection which
happened in the past.
had
was transmitted to
to London. There had
been others where there had
had been con187. So there is no guarantee, even from
from troversy in Canada certainly, but it was
was the
the
HM Government's point of view now, that 1907 case that was
was the one where there had
that would continue with advice as
as to
to the
the been an
an objection.
objection.
merits of the
the measure?--(Mr
measure?
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley)
Spearing
Mr Spearing
Never before has
has it been usual to
to take a
view about the merits of the measure which
191. But the Minister will agree, will he
he
has been put before the British Parliament. not, that so
so far,
far, whatever the controversy
has always been simply to may have been or
The precedent has
or may not
not have been in
in
transmit it,
it, in
in correct legal form, to
to the
the Canada, there has
has been no
no controversy
British Parliament. That is
is the precedent among Members of Parliament
Parliament or, indeed,
am referring to.
to. I think it does any others inside the
that II am
the United Kingdom?
help if I underline again this distinction --(Mr
Ridley) I would need to
to check
(Mr Ridley)
and the
the that that is
between that type of precedent and
the conis so,
so, but
but certainly the
precedent
for
any
particular
course
of
precedent for any particular course of troversy has been at
in the
at a very low level in
the
action which
which is
is requested
requested by
by the
the Canadian
Canadian past.
action
federal
authorities.
federal authorities.
Mr Hoo!ey
Hooley
you
188. But
But you
you would agree, would you
192. There would appear to
to be
be two
two
not, that on every occasion which has been options, whatever the kind of request that
the request and
and its
its may come (if any)
mentioned the nature of the
any) from Canada. One
One
and therefore the
the nature of the
merits, and
the would be
be to
to act
act automatically
automatically on
on any
any
has been largely uncontroveruncontrover- request that the Canadian Government
legislation, has
Government and
Canada? Parliament put to us: the other would be to
sial because of prior agreement in Canada?
(Mr Ridley)
do not believe that that retain a discretion to
--(Mr
Ridley) I do
to examine such
is strictly true. I think that some of the requests and
and to
to see
see whether we
we thought
for amendment of the BNA Acts they were proper in
requests for
in terms of the principles
in Canada.
have been controversial in
of the
the Canadian
Canadian Constitution.
Constitution. If we
take
of
we take
account of
of any
any litigation
litigation in
in the
Canadian
the Canadian
account
Chairman
courts, are
are we
we not
not rejecting
rejecting the
automatic
the automatic
courts,
option??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
189. But
Ridley) I would not
not
But they
they have
have not
notbeen
been proceeded
proceeded option
any improhad been suggest that there would be
be any
with until that controversy had
Ridley) I do
resolved
resolved??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
do not
not think priety if account were taken in the United
as it was
that that, strictly speaking, is
was in the
the
is true (though Kingdom Parliament, as
Newfoundland case. Perhaps I could
ask Mr
Mr Freeland to Newfoundland
I could perhaps ask
you to
to the
the answers to the
on the
the facts of that situation). refer you
the original
comment on
and 13
13 which you put
us,
put to
to us,
I think that some of them have proceeded questions 99 and
of relevant past or
or present litigation in
in the
before that controversy has been resolved. of
It is, of course, a question of degree. The
It
The Canadian courts.
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Mr Deakins
Deakins
193. Minister, on an earlier occasion
when Mr Freeland gave oral evidence, in
reply to Question 8 on the question of
of
whether the Parliament here could take
account of litigation in the Canadian
courts, Mr Freeland said that this was not
to be considered as an abstract question,
and that it needed to be looked at in the
light of circumstances as they are. Does
this not amount to saying that there may
be circumstances in which we could probably take into account litigation before
the Canadian courts, on a matter which
was likely
likely to
to go
go before
before the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
Parliament?--(Mr
Ridley) II think the
Parliament?
(Mr Ridley)
answer to that is that it is not a question
of taw;
law; it is a question of propriety (if
Of II
may go back to the old word) as to whether
the United Kingdom Parliament thinks
that it is right to proceed, rather than a
question that it would be improper to
proceed. There can be no way, that II
see, that the Canadian courts could
can see,
have any jurisdiction or influence over the
United Kingdom Parliament.
194. But can one make a distinction
between what it would be proper and
propriety for the United Kingdom Parliament to do, and what it might be proper
for the United Kingdom Government to
propose to our Parliament to do (because
while the Government proposes in this
matter, Parliament disposes, and that is
generally accepted)?
accepted)? Do
Do you
you make
make any
any
generally
distinction, in
in your
your comments
comments in
in answer
answer
distinction,
to that
that question,
question, between
between the
the attitude
attitude of
to
of
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Government
Government and
and the
the
the
attitude of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom ParliaParliaattitude
ment?
(Mr Ridley)
No, II did
did not
not
ment?--(Mr
Ridley) No,
intend to imply that.
that Of course it must
again vitally depend upon the nature and
stage of any litigation, and there is a
precedent of litigation accompanying a
request from the Canadian Parliament.
request
It is the 1949 example. You know the
1t
Deakins. I1 do not have to
history, Mr Deakins,
go over it.

Griffiths
Mr Griffitlzs
195. On questions of law, no doubt the
House will wish to hear from the law
from
officers of the Crown, rather than from
ministers with policy responsibilities.
Could I ask the Minister of State a number
of questions that start on the premise that
have no
no regard
regard whatsoever
whatsoever to
to any
any request
request
I1 have
that the
the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government may
may or
or
that
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may not make of this place; I ask him
questions only of policy. II ask him first,
has he, or any of his colleagues, been in
receipt of messages or representations from
the Canadian Government, that might
loosely come under the heading of
of
"pressure"
" pressure " ?--(Mr
?——(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) No.
No.
196. Thank you. Have you had, or
do you, or any of your colleagues, intend
to have, any meetings with representatives
of the Canadian provinces, at whatever
Riclley) Any visitor from
level
level??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Canada who wishes
wishes to
to see
seeUnited
United Kingdom
Kingdom
ministers is normally welcomed, provided
time and opportunity can be created. It
is normal for such requests to come
come through
through
the Canadian High Commission in London,
and often a representative of the Canadian
High Commission accompanies a provincial visitor. There has been at least one
such visit in recent weeks, which has taken
place.

197. I interpret that to mean (I hope,
correctly, but perhaps the Minister . of
of
State will confirm it) that if a Canadian
provincial prime minister wished to be
Ridley)
seen, he would be seen
seen??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Absolutely. It would be most discourteous
of me, or of whichever minister he wanted
to see, to refuse to see him.
198. In so far as any matter pertaining
to the federal/provincial relationships in
Canada were before the Canadian courts,
at whatever level, would it be the policy
of HM Government to avoid making
recommendations to Parliament about the
constitutional change, until those judicial
completed?
processes in Canada had been complet~d?
(Mr Ridley)
--(Mr
Ridley) No, not necessarily,
necessanly,
because, as II say, there is such a degree
of variation in the possible nature of
of such
litigation that it would be wrong to give
a blanket answer yes or a blanket answer
no. There is a precedent for proceedings
starting in Britain while litigation was still
going on in Canada. Equally, I suppose
one can imagine circumstances of
of such
it might be
grievous legal problems that _it
until they were
~ere
inappropriate to proceed ul!td
is a hypothetical questiOn,
question,
resolved. It is
but I hope I have given fair
fair answer
answer to it.
it.

199. Is it the policy of the British
of
Government to find ways and means of
from ?Ur
our
exporting to Canada (which is, _fro:rp.
point of view, the obverse of their wishing
wtshmg
to patriate back to Canada) the whole
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future constitutional development of
of for me to comment on these arguments
of Professor
Professor Wade's. In addition, I am
Canada?--(Mr
Ridley) We can only of
Canada?
(Mr Ridley)
afraid I did not hear his evidence this
act-I
act—I am sure this is right-under
right—under the afraid
conventions and in real political possibi- morning.
authorities
lities, on a request by the federal authorities
203. I am sorry you did not hear his
to change the British North America Act.
amnot
nottalking
talking about
about
be, I think, evidence. However, 1 am
That means that it would be,
quite wrong for the Government or any proceedings which may be occurring
Parliament in the United Kingdom to in Canada; I am talking about proceedings
propose unilateral amendment of the and evidence to this Committee. Perhaps
us—because I may be asking
Act, which had you would tell us-because
British North America Act,
unfair question-whether
question—whether you
Canadian you an unfair
not been requested by the Canadian
Federal Parliament.
Parliament. Therefore,
Therefore, it
it is
is not
Federal
not have had an opportunity to see the memoProfessor Wade, to which I
H M Government's
Government's policy
policy to
to seek
seek to
to do
HM
do randum of Professor
Ridley) I have seen
just referred
referred??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
that under
under any
any circumstances.
circumstances.
that
it. However, I think my point still stands,
200. Since this is,
matteis which were in that memois, by any measure, a that the mattets
matter of constitutional importance to randum, and perhaps in the evidence which
the United Kingdom as well as to the you received this morning (which I have
are the subject
subject of legal proCanadians, in so far as the United Kingdom not heard), are
is a party to the British North America ceedings in Canada, and it would, I
if think, be wrong for me to express opinions
Acts, will not the Minister of State, if
Canadian courts have
not by himself
himself giving a firm answer, upon them until the Canadian
undertake to get an answer to the Commit- given their decision.
tee on the point that it would be no part
204. I am not aware that the sub judice
of
of the Government's intention to attempt
to put a measure of this sort through the rule extends across the Atlantic, and /I am
House of Commons on the basis of the referring to proceedings of this Committee.
If you are saying that you think it is unwise
whips?--(Mr
Ridley) I think I must If
whips?
(Mr Ridley)
H M Government to comment
comment on the
rest on what I fear will have been a for HM
Professor
of
Professor
Wade, then, of
of
memorandum
tedious repetition to the Committee: that
course, you are quite at liberty to do so.
that again is hypothetical.
us??
Is that in fact what you are saying to us
(Mr Ridley)
--(Mr
Ridley) What I am saying is that
Chairman
exact legal nature of the relationship
201. Minister of State, in so far as the the
of the federal authorities and the provincial
House of Commons or the British House of
Canadian matter
of Parliament is acting as a part of the authorities in Canada is a Canadian
of
and one which should be determined, if
if
Canadian constitutional scene, would it there
is dispute, in the Canadian
Canadian courts.
not be more appropriate for the Canadian
Canadian
it is quite wrong for a British
Government to issue us with the whip, Therefore,
about what
Minister to express a view about
rather than HM
H M Government
Government??--(Mr
(Mr would be right or what would be wrong in
Ridley) I wish the Committee well!
Ridley)
well!
that argument, because I am not responsible for
for the
the interpretation
interpretation of
of the
the state
state of
of
sible
MrSpearing
Mr
Spearing
law in
in Canada.
Canada.
law
202. Minister, I think you will have
read—and I assume you have-the
have—the very
was asking you
205. I do not think I was
read-and
memorandum of Professor
Professor Wade, about what was
was right or \\Tong
wrong with it;
clear memorandum
was asking you about the evidence that
and perhaps heard him this morning. I was
Professor ·wade
Wade gave, relating to that
He sets out very clearly his view of the Professor
federation. Constitution of Canada in its federal
Constitution of Canada as a federation.
assumption structure, which I rather believe was
Would you not agree that any assumption
was a
(which I believe the Government have matter for this House, both in the original
made) concerning automaticity, in respect British North America Acts and,
and, indeed,
of requests which came alone from the in section 7 of the Statute of Westminster:
Westminster.
of
was contrary to Can you tell us whether or
Federal Government, was
or not
not your
view of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian Constitution
Constitution is
his view of
of the Canadian Constitution?-Constitution ?
is
view
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) I do not consider it to be similar to that of Professor
Professor Wade?
Wade?-right at this stage, given the existence of
of (.\fr
(Mr Ridley) That is \Vhat
what I think I should
legal proceedings in the Canadian courts, not attempt to do,
do, because to do so would
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be for
for the
the British Government to
to express
an opinion about what is really a Canadian
matter, and
and II do
do not
not intend to
to do
do that.
It is
is particularly important that II should
is
not seek to
to do
do that, since the
the matter is
before the
the Canadian courts, and
and it is
is for
for
them to interpret, and not me.
me.
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those federal/provincial
relationships,
federal/provincial
while such litigation was
was going on? That
be far
far worse than actually exexwould be
an opinion; it would be
pressing an
be actually
taking action while that litigation (which
say must be
be borne in mind) is
is still
you say
continuing, would it not?--(Mr
not?
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley)
But surely there is
is a distinction between
206. Then can
can you tell the
the Committee, asking me
me to
to comment upon what is
is a
other th<:.n
than the
the quotation which you have domestic Canadian position, and
and our
our
mentioned from the Prime Minister, whether responsibilities in
in this country of acting
or not HM
to precedent, if it
H M Government
Government have
have given
given some
some on a request according to
is not
indication of what II term " automaticity "" would be
be received. It is
not necessary
or to
to take a view about
to the
the Government of Canada
Canada??--(Mr
(Mr to comment or
about a
Ridley) The
The statements which have been domestic Canadian matter, in order to
to
fulfil our
our obligations to
to act
act in
made in
in this respect by
by ministers are
are on
on fulfil
in accordance
with the
the precedent.
precedent.
record, and the Prime Minister's is
is one of
of with
them. However, any
any other communicaChairman
tions between the United Kingdom Government and
are,
and the
the Canadian Government are,
209. Minister of State, you
you have, I
of course, confidential, and
be think, answered this question in
and I would be
in one way
way
wrong to say what they are.
but perhaps, as
or another before, but
as a
ask you
you this.
matter of record, I could ask
207. On this point, would you not agree You said a number of
of times that you cannot
in the event of some automatic guar- anticipate the
that in
the advice which ministers will
or suggestion having been made, it give to
antee or
to Parliament, if and when a request
would be
be contrary both to
to the
the facts of
not
\Vould
of has been received. However, are
are we
we not
section 7 of the
to conclude that there is
the British North America entitled to
is in
in fact
and, indeed, the
the distinctions made no clear, simple and universally applicable
Act and,
the constitutional
constitutional principle
principle concerning
concerning action
action
between the two types of amendment in the
1949 (No. 2)
2) Act to which I referred
referred earlier?
earlier ? on
on such
such requests
requests (because
(because if
1949
if there
there were,
were,
you could
could say
say now
now what
what it
it is),
is), but
Do you
you see
see those as
as compatible
compatible??--(Mr
(Mr you
but that
that the
the
true
principle
must
therefore
be
simply
Ridley) I think that the only position that true principle must therefore be simply
that every
every request
request should
should be
be treated
would be
be right for
for HM
H M Government to that
it \\Ould
treated by
by the
the
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament in
light
in advance of the receipt of a special United
take, in
in the
the light
of all
all the
the circumstances,
circumstances, legal,
legal, litigious,
litigious,
be that it would be
be our
our of
request, would be
intention to abide by the precedent that the constitutional
and
and political ??--(Mr
(Mr
United Kingdom Government proposes to Ridley)
Ridley) Apart from desiring not to
to anticito enact pate, at
the United Kingdom Parliament to
at a time when no
no request has been
is received from the
any request which is
the received from Canada, the
the advice which
properly constituted Parliament of Canada. ministers would wish to
to give to
to ParliaThat is
is the
the Government's
Government's position,
position, and
and ment in
That
in the
the light of such a request, the
the
nothing
that
I
have
said
this
morning
nothing that I have said this morning Foreign Office is
is concerned not
not at this
changes
it.
What
I
cannot
do
is
to
discuss
changes
it. What I cannot do is to discuss stage to
to express substantive views bearing
a
hypothetical request
request which
which has
has not
not been
been on matters in
in issue in
in legal proceedings in
a hypothetical
in
received.
Canada. The Foreign Affairs
Affairs Committee
the written
written subhas received copies of the
Deakins
missions which
which we
we made
made to
to the
Mr Deakins
the Court
Court of
of
missions
Appeal for
for Manitoba
Manitoba on
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
208. If
If you, as a minister, cannot express Appeal
a
Federal Government
Government and
and on
on behalf
behalf of
of
n opinion on
on this subject of federal/
federal/ Federal
an
various provincipal
provincipal governments,
governments, and
and
for the
the major
major various
Provincial relationships, for
will
know
from
them
the
nature
and
extent
reason that litigation on
on the
the matter is will know from them the nature and extent
re~son
of the
the various
various issues
issues which
which are
being
are being
§oing through the
the Canadian courts, a of
gomg
canvassed. In
In these
these circumstances,
circumstances, II
jortiori
principle must also apply to canvassed.
fortiori that principle
trust that
that my
my wish
wish to
to refrain
refrain from
from exexwe l:nited
United Kingdom Government. How,
the
How, tmst
pressing governmental
governmental views
views on
matters
the British Government
Government pressing
on the
the matters
therefore, could the
raised by
by this
this question
question and,
and, if
the British raised
if II may
may say
say
even consider putting before the
so, auestions
questions 6
and 7,
understood
parliament
an amendment to
6 and
7, would
would be
be understood
to the
the British so
Parliament an
and
accepted
by
the
Committee.
North America Act,
Act, which could affect
affect an'd ·accepted by the Committee.
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The H
Hon
R.IDLEY, M
MP
o n NICHOLAS
NICHOLAS RIDLEY,
P
Mr J R FREELAND, Mr M S BERTHOUD
BERTHOUD
andMrDDAY
and Mr D D A Y

Mr Deakins
Deakins
210. II did
did not
not quite catch the
the last part
of
of your remarks there, Minister, because
was just about to
to put
put to
to you
you the
the two
two
I was
remaining questions of which we
we had
had
given notice, but perhaps II could put them
for the record. D
Doo you agree, first of all,
the view that any and
and every kind of
of
with the
by our
our Parliament here into the
enquiry by
the
degree to
to which there had
had been consent
of all
all or
or most of the
the provinces to
to a
of
for amendment of the
the
Canadian request for
British North
North America
America Acts,
Acts, would
would amount
amount
British
to interference
interference in
in Canadian
Canadian internal
internal
to
Ridley) II think II have, in
in
affairs
affairs??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
a sense, answered that in
in my last answer.
answer.
Again, it is
is a hypothetical question,
because we do
do not know what the request
will be.

[Continued

Ridley) I will ask Mr Freeland
all
all??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
if he has a view on that.-(Mr
that.
(Mr Free/and)
Freeland)
I think there are
are probably different
different ways
in which you
you can
can achieve patriation.
Equally, it does seem to
to me that probably
from the
the
one would not
not want to
to remove from
British Statute Book the
the British North
America Acts.

214. That, in my simple language, would
the
be repeal, not
not amendment, because the
the basic
idea of amendment means that the
Act still remains on
on the
the Statute Book,
Free/and) Yes.
Yes.-does it not?--(Mr
not?
(Mr Freeland)
(Mr Ridley)
Rid/ey) It depends on
the nature of
of
on the
the amendment.

Mr Spearing
215. In
Mr Freeland,
In practical terms, Mr
not be
be just a little more .drawn
drawn
would it not
not, first
211. II will put
put the
the last question, out than that? Would there not,
of all,
all, be
be an
an amendment to
to the
of
the Statute
although II may get
get the same answer.-answer.
of Westminster, which would take away
of
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) I am afraid
afraid you will!
will!
the reserved point about the British North
an amendment
is important to
to get it on
212. II think it is
on America Acts; secondly, an
D o you
you agree that any
any and
and to the British North America Acts, which
the record. Do
refusal by
by our
our Parliament here to added some formula whereby the Canadian
every refusal
and Federal Government
Government put
put
in accordance with a request of the
act in
the provinces and
Canadian federal authorities for
for amend- together a change of constitution, and that
in some way
way be
be enacted or
or taken
or patriation of the
the British North would in
ment or
law; then at
at
be a violation of
America Acts would be
of aboard Canadian statute law;
be for
for this Parliament
some constitutionally correct practice or
or that stage it might be
Acts??
or would be
be in
in any way or
or in
precedent, or
in to repeal the British North America Acts
is necessarily
way constitutionally inappro- I am not suggesting that this is
some other way
be followed, but
but
(Mr Ridley)
is certainly the course that could be
priate??--(Mr
Ridley) There is
priate
not be
be something of that type?
for a refusal, I will add
add to
to would it not
no precedent for
--(Mr
(Mr Freeland) Perhaps II am repeating
the answer I have already given.
myself, but I think this is
is really
really aa question
question
of legislative technique. II think there
final comment to of
213. Could I add one final
the
be various ways of achieving the
revert to
t o something the
the Minister said could be
or not
not patriation required result.
earlier, about whether or
the British North
was amendment of the
Mr Griffiths
America Acts? I confess, without being
find this
a technically qualified person, I find
216. I have a very short question which
a little difficult
difficult to follow. Surely aa request
request is really a matter of humility. Could
Could the
for patriation of
of the Canadian Constitution
Constitution Minister of State say
say whether
whether he
he believes
believes
an amendment of the British that the collective wisdom and knowledge
is not merely an
North America
America Acts;
Acts; surely
surely it
it would
would of the
the Foreign Office
Office on
on this matter
North
matter of
of
amount to
to aa repeal
repeal of
of the
the British
British North
North the constitutional law
law and
and practice is
is
amount
America Acts?
Acts? An
An amendment
amendment would
would superior to
to that which resides in the wide
America
leave the
British North
North America
still community of people from
America Acts
Acts still
from whom this
leave
the British
on the
the Statute
Statute Book.
Book. However,
However, II would
would Committee has taken, and will be
be taking,
on
have thought
thought that
that aa request
request for
for patriation,
patriation, evidence?--(Mr
have
Ridley) I hope that I
evidence?
(Mr Ridley)
mutually agreed
agreed bet\veen
between Canada
Canada and
and the
the and my
mutually
my advisers are
are always suitably
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, would
would surely
surely be
be to
do not believe that we lack
to humble, but I do
United
finish with
with the
the British
British North
North America
America Act
finish
Act competence. I believe that we
we are
are quite
once and
and for
for all,
all, and
and would
would mean
mean that
that we
in interpreting the
the position in the
the
we right in
once
should
wipe
the
British
North
America
we have;
have; and
and that
that the
thefact
fact that
that
way that \Ve
America
should
wipe
theConstitution
British North
Act
out
of
the
once
and
for
is dispute about the
the matter
matter is
is no
no
Act out qf the Constitution once and for there is
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surprise, because here we are being drawn
into what is
is really a Canadian dispute,
and it is
is therefore right, in
in my
my opinion,
that we
we should stick firmly to
to the
the line
that we
we do
do not
not want to
to express opinions
or get involved in
in what is
is a dispute about
the Canadian Constitution, in
in a sovereign,
our
independent country, which is
is not
not our
business. I think the purport of the legal
advice which I have received-to
received—to maintain
in
that impartiality-is
impartiality—is absolutely right, in
the light of the
the status of Canada as
as a
sovereign nation.
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amendment of the Canadian Constitution
not our
our business. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, it
it
was not
if our
our business.
business. That
That isiswhy
why we
we are
are here
here
is
was the
the purpose, in
this morning. What was
in
your mind, of section 77 of the
the 1931
1931 Act
Act
in?-about amendment; why
why was
was it put in?
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) It was
the express
was put
put in
in at the
request, I believe, of the
the Canadian
authorities at
at that time.

219. Was
Was itit because
because the
theprovinces
provinces had
had
certain rights which they wished to
to see
see
Ridley) That is
is again
defended
defended??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
to
ask me
me to
to look behind the
the Statute, to
217. In
Mr to ask
In strongly welcoming what Mr
Ridley has
has said, could I ask
ask him
him quite say what were the motives of the sovereign
who made that
he agree, at
at least with Canadian authorities who
precisely, would he
at that time. That, I think, would
be a far
far better thing if
me, that it would be
if request at
to attempt.
had not
not been, or
or were not
not to
to be unwise to
this House had
be, presented with a request from Canada
the Canadians had
had
on patriation, until the
the motives, was
220. Whatever the
was it a
resolved their own problems in
in their own result of section 7 in
in the
the 1931
1931 Act
Act that
house and
and only came to
to us
us (as
(as history the rights of the provinces were, to
to some
unfortunately
do so)
to do
so) degree, entrenched
unfortunately requires them
them to
?--(Mr
Ridley) I
(Mr
Ridley)
entrenched?
when they
they had
had reached
reached aa consensus
consensus cannot say what were the reasons.
when
and legally
legally in
in their
their own
own country,
country,
politically and
politically
then there
there could
could be
be no
no question
question on
on our
our
then
No, I did
did not
not ask
ask that; I asked
221. No,
immediately agreeing
agreeing to
to what
what they
they wish?
wish?
immediately
the results of section 7,
7, what
(Mr Ridley)
To answer that question what were the
--(Mr
Ridley) To
?--(Mr
Ridley) The result of
of
do?
(Mr Ridley)
in the
the affrrmative
affirmative would be
be to
to do
do what does it do
United Kingdom
Griffiths and
and I agreed, in
in answer to section 7 is to leave to the United
Mr Griffiths
to amend the
the
the sole power to
was undesirable. For
the last question, was
For Parliament the
on a request from
from the
the
me to comment upon what the state of the Constitution, on
in Canada is,
is, or
or to
to deplore the
the Canadian Parliament. However, what
debate in
the reasons or
or the
the motives for
for that
is not
not unanimity or
or total were the
fact that there is
the Statute is
is for
for
be to
to do
do just what he
he being inserted into the
agreement, would be
to answer, and
and not
not me.
me.
suggested I should not
not do,
do, which is
is to Canadians to
any comment about internal affairs
affairs
pass any
In that context I cannot
Chairman}
Chairman] I think we
we must leave the
the
within Canada. In
the sentiments in
in his
his last question.
echo the
matter there. Minister of State, thank
you very much indeed, you
and your
you and
Chairman
us, and we
team have been a great help to
to us,
you said (no
grateful for
for your kind under218. Minister of State, you
(no are very grateful
doubt not
the standing.
not speaking as
as a jurist) that the
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THE CANADIAN CONSTITUTION: REPLIES TO SUPPLEMENTARY
SUPPLEMENTARY AND
FURTHER QUESTIONS11 (41/80-81/FM)
(41/80-81/FM)
Memorandum by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Office

1. Supplementary
Supplementary to FCO reply to Question
Question 3
On whose responsibility was the 1965 Quebec request " held in abeyance pending the
result of
of the Canadian Federal elections "?
" ? What periods of
of time elapsed between the
receipt of the request by the UK
UK authorities and (a) those elections and (b) the Quebec
elections and (c) the withdrawal of
of the request?

The Quebec amendment of
of 1965 was held in abeyance by agreement between Canada
and the United Kingdom. The request was received on 15 July 1965. The Canadian
Federal election was announced on 7 September 1965 and held on 8 November. In
January 1966 doubts about the future of
of the amendment, which was linked with a wider
of the Constitution of
of Canada, were raised in an
proposal for the amendment in Canada of
of letters between the Canadian and Quebec Prime Ministers tabled in the Canaexchange ofletters
dian Parliament (Annex A).
The Quebec election took place on 6 June 1966. In November the Quebec request was
of a question in the Canadian Parliament to the Canadian Prime Minister
the subject of
(Annex B).
2. Supplementary
Supplementary to FCO reply to Question 6
A. What, if any, significance
significance does the FCO attribute to the fact that Australia had not
then (1935) adopted the Statute of Westminster, given that the Report of the Joint Committee begins by saying (paragraph 2) that that Statute gave formal and statutory
statutory approval
to " certain long established and clearly understood constitutional principles " in relation
to the right of
of Parliament to legislate for the Dominions?
Dominions?

In the reply to the original Question 6, the FCO brought to the attention of
of the Commitof Westminster because it was
tee that in 1935 Australia had not adopted the Statute of
considered that the Committee should have before it all the material on which comparisons
Consideration of
could be made between the Canadian and Australian positions. Consideration
of the
of pre-Statute of
Petition of the State of Western Australia was accordingly on the basis of
of
Westminster practice.
B. Does the FCO consider it proper for the UK
of the
U K authorities to take account of
federal-provincial constitutional relationships that have developed within Canada,
federal-provincial
of determining whether a request from a Government and Parliament
for the purpose of
entitled to make some such requests is a proper request, by analogy with the Joint Comof the internal constitutional
constitutional structure
mittee's decision to investigate and take account of
of Australia for the purpose of
of determining whether a request from the State of
of
of Western
Australia was a proper request, notwithstanding (a) that Australia was really an independent state in 1935 and (b) that Western Australia was entitled to make some such requests
without the concurrence of
of the Australian Government or Parliament (by virtue of
of s. 9(2)
of the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster or
or of
of the
the "" existing
existing constitutional
constitutional practice
practice "" referred
in
of
referred to
to in
that
sub-section) ?
that sub-section)?

The ·western
Western Australian case is not relevant to consideration of
of the Canadian
Canadian request.
of both Houses of
of the UK
UK Parliament conceived it as
In the former, a Joint Committee of
their duty to consider whether it was proper for a Petition from Western Australia
effect its secession from the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Australia to be
requesting legislation to effect
received by Parliament. Having therefore considered the substance of
of the Petition,
Commonwealth of
the Committee concluded that the request was a matter for the Commonwealth
of
UK Parliament to receive and, conseAustralia, one that it would be improper for the UK
Western Australia was not constitutionally
constitutionally entitled to make.
quently, one that \Vestern
As the FCO stated in its answer to the original Question 6, the 1935 Report
Report of
of the
offer any concrete guidance on the proper
proper response
Joint Committee does not appear to offer
of the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
to a request contained in a joint resolution of both Houses of
for action in accordance with the terms of
of the Statute of
of Westminster.
1J

See also pages 60-62.
60-62.
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3. Supplementary
to to
oral
Question
64 64
SupplementarytotoFCO
FCOreply
replytotoQuestion
Question8 8and
and
oral
Question
Will the FCO kindly summarise the reasons why,
why, or the respects in which, the constitudifferent in ways that affect the responsibilities
tional positions of Australia and Canada are different
of the UK authorities in relation to requests for UK legislation from (a)
(a) the Canadian
Government and/or Parliament, (b)
(b) aa Canadian
Canadian Province,
Province, (c)
(c)the
the Australian
Australian Government
Government
and Parliament, and (d) an Australian state?
state ?
While the FCO cannot anticipate the advice which Ministers might wish to give to
Parliament in any particular case, the position, so far as Australia is concerned, is broadly
as follows:
follows:
(c) The UK authorities would be unlikely to question a validly made request for
UK legislation from the Australian Government and Parliament on any matter
which affected
affected only the Commonwealth of Australia. Should the States be
involved, however, the position is covered in the reply to the original Question 7.
(d) To the extent that the Australian States remain
remain self-governing
self-governing dependencies
dependencies of
of the
the
British Crown, the UK authorities would consider a request from a State for
UK legislation on any matter which aftected
affected no other Australian State and/or
the Commonwealth of Australia. Should this condition not be met, the UK
authorities would wish to be assured that the request met with the agreement of
of
all parties concerned in Australia before considering the question of UK legislation.
In the case of Canada, there has been only one Provincial request, the 1965 Quebec
request. This is dealt with in supplementary answer 1. The Government's position
on Federal requests was considered substantively most recently in Mr Luce's reply to a
written question (H.C.Deb 27 July 1979, Cols 499-500).
¥tritten
Question
Question4 4

Will the FCO kindly reply to Question 11
11 of the original list? In particular, does the
FCO consider that the matters referred to in that Question provide some precedent and
basis for the view that it is proper for the UK authorities to seek to arrive at an opinion
about the " constitutionality " or " unconstitutionality " of a request addressed to them
!lbout
in proper form by the Government and Parliament of a Member of the Commonwealth
m
entitled by law and practice to make some such requests, and to determine their response
to that request in the light of that opinion?
The answer prepared in response to Question 11
11 of the original list is immediately
below this answer. As stated, it is not thought that the Australian case is a relevant
precedent.
The clause omitted from the Statute of Westminster (the so-called Latham amendment)
was intended to ensure that the UK Government would not act on a request from the
Australian Commonwealth authorities for legislation on purely State matters without
concurrence of the State or States concerned. Its omission was not primarily based
the ~oncurrence
on Its
its "constitutionality"
" constitutionality " or otherwise but rather (see House of Commons Paper 88
°f 1935,
1935, pages 109-110) on the interpretation of Section 4 of the Statute. It is clear
of
from the wording of the Statute of Westminster that the Australian States were not infrom
cluded amongst the Dominions; Section 4, the request and consent provision, refers
only to the Dominions. Inclusion of the Latham amendment was therefore considered
superfluous.
Original
OriginalQuestion
Question1111

What is the significance of the UK Government's refusal to include in the Statute of
of
Westminster
Whestminster
one of the three clauses requested by the Government and Parliament of
of
< ornmonwea tri
-'
l °f
tine Commonwealth
of Australia
Australia (see House of
of Commons Paper
Paper No 88 of
of 1935, pages
officers (ibid, page
109-110)? What is the significance of the opinion of the UK law officers
110) that it would be''
be " clearly unconstitutional" for the Australian Government and
110)_
Parliament to make a request such as that referred to in the proposed and rejected clause?
_From
C. 88, itit appears
From the reference in H.
H.C.
appears that
that the
the amendment
amendment in
in question
question was
was that
that which
which
w
\\as
as to provide that nothing in the Act should be " deemed to authorise the Parliament
or
°r the Government of the Commonwealth without the concurrence of the Parliament
of any
and Government of the States concerned, to request or consent to the enactment of
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Act by the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom on any matter which is within the authority of
of the States of
of Australia, not being a matter vdthin
within the authority of
of the Parliament
or the Government of
of the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Australia." (Quoted from K C Wheare,
The Statute of
of Westminster and Dominion Status, 5th ed 1935, p 211.)
In view of
of the different
different constitutional position of
of Australia it is not thought that this
referred to
draft
draft clause and the opinion of
of the legal advisers of
of the Imperial Government
Government referred
of significance
significance for the case of
of Canada in 1980.
at page 109 is of
Question 5
Is the FCO aware of
of any statement by the UK
U K Government that should be construed
as an undertaking to Canada, in view of
of the Statute of
of Westminster, to accede to all
requests by the Canadian Government and Parliament for amendment or repeal of
of the
of Provincial concurrence in or opposition to such requests?
BNA Acts, regardless of

The FCO is not aware of
of any public statement by HMG
HMG on this issue going beyond the
of
statements in Parliament referred
referred to in paragraph 27 of
of the FCO Memorandum
Memorandum of
4 November 1980. It would of course be wrong to reveal the details of
of confidential
confidential
discussions between HMG
HMG and Canadian Ministers.
Question 6
Did the UK
UK Government, at or about the time of
of the enactment of
of the Statute of
of
Westminster, address to the Government of
of Canada any communication
communication touching the
effect
effect of
of the Statute on the constitutional position (a) of
of the Provinces or (b) relating to
amendments of
of the BNA Acts, or any communication
communication analogous to the despatch from
from
the Secretary of
of State to the Governments of
of the Australian States dated 6 January 1932
(see especially paragraph 4 thereof-copy
thereof—copy attached)?
UK Government
Government concernWe have been unable to trace any communications from the UK.
effect of
of the Statute of
of Westminster on the constitutional position (a) of
of the
ing the effect
of the BNA Acts, or any communication
communication analoProvinces or (b) relating to amendments of
of 6 January 1932 to the Governments of
of the Australian States.
gous to that of
Question 7
In view of
of the FCO replies to oral questions 39 and 42, does the FCO dissent from
from
Professor WPM
W P M Kennedy in the Law
Quarterly Review,
48
Law Quarterly
Review, vol
vol48
the view (expressed by Professor
" the very Dominion-Provincial
Dominion-Provincial Conference
Conference of
of 1931 in relation
(1932), page 208), that "the
of 'vVestminster
Westminster negatives on the one hand ihe
the claim that in this matter
to the Statute of
[of changing the constitution of
of Canada as contained in the BNA Acts] the Provinces
[of
have no status, while on the other hand it ~stablishes
establishes unanimous consent as necessary ""
changes ? '
in relation to at least some such changes?
of Professor
Professor Kennedy's article entitled " The Imperial Conferences,
Examination of
1926-1930—The Statute of
of Westminster",
Westminster ", (1932) LQR 191,
191, indicates that his remarks
1926-1930-The
of the Dominion-Provincial
Dominion-Provincial conference
conference on the attitude
concerned the immediate impact of
of Westminster. A
taken by the Federal and Provincial authorities towards the Statute of
of the relevant pages is attached. Subsequently, in evidence to the Canadian
full extract of
House of
of Commons Special Committee on the British North America Act on 26 March
Professor Kennedy said, with specific reference to the British North
North America
1935, Professor
Acts:
method
" The third point. I am not concerned to discuss at the present time the method
by which the BNA Act can now be changed. I subscribe to what Dr
Dr Skelton says
in his evidence at page 38; but I would like to say this-I
tins—I do not think there is the
slightest necessity in law for the parliament of
of Canada to consult the provinces in
the process. It
It may be good politics, but politics is not law."
of the Canadian Report are being supplied to the Secretary of
Ten copies of
of the Committee.1
mittee. 1

28 November
November 1980
1I

Extracts from that Report are on pp 251-279.
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ANNEX A
EXTRACT FROM THE CANADIAN HOUSE OF COMMONS DEBATES
28
28 JANUARY 1966
APPENDIX
CoRRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN PRIME MINISTER AND QUEBEC PREMIER RESPECTING
CoNSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENTs
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
OFFICE
OFHCE OF THE PRIME MINISTER
Province of Quebec
January
January 20, 1966.
The Right Honourable
Lester B.
B. Pearson, P.C.
Prime Minister of Canada
Parliament Buildings
Ottawa

My dear Prime Minister,
As is fitting
fitting upon the eve of a new session of the Legislature, the Quebec cabinet
recently reviewed the principal items likely to be considered thereat.
thereat. Among them are the
draft bills entitled " Quebec Parliament Act
Act"" and " An act to provide for the amendment
in Canada of the Constitution of Canada ".
".
At the last regular session, the Legislative Assembly voted an address to Her Majesty,
praying her to cause to be laid before the Parliament of the United Kingdom the bill
entitled:"
entitled: " Quebec Parliament Act".
Act ". This is linked up with the proposed constitutional
amendment bill since the latter would have the effect of ensuring definitively
definitively to the only
provincial upper House still in existence an absolute right of veto over any amendment
of its own powers. Since the British parliament has not yet been seized of the request
of the Legislative Assembly, the latter has not been called upon to consider the proposed
formula for amending our constitution.
Many events have occurred since this formula was elaborated, and it would not be
proper to ignore them. Among them should be mentioned the country-wide debate
which has taken place respecting the formula itself, the continued dialogue between
Quebec
and the rest of the country, a constant and sustained evolution towards a new
Qu.cbec ar:.d
relationship between Quebec, the other provinces and the Government of Canada, the
progress of the studies and discussions undertaken by the Tax Structure Committee, the
Royal Commission of Inquiry on Bilingualism and Biculturalism and our own Special
Committee on the Constitution.
You are also aware that the proposed formula for amending our constitution has
anxiety in Quebec. V/hatever
Whatever the cause of this feeling, it is a factor which
caused some an.xiety
should not be ignored. For instance, I personally am struck by the fact that, as early as
everywhere
last spring, the formula was not being interpreted ever)'\\
here in the same way. Thus I
had always assumed that, as regards the amendment of legislative powers, any diminution
of provincial power required unanimity, whereas any increase of such power called for
the concurrence of only two-thirds of the provinces representing one-half
one-half of
of the populat!Ie
tion. This view,
view,however,
however,isisnot
notshared
sharedby
byeveryone,
everyone,even
eventhe
thespecialists.
specialists. ItItisiscontended,
contended,
!IOn.
m fact, that under the formula any province could prevent the extension of the powers of
In
of
another province. Needless to say, if that interpretation was to prevail, the evolution of
of
oar constitutional
constitutional system
system in
in the
the direction
direction desired
desired by
by Quebec
Quebec might
might become
become very
very difficult.
difficult.
our

The visit
visit which
whichII recently had occasion to make to ·western
Western Canada also
also made
made me
meaware
aware
of the considerable difference between the manner in which Quebec wishes to see our
constitutional system develop and the views held on this subject by many Canadians in
other provinces. This difference of opinion, moreover, was confirmed to some extent
oy statements made after that visit by authorized representatives of other provinces.
by
My feeling is that after this interval for everyone to ponder our country's future, we shall
~ly_feeling
oee m
in a better position to know what to aim for. It will also be most useful, in that
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regard, to reflect upon the work of the Tax Structure Committee and the forthcoming
report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism. By then, I imagine,
each of the governments in the country will have had an opportunity to define its policy,
not only in the field
field of federal-provincial relations, but also respecting the relations
between French-speaking Canadians and English-speaking Canadians.
In the circumstances, the government of Quebec has decided to postpone indefinitely
the consideration of the proposal for constitutional amendment.
Trusting that you will consider this decision as an indication of our sincere solicitude
for the present and future progress of Canada, I remain, my dear Prime Minister,
Yours sincerely,
Jean Lesage.

Ottawa, January 24, 1966

The Honourable
Honourable Jean
Jean Lesage,
The
Lesage,
Prime Minister of Quebec,
Parliament Building,
Quebec, Que.
I haveseenonlytoday
have seen only today your
your letter
letter of
of January 20 concerningtheConstitutionalAmendment
concerning the Constitutional Amendment
Formula. Stop. It raises a number of important and far-reaching problems of concern
to the federal government and affects the situation relating to the action sought in London.
Stop. My reply to your letter will have to be tabled immediately yours is made public.
Stop. In the circumstances you might think it best to defer making the contents of your
letter public until you have had a chance to consider my reply which I shall try to send you
immediately after consultation with my colleagues on Thursday. Stop. Best regards,
Lester B. Pearson.

Ottawa, January 26, 1966
The Honourable Jean Lesage,
Prime Minister of Quebec,
Parliament Building,
Quebec, Que.
My dear Prime Minister:
As I pointed out in the telegram which I then immediately sent you, I saw only the
afternoon of January 24 your letter of January 20, 1966, concerning the constitutional
afternoon
amendment formula. The irony of it is that I had indicated that very morning, in reply
to questions by the Leader ofthe Opposition and other
other members in the House of Commons,
that the federal government had every intention to submit the constitutional amendment
the provincial legislatures.
legislatures.
formula to Parliament as soon as it had been concurred in by all the
I had thus implied that I remained of the opinion that Quebec would in due course
endorse the
the proposed
proposed procedure
procedure to
to amend
amend in
in Canada
Canada the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of Canada.
Canada.
endorse
My view was
was based on aa number of positive factors which I could not but interpret in a
though II was
was as
asyou
youknow
knowfully
fullyaware
awareof
ofthe difficulties.
difficulties.
positive and encouraging way, even though
First among those factors, of course, was the fact that the constitutional amendment
of the federal and of the ten provincial
formula was agreed unanimously by the heads of
governments at the Federal-Provincial Conference on October 14, 1964. We all then
undertook to submit the proposed amendment procedure to our respective governments for
following whatever procedure each thought appropriate. Secondly the
formal approval follmving
White Paper which the federal government published on the subject in March 1965 had
qualification by the ten provincial governments. Indeed, the
been endorsed without qualification
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Quebec authorities actively participated in the preparation of the French texts of both
the amendment formula and the White Paper, and accepted them officially. The White
Paper contained a detailed explanation of the various clauses of the amendment formula
which was
was not
not questioned
questioned at
atthe
thetime.
time.
ofyour
yourlegislature,
legislature,
Thirdly the Speech from the Throne, at the opening ofthe last session of
effect of
of
stated that: " So
So that the repatriation of the Constitution shall not have the effect
entrenching the powers of the Legislative Council over bills passed by the Legislative
Assembly, you will be asked to restrict those powers ". As
As a result, the Legislative
Assembly eventually approved an Address to Her Majesty, praying Her to cause to be laid
before the Parliament of the United Kingdom the bill entitled:
entitled: "" Quebec Parliament
Parliament Act ".
".
For its part, the federal government has
has made a clear distinction, in deciding on the
procedure that it should follow in advising the Governor General, between the Address
approved by the Legislative Assembly of Quebec which relates only to the Constitution
of Quebec, and the
the Address concerning the constitutional amendment procedure which
relates to the Constitution of Canada. Your government, however, as confirmed
confirmed in your
letter of January 20,
20, 1966,
1966, has
has maintained a direct link between the two proposals.
Therefore I have to ask myself whether, as a matter of policy, the Legislative Assembly
and the Government of Quebec would still wish the " Quebec Parliament Act " to be
introduced in the United Kingdom Parliament.
Parliament.
Fourthly all the provinces,
provinces, except
except Quebec,
Quebec,have
haveformally
formallynotified
notifiedthe
thefederal
federalgovernment
government
oftheir formal concurrence in the proposed amendment formula. Undoubtedly in seeking
the approval of their respective legislatures and in giving formal approval to the formula
they shared my confidence that the
the Government of Quebec
Quebec would
would take
take aa similar
similar step.
step.
Finally, the federal government has all along been conscious of the potential relationship
which exists between the amendment procedure and eventual revision of the Constitution
The studies mentioned in your letter as likely to have important implications
itself. The
for the constitutional development of Canada, were initiated before or concurrently
with the approval of the amendment formula. The
The Royal Commission on Bilingualism
1963; the
theSpecial
SpecialCommittee
Committee on
onthe
the Constitution
Constitution
and Biculturalism was established in July 1963;
was created
created in
in June
June 1963:
1963:and
andthe
theterms
termsof
ofreference
reference
of the Legislative Assembly of Quebec was
of the
of
the Tax
Tax Structure
Structure Committee
Committee were
were agreed
agreed on
on October
October 14,1964,
14, 1964, immediately
immediately before
before the
the
Federal-Provincial Conference
Conference also
also unanimously
unanimously approved
approved the
the constitutional
constitutional amendment
amendment
Federal-Provincial
formula itself.
itself. Those
Those are
are not
not therefore
therefore entirely
entirely new
new developments.
developments. Frankly,
Frankly, II had
had
formula
assumed that
that since
since the
the constitutional
constitutional amendment
amendment formula
formula represented,
represented, from
from the
assumed
the point
point
of view
view of
of both
both the
the federal
federal government
and the
the provincial
provincial governments,
such aa marked
marked
?f
government and
governments, such
improvement over
over the
the existing
existing procedure
procedure in
in enabling
enabling us
us at
at last
last to
to amend
amend our
our Constitution
Constitution
~mprovement
in Canada
Canada without
without having
having to
to go
go to
to the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of another
another country,
country, that
that the
the eleven
eleven
m
governments would
would be
be prepared
prepared to
to accept
accept it.
it. But
But II certainly
certainly never
never excluded
excluded the
the possibility
possibility
governments
that,
as
part
of
an
eventual
revision
of
the
Constitution,
the
amendment
procedure
itself
that, as part of an eventual revision of the Constitution, the amendment procedure itself
might then
have to
modified to
respond more
more effectively
effectively to
any new
new federal-provincial
federal-provincial
to be
be modified
to respond
to any
might
then have
relationship that
that might
might by
by then
then seem
seem wiser
wiser or
or sounder
sounder for
for the
the achievement
achievement of
constitur~lationship
of constitutional change
change in
in the
the future.
future.
tional
In conclusion, I am bound to express my great disappointment with the decision of
of
your government to postpone indefinitely the consideration of the proposal for constitu~our
tional amendment. I venture to hope that the Government of Quebec
Quebec might
might be
be prepared
prepared
tiOnal
to reconsider its decision in the light of the hopeful circumstances to which I have referred
and of the many developments in the last three years in the field
field of Federal-Provincial
relations. At the same time, I fully accept, of course, the expression of your " sincere
relations.
solicitude for the present and future progress of Canada " contained in the closing
1966. It is as a step in that progress and as an
paragraph of your letter of January 20, 1966.
instrument for its continuance that the Government of Canada had hoped to see the
mstrument
amendment formula approved.
It is clear that, if your government does not consider that it can alter its position, we
whole matter again at
at aa future meeting of the
the Federal-Provincial
Federal-Provincial
shall have to discuss the whole
of
Conference. Meanwhile, the position of my government remains as stated in that part of
the Speech from the Throne opening the current session of Parliament, which reads:
..'It
It remains the objective of the federal government to provide that the Constitution of
of
may be amended in Canada ".
".
Canada rr:ay
Yours sincerely,
L. B.
B. Pearson
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ANNEX B
EXTRACT FROM THE CANADIAN HOUSE OF COMMONS DEBATES
23
1966
23 NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER 1966
VoLUME
VOLUME Ill
III No.
No. 160--1sT
160—1ST SEssiON-27TH
SESSION—27TH PARLIAMENT
PARLIAMENT
ADDRESS
RESPECTING
QUEBEC
LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL
ADDRESS RESPECTING QUEBEC LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Question No. 1,719-Mr
1,719—Mr Bell (Carleton):
1. On what date did the government of Canada receive a copy of an address of the
Legislative Assembly of Quebec relating to the Legislative Council of that province?
2. From whom was it received and what was the nature of the request for action in
respect thereto?
3. What actions were taken by the government of Canada in respect thereto, specifying
date and nature of each such action?
action ?
4. Upon what dates and with whom in the United Kingdom or Canada have there been
communications in respect thereto, excluding from answer reference to communications
from non-governmental bodies or persons?
5.
5. What was the nature of each such communication?
communication ?

6.
6. Is any further action in respect to this address now contemplated by the government
of Canada and, if so, under what circumstances and of what nature?
Right Hon. L. B.
B. Pearson (Prime Minister):
1. 31
31 May 1965.
2. Two addresses were received from the Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec. The first,
addressed to the Governor General, requested that the second be transmitted by him to the
Queen.

3. 4, and 5. These questions relate to advice by ministers to the Crown. Such advice
3,
has always been regarded as confidential and details concerning it cannot be made public.
The government did, however, communicate the addresses of the Legislative Assembly
to the Crown with indication that, in its view, the advice of the Executive Council of
of
Quebec in relation to a matter affecting
affecting solely the constitution of Quebec should be
followed.
6. Consistent with the position indicated above, any further action will depend on the
views of the ministers now in office in Quebec. This situation has been explained to the
United Kingdom government.
•
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ANNEX D
D
WPM
W P M KENNEDY, "THE
" THE IMPERIAL CONFERENCES, 1926-30, THE STATUTE
OF WESTMINSTER"
WESTMINSTER " (1932) 48
48 LAW
LAW QUARTERLY
QUARTERLY REVIEW
REVIEW 191,AT
191, AT PAGES207-8
PAGES 207-8
(c) Safeguarding
Acts.
Safeguardingthe
theBritish
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
America
Acts.

The Statute of Westminster provides:
Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to apply to the repeal, amendment
amendment or alteration
alteration
of the British North America Acts, eighteen hundred and sixty seven to nineteen
hundred and thirty, or any order, rule or regulation made thereunder.
To explain that section would be to write a whole chapter of history. It exactly represents the agreement made between the Dominion and the Provinces in Aprill931,
April 1931, and
thereof by the Parliament of Canada. It would be a waste of time to
the exact approval thereof
argue the basis of Canadian federation. No one seriously believes that there was in it
contract—dogmas of Canadians,
anything which could legally be called either a treaty or a contract-dogmas
dicta of the Privy Council notwithstanding. The simple facts, however, are that
and dicta
no political party in Canada dare urge constituent powers for the Parliament of
of Canada,
and that,
that, if
if the
the present
present inability
inability of
of Canada
Canada to
to change
change its
its constitution
constitution is
is to
disappear,
to disappear,
and
it can
can only
only do
do so
so with
with provincial
provincial agreement.
agreement. Indeed,
Indeed, the
the very
very Dominion-Provincial
Dominion-Provincial
it
Conference of
of 1931
1931 in
in relation
relation to
to the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster negatives
negatives on
on the
hand
the one
one hand
Conference
the claim
claim that
that in
in this
this matter
matter the
the Provinces
Provinces have
have no
no status,
status, while
while on
on the
the other
the
other hand
hand it
it
establishes unanimous
unanimous consent
consent as
as necessary.
necessary. Constitutional
Constitutional practice
practice nullifies
nullifies history
and
estabJishes
history and
confirms
dogma
and
dicta.
The
result
is,
of
course,
a
great
limitation
on
autonomy;
confirms dogma and dicta. The result is, of course, a great limitation on autonomy;
but it
it is
is aa limitation
limitation imposed
imposed within
within and
and by
by Canada.
Canada. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, it
to
it is
is well
well to
but
recall that
that there
there is
is no
no evidence
evidence forthcoming
forthcoming that,
that, at
at the
the Dominion-Provincial
Dominion-Provincial Conference
Conference
recall
of 1931,
1931, the
the Government
Government of
of Canada
Canada requested
requested provincial
provincial consent
consent to
to the
the matter
matter of
of the
the
of
Dominion of
of Canada
Canada coming
coming within
within the
the ambit
ambit of
of the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster, or
or that
that the
the
Dominion
Provinces
did
assent
to
such
application
to
Canada
as
distinct
from
the
Provinces.
Provinces did assent to such application to Canada as distinct from the Provinces.

**

*

*

*

* *

**

*

EMISSARIES (55/80-81/FM)
PROVINCIAL El\USSARIES
Part of a Letter to the Clerk to the Committee from the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office
Office
You asked us on 8 December for further information/documentation
information/documentation in connection
'Yith
".ith the Committee's enquiry on the Canadian Constitutional problem
problem....
..

**

*

*

*

* * **

*

Question
Question11
Can the FCO confirm that Provincial emissaries have not been received without
credentials fmm
from Ottawa (follow-up to Question 24-25)?
~o
No record has been found in FCO illes
files of any British official
official refusing to see provincial
e1mssaries
emissaries on constitutional matters for lack of Federal credentials. But the arrangement
been that requests from provincial agents general concerning an appointment with
has b:::en
"Whitehall officials should in the fi:·st
first place be sent through the Canadian High
senior Whitehall
Commission in London. It has also been customary for a representative of
of the Canadian
Co;nmission
High Commission to accompany provincial visitors on calls that have been so arranged.

**
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Office
11
December 1980
11 December
1980

**

*

*

*

APPENDICES TO THE MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
APPENDIX 1

CONSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
THE LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL
TO THE
RESPECT TO
WITH RESPECT
PARLIAMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM WITH
THE
CONSTITUTION ACT, 1980. (13/80-81/FM)
PROPOSED CONSTITUTION
of Newfoundland, Canada
of the Province of
Memorandum by the Government of

of the
Newfoundland is most appreciative of
The Government
Government of
of Newfoundland
of the kind invitation
invitation of
Kingdom to submit
Affairs Committee of
Foreign Affairs
of the House of
of Commons of
of the United Kingdom
United Kingdom
written evidence on the views of
of our Government
Government as to the role of
of the United
Parliament in relation to the British North America Act.
Mr St John-Stevas illustrates the
Mr George and Mr
The following exchange between Mr
itself in
of the United Kingdom may find itself
Parliament of
extremely difficult
difficult position that the Parliament
constitutional proposals:
if
Canada proceeds with its unilateral constitutional
of Canada
Government of
if the Government
of the House tell us when we will be dealing with the
Leader of
"Mr George: Can the Leader
"Mr
that exists in
minefield that
of the minefield
patriation
Canadian constitution? In the light of
of the Canadian
patriation of
Parliament, the
terms of
of the constitutional, political and timetable aspects that Parliament,
either to
problem either
referring the problem
consider referring
Government
Government and the Crown will face, will he consider
a Joint Select Committee of
of this House and the House of
of Lords or to any other
with this
Select Committee
or Committee that may be appropriate for dealing with
Committee or
rudeau??
Trudeau
googly that has been bowled to us by Prime Minister T
Mr St
John-Stevas; I understand the hon. Gentleman's cricketing metaphor,
St John-Stevas:
minefield when I see one. Practice makes perfect.
and I am beginning to recognize a minefield
I cannot give any undertaking about referring it to a Select Committee because, I am
of the
patriation of
glad to say, the Government
Government have received no request about the patriation
ooes arrive I shall
Canadian
if and when such a request aoes
Canadian Constitution. However, if
of Commons,
consider the hon. Gentleman's most interesting suggestion." (House of
Hansard, 20 October
October 1980.)
Constitutional Law, W R Lederman, QC,
Canadian Constitutional
of Canadian
The distinguished
Professor of
distinguished Professor
also recognized this danger for the Parliament
said this
Kingdom when he said
United Kingdom
of the United
Parliament of
August:
"So long as the British remain involved in our
our basic amending process, even
of having to make
formally, the danger exists that they may be put in the position of
substantive decisions about purely Canadian affairs, whether they like it or not.
Suppose the worst situation from
from the British point of
of view. Suppose the Canadian
that directly
London that
Government
from London
amendment from
Parliament request an amendment
Government and Parliament
of the Provinces disagreeing
affects
federal-provincial relationships, with one or more of
affects federal-provincial
If it passes the amendment
Parliament do ? If
and dissenting. What then does the British Parliament
Govemmenfs position
Canadian Government's
in spite of
of the Provincial dissents, it is backing the Canadian
approving the
amendment it would be approving
refuses to pass the amendment
in the controversy. If
If it refuses
August 1980.)
Star, 4 August
quo." (Toronto
status quo."
provincial dissents and maintaining the status
{Toronto Star,
Scholar and
Oxford and Rhodes Scholar
former Vinerian Scholar, Oxford
(Professor
Lederman is a former
(Professor Lederman
of Law, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario.)
was dean of
Faculty of
of the Faculty
that this
"minefield" that
It
effort to assist the Committee to navigate this "minefield"
i~ in a sincere effort
~t is
that the
much regrets that
Newfoundland very much
of Newfoundland
Government of
Brief is
submitted to it. The Government
IS submitted
Bnef
proposed actions of
of the Federal Government
Government may create such a minefield. It
It appreciates
if
itself in if
Parliament of
the very difficult
difficult position that the Parliament
of the United Kingdom may find itself
Government is continued.
of the Federal Government
the present course of
of action of
There have been numerous efforts
Canada to provide for a domestic amending
efforts in Canada
ofNe\\foundland
Government of
formula that the Government
formula, other than the existing formula
Newfoundland belie\es
of all the
consent of
convention that the consent
*s
constitutional convention, ie, the convention
IS a binding constitutional
affects federal-provincial relations.
Provinces is required for constitutional change that affec1s

with significant
In an effort
effort to provide for a domestic amending formula, together with
Provincial Premiers
Minister and the ten Provincial
Canada the Prime Minister
of Canada,
changes in the Constitution
Constitution of
federal-provincial discussions,
of federal-provincial
round of
intensiye round
agreed
of tins year to an intensive
agree_d in June of
of
week of
Constitution during the week
Conference on the Constitution
culminating in a First
First Ministers' Conference
8
8 September 1980.
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There then followed an intensive series of constitutional discussions throughout the
of the
of consensus was arrived at with respect to most of
summer. A significant
significant degree of
of the Provinces. Included in this
matters on the Constitutional Agenda on the part of
area of
of consensus was general agreement among the Provinces, Quebec reserving, with
of a domestic amending formula entitled the ""Vancouver
respect to the broad outlines of
Vancouver
Consensus ".
significant to note that at no time did the Federal Government
It is important and significant
advance any proposals with respect to an amending formula, intimating during the
discussions that a proposal susceptible to a provincial consensus would receive a favourable response from the Federal authorities.
Newfoundland presented a White Paper on
During this process the Government of Newfoundland
Century-Together: The
Constitutional Change entitled "Towards the Twenty-First Century—Together:
Change".
Newfoundland Regarding Constitutional Change
Position of
".
of the Government of Newfoundland
Newfoundland Government's attitude
of the Newfoundland
That White Paper gave an outline of
towards the process of
of constitutional change on the items then being discussed. In
particular, the White Paper pointed out that in its view a new Constitution for Canada
must flow from four basic principles.
principles. These principles were
wereenunciated
enunciated as
as the
the cornerstone
cornerstone
of the Newfoundland
follows:
Newfoundland Government's constitutional position and were as follows:
"''11.. Parliamentary Democracy;
2. Balanced Federalism;
3. Equality of Opportunity for Provinces and People; and
4. Consensus."
With respect to the concept ofconsensus the White Paper stated:
" Flowing from the commitment to these principles is
is the
theGovernment's
Government's conviction
conviction
"Flowing
that a new constitution, reflecting the realities of
of today, can only evolve from the
process of
of consensus.
of
Newfoundland believes that unilateral action by any one of
of Newfoundland
The Government of
the partners in the federation is totally unacceptable. To succumb to the temptation
of creating greater divisions within the
effect of
of
of unilateral action would have the effect
of all Canadians who look
frustrating the aspirations of
of frustrating
nation than now exist and of
of strengthening and unifying
to the process of
of constitutional reform as a means of
the nation."
Notwithstanding the great amount of effort
effort taken by Ministers responsible for the
Constitution and the First Ministers and the substantive provincial consensus achieved,
It should be
agreement was not able to be reached at the First Ministers' Conference. It
of
Newfoundland because of
noted that this came as no surprise to the Government of Newfoundland
intimations throughout the summer-long discussions that the Federal Government was
preparing for unilateral action on the Constitution and that the discussions were doomed
to failure.
On 2 October 1980, the Prime Minister announced that the Federal Government would
of the United Kingdom to patriate
be proceeding unilaterally to request the Parliament of
of Rights and Freedoms and for
the Constitution, and in addition, provide for a Charter of
a domestic amending formula.
formula.
The Government of
of Newfoundland, together with the Governments of the Provinces
of British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, Quebec and Prince Edward Island, have rejected
this approach as being
being contrary
contrary to
toIongstanding
longstanding constitutional
constitutional convention.
convention. These
TheseProvinces
Provinces
of the
represent a majority
majority of the Provinces in Canada with a majority of the population of
Confederation, one being
different forms of entrance into Confederation,
Country. They also represent different
a founding Province and the others either having been created or having joined, such as
Newfoundland.
As members of
Newfoundland was the latest entrant into
of the Committee are aware, Newfoundland
Act,
Confederation. This was made formally possible by the British North America Act.
United Kingdom.
of the Ltnited
1949, passed by the Parliament of
AH
six Governments
Governments have
have expressed
expressed and
and vre
ore continuing
continuing to
to express
express their
their objections
objections in a
All six
number of
different ways, both through public comment and the
different forums and different
of different
presentation of
of resolutions to the respective Legislative Assemblies. The most significant
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area for the Committee in which the Provinces are expressing their dissent is the decision
by all six Provincial Governments to refer this matter to the Courts of Appeal of
of three
Provinces. Members should be aware that it is not possible under the present Act
governing the Supreme Court for a Province to refer matters directly to the Supreme
Court of Canada. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council of Manitoba has already referred
questions in the following terms to its Court of Appeal:
" 11.. If
If the amendments to the Constitution of Canada sought in the ' Proposed
Resolution for a Joint Address to Her Majesty The Queen respecting the Constitution
Canada ', or any of them, were enacted, would federal-provincial relationships
of Canada',
or the powers, rights or privileges granted or secured by the Constitution of
of Canada
affected and if so, in what
to the provinces, their legislatures or governments be affected
respect or respects?
respects ?
2. Is it a constitutional convention that the House of Commons and Senate of
of
Canada will not request Her Majesty the Queen to lay before the Parliament of
of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland a measure to amend the
Constitution of Canada affecting
affecting federal-provincial relationships or the powers,
rights or privileges granted or secured by the Constitution of Canada to the provinces,
first obtaining the agreement of
of the
their legislatures or governments without first
provinces?
3. Is the agreement of the Provinces of Canada constitutionally required for amendment to the Constitution of Canada where such amendment affects federal-provincial
federal-provincial
relationships or alters the powers, rights or privileges granted or secured by the
Constitution of Canada to the provinces, their legislatures or governments? ""
That Constitutional Reference will be heard on December 4 and 55 of 1980 and all six
Provincial Governments, together with the Federal Government, will be intervening.
It has also been agreed that these three questions will be submitted in substantially the
same form
form to
to the
the Courts
Courts of
of Appeal of Newfoundland
Newfoundland and Quebec, together with additional
additional
questions which are of particular interest to each of these Provinces. Newfoundland
Newfoundland will
be making a Reference shortly to its Court of Appeal, including the three questions raised
above in exactly the same terms, together with an additional question relating to its own
particular circumstances as follows:
follows:
" 4.
4. If Part V of the proposed Resolution referred to in question 11 is enacted
and proclaimed into force could
(a)
(a) The terms of Union, including terms 2 and 17 thereof
thereof contained in the
Schedule to the British North America Act, 1949 (12-12 George VI, c. 22
(U.K.)) or
(b)
(b) Section 3 of the British North America Act, 1871
1871 (34-35 Victoria, c. 28
(U.K.))

be amended directly or indirectly pursuant to Part V without the consent of
of the
Government, Legislature or a majority of the people of
of the
the Province
Province of
of Newfoundland
Newfoundland
voting in a Referendum held pursuant to Part V? ""
It is anticipated that the Constitutional Reference will be before the Newfoundland
Newfoundland
Court of Appeal on February 10-12, 1981.
19i.l1.

All six Provinces have agreed to intervene in each one of these Appeals as well.
well. Under
the resp.ective
respective provisions governing References to the three Courts of Appeal it will then
~le
bee P?sstble
possible to have the matter referred to the Supreme Court of Canada for its final
ddecision.
eCJSIOn.
Despite these References to the Courts the Federal Government is proceeding with its
Resolution
Rd
esolution and has publicly stated that the present intent is to achieve completion of the
debate
weeks. This parliamentary
.ebate in the Canadian Parliament within the next several weeks.
timetable, if met, may mean that the Government of the United Kingdom will be in
tJme_table,
receipt of the Resolution and draft Bill early in the New Year
Year..
rece1pt

.The
Newfoundland recognizes that the Committee is in an extremely
. The Government of Newfoundland
difficult
ufficult position in offering
offering advice to the House of Commons on what is
is to
to itit aa hypothetical
hypothetical
Proposal. The Government recognizes that it can only offer
offer advice on what it perceives
<he
we present constitutional position to be in general and not speci:fica!ly
specifically in relationship
10
to
the
we actual proposal which is before the Parliament of Canada but not yet before the
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Parliament of the United Kingdom. We must, however, state that the present proposals,
if referred to the Government of the United Kingdom in substantially the same form, will
drastically affect federal-provincial relations without the consent of the Provinces.
Our position and our advice to the Committee will, therefore, not be predicated on the
present content of the Resolution and proposed Constitutional Act, but rather on certain
fundamental propositions that we feel ought to be respected by the United Kingdom
Parliament in making amendments to the British North America Act that directly affect
federal-provincial relations.
It is the view and the advice of the Government of the Province of Newfoundland
Newfoundland that
the following constitutional convention should be recognized and applied by the Parliament of the United Kingdom:
" The fourth general principle is
is that the Canadian Parliament will
will not request an
amendment directly affecting
affecting federal-provincial relationships without prior consultation and agreement with the provinces. This principle did not emerge as early
as others but since 1907, and particularly since 1930, has
has gained
gained increasing
increasing recognition
recognition
and acceptance. The nature and the degree of provincial participation in the amending process, however, have not lent themselves to easy definition."
definition."

This principle is contained in a paper entitled " The Amendment of the Constitution
of Canada''
Canada '' published by the Federal Government in 1965
1965 under
under the
thename
name of
of the
the HonourHonourable Guy Favreau, Minister of Justice. It was agreed by all governments at the time
that this document and the convention was historically accurate.
The Committee should be aware that this convention is referred to and, we submit,
adopted in a Judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada in " Re: Authority of Parliament
in Relation to the Upper House ". See Annex I.
Why is it that a convention formally adopted by the Federal Government in 1965 and
referred to in a decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 1979 has suddenly lost all
validity in the eyes of the Federal Government?
It is the view of the Government of Newfoundland that this convention is part of
of the
Constitution of Canada and that the failure by the Parliament of Canada to observe it is
fatal to any request by it to the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
It is our view that where a proposal by the Canadian Parliament

(o) directly affects federal-provincial relations; and,
(a)
(b) the United Kingdom Parliament is made aware of provincial opposition to the
(b)
proposal,
the Parliament of the United Kingdom should decline to act upon the request because to
do so would be to acquiesce in the performance of an unconstitutional act and would
of Canada,
represent an intrusion into the most fundamental aspect of the Constitution of
the federal system itself.
This, in view of the Government of Nev,foundland,
Newfoundland, is especially the case where the
entire matter of the force and effect
effect of the convention is before, or about to be placed
before, the Courts of Appeal of three provinces.
This view is supported by Professor W R Lederman, QC,
QC, in his article"
article " The Constitution and the Future of Canada " (see Annex II):
be some doubts about the status of these rules.
rules. Are they fullfull" There may be
fledged constitutional laws or are they something less? Are they merely political
conventions of the constitution that do not have the force of law and which can,
to some extent at least, be varied or disregarded? In my view these rules are basic
constitutional laws in every sense and should be recognized as such by the governwell established in the
ments and parliaments concerned, including the British. It is weil
full-fledged laws of this basic character
British Commonwealth of Nations that full-fledged
can be and are made by precedent, custom, practice and convention. There are
judicial statements to this effect
effect in the Supreme Court of Canada and the Judicial
Committee of the Pri\y Council. The Statute of Westminster of 1931
1931 itself
itself purports
purports
to be declaratory of constitutional principles already established by custom and
convention. A!so,
Also, the draft
draft of
of the Statute
Statute of\Vestminster
of Westminster was
was modified by aa special
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section for Canada (section 7) to meet the wishes of the Canadian provinces, who
were consulted about this by the Government of Canada. Finally, we might note
of the
that the Government of Canada consulted the provinces about the text of
Favreau White Paper of 1965, and they agreed that it was historically accurate."
This view is based on our special constitutional law of amendment as established over
of
time by custom and precedent. Members of the Committee have been made aware of
this body of custom and precedent and it is not necessary to further set the background
out in this Brief.
We are, of course, aware of the position of the Canadian Federal Government with
respect to the constitutional position of the United Kingdom Parliament in the amendment of the Canadian Constitution. Their position, as set out in the document prepared
by the Department of External Affairs placed before the Committee, is as follows:
"Further,
" Further, it is
is clear that by constitutional convention provincial authoritiesauthorities—
either executive or legislative-have
legislative—have no standing to directly request on their own
behalf
behalf that the United Kingdom Government pass an amendment or refuse to pass
an amendment to the Constitution. The British Governrr..ent,
Government, in accordance with
correct constitutional convention, will decline to act on any such provincial request
for constitutional amendment. To not do so would constitute a direct interference
in Canadian internal affairs."
affairs."
Clearly, the position of the Federal Government is to accept only those constitutional
conventions that support its particular point of view.
It is by no means accurate that there is a convention that provincial concerns will not
be listened to by the Parliament of the United Kingdom. As Committee members are
aware, the amendment made in 1907 to the British North America Act was changed at
the request of the Government of British Columbia. Moreover, the joint address of
of
specifically referred
the Canadian Parliament with respect to the Statute of Westminster specifically
follows:
to provincial request and consent as follows:
" Praying that You may graciously be
be pleased
pleased to
to cause
cause aa measure
measure to
to be
be laid
laid before
before
the Parliament of the United Kingdom pursuant to certain declarations and resolutions of the Imperial Conferences of 1926 and 1930 and pursuant to certain other
resolutions made by the delegates of Your Majesty's Governments in Canada and all
the Governments of Canada at a Dominion Provincial Conference held at Ottawa
on 17th April1931."
April 1931."

1t
It is the view of the Government of Newfoundland
Newfoundland that the Parliament of the United
Kingdom would be far more open to a charge of interference in Canadian internal affairs,
if it enacted legislation which had the effect of altering federal-provincial relations in the
face of a clear lack of consent by the majority of provinces, contrary to a constitutional
of
convention recognized and acted upon by the Federal Government. The Province of
Newfoundland is not advancing its views to the United Kingdom Parliament with respect
Newfoundland
to the content of the Resolution and draft Bill. Our views go to the process and to
of law.
whether or not that process is legitimate and in accordance with the rule of

Brief of the Department of External Affairs:
Affairs:
In the words of the Brief
''
" The British Government and Parliament must be
be concerned only with a request
in accordance
accordancewith
withproper
proper
which comes to them from the Canadian Parliament in
constitutionalconvention."
convention." (Emphasis
(Emphasisours.)
ours.)
constitutional
In our view " proper constitutional convention " has not been observed in this case.
It is our belief
belief that the Parliament of the United Kingdom does not retain authority
over the British North America Act as a mere cipher. It retains it in trust, not for the
~ederal
Federal Government of Canada, but rather for the Federal system of Government established by the Fathers of Confederation, as strengthened over the years.
years. That Federal
system is central to the unity and strength of the country. This is expressed best in the
Preamble to the British North America Act as follows:
follows:
""Whereas
Whereas the provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia, and }'i;ew
New Brunswick have
Crm\'n
expressed their desire to be federally united into one Dominion under the Crown
of the United Kingdom of
of Great Britain and Ireland, with a Constitution similar in
principle to that of the United Kingdom."
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In the case of Newfoundland, our entrance into Confederation
Confederation was certainly predicated
on the continuation of the Federal system. This was a fundamental basis of
of the decision
by the people of Newfoundland
Newfoundland as reflected in a Referendum. The terms of our entrance
were settled between the representatives of the Govermnent
Government of Newfoundland
Newfoundland and the
Government of Canada and contained in the British North America Act, 1949.
Can it now be seriously argued that the Parliament of the United Kingdom would act,
at the sole request of one of the parties to that agreement,
agreement, to change
change it?
it ? The
Therole
roleadvanced
advanced
by the Govermnent
Government of Canada for the Parliament of the United Kingdom has, in fact,
been so extended by the Federal Minister of Justice:
" If we
we wanted to change the Act of Union between Canada and Newfoundland
Newfoundland
we could go
go to
to England
England and
and legally
legally they
they could
could do
doit."
it." (Globe
(Globeand
andMail,
Mail,1313November
November
1980.)
It is, we think, unthinkable, that the Parliament of the United Kingdom would take such
a limited view of its discretion in these matters.
matters. Equally so,
so, when the proposal of the
Federal Government goes to the very essence of the Federal system of Canada should it
be expected that the role adopted by the Parliament of the United Kingdom would be
vtew
without discretion?
discretion ? We are certain that members of the House of
of Commons do not view
their role as mere automatons, with the concealed power being the Federal Government
of Canada.
We should add that the position of the present Federal Minister of Justice is not that
advanced by a former Prime Minister of Canada, Prime Minister St Laurent, in 1950,
during the 1950 Constitutional Conference which is contained in the following exchange
Newfoundland:
between him and the Premier of Newfoundland:
" Mr Smallwood:
Smallwood:I Ishould
shouldlike
liketotoask
aska aquestion
questionconcerning
concerningthe
theAct
Actbringing
bringingNewNew"Mr
foundland into Union, Act No 1 of 1949. Someone was saying here that it was not
an Act amending the British North America Act, but, it was a separate Act. As I
understood it, the British North America Act applied to Newfoundland. So does the
British North America Act (No 1) of 1949, more specifically. In working out a
formula to amend the British North America Act, will that also mean a formula for
amending the British North America Act (No 1) of 1949?
Mr St Laurent:
Laurent: No. The British North America Act (No 1) of 1949 was merely
a confirmation of the terms of the union agreed to and confirmed by Dominion
Statute. There I do not think anyone could have any doubts that it is a compact
between Newfoundland
Newfoundland and the central authority representing Canada as it was
upon.
before Union. The terms are contractual terms that were agreed upon.
Smallwood:But
Butthey
theyare
areconfirmed
confirmednot
notonly
onlybybythe
theParliament
ParliamentofofCanada
Canadabut
but
Mr Smallwood:
by the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
Thatisisso.
so.
Mr St Laurent:
Laurent: That
Mr Smallwood:
Smallwood:ItItisisan
anact
actofofthe
theUnited
United Kingdom
KingdomParlian1ent.
Parliament. Would
Would any
any
formula finally
finally accepted fur
for amending the British North America Act, whatever
it may be, give anyone the right to amend Act No 1 of 1949?
1949 ?
Mr St
Laurent: Not unless express provision was made for that purpose."
St Laurent:
11 January
January 1950.)
1950.)
(Proceedings, 11

ConfederaAs members of the Committee are aware, the entrance of Newfoundland into Confederation was hotly contested in the Dominion. It was also the subject of intensive debate
1949. At the end of the debate on second reading of
in the House of Commons in 1949.
of the
Bill, the Under Secretary of State of Commonwealth Relations, Mr Gordon-Walker,
made the following observation:
''There
" There has been aa certain tendency among some honourable Members to talk as
if Newfoundland
Newfoundland were being cast away and sold into slavery by confederating
confederating with
Canada. I hope that, rather than that view, we
we shall
shall take the view
view of
of my honourable
honourable
of
Friend the Member for Central Cardiff
Cardiff (Mr G Thomas). I think the right way of
looking at this is to regard it as an ampler and fuller life which is being opened out
t\•io
for Newfoundland
Newfoundland in the Commonwealth. Newfoundland
Newfoundland has decided between two
sorts of
of self-government. It has decided to be a self-governing Province within the
Confederation
Confederation of
of Canada rather than to be a self-governing nation, and a very small

,
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one, in a dangerous and difficult
difficult world. It is not choosing between slavery and selfof them
government, but between one sort of self-government
self-government and another, both of
within
within the
the Commonwealth.
Commonwealth.
Sir W
Darling: One sovereign and the other not.
W Darling:
Mr Gordon-Walker:
Gordon-Walker: Certainly,
Certainly,but
butititmade
madethe
thechoice
choiceininthat
thatmatter.
matter. We
Wemust
must
think of the future of Newfoundland
Newfoundland not as being cast away, which is an extraordinary
extraordinary
term to use, almost implying that Canada is some kind of dustbin. We must regard
Newfoundland
Newfoundland as a Province in a great Commonwealth country, in which it will
play a continuing and very distinguished part, which the people of Newfoundland
Newfoundland
and particular reference has been
have already played in our CommonwealthCommonwealth-and
made to the part which the people of Newfoundland
Newfoundland have played in two great wars.
I1 think
think that,
that, having
having taken
taken this
this decision,
decision, the
the people
people in
in Newfoundland
Newfoundland will
will play
play an
an
even greater and stronger part than in the past in the Commonwealth to which they
Hansard,
and all the rest of us are very proud to belong." -(House
- (House of Commons,
Commons, Hansard,
2March
2 March 1949.)
Newfoundland
Newfoundland has, in fact, enjoyed an ampler and fuller life as a result of a decision
of its people made in 1949 to enter into Canada as ratified by the Parliament of the
if
United Kingdom. It feels that the proposed action by the Federal Government, if
acquiesced in by the Parliament of the United Kingdom, will diminish its role within
Confederation and will erase the concept of the juridical equality of the Provinces which
is now the law by constitutional convention. It is our view that the Parliament of
of the
United Kingdom must recognize constitutional convention and it must look at its role
as a trustee of the British North America Act. We also hope that the Parliament of
of the
United Kingdom will feel a very special duty towards what was England's oldest overseas
colony and protect the kind offederation
of federation it became a part of in 1949.
We close with the following comment from Professor Lederman contained in his
article " Changing Canada's Constitution ":
":
" The basic provisions of aa country's constitution are first principles that develop
out of the whole course of its history about the right way to do things. This is
especially true of a country like Canada with a federal constitution resting on
democratic parliamentary institutions and the cabinet system, at both the provincial
and the national levels of government.
The present Government of Canada has just published its constitutional proposals
of
in which it specifies certain fundamental changes that it wants in the nature of
Canada's federal union and sets forth the methods whereby it proposes to accomplish
these changes. The Federal Government and its legal advisors claim and believe
that its proposed methods are in accord with Canada's basic and established constitutional principles, but, as a life-long scholar of these things, my position is
(Kingston
thut
that their proposed methods do not comply with those principles.
principles."" - (Kingston
Whig-Standard,
Whig-Standard,8 8October
October1980.)
1980.)
We are very grateful to the Select Committee on Foreign Affairs for allowing the
Government of Newfoundland
Newfoundland to present its views on this important matter. We are
confident that its recommendations to the House of Commons will be such as to reflect
the important role the House of Commons has as
as trustee of the federal system of Canada.
Canada.
GERALD R OTTBNHEIMER,
OTTENHEIMER,
Jfinister of
Minister
ofJustice
Justiceand
andAttorney
AttorneyGeneral,
General,
Province ofofNewfoundland.
Province
Newfoundland.
26 November
November 1980
1980
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ANNEX I
ANNEX
SUPREME COURT OF CANADA
JUDGMENT OF
O F THE SUPREME
CANADA IIN
N RE:
RE:
AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY OF PARLIAMENT
PARLIAMENT IN RELATION TO THE
THE
UPPER
UPPER HOUSE, AS SUMMARISED
SUMMARISED AND REPORTED IN
IN
[1980] 1 S.C.R. 54.

In the matter of a Reference by the Governor in Council concerning the
legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada in relation to the Upper
House, as set out in Order in Council P.C. 1978-3581, dated the 23rd day
of November, 1978.
1979: March 20, 21;
2 1 ; 1979: December 21.
Present: Laskin C.J. and Martland, Ritchie, Pigeon, Dickson, Estey, Pratte and
Mclntyre JJ.
[SUMMARY]
[SUMMARY]
REFERENCE
REFERENCE BY THE GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL
COUNCIL

Constitutional
Parliament to amend
Constitutional law-Senate-Authority
law—Senate—Authority of
of Parliament
amend constitution-British
constitution—British
America Act,
Act, ss. 21 to 36, 91(1).
North America
91(1).
The Governor General in Council referred
referred to this Court the following two questions,
in accordance with s. 55 of
of the Supreme
Supreme Court Act:
Act:
of the Parliament of
of Canada
Canada to repeal
1. Is it within the legislative authority of
21 to 36 of
of the British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, 1867, as amended, and to amend
sections 21
thereof so as to delete any reference to an Upper House or the Senate
other sections thereof
Senate??
If not, in what particular or particulars and to what extent?
extent ?
If
2. Is it within the legislative authority of
of the Parliament of
of Canada
Canada to enact
legislation altering, or providing a replacement for, the Upper House of
of Parliament,
so as to effect
effect any or all of
of the following:
following:
(a) to change the name ofthe
of the Upper House;
of members by whom provinces and
(b) to change the numbers and proportions of
territories
territories are
are represented
represented in
in that
that House;
House;
(c) to change the qualifications of
of members of that House;
(d)
id) to change the tenure of
of members of
of that House;
(e)
(e) to change the method by which members of
of that House are chosen by
(i) conferring
conferring authority on provincial legislative assemblies to select, on
the nomination of
of the respective Lieutenant Governors in Council,
of the Upper House, and, if
some members of
if a legislative assembly has
not selected such members within the time permitted, authority on the
House of
of the
of Commons to select those members on the nomination
nomination of
Governor General in Council, and
(ii) conferring
conferring authority on the House of
of Commons to select, on the
of the
nomination of
of the Governor General in Council, some members of
Upper House from
from each province, and, if
if the House of
of Commons has
not selected such members from a province within the time permitted,
authority on the legislative assembly of
of the province to select those
members on the nomination of
of the Lieutenant Governor
Governor in Council,
conferring authority on the Lieutenant Governors in Council of
(iii) conferring
of the
or all of
of the
provinces or on some other body or bodies to select some or
members of
of the Upper House, or
of all or some of
of the members of
(iv) providing for the direct election of
of the
Upper House by the public; or
0
(f)
provide that
that Bills approved
approved by
by the
the House
House of
of Commons
Commons could
could be
be given
given
CO tto
provide
of law after
after the passage of
of a certain period of
of time
assent and the force of
notwithstanding that the Upper House has not approved them?
If
If not, in what particular or particulars and to what extent?
extent ?
The answers of
of the Court
Court are:
are:
To question 1: No.
To question 2(b), (e)(iv) and (f):
CO: No.
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The remainder of
of the questions cannot be answered categorically in the absence
of
of a factual background.
The apparent intention of
of the 1949 amendment to the Act which enacted s. 91(1) was
to obviate the necessity for the enactment of
of a statute of
of the British Parliament
Parliament to effect
effect
joint resolution
amendments to the Act which theretofore
theretofore had been obtained through a joint
of both Houses of
of Parliament and without provincial consent. Legislation enacted under
this subsection since 1949 has dealt with matters which, according to the practice existing
joint resolution
before 1949, would have been referred
referred to the British Parliament by way of
of a joint
of both Houses of
of Parliament, and without the consent of
of the provinces. It did not in any
substantial way effect
effect federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships. The legislation contemplated
contemplated in the
affect the
first question is of
of an entirely different
different character. While it does not directly affect
federal-provincial relationships in the sense of
of changing federal and provincial legislative
powers, it does envisage the elimination of
of one of
of the two Houses of
of Parliament, and so
would alter the structure of
of the federal Parliament to which the federal power to legislate
is entrusted under s. 91 of
of the Act.
The Senate has a vital role as an institution forming part of
of the federal system: one of
of
its primary purposes was to afford
afford protection to the various sectional interests in Canada
in relation to the enactment of
of federal legislation. The power to enact federal legislation
was given to the Queen by and with the advice and consent of
of the Senate and the House
of Commons. Thus, the body which had been created as a means of
of protecting
protecting sectional
and provincial interests was made a participant in this legislative process.
of the
Further, although s. 91(1) gave the Queen the power, with
wiih the advice and consent of
of Commons, to alter the " Constitution of
of Canada " except in
Senate and the House of
certain expressly designated areas, it does not confer
B.N.A. Act.
confer a power to amend the B.N.A.
Act.
The word "Canada" in s. 91(1) does not refer to Canada as a geographical unit but
refers to the juristic federal unit. "Constitution
"Constitution of
of Canada" does not mean the whole of
of
the British North
North America
America Act,
Act, but means the constitution of
of the federal government, as
91(1)
distinct from the provincial governments. The power of
of amendment conferred
conferred by s. 91
(1)
is thus limited and it relates to the constitution of
of the federal government in matters of
of
interest only to that government; the continued existence of
of the
of the Senate as a part of
federal legislative process is implied in the exceptions provided ins.
in s. 91(1).
91 (1).
While s. 91(1) would permit some changes to be made by Parliament in respect of
of the
Senate as now constituted, it is not open to Parliament to make alterations which would
affect the fundamental
fundamental features, or essential characteristics, given to the Senate as a means
affect
of ensuring regional and provincial representation in the federal legislative process. The
para, (b), which imply a change in the method of
of regional
amendments proposed by para.
para, (e) subpara. (iv), which would make the Senate a whoJiy
wholly or partly
representation, by para.
para, (b) which would allow Acts to be adopted without the consent
elected body, and by para.
Parliament the
of the Senate, are precisely in this category. Section 91(1) does not give Parliament
power to alter the fundamental
fundamental character ofthe
of the Senate by unilateral action, so the questions
formulated in
in these
these three
three paragraphs
paragraphs must
must be
be answered
answered in
in the
the negative.
negative. The
other
The other
formulated
of a factual background.
questions cannot be answered categorically in the absence of
Quebec North
North Shore Paper
Paper Co. v. Canadian Pacific Limited,
Limited, [1977] 2 S.C.R. 1054;
McNamara Construction (Western)
{Western) Ltd.
.\{cNamara
Ltd. v. The Queen, [1977] 2 S.C.R. 654; In re The
Regulation and Control
Control of
of Aeronautics
of
Aeronautics in Canada, [1932] A.C. 54; Attorney
Attorney General of
Nova Scotia
Scotia v. Attorney
of Canada and Lord
Attomey General of
Lord Nelson Hotel
Hotel Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., [1951] S.C.R.
31; In re The Initiative
and Referendum
aff'g (1916), 27 Man. R. 1
Initiative and
Referendum Act,
Act, [1919] A.C. 35, aff'g
referred to.
referred

REFERENCE
REFERENCE by the Governor General in Council, pursuant to s. 55 of
of the Supreme
Supreme
of the Parliament of
of Canada in relation
Court Act,
Act, concerning the legislative authority of
( / ) of
of
to the Upper House. The Court answered question 1 and subss. (b), (e)(iv) and (f)
question 2 in the negative. It stated that a categorical answer was impossible for the
remainder.
remainder.
J. J. Robinette,
Mercier, Q.C., and T. B. Smith,
Smith, Q.C., for the Attorney
Robinette, Q.C., Francois
Franfois "'\!Iercier,
General of
of Canada.
Lorraine E. Weinrib, for the Attorney General of
D. W. 1Vfundell,
Mundell, Q.C., and Lorraine
of Ontario.
_Jerrold W. Kavanazh,
Kavanagh, Q.C.,
}tfollie Gallaglzer,
Q.C., and Mollie
Gallagher, for the Attorney General of
of
Nova Scotia.
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id and Gordon
Q. C.,
for the
Attorney
General
of New
Brunswick.
Alan D.
D. Re
Reidand
GordonF.F.Gregory,
Gregory,
Q.C.,
for the
Attorney
General
of New
Brunswick.
I an W.
Attorney
ofof
Prince
Edward
Island.
Ian
W.H.H.Bailey,
Bailey,forforthe
the
AttorneyGeneral
General
Prince
Edward
Island.
Patrick 11J
cDonald, for
Patrick
McDonald,
forthe
theAttorney
AttorneyGeneral
GeneralofofSaskatchewan.
Saskatchewan.
William
forforthe
Attorney
General
ofof
Alberta.
WilliamHenkel,
Henkel,Q.C.,
Q.C.,
the
Attorney
General
Alberta.
James A.
James
A. Nesbitt,
Nesbitt,Q.C.,
Q. C,for
forthe
theAttorney
AttorneyGeneral
GeneralofofNewfoundland.
Newfoundland.

[REPORT]
COURT—By Order in Council P.C. 1978-3581,
1978-3581, dated November 23, 1978, the
CouRT-By
55 ofthe
of the Supreme
SupremeCourt
CourtAct,
Act,referred
referredtotothis
this
Governor General in Council, pursuant to s. 55
Court for hearing and consideration the following two <;:uestions
questions::

THE
THE

1.
1. Is it within the legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada to repeal
British North
sections 21
21 to 36 of the British
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1867,
1867,asasan:ended,
amended,and
andtotoamend
amend
Senate??
other sections thereof
thereof so as to delete any reference to an Upper House or the Senate
If
If not, in what particular or particulars and to what extent?
extent ?

2. Is it within the legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada to enact
legislation altering, or providing a replacement for, the Upper House of Parliament,
so as to effect
effect any or all of the following:
following:
(a)
(a) to change the name of the Upper House;
(b)
(b) to change the numbers and proportions of members by whom provinces
and territories are represented in that House;
(c) to change the qualifications of members of that House;
(c)
(d) to change the tenure of members of that House;
(e)
(e) to change the method by which members of that House are chosen by
(i) conferring authority on provincial legislative assemblies to select, on
the nomination of the respective Lieutenant Governors in Council,
some members of the Upper House, and, if a legislative assembly has
not selected such members within the time permitted, authority on
of
the House of Commons to select those members on the nomination of
the Governor General in Council, and
(ii) conferring authority on the House of Commons to select, on the nomiof the
nation of the Governor General in Council, some members of
of Commons
Upper House from each province, and, if the House of
has not selected such members from a province within the time permitted, authority on the legislative assembly of the province to select
those members on the nomination of the Lieutenant Governor in
Council,
(iii) conferring authority on the
of the
the Lieutenant Governors in Council of
provinces or on some other body or bodies to select some or all of the
members of the Upper House, or
(iv) providing for the direct election of all or some of the members of
of the
Upper House by the public; or
(f)
(/) to provide that Bills approved by the House of Commons could be given
of time
time
assent
assent and
and the
the force
force of
of law
law after
after the
the passage
passage of
of aa certain
certain period
period of
notwithstanding
notwithstanding that
that the
the Upper
Upper House
House has
has not
not approved
approved them?
them?
If
If not,
not, in
in what
what particular
particular or
or particulars
particulars and
and to
to what
what extent?
extent ?
Submissions in respect of these questions were made to the Court on behalf
behalf of
of the
behalf of the Attorneys General of
of Ontario,
Attorney General of Canada and also on behalf
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Saskatchewan, Alberta and Newfoundland.
Question 1:
21 to 36 of the British
hereinafter referred
referred 10
to as '''* the
the
British North
North America
America Act, hereinafter
Sections 21
" The Senate
Act", referred to in Question 1, appear in the Act under the heading ..
Senate""
and deal with the constitution of that body, including the number of senators; the representation in the Senate of the four diyisions,
divisions, ie,
ie, Ontario, Quebec, the Maritime Provinces and the Western Provinces; the qualifications for appointment to the Senate:
disqualification
the appointment of senators; the age limit for senators; resignation and disqualification
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of senators. References to the Senate by name, or as a House of Parliament, and refer73, 74, 91,
ences to senators are also to be found in ss.
ss. 17,
17, 18,
18, 39,
39, 51A, 55,
55, 56,
56, 57,
57, 59,
59, 73,
91,
128,
133, 146 and 147.
128,133,
It is clear that Question 1 in
inessence,
essence,although
although noi
not in
interms,
terms, asks
askswhether
whetherthe
theParliament
Parliament
of Canada has legislative authority to abolish the Senate. The Attorney General of
of
Canada contends that the question should be answered in the affirmative. All of
of the
Attorneys General of the provinces, represented on the hearing, contended that the question should be answered in the negative.

The Attorney General of Canada bases his submission upon the provisions of
of Class 1
of the subject matters enumerated in s. 91
91 of the Act. Section 91,
91, which appears in
Part VI of the Act, under the heading '' Powers of the Parliament
", defines the legislative
Parliament'',
authority of the Parliament of Canada. The opening words of this section are as follows:
91. It shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with the Advice and Consent of the
Senate and House of Commons, to make Laws for the Peace, Order, and good
Government of Canada, in relation to all Matters not coming within the Classes
of Subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the Provinces;
and for greater Certainty, but not so as to restrict the Generality of the foregoing
Terms of this Section, it is hereby declared that (notwithstanding anything in this
Act) the exclusive Legislative Authority of the Parliament of Canada extends to all
hereinafter enumerated;
Matters coming within the Classes of Subjects next hereinafter
Class 1 of s. 91
91 was added to it by an amendment to the Act enacted by the British
Parliament on 16 December,
December, 1949.
1949. Section
Section 11 of
ofthe
theamending
amendingstatute
statuteprovided
providedasasfollows:
follows:
1.
is hereby
amended
byby
renumbering
1. Section 91
91 of
of the
the British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1867
1867
is hereby
amended
renumbering
Class 1 thereof
thereof as Class lA
1A and by inserting therein immediately before that Class the
following as Class 1:—
1 :" 11.. The amendment from time to time of the Constitution of Canada, except
as regards matters coming within the classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the provinces, or as regards rights or privileges by this
or any other Constitutional Act granted or secured to the Legislature or the Government of
of a province, or to any class of
of persons with respect to schools or as regards
the use of the English or the
the French
French language
language or
or as
asregards
regardsthe
therequirements
requirements that
that there
there
shall be a session of the Parliament of Canada at least once each year, and that no
House of Commons shall continue for more than five years from the day of the return
of the ¥/rits
Writs for choosing the House: provided, however, that a House of
of Commons
may in time of real or apprehended war, invasion or insurrection be continued by the
Parliament of Canada if such continuation is not opposed by the votes of
of more than
of such
such House.
House. ""
one-third of the members of

1949, in most respects, the Act did not provide for its amendment by any
Prior to 1949,
legislative authority in Canada. Accordingly, as it was a statute enacted by the British
Parliament, any changes in its content had to be made by way of an amending Act enacted
by that Parliament. Many amendments have been made in that way. A brief
brief account
of them and of other statutes of a constitutional character is found in a White Paper
Published in 1965 under the authority of the Honourable Guy Favreau,
of
Pavreau, then Minister of
Justice for Canada, under the title of"
of " The Amendment of the Constitution of Canada ":
":
(1) The
's Land
The Rupert
Rupert's
LandAct,
Act, 1868
1868authorized
authorizedthe
theacceptance
acceptanceby
byCanada
Canadaof
ofthe
therights
rights
of the Hudson's Bay Company over Rupert's Land and the North-Western
of
Territory. It also provided that, on Address from the Houses of Parliament of
Canada, the Crown could declare this territory part of Canada and the Parliament of Canada could make laws for its peace, order and good government.
(2) The
Manitoba
Act
passed
thethe
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct
Actofof1871
1871ratified
ratifiedthethe
Manitoba
Act
passedbyby
Parliament of Canada in 1870, creating the province of Manitoba and giving
it a provincial constitution similar to those of the other provinces. The British
North America Act of
of 1871
1871 also empowered the Parliament of Canada to establish new provinces out of any Canadian territory not then included in aa province;
to alter the boundaries of any province (with the consent of
of its legislature),
and to provide for the administration, peace and good government of
of any
territory not included in a province.
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(3) The
amended
section
18 18
of of
thethe
British
North
The Parliament
Parliamentof
ofCanada
CanadaAct
Actofof1875
1875
amended
section
British
North
of
America Act, 1867, which set forth the privileges, immunities and powers of
each of the House of Parliament.
(4) T1ze
authorized
Parliament
Canada
Tlie British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct
Actofof1886
1886
authorizedthethe
Parliamentofof
Canadato to
provide for the representation in the Senate and the House of Commons of any
territories not included in any province.
Revision Act,
(5) The
The Statute Law Revision
Act, 1893
1893repealed
repealedsome
someobsolete
obsoleteprovisions
provisionsofofthe
the
British North America Act of 1867.
(6) The
ofof
Deputy)
Act,
1895
confirmed
an Act
of of
The Canadian
CanadianSpeaker
Speaker(Appointment
(Appointment
Deputy)
Act,
1895
confirmed
an Act
the Parliament of Canada which provided for the appointment of
of a DeputySpeaker for the Senate.
(7) The
established
a new
scale
ofof
financial
subsidies
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1907
1907
established
a new
scale
financial
subsidies
to the provinces in lieu of those set forth in section 118 of the British North
America Act of 1867.
1867. While not expressly repealing the original section, it
made its provisions obsolete.
British North
North America
America Act, 1915
of
(8) The
77«? British
1915 re-defined the Senatorial Divisions of
Canada to take into account the provinces of Manitoba, British Columbia,
Saskatchewan and Alberta. Although this statute did not expressly amend the
text of the original section 22, it did alter its
its effect.
effect.
(9) The
provided
forforthethe
extension
ofof
thethe
lifelife
ofof
thethe
TlieBritish
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1916
1916
provided
extension
current Parliament of Canada beyond the normal period of five years.
(10) The
Revision Act, 1927
The Statute Law Revision
1927 repealed additional spent or obsolete
provisions in the United Kingdom statutes, including two provisions of the
British North America Acts.
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1930
1930
confirmed
natural
resources
agreements
confirmed
thethe
natural
resources
agreements
(11) The
between the Government of Canada and the Governments of Manitoba,
British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan, giving the agreements the force
of law notwithstanding anything in the British North America Acts.
(12) The
while
notnot
directly
amending
thethe
British
North
The Statute
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster,1931
1931
while
directly
amending
British
North
of
America Acts, did alter some of their provisions. Thus, the Parliament of
Canada was given the power to make laws having extraterritorial effect. Also,
Parliament and the provincial legislatures were given the authority, within their
powers under the British North America Acts, to repeal any United Kingdom
statute that formed part of the law of Canada. This authority, however,
expressly excluded the British North America Act itself.
(13) The
gave
thethe
Parliament
of of
Canada
thethe
exclusive
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1940
1940
gave
Parliament
Canada
exclusive
jurisdiction to make laws in relation to Unemployment Insurance.
(14) The
provided
forfor
thethe
postponement
redistriTlie British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1943
1943
provided
postponementofof
redistribution of the seats in the House of Commons until the first session of Parliament
after the cessation of hostilities.
(15) The
British North
North America
America Act, 1946
The British
1946 replaced
replaced section
section 51
51 of
of the
the British
British North
North
America Act, 1867, and
and altered
altered the
the provisions
provisions for
for the
the readjustment
readjustment of representa·
representation in the House of Commons.
(16) The
British North America
America Act, 1949
The British
1949 confirmed
confirmed the
the Terms
Terms of
of Union
Union between
between
Canada and Newfoundland.
Newfoundland.
(17) The
British North America
America Act (No.
The British
(No. 2), 1949
1949 gave
gave the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of Canada
Canada
authority to amend the Constitution of Canada with certain exceptions.
The Statute Law Revision
Act, 1950
1950repealed
repealedananobsolete
obsoletesection
sectionofofthe
theBritish
British
Revision Act,
(18) The
North America Act, 1867.
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1951
1951
gave
Parliamentofof
Canada
concurrent '
(19) The
gave
thethe
Parliament
Canada
concurrent
jurisdiction with the provinces to make laws in relation to Old Age Pensions.
(20) The
9999
and
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1960
1960amended
amendedsection
section
andaltered
alteredthethetenure
tenure
of office of superior court judges.
(21) The
British North
The British
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1964
1964amended
amendedthe
theauthority
authorityconferred
conferredupon
uponthe
the
1951, in relation to
Parliament of Canada by the British North America Act, 1951,
benefits supplementary to Old Age Pensions.
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(22) Amendment
Amendment by
byOrder
OrderininCouncil
Council
Section 146 of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, 1867
1867provided
providedfor
for the
theadmission
admission
of other British North American territories by Order in Council and stipulated
that the provisions of any such Order in Council would have the same effect
as if enacted by the Parliament of the United Kingdom. Under this section,
Rupert's Land and the North-Western Territory were admitted by Order in
Council on 23
23 June,
June, 1870;
1870;British
BritishColumbia
Columbiaby
byOrder
Orderin
inCouncil
Councilon
on16
16May
May1871;
1871;
of
Prince Edward Island by Order in Council on 26 June 1873.
1873. Because all of
these Orders in Council contained provisions of a constitutional charactercharacter—
adapting the provisions of the British North America Act to the new provinces,
but with some modifications in each case-they
case—they may therefore be regarded as
constitutional amendments.
of
The practice, since 1875, has been to seek amendment of the Act by a joint address of
both Houses of Parliament. Consultation with one or more of the provinces has occurred
in some instances.
1907 was
wasbased
based on
onresolutions
resolutions passed
passed at
at provincial
provincial
instances. The amendment in 1907
conferences, although opposed by British Columbia. The 1930 amendment respecting
the transfer of resources to the four western provinces resulted from agreements with those
provinces.
provinces. The 1949 amendment respecting Newfoundland
Newfoundland becoming a province was
made after there had been an agreement with that province. The amendments of 1940,
1951, 1960 and 1964, respecting unemployment insurance, old age pensions, the compulsory retirement of judges and adding supplementary benefits to old age pensions all
had the unanimous consent of the provinces.
The White Paper, after reviewing the procedures followed in respect of amendments
Act, went
went on
onto
to state
statefour
four general
generalprinciples,
principles,as
asfollows
follows::
to the Act,
generalprinciple
principlethat
thatemerges
emergesininthe
theforegoing
foregoingresume
resumeisisthat
thatalthough
althoughanan
Thefirst
The
first general
enactment by the United Kingdom is necessary to amend the British North America
of the
Act, such action is taken only upon formal request from Canada. No Act of
unless itit is
is requested
requested
United Kingdom Parliament affecting
affecting Canada is therefore passed unless
and consented to by Canada. Conversely, every amendment requested by Canada in
enacted.
the past has been enacted.
The
The second
secondgeneral
generalprinciple
principleis isthat
thatthe
thesanction
sanctionofofParliament
Parliamentis isrequired
requiredforfora a
request to the British Parliament for an amendment to the British North America
Act. This principle was established early in the history of Canada's constitutional
1895. The procedure invariably
amendments, and has not been violated since 1895.
is to seek amendments by a joint Address of the Canadian House of Commons and
Senate to the Crown.
Crown.
The
The third general
generalprinciple
principleisisthat
thatnonoamendment
amendmenttotoCanada's
Canada'sConstitution
Constitutionwill
willbebe
made by the British Parliament merely upon the request of a Canadian province.
made, but none has been
A number of attempts to secure such amendments have been made,
1868, by a province which
fu;st such attempt was made as early as 1868,
successful. The fisst
was at that time dissatisfied with the terms of Confederation. This was followed
1887. The British Government refused
refused in all
by other attempts in 1869, 1874, and 1887.
cases to act on provincial government representations on the grounds that it should
not intervene
intervene in
in the
the affairs
affairs of
of Canada
Canada except
except at
at the
the request
request of
of the
the federal
federal government
government
not
representing all
all of
of Canada.
Canada.
representing
The
The fourth
fourth general
generalprinciple
principleisisthat
thatthe
theCanadian
CanadianParliament
Parliamentwill
willnot
notrequest
requestanan
affecting federal-provincial relationships "\\ithout
without prior consultaamendment directly affecting
tion and agreement with the provinces. This principle did not emerge as early as
others but since 1907, and particularly since 1930, has gained increasing recognition
and acceptance. The nature and the degree of provincial participation in the
have not
not lent
lentthemselves
themselvesto
to easy
easydefinition.
definition.
amending process, however, have
The apparent intention of the 1949 amendment to the Act which enacted s. 91(1) was
to obviate the necessity for the enactment of a statute of the British Parliament to effect
amendments to the Act which theretofore had been obtained through a joint resolution
of
°f both Houses of Parliament and without provincial consent. Legislation enacted since
1949 pursuant
pursuant to
to s.s. 91(1)
91(1) has
has not,
not, to
to quote
quote the
the White
White Paper,
Paper, "affected
"affected federal-pro\incial
federal-provincial
1949
relationships".
relationships". The following statutes have been enacted by the Parliament of
of Canada;
(I)
British North
(1) The
The British
North America
AmericaAct,
Act, 1952,
1952,effected
effecteda areadjustment
readjustmentofofrepresentation
representation
in the House of Commons. The principle of representation by population was
not affected
affected by this legislation.
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(2) The British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, 1965, provided for the compulsory
retirement of
compulsory retirement
of
senators, henceforth
henceforth appointed, at age seventy-five.
seventy-five.
(3) The British
British North
North America
America Act
Act (No. 2), 1974, repealed the provisions of
of the Act
of
of
of 1952 and substituted a new readjustment
readjustment of
of representation in the House of
Commons. The principle of
of representation by population was maintained.
(4) The British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, 1975, increased the representation
of the Northrepresentation of
west Territories in the House of
of Commons from one to two members.
(5) The British
British North
North America
America Act
Act (No. 2), 1975, increased the total number
number of
of
senators from 102 to 104, and provided for representation in the Senate for the
Yukon Territory and the Northwest Territories by one member each.
All of
of these measures dealt with what might be described as federal "housekeeping''
"housekeeping"
referred to
matters which, according to the practice existing before 1949, would have been referred
of a joint resolution of
of both Houses of
of Parliament, and
the British Parliament by way of
of the provinces. The last two of
of these statutes were within the power
without the consent of
of the Parliament of
of Canada to enact by virtue of
of s. 1 of
of the British
Act,
of
British North
North American
American Act,
affect federal-provincial
federal-provincial
1886. Like the others they did not in any substantial way affect
relationships.
The legislation contemplated
contemplated in the first question is of
of an entirely different
different character.
of changing
While it does not directly affect
affect federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships in the sense of
of one of
of the
federal and provincial legislative powers, it does envision the elimination of
two Houses of
of Parliament, and so would alter the structure of
of the federal Parliament
91 of
of the Act.
to which the federal power to legislate is entrusted under s. 91
The Senate has a vital role as an institution forming part of
of the federal system created
by the Act. The recitals in the Act have some significance:
significance:
Whereas the Provinces of
of Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have expressed
of the
their Desire to be federally united into One Dominion under the Crown of
United Kingdom of
of Great Britain and Ireland, with a Constitution similar in Principle
of the United Kingdom:
to that of
of the Provinces and
And whereas such a Union would conduce to the Welfare of
promote the Interests of
of the British Empire:
And whereas on the Establishment of
of the Union by Authority of
of Parliament
Parliament it is
of the Legislative Authority in the DowJnion
Dominion
expedient, not only that the Constitution of
of the Executive Government
Government therein be
be provided for, but also that the Nature of
declared:
of the United Kingdom, to which reference is made in the first
Under the Constitution of
recital, legislative power was and is exercised by the Queen, by and with the advice and
consent of
of the House of
of Lords and the Hpuse
House of
of Commons. The Upper House was not
and is not an elected body, the Lower House was and is.
It is, we think, proper to consider the historical background which led to the provision
It
of the Senate as a part of
of the apparatus for the
which was made in the Act for the creation of
of federal legislation. In the debates which occurred at the Quebec Conference
Conference
enactment of
in 1864, considerable time was occupied in discussing the provisions respecting the
Senate. Its important purpose is stated in the following passages in speeches delivered
Confederation in the parliament of
of the province of
of Canada:
Canada:
in the debates on Confederation

Sir
A. Macdonald:
Sir John A.
Macdonald:
found
In order to protect local interests and to prevent sectional jealousies, it was found
separated,
requisite that the three great divisions into which British North America is separated.
should be represented in the Upper House on the principle of
of equality. There are three
great sections, having different
different interests, in this proposed Confederation.
Confederation . . . To the
Upper House is to be confided
confided the protection of
of sectional interests: therefore
therefore is it that the
three great divisions are there equally represented for the purpose of
of defending
defending such
of majorities in the Assembly.
interests against the combinations of
Parliamentary Debates
Debates on the Subject
British North
North American
Parliamentary
Subject of
of the Confederation of
of the British
American
pages 35 and
Provinces, Quebec, 1865, pages
and 38.
38.
The Honourable George Brown:
Brown:
of our compact is that the ~1nion
I'nion shall be federal and not legislative.
But the very essence of
Our Lower Canada friends have agreed to give us representation by population
population in the
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Lower House, on the express condition that they shall have equality in the Upper House.
On no other condition could we have advanced a step; and, for my part, I am quite
willing they should have it. In maintaining the existing sectional boundaries and handing
over the control of local matters to local bodies, we recognise, to a certain extent, a
diversity of interests; and it is quite natural that the protection for those interests, by
equality in the Upper Chamber, should be demanded by the less numerous provinces.
Parliamentary Debates
onon
thethe
Subject
of the
Confederation
of theofBritish
NorthNorth
American
Parliamentary
Debates
Subject
of the
Confederation
the British
American
Provinces,
1865,
page
88. 88.
Provinces,Quebec,
Quebec,
1865,
page

A primary purpose of the creation of the Senate, as a part of the federal legislative
process, was,
was, therefore, to afford
afford protection to the various sectional interests in Canada in
relation to the enactment of federal legislation. The Act, as originally enacted, provided,
in s. 22,
22, that in relation to the constitution of the Senate, Canada should be deemed to
ins.
ie, Ontario, Quebec and the Mariconsist of Three Divisions, to be equally represented, ie,
Brunswick). This provision was
was later
later amended
amended and
and
time Provinces (Nova Scotia and New Brunswick).
s. 22
22 now
now provides
provides for
for Four
Four Divisions,
Divisions, the
the Western
Western Provinces
Provinces of
of Manitoba,
Manitoba, British
British
s.
Columbia, Saskatchewan and Alberta being added as a Fourth Division. The Act now
makes provision
provision for
for representation
representation of
of Prince
Prince Edward
Edward Island
Island (as
(as one
one of
of the
the Maritime
Maritime
makes
Provinces), Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, the
the Yukon
Yukon Territory
Territory and
and the
the Northwest
Northwest Territories.
Territories. SubProvinces),
Subsection
23(5) of
the Act
that aa senator
be resident
resident in
the province
province for
of the
Act requires
requires that
senator shall
shall be
in the
for which
which
section 23(5)
he is
is appointed.
appointed.
he
The place of the Senate in the exercise of federal legislative powers is determined by
ss. 17
17 and 91
91 of the Act. The former section provides that:
ss.
17. There shall be One Parliament for Canada, consisting of the Queen, an Upper
House styled the Senate, and the House of Commons.
The opening words ofs.
of s. 91, the all important section defining federal legislative powers,
make laws for the Peace, Order and Good
have already been quoted. Power to ""make
M atters not
not coming
coming within
within the
the Classes
Classes of
of Subjects
Subjects
Government of Canada in relation to all Matters
of the Provinces "'' was conferred
conferred by the
of this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of
British Parliament upon " the Queen, by and with the Advice and Consent of
of the Senate
and the House of Commons ".
The creation of a federal system in Canada involved the necessity of effecting
effecting a division
of the Act.
of legislative powers. This division is made by the provisions of ss. 91
91 and 92 of
The latter section empowered each provincial legislature generally to make laws,
laws, effective
effective
within the province, in respect of matters cf
cf a local or private nature. Fifteen
Fifteen specific
of
classes of subjects were enumerated. Section 91
91 provided generally for the making of
laws
laws for
for the
the peace,
peace, order
order and
and good
good government
government of
of Canada.
Canada. Twenty-nine
Twenty-nine classes
classes of
ofsubject
subject
affect local or
matters were enumerated. Legislation dealing with those matters might affect
province.
private matters within a province.
The power to enact federal legislation was given to the Queen by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate and the House of Commons. Thus, the body which had been
~reated
created as a means of protecting sectional and provincial interests was made a participant
In
in tlris
this legislative process.
The amendment to the Act made in 1949 added an additional class of subject matters
to those which already existed. By that time the classes had been increased to thirty.
was made
made on
on aajoint
joint resolution
resolution of
of both
both Houses
Houses ofParliament,
of Parliament, but without
without
The amendment was
Queen, by and with the advice and
the consent of the provinces. It gave power to the Qt1een,
consent of the Senate and the House of Commons to amend "the
" the Constitution of
of
Canada".
Canada
". This power was made subject to certain specific exceptions, as follows:
. .. .. except as
as :regards
regards matters coming \;-ithin
within the classes
classes of subjects by this Act
assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the provinces, or as regards rights
ri~hts or
privileges by this or any other Constitutional Act granted or secu!ed
secured to the Legislature
Privileges
or the Government of a province, or to
to any class of persons with respect to schools
sch~ols
the French language or as regards the requireor as regards the use of the English or t~
reqUJrements that there shall be a session of the Parliament of Canada at least one each year,
Commons shall continue for more thanfive
and that no House of Cornmons
five years from the day
of the
the return
return of
of the
the \Vrits
Writs for
for choosing
choosing the
the House:
House: provided,
provided, however,
however, that
that aa House
House
of
of Commons
Commons may
may in
in time
time of
of real
real or
or apprehended
apprehended war,
war, invasion
invasion or
or insurrection
insurrection be
be
of
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continued by the Parliament of
of Canada if
if such continuation is not opposed by the
votes of
of more than one-third of
of the members of
of such House.
The phrase " Constitution of
of Canada " does not appear elsewhere in the Act. The
word " constitution " appears in various places and in different
different contexts. The preamble
to the Act refers to " a Constitution similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom ""
and, later, to " the constitution of
of Legislative Authority in the Dominion
Dominion ". Section
22 refers to"
to " the Constitution of
of the Senate"
Senate " as being deemed to consist offcur
of fcur divisions.
Part V of
of the Act is entitled " Provincial Constitutions " and the sections in that Part,
58 to 90, deal with the exercise of
of executive power and legislative power in the provinces.
Section 92(1) refers to the amendment of
of " the Constitution of
of the Province ". Section
ofthe
147 refers to"
to " Three Divisions into which Canada is, in relation to the Constitution
Constitution of
the
Senate, divided by this Act''.
Act".
The Attorney General of
of Canada submitted that the power conferred
conferred upon Parliament
by s. 91(1)
91 (1) is
is limited
limited only
only by
by the
the specific
specific exceptions
exceptions contained
contained in
in it.
it. He
He contended
contended that the
the
very specificity
specificity of
of these exceptions pointed to the wide powers being conferred. If
If
this approach were adopted, it would mean that the Federal Parliament, acting unilaterally,
91 (1).
could amend any part of
of the Act, subject only to the exceptions specified
specified ins.
in s. 91
(1). But
But
s. 91(1) does not give power to amend the Act. Instead, the phrase "Constitution
of
" Constitution of
Canada"
Canada " is used. In our opinion, the word "Canada"
" Canada " as used in s. 91(1) does not
refer to Canada as a geographical unit but refers to the juristic federal unit. "'' Constitution
of
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, but means the
of Canada " does not mean the whole of
of the British
constitution of
of the federal government, as distinct from the provincial governments.
The power of
of amendment conferred
conferred by s. 91(1) is limited to matters of
of interest only to the
federal government.
The word " Canada
C a n a d a " is used with reference to the juristic federal unit in several
sections ofthe
of the Act, of
of which the following are examples:
Section 111 provided that"
of
that " Canada shall be liable for the Debts and Liabilities of
each Province existing at the Union ".
Section 125 provides that "No
" No Lands or Property belonging to Canada
Canada or any
".
Province shall be liable to taxation ".
Section 101 refers to"
to " the Laws of
of Canada",
Canada ", the meaning of
of which phrase has recently
follows:
been interpreted by this Court. The section reads as follows:
101. The Parliament of
of Canada may, notwithstanding anything in this Act, from
from
of a
Time to Time provide for the Constitution, Maintenance, and Organization
Organization of
General Court of
of Appeal for Canada, and for the Establishment
Establishment of
of any additional
Administration Q;f
qf the Laws of
of Canada.
Courts for the better Administration
1
In
North Shore Paper Company v. Canadian Pacific Limited
Limited',
In Quebec North
, there was in issue
jurisdiction of
the scope of
of the jurisdiction
of the Federal Court, which is a Court created by federal
of Canada
Canada".
legislation pursuant to s. 101,
101, "for
" for the better Administration of
of the La>vs
Laws of
".
The expression " Laws of
of Canada " was construed as meaning only applicable existing
federal law and was determined not to include matters respecting which the Federal
Parliament could have enacted legislation.

In McNamara
(Western) Limited
Queen2, this Court denied the right
McNamara Construction (Western)
Limited v. The Queen•,
of
of contract,
of the Federal Court to entertain a claim by the federal Crown for breach of
a matter of provincial law.
of amendment given by s. 91(1) relates to the constitution
In our opinion, the power of
of the federal government in matters of
of interest only to that government. The statutes
of
enacted by the Federal Parliament since 1949, to which we have previously referred, are
of the exercise of
of that power.
illustrations of

The next question is whether, in that limited sense, s. 91(1) would permit the Federal
Parliament to abolish the Senate.
of the Senate as a part
Bearing in mind the historical background in which the creation of
of the federal legislative process was conceived, the words of
of Lord Sankey L.C. in re
of
^IVmi 2 S.C.R. 1054
[1977] 2 S.C.R. 654.

1 [1977]

22[1977]
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3 , at p. 70, although they
The Regulation
Regulation and Control of
Aeronautics in Canada
of Aeronautics
Canada",
were written
in relation to the Act as originally enacted, are apt:
apt:
Inasmuch as the Act embodies a compromise under which the original Provinces
of the rights
agreed to federate, it is important to keep in mind that the preservation
preservation of
of
of minorities was a condition on which such minorities entered into the federation,
federation,
and the foundation
foundation upon which the whole structure was subsequently erected. The
process of
of interpretation
interpretation as the years go on ought not to be allowed to dim or to
whittle down the provisions of
of the original contract upon which the federation
federation was
of ss. 91
founded, nor is it legitimate that any judicial construction of
of the provisions of
and 92 should impose a new and different
different contract upon the federating bodies.
In our opinion, the power given to the Federal Parliament by s. 91(1) was not intended
of
to enable it to alter in any way the provisions of
of ss. 91
91 and 92 governing the exercise of
legislative authority by the Parliament of
of Canada and the Legislatures of
of the Provinces.
Section 91(1) is a particularization
particularization of
of the general legislative power of
of the Parliament
Parliament of
of
Canada. The general power can be exercised only by the Queen by and with the advice
and consent ofthe
of the Senate and the House of
of Commons. Section 91(1) cannot be construed
to confer
confer power to supplant the whole of
of the rest of
of the section. It cannot be construed
as permitting the transfer
transfer of
of the legislative powers enumerated ins.
in s. 91
91 to some body or
bodies other than those specifically
specifically designated in it.
This Court, in Attorney
Attorney General of
Attorney General of
of Nova Scotia
Scotia v. Attorney
of Canada and
4
Lord
; determined that neither the Parliament
Parliament of
Lord Nelson Hotel
Hotel Company Limited
Limited•,
of Canada
nor a Provincial Legislature could delegate to the other the legislative powers with which
it has been vested nor receive from the other the powers with which the other has been
of the Senate would go much further
further in that it would involve a
vested. The elimination of
transfer by Parliament of
of all its legislative powers to a new legislative body of
of which the
transfer
Senate would not be a member.

of In re The Initiative
of Appeal for Manitoba
In the case of
Initiative and Referendum
Referendum Act*,
Act 6, the Court of
and Referendum
of the Manitoba
Initiative and
Referendum Act,
Act, 6 Geo. V, c. 59, was ultra vires of
held that The Initiative
of the province
Legislature to enact. This statute provided a procedure whereby laws of
of the electors instead of
of only by the Legislature.
could be made and repealed by direct vote of
of the British
that:
British North
North America
America Act
Act provides that:
Section 92(1) of
92. In each Province the Legislature may exclusively make Laws in relation to
Matters coming within the Classes of
of Subject
Subject next hereinafter
hereinafter enumerated; that is
say,say,—
1. The Amendment from Time to Time, notwithstanding anything in this Act,
of
of Lieutenant
of the Constitution of
of the Province, except as regards the Office
Office of
Governor.
The Court held that s. 92 of
of the Act vests the power to make or repeal laws exclusively
of a new legislative body
in the Legislature and that it did not contemplate the creation of
of legislation or with which it would
to which the Legislature could delegate its powers of
share them. It was held that this legislation could not be supported as constituting an
of the constitution under s. 92(1). Chief
Chief Justice Howell dealt with this
amendment of
point at p. 7:
·
of the provisions of
of section 92. By
The Legislature can in no way change any of
s-s. 1, the Provincial constitution can be changed by the Legislature; but, no matter
what changes are made in the constitution, the Provincial Legislature and no other
body can legislate on the subjects set forth in the remainder of
of the sub-sections.
I think that is a fair construction to place on that section, read in the light of
of the
whole Act.
It was also held that such legislation would interfere with the " Office
Office of
of Lieutenant
Governor " in that it would render him powerless to prevent legislation, passed in the
manner contemplated, from becoming law.
of the Privy Council" dismissed the appeal from this judgment
The judgment
judgment of
judgment on the
latter ground, but Viscount Haldane went on to say, at p. 945:
Having said so much, their Lordships, following their usual practice of
of not deciding
\Vhich those
more than is strictly necessary, will not deal finally with another difficulty
difficulty which
-------~~--~---------------~- - - - - - s
5
"[1932]
A.C. 54.
(1916), 27 Man. R. 1.
[t932]~ATc.
54.
^1916X
6"I1919J A.C. 935.
'[1951]
*[1951] S.C.R.
S.C.R. 31.
31.
D919J A.C. 935.
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who contend for the validity of this Act have to meet. But they think it right, as the
of
point has been raised in the Court below, to advert to it. Sect. 92 of the Act of
1867 entrusts the legislative power in a Province to its Legislature, and to that Legislature only. No doubt a body, with a power of legislation on the subjects entrusted
to it so ample as that enjoyed by a Provincial Legislature in Canada, could, while
preserving its own capacity intact, seek the assistance of subordinate agencies, as had
v. The
The Queen
Queen(9(9App.
App.Cas.
Cas.117),
117),the
theLegislature
LegislatureofofOntario
Ontario
been done when in Hodge
Hodge v.
was held entitled to entrust to a Board of Commissioners authority to enact regulations relating
relating to
to taverns;
taverns; but
but it
it does
does not
not follow
follow that
that it
it can
can create
create and
and endow
endow with
with its
its
tions
own capacity
capacity aa new
new legislative
legislative power
power not
not created
created by
by the
the Act
Act to
to which
which it
own
it owes
owes its
its
own existence.
existence. Their
Their Lordships
Lordships do
do no
no more
more than
than draw
draw attention
attention to
to the
the gravity
gravity of
of
own
the constitutional
constitutional questions
questions which
which thus
thus arise.
the
arise.
The continued existence of the Senate as
as aa part
part of
of the
thefederal
federal legislative
legislativeprocess
processisisimplied
implied
ins.
91(1). One exception to the power conferred
in the exceptions provided in
s. 91(1).
conferred by s. 91(1)
to amend the Constitution of Canada is " as regards the requirement that there shall be a
Parliament"" under s. 17
session of the Parliament of Canada at least once each year ". " Parliament
is to consist of the Queen, the Senate and the House of Commons. This exception
of
contemplates that there shall continue to be sessions of the Senate and the House of
Commons at least once each year.
The next exception requires that " no House of Commons shall continue for more than
five years from the day of the return of the Writs for choosing the House " except in time
of real or apprehended war, invasion or insurrection.
These two exceptions clearly indicate that the power to amend " the Constitution of
of
Canada " given by s. 91(1) was not intended to include the power to eliminate the Senate
Canada"
or the House of Commons.
The Attorney General of Canada contended that the power to amend given by s. 91(1)
91(1)
was the equivalent, in the federal field, of s.
s. 92(1) in the provincial field.
field.
He points out that, pursuant to that power, the provinces of Manitoba, New Brunswick,
Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and Quebec abolished their respective legislative
councils.
The two sections are not, however, analogous. Section 92 does not, as does s. 91,
particularize the participants in the law-making process. Section 91
91 confers the authority
to legislate in respect of matters within that section upon the Queen, with the advice and
consent of the Senate and the House of Commons. Section 92 confers the authority to
legislate in respect of matters within that section upon " the Legislature ".
More importantly, s. 92(1) gives a power to amend the constitution of a province to
the legislature, except as regards the office of the Lieutenant Governor, '"
'· notwithstanding anything in this Act". Section 91(1) confers a power of amendment subject to
specified exceptions which, as we have already pointed out, contemplate the continued
existence of both the Senate and the House of Commons.
first question in the negath;e.
negative.
For the foregoing reasons, we would answer the first
Question2:
Question 2:
The Attorney General of Canada submits that this question, in all its aspects, should be
Differing views were expressed by the Attorneys General of
of
answered in the affirmative. Differing
the provinces.
All of the provincial Attorneys General, other than the Attorney General of
of Prince
2(f) should be answered in the negative. This
Edward Island, submitted that Question 2(j)
91(1),
to provide that
that
sub-question raises the question of the power of Parliament, under s. 91
(1 ), to
all bills be given assent and the force of law after a certain time period notwithstanding
that they had not been approved by the Upper House. The only provision presently
of
existing, which limits the power of the Senate as compared with the power of the House of
53 which provides that bills for appropriating any part of
of the public
Commons, is s. 53
revenue or
or for
for imposing
imposing any
any tax
tax or
or irepost
impost shall
shall originate
originate in
in the
the House
House of
of Commons.
Commons.
revenue

would seriously impair the position of
of the Senate
A provision of the kind contemplated \Yould
in the legislative process because it would permit legislation to be enacted under s. 91
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without the consent of the Senate. For the reasons already given in respect of
of Question 1,
it is our view that Parliament cannot under s. 91(1) impair the role of the Senate in that
process. We would answt>r
answer this question in the negative.
With respect to the other portions of Question 2, the Attorney General of Ontario and
the Attorney General of Nova Scotia submit that these sub-questions cannot be answered
categorically in the form in which they are asked.
asked. As
As the
theAttorney
Attorney General
General of
of Nova
Nova Scotia
Scotia
puts it, they cannot be answered " in the absence of a factual context or actual draft
legislation".
legislation ". In our opinion there is merit in this contention. We will deal with the subquestions seriatim.
Sub-question (a)
(a) asks
asks whether
whether Parliament
Parliament could
could change
change the
the name
name of
of the
the Upper
Upper House.
House.
We would assume that a change of name would be proposed only as a part of
of some
ultra vires
scheme for the alteration of the Senate itself. If
If that scheme were to be held ultra
vires
of Parliament, then the change of name would probably go with it. We do not think the
question can properly be answered in the absence of such a context.
context.
involves
changing
the
numbers
and
proportions
Sub-question (b)
(b) involves changing the numbers and proportions of
of members
members by
by whom
whom
provinces and territories are represented in the Senate. None of the provinces supported
the federal submission on this point.
of the
As previously noted, the system of regional representation in the Senate was one of
essential features of that body when it was
was created.
created. Without
Without it,
it, the
thefundamental
fundamental character
character
of the Senate as part of
of the Canadian federal scheme would be eliminated. In the absence
to say
saywhether
whether aa change
change contemplated
contemplated by
by this
this question
question
of a factual context, it is not possible to
fundamental character.
character.
would be in keeping with that fundamental
Sub-question (c)
(c) deals
deals with
withaachange
changein
inthe
thequalifications
qualifications of
ofsenators.
senators. The
Thedifficulty
difficulty here
here
is that
that we
wehave
have not
not been
been told
told what
what changes
changes are
arecontemplated.
contemplated. Some
Some of
of the
the qualifications
qualifications
for senators prescribed in s. 23,
23, such as the property qualifications, may not today have
the importance which they did when the Act was enacted. On the other hand, the
requirement that a senator should be resident in the province for which he is appointed
of the Senate.
has relevance in relation to the sectional characteristic of the make-up of
categorically.
In our opinion, the question cannot be answered categorically.
Sub-question (d) relates to the tenure of senators. At present, a senator, when
appointed, has tenure until he attains the age of seventy-five. At some point, a reduction
of the term of office might impair the functioning of the Senate in providing what Sir John
" the sober second thought in legislation''.
legislation ". The Act contemA. Macdonald described as "the
plated a constitution similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom, where members
of the House of Lords hold office for life. The imposition of compulsory retirement at
the essential character of the Senate.
Senate. However, to answer
age seventy-five did not change the
this question
question we
we need
need to
to know
knowwhat
what change
changeof
oftenure
tenure is
is proposed.
proposed.
this
(e), paragraphs (i),
(i), (ii) and (iii),
(iii), contemplates changing the method of
of
Sub-question (e),
appointment of senators, presently the function of the Governor General, by having
some "" members
members selected
selected by
by provincial
provincial legislatures,
legislatures, "" some"
some " members
members by
by the
theHouse
House of
of
" some
Commons, " some " members selected by the Lieutenant Governor in Council or " some
other body or bodies ". The selection of ,;enators
senators by a provincial legislature or by the
Lieutenant Governor of a province would involve an
an indirect
indirect participation
participation by
by the provinces
provinces
~ieutenant
Ill
in the enactment of federal legislation and is contrary to the reasoning of this Court in
the Lord Nelson
NelsonHotel
Hotelcase
casepreviously
previouslycited.
cited.
do not feel that we
we have
have aa factual
factual context
context in
in which
which to
to formulate
formulate aa satisfactory
satisfactory
Again, we do
answer.
Sub-question (e)
(e) paragraph (iv)
(iv) deals
deals with the
the possible selection of all or some members
of the Senate by direct election by the public. The substitution of a system of election
for a system of appointment would involve a radical change in the nature of
of one of
of the
component parts of Parliament. As already noted, the preamble to the Act referred to
" a constitution similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom",
Kingdom ", where the Upper
"a
House is not elected. In creating the Senate in the manner provided in the Act. it is clear
,,·hich could
that the intention was to make the Senate a thoroughly independent body which
canvas dispassionately the measures of the House of Commons. This was accomplished
by providing for the appointment of members of the Senate with tenure for life. To
make the
the Senate
Senate aa wholly
wholly or
or partially
partially elected
elected body
body would
would affect
affect aa fundamental
fundamental feature
feature
make
of that
would answer
answer this
this sub-question
sub-question in
in the
the negative.
negative.
of
that body.
body. We
We would
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Dealing generally with Question 2, it is our opinion that whiles.
while s. 91(1) would permit
some changes to be made by Parliament in respect of
of the Senate as now constituted, it is
not open to Parliament to make alterations which would affect
affect the fundamental
fundamental features,
or essential characteristics, given to the Senate as a means of
of ensuring regional and
provincial representation in the federal legislative process. The character of
of the Senate
was determined by the British Parliament in response to the proposals submitted
submitted by the
three provinces in order to meet the requirement of
of the proposed federal system. It
It was
that Senate, created by the Act, to which a legislative role was given by s. 91.
91. In our
opinion, its fundamental
fundamental character cannot be altered by unilateral action by the
(1) does not give that power.
Parliament of
of Canada and s. 91
91(1)
We answer Question 1 in the negative. We answer sub-questions 2(b), 2(e)(iv) and 2(/)
in the negative. In our opinion, the other sub-questions in Question 2, in the absence
of
of a factual background, cannot be answered categorically.
The questions referred
referred to have been answered as follows:
follows:
I: No
Question 1:
No
Question 2: (a) No answer
(b)
No
(b)No

(c) No answer
(d) No answer
(e) (i) No answer

(ii) No answer
(Hi) No answer
(iii)
(iv) No
No
(f)
No
(f)No
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ANNEX
II
EXTRACTS FROM
FROM
" CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND CANADIAN UNITY"
UNITY "
by W. R. Lederman,
Lederman, QC
Lectures of
Law Society
QC (published
(published in Special
Special Lectures
of the Law
Society of
of
Upper Canada, 1978)

*
:}:

*
^:

*
sfi

*
sjs

*
*

But what about the integrity of
of the Canadian federal union itself? In the years immediately ahead, in spite of
of all efforts
efforts to avoid this result, it might become clear as a matter
of
of political fact that there was a large and urgent majority
majority in Quebec favouring secession
of Quebec from Canada. This is certainly not the position at the moment, quite the
contrary. The possibility is remote, but even so, its potential implications should be
faced. As stated earlier, they are all-pervasive in character, and my mandate is to speak
of only one important dimension of
of them, the implications arising from the constitution.
of
What are they? My statement of
of them is this. To permit or authorize the secession of
a province from the Canadian federal union as a legitimate constitutional development,
development,
all the steps of
of our current special amending process would have to be followed. So,
again we see that no ordinary federal or provincial statute could accomplish this result.
of the
At present the special process means the consent of
of all the provinces, the consent of
Parliament of
of Canada, and the obtaining of
of a statute to this effect
effect from the British Parliament in London. As indicated earlier, this is also the position respecting the accommodaof powers and special guarantees
tions and revisions mentioned with respect to the division of
itself continues.
of human rights, on the assumption that the Canadian federal union itself
B.N.A. Act
Act are
The rules for amending the specially entrenched basic elements of
of the B.N.A.
not found in that statute itself
itself or in any other single formal constitutional
constitutional document.
Rather they have been established step by step over a long period of
of years by official
official
precedent, custom, practice and convention among the governments and parliaments concerned. These are the government and parliament of
of Canada, the governments and legisof the Canadian provinces, and the government and parliament of
of Great Britain.
latures of
The resulting rules for amendment have been gathered together
together and given their best
of the Government of
of Canada on the subject, published
published and
expression in a White Paper of
of Commons in February 1965, under the name of
of the Honourable
tabled in the House of
1
of Justice. 1
Guy Favreau, then Minister of
So far as they concern the issues mentioned, these rules may be briefly stated as follows:
of the British Parliament is necessary for amendment
amendment of
B.N.A.
(1) While a statute of
of the B.N.A.
Act,
Act, the British Parliament does nothing on its own initiative. It acts only in response
to and in accordance with a formal request from Canada.

(2) The proper form for a request from Canada is a joint address of
of the House of
of
Commons and the Senate of
of the Parliament of
of Canada to the Crown. The British GovernB.N.A. Act
Act on the direct request of
ment and Parliament will not amend the B.N.A.
of a Canadian
province only.
(3) " [T]he Canadian Parliament will not request an amendment directly affecting
affecting
federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships without prior consultation and agreement with the
provinces." Where only one, or some but not all, of
of the provinces are directly affected,
affected,
then prior consultaton is necessary only to secure the agreement of
of the province or the
provinces affected.
affected.
Two questions now arise at this point. What is the status of
of these rules, and what is
of current issues, including the possible secession of
of
their bearing on determination of
Quebec ? A number of
of points need to be made in these respects.
Quebec?
There may be some doubts about the status of
of these rules. Are they fully-fledged
fully-fledged
constitutional laws or are they something less? Are they merely political conventions of
of
of law and which can, to some extent at least,
the constitution that do not
have the force of
3
disregarded? In my view these rules are basic constitutional
constitutional laws in every
be varied or disregarded?"
1l
TIie
Amendment of
of the
the Constitution
ConstitutionofofCanada,
Canada,
HonourableGuy
Guy
Favreau,
MinisterofofJustice,
Justice,
Tize Amendment
Honourable
Favreau,
:Minister
February 1965 (Queen's Printer, Ottawa).
22
Professor Peter Hogg takes this view. See: Peter \V.
W. Hogg, Constitutional
ConstitutionalLaw
Law of
of Canada
Canada
(Toronto: Carswell, 1977), pp.
pp. 7-11
7-11 and 18-21.
18-21.
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sense and should be recognized as such by the governments and parliaments concerned
including the British. It is well established in the British Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Nations that
fully-fledged
fully-fledged laws of this basic character can be and are made by precedent, custom,
practice and convention. There are judicial statements to this effect
effect in the Supreme
of Canada and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council."
Council.3 The Statute
Court of
Statute of
of
3
•(a)
(a) Supreme Court of Canada, per Sir Lyman P.
P. Duff, C.J.C., Reference
Reference re
re Weekly
Weekly Rest
Rest in
in
Industrial Undertakings
at at
678-9:
Industrial
UndertakingsAct,
Act,[1936]
[1936]3 D.L.R.
3 D.L.R.673673
678-9:
" The
The argument on
on behalf of some of the
the Provinces (while conceding equality of status
between the Dominions and Great Britain in respect of such matters, and the political
responsibility of the Dominion Government in respect of all treaties or agreements to which
is a party) denies the authority of the Governor-General, acting on the advice
the Dominion is
of the Canadian Government, to conclude a treaty or an agreement with a foreign state.
The prerogative, it is said, resides in the Crown and it is most earnestly contended that the
of
power to exercise this prerogative has never been delegated to the Governor-General of
Canada or to any Canadian authority.
With reference to the Report of the Conference of 1926, which in explicit terms recognizes
treaties in the form of agreements between governments (to which His Majesty is not, in form,
party), it is
is said that since an Imperial Conference possesses no legislative power, its
a party),
effect changes in the law, and it is emphatically affirmed
declarations do not operate to effect
affirmed that,
law, neither the Governor-General nor any other Canadian authority has
in point of strict law,
received from the Crown power to exercise the prerogative.
The argument is founded on the distinction it draws between constitutional convention
and legal rule; and it is necessary to examine the contention that, in point of legal rule, as
distinct from constitutional convention, the Governor-General in Council had no authority
ratification to the convention with which we
we are concerned.
to become party by ratification
There are various points of view from which this contention may be considered. First
of all, constitutional law consists very largely of established constitutional usages recognized
by the Courts as embodying a rule of law. An Imperial Conference, it is true, possesses no
legislative authority. But there could hardly be more authoritative evidence as to constitucategorically
tional usage than the declarations of such a Conference. The Conference of 1926 categorically
recognizes treaties in the form of agreements between Governments in which His Majesty
does not formally appear, and in respect of which there has been no Royal intervention.
It is the practice of the Dominion to conclude with foreign countries agreements in such
still more informal character-merely
character—merely by an exchange of
form, and agreements even of a stiii
of
notes. Conventions
Conventions under
under the
the auspices
auspices of
of the
the Labour
Labour Organization
Organization of
of the
the League
League of
Nations
notes.
ofNatio11s
invariably are
are ratified
ratified by
by the
the Government
Government of
of the
the Dominion
Dominion concerned.
concerned. As
As aa rule,
rule, the
the
invariably
crystallization of
ofconstitutional
constitutionalusage
usage
intoa arule
ruleofofconstitutional
constitutional
which
Courts
crystallization
into
lawlaw
to to
which
thethe
Courts
will give
give effect
effect is
is aa slow
slow process
process extending
extending over
over aa long
long period
period of
of time;
time; but
but the
the Great
Great War
War
will
accelerated the
the pace
pace of
of development
development in
in the
the region
region with
with which
which we
we are
are concerned,
concerned, and
accelerated
and it
it
would seem
seem that
that the
the usages
usages to
to which
which II have
have referred,
referred, the
the practice,
practice, that
that is
is to
to say,
say, under
would
under which
which
Great
Britain
and
the
Dominions
enter
into
agreements
with
foreign
countries
in
the
form
Great Britain and the Dominions enter into agreements with foreign countries in the form
of agreements
agreements between
between Governments
Governments and
and of
of aa still
still more
more informal
informal character,
character, must
of
must be
be
recognized
by the
the Courts
Courts as
as having
having the
the force
force of
of law."
law." (My
(My emphasis.)
emphasis.)
recognized by

Notice that Chief
Chief Justice Duff
Duff is here dealing with the power of the Canadian Governor-General
of law
lawto
tothe
theobligations
obligations contained
contained in
ininternational
international treaties
treaties
in Council to bind Canada as aa matter of
or agreements as described. He was not overruled on this point in the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council, though the latter court did overrule him on the other point in the case; the
competence of the Canadian Parliament to implement the Labour Conventions by legislation
as domestic law in Canada.
Privy Council
(b) Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, per Lord Jowitt, L.C., Privy
CouncilAppeals
AppealsCase
Case
(Attorney-General forOntario
Ontariov vAttorney-General
Attorney-General
Canada),
[1947]
A.C.
at 153-4:
forfor
Canada),
[1947]
A.C.
127127
at 153-4:
(Attorney-Genera/for
" It is
is possible to regard this matter from aa somewhat wider point of view,
view, as,
as, indeed, it is
regarded in the judgment of Sir Lyman Duff. Giving full weight to the circumstances of the
the determination shown by
by the
the provinces as
as late as
as the
the Imperial Conferences,
Conferences,
Union and to the
of Westminster, that their rights should be unimpaired, nevertheless,
which led to the Statute of\Vestminster,
it appears to their Lordships that it is not consistent with the political conception which is
embodied in the British Commonwealth of Nations that one member of that Commonwealth
up, if it so desires, a Supreme Court of Appeal having a
should be precluded from setting up,
jurisdiction both ultimate and exclusive of any other member. The regulation of appeals
is, to use
use the words of Lord Sankey in the British
British Coal
Coal Corporation
Corporationcase
casea a" "prime
primeelement
element
in Canadian sovereignty" which would be impaired if at the will of its citizens recourse
could be
be had
had to
to aa tribunal,
tribunal, in
in the
the constitution
constitution of
of which
which it
it had
had no
no voice.
voice. It
their
could
It is,
is, as
as their
Lordships think,
think, irrelevant
irrelevant that
that the
the question
question is
is one
one that
that might
might have
have seemed
seemed unreal
unreal at
at the
the
Lordships
date of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America Act.
Act. To
To such
such an
an organic
organic statute
statute the
theflexible
flexible interpretation
interpretation
date
must
be
given
which
changing
circumstances
require,
and
it
would
be
alien
to
the
spirit,
must be given which changing circun1Stances require, and it would be alien to the spirit,
with which
which the
the preamble
preamble to
to the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster is
is instinct,
instinct, to
to concede
concede anything
anything less
less
with
than the
the widest
widest amplitude
amplitude of
of power
power to
to the
the Dominion
Dominion legislature
legislature under
under s.
s. 101
101 of
of the
than
the Act."
Act."
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Westminster
Westminster of
of 1931 itself
itself purports to be declaratory of
of constitutional principles already
established by custom and convention.•
convention.4 Also, the draft
draft of
of the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster
was modified
modified by a special section for Canada (section 7) to meet the wishes of
of the Canadian
provinces, who were consulted about this by the Government of
of Canada. Finally, we
of the
might note that the Government of
of Canada consulted the provinces about the text of
Favreau White Paper of
of 1965, and they agreed that it was historically accurate.6•
So, we do have in Canadian constitutional law a full-fledged
full-fledged amending process for the
specially entrenched parts of
of the Canadian constitution, and we may now note that this
includes the amending process itself. No doubt we may need a new amending process
that is somewhat more flexible than the present one, probably along the lines of
of the
proposals at the Victoria Conference
Conference of
of 1971.6• But, in order to accomplish that, we
would have to follow the existing amendment procedure one last time to institute the
new procedure, and then, for the next amendments after
after that the new procedure would
govern. This formula ensures the constitutionality
constitutionality of
of change, even in the amending
formula itself.
But some persons may argue that the present rules for amendment do not touch secession by a province at all and that there is no way in which this could be made constitutional. As indicated earlier, I think this view is wrong. My reason is historical. The
B.N.A. Act,
Act, one of
original power of
of the British Parliament to change the B.N.A.
of its own statues,
was plenary and unlimited. With respect to the B.N.A.
B.N.A. Act,
Act, all that has changed
changed is that
this plenary power is now exercised by the British Parliament only in response to and in
accordance with a proper request from Canada, and not on its own initiative. What is
a proper request from Canada is controlled by the principles for the joint address given
us by custom, practice and convention over the years, as explained.
I have also said that I consider that the consents of
of all the provinces (including the one
wishing to secede) and the consent of
of the federal parliament are necessary under those
rules to permit the constitutionally
constitutionally legitimate secession of
of a province from the Canadian
federal union. This is because to my mind it is obvious that such secession would directly
involve and affect
affect vital interests of
of all the other provinces as wen
well as of
of the country as a
whole. But some constitutional scholars are taking a different
different position. They say that
the present rules for amendment permit secession with the consent only of
of the province
wishing to secede and the federal parliament. This bilateral consent, they say, is enough
because the relations of
of the other nine provinces to
to the federal parliament would remain
unchanged. Hence, it is argued, only the federal parliament and the province wishing
77
It is simply
to secede are directly concerned. As I have said, I think this view is wrong. It
44

22 Geo. V, chapter 4.
4. In part, the Preamble reads as follows:
follows:
" And whereas it is
is in accord with the established constitutional position that no law
hereafter made by the Parliament of the United Kingdom shall extend to any of
hereafter
of the said
Dominions as part of the law of that Dominion otherwise than at the request and with the
consent of that Dominion. ""
of
"Statement in Parliament by the Right Honourable L. B. Pearson, Prime Minister, House of
Commons Debates, Second Session, 26th Parliament, volume XI (1965) 11574-5.
8
A ready source for the text of the Victoria Charter of 1971
1971 is as follows:
follows: Final Report, The
"A
Special Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons on the Constitution of
of
(1972), Appendix B.
Canada, Fourth Session, 28th Parliament (1972),
"Professor
L'Accession a
^Professor Jacques Brossard, L'Accession
a la souverainete
souveraineteetetlelecas
casduduQuebec
Quebec(Les
(LesPresses
Pressesdede
l'Universite
p. 264.
264.
I'Universite de Montreal, 1976),
1976), p.
Professors John Whyte and John Claydon, " Legal Aspects of Quebec's Claim for IndepenMust Canada
CanadaFail?,
Faill, ed.
ed. Richard
Richard Simeon
Simeon (Montreal:
(Montreal: McGill-Queen's
McGill-Queen's Press,
Press, 1977),
1977),
dence" in .V:ust
pp. 271-80,
271-80. especivJiy
especially at p. 277,
277, where the following statements are made:
PP.
" Under the present regime for constitutional amendment . . . the British Parliament
ought to enact amendments to the B.N.A. Act which would recognize special status or
separation for Quebec if the request to do so comes from Quebec and from the central
of
government, and it is the product of negotiated agreement between the governments of
political units. The federal government, in making a special status or a secession
those two politkal
with Canadians generally through a
agreement, may want to consult with the provinces or vdth
law, to do the former
national referendum. But it is not obliged, under constitutional Jaw,
and may not be obliged to do the latter. More important, the interests of the provinces in
the Quebec settlement do not imply a requirement for obtaining unanimous provincial
consent. They are represented, according to our perception of the constitutional mandates,
through the promotion of Canadian or national interests by the federal government."
'Regarding the significance of a referendum, see footnote 11
11 and the text associated with it.)
!Regarding
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not sensitive enough to the true extent of
of regionalism in our Canadian federal union, as
manifested
manifested by the very existence of
of the provinces and the distinct geographical groupings
into which they fall. It
It takes a very narrow appreciation indeed of
of provincial interests
and modern federalism to permit one to say that other provinces are not directly and vitally
affected
affected as provinces when one province wishes to secede. To make this point, one may
B.N.A.
Act, which declares that trade shall be free
refer, for example, to section 121 of
of the B.N.
A. Act,
free
among the provinces of
of Canada. The succession of
of Quebec would put an end to that,
to the direct prejudice of
of every other province as well as Quebec. Such secession would
also mean that Ontario would become so much the dominating influence
influence in the central
parliament of
of what was left
left of
of Canada that the whole balance of
of power between the
probably be
Centre, the Atlantic and the West would be drastically altered and would probably
unacceptable to the Atlantic Provinces and the Western Provinces. And so one could
goon.
go on.
Essential words of
of 1977 by
of wisdom on this subject were published in December
December of
journalist and conm1entator.
Mr. Dominique Clift, a leading Canadian and Quebec journalist
commentator.
8
He said:•
said:
" Some theorists maintain that present trends in constitutional law favor the view
if Quebec unthat what is not expressly forbidden
forbidden is therefore permitted. Hence, if
equivocally expressed a desire to become independent, secession could be sanctioned
by a simple act of
of the British Parliament amending the B.N.A. Act according to the
recommendations of
of the Canadian government.
Obviously, such a simple scenario is not realistic. It does not take into account the
It also
complex manner in which the federal system actually works in Canada. It
ignores the political reactions which such a momentous change would certainly
provoke.
There is no way the federal government, acting alone, could give its consent to
Quebec's secession. It might have the legal power to do so, but it is missing the
if the
moral authority. If
If past amendments to the B.N.A. Act are any guide, and if
protracted discussions that have been going on for years on proposed
proposed changes constitute a sort of
of political precedent, then there would have to be thorough consultations
of Quebec
with other provincial governments before responding to the problem of
independence.
of the Parti Quebecois referendum
referendum is that it will
But the likeliest outcome of
wiii demonof actual independence. Faced
Faced with such
strate a desire for change that falls short of
of popular will, the federal government would find it even more difficult
difficult
an expression of
to act alone and unilaterally. The changes demanded by Quebec would inevitably
of the other provinces, thus making it imperative
have a direct impact on the status of
of discussion and negotiation. ""
that they be brought into the whole process of
about the
The burden of
of my analysis is of
of course that Mr. Clift
Clift should not worry about
of amendment being unrealistic. It does in my view require the conconstitutional law of
of the provinces as well as of
of the federal government and parliament in these circumsents of
of negotiation
negotiation Mr.
stances, and hence implies precisely that there should be the process of
Gift describes, whether we are talking of
of the independence of
of Quebec or of
of basic changes
Clift
of the grant of
of such independence.
falling short of
Accordingly, I say again that political processes and activities should respect the rules
if basic changes
for amendment, and should aim to achieve the consents they require, if
are to be implemented. Furthermore, I would emphasize that the rules for amendment
of a fundamental
fundamental kind quite directly dependent for their efficacy
efficacy on
are themselves of
enduring acceptance and willing compliance by ministries, parliaments and the people
enforcement measures that are applicable at this basic
themselves. In my view, the only enforcement
peaceful pressures that come to bear on all concerned by virtue of
of these
level are the peaceful
of recognition and acceptance. What I mean by that is this.
general and enduring factors of
of the level of
of political reality as well as of
of the level of
of constitutional law
I spoke earlier of
of the interaction between them. If,
If, in spite of
of our best political efforts
efforts to avoid
and of
the result, it became obvious in the years immediately ahead that there was a large and
persistent majority
majority in Quebec in favour of
of secession and independence for the province,
then the rest of
of us should at that point give the constitutional consents required, though
s
Report on Confederation, vol.
vol. 1, No.
No. 2,
2, Montreal,
Montreal, December
December 1977.
1977. "\Vorking
" Working on
on aa Mandate
Mandate
"Report
to Negotiate", p. 7.
7.
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this would be done with great sorrow and regret. The possibility of
of reaching this point
of political persuasion to ensure that it
is still remote, and we must work at the level of
remains remote and never becomes reality.
Let us return now to some necessary further
further consideration of
of the nature and the
implications of
of the special amending process. While I stand by what I have been saying
about this, I owe to the constitutional authorities who differ
differ from me somewhat
somewhat fuller
fuller
reasons for my position. They will say to me that surely I do not mean that a veto by
Prince Edward Island as the lone dissenter among the provinces could stop a constitutional
constitutional
amendment. I agree this would not make much sense, with all due respect to the
Islanders. Politically, it would be very unlikely to happen, but I admit that is not a sufficient answer to the objection. To answer properly, I go back to the enduring political
and social facts that the special amendment rules are of
of a very fundamental
fundamental kind, made
directly by custom, precedent and practice over significantly
significantly long periods. Underlying
custom, precedent and practice are of
of course the established expectations of
of the people
about the process, and these expectations are not unchanging. There is such a thing as the
development of
of new elements in customary laws. Such laws may change incrementally,
step by step, in response to developing appreciation by the people of
of changes in the
conditions obtaining in our society. I believe the Canadian people would accept as
legitimate what I would call substantial compliance with the requirements for provincial
if all the
consents in special constitutional amendment. My inference about this is that if
of the smaller ones agreed with the federal government
government and
larger provinces and most of
of today and tomorrow, this would be generally
parliament, then, given the urgencies of
accepted by our people as a legitimate mandate for basic constitutional change. Constiof any one
tutionally, this would be a substantial compliance situation. But the dissent of
of the larger provinces would frustrate substantial compliance. I refer to the dissent
infer that the
of Quebec or Ontario or Alberta or British Columbia. Likewise, I would infer
of three of
of the Atlantic Provinces, or of
of both Manitoba and Saskatchewan, would
dissent of
block substantial compliance. In other words, I am suggesting that the enduring basis
of amendment has probably
probably moved to
of public acceptance underlying our customary law of
the position I have just described, which you may note is very close to the Victoria formula
formula
proposed in 1971, though it does not correspond exactly with that scheme.
Moreover, I would emphasize that the processes thus established are democratic
processes following our established British parliamentary traditions. They rest on the
consent of
of the elected federal parliament and the elected provincial legislatures, either
directly or through the ministers of
of governments responsible to those parliamentary
parliamentary
bodies. Notice that the special amendment process does accordingly require a high
of this
degree of
of democratically mandated consent, well-distributed across the regions of
broad and somewhat loose-jointed
loose-jointed country. A simple majority
majority of
of votes or provinces in
the country does not suffice; but, for fundamental
fundamental changes, this is as it should be.

*

*

**

**

**

**

This leaves me with one final issue concerning our system for special constitutional
constitutional
amendment, namely, the patriation of
of the Canadian constitution from Britain. You will
recall that our present system of
of special amendment ends up with the formal need for a
statute of
of the British Parliament. This is not a central issue here for the moment
moment because
if
all the substantial steps in the amending process have to be taken in Canada, and if
Canadians can arrive at an agreed position, the British would be glad to implerrent
implement it
without question. It
It is our fault and not theirs that they retain even this residual fcrn:al
fcnr.al
responsibility, and they would be glad to rid themselves of
of it by one last British statute
that, among other things, sanctioned an entirely domestic constitutional amending process
for Canada. Patriation in this latter sense would, ideally, be desirable as a separate
operation. Prime Minister Trudeau has urged upon the provinces that this should be
done, and I have supported the idea in previous public addresses on the subject.•
subject.9 But
I have concluded reluctantly that such a separate act of patriation is not now politically
feasible in this country. The present Go\'ernment
Government of
of Quebec \vould
would not agree to it;
Perhaps
perhaps no government of Quebec would. Other provinces might drag their feet at this
Point
point as well. So what do we do?
do ?
9
19 March, 1977 to a Joint Seminar of the Canadian Bar Association and the Dalhousie Law
"19
in Halifax; and 31
31 August, 1977 to a plenary session of the Canadian Bar Association at
its
annual
meeting in Ottawa.
Its

~chool
School
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Our task in Canada as 1 see it is this. We must attempt to negotiate our way to a
complete and agreed package of
of amendments designed to revise Can<t.dian
Canadian federalism
federalism
so as to hold the country together. The complete package would contain some changes
in the federal division of
uciure of
of powers, some changes in the str
structure
of central institutions
(for example the Senate and the Supreme Court of
of Canada), some new spt,cially
specially entrenched
human rights and freedoms, and an entirely domestic basic constitutional
constitutional amending
procedure. With a complete package like that we could then properly approach
approach the
British and ask them to say goodbye with one last British statute, which they would be
delighted to do.
In any event, we should not approach the British for basic changes concerning which
there were substantial provincial dissents in Canada. ln
In my view, not only would this
be improper, it would be unconstitutional, it would be illegal. This would be contrary
to our special constitutional law of
of amendment as established over the years by custom
and precedent. This is not a popular view of
of the constitutional position in Ottawa,
and perhaps not in London either, but I think it is the position. If
If the Ottawa
Ottawa Government doubts this, they could refer it to the Supreme Court of
of Canada for an ad,isory
advisory
opinion. If
refer it
If the British Government in London doubts it, they have power to refer
to the Judicial Committee of
of the Privy Council for an advisory opinion.
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I::'\TRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

1. This Honourable Committee has invited interested organisations and individuals
indi\iduals to
submit \Vritten
in relation
written evidence as to the role of
of the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom
K ingdom in
of the British North America Acts.
to the amendment of
2. As one of
of the founding pro\inccs of
of Canada, Quebec is of
of course directly interested
of the opportt,nity
opportunity to submit its views on the matter.
in this question and is appreciative of

3. In this Memorandum
of the
Memorandum it is intended to establish that the constitutional
constitutional role of
of the United Kingdom in relation 1.0
to the amendment of
of the British Korth
North
Parliament of
ensure that a request received f1om
from Canada i;,
is not in -violation
America Acts is to ensu<e
violation of
of
view of
of the Government
Government of
Canadian constitutional law. Such a conclusion, in the vitow
of
of the status of
of C!:nada
Canada as a federation
federation (Section II
Quebec, follows from a consideration ofthe
of the wTitten
written Canadian Constitution (Sections Ill
III and IV below), as well cs
below), of
ES of
of the
Canadian constitutional comentions
conventions (Section V below). A request for the irr:plementu.implementaof the proposals for amendment now being considered by the Parliament
Parliament of
adr., i
tion of
of Car
Cnradr:,
all the provinces, would be in violation of
of Canadian
Canadian constituwhich is not supported by ail
therefore be rejected
rejected by the Parlian:ent
Parliament of
of the Lnited
United Kingdom.
tional law and should therefore
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ll.
II. THE FEDERAL STATUS OF
OF CANADA
4. In determining the role of
of the United Kingdom Parliament in relation to the amendCanada is a
ment of
of the British North America Acts, a primary factor is the fact that Canada
part as
federation, not a unitary state. 111e
The preamble of
of the BNA Act 1867 reads in part
follows:
"Whereas
" Whereas the Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have exof the
pressed their Desire to be federally united to One Dominion under the Crown of
United Kingdom of
of Great Britain and Ireland, with a constitution similar in Principle
to that of
of the United Kingdom:"
Kingdom: "
5. The nature of
of a federal state such as Canada has been clearly defined by the Royal
Commission on the Constitution that was created in 1969 by Her Majesty's
Majesty's Government
Government
(1973, Cmnd 5460, Volume 1, paragraph 502):
502):
" 502.
502. In a federal system sovereignty is divided between two levels of governgovernment. The federal government is sovereign in some matters and the provincial
governments are sovereign in others. Each within its own &phere
sphere exercises its
power without control from the other, and neither is subordinate to the other. It
It is
this feature which distinguishes a federal from a unitary constitution. In the latter
all sovereignty rests with the central government; if provincial governments exist,
they are subordinate authorities, deriving their power from the central legislature
overrule them at any time by the ordinary legislative processes ".
".
which may overrLde
6. The British North America Act, 1867, conferred
conferred upon the Canadian Parliament
Parliament and
between them full internal legislative powers. At the same
the Provincial Legislatures b;:twcen
time, the 1867 Act distributed full legislative authority, in respect to all matters, between
Parliament and the Provincial Legislatures on an exclusive, plenary and supreme basis.
of the
the powers, rights and authority
of
authority of
The result was the entrenchment in the constitution of
of Canada are, as regards their
Parliament and Provincial Legislatures. The provinces of
legislative authority, not subordinate to the Canadian Parliament, which would have been
of the provinces been the result of
of a devolution from
from Parliament.
the case had the authority of

7. The position was authoritatively stated by Viscount Haldane in the reference
reference re
The Initiative
The
Initiative and Referendum
Referendum Act
Act (1919, A.C. 935, at page 942):
"The
" The scheme of the Act passed in 1867
1867 \\as
was thus,
thus, not to weld the Provinces into
into
one, nor to subordinate Provincial
Provincial Governments to a central
central authority,
authority, but to establish
a central government in which these Provinces should be represented, entrusted with
exclusive authority only in aiTairs
affairs in which they had a common interest. Subject
to this each Province \vas
was to retain its independence and autonomy and to be directly
under the Crown as its head. Within these limits
limits of
of area and subjects, its
its local LegisLegislature, so long as the Imperial
Imperial Parliament
Act conferring this
Parliament did not
not repeal its own Act
status, was to be supreme, and had
powers as the Imperial
Imperial Parliament
Parliament possessed
had such powers
possessed
in the plenitude
plenitude of
ji·eedom before it handed
Dominion and
of its own freedom
handed them over to the Dominion
the Provinces, in accordance with the scheme of
inl867."
of distribution which it enacted
enacted in
1867."
[Emphasis
(Emphasis added.]
8. In its report, the Royal Commission on the Constitution said:
"505.
" 505. The allocation of functions between federal and provincial gover11111ents
governments is
functions of
set out in a written constitution. This may specifically
specifically enumerate the functions
of
the federal government and assign the residue of
of government functions
functions to the provinces, as in the United States and Australia, or it may enumerate the provincial
functions and leave the residual functions to the federal government, as in Canada.
,. in that they cannot
cannot be
506. The basic tern:s
terms of
of the constitution are " entrenched
entrenched'"
of the federation or of
of any province or combination
combination of
of
amended at the sole discretion of
provinces. Such amcndmeut,
of powers
amendment, for example to bring about a re-allocation
re-allocation of
between the federal and prorincial
provincial govemments,
governments, can be acl1ieYed
achieved only by special
procedures which ensure that widespread support for the change exists. There is a
great variety of
of such procedures. Any change may, for example, require the approval
of
of the people expressed in a referendum. Or the federal legislature may have power
to make the change, but oniy
only wit:l
with th<J
ths ag..-cemcnt
agreement of
of a specially large majority.
majority.
Or final action may have to await the apprm
appro\ al of
of the people as signified
signified by the results
of
of a general election. The provincial legislatun;s
legislatures may themselves have a role in the
amending process."
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9. The existence of a unilateral right of amendment of the constitution by the central
government in areas of direct concern to the provincial government is incompatible with
the principle of federalism which is the foundation of a federal state such as Canada.
Ill.
III. THE STATUTE OF WESTMINSTER
10. In 1931
1931 Statute of Westminster gave legislative independence to the Dominions.
In the process however the nature of the Canadian Federation was not altered; on the
contrary great care was taken to ensure that the Federal Parliament would not, under the
Statute of Westminster, acquire the right to amend the B.N.A. Act.
11. Indeed section 7 of the Statute of Westminster reserved the power of amendment of
of
the B.N.A. Acts to the Parliament of the United Kingdom; this section was inserted at
the request of the provinces (and the text was agreed by the provinces and the Federal
Government) in order to ensure that the Parliament of Canada would not under the
Statute of Westminster acquire any authority to amend the B.N.A. Acts.
12. The fact that the provinces, like the Canadian Parliament, were released from the
limitations of the Colonial Laws Validity Act serves as a recognition of the continuing
status of equality of the provinces with the federal government and of the fact that the
emerging independence of the national state of Canada had no internal effect
effect upon the
relations of the Canadian Government and the provinces inter
inter se.
se. And
And the
the fact
fact that,
that, at
at
the same time, section 7(3) of the Statute maintained for the Parliament of Canada, as well
as for the provinces, the limitations of legislative power set in section 92 of the 1867 Act,
and thus enhanced the recognition of the mutual and exclusive sovereignty of the federal
1931, as after, the inherent
and Provincial Legislatures, operates to confirm, before 1931,
inability of either element in the federal structure to over-leap the strict limits of its
legislative capacity.
13. The conclusion is therefore that the Statute of Westminster, while it gave legislative
independence to the Dominions, did not in the process enlarge the authority of Parliament
in so far as the amendment of the BNA Act was concerned.
IV. AMENDING POWER IN CANADA
IV.
14. Since 1867,
1867, provinces have had the right to amend their own constitution.
14.
follows:
Section 92 of the BNA Act of 1867 reads in part as follows:
92. In each Province the Legislature may exclusively make Laws in relation to
" 92.
Subjecx next hereinafter
hereinafter enumerated; that is
Matters coming within the Classes of Subject
to say—
say(1) The Amendment from Time to Time, notwithstanding anything in this
Act, of the Constitution of
of
Of the Province, except as regards the Office of
Lieutenant Governor ".

15. In 1949, at the request of the Parliament of Canada, the Parliament of
of the United
Kingdom adopted the British North America Act (No. 2) 1949 the purpose of
of which
was to give
give to
to the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of Canada
Canada the
the legislative
legislative authority
authority to
to amend
amend the
the constitution
constitution
in purely federal matters. The amendment to section 91
91 as then enacted reads in part
follows:—
as follows:" The amendment from time to time of the Constitution of Canada, except as
regards matters coming within the classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively
to the Legislatures of the provinces, or as regards rights or privileges by this or any
other Constitutional Act granted or secured to the Legislature or the Government
of a province, or to any class of persons with respect to schools or as regards the
use of the English or the French language . . . ".
16. In the course of the discussion of the proposed amendment to section 91
91 before
the House of Commons in Canada the then Prime Minister Mr St-Laurent expressed )
the yiew
view that the proposed amendment went as far as the Parliament of
of Canada could
go in the area of unilateral amendment without the consent of the provinces. {Commons
(Commons
Debates, 17th
Debates,
17thOctober,
October, 1949,
1949,page
page 834).
834).

power, which was granted to the Parliament of Canada |
17. The scope of this amending pmver,
was narrowly
narrowly construed
construed by
by the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of Canada
Canada in
in the
the Senate
SenateReference
Reference
in 1949, was
Case (1980) 1 S.C.R. 54 where the Court said:
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"In
" In our opinion, the power of amendment given by section 91(1)
91(1) relates to the
constitution of the federal government in matters of interest only to that government.
The statutes enacted by the Federal Parliament since
since 1949,
1949,to
towhich
whichwe
wehave
havepreviously
previously
referred, are illustrations of the exercise of that power"
power " (page 71).
18. The 1949 amendment to section 91
91 of the BNA Act clearly confirms that there is
no subordination of the provincial legislatures to the Federal Parliament and that the
latter is not competent to amend the Canadian Constitution in matters that affect
Provincial Legislatures under the BNA Act. It goes without saying that it could not
have been contemplated or intended that the Federal Parliament could bring about an
affecting Provincial Legislatures by the simple means of an address to the
amendment affecting
Queen.
V.
V. CANADIAN CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
19. In addition to the statutory provisions above described there are two constitutional
conventions which are relevant here; indeed their importance is such that, to paraphrase
Weekly Rest
Rest case
case (1936
(1936 S.C.R.
S.CR. 461
461 at
at pages
pages 476
476 and
and 477)
477)
Duff, J, as he then was, in the Weekly
they have crystallised into rules of constitutional law to which the courts would give
effect.
20.
20. The first constitutional convention is that
that the
the legislative
legislative sovereignty
sovereignty ofthe
of the provinces
provinces
under section 92 cannot be restricted without their unanimous consent.
21. The second constitutional convention is that the introduction into the BNA Act
of a new amending formula would require the approval of all the
the provinces;
provinces;this
thisconvention
convention
is a necessary corollary of the first.
first.
22. The existence of the first convention can hardly be disputed; no Canadian politician
ever suggested that the Federal Government or Parliament had the constitutional right
to the legislative authority of the provinces without their
to bring about a modification to
consent.
23. In 1943, when he was discussing in the House of Commons the amendment to the
BNA Act which postponed the redistribution of seats in the House of Commons,
Mr St-Laurent, the then Minister of Justice, said:
" II would readily concede to hon members that if there were
were to be
be any suggested
amendment to change the allocation of legislative or administrative jurisdiction as
between the provinces, on the one hand, and the federal parliament, on the other,
it could not properly be done without the consent of the organism that was set up
by the constitution to have powers that would assumedly be taken from that
organism ".
24. In 1946, Mr St-Laurent had occasion to express the same opinion when the House
of Commons was asked to consider an amendment to the BNA Act respecting the
readjustment
readjustment of the provincial representation in the House of Commons; he said:
" . .. . . the courts have held that with respect to what was allocated to the provincial legislatures they are not mandatories or agents of or subservient to the
central parliament; they have received that portion of the sovereignty of the nation
to exercise it under their own sovereign authority; and it is my view that nothing
which has thus been allocated to them can be taken from them without their
participation."
25. The existence of the second constitutional convention regarding the adoption of a
new amending formula does not seem to be in doubt either.
26. In 1925,
of a
1925, speaking on a Motion for the enactment by the UK Parliament of
measure vesting the Parliament of Canada with the power of constitutional amendment,
the then Minister of Justice, Mr Lapointe, said:
" The British North America Act itself is
is not only the charter of the Dominion
as much the charter of the provinces of Canada .. .. . Would it
of Canada; it is just as
then be fair for us to arrogate to ourselves the right to change the act which is just
as much the constitution of the provinces as it is our own? . ., .
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Within their sphere the provinces enjoy the powers of self-government
self-government just as
much as the Dominion parliament does, and if so, surely the Dominion parliament
cannot take upon itself the right to change a statute which 3ives
gives to those provinces
the powers which they enjoy . . .. ".
".
Later on the same debate the views of Mr Lapointe were formally approved by the
Prime Minister, Mr King.
27. More recently in 1976 the Prime Minister, the Rt Hon PE
P E Trude<m,
Trudeau, recognised
that the Parliament of Canadn
Canada could not unilaterally patriate the constitution in a manner
that would affect
affect the distribution of powers or the position of the provinces. He said
(Commons
{CommonsDebate,
Debate,99April
April1976,
1976,p.p.12687):
12687):
"" IIt
t is for these reasons that I have raised the possibility that Parliament might
seek to have ' patriation' accomplished without provincial consent if that consent
seems impossible to achieve.
achieve. Clearly it would be a last resort and clearly it should
not be on a basis that could affect
of the
affect the distribution of powers or the position of
provinces. It must not provide any means by which Parliament could act unilaterally
in future in any area where it cannot do so today since that would erode the essence
of our federal system .."
"
28. Later in the S!l.me
same debate (p.
(p. 12693,
12693, ibid)
ibid) Mr Trudeau emphasised the limited
nature of the unilateral right of amendment of
of the Federal Parliament in response to
question:
a question:
McGrath: .. . .. II should like to ask whether the Prime Minister feels that
" Mr McGrath:
in the absence of agreement, as a last resort, the Parliament of Canada by an address
of both Houses has the right to bring back unilaterally the British North America
of Canada has
Act . . . and then, following that, whether the same Parliament of
the right to change the BNA Act? ""
" Mr Trudeau:
Trudeau: No."
No."
"Mr
29. There have been six serious attempts to find a new amending formula (1927,
1935-36, 1950, 1960-61, 1964 and 1968-71) and the Federal Government has in each
case refrained
refrained from proceeding with a joint resolution to the UK Government because
of
of
of the absence of unanimous agreement on the part of the provinces. A summary of
these attempts is set out in Appendix 1 to this memorandum.
30. There can be no better way to establish the existence of a constitutional convention
than the acknowledgment of its existence by the very government to which it applies.
In the White Paper published in 1965 under the authority of the Hon Guy Favreau, the
then Minister of Justice for Canada, the Federal Government, after having reviewed
fie procedures followed in respect to previous significant amendments to the BNA Act,
f1e
stated that there had emerged four general principles, which " though not constitutionally
of the
binding in any strict sense, have come to be recognised and accepted as part of
Canada "; these four principles are stated at page 15 as follows:
amendment process in Canada";

Thefirst
first general
generalprinciple
principlethat
thatemerges
emergesininthe
theforegoing
foregoingresume
resumeis isthat
thatalthough
although
" The
an enactment by the United Kingdom is necessary to amend the British North
America Act, such action is h~ccn
token only upon formal request from Canada. No Act
Americ:t
affecting Canada is therefo-e
therefore passed unless it
of the United Kingdom Parliament affecting
is requested and consented to by Canada. Conversely, every amendment requested
has been enacted.
by Canada in the past ha'>
second general
generalpri11ciple
principleis isthat
thatthe
thesanction
sanctionofofParliament
Parliamentis isrequired
requiredfor
fora a
The second
The
request to the British Parliament for
fo r an amendr.1ent
amendment to the British North America
Act. This princip!e
principle was established early in the history of Canada's constitutional
amendments, and has not been violated ~inc~
sines 1895.
1895. The procedure invariably is to
seek amendments by a joint Add;·ess
Address of the Canadian House of Commom
Commons and
Senate to the Crown.
The
general principle
The third general
principleisisthct
thatnonoar.t~ndment
amendmenttotoCanada's
Canada'sConstitution
Constitutionwill
will
the British Parliament
be made by tte
merely upon the request of a Canadian province.
5
secur such am':'ld--n~nts
amendments have been made, but none has j
A number of attempts to seem·'
successful. The first
attempt wa<s
was m1:1.de
made a<;
as early as 186'l,
186^, by a province
been succt>ss:!'ul.
firl't such attemnt
dissatisfied '"ith
with the tern's
terms of Confederation. This was follmved
followed
which was at that time diss·1tisfied
by other attempts in 1~69,
1869, 1874 and 1SS7.
1SS7. The British Government refused
refused in all
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cases to act on provincial government representations on the grounds that it should
not intervene in the affairs
affairs of
of Canada except at the request of
of the federal government
representing ail
all of
of Canada.
The fourth
fourth general
general principle
principle is that the Canadian Parliament will not request an
amendment directly atfecti11g
affecting federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships without prior consultation and agreement with the provinces. This principle did not emerge as early as
others but since 1907, and particularly since 1930, has gained increasing recognition
and acceptance. The nature and the degree of
of provincial participr.tion
participation in the amending
process, however, have not lent themselves to easy defmition
definition ".
For a brief
brief account of
of the amendments which gave rise to these principles see Annex 2
to this memorandum.
memorandum.

31. The existence of
of these four principles has been acknowledged by the Supreme
Refere11re case above referred
Court of
of Canada in the Senote
Senate Reference
referred to where it was held
particularly that under section 91 as amended Parliament did not possess the authority
of the
to make any substantial change to the composition and legislative function
function of
Canadian Senate.
32. It
Canada in
Tt is stated in the first principle that " every amendment requested by Canada
the past has been enacted".
enacted ". However there has never been a case yet where an amendment which affected
affected the legislative sovereignty of
of the provinces was sought without the
consent of
of all provinces. The practice which ha<~
has so far been followed does
docs not establish
a precedent that would apply to the case where.
where the sovereignty of the provinces would
be reduced by a proposed amendment.
amendment.

" every amendment
amendment requested
33. Furthermore if there should be a convention that "every
enacted " by the United Kingdom Parliament.
Parliament, the observance of
by Canada is enacted"
of such a
UK Parliament would, it is submitted, be necessarily conditional
convention by the UK
of the convention that " it will not
upon the observance by the Canadian Government of
request an amendment directl:r
directly affecting
affecting federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships without prior
consultation and agreement \\ith
with the provinces".
provinces ". Otherwise section 7 of
of the Statute
of Westminster vmuld
would be meaningles~
meaningless and the restrictions contained in the 1949
amendment of
of the BNA Act would be futile.
futile.
34. If
If both section 7 of
of the Statute of
of Westminster and the 1949 amendment to section 91
of the BNA Act were designed to ensure that no amendment directly affecting
affecting the
of

Provinces would be made without their consent, it necessarily follows that the Canadian
Parliament cannot constitutionally do indirectly through an Address to the Queen what
?arliament
it cannot do directly by le?islation.
legislation. Clearly constitutional law cannot attach that much
~t
importancs to form as opposed to st,bstance.
substance.
Importanc;::

T P E SOVeREIGNTY
SOVEREIGNTY OF
OF CANADA
VI. TI"E
of the United Kingdom is
35. The argument has been advanced that the Parliament of
constitutionally bound to give effect
effect to any request of
of the Canadian Parliament
Parliament because
Canada is now a sovereign country. This argument is fallacious.

of the Canadian Constitution, the United
36. In matters pertaining to the amendment of
is " for some purposes a part of
of the mechanism of
of constitutional
constitutional
Kingdom Parliament is"
amendment"'"' (G Marshal!,
Marshall, Parliamentary
Sovereignty and
and Commonwealth,
Commonwealth, 1957, page 87).
af"1endment
Parliamentary Sovereignty
of international
international law
The amendment to the Canadian Constitution raises no problem of
of the sovereignty of
of on;;!
one country vis-a-vis the other does not arise.
and the question of
When the Padiament
Parliament of
of the LDitcd
United Kingdorn
Kingdom accedes to a rec:uest
recuest of
of the Canadian
of a foreign
foreign
Parliament to amend the BNA Act it does not do so as the Parliament of
so\ereign country dealing with the affairs
affairs of
of another sovereign country; it acts in the
so'.ereign
of the Canadian constitutional machinery.
matter as an organ of
of Can2.da
Canada is divided as between the Federal Parliament
Parliament and the
37. The sovereignty of
Provincial Legislature<:;
Legislature's; the Federal Parliament cannot under the guise of
of the interl1P.tional
national sovereignty of
of Canad:t
Canada re"'trict
restrict or alter the legislative authority of
of the provinces
as defined in the BNA Acts.
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In the Labour
A.A.C.
C. 326,
Lord
Atkin
said,
at at
pages
351351
andand
352:
Labour Conventions
Conventionscase
case[1937]
[1937]
326,
Lord
Atkin
said,
pages
352:
" .. .. .. No one can doubt that this distribution (of legislative power under the
British North America Act) is one of the most essential conditions, probably the
most essential condition, in the inter-provincial compact to which the British North
America Act gives effect. If
If the position of the Lower Canada, now Quebec, alone
were considered, the existence of her separate jurisprudence as to both property
and civil rights might be said to depend upon loyal adherence to her constitutional
right to the exclusive competence of her own Legislature in these matters. Nor is it
of less importance for the other Provinces . . .
It follows from what has been said that no further legislative competence is
obtained by the Dominion from its accession to international status, and the
functions."
consequent increase in the scope of its executive functions."
38. To use the words of Mr Louis-Philippe Pigeon, a renowned constitutional expert
who was later to become a Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, " . .. . . the independence of Canada in the international context has in no way conferred on the Canadian
Parliament the right to speak in the name of the Canadian people as
as regards
regardsan
an amendment
amendment
to the Constitution." ("Le
prob/eme des
constitution
'', 1943,
Revue
du du
(" Le probleme
dcsamendments
amendmentsd la
a la
constitution
", 1943,
Revue
Barreau de la Province de Quebec 437 at page 443,
443, translation).
VII.
VII. THE ROLE OF
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM PARLIAMENT
39. What then is the proper constitutional role of the Parliament of the United
Kingdom? Its role is admittedly a limited one; constitutionally the United Kingdom
Parliament does not pass judgement on the merits of any proposed amendment to the
Canadian Constitution. On the other hand if section 7 of the Statute of
of Westminster
and the 1949 amendment to the BNA Act, read in the light of Canadian constitutional
conventions have any meaning at all they necessarily impose on the United Kingdom
the obligation not to accede to a request for amendment that is not a proper one. This
can only mean that the function of the UK Parliament is to ensure that the request for
amendment is not made in violation of Canadian constitutional law. The UK
Parliament cannot be obligated to sanction a constitutional illegality.

40. There has never been a case where the United Kingdom Parliament has been
provinces without their consent; the
requested to alter the legislative authority of the provinc<:s
refrained from making such a request. There is no
Parliament of Canada has always refrained
usage or convention which would compel the United Kingdom Parliament to accede
fundamentally alter federalto any request of the Canadian Parliament that would fundamentally
provincial relationships or reduce the legislative authority of the provinces.
41. A request for an amendment to the Canadian Constitution that would reduce
the legislative sovereignty of the provinces or otherwise alter federal-provincial relationships and is not supported by all provinces would not be a proper request because it
would clearly be unconstitutional; it should therefore be rejected by the United Kingdom
Parliament.
VIII. THE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMEJ\'TS
AMENDMENTS CURRENTLY PROPOSED
42. It is well known that the Government of Canada recently submitted to the approval
of both Houses a resolution for a joint address to Her Majesty the Queen respecting the
Constitution of Canada. This resolution if adopted would pray Her Majesty the Queen
to cause to be laid before the Parliament of the United Kingdom a measure known
as the Canada Act which upon coming into force would enact the Constitution Act
1980 set out in Schedule B to the Canada Act.

43. In brief the main effects of the Canada Act would be
(a) to terminate all legislative power of the Parliament of the United Kingdom
over Canada,
(b) to enact as laws of Canada any existing l;nited
United Kingdom Statvtes
Statutes or parts
(b)
thereof which are intended to form part of the Constitution of Canada,
thereof
(c)
(c) to enact a Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms which would be immediately binding on Parliament and each Provincial Legislature, and
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(d) to provide that any future amendment to the Constitution of Canada
Canada would be
made in Canada and in accordance with the procedure set out in the Constitution
Act 1980.
44. The Constitution Act 1980
1980 was
was not
not submitted
submitted with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the provinces
provinces
and a majority
majority of the provinces comprising a majority
majority of the Canadian population
population are
strongly opposed to its enactment.

45. The proposed Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms would apply to the
Parliament of Canada and to the legislature and Government of each province; section 25
of
of
of proposed Charter provides that " any law that is inconsistent with the provisions of
this Charter, is to the extent of such inconsistency, inoperative and of no force or effect".
effect".
The proposed Charter would therefore restrict the legislative authority presently enjoyed
enjoyed
by the provinces under the BNA Act and more particularly under sections 92 and 93.
93.
46. A great number of existing provisions in Quebec Statutes and regulations which
are now
now valid would immediately upon the enactment of the Charter automatically
automatically
become invalid or inoperative; there can be no better indication that the coming into
force of the Charter will restrict the legislative sovereignty of the provinces.

47. As to the proposed amending procedure it is sufficient
sufficient to say that it is different
different
The
from any that has ever been approved by a majority
majority of the provinces in the past. The
suggested recourse to a referendum
referendum in the discretion of the Federal Government
Government is
certainly a measure that affects
affects directly federal-provincial
federal—provincial relationships.
48. The measure that is now
now being discussed by the Parliament of Canada
Canada is much
more than the mere " patriation " of the BNA Act;
Act; it involves fundamental
fundamental changes in
the legislative sovereignty of the province and,
and, because of the suggested amending
of
procedure, in the equality of status of the two
two levels of government. It is the view of
the Government of
of Quebec that the Federal Government cannot without being in violation
of Canadian constitutional law request the Parliament of the United Kingdom to amend
the BNA
BNA Act in accordance with the measures currently being proposed.
49. It should finally be mentioned that the constitutionality
constitutionality of the threatened
threatened action
of the Federal Government is and will shortly be challenged by the Governments of
of
Newfoundland before the Courts of Appeal of these three
Quebec, Manitoba and Newfoundland
provinces; three other provinces, namely Alberta, British Columbia and Prince Edward
Island, have indicated that they would intervene in the proceedings to support
support the
scheduled to take
challenge. The hearing before the Court of Appeal of Manitoba is scheduled
place during the first week of December. The existence of this litigation and the
Government
possibility that the Canadian Courts may declare the action of the Federal Government
to be unconstitutional are factors which the Parliament to the United Kingdom may
may
wish to bear in mind in deciding whether or not to accede to the request of the Canadian
Parliament.
IX. SUBMISSION
IX.
SUBMISSION
50. The Government of Quebec respectfully
respectfully submits that this Honourable Committee
will recommend that the right and proper thing for the United Kingdom Parliament
Parliament to
Will
proof of the unanimous consent of the Canadian
do is to decline, in the absence of proof
provinces, any request that may be made for enactment of the measure that is presently
under consideration by the Canadian Parliament.
28 November
November 1980.
1980.

ANNEX I
ANNEX
AMENDING FORMULA
FORMULA
ATTEMPTS TO FIND AN AMENDING

The source which provides convenient guidance in this respect, is the 1965
1965 White
III contains a " History of Efforts
Efforts to find amending formula
formula " and it is
Paper. Chapter Ill
helpful to note the relevance of the most significant
significant episodes there described.
helpful
THE
THE DOMINIOK-PROVI~CIAL
DOMINION—PROVINCIAL COMEREC'!CE
CONFERENCE OF
OF 1927
1927 (p. 18)
18)..
. On
On this occasion, the
the then Minister of Justice, the
the Hon.
Hon. Ernest Lapointe, drew a
distinction between " ordinary"
ordinary " amendments which would require no more than majority
majority

(A).
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consent of the
vital and
the Provinces and
and ""vital
and fundamental
fundamental amendments involving such
questions as
as provincial rights, the rights of minorities, or
or rights generally affecting
affecting race,
of the
language and creed ". In respect of
of these he proposed that the unanimous consent of
Provinces should be obtained. No agreement was reached.
(B). DOMINION-PROV!NCIAL
ON
DOMINION-PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE-1935
CONFERENCE—1935 AND
AND THE
THE CoNTINUING
CONTINUING COMMITTEE ON
CoNSTITUTIONAL
CONSTITUTIONAL QuESTIONs-1936
QUESTIONS—1936 (pp. 20-22).
This Conference
Conference established a Continuing Committee on
on Constitutional
Constitutional Questions
the
which in
in 1936 recommended that a new Constitution should not
not " alter or change the
constitutional relationship existing between the Dominion of Canada and the respective
at the
the time of enactment of such Constitution ". In its
its detailed
provinces of Canada at
recommendations regarding the procedure of amendment, the
the Committee established
established a
by an
an Act
Act of the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
range of procedures stretching from adoption by
to amendments
alone (in respect of matters concerning the Federal Government only) to
affecting " entrenched clauses ", which would require the
the assent of all
all the Provinces.
affecting
of the Provinces,
The matters falling into the latter category included the legislative powers of
education and the use of the English and French languages-all
languages—all of
of them items which are
covered by
by the
the amendment
amendment contemplated
contemplated at
at the
the present
present time.
time. As
As the
the official
official paper
itself
paper itself
covered
states, the
the 1935
1935 Conference
Conference and
and the
the 1936
1936 Committee
Committee "" are
are of
of particular
particular historical
historical
states,
importance "" because,
inter alia:alia:—
importance
because, i1ttcr

" They established the concept of
of '' entrenchment
entrenchment'' in
in respect of
of matters directly
directly
affecting
the
the fundamental
fundamental historical and
and constituent relationships between the
affecting the
federal government and the provinces, and in respect of the rights of minorities and
to be
the use of the English and French languages. Such matters were considered to
be
to Canadian federation and Canadian unity " (p. 23).
essential to
(c) CoNSTITUTIONAL
CONSTITUTIONAL CoNFERENCE
CONFERENCE 1950 (pp. 23-26)
No agreement was reached on
on an
an amending formula but here again it was recognized
that amendments concerning fundamental
fundamental rights as, for example, education and language,
required the consent of
of all the Provinces (pp. 24-25).
CONSTITUTIONAL CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE OF 1960-61 (pp. 26--29)
26-29)
(D) CONSTITUTIONAL
Once more the principle of provincial unanimity was recognized in
in respect of fundafundamental issues. As stated in the 1965 White Paper:
Paper:
" No law
law relating to
to the
the legislative powers of
of the
the provinces, to
to the
the rights or
or secured by the Constitution of Canada to the legislature or
or the
privileges granted or
to the assets or
or property of a pro\·ince,
province, to
to the use of the
government of a province, to
or French language, to
to the
the minimum.
minimum representation
representation or
or ' ' Senatorial
Senatorial floor
floor''
English or
of a province in
in the
the House
House of
of Commons
Commons (section
(section 51A),
51 A), or
orto
tothe
the amendment
amendment proceproceof
to go into effect
effect unless it was concurred in
in by the legislatures of all
dure itself, was to
the provinces"
provinces " (p.
(p. 28).
28).
formula public
When the Minister of Justice made the text of the proposed amending formula
he said:
. . . It is
is the responsibility now of each provincial government to
to consider and
" ...
Conference to be acceptable
decide whether or not it finds the formula reported by the Copference
the purposes of enactment as
as an
an amendment to
to the
the British North
North America
for the
p . 29).
Act " ((p.
an essential
That the Minister and the Government were then of the view that this was an
precondition to the making of a request for
for United Kingdom le!'islation
legislation is shown by the
sentences next quoted in the official
official paper:
be for
for the government of
of Canada to
to present the formula
formula
" The final step would be
to Parliament in
to Hei*
Her
in a resolution asking for
for adoption of the necessary address to
Majesty
M a j e s t y...
. . . This would be the final amendment to the Act to be made in the United
Kingdom, as by
Canada '*
''
bv it all future power of
of amendment v:ould
would be transferred
transferred to Canada
(p. 29).
of what convention and practice
The comment hardly needs making that this assessment of
required in 1961 is fully in accordance with the precedent<;
precedents ar-1"!
and there has been.
been no develop·
developto support any suggestion that the
the practice has
has altered to
to an
exteiit
ment since then to
an extent
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sufficient
sufficient to warrant the current assertion by the Federal Government that it may without
provincial concurrence ask the United Kingdom to enact any (and every) constitutional
constitutional
amendment.
(E)

FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL
ATTORNEYS-GENERALFEDERAL-PROVINCIAL CONFERENCES
CONFERENCES AND CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE OF ATTORNEYS-GENERAL—

1964 (pp. 29-31)
At the Conference, there was unanimous agreement on an amending formula.
formula.
Subsequently, Quebec raised some objections and the Federal Government did not proceed
further. Speaking in the House of
of Commons on 20 January 1966 the Prime Minister,
Mr Pearson said:
" My right hon. friend also referred to the fact that we said vecy
very little in the Speech
Speech
from the Throne about constitutional amendment, and that we seemed to have
dropped the Fulton-Favreau
Fulton-Favreau formula. We have not dropped it, Mr
Mr Speaker.
of all the
We shall do our best to put it into effect
effect if and when we get the agreement of
provinces; but without that agreement it cannot be done."
And on 28 January 1966, the following exchange took place:
"Mr
" Mr Douglas: May I take it from the Prime Minister's remarks that the governgovernment has no intention of
of proceeding with the Fulton-Favreau formula unless there
is unanimous concurrence by all the provinces?
provinces ?
Mr Pearson: I think that would go without saying. Otherwise we would have
of Commons for consideration
consideration in the last
brought this formula before the House of
session."
VICTORIA CoNFERENCE
CONFERENCE 1971
1971
THE VIcTORIA
At that Conference, agreement on an amending formula was reached between the
Prime Minister of
of Canada and nine of
of the ten Premiers, the Premier of
of Quebec reserving
his decision. Shortly after
after this Conference, Quebec decided that it could not agree to the
proposal. The Federal Government did not proceed further.
further.
(F)

ANNEX II
ANNEX

THE PRACTICE FOLLOWED IN RESPECT OF AMENDMENTS TO THE
BRITISH NORTH
NORTH AMERICA
AMERICA ACTS
The procedures followed in relation to the 14 principal amendments to the British
North America Act have been reviewed in the 1965 White Paper at pages 10-16. (Some
Commonwealth
of these pages have been reproduced as Annex I to the Foreign and Commonwealth
Memorandum of
of 4 November 1980.) It is unnecessary to repeat that summary
Office Memorandum
of the Government of
of Quebec, the following elements may be
here, but, in the opinion of
extracted from it:
(a) Only in respect of
of eight amendments were the Provinces not consulted.
(b) None of
of these eight amendments touched the government or the exclusive
legislative rights of
of the individual Provinces:
(1) The 1871 amendment, in empowering the Canadian Parliament to establish
infringement of
of the position of
of existing
new provinces, did not involve an infringement
of the power to alter the boundaries of
of any
Provinces, while the exercise of
of the legislature
Province was expressly made conditional upon the consent of
of
of the affected
affected Province;
(2) The 1875 Amendment related only to the privileges, immunities and powers
of each of
of the Houses of
of the Canadian Parliament;
Parliament;
of
(3) The 1886 Amendment related to the representation in the Canadian
Parliament of
of any territories not included in a Province;
redefined the territorial divisions of
of the Senate;
(4) The 1915 Amendment redefined
of seats in the Federal
(5) The 1943 Amendment postponed the redistribution of
House of
of Commons until after
after the cessation of
of hostilities.
of Commons on the right of
of the Canadian
In insisting in the Canadian House of
of the
Government to propose the amendment without the concurrence of
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Provinces, the Minister of
of Justice, Mr St-Laurent, sharply distinguished
distinguished the
Of the
measure in hand from one which would require provincial consent. Of
latter, he said:
" II would readily concede ...
. . . that if there were to be any suggested
suggested
amendment to change the allocation of
of legislative or administrative
administrative
jurisdiction as between the provinces, on the one hand, and the federal
jurisdiction
parliament, on the other, it could not properly be done without the
consent of
of the organism that was set up by the constitution
constitution to have
powers that would assumedly be taken from that organism. " (Canada
House of
House
of Commons
Commons Debates, 1943, pp. 4365-6.)
(6) The 1946 Amendment dealt with the readjustment
readjustment of
of representation
representation in the
federal House of
of Commons; when the question was raised as to why the
of Justice,
agreement of
of the Provinces had not been obtained, the Minister of
Mr St-Laurent, explained that, as the subject was one assigned in express
terms to the Federal Parliament by section 51
51 of
of the 1867 Act, it was open
to the Federal Parliament to act without submitting to " the superintenHouse of
dence of
of any provincial legislature". (Canada, House
of Commons
Commons
Debates, 1946, pp. 1936-7.)
Debates,
(7) The first 1949 Amendment confirmed
confirmed the Terms of
of Union between Canada
and Newfoundland;
Newfoundland;
of Canada authority to
(8) The second 1949 Amendment gave the Parliament of
of Canada, but subject to exceptions designed to
amend the Constitution of
of the Provinces. (See British
protect the entrenched powers and rights of
significance of
North America Act (as amended), section 91(1).) The significance
of this
confirming the need in other circumstances to secure provincial
episode as confirming
Gerin-Lajoie as follows:
follows:
consent is described by Dr Gerin-Lajoie
situation...
under
... under
" Attention should be drawn in this respect to the situation
of Parliament in Canada are precluded
precluded from
from
which the federal Houses of
the British Parliament from enacting, any amendment
requesting, and the
affecting rights or privileges of
of the provincial legislatures or governaffecting
ments without the Iatters'
latters' agreement. The Act of
of 1949 (No. 2) has
not altered this situation. On the contrary, if
if the Act is seen in the
of the debate which preceded the adoption of
of the address to the
light of
of Parliament, and in the light of
of the situaKing by the federal Houses of
tion which will be described in Chapter V, the specific exclusion
exclusion of
of
provincial rights
rights and
and privileges
privileges from
from the
the new
new sweeping
sweeping powers
powers of
the
provincial
of the
federal Parliament
Parliament constitutes
constitutes an
an admission
admission by
by the
the federal
federal Parliament
Parliament
federal
itself of
of its
its incompetence
incompetence to
to deal
deal with
with such
such matters.
matters. This
This exclusion,
exclusion, of
of
itself
course, does
does not
not have
have the
the effect
effect of
of positively
positively entrenching
entrenching provincial
provincial
course,
rights or
or privileges.
privileges. But,
But, without
without giving
giving such
such aa legal
legal sanction
sanction to
what
rights
to what
appears to
to be
be an
an established
established constitutional
constitutional position,
position, it
it constitutes
constitutes aa
appears
further confirmation
confirmation of
of this
this position
position in
in fact.
fact."" (Constitutional
(Constitutional
further
Amendment
in Canada,
Canada, pp.
pp. xxxii-xxxiii).
xxxii-xxxiii).
Amendment in
of Canada in the Senate
Senate Reference
has
Reference case haS
More recently, the Supreme Court of
of the second 1949 Amendment in terms which explain why
described the role of
provincial consent was not necessary.
" The apparent intention of the 1949
1949 amendment to the Act which
enactment of
of a
enacted section 91(1) was to obviate the necessity for the enactment
of the British Parliament to effect
effect amendments to the Act which
statute of
theretofore had been obtained through a joint resolution of
of both Houses of
of
theretofore
enacted since 1949
Parliament and without provincial consent. Legislation enacted
pursuant to section 91(1) has not, to quote the White Paper, [Favreau
Report] 'affected
' affected federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships' .. .. .. measures [subsequently enacted] dealt with what might be described as federal ' housekeeping'' matters which, according to the practice existing before
before 1949,
keeping
referred to the British Parliament by way of
of a joint
joint resowould have been referred
of both Houses of
of Parliament and without the consent of
of the
the prolution of
vinces. The
The last
last two
two of
of these
these statutes
statutes were
were within
within the
the power
power of
of the
ParliaYinces.
the Parliament of
of Canada
Canada to
to enact
enact by
by virtue
virtue of
of section
section 11 of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America
ment
Act, 1886.
1886. Like
Like the
the others
others they
they did
did not
not in
in any
any substantial
substantial way
affect
way affect
Act,
federal-provincial relationships.
relationships. "" ([1980]
([1980] 11 S.C.R.
S.C.R. 54,
54, at
at pp.
pp. 64-65.)
64-65.)
federal-provincial
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(c) Of the remaining six amendments, in respect of which the Provinces were
of the
consulted, only two were completed without the unanimous consent of
Provinces.
(9) The 1907 Amendment established a new scale of financial subsidies to
to the
Provinces in lieu of those set out in the 1867 Act. Eight of the nine
Provinces agreed to the proposal. On this amendment Dr Gerin-Lajoie
Gerin-Lajoie
makes the following comment:
"" It
It should also
also be
be noted that the amendment did not deprive the
provinces of any of their rights.
rights. On the contrary it assigned them
federal subsidies much higher than those provided for in 1867. The
opposition from one province was motivated only by a claim for still
' better terms
terms'.'. In such circumstances, had the British Parliament
passed the bill in spite of British Columbia"s
Columbia's complete oppositionopposition—
and there is no conclusive evidence that the bill in its final form was
still opposed by Premier McBride-this
McBride—this could not be interpreted as a
rejection of the doctrine of unanimous consent for amendments
depriving the provinces of one of their rights.
rights. " (op
(op cit,
cit,p.p. 83.)
83.)
(10) The 1930 Amendment contained the natural resources agreements between
the Federal Government and the Governments of Manitoba, British
Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan. The four Provinces directly
affected all agreed to the amendment. As to the position of
of the other
affected
behalf of the Federal GovernProvinces, Senator Danduand explained on behalf
ment that consent in principle had been given by all the Provinces at a
conference of federal and provincial governments in 1927 and that, in any
case, the amendment-relating
amendment—relating as it did only to
to the
the constitutional
constitutional documents
documents
providing for the entry of the Western Provinces into the ConfederationConfederationdid not affect the general basis of the Confederation
Confederation as determined by the
Act of 1867 or any of its amendments. (See Gerin-Lajoie, op
op cit,
cit, p. 92.)

(d) There remain four amendments which were only adopted after all the Provinces
(d)
had been consulted and had agreed. In each of these instances the amendment
touched matters which fell within the sphere of provincial competence as
established in the basic division of legislative power in 1867:

(11) The 1940 Amendment transferred the power to legislate in respect of
of
unemployment insurance from the Provinces to the Federal Government;
(12) The 1951
1951 Amendment gave the Federal Parliament concurrent jurisdiction
with the Provinces to legislate on Old Age Pensions;
(13) The 1960 Amendment related to the tenure of judges, including those of
of
provincial courts;
(14) The 1964 Amendment
Amendment amended
amended the
the 1951
1951Amendment
Amendmentininrelation
relationto
tobenefits
benefits
supplementary to Old Age Pensions.
Pensions.
(e)
(e) Thus it can be seen that in every case touching upon the legislative powers of the

Provinces, it was thought necessary to secure the consent of the Provinces.
Of the two such Amendments to be pursued without unanimous consent one
affected
affected only four Provinces and all of these consented (No. 10 above). In the
other case (No. 9 above) the subject matter, though affecting
financial
affecting the financial
position of the Provinces, did not touch basic legislative rights of the Provinces.
Moreover, even in that case, the consent of eight out of the nine Provinces was
obtained.
(f)
of powers
(/) Not one of the amendments touched the constitutional distribution of
fundamental and
between the Federal Government and the Provinces in so fundamental
overwhelming a manner as does the amendment contemplated in the proposed
carefully skirted
Joint Address. The second 1949 Amendment (No. 8 above) carefully
the rights of the Provinces, and its application has
lias been no less carefully
carefully con21 December 1979 of the Supreme
trolled by the Courts. (See the decision of 21
Court of Canada, in the Senate
Senate Reference
Referencecase.)
case.)
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APPENDIX 3
/80-81/FM)
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA ACTS (27
(27/80-81/FM)
Memorandum by the Govermnent
Government of Prince Edward Island, Canada

The Government of the Province of Prince Edward Island, Canada, is appreciative of
of
the invitation from the House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee to make its views
known on the United Kingdom's "legal
" legal and constitutional responsibilities"
responsibilities " regarding
the British North America Acts.
Should it be that this submission to your Committee is in imperfect form, or otherwise
defective, it is hoped that you will receive it nonetheless. Any imperfections arise solely
from our inexperience with your procedure and not from any intention to slight the
Committee.
In making this submission, Prince Edward Island is mindful that your Committee
will not concern itself with any political considerations which continue to surround
the constitutional review exercise in Canada. It is submitted that the United Kingdom's
role as trustee
trusteeof
ofthe
theBritish
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaActs
Actsmust
mustbe
beas
asunpleasant
unpleasant for
for your
your country
country
as it is unpleasant for Prince Edward Island to oppose, in the forum of your Committee,
a probable course of action by the Government of Canada.
Canada.
The comments which follow are in no sense a legal factum on the subject matter before
your Committee. Legal opinion will doubtless be available to you from diverse sources,
including submissions from certain of our sister Provinces. While associating ourselves
with the more formal arguments of the Provinces of Quebec, British Columbia, Alberta
and Newfoundland, it is Prince Edward Island's wish to leave one main impression with
you.
It is in the context of the United Kingdom being a trustee
trusteeof
ofthe
theBritish
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
America
Acts that Prince Edward Island contends that the Government of Canada will breach a
of
well-established constitutional convention and ethic if it despatches a Joint Address of
the Canadian Senate and Commons which does not have the specific or tacit support of
of
all Canadian Provinces.

Prince Edward Island submits that all previous submissions requesting amendments to
insignificant exceptions, come to the
the British North America Act, 1867, have, with insignificant
United Kingdom Parliament with Provincial support.
Of greater significance is the process, in Canada, which led to the enactment of the
of that
Statute of Westminster. Realising the significance of what became section 7 of
statute, the Canadian Prime Minister of the day assured that Provincial support for the
proposal was not only understood but was specifically included in the Joint Address to
the United Kingdom. Such was the background for the Canadian response to the most
significant alteration in the constitutional framework of the self-governing Dominions.
It was both a commendable and sensible procedure which we feel is as valid today as it
It
was in
in 1931.
1931.
was
Having stated, in general terms, the process which Prince Edward Island feels should
precede any Joint Address from Canada, some comment on the nature of the Canadian
Federal union is required.
Prince Edward Island rejects any suggestion of an " equality " between our federal and
of
provincial governments. The federal government is the paramount of the two levels of
Government of Canada and, to a large extent, the embodiment of the nation, particularly
of
beyond the boundaries of Canada. This paramountcy was intended by our Fathers of
Confederation and made manifest in various powers assigned to the federal government,
Confederation
either specifically or by residue, in the British North America Act, 1867.
But despite the general paramountcy of the federal government, it must not be overwere also assigned to the
looked that sovereign powers in specific areas of jurisdiction w-ere
provinces. And they are, indeed, " sovereign " powers, undiminished by any power of
of
the federal government to over-ride their exercise. Provincial powers are enumerated
in section 92 of the British North America Act, 1867, and their specific nature will be
well known to your Committee.
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Prince Edward Island's concern for the process of
of constitutional amendment
amendment would
be much reduced if it was our opinion that the proposals of
of our federal government
government were
likely to be confined
confined solely to areas of
of federal jurisdiction. But constitutional
constitutional proposals
which involve language and education rights and a national amending formula
formula are
obvious intrusions into areas of
of provincial jurisdiction.
Reverting to the concept of
of trusteeship suggested in an earlier paragraph, it is submitted
ir»itted that the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom should note that the Joint Address
which the Government of
of Canada now proposes be sent to Westminster is not, in any
sense, an amendment to the British North America Act. Rather, it would terminate the
United Kingdom's involvement in Canada's constitutional instruments.
While Prince Edward Island supports-and
supports—and has encouraged-the
encouraged—the widespread
widespread desire
in our country for a ''" Canadian " constitution, its establishment must be preceded by a
~ignificant
of their
significant measure of
of agr"ement
agreement between the two levels of
of government in the areas of
responsibilities. Unilateral action by our federal government which lacks this significant
significant
measure of
of provincial support will, we suggest, impose an tmconscionable
unconscionable strain on the
trusteeship of
of the United Kingdom.
As members of
of the Committee will be aware, numerous of
of the Canadian
Canadian Provinces
have urged that the present proposals of
of the Government of
of Canada be referred
referred to the
Supreme Court of
of Canada for its opinion as to the legality of
of including matters such as
the Charter of
of Rights in the proposed Joint Address without provincial support. At an
of the Provinces, to determine if
earlier time, this process was followed, at the urging of
if the
of the Senate. The decision
federal government could alter, unilaterally, the constitution of
[Reference re Legislative
Legislative Authority
Authority of
Parliament to Alter
Alter or Replace
of Parliament
Replace the Senate
Senate (1979),
of course, an emphatic "no
" no •·.
". In its judgment
102 D.L.R. (3) 1 (S.C.C.)] was, of
judgment on the
of Canada took particular note of
of an earlier pubSenate Reference, the Supreme Court of
of the Government of
of Canada entitled The Amendment
lication (White Paper) of
Amendment of
of the
of Canada [Ottawa, Department
Department of
of Justice, 1965] which enumerated
enumerated four
Constitution of
general principles respecting amendments. The Court included the four general prinof which was:
ciples in its judgment, the fourth of
affecting
" .. .. . . the Canadian Parliament will not request an amendment directly affecting
federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships without prior consultation and agreement
agreement with the
provinces. This principle did not emerge as early as others but since 1907, and
particularly since 1930, has gained increasing recognition and acceptance."
Lacking a reference to our Supreme Court, six Canadian Provinces (Quebec, Manitoba,
Newfoundland, British Columbia, Alberta, and Prince Edward Island) have either comNewfoundland,
with references to the Superior Courts of
of Manitoba,
menced or associated themselves \vith
Newfoundland and Quebec. Argument in the Manitoba references has now commenced
~cwfoundland
and will commence in the remaining two courts early in 1981.
our opinion as to the desirable course of
of action for the United Kingdom to
If asked ovr
" constitution ", Prince Edward Island would suggest,
follow as regards the Canadian "constitution",
unhesitatingly, that some means be found to "patriate"
" patriate " the British North
North America
of those Acts
Acts in their present form with the proviso that subsequent alteration of
of the federal and provincial governments. Such a
would require the unanimous consent of
of its constitutional instruments and
procedure would result in full Canadian control of
of constitutional matters in Canada.
the attendant responsibility for resolution of
In conclusion, Prince Edvvard
Edward Island thanks the Foreign Affairs
Affairs Committee for this
Respectfully, we
opportunity to present its views on the British North America Acts. Respectfully,
submit that the United Kingdom's role is much more than simply responding to a request
of Canada. Provincial concurrence, given the nature of
of our
from the Government of
of established convention, must be an integral component
component of
federal state and of
of the constitutional process.
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MEMORANDUM

BY THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF ALBERTA (28/80-81/FM)
(28/80-8I/FM)

of Alberta appreciates the opportunity afforded
afforded to it to make a
The Government of
of ConL.llons
Commons Select Committee on Foreign Affairs
Affairs respecting
submission to the House of
3ie_ process of amending the British Sortlz
North America
America Act.
Act. \Ve
We regret the circumstances
circumstances
~he
which have compelled us to express our opinions to this Committee on an essentially
\vhich
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Canadian matter. The Government of Alberta does not support the unilateral action
taken by the Government of Canada and is currently challenging before the Courts the
right of the Canadian Government to take this action.
The importance which the Legislative Assembly of Alberta attaches to the issues raised
by
by recent initiatives originating in Ottawa, led to the approval (by a vote of seventy to one)
ofthefollowing
of the following Resolution on 24
24 November 1980:
BE
BE IT RESOLVED

THAT the Legislative Assembly of Alberta support patriation of the British
British North
North
America
America Act with appropriate safeguards for the protection of provincial rights,
proprietary interests and jurisdiction;
AND THAT there be no amendments diminishing provincial rights, proprietary
interests and jurisdiction without the consent of the provinces affected;
affected;
AND THAT the Legislative Assembly express its opposition to the unilateral action
proposed by the Government of Canada;
AND THAT the Legislative Assembly urge that federal-provincial constitutional
discussions be
be resumed as soon as possible in order to ensure that the federal government and all
all provincial governments may participate fully and equally in
in recommending constitutional changes which will decide the future of Canada.
lt
It is clear from the wording of the Resolution that the Alberta Legislature is in favour
of patriating the British
British North
North America
America Act. Indeed, no government in Canada wishes
the Canadian Constitution to remain permanently domiciled in the United Kingdom.
The sole condition which Alberta has placed on the act of patriation is that there be
included appropriate safeguards for existing provincial rights and responsibilities, a
measure which would reflect and preserve the federal nature of Confederation.
Confederation.

Why then is the Government of Alberta opposed to the proposed unilateral action
government ? It is because the proposed federal action violates a number
by the federal government?
of* important principles of federalism and recognized conventions of the Canadian
of
Constitution. No one would question Canada's status as an independent nation. The
1931 attest to Canada's
Balfour Declaration of 1926 and the Statute of Westminster 1931
equal status as a member of the world community of nations. It is equally true, however,
that Canada voluntarily determined that the British
British North
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct
Actwas
wastotobebeexempted
exempted
Westminster.
from the provisions of the Statute of
of Westminster.
By virtue of section 7 of the Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster,the
theUnited
UnitedKingdom
KingdomParliament
Parliament
remains responsible for the amendment of certain aspects of the Canadian Constitution.
When considering the role of the United Kingdom Parliament in the amendment of the
Canadian Constitution, one must understand how section 7 came to be incorporated
within the Statute.
Statute. It is equally important to review the consitutional principles reflected
in this section.
Early in the discussion between the Dominions and the United Kingdom which led
to the Statute of Westminster, it became apparent to the provinces of Canada that the
profound impact on the nature of the federal system and the
proposal could have a profound
North
British North
constitutional rights and privileges of the provinces established under the British
America
Act. The
Theprovinces
provincesexpressed
expressedconcern
concernover
overany
anyproposal
proposalwhich
whichmight
might allow
allowthe
the
America Act.
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct.
Act. InInthe
thewords
words
British North
Parliament of Canada to amend unilaterally the British
of the eminent authority on federalism, Sir Kenneth Wheare:
The most important safeguard which the provinces of Canada had before 1931
British North
that their powers under the British
North America
America Act would not be altered in
opposition to what they considered their rights and interests, was that the Act was
alterable by the United Kingdom Parliament alone, and that although the United
\vith the
Kingdom Parliament was bound by convention not to alter the Act except with
request and consent of the Dominion Government and (usually) Parliament, it was
not bound by convention to alter the
Act if and when the Dominion Government
x
and Parliament
Parliament requested
requested it
it to
to do
do so.
and
so.1
1"TC
K. C. Wheare, Tlze
andaid
Dominion
Status
(Oxford:
Oxford
University
The Statute
Statuteof
ofWestminster
Westminster
Dominion
Status
(Oxford:
Oxford
University
1953), p.
p. 180.
Press, 1953),
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The provisions of
of section 7 were drafted
drafted and unanimously agreed to at a federalprovincial conference
conference in 1931 and subsequently included in the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster
at the request o1
oi Canada. The importance of
of tlus
this section to the preservation of
of the federal
system was recognized by the then Prime Minister, the Rt. Hon. R B Bennett, in his
remarks to the Canadian House of
of Commons on 30 June 1931.
1931. (See Appendix A for
his comments.) [Not reported: see pp 228-38].
It is evident that it was by the request and with the consent of
of both the Canadian
Parliament and provinces that the United Kingdom Parliament remained and continues
of the British
British North
North America
America Act
Act in order
order to
to remain responsible for the amendment of
of both orders of
of government-federal
government—federal and provincial. The
protect the sovereignty of
important distinction between the federal and provincial governments is recognized in
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster, wherein the Colonial Laws
section 7 of the Statute
Laws Validity Act
Act was reof government. The objective at that time was to
pealed separately for each order of
of Canada. Clearly, in keeping with the indispensable
preserve the federal character of
requirements of
of a federal state, it was considered necessary to place the amendment
amendment of
of the
British
beyond the
the competence
competence of
of either
either the
the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
Parliament or
or
British North
North America
America Act
Act beyond
the provinces.
provinces.
the
of constituWhat is the current role of
of the United Kingdom Parliament in the process of
tional amendment ? Before one can answer the question, it is important to identify
identify three
broad categories of
of constitutional amendments.
(1) Section 92 of
British North
North America
America Act
Act gives exclusive legislative powers to
of the British
the provinces. Section 92(1) provides each province with the exclusive power to
amend its constitution, with the exception of
of the Office of
of Lieutenant-Governor.
Lieutenant-Governor.
(2) The 1949 amendment to section 91
British North
North America
Arnerica Act
Act (s. 91(1))
91 of
of the British
of Canada to make certain amendments to the
authorized the Parliament of
would be those which affect
affect
" Constitution of Canada ". Such amendments "'ould
or relate to the structure and function
function of
of Canada's central institutions, such as
of Commons. Prior to 1949, these amendments were
representation in the House of
made only by the United Kingdom Parliament. This power of
of amendment
amendment is
restricted to " matters of
of interest only to the federal government ·",', a limitation
Rej',Jrence case.
confirmed
confirmed by the Supreme Court of
of Canada in the 1979 Senate
Seriate Reference
In other words, section 91(1) at the federal level parallels section 92(1) at the
provincial level with respect to constitutional amendments.
(3) Section 91(1) of
of the British
of
British North
North America
America Act
Act excludes certain classes of
North
amendments. These exceptions include amendments to the British
British North
America
affecting federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships and the legislative powers,
America Act
Act affecting
of the provinces. No single legislative body or
rights and proprietary interests of
combination of legislative bodies in Canada has or have the legislative capacity
to amend the British
affecting federal-provincial
federal-provincial
British North
North America
America Act
Act in cases affecting
relationships and the legislative powers, rights and proprietary interests of
of the
provinces.
of the United Kingdom
These amendments require legislative action on the part ofthe
area lie at the very heart of
of our federal system.
Parliament. Changes in this urea
of past amendments are: the 1940 amendment with respect to unExamples of
employment insurance; the 1951 amendment with respect to old age pensions;
of Supreme Court
the 1960 amendment with respect to the retirement age of
judges; and the 1964 amendment with respect to supplementary
supplementary benefits
benefits to old
age pensions.
Important constitutional conventions have evolved in Canada to govern those amendments requiring legislative action by the United Kingdom Parliament. The principles
governing these types of
of constitutional amendments are as follows:
follows:
. . . is that
The first
first general
generalprinciple
principle ...
that although
although an enactment
enactment by the United
U nitcd Kingdom
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, such action is taken only upon
is necessary to amend the British
Canada.....
. ..
formal request from Canada
The second
general principle
principle is that the sanction of
second general
of Parliament is required for a
British Nonh
request to the British Parliament for an amendment to the British
North America
America
Act.
...
Act....
third general
Constitution will
The third
general principle
principle is that no amendment to Canada's Constitution
wiii be
of a Canadian province
p r o v i n c....
e....
made by the British Parliament merely upon the request 0f
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The fourth
fourth general
general principle
principle is that the Canadian Parliament will not request an
amendment directly affecting
affecting federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships without prior consultation and agreement with the provinces
provinces.....
. . .22
These important conventions have evolved because Canada is a federation. The
British North
North America
America Act
Act outlines the division of
British
of responsibilities between two distinct
government—federal and provincial. The conventions ensure that neither
orders of government-federal
of government can change unilaterally-and
unilaterally—and by implication have the United
order of
change—the constitutional status of
of the other. If
If these conKingdom Parliament change-the
of Canada's federal system of
of government
government would
ventions are ignored, the very nature of
be destroyed.
The Government of
of Alberta is convinced that the constitutional conventions respecting
British North
North America
America Act
Act affecting
amendments to the British
affecting federal-provincial relationships and
of an
provincial rights, interests and responsibilities also apply to the entrenchment
entrenchment of
amending formula. In a federal system such as Canada's there is no subject
subject which can
have as profound
profound an effect
effect on federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships as an amending formula,
formula,
which sets out how that relationship may be altered in the future. A considerable body
of
of legal opinion in Canada considers provincial consent to be a prerequisite to the
constitutional entrenchment of
of an amending formula. For example, Professor
Professor William
Lederman of
of Queen's University, a distinguished constitutional lawyer, has recently
expressed the opinion that:
" the federal government and Parliament cannot proceed unilaterally to accomplish
accomplish
patriation by means of
of a new, domestic amending formula obtained from
from the British
Parliament by one last request to London. My opinion is that it would be unconstitutional for them to attempt to do so, and by ' unconstitutional
unconstitutional'' I mean contrary
to our present constitutional law ".33
According to Paul Gerin-Lajoie, an eminent authority on Canada's Constitution,
the adoption of
of a general amending formula without the consent of
of all the provinces
would " constitute the most sweeping infringement
infringement of
of provincial sovereignty ".4• In
short, an attempt by the Canadian Parliament to unilaterally entrench an amending
formula in the Constitution would represent a significant
significant departure from
from Canada's
constitutional history and would violate the spirit and intent of
of Confederation
Confederation as well as
our constitutional law.
In Liquidators
Liquidators of
Maritime Bank
Bank of
Receiver-General of
New Brunswick
of the Maritime
of Canada v Receiver-General
of New
(1892), Lord Watson made the following observations:
America Act
Act was neither to weld the provinces
" The object of the British North America
into one, nor to subordinate provincial governments to a central authority, but to
entrusted with
create a federal government in which they should all be represented, entrusted
of affairs
affairs in which they had a common interest, each
the exclusive administration of
province retaining its independence and autonomy. That object was accomplished
by distributing, between the Dominion and the provinces, all powers executive and
legislative, and all public property and revenue which had previously belonged to the
of these
provinces; so that the Dominion Government should be vested with such of
performance of
of its
powers, property, and revenue as were necessary for the due performance
constitutional functions
functions and
and that
that the
the remainder
remainder should
should be
be retained
retained by
by the
the provinces
provinces
constitutional
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of provincial
provincial government.
government. But,
But, in
in so
so far
far as
as regards
regards those
those matters
matters
for
which, by
by section
section 92,
92, are
are specially
specially reserved
reserved for
for provincial
provincial legislation,
legislation, the
the legislature
legislature
which,
of each
each province
province continues
continues to
to be
be free
free from
from the
the control
control of
of the
the Dominion,
Dominion, and
as
of
and as
5
supreme as
as it
it was
was before
before the
the passing
passing of
of the
the Act.
Act."
"5
supreme
Statute of
Westminster did not alter the Judicial Committee of
The Statute
of Westminster
of the Privy Council's
of sovereignty in Canada. In the words of
of Lord Atkin in the
sensitivity to the division of
Labour
of 1937:
Labour Conventions case of
2sThese principles were recognized in a federal White Paper entitled The
The Amendment
Amendment of
of tlze
the I
Constitution of
of Canada
Canadapublished
publishedinin1965
1965under
underthe
theauthority
authorityofofthe
theHon
HonGuy
GuyFavreau,
Favreau,the
the (
Constitution
Minister of Justice for Canada.
33William Lederman, "Simple Patriation of Constitution: There is a Way", Toronto
Toronto Star,
Star,
4 August 1980.
*Paul Gerin-Lajoie, Constitutional
Constitutional Amendment
Amendment inin Canada
Canada(Toronto:
(Toronto: University
University of
of Toronto
Toronto \
~Paul
Press, 1950), p. 163.
6
5[1892]
A.C. 437 at pp.
pp. 441-442.
[1892] A.C.
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" For the purposes of sections 91
91 and 92,
92, i.e., the distribution of legislative powers
powers
between the Dominion and the Provinces, there is no such thing as treaty legislation
as such. The distribution is based on classes of
of subjects; and as a treaty deals with a
particular class of
of subjects so will the legislative power of
of performing
performing it be ascertained.
No one
one can
can doubt
doubt that
that this
this distribution
distribution isis one
one of
ofthe
the most
most essential
essential conditions,
conditions, probably
probably
No
the most
most essential condition, in the inter-provincial compact
compact to which the British
British
North America
America Act
Act gives effect.
North
effect.

f

**

*

*

*

* * ** *

" While the ship of state now sails on larger ventures and into foreign waters she
she
still retains the watertight compartments which are an essential part of
of her original
6
structure"
structure " (empasis added).•
added).
Section 91
91(1)
(1) of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, the
the section
section which
which authorises
authorises the
the Canadian
Canadian
Parliament to amend certain aspects of
of that Act, was purposely restricted so that the
Canadian Parliament action alone could not touch the exclusive legislative powers of
of the
provinces under section 92, or the proprietary interests and rights accorded the provinces
under other sections of
of that Act. It is our belief
belief that it is also unconstitutional
unconstitutional for the
Canadian Parliament to request the United Kingdom Parliament to pass such substantive
substantive
amendments, without the agreement of
of the provinces. In short, it is unconstitutional
unconstitutional
for the Canadian Parliament to do indirectly, through the United Kingdom Parliament,
what it cannot do directly. It is for this reason that Alberta has joined with the provinces
of Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, Manitoba and British Columbia
Columbia to
challenge the constitutionality
constitutionality of
of the federal initiatives introduced in the Canadian
Canadian House
of Commons on 6 October. The first of
of the three hearings will be in the Manitoba
Court of
of Appeal on 4 and 5 December. The basis of
of our legal argument is that the
of the Canadian Government. It
It follows,
Joint Address is unconstitutional on the part of
therefore, that the United Kingdom Parliament is being asked to give sanction to constitutional provisions which are unconstitutional.
The Alberta Government does not question the Canadian Parliament's role in requesting
that constitutional amendments be made by the United Kingdom Parliament. However,
as was clearly pointed out by Gerin-Lajoie, there is a duty attached to the United Kingdom
Parliament's responsibility to amend the British
Act.
British North
North America
America Act.
" Since the Declaration of 1926,
1926, public men both in Britain and in Canada always
always
readily recognized that it was the duty of
of the United Kingdom Parliament
Parliament to enact
any constitutional amendment properly
properly requested
requested by Canada. A point which was
less emphasized and which was never precisely defined
defined is the responsibility
responsibility attached
to this duty-the
duty—the responsibility to ensure, before acting upon any request of
of amendment, that such a request is proper. Indeed, if
if the " equal status " of
of Canada
Canada and
the United Kingdom means anything, the British
British Parliament
Parliament ought to entertain
entertain only
requests from
from the Canadian community
community which are expressed
expressed through constitutional
constitutional
means"
means " (emphasis added). 77
The United Kingdom Parliament must reconcile two conflicting
conflicting notions. On the one
of the 1926 Declaration, is recognized as having " equal status ""
hand Canada, as a result of
constitutional
with the United Kingdom and, therefore, having the right to secure any constitutional
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster, the United
amendment it desires. On the other hand, by the Statute
Kingdom Parliament remains as the only legislative body capable of
of amending certain
British North
North America
America Act.
Act. Therefore, before assenting to
fundamental
fundamental aspects of
of the British
any request for amendment, the United Kingdom Parliament must consider the con~titutional
stitutional propriety of
of such a request. To this extent, the United Kingdom Parliament
Is
of the
is a trustee not only for the Parliament of
of Canada but also for the legislatures of
provinces. As Sir Kenneth Wheare stated:
stated:

" ....
itself to
. . The United Kingdom Parliament should be careful
careful not to permit itself
become the agent of
of the Dominion alone or of
of the provinces alone." 88
"Attomey
ofofOntario,
[1937]
A.C.
326
at atp. p.
351351
and
^Attorney General
General of
of Canada
Canadav vAttorney
AttorneyGeneral
General
Ontario,
[1937]
A.C.
326
and

p.
P- 354.
354.

T
'Paul
Paul Gerin-Lajoie, op.
op. cit., pp. 189-190.
"K.
K. C. Wheare, Federal
Federal Government
Government(4th
(4thed.,
ed.,Oxford:
Oxford:Oxford
OxfordUniversity
UniversityPress,
Press,1963),
1963),p.p.57.
57.
8
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While it may be tnte
true that the United Kingdom Parliament has not refused
refused a request
made by the Canadian Parliament to amend Canada's Constitution, it is equally true
that never before ha<>
has the Canadian Parliament proposed significant
significant amendments to the
Constitution in areas adversely affecting
affecting the constitutional status of
of the provinces,
without their consent. Never before has the United Kingdom Parliament been asked to
of promake amendments to our Constitution over the strong objections of
of a majority
majority of
vinces. Never before has the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom been faced with the
possibility of
of being requested to sanction amendments whose constitutionality
constitutionality is being
challenged in the courts by duly elected provincial governments.
The Government of
of Alberta does not ask the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom to
amend Canada's Constitution, nor do we ask the United Kingdom Parliament
Parliament to contravene established conventions respecting the process observed. We do, however,
request that the United Kingdom Parliament continue its role in constitutional
constitutional amendments as a trustee to both orders of
of government. Let Canadians in Canada
Canada resolve the
issues which are matters of
of considerable debate among federal and provincial governments.
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Part II
Part
The Importance and History of
of Self
Self Government in British Columbia
It
It is essential to note that prior to its entry into Confederation
Confederation in 1871,
1871, the United
of British Columbia was a political entity having, within the contest
context of
of
Crown colony of
of the time, significant
significant elements of
of self
self government.
government When, in
the colonial structures of
Confederation,
due course, the terms and conditions were negotiated for its entry into Confederation,
of British Columbia was recognized and preserved subject
subject to the
the continued existence of
of the BNA Act and the Terms and Conditions of
of Union.
provisions ofthe
Confederation, and which is ,
This is illustrated by the historical perspective leading to Confederation,
follows:
as follows:
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A.
A. EARLY SETTLEMENT
Until well into the 19th Century, British interests on the Pacific Coast of
of North
America were secured only by maritime fur traders making periodic visits and by the
North West Company with its isolated fur-trading
fur-trading posts. Immigration into the area
in these early years was slow, in part because of
of isolation but mainly because the Hudson's
Bay Company, with which the North West Company had merged in 1821,
1821, felt settlement
to be inimical to the fur trade. By the early 1840's, however, the rate of
of American
immigration into the neighbouring Oregon country forced the fur-trading
fur-trading company to
acknowledge that the joint occupancy arrangement, in effect
effect since 1818, between Britain
and the United States must come to an end.
B. COLOKI\L
COLONI\L EXPANSION
EXPANSION AND UNION
In 1843, the Hudson's Bay Company established Fort Victoria on Vancouver
Vancouver Island.
The wisdom of that decision became apparent when three years later the boundary
treaty was signed and the 49th parallel became basically the boundary between the
United States and British possessions. Great Britain, recognizing the need to colonize
the territory now assigned to it by treaty, turned to the Hudson's Bay Company
Company as its
agent. It became the sole proprietor of
of Vancouver Island in return for its undertaking
to establish thereon British settlers. Thus, in 1849, Vancouver Island became a British
crown colony, the first on the North Pacific Coast.
As for the mainland, the Fraser River goldrush in 1858 and its subsequent extension
into the Cariboo diggings in the early 1860's
1860*s resulted in thousands of
of gold-hungry miners,
principally Americans from California
California and Oregon, pouring into British Territory.
No formal government existed on the Mainland to meet the obvious need. Hence, in
1851
1851 Imperial legislation was passed creating the mainland colony of
of British Columbia.
Territorial extensions northward subsequently followed and then the two coloniescolonies—
Vancouver Island and the Mainland colony-were
colony—were unit<:d
united in 1866 by Imperial legislation
to comprise an area with boundaries identical to those of the present province.
COLUMBIA ENTERS CONFEDERATION
C. BRITISH CoLUMBIA
CONFEDERATION
East of
of the Rocky Mountains in British North America in 1867 the first stage of
of
Confederation
Confederation was accomplished; an event which aroused little interest in British
Columbia 3,000 miles away. Its people were facing closer to home the continuing dilemma
posed by American expansionism as demonstrated that same year by the purchase of
of
Alaska by the United States. Conditions surrounding British Columbia's entry into
Confederation
Confederation were, therefore, much different
different from those faced by other Provinces.
There were three political options:
(1) Annexation to the United States, proposed primarily by American business
interests in Victoria with little support elsewhere in the colony.
(2) Union with Canada, supported by Canadians now resident in the colony as well
as by many of
of its British citizens.
(3) Maintenance of
of the status
status quo, understandably suprortcd
supported by the colonial
official:,
officials of
of the day
day..
.-\!though
Although British Columbia was, like the Canadian provinces, experiencing economic
depression international political forces were at work which played a considerable role
~epression
in its entry into Canadian Confederation.
Confederation.
Ill
The Canadian Government, for its own reasons, was also interested in British Columbia.
In particular it wished to offset
offset the threat of
of American expansionist activity both eastwestward of
of the Rocky Mountains. Commercially, there was a desire
ward as well as \',estward
to open up transportation routes to facilitate trade with the Orient, to form a common
market from sea to sea, and to obtain access to British Columbia's resources.
of the three options to pursue could not long be delayed for
. The decision as to which of
lJ?
in 1869 an annexation petition to be presented to the President of
of the United States was
Circulated
circulated by a :;;ignificant
significant nurr:ber
number of
of residents of
of Victoria.
Section 146
146 of the BNA Act, 1867,
1867, enable the colonies named in that section (which
(which
. Seciion
Inci;ldes
includes British Columbia) to become members of
of the federal union \Yilhout
without further
further
legisl<'.tion
•egislation on the part of
of the Parliament of
of the United Kingdcm and this section was
held to confer
confer upon those colonies an independent status for the purpose of
of negotiating
Attorney General for
for British
British Columbia
the terms cf
of their entering the unio•1.
union. In Attorney
Columbia v
Attorney General for
for Canada (1914) A.C. 153 at p. 163 the Judicial Committee :>aid:
Attorney
said:
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"In
" In 1871
1871 British Columbia was
was admitted, under section 146
146 of the British North
America Act, into the Union of Provinces which that Act constituted . .• .. .. These
addresses contained the terms and conditions upon which these two quasi-independent communities proposed ...
. . . that the union should be effected, and the terms
and conditions, so far as approved of by their then Sovereign, were intended to be
embodied in the Order of Council effecting
...".
effecting the union,
union,...".
In the spring of 1869 the
the Governor
Governor of
of the
the United
United Colony
Colony of
of British
British Columbia
Columbia presented
presented
to the colonial legislative Council a set of resolutions outlining the terms of
of union with
Canada. After a lengthy debate, revised resolutions were accepted and entrusted to a delegation of three for negotiation with the Canadian Government. In Ottawa they met with
general acceptance; of the alterations made only two were of major significance:
(1) the promise of the construction of a railway to British Columbia to begin within
two years to be completed within 10 years
years of the
the date
date of union;
union; and
and
(2) the guarantee of the introduction of responsible government immediately
following Confederation.
Confederation.
Early in 1871,
1871, the revised Terms and Conditions of Union were presented to a
Legislative Council in which for the first time elected members predominated. After
a brief debate the Terms were unanimously adopted and incorporated into an Address
to the Queen. The Imperial Government issued the requisite Order in Council pursuant
to section 146 of the BNA Act. The Terms and Conditions of Union, set out in
. . a transaction .. .. .. being of
Appendix I, were later described judicially as " ....
of the
alia,
nature of a treaty between two independent bodies . . . ""*1 They provided, inter alia,
that the general provisions of the BNA Act shall be applicable to British Columbia,
as they apply to the other Provinces of the
" in the same way and to the like extent as
Dominion, and as if the Colony of British Columbia had been one of the Provinces
Act".
originally united by the said Act
".
On 20 July 1871
1871 British
BritishColumbia
Columbiabecame
becameaaProvince
Provinceof
ofCanada.
Canada. Thus
Thusthe
thedream
dream of
ofaa
nation from sea to sea was realised, British Columbia bringing with it into the Canadian
Federation a land of some 366,000 square miles - three times the size of
of the British
Isles.
Partii
Part II

The Essence of
of Federalism
A.
A. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
The problems of constitutional amendment are particularly complex in a federal state.
In order to move towards a solution to those problems it is necessary to understand both
Jn
the essence of federalism and its implications for countries, such as Canada, which
choose to adopt it as a fundamental constitutional principle.
Lord Watson said: "The object of the (British North America) Act was neither to
weld the provinces into one, nor to subordinate provincial governments to a central
authority, but to create a federal government in which they should all be represented,
had a common
entrusted with the exclusive administration of affairs in which they
interest, each province retaining its independence and autonomy. " 22
There can be no doubt that Canada is a federal society. The Canadian nation is a
prism of diversities reflecting many elements be they geographic, economic, ethnic,
linguistic, religious or political; indeed it is these very diversities which give Canada its
distinctiveness and its strength.
The basic characteristic of a federal system of government is the existence of
of two sepasepa·
rate, independent and juridically equal levels of government, each exercising important
powers, and neither being subordinate to the other. Canada has traditionally enjoyed
Confederation,
such a federal system of government and would point to the history of the Confederation.
post-Confederation developments in the legislative capacity of the provinces to
and to post-Confederation
support this conclusion. But the Government of British Columbia believes that the
course of conduct presently contemplated by the Government of Canada is contrary to
federalism.
this basic concept of federalism.
1x
Attomey General
General of
of British
British Columbia
Columbiav vAttomey
AttorneyGeneral
GeneralofofCanada
Canada
(1887)
S.C.R..
Attorney
(1887)
14 14
S.C.R.
34534?
at 372 (rev'd:
(rev'd: (1889)
(1889) 14
14A.C.
A.C.295).
295).
2
The Liquidators
of New
Bnmswicl:
j
*The
Liquidatorsofofthe
theMaritime
MaritimeBa11k
BankofofCanada
Canadav vTlze
TheReceiver-Ge11eral
Receiver-General
of New
Brunswick
(1892) A.C. 437 at pp. 441
441 to
to 442.
442.
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B. THE
THE GENESIS
GENESIS OF
OF CONFEDERATION
CONFEDERATION - ACTION BY
BY THE
THE PROVINCES
PROVINCES
It is essential to recall that prior to 1867
1867 the federating "provinces"
" provinces " existed as selfgoverning political units with separate and independent governments. All of the provinces had a shared allegiance to the Queen. But,
But, except for that single shared common
thread, the
the provinces shared no other formal connecting link.
It is against this background of provincial independence and freedom
freedom that the Confederation agreement contained in the BNA Act of 1867 must be considered. ConfederaConfederawas not imposed on the provinces by the Imperial authorities, whose position
tion was
was one
one of quiet encouragement as Canadian politicians and citizens groped
throughout was
new governmental modus vivendi. Similarly, Confederation
Confederation was
not
their way towards a new
was not
imposed on the provinces by any superior Canadian authority, for the simple reason that
was none. Confederation
Confederation flowed from the free choice made by the existing and
there was
independent Canadian provinces.

In choosing Confederation
Confederation the provinces rejected
rejected a number of other options, the two
most visible being continued separate existence and the creation of a unitary state along
British lines. The provinces
provinces rejected
rejected the
the former
former option
option because
because of
of collective
collective unhappiness
unhappiness
with the political deadlock that flowed from it and because of their growing realization
that in some areas (national defence, commercial policy) their collective interests could
be well served by a common national government. The provinces rejected
rejected the unitary
state option because of their desire to retain local control over matters such as education
and social services, in which diversity was
was thought to be beneficial.
beneficial.
The concept of federalismfederalism - the third option in 18671867 - was viewed optimistically
optimistically by the
original federating provinces as a balanced response to the problems besetting the
provinces in the mid-1860's. It allowed for national regulation of matters in which the
of
provincial interests were common but maintained provincial control of matters of
peculiarly local concern. This was
was the choice, the agreement, made by the provinces in
The choice was
was to create a federal state with two
two separate, independent
independent and equal
1867. The
was not to be merely a
levels of government. The newly created national government was
of the provinces; its existence and independence were assured by various sections
delegate of
of the British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, especially section 91. On the other hand, the
the separate
and deeply
deeply rooted
rooted existence
existence and
and identities
identities of
of the
the provinces
provinces were
were not
not submerged
submerged under
under
and
the new
new national
national government;
government; provincial
provincial powers
powers were
were assured
assured by
by other
other sections
sections of
of the
the
the
BNA
especially section
section 92.
BNA Act,
Act, especially
92.
It is unquestionable that upon any other basis agreement would not have been achieved.

The essence of this balance was
was captured in statements made in 1867
1867 by many of the
Confederation debates indicates that
Fathers of Confederation. An examination of the Confederation
Confederation intended to create a federal system in which the identities
the Fathers of Confederation
and powers of the federating provinces were protected. This protection was particularly
who were concerned
concerned as to the
important to the politicians and citizens of Lower Canada who
of their French heritage in a new country dominated by English-speaking
English-speaking
possible dilution of
Canadians. However, the politicians of Lower Canada ultimately overcame their reserConfederation, but only because they felt that federalism
federalism protected
vations and agreed to Confederation,
N . F.
F . Belleau, one of the Fathers of the Confederation,
Confederation, put it:
their heritage. As N.
" The
The first
first point to
to which I directed my
my attention was to ascertain what guarantees
guarantees
Confederation for its laws, its religion and its autonomy.
Lower Canada would find in Confederation
the scheme which gives to
I find the guarantee of all those things in that article of the
Lower Canada the local government of its affairs, and the control of all matters
manufacturers and its
institutions, to its laws, to its religion, its manufacturers
relating to its
3
autonomy ".3
The English Canadian members clearly viewed Confederation
Confederation in a similar light. Sir
John A. Macdonald who went on to become the first Prime Minister of Canada
Canada said:
The Conference having come to the
the conclusion that a Legislative union, pure
pure
" The
was impracticable, our next attempt was
was to form a government
government upon
and simple, was
federal principles, which would give to the General Government the strength of a
legislative and administrative union, while at the same time it preserved that liberty
of action for the different
different sections which is allowed bv
by a federal union. And I am
of
belief—that we have hit upon a happy medium in those resolutions, and
strong in the belief-that
~~~--------------------3

-

N. F.
F. Belleau, in P.
P. B.
B. Waite (ed.),
(ed.), Tlze
The Confederation
ConfederationDebates
Debates(1963),
(1963),p.p.29.
29.
"N.
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that we have formed a scheme of
of both,
of government which unites the advantages of
giving us the strength of
of a Federal
of a Legislative union and the sectional freedom
freedom of
union, with protection to local interests. "•
"4
The federal government's proposed constitutional reforms do not protect local interests;
they abridge them. To allow this abridgement to occur without provincial consent
violates, and perhaps abrogates the "happy
"happy medium" which Sir John A. Macdonald
and the other Fathers of
of Confederation
Confederation achieved in 1867 when they fixed upon federalism
federalism
as the primary organizing principle of
of the new Canadian government.
In summary, the three facts which emerge from an examination of
of Canadian
Canadian history in
the 1860's are these: First, the Confederation
Confederation movement was indigenous and not imposed.
Secondly, the participants in the Confederation
of federalism,
Confederation movement chose the concept of
federalism,
a system of government which joined the provinces together for some purposes while
respecting their plenary powers and identities in others. Thirdly, the primary participants
in the Confederation
Confederation movement.
movement, choosing freely from among several options, were the
existing and separate provincial governments, a point once made by Prime Minister
Trudeau, who wrote:
"It
" It should be a sufficiently
sufficiently workable proposition to hold that the Act of 1867
was a law of
of the Imperial Parliament but a law based on an agreement
agreement between
federating provinces, and consequently a law which can best be under~tood
federating
understood and interpreted (and eventually amended) by referring to the spirit of
of that agreement. " 55
of British Columbia believes strongly that both the concept and the
The Government of
of the Confederation
Confederation agreement is clear and fundamental. Its core is acceptance of
spirit of
of
of the two orders of
of government created by that agreement. The
the equal status of
of the constitutional reform
reform process chosen by the current federal
unilateral nature of
of the parties to the
government is wholly incompatible with the clear intention of
Confederation agreement.
Confederation

C.
C.

POST-CO::-.IFEDERATION
POST-CONFEDERATION DEVELOPMENTS

Everything that has happened in the political life of
of the country in the succeeding 113
years confirms this initial conception. The subsequent legislation of
of the Imperial
Parliament, the constitutional decisions of
of the Courts and the actions of
of the two orders
of
of
of government themselves have all been founded on the bedrock of
of these principles of
federalism.
of the British Parliament is amply illustrated by the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster,
The view of
after the British
North
1931, the most important Canadian constitutional document after
British North
America Act.
Act. In section 7 of
America
of the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster the British Parliament
Parliament provided
quite clearly for both the equality of
(2)J
of federal and provincial governments (subsection (2))
and the unfettered
jurisdiction of
of
unfettered jurisdiction
of these governments when acting within the boundaries of
their legislative jurisdiction
jurisdiction (subsection (3)). If
of the
If it had been in the contemplation
contemplation of
federating states and the British Parliament that the Government of
of Canada
Canada could
pursue the course upon which it is now intent, it is beyond question that the Statute
Statute of
of
Westminster would have so provided.
Westminster

The Canadian courts have since Confederation
of impartial
Confederation played the important role of
of government, and have been especially articulate exponents
umpire between the two levels of
of the implications of
of a federal system of
of government. For almost 100 years now, first
of
Privy Council and then the Supreme Court of
of Canada, in such cases as Hodge
the Prhy
Hodge vY
6
(1883),6 Liquidators
of the l![aritime
Maritime Bank
of Canada v Receiver-General
The Queen (1883),
Liquidators of
Bank of
Receiver-General of
of
New
(1892),' Attorney-General
(Canada) v Attorney-General
Ontario (Labour
New Brunswick
Brunswick (1892)/
Attomey-General
Attorney-General
8
(Nova Scotia)
Scotia) v Attorney-General
Attomey-General
(Nova
Attorney-General (Canada) (InterConventions) (1937), 8 Attorney-General
9
9 and Re
of Parliament
(1950)
Re Authority
Authority of
Parliament in relation to the Upper House
delegation
Case)
10
(1979), have sustained the principle of
of federalism, and through it the authority
authority of
(1979),1°
of the
-----------------~J.
*J. A.

Macdonald, in \Vaite,
Waite, s!1pra,
supra,Footnote
Footnote3,3,p.p.43.
43.
Trudeau, Federalism
(1968)
pp.pp.
131-2
(Emphasi~
added).
Trudeau,
Federalismand
andthe
theFrench
FrenchCanadians
Canadians
(1968)
131-2
(Emphasis
added).
"(1883)
9 A.C. 117.
7
"(1892)
(1892) A.C.
A.C. 437.
8s(1937) A.C.
A.C. 326.
9
"(1951}
(1951) S.C.R.
S.C.R. 31.
31.
1100 (1980) 1 S.C.R.
(1980) 1S.C.R. 54.
5
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of
of the Act and would give the Provinces the opportunity to propose amendments to the amendment process under the interim provisions set out in the
legislation.
(3) To take no action on the Canada Act but to enact a Canada Independence
effect to a provision similar to that contained in section 2 of
of the
statute to give effect
A c t - iie
e that from a date to be appointed no Act of
of the
proposed Canada Actof the United Kingdom shall extend to Canada as part of
lawParliament of
of its lawof the kind inserted in independence
together with consequential provisions of
legislation such as that applied to Nigeria and subsequent Commonwealth
Commonwealth
independence enactments. This course has been advocated by some as one
that would allow Canada to have a totally independent and " autochthonous ""
Canada whose
basis for its constitution. But this would be impracticable in Canada
of Ireland in 1920 or Nigeria in 1960 or Rhodesia in
situation is not like that of
1965. Neither
Neither the
the Federal
Federal nor
nor provincial
provincial Parliaments
Parliaments nor
nor any
any other
other assembly
assembly
would be
be able
able lawfully
lawfully to
to set
set itself
itself up
up as
as aa constituent
constituent body
body and
and (as
(as is
at
is noted
noted at
would
section C
C of
of the
the External
External Affairs
Affairs Department
Department paper)
paper) such
such aa course
would
section
course would
simply make
make aa constitutional
constitutional settlement
settlement legally
legally impossible
impossible in
in Canada.
Canada.
simply
from the
(4) To defer action until the Supreme Court of
of Canada has heard appeals from
applications made by Manitoba, Quebec and Newfoundland
Newfoundland to the Provincial
courts. With the minor exception of
of the legal proceedings in Newfoundland
Newfoundland
precedent for a
before the British America (No. 1) Act 1949 there has been no precedent
of the Federal authorities beingmounted
being mounted
substantial challenge to the actions of
Parliament.
whilst a request for legislation was before the United Kingdom Parliament.
It is somewhat unclear however in what precise way the Court decisions will
bear on the decision to be made at Westminster. The applications are limited
lawful and also
to determining whether the procedure followed in Canada is lawful
whether it is contrary to Canadian Constitutional practice. A decision that
unlawful would be relevant, but seems unlikely. A decision
the procedure is unlawful
that the unilateral procedure for requesting British legislation is or is not contrary
to Canadian constitutional practice (if
(if the Canadian courts are willing to give
an explicit ruling on the point) is not in itself
itself a decision about the constitutional
of the United Kingdom Parliament to act upon the request. A
obligations of
of the Supreme Court of
of Canada would however provide aa source
of
source of
decision of
advice whose
whose independent
independent status
status could
could not
not be
be questioned
questioned and
and which
which is
different
advice
is different
in character
character from
from any
any that
that is
is now
now available
available whilst
whilst the
the constitutional
constitutional practice
in
practice in
in
Canada is
is one
one that
that is
is in
in issue
issue between
between the
the provincial
provincial and
and federal
federal authorities.
authorities.
Canada
(5) An alternative to option (2) would be to attempt to secure Federal-Provincial
Federal-Provincial
agreement to what has been called " simple patriation
patriation"" using the Fulton11
Favreau formula which secured almost universal agreement in 1964 and which
1
yrhe
The Fulton-Favreau formula was embodied in a draft statute in 1964 in the following terms
[First three sections only]:
Power totoamend
amendthe
theConstitution
ConstitutionofofCanada
Canada
Power
(1) Subject to this Part, the Parliament of Canada may make laws repealing, amending or
re-enacting any provision of the Constitution of
of Canada.
affecting any provision of
(2) No law made under the authority of this Part affecting
of this Act or
section 51
51A
affecting any provision of
A of the British North America Act, 1867, or affecting
of the
Constitution of Canada relating to—
to(a) the powers of the legislature of
of a province to make laws,
(a)
(b)
(b) the rights or privileges granted or secured by the Constitution of Canada to the
legislature or the government of a province,
(c) the assets or property of
of a province, or
(d) the use of the English or French language,
shall come into force unless it is concurred in by the legislatures of all the provinces.
(3) 1.
1. No law made under the authority of this Part affecting any provision of
of the Constitu(3)
provinces, shall come
tion of Canada that refers to one or more, but not all, of the provinces.
into force unless it is concurred in by the legislature of every province to which the
provision refers.
of Canada
2. Section 2 of this Act does not extend to any provision of the Constitution of
referred to in subsection 1. of this section.
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would simply require amendments affecting
affecting federal-provincial matters to have
the assent of the Federal Parliament and legislatures of all the provinces until
further
agreement on a moreflexible
flexible formula was reached by that process. A further
meeting of Federal and Provincial Prime Ministers would seem a necessary
prerequisite of any such course of action.
(6) Indeed no course other than Option (1) could reasonably be taken without
further British-Canadian consultation and some new diplomatic initiative by the
United Kingdom Parliament. If it is the case that the present situation is
unprecedented and not clearly governed by any agreed constitutional convention
the least damaging way forward might be seen in the convening of a new interif that is
governmental meeting or conference with British participation, if
acceptable, to be directed primarily to the problem of ending the United
Kingdom's role in Canada's constitutional processes. It seems regrettable if
if
the time available for finding an agreed solution should be dictated by the
exigencies of
of the
the 1981
1981 United
UnitedKingdom
KingdomParliamentary
Parliamentarytimetable.
timetable.
exigencies
November 1980
November
1980
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Appendix
The four principles of 1965 [as noted in the Opinion of the Supreme Court
[1980] 1 S.C.R. at p. 64]
64]

The first general
general principle
principle that emerges
in the foregoing resume is that although an
enactment by the United Kingdom is
necessary to amend the British North
America Act, such action is taken only
upon formal request from Canada. No
Act of
of the United Kingdom Parliament
affecting
affecting Canada is therefore passed unless
it is requested and consented to by Canada.
Conversely, every amendment requested
by Canada in the past has been enacted.

Premierement, bien qu'tme
Premierement,
qu'une loi du
Royaume-Uni soit necessaire pour
pour modifier
1'
Acte de 1'
Amerique du Nord
I'Acte
FAmerique
Nord britannique
une telle Joi
loi n'est promulguee que sur la
demande officielle
officielle du Canada. Le Parlement du Royaume-Uni n'adopte aucune
loi touchant le Canada a
a moins qu'elle
par le
ne soit demandee et acceptee par
Canada; inversement, toute modification
modification
que le Canada a demandee dans le passe
a ete adoptee.
adoptee.

The second
general principle
principle is that the
second general
sanction of
of Parliament is required for a
request to the British Parliament for an
amendment to the British North America
Act. This principle was established early
of Canada's constitutional
constitutional
in the history of
amendments, and has not been violated
since 1895. The procedure invariably
is to seek amendments by a joint Address
of the Canadian House of
of Commons and
of
Senate to the Crown.

Deuxiemement, le Parlement
Deuxiemement,
Parlement du Canada
doit autoriser toute demande au Parlement
Acte de 1'l'AmeriAmeribritannique de modifier
modifier 1'
I'Acte
qne
que du Nord britannique. Ce principe
a ete etabli des le debut et l'on
Fon ne s'en est
pas ecarte depuis 1895. Une demande de
modification
modification prend invariablement
invariablement la forme
forme
d'une adresse conjointe
conjointe de la Chambre
a
Canada a
des Communes et du Senat du Canada
Majeste.
Sa Majeste.

The third general principle is that no
amendment to Canada's Constitution will
be made by the British Parliament merely
of a Canadian province.
upon the request of
A number of
of attempts to secure such
amendments have been made, but none has
been successful. The first such attempt
was made as early as 1868, by a province
dissatisfied with the
which was at that time dissatisfied
terms of
of Confederation.
Confederation. This
This was
was
terms
followed by
by other
other attempts
attempts in
in 1869,
1869,
followed
1874 and
and 1887.
1887. The
The British
British Government
Government
1874
refused in
in all
all cases
cases to
to act
act on
on provincial
provincial
refused
government representations
representations on
on the
the grounds
grounds
government
that it
it should
should not
not intervene
intervene in
in the
the affairs
affairs
that
of Canada
Canada except
except at
at the
the request
request of
of the
the
of
federal government
government representing
representing all
all of
of
federal
Canada.
Canada.

Troisiemetmnt, le Parlement
Parlement britarmique
britannique
Troisiemement,
a une modification
modification de la
ne peut proceder a
a la seule demande
Constitution du Canada a
d'une province canadienne. Certaines
tentatives ont ete faites par des provinces
dans ce sens, mais sans succes. La
clans
a 1868, emanait
premiere, qui remonte a
a
d'une province qui n'etait pas satisfaite
satisfaite a
l'epoque des
des conditions
conditions de
de la
la ConfederaConfederal'epoque
tion. D"autres
D'autres out
ont suivi
suivi en
en 1869,
1869, 1874
1874 et
et
tion.
1887. Le
Le gouvernement
gouvernement britannique
britannique aa
1887.
chaque fois
fois refuse
refuse de
de donner
donner suite
aux
chaque
suite aux
instances des
des gouvernements
gouvernements provinciaux,
provinciaux,
instances
soutenant qu
qu'il
devait pas
pas intervenir
intervenir dans
dans
soutenant
'il ne
ne devait
les affaires
affaires du
du Canada,
Canada, sauf
sauf s'il
etait
s'il en
en etait
les
requis par
par le
le gouvernement
gouvernement federal
federal agissant
agissant
requis
au nom
nom de
de tout
tout le
le Canada.
Canada.
au

The fourth
fourth general
general principle
principle is that the
Canadian Parliament will not request an
affecting federalamendment directly affecting
Provincial relationships without prior conPro\incial
sultation and agreement with the provinces.
Tul!ation
This
his principle did not emerge as early as
others, but since 1907, and particularly
~thers,
since 1930, has gained increasing recognis!nce
acceptance. The nature and the
tion and ac-:eptance.
degree of
of provincial
provincial participation
participation in
in the
the
degree
amending process,
process, however,
however, have
have not
not lent
lent
~mending
uiemseh-es
to easy
easy definition.
definition.
emsehes to

Quatriemement, le Parlement
Parlement du Canada
Qztatriemement,
precede pas a
a une modification
modification de la
ne procede
Constitution interessant directement les
rapports federatifs sans avoir au prealable
consulte les provinces et obtenu leur
assentiment. Ce principe ne s'est pas
concretise aussi tOt
tot que les autres, mais,
aa partir de 1907 et en particulier depuis
1930, il a ete de plus en plus affirme
affirme et
accepte. Il
II n'a
n'a pa'l
pas ete
ete facile,
facile, cependant,
cependant,
accepte.
de preciser
preciser la
la nature
nature et
et l'etendue
1'etendue de
la
de la
de
participation provinciale
provinciale a
a la
la procedure
procedure de
de
participation
modification.
modification.
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Examination of Witness
Dr G
G MARSH~LL,
MARSHALL, Lecturer in Politics and Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford
Oxford, called in
and exammed.
'
examined.
Chairman
Chairman
84A. Dr
Dr Marshall,
Marshall, we
we are
are very
very pleased
pleased
84A.
that you
you have
have been
been able
able to
to spare
spare the
the time
time
that
at
rather short
notice to
to come
to give
us
at rather
short notice
come to
give us
your advice
advice on
on constitutional
constitutional matters.
matters.
your
We thought
thought we
we were
were under
under rather
rather greater
greater
We
pressure than,
than, in
in fact,
fact, we
we discovered
discovered we
we
pressure
are timewise,
timewise, because
because we
we have
have been
been inforinforare
med this
this morning
morning that
that it
it has
has been
been agreed
agreed
med
in Ottawa
Ottawa that
that the
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee should
should
in
delay its
its report
report until
until 6th
6th February.
February. That
That
delay
gives us
us aa little
little bit
bit more
more time.
time. Neverthegives
Nevertheless, we
we need
need the
the time
time and
and we
we are
are grateful
grateful
less,
for your
your help.
help. Have
Have you
you been
been retained
retained
for
or commissioned
commissioned to
to advise
advise or
or represent
represent
or
anybody in
in relation
relation to
to the
the matters
matters which
which
anybody
this Committee is investigating
investigating??--(Dr
(Dr
Marshall) No,
Marshall)
No,I I have
havenot.
not.

and unfettered, like any other international
personality?--(Dr
Marshall) II think
personality?
(Dr Marshall)
my answer to that direct question about
Canada's international status would be no
of Canada as a
because the sovereignty of
state is not really relevant to the, in a
sense, internal question of constitutional
of
amendment. It is certainly true, of
course, that in matters of foreign relations
and treaties with foreign states section 132
of the
the British
British North
North America
America Act
of
Act does
does
give the
the Federal
Federal Government,
Government, in
give
in aa sense,
sense,
the
power
to
speak
for
Canada,
but
the power to speak for Canada, but II
draw aa distinction
distinction between
between that
that and
and the
the
draw
process of
of constitutional
constitutional amendment
amendment
process
because it
it is
is hard,
hard, II think,
think, often
often for
for us
us in
in aa
because
unitary state
state to
to understand
understand that
that in
federal
in aa federal
unitary
state the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government does
state
does not
not
always speak
speak for
for the
the nation
nation in
in every
matter.
every matter.
always
That takes
takes me to
to the
the second
second point about
about
That
85. Could you briefly tell us about your the
powersmeof
of the
the Federal
Federal point
Parliament.
Parliament.
the
powers
expertise in relation to the powers of the This is elementary but it needs to be
but it the
needs
to be
This is elementary
UK Parliament and in relation to the remembered
in this
this country,
country,
powers
of
of
powers
Canada??--(Dr
(Dr Marshall)
Marshal!) remembered
Constitution of Canada
the Federal in
Parliament
are the
limited;
they
the
Federal
Parliament
are
limited;
they
Mr Chairman, in relation to Canada II are extensive but limited. They have the
butlaws
limited.
have
the
are extensive
to make
for theThey
peace,
order
think " expertise
" is putting it a bit high. power
expertise"
to government
make laws for
the peace,
and good
of Canada
andorder
have
My general field
field of interest as a teacher of
of power
good
of Canada
and
have
a range
of government
specified subjects,
but the
British
politics has been in British Government and
of specified
subjects,
the British
a rangeAmerica
Act,
which but
is the
fundaand II have written a little about Common- North
North America
which
the fundadocument,Act,
divides
theispowers
and,
wealth constitutions. II think II can also mental
document,
divides
theare
powers
and,
of course,
as you say,
there
a number
claim to have had tutorials from Sir mental
as you are
say,outside
there are
number
of course,
powers which
the apower
of
Kenneth Wheare on the Statute of West- of
of powers
which
are outside the
powerand
of
Federal
Government,
namely
minster, which is a considerable help, and II the
the Federal all
Government,
the powersnamely
which and
are
have struggled to understand the British •particularly,
all provinces,
the powers
are
reserved to the
the which
important
North America Acts, which II think only ··particularly,
to property
the provinces,
therights
important
reserved
over
and civil
in the
about three people in the world actually do power
overthe
property
civil rights
in the
provinces,
power and
to amend
the constiunderstand. But II would not want to power
to amend
the constitution of the power
provinces,
the power
over
claim an enormous amount of expertise provinces,
the provinces,
the are
power
over
direct of
taxation.
So, there
a large
on Canadian constitutional matters since tution
direct
taxation.
So,
there
are
a
large
number
of
powers
which
are
outside
the
II am not a Canadian constitutional lawyer.
powers
which
are outside the
number
power ofofthe
Federal
Parliament.
power of the Federal Parliament.
86. What is your current academic
activity?--(Dr
Marshal!) II am a Fellow
activity?
(Dr Marshall)
and Tutor in Politics at Queen's College,
Mr Deakins
Deakins
Oxford.
88. Dr Marshall, the crux of
of your subfound I
87. Dr Marshall, the United Kingdom mission to this Committee is found,
86, where there is a very
v'ery
and Canada are sovereign independent think, on page 86,
states. Should this Committee not report important sentence, which I would like
to the United Kingdom Parliament that to read so that everyone is aware of it.
" There is no
any request from the Government and You say halfway down: ·•
Parliament ~f
of Cana<!a
Canada is a matter of foreign
foreign series of precedents and no single preParJiament
cedent to
to found
found aa convention
convention for
international relations with a cedent
policy and InternatiOnal
for acting
acting
automatically upon
upon aa Federal
Federal request
for
friend and ally? Is there, in fact, any automatically
request for
an amendment
amendment that
that clearly
clearly affects
the
area in
in which
which the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government and
and an
affects the
area
Federal-Provincial balance
balance of
of powers
Parliament in
in Canada
Canada are
are not
not supreme
supreme Federal-Provincial
Parliament
powers (let
(let
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alone the whole basis of the Constitution)
and that is opposed by a substantial number
of provinces (let alone a majority of provinces)." On what basis do you think that
the Federal Government in its approach
early next year to the British Government
and Parliament will be resting its case for
automatic approval by Westminster of a
request for amendment of the BNA Act
by the Canadian Government or Parliament?
ment ? Would it, for example, be claiming,
indirectly or directly, that there has been
a change in the constitutional conventions
since Principle 4 of the Canadian White
Paper of 1965?--(Dr
Marshall) No, II
1965?
(Dr Marshall)
would not have thought they would claim
there had been a change. II think they will,
quite rightly from their point of view,
rest their case upon the convention, or
alleged convention, that there is a rule of
of
automatic British acquiescence in a Federal
request for amendment. That is quite
understandable because
because in
in aa sense
sense successive
successive
understandable
British Governments
Governments since
since 1940
1940 have
have led
led
British
them
and it
it has
has been
said
to take
take that
that view
view and
been said
them to
repeatedly in
in the
the House
House of
of Commons
Commons that
that
repeatedly
that is
is the
the rule.
rule. If
If you
you look
look back
back at
at it,
it,
that
think the
the original
original culprit
culprit was
was Sir
Sir William
William
II think
Jowitt in
in 1940,
1940, whose
whose statement
statement is
is always
always
Jowitt
quoted that
that we
we do
do not
not look
look behind
behind the
the
quoted
request of
of the
the Federal
Federal Government;
Government; we
we
request
do not
not know
know and
and do
do not
not wish
to know
know what
what
do
wish to
the
provinces
think.
Sir
William
Jowitt
the provinces think. Sir William Jowitt
in 1940,
1940, and
and this
this is
is really
really the
the basis
basis of
of all
all
in
the
repeated
allegations
about
the
conthe conthe repeated
allegations
vention,
was not
not
speaking about
very cautiously.
cautiously.
speaking
very
vention,
wasnot,
There was
in
fact, in
1940 on the
There was not, insurance
in fact, inpower
1940 on
the
unemployment
of the
unemployment
insurance
power of disthe
Federal
Government
any provincial
Federal
Government
any provincial
sent. There
was agreement,
so indis-a
a
sent.
agreement,
so inwas
sense itThere
was notwas
a case
in which there
which
sense
it was not a case
any disagreement.
If inyou
lookthere
at was
the
If you
the
any disagreement.
other
amendments since
1930look
you atcould
other
amendments
since 1930 you
say that
all the amendments
that could
have
that the
all provincial
the amendments
that have
say
affected
power have
been
affected totheand
provincial
power
agreed
the ones
that have
have been
not
and not
the affect
ones that
have not
agreed
arguablyto did
the provincial
arguablySo,
did
affect
provincial
power.
mynot
answer
verythe
quickly
would
my answer is
very
would
power.
So,convention
be
that the
notquickly
a simple
one
convention
not a simple
one
be
andthat
it the
is not
one of isautomatic
assent.
and have
it is tonot
You
ask.one
and of
it isautomatic
important assent.
to ask,
and it is important
to ask,
You
whathave
kindtoofask.
amendment
it is, whether
it
\'-'hat
of amendment
is, whether
it
affectskind
provincial
power orit not,
and you
affects provincial
powerinstance
or not, in
andwhich
you
cannot
find any single
%
cannot
any single
instance
which
'e havefind
amended
the Act
in theinface
of
substantial
provincial
objections.
We
have amended
the Act
in the faceThe
of
roost
therehas
ever been hasbeen
one orThe
two
substantial
provincial
objections.
provinces.
The
last
occasion,
I one
think,
was
most
there has
ever
been
has been
or two
Probably 1943
and occasion,
1946 when
Quebec
The last
I think,
was
Provinces.
objected,
there
neverwhen
been Quebec
a case,
probably but
1943
andhas1946
objected, but there has never been a case,
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therefore, in which we have amended it
with a majority of the provinces opposed
to it. That is really why I say there is
no such convention because a convention,
as we are told, rests upon a series of similar
events which everyone agrees illustrate a
constitutional principle, and my argument
would be that there is not such a principle.
89. Why do you think that Canada has
not asked for a simple patriation of
of the
Constitution instead of mixing it up with
what appear to be changes in the FederalProvincial balance of powers and also a
Charter of Rights, which are prerequisites
it?-for patriation, as I understand it?
(Dr Marshall)
Marshal!) When you say Canada
there I think you have to ask why have not
the Federal Government asked for simple
patriation, because " simple patriation " is
a phrase which is not quite so simple.
It means
means putting
putting an
an end to the power of
It
of
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament to
to amend
amend the
the
the BNA
BNA
Act and
and that
that is
is aa serious
serious matter
matter which
Act
which
changes the
the whole
whole basis
basis of
of constitutional
constitutional
changes
amendment in
in Canada.
Canada. The
The reason
for
reason for
amendment
combining that
that with
with an
an effort
effort to
to enact
enact aa
combining
Bill of
of Rights
Rights goes
goes back
back to
to the
Bill
the whole
whole
struggle in
in 1960
1960 in
in Canada
Canada when
when aa Bill
Bill of
of
struggle
Rights was
was enacted
enacted after
after long
long discussion,
discussion,
Rights
but,
of
course,
it
could
only
be
enacted
in
but, of course, it could only be enacted in
Canada by
by the
the Federal
Federal Parliament
Parliament for
for
Canada
Federal
legislation, and
and the
Federal GovernFederal legislation,
the Federal
Government, and
and particularly
particularly Mr
Mr Trudeau,
in
in
ment,
recent times
times have
have wanted
wanted to
toTrudeau,
extend
the
recent
extend
the
protection
of
the
Bill
of
Rights
and
make
protection
of the
of Rights That
and make
it
apply to
to
theBill
provinces.
has
it
apply
the
provinces.
That
has
raised,
as
we
know,
more
provincial
raised,
as
we
know,
more
provincial
objections on
on all
all sorts
sorts of
of grounds which
do
objections
not
really concern
us, butgrounds
at least which
it tells do
us
not
but at least
it tells us
whyreally
thereconcern
is greatus,
difficulty
in Canada
in
in
Canada
in
why
there
is
great
difficulty
making a Bill of Rights apply to the
making
a
Bill
of
Rights
apply
to
the
provinces. The only way it could be
provinces.
Theis only
way it could
be
made
to apply
by amendment
brought
made
is by amendment
brought
about to
in apply
this country
and presumably
the
about
this countrythinks
and presumably
the
FederalinGovernment
a deadlock has
Federal
Government
a deadlock
to
be broken
and thisthinks
is the way
to breakhas
it
to
be broken
and this isagree
the way
to happens
break it
whether
the provinces
or, as
whether
provinces
agree or, as happens
to be thethe
case,
not.
to be the case, not.
Chairman
Chairman
90. This
This might
might be
be aa convenient
convenient moment
moment
90.
to run over the options on pages 90-92 and
onwards which you
you suggest are open to the
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament.
Parliament. The first
first
United
option is
is that
that we
we must
must do
do what
what we
\VC expect
option
to be asked. Could you say a word about
that
that??--(Dr
(Dr ~Marshal!)
Marshall) Yes. II would
like to say that the question of
options I
would very much like to revise11 because at
11 Seep
See p 101.
101.
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Dr

the time when one was thinking about this
one did not know as much as one knows
about what was happening in Canada
now about
ail were,
and I was desperately, as we all
reviewing the possibilities. When I use
think it is important
the word " options " I think
to say this means what are listed here as a
list of
of all the conceivable legal options.
When one looks at those legal options
they divide, as you say, into: firstly, that
which one might call a total enactment
package: secondly, partial enactment
of the package;
of
of Rights,
of various kinds without the Bill of
of
and thirdly, an option that you might call
What I
further discussion. What
delay for further
of
would want to underline is that some of
these options although legally possible are
constitutionally or politically on at all.
not constitutionally
of the
amendment of
In particular, partial amendment
In
of Rights I
without the Bill of
Constitution without
Constitution
think is not a constitutional possibility, for
this reason, that it would require a new
if it
British initiative which would not, if
were enacted, have the request and consent
of anybody and, therefore, it would be
of
against the conventions laid down in
1931 to do it without request and consent.
It would be a new initiative which could
It
not be carried out without fresh talks and
a fresh Federal Address. It would be
unconstitutional to do partial amendment,
unconstitutional
I think. The package enactment of
of everything I would think on the grounds set
not the proper
paper was also not
out in my paper
out
course to take, and that leaves me with
\Vhich I would like to
some suggestions which
elaborate later.

proper course to
91. You say not the proper
take. Proper
proper politically?
Proper legally or proper
(Dr Marshall)
.lllarshall) Proper constitutionally.
--(Dr
further to be said
92. Is there anything further
on that
?
(Dr Marshall?)
options,
~Marshal!.) On the options,
that?--(Dr
if
if I could say very quickly a word on what
I now see, on reflection, to be the only
constitutional
if one rejects enactoption if
constitutional option
ment of
justify this
of the entire package, to justify
I think one has to say something about the
role of
of the U
K Parliament
Parliament in enacting
UK
amendments and I see it as analogous to in
of the Queen as part of the
a way the role of
Constitution
Canada. When the Queen
of Canada.
Constitution of
acts
she acts
in
acts in
Canada she
of Canada
Queen of
as Queen
acts as
accordance
conventions.
Canadian com·entions.
with Canadian
accordance with
When
amend
Parliamentarians amend
British Parliamentarians
the British
When the
the
would
Act II would
America Act
North America
British North
the British
take
of
sense, of
in aa sense,
act in
they act
that they
view that
the view
take the
course,
Kingdom
United Kingdom
the United
as the
technically as
course, technically
Parliament
of
part of
as part
acting as
are acting
they are
but they
Parliament but
the
amendment
constitutional amendment
Canadian constitutional
the Canadian
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process and they ought to act in accordance
constitutional conwith the Canadian
Canadian constitutional
ventions. Those conventions
at the
conventions are at
moment
Canadian courts
before the Canadian
moment in issue before
and it is now clear, though I did not
not know
it at the time, that
that are
that the questions that
to be put to provincial appeal courts are
precisely the questions which the British
Parliament will have to answer, because
II do not believe, as some people think,
there
what are
questions, what
different questions,
two different
are two
there are
the
requesting
for requesting
Canada for
in Canada
conventions in
the conventions
an
for
rules for
the rules
are the
what are
and what
amendment and
an amendment
enacting
It is
question
is aa question
country. It
this country.
in this
it in
enacting it
of
practice
the practice
and the
practice and
constitutional practice
of constitutional
ought
do
Canada. II do
of Canada.
practice of
the practice
be the
to be
ought to
not
different
two different
be two
can be
there can
think there
not think
answers,
Canadian
and aa Canadian
answer and
British answer
answers, aa British
answer.
It seems
British
the British
that the
me that
to me
seems to
answer. It
Parliament
are
not
ideally
fitted
to
answer
answer
not ideally fitted topractice
are
Parliament
question about
about constitutional practice
aa question
in
Canada. That constitutional
is
why
I
would
very
would very
why
Canada.
in
much
like to That
have is
seen
theI Address
not
not
Address
the
seen
have
to
like
much
come to this country until one had had
had
had
one
until
country
this
to
comeopportunity of having the advice of
the
advice of
theassumption
of having
the
the opportunity
Canadian courts
on the
assumption
onanthe
courts
the Canadian
that
there is going
to be
appeal,
which
which
appeal,
be an
going to But
that there
might
not ishappen.
that
question
is
is
question
that
But
happen.
not
might
one which I think ought to be answered
to be answered
think
which
onethat
in
way Iand
the ought
only desperate
remedy
remedy
only
the of
way and
in that
that
seems
to me
alldesperate
the courses
the
courses
all thecould
to me
that seems
least
damaging
andofwhich
not the
be
not be
and which could
least damaging
interpreted
as intervention
on Britain's
Britain's
intervention
as for
interpreted
part
would be
the BritishonParliament
Parliament
for the
would
partmake
to
it be
known
thatBritish
they would
like
like
would
that they
it known
to make
the
Canadian
Government
not to
transmit
transmit
not Itothink
the Canadian
Address toGovernment
this country.
one
one
I think
country.
this
Address
the
ought
not to to
wait
until
it happens
and then
then
and
it happens
to wait
notwith
ought
•be
faced
the until
unfriendly
act of
saying
saying
acttoofpass
the unfriendly
with
-be
we faced
do not
believe
it is proper
it.
it.
to apass
proper
it is to
Onedoought
to attempt
secure
delay
not believe
we
until
the courts
in Canada
have ruled
on
a delay
to secure
to attempt
One ought
the
wehave
ourselves
on
ruled are
Canada
courts inwhich
the question
untilvery
trying
to question
answer. which
So, I we
veryourselves
much want
are
the very
to
revise
what I said
options
want
much
I very the
So, about
to answer.
trying
in revise
terms what
of that,
I think
myoptions
paper
aboutinthe
I said
to
options
6.
I think in my paper
of that,
terms4 and
in
options 4 and 6.
Miss Boothroyd
Boothroyd
93. If
continue on
on that
point,
that point,
just continue
may just
If II may
93.
are you
actually saying
saying in
to
paper to
your paper
in your
you actually
are
us
K Parliament
sort
some sort
has some
Parliament has
UK
the U
that the
us that
of
responor responobligation or
constitutional obligation
of constitutional
sibility
Canadian
the Canadian
patriate the
to patriate
not to
sibility not
Constitution
uneither unsome either
without some
Constitution without
animous
prothe proof the
consent of
majority consent
or majority
animous or
vinces?
(Dr Marshall)
think
What II think
Jt[arshall) What
vinces ?--(Dr
I am saying is that we know in a general
to act
We have to
way what we have to do. We
of Canada.
consent of
at the request and consent
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We know what that does not mean but
we do not know exactly what it does mean.
I think because of that one has to resort
to the move that I have just mentioned,
but it does not seem to me it would be
improper for us to say we know that we
ought not to act without substantial
consent. Unanimity may well be unreasonable, though I think one has to
future
distinguish the unanimity rule for future
amendments and
and unanimity
unanimity of
of the
the proproamendments
vinces for
for this
this particular
particular move
move from
from the
the
vinces
present basis
basis to
to aa whole
whole new
new constitutional
constitutional
present
basis. But
But it
it may
may be
be that
that unanimity
unanimity is
is the
the
basis.
rule. It
It may
may be
be that
that some
some substantial
substantial
rule.
majority of
of the
the provinces
provinces in
in accordance
accordance
majority
with
Canadian constitutional
constitutional practice
practice is
is
with Canadian
what we
we ought
ought to
to go
go along
along with.
with. As
As II
what
say, we
we do
do not
not know
know that.
that. The
The Canadian
Canadian
say,
courts
are
going
to
tell
us.
courts are going to tell us.
of
94. Do you think that the decision of
the Canadian Supreme Court last year
in the Senate case throws any light on the
of what attitude the UK
UK Parliaquestion of
ment should now take to this present
Marshal!) I think it
litigation
litigation??--(Dr
(Dr Marshall)
does indirectly. The litigation and the
referring
advisory opinion that you are referring
if II
to were brought about because, if
remember rightly, the Canadian Government previously wanted to split the whole
new Constitution for Canada into two
of it in Canada and
parts and keep part of
keep the patriation part here, which is
necessary. Part
Part of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian part,
part,
!lecessary.
if II remember
remember it
it rightly,
rightly, was
was aa reconstitution
reconstitution
If
of the
the Upper
Upper House
House and,
and, of
of course,
course, the
the
of
question therefore
therefore arose
arose whether
whether that
that could
could
question
be done
done under
under the
the powers
powers of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian
be
Parliament to
to amend
amend the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of
Parliament
Canada under
under the
the 1949
1949 Act,
Act, which
which they
they
Canada
have, and
and it
it was
was aa question
question of
of what
what was
was
haYe,
meant by
by their
their power
power to
to amend
amend the
the
meant
Constitution of
of Canada.
Canada. They
They wanted
wanted to
to
Constitution
know whether
whether that
that meant
meant they
they could
could
know
reconstitute
and change
change the
the role
role of
of the
the
reconstitute and
Upper House
House in
in Canada
Canada and
and it
it was
was on
on that
that
Upper
point that
that the
the Canadian
Canadian Supreme Court
Court
point
in an advisory
opinion saidSupreme
no, they could
m
advisory
no, they
not,an that
the opinion
Upper said
House
had could
been
that the
Upper
been
not,
constituted
as part
of theHouse
Federalhad
structure
part
of
the
Federal
structure
constituted
as
and it represented the way in which the
in which
the
and
it represented
the in
waythe
Provinces
take part
legislative
part init the
Provinces
take
process and,
therefore,
was legislative
a matter
Process
and, not
therefore,
a matter
Which could
be doneit inwas
Canada
but
Which could
done
Canada but
would
have tonot
be be
done
by in
amendment
of
\\ould
have to
be done
by amendment
of
the
British
North
America
Act in this
the
British
North
America
Act
in
this
country. In the course of that, though
course
though
country.
they
were In
notthe
called
uponoftothat,
decide
this,
they were not called upon to decide this,
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they did make the remark-and
remark—and this may
be a pointer to their views about convention
-that
—that before 1949 an Act that did not
affect
affect the provinces would have gone to
Britain without the consent of
of the provinces,
but by implication, if implication
implication means
anything, they were saying an Act which
of the
did would have to have the consent of
provinces. That is not a legal finding
because they were not called upon to
decide that. It is simply obiter dicta,
dicta,
one might say, but they did set out the
conventions, particularly the crucial
fourth convention, that on matters affecting
affecting
a province provincial consent is required,
of fact.
and they note tlus
this as a matter of
Now it seems to me that if
if there is in fact
an appeal (of
(of course one perhaps could not
take it for granted that the Government
Government will
appeal from the provincial court. We might
be left with a number of
of provincial court
decisions which the Government
Government is not
willing to take on appeal to the Canadian
Supreme Court. I do not know what
will happen there). But if that happens and
it goes to the Supreme Court of
of Canada,
they have given an indication of
of what their
views are about the convention. If
If they
are now asked directly to say, on an advisory
opinion, what is the convention, unle;,s
unless
they are inconsistent with their earlier
view or find some reason for differing
differing
from it, I should have thought that forecasts what they would probably
probably say, and
that is why I think it is relevant.
Mr Deakins
Deakins
Mr
95. Regardless of
of the
of the outcome of
cases before the Canadian courts, is the
British Parliament not entitled in some way
Government
or other to ask the Canadian Government
and Parliament when they submit a request
amendment of
of the
for patriation or amendment
British North America Acts, that such a
request is in accordance with the constitutional conventions of
of Canada as laid down
in the
the White
White Paper
Paper of
of 1965?
1965? Surely
Surely such
such
in
request for
for information
information could
could not
not be
be
aa request
interpreted as
as in
in any
any way
way interference
interference in
in
interpreted
their internal
internal affairs
affairs and
and would
would surely
surely help
help
their
the British
British Parliament
Parliament in
in performing
performing its
its
the
duties.
(Dr 1Vfarshall.)
Marshall) Yes, I think that
duties.--(Dr
is true, and in particular I think one has
to make it clear that what is going on here
is not a British political decision about
matters in Canada, an arbitration between
persons in Canada; it is a very narrow point
about the proper procedure. As I have
said, the British part is not really a British
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part, but that means it is not a vestigial
part or an anachronistic part; it is a
procedure designed by Canada of such sort
as to protect the Federal structure and in
working it I think it is correct to say that
it is the responsibility of Parliament. I do
not think in a sense the Government really
have any role in this. I would say the
Government's
simply to make time
role is simply
Government's role
available
through;
go through;
to go
matter to
the matter
for the
available for
but
United
the United
of the
responsibility of
the responsibility
is the
it is
but it
Kingdom
this
of this
part of
as part
Parliament, as
Kingdom Parliament,
process,
Canadian
the Canadian
work the
and work
out and
find out
to find
process, to
constitutional
So to
that
to that
convention. So
constitutional convention.
extent
it would
we
say we
to say
right to
be right
would be
think it
extent II think
are
have
to have
like to
would like
we would
say we
to say
entitled to
are entitled
the
constitutional
one's constitutional
doing one's
of doing
chance of
the chance
duty
conventions.
those conventions.
with those
accordance with
in accordance
duty in
Spearing
Mr Spearing
96. There is a very understandable
feeling in Britain that Parliament should
patriate the Constitution and leave it to
the Canadians to work out their own future.
Would you agree that first of all patriation
without a request would not be within the
terms
present British North America
the present
of the
terms of
Acts;
without
patriation without
that patriation
secondly, that
Acts; secondly,
prior
of
method of
the method
to the
as to
indication as
prior indication
changing
in
Constitution in
Canadian Constitution
the Canadian
changing the
respect
leave
would leave
powers would
of powers
balance of
of balance
respect of
aa vacuum;
vacuum; and
and thirdly,
thirdly, would
would you
you agree
agree
that
should be
distinction between
between
be aa distinction
there should
that there
request for
for patriation
patriation with
with or
or without
without
aa request
unanimous
agreement of
of the
Provinces
the Provinces
unanimous agreement
to the Federal Government.--(Dr
Government.
(Dr
Marshall)
am
Marshall) I agree to the first point and I1 am
fully in agreement with the second point,
that the independence option or simply
repealing the British North America Acts
and leaving a vacuum in Canada would be
not only improper but constitutionally
disastrous.
That is why I say I would
disastrous. That
like
legal
those legal
of those
number of
out aa number
leave out
to leave
like to
options.
It is
many
past many
the past
in the
that in
true that
is true
options. It
people
this
that this
suggested that
have suggested
Canada have
in Canada
people in
would
clear the
to aa
route to
the route
to clear
way to
the way
be the
would be
totally
independent,
sometimes
even
as
is
totally independent, sometimes even as is
said, an
an autochthonous
autochthonous Constitution,
Constitution,
said,
based
Canada; but
as the
Canadian
the Canadian
but as
in Canada;
based in
Government
say themselves,
this
think this
themselves, II think
Government say
would
It
hopeless. It
constitutionally hopeless.
be constitutionally
would be
would
the
amending the
of amending
way of
legal way
no legal
leave no
would leave
Constitution
It would
create
would create
Canada. It
in Canada.
Constitution in
constitutional
chaos,
and
nobody
would
would
nobody
and
chaos,
constitutional
have
the
the
amend the
to amend
authority to
legal authority
the legal
have
Constitution
of
Canada.
So
we
can
rule
rule
can
we
So
Canada.
of
Constitution
that
out.
the
third
of
simple
simple
of is
point
third point
the
On
out. On
that
patriation,
the
difficulty,
II think,
that
that
is
think,
difficulty,
the
patriation,
patriation
simply
has
to
include
some
some
include
to
has
simply
patriation
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amending process. It has either to be
unanimity or it has to be unanimity for a
temporary period of two years with some
provision for deadlock, like the amendment
provision in the proposed Canada Act,
or it has to be some variant on that, some
majority of States and populations. Those
mechanisms are familiar in Federal States,
but
lies the
difficulty.
the difficulty.
think, lies
there, II think,
but there,
Until
of those
which of
know which
really know
we really
Until we
courses
think
follow, II think
to follow,
asked to
are asked
we are
courses we
it is
to
have to
You have
say "" You
to say
us to
for us
difficult for
is difficult
it
have
patriation
with
unanimity
or
patriahave patriation with unanimity or patriation
not
is not
It is
rule ". It
two-thirds rule".
with two-thirds
tion with
something
for
determine for
to determine
fitted to
are fitted
we are
something we
ourselves.
keen
were keen
they were
why they
is why
That is
ourselves. That
not
it.
do it.
us do
have us
to have
not to

97. Following that, we understand it is
the view of the Federal Government that
any request, whether for patriation or
patriation with something else, should be
automatically passed by this Parliament;
but
1949 British North America Act
but the 1949
No.
No. 2, to which you have referred, makes
aa distinction,
distinction, II believe,
believe, between
between the
the
possibility
Parliament
Federal Parliament
the Federal
of the
possibility of
changing
does
it does
where it
Constitution where
the Constitution
changing the
not
where
and where
powers and
of powers
division of
the division
affect the
not affect
it
does,
when
it
requires
a
reference.
Can
it does, when it requires a reference. Can
you
the
how the
of how
indication of
any indication
us any
give us
you give
Federal
the
reconcile the
can reconcile
Government can
Federal Government
distinction
catetwo catethose two
between those
made between
distinction made
gories
of amendment
amendment to
Constitution,
the Constitution,
to the
of
gories
with
their
view
that
any
request
for
division
with their view that any request for division
of powers
sent here
and passed
passed
here and
sent
be
must be
powers must
of
automatically?
If
that
were
the
case,
case,
the
were
If that
automatically?
surely
there
would
be
no
need
for
that
that
for
need
no
be
would
there
surely
Act
at
all
and
that
definition
or
distinction
distinction
or
definition
that
and
all
at
Act
between the two types
of
constitutional
between the two types of constitutional
change would be non-effective?
(Dr
non-effective ?--(Dr
Marshall)
.1tfarslzall) Yes, that in a sense is almost
so. Clearly the 1949 Act does now draw
a distinction and that, of course, is what
was in issue in the Senate
Senate case between
things which have the power to amend the
Constitution of Canada, which the courts
have
interpreted to mean the Constitution
have interpreted
of the
Government, and
and nothing
Federal Government,
the Federal
of
else. So
So you
draw that
distinction
that distinction
to draw
have to
you have
else.
which
1949 Act.
of
Now of
Act. Now
the 1949
in the
drawn in
is drawn
which is
course
the
that the
possible that
been possible
always been
has always
it has
course it
Federal
it
as it
decide, as
might decide,
Government might
Federal Government
were,
short-circuit
do aa short-circuit
and do
around and
go around
to go
\'iere, to
thing.
request
the request
about the
point about
the point
is the
This is
thing. This
and
It was,
sense,
in aa sense,
was, in
procedure. It
consent procedure.
and consent
aa survival
survival from
from the
the pre-1930
pre-1930 period.
period. If
If
you
had
asked
anyone
in
1931,
when
the
you had asked anyone in 1931, when the
Statute
of
Westminster
was
enacted,
Statute of \Vestminster was enacted,
whether
prothe proavoided the
haw avoided
could have
they could
\Vhether they
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tection for the provincial rights put into
of Westminster by simply
the Statute of
going and asking for British amendment,
no-one would have believed it. There is a
distinction one has to draw between the
mode of
of signification
signification of
of commonwealth
commonwealth
request and consent which is certainly in
both Canada and Australia done through
an address of
of the Federal Parliaments, and
the prior conditions for making that consent. It
It is
is even
even clearer
clearer in
in Australia,
Australia, but
but
sent.
it would
would be
be even
even more
more unthinkable
unthinkable in
in
it
Australia, where
where it
it is
is equally
equally true
true that
that
Australia,
Government could
could come
come and
and ask
ask for
for an
an
aa Government
amendment to
to the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of
amendment
Australia Act
Act and
and in
in that
away
Australia
that way
way take
take away
the powers
powers of
of the
the States;
States; but
but there
there is
is
the
already in
in Australia
Australia aa constitutional
constitutional
already
amendment process,
process, and
and it
it obviously
obviously would
would
amendment
be
a
piece
of
very
sharp
practice,
and
noveryAustralia
sharp practice,
and nobe
onea piece
thinksofin
to avoid
the
to and
avoid
the
one
thinks in
Constitution
by Australia
coming here
getting
and
getting
Constitution
by
coming
here
it done by the United Kingdom Parliait done I by
Parliament.
am the
not United
saying Kingdom
this is a piece
of
I am notbecause
saying this
this isis aa complex
piece of
ment.
sharp practice,
sharp
this is aarguments
complex
matter.practice,
There because
are respectable
~atter.
aretherespectable
arguments
in
favour There
of what
Federal Government
m
whatBritish
the Federal
Government
is favour
doing. ofThe
Government
has
is doing.
The it
British
Government
told
them that
is perfectly
properhas
to
that itpatriation.
is perfectlyI proper
to
told
expectthem
automatic
think we
expect
automatic
patriation. perhaps,
I think and
we
told them
that, incautiously
them more
that, incautiously
perhaps,
and
told them
than we should
have told
told
shouldbeen
havethese
told
them;them
but more
therethan
havewealways
them;
but thereIt have
these
two methods.
seemsalways
to me been
as clear
as
two
methods.
It seems
to me
as clear as
it could
be, and
has been
recognised
in
it
and hasWhite
been Paper
recognised
in
thecould
1965 be,
Canadian
on the
Paper
on the
the 1965 Canadian
conventions,
that itWhite
is not
proper
to
~o~ventions,amend
that it
not proper to
indirectly
theis Constitution
in
llldJrectlyaffecting
amendthe the
Constitution
in
matters
provinces
by invoking
the request
and the
consent
procedure,
and
matters
affecting
provinces
by invoking
mat request
is why itand
is invoked
inappropriately.
and
the
consent procedure,
The issuggestion
think, suggest
that
why it is would,
invokedI inappropriately.
that itsuggestion
is not incumbent
us tosuggest
follow
The
would, upon
I think,
an
it is not request.
incumbent upon us to follow
thatimproper
an improper request.
Royle
Sir Anthony
Anthony Royle
98. II believe,
believe, although
although II have
have no
no evidence
evidence
98.
to confirm
confirm this,
this, that
that if
if this
this matter
matter came
came
to
before Parliament
Parliament today
today the
the general
general
before
feeling in
in the
the House
House would
would be
be that
that they
they
feeling
would not
not wish
wish to
to patriate
patriate the
the Constitution
Constitution
W?uld
without the
the consent
consent of
of the
the provinces
provinces and
and
Without
the Federal
Federal Government.
Government. Are
Are you
you saying
saying
th~
this morning
morning that
that we
we have
have some
some sort
sort of
of
this
constitutional obligation
obligation or
or responsibility
responsibility
constitutional
not to
to patriate
patriate the
the Canadian
Canadian Constitution
Constitution
n?t
without the
the unanimous
unanimous consent
consent of
of the
the
Without
Provinces, or
or would
would substantial,
substantial, but
but not
not
p.rovinces,
a1
na
Iteral,
be sufficient?
sufficient ?--(Dr
s!r
' uunanimity
nimity be
(Dr
Marslzall) No, I am not being definite
Marshall)
definite
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about that. I have said I am clear that
we have an obligation not to patriate it
of substantial objection. The
in the face of
before about
remarks that I was making before
finding out what the positive obligation
if so
was, whether it is substantial and if
how substantial, I think I stand by. II
really do not know what is " substantial ",
whether " substantial
substantial"" in the sense of
of a
majority of
of provinces would be sufficient
sufficient
majority
or not at this point. It is a matter I think
we should
should not
not have
have to
to decide.
decide. II think
think
we
that you
you could
could argue
argue for
for aa unanimity
unanimity rule
rule
that
for aa change
change in
in the
the whole
whole basis
basis of
the
of the
for
Constitution, but
but when
when it
it comes
comes to
actually
to actually
Constitution,
providing Canada
an amendment
amendment
providing
Canada with
with an
process, obviously
obviously unanimity
unanimity would
would strap
strap
process,
them into
into aa straitjacket;
straitjacket; and
and that
that is
why
is why
them
think in
in Canada
Canada clear
clear unanimity
unanimity for
for
II think
the
future
is
regarded
as
too
rigid,
and
the future
regarded
toosome
rigid,mechand
that
is why
whyisone
one
has to
to as
have
that
is
has
have
some mechanism,
as the Canadian
Government
say,
anism,
as thetheCanadian
say,
for
breaking
deadlock.Government
But that would
for breaking
the deadlock.
that would
not
be inconsistent
with a But
unanimity
rule
not
be inconsistent
with acase
unanimity
rule
for two
years, in which
they would
for
years,
in which
would
havetwo
to find
a more
flexiblecase
rulethey
within
that
more
flexible
rule within
that
have
periodto find
and,a if
not,
possibly
something
period
and, if
not, possibly
something
else would
happen—a
referendum
or
happen-a
referendum
or
else wouldAnd
whatever.
that is a matter
for them,
whatever.
that isreally
a matter
them,
but
it is notAnd
a matter
to befordecided
but
it is not in
a matter
be decided
unilaterally
Canadareally
with toconsiderable
in Canada
considerable
unilaterally
majority
dissent
of the with
provinces.
That
the provinces.
That
Imajority
think is dissent
as far asofI want
to go.
I think is as far as I want to go.
Mr Hooley
Hooley
99. If
If I understand it correctly, this
problem derives from the provisions of
of the
of Westminster which in effect
effect
Statute of
made the United Kingdom the guardian
of the federal nature of
of Canada. In
of
1931, when the United Kingdom was
responsible for the Government
Government of
of India
and huge chunks of
of Africa
Africa and territories
all round the world, that might have been
regarded as politically reasonable. In
1980, when
when we
we hold
hold no
no such
such position,
position, it
it
seems to
to me,
me, and
and perhaps
perhaps to
to other
other people,
people,
seems
that it
it is
is politically
politically wholly
wholly unreasonable
unreasonable
that
that aa sovereign
sovereign State
State like
like the
the United
United
that
Kingdom,
is aa Member
Member of
United
of the
the United
Kingdom, who
who is
Nations on
on aa fully
fully equal
equal footing
footing with
with
Nations
Canada who
who is
is also
also aa Member
Member of
the
of the
Canada
United Nations,
Nations, should
should in
in effect
effect be
United
be resresponsible for
for the
the structure
structure of
of the
Conthe Conponsible
stitution of
of aa totally
totally independent
independent country.
country.
stitution
Surely the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom has
has the
right,
Surely
the right,
if
it so
guardianship
if it
so wishes,
wishes, to
to disavow
disavow this
this guardianship
and pass
pass an
an Act
Act which
which would,
would, in
effect,
and
in effect,
terminate this
this relationship?
relationship? Is
Is this
not
terminate
this not
the case
case??--(Dr
(Dr Marshall)
If by
is
the
Marshal!) If
by that
that is
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Marshall) II think that
meant that the United Kingdom Parliament will agree " ?--(Dr
?
(Dr Marshall)
has a legal entitlement to repeal the British it would certainly be constitutionally
course would proper to say that. In fact.
fact, in saying that
North America Acts, that of conrse
be perfectly true, but II have said, I think, I am agreeing with your first
first proposition
that it would be constitutionally irres- that we are damned, I think, whatever we
ponsible to do that without making pro- do, and it is a desperate search for somevision for the further amendment of the thing that is the least damaging and the
Canadian Constitution. The other point course which will be least likely to be
think one
one has
has to
to remember
remember when
when one
one thought of as interventionist or taking an
II think
talks about
about Britain
Britain and
and Canada
Canada as
as initiative
initiative of
of our
our own.
own. II would
would not
not want
want
talks
sovereign States,
States, is
is that
that this
this whole
whole arrangearrange- to
to put
put it
it in
in terms
terms of
of timebombs
timebombs or
or asserassersovereign
ment in
in 1931
1931 was
was designed
designed by
by Canada
Canada tions
tions of
of our
our entitlement
entitlement or
or anything,
anything, but
but
ment
and that
that we
we are
are not
not maintaining
maintaining here
here any,
any, we
we are
are in
in aa desperately
desperately complex
complex situation
situation
and
as it
it were,
were, feudal
feudal relationships.
relationships. Everyone
Everyone and
and II think
think everyone
everyone recognises
recognises that
that the
the
as
recognises that
that both
both countries
countries would
would be
be Canadian
Canadian Government
Government has
has been
been part
part of
of
recognises
very
glad
to
have
the
Constitution
patriated
this
complex
situation,
that
they
have
had
very glad to have the Constitution patriated this complex situation, that they have had
and British
British power
power to
to do
do it
it by
by BNA
BNA amendamend- to
to exercise
exercise very
very great
great patience,
patience, and
that
and that
and
ments put
put an
an end
end to.
to. But
But there
there is
is aa their
their efforts
efforts to
to patriate
patriate the
the Constitution
Constitution
ments
question, really,
really, of
of the
the mode of
of doing it,
it, and
and for
for that
that matter
matter to
to put
put in
in aa Bill
Bill of
of
question,
and II think
think the
the answer
answermode
to what
what doing
you are
are Rights,
Rights,
are agreed
agreed by
by aa great
great many
many
people.
to
you
are
people.
and
suggesting
is
for
any
Member
of
the
I
am
very
conscious
at
the
moment
that
in
of himthe Ithis
amCommittee,
very conscious
at
the
moment
that in
suggesting
is for simply
any Member
British
Parliament
to
say
to
with
its
terms
of
reference,
to the
saybehest
to himreference,
terms
British
Parliament
this Committee,
self, " We
are actingsimply
here at
of whatever
we say,
say,with
evenitsthe
the
leastofthing,
may
"We are
acting
here at the
of whatever
self,
may
Canada".
That
instruction,
if behest
you like,
be taken we
to be a even
statementleast
thatthing,
is hostile
Canada
".
That
instruction,
if
you
like,
to
be
a
statement
that
is
hostile
be
taken
was specifically put into the Statute of to the intentions of the Canadian Parliaput joint
into request
the Statute
of ment.
to the intentions
of the for
Canadian
Parliawas
specifically
Westminster
at the
of the
If it were relevant
me to say
what
Westminster
joint Government
request of the
If itabout
were relevant
foritme
saybut
whatI
provinces andatthetheFederal
in ment.
I thought
it—which
istonot,
it is believe
not, butinI
provinces
and the
Federal unilateral
Government
in Iwill
thought
1931 precisely
to prevent
oversay itabout
all it-which
the same—I
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I think
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I think
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100. It seems to me that we are damned substantive
terms
of and
reference
of this
Commuch
the
substantive
ends,
I hope ve~:y
don't!
if we do and damned if we don
"t! Could narrow
what
said by of
it will
be
of isreference
this not
Comnarrowand
terms
this: in very practical mittee
I ask the Professor this:
anyissuch
mittee and in
what
saidsense.
by it will not be
terms, given that he is advising this Com- interpreted
mittee on what we ought to do, suppose interpreted in any such sense.
we were to say to our Canadian friends,
Chairman
Chairman
"We are part of the British North
"We
America Acts
Acts too;
too; \Ve
we are
are canght
caught in
in it
it
101/2. We are very grateful to you. Is
America
and as
as far
far as
as we
we can
can see,
see, first
first you
you ought
ought there anything further you would like to
and
to get
get aa broad
broad measure
measure of
of agreement,
agreement, not
not add which has not been stimulated by any
to
unanimity but
but aa broad
broad consensus,
consensus, and
and question of ours? Perhaps while you are
unanimity
secondly you
you should
should clear
clear in
in advance
advance the
the thinking of that, I could remind you that
secondly
whole matter
matter of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian judicial
judicial at the beginning I asked you what your
whole
process—the courts-and
courts—and only
only \vhen
when you
you qualifications were for coming here and
process-the
have done
done these
these two
two things
things should
should you
you giving
giving us
us your
your wisdom
wisdom and
and you
you replied
replied
have
give us
us this
this timebomb
timebomb and
and we
we will
will accept
accept \Vith
with suitable
suitable modesty
modesty that
that you
you had
had written
written
give
it", would
would it
it be
be proper,
proper, in
in your
your view
view as
as aa little
little on
on constitutional
constitutional matters.
matters. II
it",
constitutional lav,'Yer,
lawyer, for
for us
us to
to say
say to
to understand,
understand, however,
however, that
that your
your book
book
aa constitutional
the Federal
Federal Government
Government "" Clear
Clear the
the legal
legal entitled
entitled ""Parliamentary
Sovereignty and
and
the
Parliamentary Sovereignty
issues and
and get
get the
the consensus
consensus and
and then
then we
the Commonwealth"
Commonwealth" is
is aa standard
standard work
work
we the
issues
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on this matter, and another called"
called " Some
Problems of the Constitution
Constitution"" is also
regarded as one of
of the main works
works consulted
consulted
by constitutional lawyers.
lawyers. I hope I do
not make you blush in saying that, but
perhaps some of the ladies and gentlemen
behind you will be pleased to know that.
Have you thought of any last word for us?
us ?
--(Dr
Marshal/) No, Mr Chairman, I
(Dr Marshall)
think that was my last word-the
word—the notion
that we should
should separate
separate very
very carefully
carefully and
and aa
hope that what we say on the procedural
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process is not interpreted in any way as
hostile to the views of the Canadian
Government
Government whose
whose aims
aims many
many of us
us share
share
and many of us, if Canadians voting in
Canada, would support. But unhappily
for us that is not now the question we
have.
Chairman]
Chairman]Thank
Thankyou
youvery
verymuch
muchindeed.
indeed,
It
It isis good
good of
of you
you to
to come
come and
and we
we have
benefited very much from your advice.

THE OPTIONS FOR UNITED KINGDOM ACTION (ADDENDUM)

G Marshall
Marshall
Supplementary Memorandum by Dr G
Though it may be useful to set out the range of legally possible courses of
of action, it
is clear that they are not all options that are constitutionally available at the present
time, since British legislation embodying them could not (under the Statute of Westminster
conventions) be made to extend to Canada without Canada's request and consent, and
nobody has requested or consented to any partial enactment of the Canada Act, or to
requirement.
British legislative abdication, or to simple patriation with aa unanimity requirement.
This strengthens the case for believing that the British Parliament's proper aim should
be to attempt to secure for itself
itself the opportunity to be guided by Canadian constitutional
practice as set out in the forthcoming Provincial advisory opinions and (it is to be hoped)
in an eventual appellate decision of the Supreme Court of Canada.
The relation of these decisions to the matters to be placed before Parliament in the
United Kingdom if a Federal Parliamentary address is transmitted has now become much
clearer. One of the questions in Manitoba's reference poses the question whether the
~onsent
consent of the provinces is required as a matter of constitutional practice before a request
IS
is made for British legislation that affects provincial powers. A further question asks
whether consent is a prerequisite to the enactment of such legislation. The answers are
no doubt advice and not legally binding on the Canadian authorities or on the United
Kingdom Parliament, but if they are answered in the form posed they are obviously
relevant to the questions to be decided at Westminster. Both simple rationality and the
consideration that Westminster legislators should follow Canadian practice when acting
as part of the Canadian amendment process, suggest that the answer to the second
first-that is, that consent is a requirement for
question turns upon the answer to the first—that
enactment if it is a requirement for a request for enactment. The convention, though
~nactment
it falls into two parts, is a single convention, and though it is (for the time being) both a
It
determined in
in Canada.
Canada.
British and a Canadian convention, its content should be determined
If a clearly enunciated judicial statement of the convention were to support the Federal
Government's position, the United Kingdom Parliament would have no constitutional
alternative other than to act in accordance with it. If
If it did not support the Government's
Position
position the United Kingdom Parliament would have grounds for declining an
unsupported request that could not be resented as improperly interventionalist. So to
ask to know what Canadian practice is and to follow it seems the least improper and the
most prudent of the options.

10 December
December1980.
1980.
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WEDNESDAY 10 DECEMBER 1980
Members present:
Mr Anthony Kershaw, in the Chair
Miss Betty Boothroyd
Mr Frank Hooley
Mr Eric Deakins
Mr Peter Mills
Mr Anthony Grant
Mr Nigel Spearing
Mr Eldon Griffiths
Griffiths
AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION OF CANADA
THE ROLE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM PARLIAMENT (12/80-81/FM)
Memorandum submitted by
by Professor
Professor H
HW
WRRWade
Wade
1. The Government of Canada claims that the United Kingdom Parliament is obliged
to enact, without questions asked, any amendment of the British North America Acts
of
which is submitted by the Government of Canada and backed by the usual resolutions of
the two Houses of Parliament in Ottawa, even though the amendment affects the rights of
of
the Provinces.
Provinces.
2. The Government of the UK may be tempted to accept this claim since
since itit would
would enable
enable
the Parliament of the UK to play a purely formal and automatic part and to avoid
embroiling itself in a Canadian constitutional controversy which ought to be decided in
Canada alone and in which no one in the UK wishes
wishesto
tointervene.
intervene.
3. Are the Government and Parliament of the UK entitled to take this line of least
resistance? The answer depends upon constitutional convention rather than upon law.
affecting the
In law there is no doubt that the Canadian courts recognise that in matters affecting
Provinces the British North America Acts can be amended only by the UK Parliament in
1931, section 7. They may be expected to
accordance with the Statute of Westminster 1931,
(a) that no law sets any limit upon this amending power of
of the UK
recognise also (a)
(b) that
that no
nolaw
lawsets
setsany
anylimit
limit upon
upon the
thefreedom
freedom of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian GovernGovernParliament; and (b)
affecting the constitutional powers and position of
ment to submit amendments affecting
of the
Provinces—though if they should decide otherwise this will be an internal Canadian
Provinces-though
matter. The important question for the UK Government and Parliament is whether
it is required by constitutional convention that any amendment legislation should be
enacted without question at Westminster, even though it affects and is opposed by some
or all of the Provinces.
4. In British constitutional theory and practice there is a clear-cut distinction between
law and convention. Law derives from common law and statute and is enforceable by
the courts. Convention derives from constitutional principle and practice and is not
enforceable by courts. Law remains in force until changed by statute. Convention may
change with changing times. Law, at least if statutory, is ascertainable in precise form.
Convention is often imprecise and may be nowhere formulated in categorical terms.

5. The correct attitude for the UK Government and Parliament to adopt must be found
by looking at (a)
(a) constitutional
constitutional principle and
and (b)
(£>)past
pastpractice.
practice.
A. CoNSTITU'IIONAL
CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLE
A.
6. The essential elements of a federal constitution are that powers are divided between
the central and provincial governments and that neither has legal power to encroach upon
the domain of the other, except through the proper process of constitutional amendment.
of local government in the UK, for example, contains no element of federalism
The system oflocal
because the powers of local authorities are wholly at the mercy of Parliament. The same
would have been true of the proposed devolution of powers to Scotland and Wales.

If it were correct that the UK Parliament is obliged to enact any amendment of
of the
7. If
British North America Acts proposed by the Canadian Government, this would obviously
contradict the federal principle. It would then lie wholly within the power of
of the
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Canadian Government, de
facto, to
to obtain
obtain amendments
amendments derogating
derogating from
from the
the powers
powers of the
the
defacto,
Provinces and against the will of the Provinces. The Canadian constitution would cease
to be federal in the true sense, since the Provinces would be at the mercy of the central
government. By agreeing to act merely as an automaton at the direction of
of the Canadian
Government, the UK Parliament would be subverting the whole foundation of
of the
Constitution of Canada. It would put into the hands of the Canadian government powers
which are not possessed by the central government of the United States, Australia, India
and other federal countries, and which cannot be possessed by the central government
without destroying the federal basis of the constitution. It would be idle then to say that
the UK
UK was
was refraining
refraining from
from taking
taking sides
sides in
in aa Canadian
Canadian controversy.
controversy. In
In fact
UK
fact the
the UK
the
would be
be taking
taking sides
sides with
with the
the Canadian
Canadian government
government in
in undermining
undermining the
the constitutional
constitutional
would
rights and
and powers
powers of
of the
the Provinces,
Provinces, contrary
contrary to
to the
the whole
whole system
system of
of the
the British
British North
North
rights
Acts and
and the
the fundamentals
fundamentals of
of Canadian
Canadian constitutional
constitutional law.
law.
America Acts
America
8. A certain amount of misconception appears to have arisen out of talk about " the
federal compact " as the basis of the Canadian constitution. This term has been used by
those who have claimed that the British North America Act 1867 was the result of an
agreement between the central and provincial governments and none of its provisions can
them. This theory is
is described, probably
therefore be varied without the consent of all of them.
as " constructed on sheer invention",
invention ", without legal or
fairly, by Professor R M Dawson as"
historical foundation; and in 1943 the Prime Minister of Canada, Mr Mackenzie King,
said that it " does not appear to be supported either in history or in law ". The
compact "" theory
theory may
may or
or may
may not
not be
be fallacious.
fallacious. But
But this
this in
in no
no way
way alters
alters or
or weakens
weakens
"" compact
the more
more limited
limited principle
principle set
set out
out in
in the
the preceding
preceding paragraph,
paragraph, namely,
namely, that
that the
the division
the
division of
of
powers between
between federal
federal and
and provincial
provincial governments
governments is
is something
something which
which the
federal
powers
the federal
government ought
ought not
not to
to have
have power
power to
to alter
alter unilaterally.
unilaterally. In
In fact
fact it
it is
is the
the basic
basic principle
principle of
of
government
federalism, rather
rather than
than any
any contractual
contractual or
or consensual
consensual arrangement
arrangement between
between the
various
federalism,
the various
governments, which
which is
is in
in issue
issue in
in the
the present
present controversy.
controversy. It
It is
is aa matter
matter not
not of
of "" the
the
governments,
federal compact
compact "" but
but of"
of " the
the federal
federal principle
principle ".
".
federal
9. Section 7 of the Statute of Westminster 1931
1931 was inserted at the instance of the
Provinces expressly for the purpose of preserving the federal principle. Had that not
been done, the Canadian Parliament would have obtained full legal power to amend the
British North America Acts under section 2. Full powers of enacting and amending
legislation were conferred upon the Federal Government by section 2 and upon the
so as
as
Provincial Governments by section 7(2), but with the restriction set out in section 7(3) so
independence.
to prevent either from encroaching upon the other's sphere of independence.
10. The provisions of the Statute of Westminster make it quite clear that it cannot have
1931 that convention required the UK Parliament to enact without
been supposed in 1931
question any British North America Bill put forward by the Canadian Government and
Parliament. If
If there had been any such convention, section 7 would have been useless to
the Provinces, and the security which it was intended to give them would have been
nugatory, since the Canadian Government could at any time have called upon the UK
Parliament to enact an amendment taking away constitutional powers of the Provinces.
Pa~liament
is inconceivable that the Provinces would have been satisfied with this situation. Yet
It IS
they were satisfied with section 7, thus clearly disproving the existence of any convention
of ~he
the kind now claimed. They must have felt fully assured that they enjoyed not only
strictly legal
legal but
but also
also genuinely
genuinely constitutional
constitutional protection
protection for
for their
their rights.
rights.
stnctly
11. Constitutional principle, therefore, is entirely opposed to any alleged convention
that the UK Parliament is obliged to enact amendments of the Constitution of
tha~
of Canada
which_reduce the rights
rights of the Provinces without the consent of the Provinces concerned
which
given.
and without inquiring whether that consent has been given.

B.
B- PAST PRACTICE
12. It would be unprofitable to itemise all
all the
the amendments
amendments of
of the
theBritish
British North
North America
America
Acts effected by the
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament since
since 1867.
1867. The
The majority
majority ofthem
of them had
had no
no effect
effect on
on the
the
Ac~s
legislative powers of the Provinces and the fact that provincial consent was
was not
not obtained
obtained is
is
!egiSlative
Immaterial.
immaterial.
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13. The only amendments affecting
of
affecting the legislative powers of the Provinces were those of
1940, 1951,
1951, 1960 and 1964.
1964. In each one of these cases all the Provinces were consulted
and their agreement was obtained. The amendment of 1940 was delayed for some years
until the agreement of Quebec could be obtained. By accepting this delay of the amendment (which gave the Canadian Parliament power to legislate for unemployment
insurance) the Canadian Government (in the words of the federal Prime Minister)Minister)—
" avoided the raising of aa very critical constitutional question,
question, namely,
namely, whether or not
in the amending of the British North America Act it is absolutely necessary to secure
of
the consent of all the Provinces, or whether the consent of a certain number of
Provinces would of itself be sufficient
". (Canadian Commons Debates, 1940
sufficient".
(25
(25 June),
June), pp.1117-18)
pp. 1117-18)
It is clear from this remark that the Canadian Government accepted that in the case of
of
such amendments convention made it "" absolutely necessary " that the consent of at least
of all
some Provinces was obtained. In principle it would seem right that the consent of
Provinces suffering
suffering any diminution of their legislative powers should be obtained, and this
of
is corroborated by the fact that unanimous consent was obtained for the amendments of
1951,1960
1951,
1960 and 1964.
14. In addition, there is the very significant case of non-amendment represented by the
1931. This would have gravely affected
affected Provincial legislative
Statute of Westminster 1931.
been inserted
inserted at
at the
the instance
instance of the
the
independence, as already pointed out, had not section 7 been
Provinces. In this case not only the Canadian Government but also the UK Government
and Parliament felt bound to take account of the Provinces' objections.
15. It hardly seems necessary to argue that convention requires the prior agreement of
of
affected by the amendment, since the Canadian GovernProvinces whose powers will be affected
1965 entitled
entitled "" The
TheAmendment
Amendment of
of
ment expressly admitted as much in the White Paper of 1965
the Constitution of Canada ". It said:
" The
Thefourth
fourthgeneral
generalprinciple
principleis isthat
thatthe
theCanadian
CanadianParliament
Parliamentwill
willnot
notrequest
requestanan
affecting federal-provincial relationships without prior conamendment directly affecting
sultation and agreement with the provinces. This principle did not emerge as early
has gained
gained increasing
increasing recognition
recognition
as others but since 1907, and particularly since 1930, has
and acceptance. The nature and the degree of provincial participation in the amending process, however,
however, have
havenot
notlent
lentthemselves
themselvesto
toeasy
easydefinition".
definition ".
This statement, it is important to observe, was agreed by all the Provinces before the
White Paper was published: see Canadian Commons Debates, 1965 (17 February),
11623. It therefore represents a "convention"
" convention " in the literal sense, being an agreed
p. 11623.
relationship.* It is thus as authoritative a source of
of
statement of the federal-provincial relationship:
constitutional convention as can be imagined.
imagined.
16. It is therefore acknowledged by all concerned that as the conventions of the
of
Canadian constitution have developed they have hardened in favour of the protection of
Westminster evidently represents the waterthe rights of the Provinces. The Statute of "\.Yestminster
shed. That was the outstandingly important occasion when the Provinces made good
thereafter the contheir claim for protection of their rights, and it is not surprising that thereafter
became clearer and rrore positive.
vention requiring Provincial consent becan:e
17. The " fourth general principle " quoted above is framed in terms of convention
binding the Canadian Parliament rather than the UK Parliament. But it by no means
whole object of section 7 of
of the
follows that it will not concern the UK Parliament. The \\hole
Statute of Westminster was to make the LX
UK Parliament the guardian of the rights of
of the
Provinces and as already shown, constitutional principles make it essential that the UK
Parliament should not act as a mere automaton at the Canadian Government's instance.
It is inexorably necessary, therefore, that the UK Parliament should be assured that the
Canadian conventions for the protection of the Provinces have been duly observed. If
If
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament failed
failed to
to satisfy
satisfy itself
itself of
of this,
this, it
it would
would be
be acting
acting as
as an
an automaton
automaton and
the
and
failing in
in its
its function
function of
of constitutional
constitutional guardian.
guardian. Where
Where the
the requested
requested amendment
amendment will
will
failing
affect the
the Provinces,
Provinces, therefore,
therefore, the
the LK
UK Parliament
Parliament must
must make
make sure
sure that
that the
the Provinces
Provinces
affect
concerned
the precedents
precedents since
since 1930
1930 make
make clear,
the consent
consent of
the
of the
concerned have
have consented.
consented. As
As the
clear, the
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Provinces to amendments affecting
affecting them has in fact always been sought and obtained by
the Canadian Government, so that the UK Parliament has not had to make any inquiry.
But it would be entirely wrong to conclude from that that the UK Parliament will never
look behind the Canadian Government's request. That will be true only where it is clear
that the requisite Provincial consent has already been obtained. If
If the Canadian Government has failed to observe the conventions established in Canada, the UK Parliament
will not be bound by the supposed convention that it should ask no questions.
18. Conventions are the rules of the game of politics, and it may be necessary to
correct one infringement
infringement by another. If
If for example a British government were to refuse
to resign after being defeated on a motion of no confidence, the Queen would be justified
will. The fact that the UK Parliament does not
in dismissing the ministers against their will.
in practice look behind amendments requested by Canada is entirely dependent upon
If those conventions
those requests being in conformity with Canadian conventions. If
are infringed, the duty of the UK Parliament is to take corrective action.
19. Two contradictory conclusions on the above question appear in the Background
Paper prepared by the Canadian Department of External Affairs dated 2 October 1980.
Conclusion ((d)(ii)
d)(ii) on page 9 is that the UK Parliament is bound to act in accordance with
a proper
proper request from the Canadian Government (emphasis added).
added). Conclusion (e),
which immediately follows, is that the UK Parliament may not look behind any federal
request for amendment and may not concern itself with the role of the Provinces (emphasis again added).
added). The former statement seems clearly correct and the latter clearly
proper request
erroneous. It is by taking the false step of equating any
any request with a proper
request
that the Canadian Government has misrepresented the true position.
20. The inescapable conclusion is that section 7 of the Statute of Westminster 1931
has left the UK Parliament with not only legal but also political responsibility for upof the
holding the federal constitution of Canada and acting as guardian of the rights of
Provinces. Anachronistic and unwelcome as this responsibility may be, it was deliber1931 and nothing has since happened to alter it. The UK Parliament
ately preserved in 1931
therefore has the duty, when requested to amend the British North America Acts, to
first, does the amendment adversely affect Provincial legislative
ask itself two questions: first,
affected signified their consent?
powers; and secondly, if so, have the Provinces affected

WHAT SHOULD THE UK
UK PARLIAMENT Do
DO Now?
NOW?
21. It would doubtless be agreed by all concerned that it is
is absurd
absurd that
that there
there should
should even
now be no autochthonous process for amendment of the Canadian constitution in matters
affecting the federal-provincial allocation of powers. In this frustrating situation the
UK Government and Parliament may well wish to find some solution which will cut the
Gordian knot and relieve them of responsibility in future. It may be, on the other hand,
that the UK authorities will feel that any initiative for this purpose must come from
Canada, and that the only choice open to them now is either to accept the Canadian
Government's desired amendments or else to reject them outright.
22. However that may be, one is bound to ask how the UK Parliament could best
e?-tricate
extricate itself
itself from its anomalous involvement in Canadian constitutional affairs. The
simplest course would be for it to enact a short statute empowering the Government of
of
Simplest
Canada to amend the British North America Acts in any manner, provided that the consent of all the Provinces was obtained. This would be without prejudice to its existing
power under the amendment of 1949 to make constitutional amendments not affecting
affecting
POWer
the Provinces. The whole problem would then be exported to Canada where it belongs;
and the UK would have contracted out of it for ever afterwards. Provinces would have
to signify consent to amendments affecting them in the same sort of way in which States do
so for amendment of the Constitution of the United States. The rights of the Provinces
safeguarded by the Canadian courts, which is as it should be. The L'K
UK Parliawould be safeguarded
ment would
would then
then in
in effect
effect have
have abrogated
abrogated the
the last
last remnants
remnants of
of its
its legislative
legislative sovereignty
sovereignty
ment
over Canada.
Canada. Canada
Canada would
would at
at last
last obtain
obtain an
an autochthonous
autochthonous constitution.
constitution.
over
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23. It is sometimes said that it is an impossibly rigid situation if any one Province has
a power of veto over any amendment affecting the distribution of powers.
powers. But that is
merely the present situation with which Canada has had to live for about a century. It
is well illustrated by the
the amendment
amendment of
of 1940,
1940, which
whichQuebec
Quebecsuccessfully
successfully vetoed
vetoedfor
for aa period
period
of years after all the other Provinces had agreed. It has to be remembered that any
federation requires an initial willingness to federate on the part of each and every member.
Since Canada has never been supplied with a mechanism for constitutional amendment,
the position in respect of
of that subject is that the federal compact has not yet been made.
It is not unnatural, therefore, that it should require unanimity.
24 November
November1980
1980

HWRWADE,
HWRWADE,
Gonville
Gonvilleand
andCaius
CaiusCollege,
College,
Cambridge.
Cambridge.

AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION OF CANADA
THE ROLE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM PARLIAMENT (48/80-81/FM)

Additional Memorandum by Professor H W R Wade
1. In my memorandum dated 24 November 1980 I concluded (in para. 20) that the
UK Parliament had the duty to ask itself
itself two questions: first,
first, does the amendment
affect Provincial legislative powers; and secondly, if so, have the Provinces
adversely affect
affected signified their consent?
consent ?
affected

2. This additional memorandum is concerned with the first of these questions,
questions, and more
particularly with the question: how should the UK Parliament satisfy itself
itself that the
Provinces, or any of them, really are affected? I did not discuss this previously because
I assumed that the question would not arise in the present case,
case, the effect on the Provinces
of the Canadian Government's proposals being obvious.
obvious. But perhaps it needs attention
nevertheless, in order to complete the picture of the UK Parliament's position and duties.
3. If
If the effect
effect of some proposed amendment should be disputed between the Government of Canada and the Provincial governments, there would seem to be three alternative
ascertain whether the division of
ways in which the UK Parliament could as_<;:ertain
of legislative
was in
in fact
fact affected.
affected.
powers in Canada was
(i) The UK Parliament could itself
itself determine the question on the recommendation
of a Parliamentary committee which would itself hear evidence and argument.
argument.
(ii) The UK Parliament could arrange for the question to be referred to the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council under section 4 of the Judicial Committee Act
1833 (as was done, for example, in Re Parliamentary
ParliamentaryPrivilege
PrivilegeAct
Act1770
1770
[1958]
1833
[1958]
331—the Strauss
Strauss case).
case).
AC 331-the
(iii) The UK Parliament could request the Government of Canada to arrange for
the question to be referred to the Supreme Court of Canada by the Governor
of the (Canadian) Supreme Court Act, as
General in Council under section 55 of
was done in the recent case of Re Authority of
of Parliament
Relationtoto the
the
Parliament ininRelation
UpperHouse
House[1980]
[1980]11SCR
SCR54.54.
Upper
4. Since the question is essentially one of law, course (i) would seem to be the least
suitable of the three. The choice between courses (ii) and (iii) is not easy, though only
because there are arguments in favour of each of them and each of them would be
satisfactory if the other were not available. In favour of the Privy Council it may be
satisfactory
said that the UK Parliament, in its capacity of guardian of the federal system, ought to
have a source of advice quite independent of the Federal and Provincial authorities in
nowadays concerned
concerned with
with Canadian
Canadian law,
Canada. Although the Privy Council is not nowadays
law,
it has much experience of Canadian constitutional
constitutional cases
cases in
in the
the past.
past. In
In favour
favour of
of the
the
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Supreme Court of Canada it may be said that a question of Canadian constitutional law
of law
ought essentially to be determined in Canada, and that any doubtful question of
relating to a proposed amendment ought to be settled in Canada before the UK Parliament
can properly be asked to proceed with a British North America Bill. On the other hand,
(ii), since the Provinces might object
course (iii) might be more contentious than course (ii),
to the question being referred to a court appointed by the Canadian Government, despite
the high standing of the Supreme Court of Canada and the evident impartiality of decisions
UpperHouse
Housecase
case(above).
(above).
such as the Upper
5.
5. On the whole I feel inclined to favour course (iii),
(iii), provided that it will not provoke
If it should do so, the UK Parliament could fall back on course (ii)
political difficulties. If
and resort to the Privy Council. Since the question seems unlikely to arise in the present
case, my concern is not so much to advocate one solution or another as to point out that
there are several alternative solutions available. The UK Parliament need not therefore
feel deterred by any such problems in performing its role as guardian of the federal system
in Canada.
itself with
6. It would not be right, in my opinion, for the UK Parliament to concern itself
issue. A number of the Provinces are now, as I understand,
any other litigation on this issue.
referring various constitutional questions, including the present question,
question, to
to their
their Provincial
Provincial
courts and in due course there may be appeals to the Supreme Court of Canada. But the
questions so referred will have been formulated by the Provinces for their own purposes,
answers to
to them.
them. It
It isisnecessary,
necessary,as
asititseems
seemstoto
and the Provincial courts may differ in their answers
me, that
that the
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament should
should formulate
formulate its
its own
own questions
questions and
and institute
institute its
me,
its own
own
legal proceedings
proceedings or
or cause
cause the
the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government to
to institute
institute them.
them. The
legal
The only
only
exception
would
be
if
the
Canadian
Government,
before
coming
to
Westminster,
had
exception would be if the Canadian Government, before coming to Westminster, had
itself put
put the
the correct
correct questions
questions to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of Canada
Canada in
in aa form
form which
which the
UK
itself
the UK
Parliament could
could approve.
approve. In
In that
that case
case II think
think that
that the
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament could
could well
Parliament
well be
be
satisfied.
satisfied.
H W R WADE,
HWR
4 December
December1980
1980
Gonvilleand
andCaius
CaiusCollege,
College,Cambridge.
Cambridge.
Gonville

Examination of Witness
Professor H W
WR
R WADE, Master of Gonville and Caius College, University of Cambridge,
called in and examined.
examined.

Chairman
Chairman
102. Good
Good morning,
morning, Professor
Professor Wade,
102.
Wade,
thank you
you very
very much
much for
for coming.
coming. You
You
thank
are Master
Master of
of Gonville
Gonville and
and Caius,
Caius,
are
Cambridge, Professor of English Law at
the University and author of some wellknown studies, particularly on the
sovereignty of Parliament, and of many
other books and pamphlets. Do I correctly
odther.
escnbe you?--(Prof
describe
you?—-(Prof Wade)
Wade)Yes.
Yes.

by the Province of Quebec but my memorandum is a statement of my personal
views and I have put it in as such.

104. Thank you. Your memorandum
is based on the federal principle, which you
of
explain in paragraph 8: " The division of
powers between federal and provincial
governments is something which federal
ought not to have power to
government ought
" ought ",
alter unilaterally ". That word ''
ought"" or
. 103.
103. On this
this occasion you are appearing
appearing is it in your mind a legal " ought
ought",
",
m Your
your personal capacity to express your something less, like a political " ought
sentiment?
(Prof Wade)
own opinions as an academic authority on a political sentiment?--(Prof
Wade)
constitutional law and in no way on behalf
behalf I think it is both legal and political. It is
f~
party
involved
in
the
matters
of any
which legal in the sense that there is now in the
oinrnu
~V.
investigating?--(Prof
w s CCommittee
tee is investigating?
(Prof British North America Acts a legal
ade) That
Wade)
That isis right.
right. I I explained
explained when
when division of powers between federal and
su_bmitting
submitting my memorandum to the Com- provincial governments and, therefore, they
mittee that I have, in fact, been consulted ought not to trespass into one another's
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spheres because that, of
of course, would be
contrary to the Act as it now stands. But
it is also a very important political
ought"" in the sense that the law expresses
expresses
" ought
of the Constitution of
of Canada,
the spirit of
which is federal and which is inherent in
the whole federal situation, that neither
side, so to speak, should have it in its
power to invade the sphere of
of the other.
105. We have been referred
referred by the
Foreign Office
Office to evidence given to a
of the Canadian House
Special Committee of
of Commons in 1935 to consider methods
of
of amending the BNA Acts, and in parof
Professor Kennedy.
ticular to evidence by Professor
fundamental thing about
He said that the fundamental
Canada is that it is a federation but he
goes on to say that he agrees with the
view that
that the
the UK
U K Parliament
Parliament would
would never
never
view
refuse to
to enact
enact on
on request
request from
from the
the federal
federal
refuse
Parliament even
even aa request
request directly
directly aimed
aimed
Parliament
at the
the provinces.
provinces. He
He says
says that
that any
any requirerequireat
ment of
of consultation
consultation with
with the
the provinces
provinces is
is
ment
matter of
of Canadian
Canadian politics
politics and
and now
now law.
law.
aa matter
So, how
how can
can you
you be
be sure,
sure, Professor,
Professor, that
that
So,
something fundamental
fundamental to
to the
the politics
politics of
of
something
the Canadian
Canadian federation
is also
fundathe
federation is
also fundamental to
to its
its constitutionallaw?--(Prof
constitutional law?
(Prof
mental
Wade) I do not suggest it is primarily a
of law for this country in this
question of
It is really a question of
of consituation. It
of
vention and proper practice, which, of
course, is intimately connected with the
law. But I am bound to say I find it very
Professor Kennedy's
hard to understand Professor
of course, taken
evidence, which was, of
orally, and he emphasises that he is merely
expressing an
an opinion
opinion and
and emphasises
emphasises at
at
expressing
one point
point he
he is
is concerned
concerned only
only with
with
one
questions of
of law
law but
but then
then plunges
plunges into
into aa
questions
number of
of questions
questions of
of politics
politics and
and conconnumber
vention. It
It does
does seem
seem to
to me
me he
he contradicts
contradicts
vention.
himself in
in the
the evidence
evidence to
to which
which II was
was
himself
referred because
because at
one point
point he
to
referred
at one
he seems
seems to
concede that
that the
the arrangements
arrangements would
would allow
allow
concede
the federal
federal government
government to
to obtain
obtain pmvers
powers
the
which would
would reduce
reduce the
the powers
powers of
of the
the
which
provinces, and
and immediately
immediately afterwards
afterwards he
he
provinces,
is emphasising
emphasising that
that it
it is
is aa federal
federal consticonstiis
tution in
in which
which that sort
sort of
of thing
thing ought
ought
tution
not to
to happen.
happen. that
So, II would
would not
not contend
contend
So,
not
that I can make good sense of his evidence
that at
I can
just
thatmake
point.good sense of his evidence
just at that point.
Mr Hooley
Hooley
Mr
106. Professor
Professor Wade, in paragraph 9 of
of
your memorandum you say that section 7
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of
of the Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster 1931 was
of the provinces
inserted at the instance of
expressly for the purpose of preserving the
of argument
federal principle. This kind of
has been rehearsed before us by other
people who have given us evidence, but
of the provinces at the
were the claims of
Conference or was it
time accepted by the Conference
not simply agreed that the Statute of
of
Westminster would
would not
not affect
affect amendment
amendment
Westminster
of
of the BNA Acts
Acts??--(Prof
(Prof Wade) I think
that those are to some extent the same but
probably the latter statement is the more
correct and the whole problem was found
to be insoluble, as it has been in Canada
every time it has been discussed among all
off, it has
the parties, and it was simply put off,
been put into cold storage, and it has been
taken out
out again
again now.
now.
taken
107. Has this argument been tested since
1931 in any substantial way?--(Prof
way?
(Prof
Wade) As I understand it, no, because the
of Canada
Canada has taken
Federal Government of
very good care to carry the provinces with
it in any amendments affecting
affecting their
legislative powers.
108. So, would it be correct to say that
UK Parliament may be asked to
what the UK
do—and there is, I gather, no formal
formal
do-and
yet—is entirely without precedent?
request yet-is
--(Prof
(Prof Wade) I think in the circumstances the answer to that must be yes.
Mr
Mr Deakins
Deakins
109. Professor
Professor Wade, how do you
explain the fact that since 1930 there
K ParliaUK
has been no occasion when the U
informed by the UK
ment has been informed
Government of
of any provincial concurrence
amendments
with or dissent from proposed amendments
the the BNA Acts, not even in those cases
of the provinciallegislaprovincial legislawhere the powers of
ture were being reduced
reduced??--(Prof
(Prof Wade)
}ure
I think by the very simple fact that the
provinces consented to it and no province
protested and, therefore, there was no
K ParliaUK
evidence whatever before the U
ment that there was any problem in Canada,
whereas, of
of course, now there is ample
different situation.
evidence and a quite different

110. If
If since 1940 we have declined to
inquire, or at least failed to inquire, into
affecting
the internal Canadian arguments affecting
provincial powers and the various governof this country have also publicly
ments of
stated that we do not intend to make such
Canadian Governinquiries, are not the Canadian
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ment and Parliament entitled to rely on
that as forming a sort of
of constitutional
constitutional
convention to that effect
effect ?--(Prof
?
(Prof Wade)
Wade)
I should not have thought so because it
seems to me to contradict the whole prinof Canada
ciple on which the Constitution of
rests. The situation that we have now is
of
not one which has arisen in respect of
those other amendments since 1931 and,
therefore, no convention developed in the
intervening years would have any relevance
to the situation we have now.
Mr Spearing
111. When you referred
referred to 1931 in
answer to my colleague a moment ago you
used the graphic phrase ''" iinto
n t o cold
storage ". Can you confirm
confirm my memory
that when there was that happening it was
by mutual consent and mutual agreement
and was formally concluded in the Conference prior to the Statute of Westminster
itself?--(Prof
itself?
(Prof Wade) With the mutual
agreement at what point? I did not
quite follow?
follow?
112. To put the Constitution into cold
storage?--(Prof
storage?
(Prof Wade) Yes, to put the
problem of
of amendment into cold storage,
yes.
113. And it is part of
of your case or part
of your view, I take it, that, therefore, it
should not emerge from
from such cold storage
without a comparable agreement?-agreement?
(Prof
(Prof Wade) That is right.

Boothroyd
Miss Boothroyd
Professor Wade, I wonder if you
114. Professor
would explain to the Committee how the
if
United Kingdom authorities could be, if
of the rights of
of the
you like, guardians of
provinces against the federal government
when, unlike the Australian situation, the
provinces do not have direct access either
Parliament?
to our Government or our Parliament?
-(Prof
(Prof Wade) I think access as bet\veen
between
governments is really a matter of
of protocol
and is for the governments themselves to
say who shall have access to them and who
shall not and I do not see very much
significance in that. As regards access
ha\e
between Parliaments, I should not ha\e
thought there was any ban on access by
the provincial authorities to the Parliament
at Westminster so long as the Parliament
at Westminster retains the pow-er
power and
of amending the Canadian
responsibility of
Constitution.
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Chairman
115. Professor, the 1965 White Paper
says that the principles which it states,
one of
of which you strongly rely upon,
are not constitutionally binding in any
strict sense. Are you not, therefore,
fourth
seeking to give the White Paper's fourth
principle more binding force than the
White Paper claims for itself?--(Prof
itself?
(Prof
Wade) No, I think I am using it merely as
evidence, but it seems to me a very strong
piece of
of evidence. As I understand
understand it,
the White Paper was concurred
concurred in by all
the provinces before it was published
published and,
therefore, is a convention in the most
literal sense of
of the term agreed by all
parties.
116. You say " aall
".
l l the provinces
provinces".
The fourth principle in the White Paper
It just
is not explicit about unanimity. It
says ''
"prior
prior consultation and agreement
provinces'*. If
If it meant all the
with the provinces··.
so ?
provinces would it not have said so?-(Prof Wade) It does not seem to me you
(Prof
can read anything into that phrase one
way or the other. II should have thought
h e proit was equally natural to say "''tthe
vinces"
l l the provinces
provinces",
", but
vinces
" or " aall
perhaps there is some slight reservation in
the former phrase in that there might be
room for some absence of
of unanimity. Of
Of
course, the natural situation is where
course
where the
amendment
amendment might
might affect
affect some
some provinces
but not
not others.
others. In
In that
that case
case there
there would
would
but
be no
no point
point talking
talking about
about all
all the
the provinces.
provinces.
be
It would
would only
only be
be the
the provinces
provinces affected
affected
It
which would
would be
be relevant.
relevant.
which
117. You say that federation
federation requires
an initial willingness to federate on the
of each and every member
member and that
part of
of
that suggests unanimity about methods
methods. of
of the Canadian
amendment. Surely some of
provinces vvere
were created, in effect,
effect, by Canada,
Parliament?
by Acts of the Canadian Parliament?
I refer to those who joined the Dominion
after the relevant date. Does that make
after
a difference?--(Prof
difference?
(Prof Wade) No, I should
havee thought not. That is the formal
formal
ha\
incorporated by
aspect. They were incorporated
America Acts but
various British North America
not, II think, against their will.

Chairman] Obviously not, II suppose, no.

Spearing
Mr Spearing
of that, Professor
Professor
118. But in respect of
Wade, is it not true that the latest province
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to join the Canadian Federation was
Newfoundland
Newfoundland and that one of
of the points
which has been made is that Newfoundland
Newfoundland
became a member of
of the Federation under
the Constitution as it then was and that
any change in that Constitution would
morally require their assent as well? So,
in that case would you not put that
particular province on a different
different level
even from those that were created by the
Federation itself?--(Prof
itself ? — ( P r o f Wade) No, II
do not think so, otherwise you have to
go back and put all the others on a
different
different level as from the dates when they
were admitted to the Federation. It
seems to me that entrance into the Federation involves accepting or agreeing to the
constitutional arrangements and that involves giving the new province its due
share of
of legislative power under the
British North America Acts and from then
onwards it is entitled, just like any other
province, not to have those powers reduced
or taken away without its own consent.
119. So, your point would be by virtue
of the cold storage point we referred
referred to
of
Newfoundland would have assumed that
Newfoundland
of a means
no change or no introduction of
of changing the Federation would be
of
brought about unless it had not only the
of Newfoundland
Newfoundland but of
of all the
assent of
other provinces as well
well?——(Prof
Wade)
?-(Prof Wade)
So far
far as
as Newfoundland
Newfoundland goes,
goes, obviously
obviously
So
its own
own consent
consent ought
ought to
to be
be sought
sought for
for
its
any amendment
amendment affecting
affecting its
its own
own legislative
legislative
any
powers. II do
do not
not see
see that
that it
it should
should be
be
powers.
concerned with
with the
the legislative
legislative powers
powers of
of
concerned
the other
other provinces,
provinces, if
if II have
have understood
understood
the
you correctly.
correctly.
you
120. But as far as its own powers are
concerned, you would have said that was
an assumption and understanding on
of the Canadian
which it became a member of
Federation
Wade) Yes. It
Federation??--(Prof
(Prof
It
seems to me inherent in the whole conof a federal state into which it
ception of
entered.
Chairman
121. Of
Of course, Newfoundland
Newfoundland already
existed as a legal entity but Alberta and
Saskatchewan when they became provinces
had not existed at all before. As you said,
they were created by an Act of
of the Canadian
Canadian
Parliament?-(Prof
Parliament?
(Prof Wade) So far as they
formed a part of
formed
of Canada, yes, certainly.
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122. What do you say to the argument
that any convention about provincial
concurrence is too uncertain in its scope
to be usable? The 1965 White Paper
of
itself
itself said that the nature and degree of
provincial participation in the amending
process have not lent themselves to easy
definition. Does not this remark seriously
qualify
qualify the fourth general principle, to
which it is appended
appended??--(Prof
(Prof Wade)
No, I do not think so. We are talking
about constitutional conventions and it is
inherent in constitutional conventions
that they are a bit hazy at the edges. It
is quite different
different from talking about rules
of
of
of law. But that remark at the end of
the fourth principle seems to me merely
winding up the statement simply by saying
that the provinces have, in fact, been
formula for conunable to agree on a formula
stitutional amendment. That is what I
take it really to be thinking of
of and 1 do
not read it as withdrawing in any way
what was said immediately in the previous
breath.
MrSpearing
Mr
Spearing
123. You point out in paragraph
paragraph 22
convenient way out
that perhaps the most convenient
of this difficult
difficult impasse would be for the
of
British Parliament to pass an amendment
to the British North America Act which
would enable the Canadian Federal Parliaconstitutional balance
ment to change the constitutional
of
in Canada provided that the means of
obtaining that change had the unanimous
of all the provinces. Can I put
consent of
it to
to you
you that
that supposing
supposing such
such aa request
request
it
for an
an amendment
amendment was
was received,
received, but
but
for
instead of
of having
having the
the unanimous
unanimous assent
assent
instead
of all
all the
the provinces
provinces it
it only
only has
has the
the majority
majority
of
assent of
of provinces
provinces in
in broadly
broadly the
three
assent
the three
sections, the
the Atlantic
Atlantic provinces,
provinces, the
the Central
Central
sections,
provinces and
and the
the Western
Western provinces,
provinces,
provinces
there would
would be,
be, would
would there
there not,
not, aa strong
strong
there
case for
for the
the British
British Parliament
Parliament then
to
case
then to
accede to such a request?--(Prof
request?
(Prof Wade)
I do not think it is any different
different in principle.
I think that every province's rights and
position have to be considered independof course, it is
ently and that although, of
very tempting to say if
if there is a strong
majority in its favour right across Canada
majority
different situation, 'I
;I do not think
that is a different
that it really is because each province is
own rights.
entitled to stand up for its ovvn
Of course, that situation has already arisen
Of
in Canada when several of
of the previous
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provinces then discussed constitutional
amendment. As I understand it, the
Victoria formula was only rejected by one
province, Quebec, admittedly one of the
largest and most important provinces, but
there have, I think, been several situations
already where one province has held out
against the others and I think it has been
accepted in Ottawa that that did not make
case for
for coming
coming to
to Westminster.
Westminster.
aa case
124. But you are, therefore, saying that
even if there were widespread agreement
among most of the provinces and, indeed,
all the larger ones, on such a request and
such a formula for amendment, it has
hitherto escaped everybody that even if
one of the smaller provinces held out the
British Parliament, by virtue of the
unanimity which
which you
you have
have suggested
suggested is
unanimity
is
proper, would
would not
not be
be justified
in acceding
acceding
justified in
proper,
to the request?
position ?
request ? Is that your position?-(Prof Wade)
Wade) Yes, it is.
is. Perhaps I might
point out it is very far from the situation
which appears to obtain at present. As
understand it,
it, eight
eight out
out of
of the
the ten
ten proproI1 understand
vinces are resisting the Federal Government's proposals, so that it is at the very
of
other extreme of the possible spectrum of
situations from the one that you have put
to me.
me. But
But II think
think in
in principle
principle the
the answer
answer
to
must be
be yes
yes because
because there
there must
must be
be an
an
must
agreed formula
formula for
for constitutional
constitutional amendamendagreed
ment in
in Canada
Canada which
which has
has the
the consent
consent
ment
of all
all the
the provinces
provinces and
and it
it might
might be
be that
that
of
one, perhaps
perhaps aa small
small province,
province, might
might have
have
one,
very important
important interests
interests about
about which
which the
the
very
other provinces
provinces did
did not
not care
care very
very much
much
other
and II think
think it
it would
would be
be quite
wrong in
in
quite wrong
and
principle that
that those
those should
should be
be sacrificed
sacrificed
principle
without its
its agreement.
agreement.
without
125. I should make it clear that I am
envisaging a possible situation not of a
request of the character which may well
come before this House but a different
different
type of request which is only concerned
tYpe
with patriation on what is a largely agreed
With
formula. On that assumption can I now
take you one stage further. If such an
event occurred and there was one pruvince
province
e':ent
still objecting
objecting on
on aa basis
basis that
that may
may be
be well
~till_
well
justified that
that you
you have
have suggested
suggested and
and you
you
JU~tlfied
are saying
saying in
in those
those circumstances
circumstances WestWestar7
minster should
should still
still say
say no,
no, are
are you
you not
not
mmster
suggesting that
that the
the judgment
of that
that parpars!lggesting
judgment of
ticular province
province is
is superior
superior to
to the
the remaining
remaining
ticular
sovereignty that
that the
the Westminster
Westminster ParliaParliasovereignty
ment still
still have?--(Prof
have?
(Prof Wade)
Wade) No,
No,
ment
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because I think in your last few words
introducing the sovereignty of the Westminster Parliament you have slipped from
convention into law and those are as
different
different as chalk and cheese. The convention, I1 think, is what matters here.
That should protect the position of every
individual province and I think the
situation which you envisage ought to be
treated as a purely Canadian problem and
there should be some political solution in
Canada. Perhaps the other provinces
would be able to turn the heat on to the
dissenting province or the Federal Governof
ment may have some way ultimately of
producing unanimity. It has many powers
and opportunity of influence and I think
it is in that area the solution has to be
sought and it does not in principle in the
least affect the attitude of Westminster.
126. You are, therefore, saying that
such a request without unanimity would
be if not improper for the Canadian
Federal Parliament an improper one for
Wade)
this House to consider?--(Prof
consider?
(Prof Wade)
It would not be right, I do not say to consider but it would not be right for Westminster to enact it.

Mr Griffiths
Griffiths
127. Professor Wade, I have three questions and the third hangs on the previous
two. I think it is fair to say yours is the
received.
most emphatic paper that we have received.
On the first two sections of it you come
down quite categorically in saying that
constitutional principle is entirely opposed
to any
any alleged
alleged convention,
convention, that
that the
UK
to
the UK
Parliament is
is obliged
obliged to
to enact
enact amendment
amendment
Parliament
of the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of Canada
Canada without
without the
of
the
consent of
of the
the provinces.
provinces. Then
Then you
consent
you say
say
in
your
section
on
past
practice
that
the
in your section on past practice that the
inescapable conclusion
conclusion is
is that
that the
UK
the UK
inescapable
Parliament is
is both
both legally
legally and
and politically
politically
Parliament
responsible for
for upholding
upholding the
the federal
federal
responsible
Constitution of
of Canada
Canada and
and acting
acting as
as
Constitution
guardian of
of the
the rights
rights of
of the
the provinces.
provinces.
guardian
My
first
question
is,
when
making
this
My first question is, when making this
very
categorical statement
statement based
based on
on your
your
very
great categorical
learning, \\·hat
what do
do you
you say
say to
great
learning,
to those
those
in
the
Federal
Government
and
the
and
the
in
the Parliament
Federal Government
Federal
of Canada
Canada who
who
dissent
of
dissent
Federal
Parliament
most strongly
strongly from
from your
your judgment
on
?
most
judgment
onasboth
both?
In
what
way
are
they
misguided,
you
In
are they
see what
it, inway
believing
that misguided,
the request
requestasof you
the
see
it, in believing
that the
the
democratically
elected
Parliament ofand
democratically
Government of elected
Canada Parliament
is wrong? and
Government of Canada is wrong?--
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(Prof
(Prof Wade) We have been reading this
morning
mornmg about democratically elected
parliaments and the Parliament of
of Ottawa
and in Westminster are not the only
democratically elected Parliaments in this
field, there are also the democratically
democratically
elected legislatures of
of the provinces. In
In
fact, I think the answer to your question
about how one is to explain the attitude
of
of the Federal Government is no doubt
that their patience is exhausted. They
have been through very many long and
serious efforts
efforts to achieve unanimity in
Canada and they have failed, sometimes
with the dissent merely of
of one province,
and I think they are now trying to strain
the situation in their own favour when,
in fact, it is fundamentally
fundamentally contrary to the
federal principle, which, if it means anyGovernment
thing, means that the Federal Government
cannot take away the powers of the provinces. This is something which the
Government of the United States is
of Australia
unable to do, the Government of
It is absolutely fundamental
fundamental
is unable to do. It
to a federal country and if Canada is to
remain a federal country that must be the
situation.
128. My second question concerns your
judgment
of the background paper, which,
judgment of
of course, the Committee have seen, of
of the
of
Department of
of External Affairs.
Affairs.
Canadian Department
Would I oversimplify
oversimplify your view, if
if II
have understood your evidence, to mean
that you are not at all impressed by this
paper and you think that it has been
drawn up very largely for the political
purpose of
of enabling
enabling the
the Canadian
Canadian GovernGovernpurpose
ment to
to overcome
overcome its
its problems
problems rather
rather
ment
than being
being aa paper
paper that
that is
is based
based on
on obobthan
jective
(Prof
jective principle
principle and
and more?
more?--(Prof
Wade) I think it is quite natural that it
should be designed to help the Canadian
Government to overcome its problems
was
and I thought it \Vas-129. A political paper rather than
legal
legal??--(Prof
(Prof Wade)--a
Wade)
a very good
paper for that purpose, but the whole
situation, as I understand it, is political
rather than legal.

My third question really goes to
130. l\1y
the conclusion that you have drawn in
powerful paper and you advise us
your pow·erful
we should enact a short
very clearly that \Ye
of
statute empowering the Government of
Canada to amend the British North
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America Acts in any manner provided
that the consent of
of all the provinces was
obtained. You are moving, I think, outof law and constituside the strict field of
of very valuable
tional principle into a piece of
political advice which I am sure the Comgrateful to have. But II
mittee is very grateful
would like to ask you just exactly how
you think this would work. You say
the whole problem would then be
be exexported to
to Canada
Canada where
where it
it belongs
belongs and
and
ported
the UK
UK would
would have
have contracted
contracted out
it
the
out of
of it
forever. We
We would
would have
have abrogated
abrogated the
the
forever.
last remnants
remnants of
legislative sovereignty
sovereignty
of our
our legislative
last
over Canada.
Canada. II think
think that
that is
is probably
probably
over
what some
some of
of us
us at
at least
least would
would like
to
like to
what
see happen,
happen, but
but if
if we
we were
were to
to do
do that
and
see
that and
the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government and
and ParliaParliathe
ment dissented,
dissented, as
as it
it might
might well
well do,
how
ment
do, how
we, in
in fact,
fact, have
have achieved
achieved our
object
?
would we,
our
object?
would
You can
can hardly
hardly export
export something
something to
to aa
You
person who does not want it
it??--(Prof
(Prof
Wade) No. II was careful
careful to say in the
previous paragraph that I quite realise
that the Committee might not be interested
in anything of
of that sort and they might
feel their task was merely to advise the
U K Parliament whether to say yes or no
UK
to Mr Trudeau, so this was purely a piece
of speculation on my part, but, of
of
of course,
it would
would require
require the
the consent
consent of
of Canada,
Canada,
it
both the
the federal
federal and
and the
the provincial
provincial governgovernboth
ments, and
and II do
not suppose
suppose anyone
on
do not
anyone on
ments,
this occasion
occasion would
would wish
wish to
to put
put forward
forward
this
any propositions
propositions except
except as
as material
material which
which
any
might commend
commend itself
itself in
in Canada,
Canada, and
and if
if
might
it did
did commend
commend itself
itself then,
then, of
course,
it
of course,
Westminster
I
would
expect,
would
be
Westminster I would expect, would be
very favourably
favourably disposed
disposed to
to enacting
enacting it.
it.
very
Deakins
Mr Deakins
131. Should our Parliament in the UK
be best advised to await the outcome of
of
any genuine litigation going on before
the Canadian courts on matters we have
discussing?
(Prof Wade) I think
been discussing?--(Prof
it is a very difficult
difficult question to answer
categorically. It is conceivable that
litigation in Canada might go on for
many years and it might be used as a
delaying move and it might get the UK
difficulty if
Parliament into great difficulty
if in any
itself onto legal
way it, so to speak, hitched itself
proceedings in Canada which were not
started with its own agreement or by some
agreement with the Government
Government of
of
Canada. I can foresee very considerable
difficulties if
if it
it is
is suggested
suggested that
that we
must
we must
difficulties
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wait until everything has been finished
finished
in the Canadian courts. I think there are
six provinces at least at present which
have started legal proceedings, and although these may all funnel through in
the end to the Supreme Court of
of Canada
on appeal, nevertheless there is likely to
be quite a complicated
complicated and confusing
confusing
sitution. II did
did make
make some
some suggestions
suggestions in
in
my supplementary
supplementary memorandum
memorandum about
about
my
how that
that might
might be
be resolved
resolved and
and II think
think
how
personally perhaps
perhaps the
the best
best solution
solution would
would
personally
be for
for the
the Government
Government in
in thi~
this country
country
be
to arrange
arrange with
with the
the Canadian
Canadian GovernGovernto
ment in
in Ottawa
Ottawa to
to have
have the
the question
question
ment
formally referred
referred by
by the
the Canadian
Canadian GovernGovernformally
ment in
in Ottawa
Ottawa to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court.
Court. If
If
ment
they have
have already
already decided
decided it
it on
on an
an appeal
appeal
they
from, say,
say, Alberta,
then
they
can simply
simply
from,
Alberta,
then
they can
refer
to
their
previous
decision
and decide
refer
to
their
previous
decision
and
decide
it, but there would be one legal channel
it,
but would
there would
one legalbeginning
channel
which
have be
a definite
which
have would
a definite
and endwould
and there
not bebeginning
a possiand
there would
not be on
a possibilityend
of and
proceedings
dragging
over
bility
of
proceedings
dragging
on
over
which really we have no control and which
which
really
we
have
no
control
and
which
might take the whole situation, so to
might
takeof the
whole situation, so to
speak, out
our hands.
speak, out of our hands.
132. In what way do you think a
of the Canadian Supreme Court
decision of
could affect the constitutional and legal
of this Parliament in relation to
practice of
of the BNA Act?-Act?
the amendment of
(Prof Wade) There are a number of
of
(Prof
possibilities. One of
of the questions being
submitted to the provincial courts at this
Supreme
stage, but which may well go to the Supreme
Court of
of Canada, as I understand it,
~ourt
is whether the Government of
of Canada
Is
is now legally entitled to submit its package
if the Supreme Court
to Westminster, and if
answer that
that in
in the
the
of Canada should answer
negative, of
of course
course it
it will
will be
be necessary
necessary to
to
negative,
take account
account of
of that
that and
and the
the Government
Government
take
of Canada
Canada will
will have
have to
to drop
drop it.
it. That
That is
is
of
one possibility.
possibility. There
There are
are various
various other
other
one
possibilities.
possibilities.
Mr Grant
Mr
this question
question of
of which
which
133. Just on this
comes first,
first, the
the chicken
chicken or
or the
the egg,
egg, the
the
position of
of the judicature or the legislegisPosition
lature, you are not saying, are you, that
~ature,
if there is a perfectly
perfectly genuine case with
If
which the court is seized and there is no
\Vhich
artificial procedural delay going on, the
the
legislature should override that, and if
you are, is there any precedent for the
Yo!!
legislature to interfere in a proper con-
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stitution with the rights of
of the court?
--(Prof
(Prof Wade) I do not think there would
be any interference
interference with the operation of
of
the law in any sense at all because these
questions are, or ought at any rate to be,
of law which the Canadian
questions of
courts are being asked to determine,
whereas, in fact, the problems for this
of constitutional
country are problems of
convention and practice and they do not,
conflict or interact.
strictly speaking, conflict
But I am certainly not saying no
attention
no attention
should be
be paid
paid to
to some
some decision
decision of
should
of aa
high Canadian
Canadian court
court which
which may
arise
high
may arise
out of
of these
these proceedings.
proceedings. What
What II think
think
out
am saying
saying is
is that
that there
there might
might be
be conconII am
siderable difficulties
difficulties if
if the
the conduct
conduct of
the
siderable
of the
UK Parliament
Parliament were
were to
to be
be made
made dependent
dependent
UK
on legal
legal proceedings
in Canada
Canada which
which
on
proceedings in
might
get rather
out of
of hand.
hand.
tpight get
rather out
of prudence and sense
134. As a matter of
would it not be wise for the UK
UK Parliament to await the outcome of
of perfectly
sensible, genuine litigation in the courts
before it comes to a conclusion rather
beforehand ?——
than blurt out its view beforehand?-(Prof
(Prof Wade) Yes, I think it would, and
in my supplementary paper
paper I suggested
a means whereby that might be brought
about. My only reservation is whose legal
proceedings we get involved with.
Mr Spearing
Spearing
135. Professor
Professor Wade, a few moments ago
you were insisting that any request for
patriation and a patriation formula
formula alone
unanimity of
should receive the absolute unanimity
of the
provinces. To some people that
that may
appear a logical legal but very precise
position, but I take it you would agree that
qualification would have the
advansuch a qualification
the advantage of
of removing any judgment
concerning
judgment concerning
the advantages
advantages or
or the
the rights
rights of
of aa particular
particular
the
province standing
standing out
out away
away from
from this
this
province
Parliament
and confine
confine it
it to
entirely
Parliament and
to an
an entirely
Canadian forum?
forum ? Do
would
Canadian
Do II take
take it
it you
you would
agree that
advanagree
that that
that would
would be
be the
the added
added advantage
of such
such an
an absolute
absolute position?-position?——
tage of
(Prof Wade)
Wade) Yes.
Yes.
(Prof
136. And can I take it also that it would
preferred option which might help
be your preferred
everybody if
if it were possible
possible??--(Prof
(Prof
evervbodv
Wade) The preferred
preferred option, of
of course, is
that everybody concerned in Canada
should agree.
137. On that particular possible request
patriation formula?
formula?
for patriation and a patriation
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--(Prof
——(Prof Wade) Yes, certainly. If
If II
understood you correctly, I should have
thought the ideal situation was to get the
patriation formula, by which I mean the
constitutional amendment formula, agreed,
and deal with that by itself. It might go
back to Canada and the Bill of
of Rights and
all the other consequential things can be
dealt with in Canada by Canada without
any reference to this country at all.
138. At a later stage?--(Prof
stage ?- -(Prof Wade)
Wade)
Yes, absolutely correct.

Mr Hooley
Hooley
139. I am told by experts who understand these things, which I do not, that one
cannot simply patriate, as it were, the BNA
Acts as they are because the Canadian
people would then be left without any
of amending their own Constitution.
Constitution.
means of
As a layman, I do not understand it.
of
Surely it is inherent in the concept of
national sovereignty that the people can
amend or
or determine
determine their
their own
own Constitution
Constitution
amend
how they
they wish?
wish? Equally,
Equally, II should
should have
have
how
thought the
the sovereignty
sovereignty of
of the
the UK
UK ParliaParliathought
ment is
is such
such that
that if
if the
the UK
UK Parliament
Parliament
ment
simply said,
said, "" Here
Here is
is your
your BNA
BNA Act,
Act, your
your
simply
existing Constitution,
Constitution, get
get on
on with
with iti t ",
",
existing
there is
is nothing
nothing that
that can
can prevent
prevent the
the UK
UK
there
way??--(Prof
(Prof
Parliament acting in that way
Wade) Certainly there is nothing to prevent
UK Parliament acting in that way, but
the UK
of your question the
to the earlier part of
answer is no, if it is a federal country. The
of the United States cannot
Congress of
of the United
amend the Constitution of
of threeStates without the consent of
quarters of
of the states signified
signified independently, so that there is no inherent argument for
for saying
saying that
that aa country
country must
must
ment
necessarily be
be able
able to
to look
look after
after its
its own
own
necessarily
Constitution and
and amend
amend it.
it. If
If we
we simply
simply
Constitution
patriated the
the BNA
BNA Act,
Act, which
which II think
think is
is the
the
patriated
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sense in which you mean it, simply by
declining to take any further
further steps to
amend it and leaving it all to Canada,
Canada would be legally impotent.
140. Unless there was a unanimous
unanimous
agreement?--(Prof
Even then
agreement ?(Prof Wade) Even
then
they would not legally obtain the power to
amend the British North America Acts.
There has to be legislation which the
Canadian courts will accept as valid for
that purpose, and so long as section 7 of
of
the Statute of
of Westminster remains unrepealed in any way which the Canadian
courts will recognise, so long must Canada
be devoid of
of constitutional amendment.
amendment.

Mr Griffiths
141. Professor
Professor Wade, you will have seen
the statement yesterday by the Prime
Minister at Question Time. I think II
of it. She said that if
should quote a bit of
if a
request is received we have to deal with it
in accordan!:e
accordance with the statute, in accordance with precedent, and then she repeated,
"and in
thereby giving greater emphasis, "and
accordance with the fact that it is received
from a fully democractically
democractically elected
Parliament and would be a request from
from a
Parliament to
fully democratically elected Parliament
a similarly democratically elected Parliament". The inference I draw from
from that
was that it was the Prime Minister's advice
to the House that if
if we receive a request
democratically elected
from such a fully democratically
Parliament we would have no choice but
to accept it. Do you disagree with that
inference I draw from the Prime Minister's
remarks?--(Prof
afraid II
remarks?
(Prof Wade) I am afraid
must do. It
It is entirely contrary
contrary to the
position II have put before the Committee.
Chairman] Professor
thank you
Professor Wade, thank
helpful
very much, you have been most helpful
grateful
to the Committee. We are very grateful
to you.

QUESTION OF
O F "INTERFERENCE
" INTERFERENCE IN THE
THE
THE QL"'ESTION
CANADA " (25/80-81/FM)
(25/80-81/FM)
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS OF CANADA"
Memorandum by Mr E Lauterpacbt,
Lauterpacht, QC
QC
memorandum is directed to only one aspect of
of the question now before
1. This memorandum
before the
Parliament and
Committee. When the United Kingdom Parliament receives from the Parliament
of Canada a proposal for an amendment of
of the Canadian Constitution, is it
Government of
entitled or required to ascertain whether that request is supported by an appropriate
appropriate
of Provincial consent? The question arises because the suggestion has been
degree of
involves " an interference
interference
made that for the United Kingdom to enter into such an enquiry involves"
affairs " of
of Canada and is therefore inappropriate.
in the domestic affairs
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2. There are two possibilities as regards the underlying constitutional law and convention. One is that an amendment of the character now under consideration does not
require unanimous provincial consent; the other is that it does.
does. If
If it does not, then the
present question does not arise. But if it does, then it seems inconceivable that the British
Government should not be concerned with the extent of provincial support. To suggest
otherwise is to imply that the Federal Government would be entitled to pretend that it
has unanimous provincial support when in fact it has not. If provincial unanimity is a
necessary precondition of the application to the United Kingdom Parliament, then all
concerned in the application are entitled to know the relevant facts.
facts.
3. Moreover, if the question is approached exclusively in terms of constitutional law
of
and convention (as opposed to international law, of which more later) the notion of
"interference
" interference in the domestic affairs of Canada "-at
"—at any rate as
as aa legal conceptionconception—
appears entirely misplaced. There are two ways of looking at the involvement of
of the
British Parliament. Either it is involved because, for the limited purpose of
of amendment,
it is effectively an organ of the Canadian constitution. Or,
Or, if not an organ ofthe
of the Canadian
constitution, it is involved as an organ of the British constitution having a special relationship with one feature of the Canadian constitution. But in both cases the participation
of the British Parliament is the consequence of specific rules-whether
rules—whether called law, convention or practice; and once the content of the particular rule relating to amendments
of the kind now under consideration is identified as requiring unanimous provincial
consent there is no basis for suggesting that the UK Parliament, while operating within
of
the framework of and subject to those rules, can ignore the fact that the precondition of
British Parliamentary action is not met.

4. Another way of putting the point is that British concern with the legal requirements
not an
an interference
interference in
in aa Canadian
Canadian domestic
domestic affair
affair because,
because, in
in the
the nature of
of the
the situation,
situation,
is not
for this purpose the British Parliament is part of the Canadian domestic scene. By
fulfilment of a legal role in the Canadian constitution cannot be interference
definition, fulfilment
in the workings of that system.
. 5. Apart from a " constitutional
constitutional"" approach in the above terms, it is right that the
!nternationallaw
international law aspect should be addressed. There is,
is, however, a certain artificiality
m
in approaching the matter as one arising between two sovereign States. Although the
United Kingdom and Canada are for all practical purposes, separate and independent
legal persons, the matter of Canadian constitutional amendment is the one respect in
which they are not. On this question Canada is still tied to Britain by an umbilical cord
and even in international law this cannot be ignored.
6.
plane .
6. There are, nonetheless, two points to be made on the international legal plane.

of " internal affairs"
affairs " or "domestic
" domestic
. 7. First, it is generally accepted that the concept of"
jurisdiction " is not absolute. As was acknowledged by the Permanent Court of InterJUrisdiction
Tunisand
andMorocco
MoroccoNationality
NationalityDecrees,
Decrees,
PCD,
Series
PCIJ,
Series
B, B,
national Justice in the case of the Tunis
No 4, the concept of domestic jurisdiction is relative and varies according to the circumstances of each case, and if a matter is regulated by treaty or other comparable arrangement it is definitely not one exclusively of domestic jurisdiction. The body of
of relevant
law, convention and practice affecting
affecting the role of the United Kingdom Parliament cannot
!aw,
just be ignored and must, therefore, even though at first sight not on the place of
JUst
of international law, be
be translated
translated onto
onto that
that level.
level. Accordingly,
Accordingly, it
it is
is necessary
necessary to
to speak
speak of
of the
the
nationallaw,
relationship of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom and
and Canada
Canada in
in respect
respect of
of constitutional
constitutional amendment
amendment
relationship
as being
being governed
governed by
by understandings
understandings akin
akin to
to treaty
treaty which
which in
in their
their content
content are
identical
a~
are identical
with the
the constitutional
constitutional conventions
conventions which
which Canada
Canada also
also invokes.
invokes. If
If this
this is
is so,
so, those
With
those same
same
conventions/understandings provide
provide the
the basis
basis for
for the
the United
United Kingdom's
Kingdom's right
right to
conventions/understandings
to know
know
whether or
or not
not the
the Canadian
Canadian request
request has
has the
the unanimous
unanimous support
support of
of the
the Provinces.
Provinces.
whether
8. Secondly, and quite apart from the special facts of the present situation, it is not
correct that concern by one State with the satisfaction
satisfaction of constitutional requirements in
another automatically constitutes a legally unacceptable interference in the domestic
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affairs of the latter. The situation is in some respects analogous to the interest which one
party to a treaty may have in the constitutional authority of another party to enter into
that particular agreement. Article 46 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,
to which both Canada and the United Kingdom are parties, contemplates investigation
of whether a State's constitutional requirements have been satisfied in the event that that
State contends that failure to comply with its internal law has prevented the formation
of a valid treaty obligation:obligation:—
"" 1.
1. A
A State may not invoke the fact that its
its consent to be
be bound by a treaty has
been expressed in violation of a provision of its internal law regarding competence
to conclude treaties as invalidating its consent unless that violation was manifest
and concerned a rule of its internal law of fundamental importance.
2. A violation is manifest if it would be objectively evident to any State conducting
itself in the matter in accordance with normal practice and in good faith."
faith."
From this it is obvious that international law does not impose any blanket prohibition
upon an interested State investigating the content and application of the constitutional
law of another.
9. In suggesting that the United Kingdom Parliament may satisfy itself
itself that where
unanimous consent is required it has been obtained, it is appropriate to add that this is
not merely a right which the United Kingdom Parliament possesses as against the Canadian
Parliament. It is a duty which the United Kingdom Parliament owes to the Provinces.
The Canadian federal system is not one in which the Provinces are subordinate to the
federal government. The Provinces were before 1867 separate entities each with their
of
own position in relation to the United Kingdom. The creation of the federation of
Canada did not destroy that provincial identity. When the Statute of Westminster
freed the Dominion Parliament from the fetters of the Colonial Laws Validity Act it at
the same time extended that freedom to the legislatures of the Canadian Provinces and
thus acknowledged in statutory terms the freedom and rights of the Provinces.

10. There is no legal or conventional screen between the United Kingdom Parliament
and the Provinces which requires the former to assume that the consent of the latter is
to be implied in any request from the Canadian Parliament. When all is said and done,
the amendment of the Canadian constitution is a matter of Canadian constitutional law
in which there are three participants: the federal Parliament, the Provinces and the United
Kingdom Parliament (here acting, in effect, as an organ of Canadian constitutional
machinery). It is, therefore, inappropriate for the Canadian Government to raise in
this context
context barriers
barriers of
of aa national
national or
or territorial
territorial kind.
kind. There
There is
is but
but one
one constitution
constitution of
this
of
Canada and
and the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament is,
is, for
for aa limited
limited purpose,
purpose, an
Canada
an essential
essential
part of
of it.
it. There
There is,
is, therefore,
therefore, no
no element
element of
of interference
interference in
in the
the domestic
domestic affairs
affairs of
of
part
Canada when
when the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament does
does just
what the
the domestic
domestic law
Canada
just what
law and
and
convention of
of Canada
Canada require
require of
of it,
it, namely,
namely, to
to ask
ask whether
whether there
there are
are conditions
conditions prepreconvention
cedent to
to be
be satisfied
satisfied and
and whether
whether they
they have,
have, in
in fact,
fact, been
been satisfied.
satisfied. And
And why,
why, it
it may
may be
be
cedent
asked, should
should it
it be
be any
any more
more an
an interference
interference in
in the
the domestic
domestic affairs
affairs of
of the
the nation
nation of
of
asked,
Canada if,
if, to
to the
the claimed
claimed disadvantage
disadvantage of
of the
the federal
federal government,
government, the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
Canada
Parliament makes
makes an
an enquiry
enquiry regarding
regarding Provincial
Provincial consent
consent than
than it
it would
would be
interParliament
be an
an interference in
in the
the affairs
affairs of
of that
that same
same nation
nation if
if the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament were,
were, to
to the
the
ference
evident disadvantage
disadvantage of
of the
the Provinces,
Provinces, to
to fail
fail to
to make
make enquiry
enquiry regarding
regarding Provincial
Provincial
evident
consent?
consent?
ELAUTERPACHT,QC
E LAUTERPACHT, QC

28 November
1980
28
November 1980
Examination of \Vitness
Witness

Mr E LAUTERPACHT, Lecturer in Law, Cniversity
University of Cambridge, called in and examined.
Chairman
Chairman

142.
142. Mr
Mr Lauterpacht,
Lauterpacht, we
we are
are very
very
grateful to you for coming. You are a

grateful to you for coming. You are a

Queen's Counsel, you practise in international
Visiting
national law,
law, you
you have
have been
been Visiting
Professor of International Law in various

Professor of International Law in various
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countries' universities, you have been
Legal Adviser to the Australian Department
Department
of Foreign Affairs from 1975 to 1977,
and you are the author of innumerable
of
books and pamphlets on the subject of
international law. Am I right?-right?
(Mr
Lauterpacht) Yes, Mr Chairman.
(MrLauterpacht)Yes,
143. You are appearing in your personal
capacity to express your own opinions as
an academic authority on international law
behalf of any party
and in no way on behalf
involved in this investigation
investigation??--(Mr
CMr
Lauterpacht) That is correct. I should
Lauterpacht)
declare, though, that I have been professionally consulted by two provinces,
Quebec and British Columbia, but in
appearing before you at the present time
I appear exclusively in a personal capacity
and will endeavour to reply to questions
objectively.
144. You say in paragraph 9 of your
memorandum that the United Kingdom
Parliament owes a duty to the provinces
and that before 1867 the provinces were
separate entities each with their own
position in relation to the United Kingdom.
But surely some of the provinces were
created by
by Canadian
Canadian Acts
Acts long
long after
after
created
1867 and
and have
have never
never had
had any
any sort
sort of
1867
of
constitutional relationship
relationship with
UK
constitutional
with the
the UK
Parliament? Even
Even Quebec
Quebec and
and Ontario
Ontario
Parliament?
were not
not distinct
distinct legal
legal entities
entities before
before
were
Confederation? Even
Even if
if the
the UK
UK ParliaParliaConfederation?
ment has
has constitutional
constitutional responsibility
responsibility under
under
ment
the Canadian
Canadian constitutional
constitutional system,
system, how
how
the
can these
these be
be duties
duties to
to the
the provinces
provinces as
as
can
Lauterpacht) Mr
such
such??--(Mr
(Mr Lauterpacht)
Mr Chairman,
Chairman,
may I before answering the question seek
your guidance? There is a respect in
Your
which I would like to supplement the
memorandum which I submitted to the
wish me to do
Committee. Would you v.ish
that now?
indeed,if
ifititisisnot
nottoo
toolong?-long ?
145. Yes, indeed,
CMr
Lauterpacht) I Ihope
(Mr Lauterpacht)
hopeititisisnot
nottoo
toolong.
long.
The main purpose of my submission was
to refer to the position in international
'aw. I had understood there was concern
law.
over the question of whether any question~:>ver
ing by the United Kingdom Parliament of
Ing
of
the request from the Canadian Parliament
could be treated as or thought of as interference in Canadian domestic affairs. It
Was to
to that
that that
that my
my memorandum
memorandum was
Was
was
directed and
and II approached
approached the
the problem
problem
~irected
W terms
terms of
of constitutional
constitutional law,
law, firstly,
firstly, and
and
In
secondly,
of international
international law.
law. II need
need
secondly, of
not expand
expand on
on the
the constitutional
constitutional aspect
aspect of
of
not
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my submission. It was imply that, in so far
as the UK Parliament had a position under
the Canadian Constitution, the discharge
by the United Kingdom Parliament of
of its
role under the Canadian Constitution
could not conceivably be regarded as interference in Canadian domestic affairs. So
far as international law is concerned, I
approached the problem on the basis that
one has two independent states and the
question, therefore, is whether the United
Kingdom Parliament, in acting in the
manner contemplated by the arrangements
presently in force, whatever they may be,
was performing a duty under the Canadian
of
Constitution, and my concern in terms of
international law was whether an inquiry
by this House into what had happened
in Canada could be treated as interference
in Canadian domestic affairs. Mr Chairman, I presented to the Committee at that
time some considerations of international
law to show that concern on the international plane with the constitutional
itself
affairs of another state is not by itself
affairs
automatically an interference in the affairs
of that other state. In order to supplement
that point I have here an extract from a
document which was produced by the
United Nations, called ""Laws
Laws and
Practices concerning the Conclusion of
of
Treaties".
Treaties
". The introduction to this
document states that the International
of
Law Commission, which is an organ of
the United Nations established by the
General Assembly, had in 1950 observed
in connection with the process of
of treatythat:: ""Precise
of
making that
Precise knowledge of
constitutional provisions of other counthose who
who in
in any
any country
country
tries is essential to those
are engaged in negotiating treaties " and to
that end the United Nations sought information from various countries, from all
aJI
members, for the purposes of trying to
establish -..vhat
what are the constitutional rules
in those countries regarding treaty-making.
The point is important because if
if a
country makes a treaty in a manner which
is evidently inconsistent with its constitution then the validity of that treaty may
in certain circumstances be questioned.
It is interesting, Mr Chairman, that amongst
the countries which put in their own
replies as opposed to leaving it to the
United Nations to formulate an answer
for them was Canada, which submitted a
memorandum on 21st July 1952 explaining
the position regarding treaty-making in
Canada. There is no need for me to take
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the Committee through that memorandum.
The main point to be derived from it is
that the Canadian Government fully and
frankly expounded its constitutional position and indicated the limitations which
existed in that Constitution as regards
the legislative implementation of international obligations which Canada might
be drawn
drawn
assume. Clearly
Clearly the
the inference
inference to
to be
assume.
from that
that memorandum
memorandum is
is that
that Canada
Canada was
was
from
perfectly prepared
prepared that
that other
other countries
countries
perfectly
should understand
understand its
its Constitution
Constitution first
first
should
and be
be ready
ready in
in certain
certain circumstances
circumstances not
not
and
to conclude
conclude aa treaty
treaty with
with Canada
Canada because
because
to
Canadian constitutional
Canadian
constitutional requirements
requirements either
either
had not
not been
been met
met or
or Canada
Canada might
might in
in the
the
had
future
be
unable
to
implement
its
underfuture be unable to implement its undertakings. That
That was
was the
the first
first item
item to
to which
which
takings.
II wanted
wanted to
to refer
refer in
in that
that connection.
connection. The
The
other one
one is
is to
to refer
refer the
the Committee
Committee to
to the
the
other
text of
of an
an actual
actual treaty
treaty in
in which
which this
this probprobtext
lem is
is dealt
dealt with.
with. In
In 1967
1967there
therewas
wasadopted
adopted
lem
something
called the
the Protocol
Protocol
to the
to thea
something
called
Convention on the Status of Refugees,
of Refugees,
Convention on
the Status
multilateral
convention
dealing
with thea
multilateral
convention
dealing
with
the
refugee
problem.
Canada
acceded
to this
to this
refugee
problem.
acceded
convention
in JuneCanada
1969. The
convention
convention
in June 1969.
convention
contains something
called aThe
federal
clause,
contains
clause,
which
is something
a provisioncalled
in thea federal
convention
to
which
a provision
in become
the convention
enable isfederal
states to
parties to
to
enable
federal
states to become
parties
to
the treaty
in accordance
with their
constithe
treaty limitations.
in accordanceAwith
their constitutional
paragraph
of
tutional
A paragraph
of
Article 6 limitations.
of this Protocol
which bears
Article 6 of
this Protocol
mentioning
is this:
" A federalwhich
state bears
party
mentioning
is this:shall
" A at
federal
party
to this Protocol
the state
request
of
to
Protocol
shall hereto
at the transmitted
request of
anythis
other
state party
any
otherthe
state
party hereto
transmitted
through
Secretary
General
of the
throughNations
the Secretary
United
supply a General
statementofof the
the'
United
statementand
of the·
law
andNations
practicesupply
of the afederation
its
and practice
federation
and its
law
constituent
units,ofinthe
regard
in particular
constituent
units, ofinthe
regard
in particular
to the provision
convention
to be
applied
in accordance
Article to1 be
of
to the provision
of the with
convention
this
Protocol,
showing the
extent
to which
applied
in accordance
with
Article
1 of
effectProtocol,
has beenshowing
given tothethat
provision
by
this
extent
to which
legislative
other
action."
is merely
to thatThis
provision
by
effect has or
been
given
a rather striking
andaction."
relativelyThis
rareisillustralegislative
or other
merely
tion
of the
perfect
that illustraa state
a rather
striking
andpossibility
relatively rare
may of
accept
that other
states should
look
the perfect
possibility
that a state
tion
at itsaccept
Constitution.
Chairman,
the
that other Mr
states
should look
may
remaining
point I wanted
make in this
at its Constitution.
Mr toChairman,
the
connectionpoint
is that
from time
to time
the
to make
in this
remaining
I wanted
courts of various
to confrom timehave
to time
the
connection
is that countries
sider
position
courtsthe
of constitutional
various countries
have into other
concountries.
The most frequent
occasion
is
position
in other
sider the constitutional
when
in
the
courts
of,
say,
the
United
countries. The most frequent occasion is
Kingdom,
a foreign
is made
the
in the
courtsstate
of, which
say, the
United
when
defendant ainforeign
proceedings
seeksisto
invoke
Kingdom,
state which
made
the
the
plea ofinstate
immunity,
the to
argument
proceedings
seeks
invoke
defendant
that plea
because
the defendant
a state
it is
of state
immunity, isthe
argument
the
that because the defendant is a state it is
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immune from the jurisdiction of the
English courts. In those situations the
English courts have no hesitation in
of
looking at the constitutional position of
the foreign state and the examination by
the English courts of that constitutional
position is not regarded as in any way an
interference in the domestic affairs
affairs of that
foreign state. A good illustration is provided by
by aa decision
decision of
of the
the English
English Court
Court of
of
vided
Appeal in
in 1971
1971 in
in aa case
case affecting
affecting one
Appeal
one of
of
the
Canadian
provinces
called
Mellenger
the Canadian provinces called Mellenger
and another
anothervvNew
NewBrunswick
BrunswickDevelopment
Development
and
Corporation,which
whichisisreported
reported inin1971
197122
Corporation,
All ER
ER at
at page
page 593.
593. There
There is
is one
one paraparaAll
graph, Mr
Mr Chairman,
Chairman, which
which bears
reading
bears reading
graph,
and
I
am
quoting
from
one
of
the
judgand I am quoting from one of the judgments of
of the
the Court
Court of
of Appeal:
Appeal: "" It
It has
has
ments
been
suggested
by
counsel
for
the
been suggested by counsel for the plainplaintiffs that
that the
the Province
Province of
of New
New Brunswick
Brunswick
tiffs
does not
not qualify
qualify
as aa sovereign
sovereign
state
so
as
state
so as
as
does
to invoke
invoke the
the doctrine
doctrine of
of sovereign
sovereign immuto
immunity.
But
the
authorities
show
decisively
nity.
But the The
authorities
the contrary.
British show
North decisively
America
North
America
the
contrary.
The
British
Act 1867 gave Canada a federal constituAct
gaveit Canada
a federal
constitution.1867
Under
the powers
of government
of government
tion. divided
Underbetween
it the powers
were
the dominion
governwere
between
the dominion
government divided
and the
provincial
governments.
andthose
the powers
provincial
governments.
ment
Some of
were vested
in the
of those
powers were
vested
in the
Some
dominion
government.
The rest
remained
dominion
government.governments.
The rest remained
with
the (provincial
Each
with
the !provincial
governments.
provincial
government,
within its Each
own
provincial
government,
within
its
sphere, retained its independence own
and
sphere,
retained
independence
and
autonomy,
directlyits under
the Crown.
autonomy,
theBrunswick
Crown.
The
Crown isdirectly
sovereignunder
in New
The
Crown is powers,
sovereign
in as
New
for provincial
just
it isBrunswick
sovereign
as it is sovereign
for Canada
provincial
just powers
in
forpowers,
dominion
. . . It
in
Canada
dominionofpowers
. . . It
follows
that for
the Province
New Brunswick
follows
that the state
Province
of New
is
a sovereign
in its
own Brunswick
right, and
in its
and
is a sovereign
entitled,
if it sostate
wishes,
to own
claimright,
sovereign
to just
claim
sovereign
entitled,
immunityif".it so
So,wishes,
these are
illustrations
of the possibilities
that exist
in international
". So, these
are just
illustrations
immunity
law
forpossibilities
the investigation
of theinconstitutional
of the
that exist
international
provisions
of foreign states
for one state
of the constitutional
law
for the investigation
to be satisfied
that those
of foreign
states constitutional
for one state
provisions
requirements
arethat
met and
suggests
to be satisfied
thosenobody
constitutional
in
those circumstances
is ansuggests
interrequirements
are met andthere
nobody
ference
the domestic affairs
of an
theinterstate
in
thoseincircumstances
there is
concerned.
Chairman,
with
the your
state
ference
in the Mr
domestic
affairs of
leave
may I turn
the questionwith
you have
Mr toChairman,
your
concerned.
just
toI me.
in what
the influenced
question you
have
leaveput
may
turn Itowas
I said
of my submission
just
putintoparagraph
me. I was9 influenced
in what
the in
Committee
reading
of the
paragraphby9 my
of my
submission
Itosaid
speeches
which were
in the House
to the Committee
by made
my reading
of the
of Lords which
and inwere
the House
of the
Commons
speeches
made in
House
in
the time
the Second
Reading
of 1867
Lordsatand
in theof House
of Commons
of 1867
the British
NorthofAmerica
BillReading
of that
at the time
the Second
in
year.
that North
time the
Earl of Bill
Carnarvon
of the At
British
America
of that
was theAtSecretary
ofthe
State
forofthe
Colonies
that time
Earl
Carnarvon
year.
was the Secretary of State for the Colonies
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made to the British Parliament for amendment of the BNA Acts and so on, what
would you say to the argument that that
constitutional convention is exclusively
created by Canadian politicians over the
decades and is enforceable only by the
Canada??--(Mr
(Mr LauterLauterelectorate in Canada
pacht)
paclzt) The question suggests really that
there are
are two
two sets
sets of
of conventionsconventions—
there
Canadian and
and British-and
British—and that
that it
Canadian
it is
is only
only
to the
the Canadian
Canadian conventions
conventions that
to
that one
one
looks, but
but II venture
venture to
to suggest
suggest that
is
looks,
that that
that is
really not
not in
in accord
accord with
with the
the simplest
and
really
simplest and
most natural
natural analysis
analysis of
of the
present
the present
most
situation. As
As II understand
understand it,
situation.
it, there
there is
is aa
single constitutional
constitutional system
system that
operates
single
that operates
in relation
relation to
to Canada,
Canada, the
the Canadian
Canadian
in
constitutional
within which
which there
is
constitutional system,
system, within
is
aa role
role for
for the
the British
British Parliament.
Parliament. It
Itthere
is,
of
is,
of
course, possible
possible to
to look
look at
at the
the situation
in
course,
situation
in
other ways, rather
theoretical.
One is that
is
that
other
ways,
rather
theoretical.
One
we are faced partly by a problem of
we
are faced
partly by
problem
of
Canadian
constitutional
lawa and
partly by
law and partlylaw.
by
aCanadian
problemconstitutional
of British constitutional
a problem
British
law.
Another
wayofyet
again constitutional
is to regard interAnother
national way
law yet
as again
addedis toto regard
those intertwo
national lawbutastheadded
to those two
possibilities,
most straightforward
but atthethis
most
straightforward
possibilities,
way of looking
situation
is simply
of looking
at this situation
is simply
way
in terms
of Canadian
constitutional
law
terms of
constitutional
law
in which
theCanadian
British Parliament
has this
in
whichrole,
the to
British
special
cite Parliament
the words has
of this
Mr
cite and
the words
of Mr
special role,
Adderley,
ab toextra
the evolution
Adderley,
ab extra
evolution
of the convention
has and
takentheplace
within
of thesystem.
convention
placehas
within
that
Buthasthetaken
system
to
that
system.
But and
the issystem
has to
be seen
as a whole
not limited
just
evolution
within
geographical
be seen
as a whole
and the
is not
limited to
area of
Canada.within
The convention
has to
just
evolution
the geographical
be
a wholeThe
arising
from activities
areaseen
of as
Canada.
convention
has to
both
in Canada
and inarising
the United
be seen
as a whole
fromKingdom.
activities
So, Iindo
not think
is United
right toKingdom.
say one
Canada
and initthe
both
must
at this
as a problem
of
do not
thinksimply
it is right
to say one
So, I look
Canadian
constitutional
convention
must
look at
this simply as
a problemenof
forceable
terms of Canadian
political
Canadian inconstitutional
convention
ensanctions. inWe
haveof
simply
one convention
terms
Canadian
political
forceable
here
which We
hashave
grown
up one
in convention
two parts.
simply
sanctions.
It
would
nothas
be right,
say
in two to
parts.
here
which
grownforupexample,
that
you look
a convention
or split
up
It
would
not beatright,
for example,
to say
athat
convention
by tryingor
to split
identify
at parts
a convention
up
you lookinto
the
various entities
upon
whichtothe
conidentify
a convention
into parts
by trying
vention
operates.
one which
were to
the
various
entities Ifupon
thespeak
conClzgirman]
Chairman]Thank
Thankyou
youvery
verymuch
muchindeed,
indeed, vention
of the conventions
to to
thespeak
disone were
operates. Ifrelevant
that IS
is very interesting. You have given solution
of Parliamentrelevant
in this country,
of the conventions
to the one
disus some important sources for the federa- solution
does not of
sayParliament
the convention
is acountry,
convention
in this
one
t~s
tlVe
e nature of the Canadian Constitution. in
three
parts
affecting
the
Monarch,
the
does not say the convention is a convention
Prime
and the
House. One
in
threeMinister
parts affecting
the Monarch,
the
speaks of
a convention
controlsOne
the
Mr Deakins
Deakins
Prime
Minister
and which
the House.
all parties,
and that
is howtheI
14~.
146. Supposing there is in Canada a activities
a convention
which
controls
speaks ofof
see the relevant
conventions
in this
situa-I
~onstrtutional
constitutional convention that a certain activities
of all parties,
and that
is how
egree of, if not unanimity then provincial tion.
degree
see the relevant conventions in this situaconsent
°nsent is necessary before requests are tion.
and he made a long and very important
speech. Obviously I must not read it all
to you but, if II might, there are one or two
passages that will explain why it is II said
what I did. At one point at Column 576
of the House of Lords Hansard
Hansard for 19
1867 Lord Carnarvon said:
February 1867
is also
also to be remembered thatthat—
" But it is
unlike every other federation that has
existed—it"—that
Canada—" derives
existed-it
"-that is, Canada-"
its political
political existence
existence from
from an
an external
external
its
which is
is the
the recognised
recognised
authority, from
from that
that which
authority,
source of
of power
power and
and right-the
right—the British
British
source
Crown. And
And II cannot
cannot but
but recognise
recognise in
in
Crown.
this some
some security
security against
against those
those conflicts
conflicts
this
of State
State rights
rights and
and central
central authority
authority which
which
of
in other
other federations
federations have
have sometimes
sometimes
in
proved
Then at
Column
at Column
proved so
so disastrous."
disastrous." Then
582 there
there is
is another
another short
short passage:
passage: "But
" But
582
he "-that
"—that is,
is, Lord
Lord Carnarvon-"
Carnarvon—" should
should
he
be glad
glad for
for the
the House to
to understand that
that
be
the
Bill partook
partookHouse
somewhatunderstand
of the
the nature
nature
of
the
Bill
somewhat
of a treaty of
of union,
union, every
every single clause
clause in
in
of a treaty
which
had been
debated single
over and over
debated
over andto over
which
again, had
and been
had been
submitted
the
again, scrutiny,
and had and
been
submitted
the
closest
in fact,
each oftothem
of
them
closest
scrutiny,
and
in
fact,
each
represented a compromise between the
rl?presented
a compromise
different interests
involved." between
Then the
Mr
ddferent interests
involved."of Then
Adderley,
Under-Secretary
State, Mr
in
Adderley,
in
the House Under-Secretary
of Commons on of
28 State,
February
Commons
onthe
28 following:
February
the
1867House
said atofColumn
1169
1867
said however,
at ColumnI 1169
"It will,
think,the
befollowing:
manifest,
"upon
It will,
however,
be manifest,
reflection,
that,I asthink,
the arrangement
is
upon
reflection,
that,concession
as the arrangement
is
a matter
of mutual
on the part
of mutual concession
part
a matter
of
the Provinces,
there mustonbethesome
of the Provinces,
be to
some
external
authority tothere
give amust
sanction
the
to give
to the
external
compact authority
into which
theya sanction
have entered."
compact
into
which
entered!'
Then
again
a few
linesthey
laterhave
he said:
" If
he said:
"If
Then
a fewhas
lines
again,again
federation
in later
this case
specially
again,afederation
in delicate
this casetreaty
specially
been
matter of has
most
and
of the
mostProvinces—if
delicate treaty
been a matter
compact
between
it and
has
Provinces-if
has
compact
between
°een a matter
of the
mutual
concessionit and
compromise,
is mutual
clearly concession
necessary that
and
been a matterit of
'here should be
party
ab extrathat
to
chompromise,
it ais third
clearly
necessary
treaty
made
between
t©ve
. ere sanction
should beto a the
third
party
ab extra
to
them."
it wastothat
kind ofmade
remark,
Mr
gthve sanction
the treaty
between
whichthatledkind
me oftoremark,
make Mr
the
tChairman,
en:." It was
comments
I didled
in paragraph
9. the
Chamnan, that
which
me to make
comments that I did in paragraph 9.
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147. But could it be validly argued,
nevertheless, even if there is one convention
in two parts on either side of
of the North
Atlantic, that the part in Canada has
developed in one way, namely, that you
must have some measure of provincial
consent before making a request to the
UK Parliament for amendment to the
BNA
BNA Acts, but on this side of the North
Atlantic
since 1940
1940 it
slightly
in aa slightly
gone in
has gone
it has
Atlantic since
different
Government
by Government
judging by
direction judging
different direction
statements
1940, that
not
will not
we will
that we
since 1940,
statements since
look
Canadian
the Canadian
from the
request from
the request
behind the
look behind
Federal
not
or not
whether or
see whether
to see
Government to
Federal Government
the
has
Constitution has
the Constitution
of the
part of
Canadian part
the Canadian
Lauterpaclzt)
been adhered to?
(Mr Lauterpacht)
to ?--(Mr
It
It is important to note that a convention
arises from practice and that the convention must be the reflection
of that
reflection of
practice and nothing else. The convention
cannot go wider than the practice. The
practice relating to Canadian constitutional
amendment is a practice which, it is true,
in
simple factual terms arises in part in
in simple
Canada
Kingdom,
United Kingdom,
the United
in the
part in
in part
and in
Canada and
but
where
places where
two places
are two
there are
although there
but although
things
same
the same
all the
is all
it is
happening it
are happening
things are
constitutional
the
to the
related to
practice related
constitutional practice
development
It is
is
convention. It
single convention.
of aa single
development of
not
Kingdom
United Kingdom
the United
for the
possible for
not possible
Parliament
to
say,
we
may
separate
ourParliament to say, we may separate ourselves
Canada,
in Canada,
on in
goes on
what goes
from what
selves from
because
Parliament
Kingdom Parliament
United Kingdom
the United
because the
is part
of the
Canadian system
system and,
and,
Canadian
part of
is
therefore,
it the
would
say
to say
right to
be right
not be
would not
it
therefore,
that
it is
is suggested
that
the
conconthe
that
suggested
it
because
that because
vention
has
developed
in
one
way
in
in
way
one
in in
has indeveloped
vention
Canada
and
another
way
the
United
Unite"d
the
in
way
another
in
and
Canada
Kingdom,
therefore the
United Kingdom
Kingdom
the United
Kingdom, therefore
Parliament
is concerned
only with
what
what
with
only
concerned
is
Parliament
has happened in the United Kingdom.
Kingdom.
United
the
in
happened
has
It is evident that what has happened
happened
what has has
that Kingdom
It
in istheevident
United
only
only
United
in the
been
intended
as a Kingdom
reflection ofhas
the total
total
a reflection
intended
been
convention
as itashas
developedofinthe
Canada
in ifCanada
developed
as it has
convention
and in the United
Kingdom
and,
1 may
may
if Istated
and,as
Kingdom
Unitedthe
thepoint,
and inthis
stress
convention
as
convention
the
point,Kingdom Parliamentstated
stress
in thethis
United
has
has
Kingdom
United
in
beenthemore
loosely
and Parliament
broadly stated
stated
and broadly
loosely
more
been the
than
practice
warrants.
The practice
practice
warrants.
the practice
than never
has
been one
which The
involved
an
an
involved
which of
onedivision
has never been
amendment
to the
legislative
of legislative
to thethedivision
amendment
powers between
dominion
and the
and the
dominion
powers between
provinces
in the the
absence
of provincial
provincial
the absence
in since
provincesand
consent,
there hasof never
been
been
hasbenever
there
sincecan
and there
consent,
that practice
never
said to
be
to be
said point
be that
never
practice there
athat
convention
whichcan
deals
with
that point
with unanimous
which
convention
aexcept
in terms
of deals
requiring
unanimous
terms of
in consent
except
provincial
forrequiring
amendments.

provincial consent for amendments.
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Hoo!ey
Mr Hooley
148. If
If I understand correctly the various
documents and so forth you have just
read out—and
out-and you will appreciate it is
very
off the cuff
cuff
difficult to understand off
vety difficult
something like that which is read in
public—all
public-all those documents were simply
referring to the right of other bodies or
other countries to inquire about the
constitutional provisions of another
country
another country
but
the sense that those
in the
way in
any way
in any
not in
but not
other
had
bodies had
external bodies
or external
countries or
other countries
any
conthe conmodify the
or modify
amend or
to amend
right to
any right
stitution.
Am
I
right?——(Mr
Lauterstitution. Am I right?--(Mr Lauterpacht)
document
This document
right. This
quite right.
is quite
That is
pacht) That
related
power
treaty-making power
the treaty-making
to the
only to
related only
of
States.
of States.
149. So, they have no relevance to the
situation in which one country is either
invited or expected to amend or enact or
change somewhat theconstitution of
of another
country?
(Mr Lauterpacht)
re·
Lauterpacht) Their recountry?--(Mr
levance is simply by way of analogy. If
If
you have a situation where one country
is actually invited to participate in the
constitutional
of another
operation of
constitutional operation
country,
can
there can
fact there
very fact
that very
by that
then by
country, then
be
interference
improper interference
of improper
question of
no question
be no
in
that
country that
the country
of the
affairs of
domestic affairs
the domestic
in the
issued
invitation.
the invitation.
issued the
interference does
150. But the improper interference
not arise on inquiry but could arise, or
could be argued to arise, if in fact the
other country was purporting or intending
to take some action which affected
affected the
(Mr
Constitution ?--(Mr
substance of the Constitution?
Lauterpacht)
Lauterpacht) With respect, no, because
there cannot
eondernnable
ca.•mot be a culpable or condemnable
interference in the domestic affairs
of a
affairs of
country.
coumry. Perhaps it would be better to
speak in terms of
of the UK and Canada.
There cannot be an interference
interference by the
UK in Canadian affairs
affairs of a kind which
is open to criticism when the role of
of the
UK
in the
Canadian Constitution is
the Canadian
UK in
established. There
There is
is no question here
established.
but
Parliament
Kingdom Parliament
United Kingdom
the United
that the
but that
has
given, historically
and analytianalytihistorically and
been given,
has been
cally,
functioning of
the
of the
the functioning
in the
role in
cally, aa role
Canadian
The
United
The United
Constitution.
Canadian Constitution.
Kingdom
in
participate in
must participate
Parliament must
Kingdom Parliament
the
participate
To participate
process. To
amendment process.
the amendment
in
the
amendment
process
it
has
to
do
so
in the amendment process it has to do so
within
con·
Canadian conof Canadian
framework of
the framework
within the
stitutional
that
within that
operating within
In operating
law. In
stitutional law.
framework
ac·
in acacting in
is acting
it is
inevitably it
framework inevitably
cordance
and
requirements and
Canadian requirements
with Canadian
cordance with
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there cannot be a question of an improper
interference. It has to act in accordance
with Canadian constitutional law.
151.
151. Can I put the question slightly
differently. Since the State of
of Westminster,
which I gather is one of the key statutes
of this whole argument, Canada and the
United Kingdom have become parties to
a very important international treaty,
namely, the Charter of the United Nations.
fundamental provision of that
It is a fundamental
treaty, spelled out explicitly, that it is
of
based on the sovereign independence of
all member
member states.
states. Does
Does not
not that
that proproall
vision override,
override, or
or could
could it
it not
not be
be conconvision
strued as
as overriding,
overriding, whatever
whatever was
was said
said
strued
in the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster in
in 1931?
1931?
in
--(Mr
Lauterpacht) I do not see
(Mr Lauterpacht)
see the
Charter as conflicting
conflicting with the present
way. I see
see the Charter
situation in any way.
perfectly proper parallel instrument
as a perfectly
to the present situation. If one approaches
this problem in terms of international law,
way the question
which is inherent in the way
me, we have, quite rightly,
has been put to me,
two independent sovereign states but
they are
are in
in aa unique
unique relationship
relationship to
to each
each
they
other. There
There is
is no
no other
other situation
situation in
in the
the
other.
world in
in which
which one
one sovereign
sovereign state
state is
world
is
dependent upon
upon an
an Act
Act by
by another
another soversoverdependent
eign state
state for
for the
the amendment
amendment of
of the
eign
the
Constitution of
of the
the first.
first. That
That relationrelationConstitution
ship is
is aa relationship
relationship which,
which, if
if one
one apapship
proaches it
it in
in terms
terms of
of international
international law,
law,
proaches
must
be
identifiable
in
terms
of
intermust be identifiable in terms of international law.
law. Either
Either it
it is
is aa relationship
relationship
national
of aa quasi-treaty
quasi-treaty character
character or
or it
it is
is aa relationrelationof
ship of
of customary
customary international
international law
law as
as it
it
ship
has specially
specially evolved
evolved between
between the
the two
has
two
states. For
For present
present purposes
purposes it
it does
does not
states.
not
matter how
how you
you classify
classify it,
it, provided
provided
you
matter
you
accept that there are rules of international
of international
acceptwhich
that there
law
couldareberules
applicable
in this
l~w
which Ifcould
applicable
in this
situation.
those be
rules
of international
If
those
rules
of
international
Situation.
law accord the United Kingdom Parlialaw accord the United Kingdom Parlia-
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ment a role in the affairs of Canada,
within her geographical boundaries, then
there is no reprehensible or improper
improper or
interference by the United Kingdom
illegal interference
Parliament in Canadian domestic a:tl'airs
affairs
because that very act of the United
Kingdom Parliament stems from the
law, or interrules of international law,
Commonwealth
that are
are
Commonwealth law if you like, that
operative between
between the
the UK
U K and
and Canada.
Canada.
operative
To
point another
another way,
To put
put the
the point
way, it
it is
is no
no
more an
an interference
interference by
by the
the U
K in
more
UK
in
Canadian
affairs
than,
say,
the
activities
of
Canadian affairs than, say, the activities of
the institutions
institutions of
of the
the European
European ComComthe
munities or
or the
European Commission
the European
Commission of
of
munities
Human Rights
Rights or
or the
the European
European Court
Human
Court of
of
Human Rights
Rights are
are interferences
interferences in
Human
in the
the
internal
affairs
of
the
United
Kingdom.
internal affairs of the United Kingdom.
They
are not
not illegal
illegal interferences.
interferences. They
They
They
are
are
not
a
diminution
of
British
sovereignty
of British
sovereignty
are not athey
diminution
because
arise from
acceptance
by the
because
they kind
arise of
from
acceptance
the
UK
of that
interference
in by
treaty
UK
of
that
kind
of
interference
in
treaty
obligations. I am saying in the case
of
saying in the
case of
obligations.
I am
Canada
we have
a comparable
situation.
Canada we have a comparable situation.
Chairman
152. We passed over one small point.
152.
difference in law that
Does it make any difference
some provinces were created by Canada
after the relevant date, 1867? Is their
after
position exactly the same as the position
of
the
original provinces
of
provinces??--(Mr
(Mr
Lauterpacht)
Lauterpacht) It would seem to me that
the position of all the provinces in this
kind of situation must be the same. We
confronted here by a situation
are not confronted
situation in
which it is proper to draw that kind of
of
historical distinction between the provinces.
All enjoy the same equality in
t o the problem of constitutional
constitutional
relation to
amendment.
amendment.
Chairman] Thank you very much, we
grateful for your help. It was
was
are very grateful
very clear and precise, thank you.

Examination of Witnesses
The Hon NICHOLAS RIDLEY, a Member of the House, Minister of State, Foreign and
Commonwealth
Commonwealth Office, examined.
Mr
of North
™r J R FREELAND, CMG, Second Legal Adviser, and Mr MS
M S BERTHOVD,
BERTHOUD, !'fead
Head of
Commonwealth Office, called m
in and further
furfher
America Department, Foreign and Commonwealth
examined.
examined.
Mr D DAY, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, called in and examined.
Chairman
153.
153. Minister of State, we are very
grateful
grateful to you for coming to see us. You

have referred
referred us more than once to the
statements of Ministers that if a request for
patriation of the BNA Acts were to be
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received from Canada it would be in
accordance with precedent for the United
Kingdom Government to introduce into
Parliament, and for Parliament to enact,
appropriate legislation in compliance with
yourself repeated
the request. II think you yourself
that more or less on the 3 December and
said that is the convention, and we also
heard the Prime Minister refer to the
matter yesterday. Without anticipating
the advice
advice Ministers
Ministers may
may wish
wish to
to give
give in
in
the
relation to
to any
any future
future requests,
requests, and
and looking
looking
relation
only to
to the
the past,
that is
is to
to say,
say, to
to the
the
past, that
only
precedents and
and the
the convention,
convention, would
would you
you
precedents
say those
those precedents
precedents extend
extend to
to the
the case
case
say
where the
the request
request reduces
reduces provincial
provincial
where
powers and
and is
is opposed
opposed by
by the
the provinces'!
provinces?
powers
--(Mr
Ridley) Mr Chairman, could II
(Mr Ridley)
make a general statement first and then
come to answer that question at the end
first, which is
of what II would like to say first,
perhaps more in the nature of a courtesy
to the Committee. We will study with
great interest the written and oral evidence
of Professor Wade and Mr Lauterpacht
and the other material submitted to the
Committee. It
It would,
would, however,
however, be
be wrong
wrong
Committee.
for me
me to
to attempt
attempt to
to comment
comment on
on their
their
for
substance now.
now. II say
say this
this in
in no
no sense
sense out
out
substance
of disrespect
disrespect for
for your
your Committee.
Committee. Let
Let me
me
of
explain. The
The evidence
evidence you
you have
have heard
heard
explain.
today and
and other
other materials
materials which
which have
have been
today
been
submitted to
to your
your Committee
Committee and
and referred
referred
submitted
to
us
have
a
direct
or
indirect
bearing
on
the
to us have a direct or indirect bearing on the
central question
question of
of whether
whether and
and in
in what
what
central
circumstances it
it would be
be proper
proper for
for
circumstances
HM
Governmentwould
to recommend
recommend
to
HM
Government
to
Parliament that
that it
it should
should accede
accede to
to toaa
Parliament
request from
from the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
Parliament for
request
the patriation
patriationtheof
of the
the Constitution.
Constitution. for
It
It
the
seems
to
me
that
it
would
be
wrong
or
seems
me that in
it this
would
be forum
wrong for
or
anywaytopremature
premature
public
anyway
public discussion
forum for
me
to engage now in
in this
a detailed
in a detailed
discussion
me
on to
theengage
meritsnow
of possible
arguments
one
on the
merits of
arguments
way
or another
on possible
a case which
remainsone
at
way
or
another
on
a
case
which
remains
at
this stage hypothetical. There is now
this
stage
is now
another
twohypothetical.
months beforeThere
the Canadian
anotherParliamentary
two months before
the Canadian
Joint
Committee
reports.
Joint Parliamentary
Committee
reports.
There
is at least a possibility
of modificaat least
a possibility
modificaThere
tion ofis the
proposals
as theyofnow
stand
of any
the event
proposals
as they
now stand
tion in
•end
relevant
questions
have
nnd
any event
relevant
questions
have
been in
referred
to at least
one of
the Canadian
to at least
the C<madian
been referred
provincial
courts
andone
areof likely
to be
be
provincial
and are likely
referred to courts
other provincial
courts.to The
otherCommittee
provincial has
courts.
The
referred to
Foreign
Affairs
received
Foreign
Cotr..mittee
has received
copies ofAffairs
the written
submissions
which
copiesmade
of theto w·ritten
submissions
which
were
the Court
of Appeal
by
to the
Court
Appeal
by
were
made on
Manitoba
behalf
of ofthe
Federal
of the
Manitoba
Governmentonandbehalf
on behalf
of Federal
various
Government and on behalf of various
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provincial governments and will know from
from
them the nature and extent of
of the issues
which are being canvassed. I should
perhaps add, though II realise it is wellknown to your Committee, that the whole
issue is a highly controversial and sensitive
one in Canada. Anything which I or any
officials
Foreign and Commonwealth Office officials
were to say in public bearing on the substance of
of the
the matter
matter would
would be
be interpreted
interpreted
stance
in many
many quarters
quarters there
there as
as interference
interference in
an
in
in an
internal matter
matter and
and would
would be
be bound
internal
bound to
to stir
stir
up further
further controversy
controversy and
and thus
up
thus perhaps
perhaps
impede the
the orderly
orderly consideration
consideration of
of this
this
impede
difficult question.
question. II therefore
therefore hope
difficult
hope you
you
will
permit
me
not
to
expand
on
the
Prime
will permit me not to expand on the Prime
Minister's statement
statement yesterday
yesterday in
ParliaMinister's
in Parliament. My
My team
team will
will respond
respond on
questions
on questions
ment.
of fact
fact so
so far
far as
as they
they are in
in aa position
position to
do
of
tofact
do
so
at once.
once.
If there
thereare
are questions
questions of
so
at
If
are
of
fact
on
which
they
cannot
respond
immediately,
on
immediately,
theywhich
willthey
be cannot
happyrespond
to furnish
further
they willin be
happy to furnish further
material
writing.
material in writing.
Mr Griffiths]
Griffiths]Point
Pointofoforder,
order,Mr
MrChairChairman. Am II correct in understanding what
happened? We invited the Foreign
has happened'!
Office to come and give evidence on their
paper. That paper was not confined;
it extended over the whole range of this
Committee's inquiry. The Minister of
of
State then very courteously volunteered
himself to head the Foreign Office
yesterday himself
team which
which has
has come
come before
before us.
team
us. Am
Am II
correct in
in now
now understanding
understanding that
correct
that the
the
Minister of
of State
State has
has virtually
virtually said
said in
in his
his
Minister
opening
statement
that
he
is
not,
in
fact,
opening statement that he is not, in fact,
going to
to deal
deal with
with the
the matter
matter on
going
on which
which
we had
had summoned
summoned t11e
the Foreign
Foreign Office
to
Office to
we
give evidence'!
evidence? If
If so,
so, II suggest
suggest that
that this
this
give
Committee might
might as
as well
well cease
cease to
Committee
to hear
hear
evidence from
from the
the Foreign
Foreign Office
Office and
evidence
and proproceed
to
hear
evidence
from
others
who
ceed to hear evidence from others who are
are
more
willing
to
deal
with
our
proper
questo
deal
with
our
proper
ques·
more
willing
tions.
tions.
Chairman]
Chairman]I Idodonot
notthink
thinkititisisa apoint
point
of order for me, Mr Eldon Griffiths. It is
well known that Ministers can answer
in whatever way they propose and think
right and it is not a matter for order how
they do that.

Mr Griffiths
Griffiths
154. With respect, I must contest that
ruling. We invited or summoned the
Foreign Office to come here to deal with
Foreigu
of State has
their paper. The Minister of
now said that there will be various areas
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of their paper which he will not deal
with. Then the Committee must consider
what is the position when we invite the
Office to come here and they
Foreign Office
unilaterally tell us they will deal only with
on. That
bits of what we want to examine on.
is very much a point of order and a matter
of procedure.--(Mr
Ridley) Perhaps I
procedure.
(Mr Ridley)
could help. I am vezy
very happy to respond
to the questions you may want to put to
was merely stating a general
me. I was
position out of courtesy to the Committee
if there appeared to be certain areas where
I could not give you
you a full answer, to warn
you in advance of that, but to each question
that you wish to put to me I will give you
the fullest answer that is within my
power.
Mr Deakins
Deakins
155. In your statement you did mention
at one
one point the possibility of having a
request from the Canadian Federal Parliament for patriation of the Constitution.
Constitution.
Are we
we to take it that your remarks also
of
apply to the separate issue of
of amendment of
the BNA Acts because they are two separate
things??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) We
and distinct things
cannot respond to that question unless we
know what request is made to us.
156. But,
But, with respect, you did mention
the possibility of patriation in your statement, so it has taken account of something
that we may receive that we have not
received. I am not trying to make any
political points. I am just saying does
your statement also extend to a request
Your
for amendment of the BNA Acts, which is
not the same as patriation
patriation??--(Mr
(Mr
Ridley) My statement said I could not
Prejudge any request that might be made,
whether it is for patriation or amendment.
amendment.
Whether
Perhaps any form that patriation might
be required to take would be a form of
of
amendment to the British North America
Acts anyway, so the distinction from the
Ac.ts
Point of view of what I was
was saying I do
Pomt
not think is real.

Chairman
157. Is there not a certain difficulty
difficulty
hhere?
ere? You say that you are not going to
oe free for obvious diplomatic reasons
be
«> comment very freely until you receive
t?
! ? e request of the Canadian Government.
Government,
t.1e
^oes
not that statement in itself
itself show you
Does
4fe going to judge the request of the
are
C
Canadian
anadian Government? Whether it be
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good or bad and whether it is the sort of
of
thing you would recommend
recommend to the House
or not,
not, you are exercising your judgment
in respect of a request of the Government
of
of Canada?
Canada ? If you are saying you are not
going to do that, are you not saying you
will seek to enact through the British
Parliament anything, but anything, that
the Canadian Government asked you to
do
Ridley) The position is that
do??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
we have stated the precedents in this
yet, and
matter, and that we have not yet,
cannot yet,
yet, say what action we would take
in response to any particular request which
which
is made by the Canadian federal authorities.
So until we know what the request is,
it must be the case that we cannot
cannot give
a response, which, to some extent, is
exactly what you asked.
158. So the precedents are not automatic;
see the request and then
you will have to see
decide whether it fits the precedents,
not. However, I
or whether it does not.
way—perhaps I would not
understand in a way-perhaps
clearly—that you take the
say entirely clearly-that
view that "The precedents be damned;
of
it is automatic action by the Houses of
Parliament in England"
England"??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley)
Perhaps we
we could take your questions as
you have put them.
159. I think that might be a good idea.
My first question is:
is: are there precedents
that, where a request is received to reduce
the provincial powers, and it is opposed
of
by all the provinces, the British Houses of
Parliament should pass them
them??--(Mr
(Mr
Ridley) In every case in the past, where
Ridley)
a request has been received from the Parliament of Canada for a change to be made
to the British North America Acts, the
United Kingdom Parliament has introduced
in Parliament, and Parliament
Parliament has enacted,
appropriate legislation in compliance with
precedent to
that request. This is the precedent
referred in their
which ministers have referred
public statements, and those statements
(to which
which your
your question
question refers)
refers) are
to be
be
(to
are to
understood against
against that
that factual
factual backbackunderstood
ground. The
The previous
previous cases
cases have
not
ground.
have not
included one
one where
where the
the request
request reduces
reduces
included
provincial pmvers
powers orfand
or/and is
is opposed
provincial
opposed by
by
all the
the provinces.
provinces.
all

160. Do
D o you say that it would be in
accordance with precedent for the United
Kingdom Parliament to enact a Bill
abolishing the Senate and the provinces,
Government and the
on the request of the Government
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(No. 2) Bill in 1949, when the (then)
of State for Commonwealth
Secretary of
Relations, the noble Lord Noel-Baker,
"With regard to matters which are
said: "With
of mixed federal and provincial importance,
the Canadian Government are holding on
of the
lOth
10th January next a conference of
federal and provincial governments, and
of course-that
be-it may not, of
it may be—it
course—that
as a result of that conference we shall be
Bill. We must
asked to pass another Bill
infer that he
see ". Does that infer
wait and see".
at least thought that a Bill, or a request
of the
of that character, would arise out of
of
result of a conference between the federal
Ridgovernments ?--(Mr Ridand provincial governments?—-(Mr
fey) I should have thought not. I should
ley)
have thought that that statement simply
referred to the possibility of a request coming from the Canadian Parliament for
this Parliament to enact legislation; and
this
the " wait and see " was to wait and see
whether such a request came.
Deakins
Mr Deakins
have asked
asked the
the Foreign
165. Minister, we have
Office previously whether there were any
statements made by the United Kingdom
Government, which could be construed
as an undertaking to Canada, in view of
of
the Statute of Westminster to accede to
any federal request, regardless of
of provincial
Spearing
Mr Spearing
concurrence or
or opposition.
opposition. We referred
referred
concurrence
162. With regard to the precedents to to
statements between
1976 and
and
June 1976
between June
to statements
which you have been referring, Minister, October
October 1980.
1980. Are
it
take it
to take
right to
we right
Are we
are they entirely those of letters, acts and that
that
answer
from
the
Foreign
Office
that that answer from the Foreign Office
official
documents,
or
do
they
extend
official
also applies
statements made
since
made since
to statements
applies to
sometimes to extempore statements by also
1931 ?--(Mr
? — ( M r Ridley)
Ridley) The
The Foreign
Foreign Office
Office
1931
former secretaries of state or ministers in statement
public
any public
of any
aware of
not aware
is not
it is
that it
statement that
Ridley) statement
the House of
(Mr Ridley)
Commons ?--(Mr
of Commons?
t~is
on this
Government on
HM Government
by HM
statement by
going
beyond
the
statements
The precedents to which 1I have been issue,
m
issue, going beyond the statements in
Parliament
referred
to,
was
intended
United
the
of
referring are the actions of
to
Parliament referred to, was intended to
Kingdom Parliament in meeting requests indicate
Commonand CommonForeign and
the Foreign
that the
indicate that
Office
knows
of
no
public
statement
of the Canadian Parliament. Ministers wealth
statement
public
no
of
knows
Office
wealth
HM
Government,
of
the
kind
in
quesnot only of
of this Government but, I think, by
qu_esin being
kind
the
of
Government,
HM
by
which
is
more
capable
of
of
of nearly all the previous Governments, tion,
bemg
of
capable
more
is
which
tion,
as
an
undertaking
to
Canada
have simply rested the case for presenting regarded
to Canada
an undertaking
regarded
the as
statements
in question.
question.
There
Bills
of than
Bills to Parliament on the precedents of
in
statements
the
than
have, of course, been other public There
statewhat
in the past.
what has happened in
state·
public to
been otherrelevant
course,
have, of
ments
by HM
Government,
the
the
to
relevant
Government,
HM
by
ments
163. Yes, but would you agree that the issue, in the period since 1931, including
including
1931,
since
period
the
in
issue,
possible request which this Parliament the statement by Sir William Jowitt which
which
Sir William
by question
statement
thereferred
unprecedented ?--(Mr
may receive is unprecedented?
(Mr is
to in
4(c).Jowitt
However,
4(c). However,
question
to inthat
is referred
is the case
the Foreign
Office is
Ridley) II must
Ridley)
must say
say that
that that
thatisishypothetical,
hypothetical, it
Office
the Foreign
thatpublic
casesuch
is the
aware
of no
statement
whichis
because until we know what request we it
no suchofpublic
aware
moreofcapable
beingstatement
regarded which
as an
receive, I cannot say whether it is un- is
as an
of being
is more capable
undertaking
to Canada
thanregarded
the statements
precedented.
statements
the
than
Canada
to
undertaking
in Parliament to which reference was made
164. Can 1I refer you to the debate in in Parliament
to which reference was made
our earlier reply.
the House on the British North America in our earlier reply.

only?-of Canada only?
of Commons of
House of
of the previous cases
(Mr Ridley) None of
has included a request for the enactment
of a
by the United Kingdom Parliament of
Bill of
of the kind which you envisage in
of
your question; or, indeed, any request of
the Government and House of Commons
of
of Canada only, as distinct from a request
from the Senate and the House of Commons
of Canada.
161. How could a precedent be established extending to a request to reduce
provincial powers without provincial consent, when provincial powers have never
once been reduced without provincial
consent, and no United Kingdom public
statement by United Kingdom ministers
has ever referred
referred to such a contingency?
——(Mr Ridley)
The statement
statement that
Ridley) The
--(Mr
provincial
once been
been
never once
have never
powers have
provincial powers
reduced
one
is one
consent is
provincial consent
without provincial
reduced without
on
view.
of view.
differences of
be differences
may be
there may
which there
on which
That
written
the written
from the
apparent from
indeed, apparent
is, indeed,
That is,
submissions
to
made to
been made
have been
which have
submissions which
the
Court
of
Appeal
for
Manitoba,
of
the Court of Appeal for Manitoba, of
which
furnished
been furnished
have been
Committee have
the Committee
which the
with
copies.
In
the
circumstances,
II
circumstances,
the
In
with copies.
would
not
wish
to
at
comment at
any comment
offer any
to offer
wish
not
would
this
stage.
this stage.
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166. Just to
to get
get it
it clear on
on the
the record,
the
Ihe Foreign Office
Office does regard the
the statements referred
referred to
to as,
as, indeed, undertakings
Ridley) They speak
to Canada
Canada??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
for themselves in
in their own
own context.
167. Do
to
Do those statements also apply to
the situation where provincial powers are
are
being reduced, or
or it is
is proposed they that
all
be reduced, against the
the opposition of all
or most of the provinces
provinces??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley)
Those statements were statements made to
Parliament in their own particular context.
In my own view and in
in the Foreign Office
Office
view, they are
the
are to
to be
be understood in
in the
light of those contexts alone. They were
not expressed as
as undertakings to
to Canada.
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ask the
not
the Minister of State questions not
about legal interpretation
interpretation (which, with
is not
not wholly his
his responsibility),
respect, is
the policy of the Government,
but about the
which I assume he has come here prepared
to deal with
Ridley) Of course.
(Mr Ridley)
with??--(Mr
If
to ask legal questions, my legal
If you wish to
to
adviser is here and would be very happy to
try and answer them.

171. I would like to
in
to confine
confine myself, in
the circumstances, since we are examining
to asking him about matters
the Minister, to
for which ministers are
are responsible,
Is it the
the policy of the
the
namely, policy. Is
Government that requests from
from the
the
and Parliament
Parliament to
to
Canadian Government and
the Canadian Constitution, in a
revise the
Mr Grifjiths
Griffiths
manner that will derogate from
from the present
The Minister of State was
was made powers
168. The
powers of
of the
the provinces
provinces of
of Canada,
Canada, should
should
he came here, of the ques- automatically be accepted
aware, before he
accepted??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley)
the Committee wished to
to direct As I said to
tions that the
to Mr Griffiths's
Griffiths's earlier question,
Office witnesses, and
and he
he isis we cannot comment upon the substance of
to the Foreign Office
of
plainly reading from a brief
brief that replies to a request which we
we have not yet seen.
those questions. I would like to
to ask him,
since he
he has
has courteously volunteered to
172. I am not talking about a request we
come here, if he is
on have not seen; I am asking about the policy
is prepared to
to answer, on
the authority of the Government, questiom
questions of
of the
the Government, which I assume the
the
from the Committee that do not lie within Minister of State has come to speak about.
that brief
brief for
for which he
he has
has got
got prepared Without regard to
to any request that may or
or
Ridley) Of course.
answers
(Mr Ridley)
answers??--(Mr
may not be received from Canada, and of
of
we have no knowledge, is it the policy
169. Good. Could I ask
you which
ask you
you if you
of the Government that any request from
from
is a sound position for
for a Foreign of
believe it is
the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government asking
this
the
asking
to come before this ComOffice minister to
to change the
the Constitution
Constitution of
House
to
of
to give evidence on
on a matter where Canada, to the disadvantage of the
mittee to
Canada, to the disadvantage of the
has not
not yet
yet provinces,
the Canadian Government has
should be
be recommended
recommended by
by
should
Ridley) The
The provinces,
made any
any request?--(Mr
request?
(Mr Ridley)
HM Government
Government to
to this
this House,
House, without
without
HM
Committee asked for
for Foreign Office
Office
amendment?
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) We have no
no
to attend, and I felt it was
was right amendment?--(Mr
witnesses to
any request might
you should have the
the opportunity to certainty of what any
that you
are—as has been
as a contain. The precedents are-as
question a minister. However, as
again—that the Governminister, I must say that the
the Government
Government said over and over again-that
!llinister,
the day
day has
has responded to
to such
K not
not able to
to say
say exactly how
how it would ment of the
Is
by presenting legislation to
to
to any
any request, until it has
has seen requests by
respond to
The Governmenfs
Government's position
the full nature of that request, and I would Parliament. The
do exactly that.
was an
an eminently remains that they will do
have thought that that was
However, I cannot comment
comment on
on what the
the
reasonable position.
request might contain.
170. Could I press it a little bit? We
We
173. Then is it the policy of the GovernWere
were seeking from the Foreign Office
Office legal
to that
ment—and II am
am speaking strictly to
the manv
many other ment-and
advice consonant with the
matter—that a request from the Canadian
Pieces of legal advice we
we have received matter-that
pieces
from the
the powers
from other authorities (some of them of at Government derogating from
and, indeed, of
of
of the Foreign and rights of the provinces and,
least equal eminence to those of
in Canada, in
in accordance
Office). With respect, we
we do
do not
not need a other people in
O!fi~e).
as the
the Foreign
Foreign Office
Office
Minister to
to give us legal advice; we
we need a
with precedent as
2.
rn!n!ster
it, would be
be laid before
before Parliament
minister to give evidence on policy. "\Vith
With judges it,
TDimster
is \Vhat
what ministers are
are for.
respect, that is
for. without amendment, with the recommendaH M Government that it be passed?
^an I take it, therefore, that I may properly tion of HM
Can
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--{Mr
Ridley) You are presuming what
(Mr Ridley)
may
may be
be in
in the
the request.
request.
174.
174. With respect, I am presuming no
such thing.--(Mr
Ridley) You are
thing.
(Mr Ridley)
presuming what any such request might
contain. However, it remains the Government's policy-as
policy—as the Prime Minister said
yesterday-that
yesterday—that when a request comes we
shall try to deal with it as expeditiously
as possible, and in accordance with the
precedent. But I cannot state categorically
what that request might contain, as I do
not yet know.
Mr Hooley
Hooley
175. Would the Minister accept it as
correct that when the United Kingdom
Parliament enacts laws for Canada we
are acting, as it were, as an integral part
of the Canadian constitutional system?
--(Mr
Ridley) I think that there may
(Mr Ridley)
well be doubt about what is meant exactly
by the saying which you have had given
to you in evidence, " when the United
Kingdom Parliament enacts laws for
Canada it is acting as an organ or part of
of
the Canadian constitutional system
system",
",
particularly in relation to the concept of
of
acting as an organ of the Canadian constitutional system.
system. We
We would
would have
have room
room
stitutional
for doubts
doubts about
about that.
that. The
The Foreign
Foreign
for
Office, of
of course,
course, accept
accept that
that when
when the
the
Office,
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament enacts
enacts legisUnited
legislation in
in compliance
compliance with
with aa request
request from
from
lation
the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
Parliament for
for aa change
change in
in
the
the British
British North
North American
American Acts,
Acts, it
it is
is
the
acting as
as part
part of
of the
the process
process of
of Canadian
Canadian
acting
constitutional amendment.
amendment.
constitutional
176. Is not that the same thing?-thing?
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) It is the phrase "an
" an organ
of the Canadian constitutional system
"
system"
which is doubtful. This is, after all, a
sovereign Parliament, it can act how it
wishes. So I do not think it would be
right to describe it as " an organ of the
Canadian constitutional system ".
177. So you would regard it as perfectly proper for the British Parliament,
whichever Government it happened to be,
to act as it wishes, whether or not that
wish agreed with the wish of the Canadian
Government?
(Mr Ridley)
The
Federal Government?--(Mr
Ridley) The
precedents apply to the Government, and
it is, of course, for Parliament to interpret
its own position in relation to how it
sees the precedents.
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178. Would it be reasonable for the
British Parliament-let
Parliament—let us leave out the
moment—to pay
Government for the moment-to
attention to judgments of the Canadian
Supreme Court in matters of constitutional
amendment?—(Mr Ridley)
amendment?--(Mr
Ridley) I would not
suggest that there would be any impropriety involved in regard being had, in the
British Parliament, to any relevant decision
or opinion
opinion of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian Supreme
Supreme Court.
Court.
or
179. So that if the Supreme Court had
handed down a judgment that a conaffected federal/
stitutional change that affected
provincial relationships in Canada needed
the agreement or support of the provinces
themselves, it would be quite right for the
United Kingdom Parliament to pay
attention to that judgment?
judgment ?--(Mr
(Mr
Ridley)
Ridley) There are two sides to the answer
give. The first is that the United
I would give.
Kingdom Government and the United
Kingdom Parliament are obviously not
subject to the jurisdiction of the Canadian
sub
courts; nor would any question of sub
judice
judice in Canada arise for the United
Kingdom Parliament.
Parliament. On
On the
the other
hand,
Kingdom
other hand,
it is
is perfectly
perfectly proper
proper and
and right
right for
it
for ParliaParliament to
to take
take cognisance
cognisance of
of anything
anything that
that
ment
it so
so wishes,
wishes, including,
including, of
of course,
course, the
state
it
the state
of any
any litigation
litigation that
that might
might be
taking
of
be taking
place in
in Canada.
Canada.
place
180. So you are really saying that it
would be entirely proper for the Parliament
of Westminster to examine the merits of
of
constitutional changes that the Federal
Government of Canada might propose,
and there will be nothing wrong at all in
Yes, this is
Parliament saying either ""Yes,
enacted"" or ""We
splendidly enacted
We are very
sorry, but
but we
we think
think it is
is not
not aa fair
sorry,
fair arrangearrangement as
as far
far as
as Canada
Canada is
is concerned
concerned"?
ment
"?
(Mr Ridley)
--{Mr
Ridley) I must say that nothing
that could be said should imply that it
was wrong for Parliament to do anything
in this country. Parliament is sovereign
and can take into account anything that
it so wishes; it can take cognisance of
of
wishes. What Parlia·
Parliaanything that it so wishes.
ment must also concern itself
itself with in this
matter is the propriety of what it may
decide to
to do.
do. In
In that
that sense,
sense, it
it will
decide
will always
always
want to
to take
take account
account of
of the
the conventions
conventions
want
and its
its proper
proper position
position as
as the
the recipient
and
recipient
of aa request
request from
from an
an elected
elected Government
Government
of
in Canada,
Canada, which
which has
has made
made aa request
in
request
to the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament for
to
for aa
change. Those
Those are
are the
the considerations
considerations
change.
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which Parliament must keep in its mind.
I do not think that any question of propriety is at stake; it is a question ultimately
of judgment.
Chairman
Chairman
181. Before you leave this point, you
used the word "propriety",
" propriety", Minister.
What is the meaning of that word?
Political propriety, II presume? You say
that Parliament here is sovereign. Of
Of
course it is.
is. We can do anything. You
are not suggesting it would be constitutional
constitutional
for us utterly to disregard section 7 ofthe
of the
Act of 1931,
1931, are you? We can do it,
but it would not be constitutional, would
it?--(Mr
Ridley) No. II used the word
it?
(Mr Ridley)
in the obverse of ""impropriety".
impropriety ". II
suggested that there was nothing improper,
there was no impropriety, in having cognisance of anything that had happened.
What the word means in that context is
that Parliament must be free to take
cognisance of anything that it likes.

182. Exactly. I
understand
your
meaning, but I do hope you will bear in
difference
mind that there is a very great difference
between the word ""propriety"
be~ween
propriety " (which
quite obviously includes the political
qmte
" constitutionality"
considerations) and "constitutionality"
(which has regard to the law and to the
conventions).--(Mr
Ridley) As I said,
conventions).
(Mr Ridley)
the convention is the matter which controls
what the Government should propose to
Parliament, but Parliament may well feel
!'arliament,
itself also bound by that convention. That
~tself
is a matter for Parliament.
Is
Chairman]
Chairman]No
Nodoubt
doubtallallthat
thatisisconcon~titutional
stitutional is also propriety, but all that
Is
is propriety is not constitutional.

Mr
Hooley
MrHooley
183. I have one further point, if I may,
1.83.
which may not be
be aa fair
fair one,
one, II do
donot
not know.
know.
Ivhich
Itt has been put to us this morning, by
very distinguished international experts,
that the kind of proposition which is
t~at
likely to come from
from Canada
Canada will
will be
bewithout
without
Precedent in terms of the British North
America Act and the Statute of Westminster. In
In that
that case,
case, would
would it
it not
not be
be
mi!lSter.
quite fair
fair of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom ParliaParliaqmte
ment to
to make
make aa completely
completely independent
independent
!fient
judgment; and
and if
if it
it did
did so,
so, could
could this
this be
be
JUdgment;
construed as
as in
in any
any way
way unfriendly
unfriendly to
to
construed
Canada??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
The word
word "" prepreCanada
Ridley) The
cedent"" is
is construed
construed in
in two
two different
different
cedent
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ways.
ways. Firstly, what are the precedents for
action on the past fourteen occasions by
the United Kingdom Parliament? That
is the sense in which we use the word
"precedent".
" precedent". Now,
Now, Mr Hooley, you
import a new meaning of the word " precedent ", as to whether any particular
request for action has a precedent in its
form. II believe that if you look at all
the previous requests you will find that
there is no precedent for any of them
either. So II wonder whether one derives
much advantage from seeking a precedent
behind any particular request, in the sense
that a similar request has been called for
before. Obviously, once a particular
enactment has been made, it is unlikely
that a similar request could or would be
made with similar enactment. So it is,
to me, hard to say how there could ever
be precedents for a particular form of
of
request to the Parliament of the United
Kingdom to enact.
Mr Deakins
Deakins
184. Minister, are you really telling us,
then, that there is no real distinction in the
Foreign Office's collective mind, and that
of ministers, between a request for patriation (which certainly is unprecedented,
since one can only patriate a constitution
once) and amendments to the British North
America Acts
Acts (of
(of which
which there
there may be a
America
number of
of varieties
varieties over
over the
the past seventy or
or
number
eighty years,
years, but
but which
which are
are all
technically
eighty
all technically
amendments of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America
amendments
Acts)? Are
Are you
you saying
saying that
that there
Acts)?
there is
is no
no
distinction between the two?
two ?--(Mr
(Mr
Ridley) Technically,
Ridley)
Technically, any
any request
request to
to patriate
patriate
of
the Constitution would take the form of
an amendment to the British North
America Act. The form and substance
different to any previous occasion,
might be different
and in that respect there are no precedents.
However, the only way that the Constitution of Canada could be patriated (that
is, legally
legally and
and statutorily)
statutorily) would be by
is,
an amendment
amendment of
of the
the British
British North
North
an
America Act.
Act.
America
MrSpearing
Mr
Spearing
185. A few moments ago, Minister,
Minister—who was
you quoted the Prime Minister-who
no doubt replying having taken advice—
adviceas saying that any request received would
be dealt with in accordance with precedents.
said—I think, to Mr
You have now just said-I
Hooley—that, in your view, these in fact
Hooley-that,
did not exist, since every request was a
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new one.
one. Are
Are we,
we, then,
then, to
to suppose
suppose that
that
HM Government will now
any
now look at
at any
request on its merits, and not in relation to
any precedent
Ridley) No,
precedent??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
No, I
think Mr
Mr Spearing has
has not
not quite got
got the
the
the
meaning of what I said. I said that the
to which the
the Prime Minister
precedents to
and to
to which ministers and
and mymyreferred, and
self have referred, are
are precedents that,
self
when a request has
has been received, action
to propose legislation to
has been taken to
the United Kingdom Parliament. Those
to which I am referring.
referring.
are the precedents to

[Continued

degree of controversy and
the degree of
of
and the
unresolvedness have always been small
compared perhaps to
to the situation we now
now
face.

to the
the pre190. I refer in
in particular
particular to
Ridley) I
cedents of 1907 and 1943.--(Mr
1943.
(Mr Ridley)
to
would just ask Mr Freeland
Freeland if he wants to
add anything to
Free/and) I
to that.--(Mr
that.——(Mr Freeland)
to you in
think we
we have in
in fact responded to
in
writing earlier about the
in which
the cases in
there have been objections. When I gave
oral evidence to
to you before, you asked me
as to
to whether
about a number of cases, as
186. In
In other words, it is
is a limited pre- there had been any where there had been
cedent purely of setting legislation before
before objections from more than one,
two, three
one, two,
the House, and
and not
not necessarily taking a or four. II believe that our
in
our response in
view about its
its merits
merits??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) writing was
one
was that there had been only one
That is
has case where there was
is the
the precedent. That is
is what has
was an
an objection
objection which
happened in the past.
had
was transmitted to
to London. There had
been others where there had
had been con187. So there is no guarantee, even from
from troversy in Canada certainly, but it was
was the
the
HM Government's point of view now, that 1907 case that was
was the one where there had
that would continue with advice as
as to
to the
the been an
an objection.
objection.
merits of the
the measure?--(Mr
measure?
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley)
Spearing
Mr Spearing
Never before has
has it been usual to
to take a
view about the merits of the measure which
191. But the Minister will agree, will he
he
has been put before the British Parliament. not, that so
so far,
far, whatever the controversy
has always been simply to may have been or
The precedent has
or may not
not have been in
in
transmit it,
it, in
in correct legal form, to
to the
the Canada, there has
has been no
no controversy
British Parliament. That is
is the precedent among Members of Parliament
Parliament or, indeed,
am referring to.
to. I think it does any others inside the
that II am
the United Kingdom?
help if I underline again this distinction --(Mr
Ridley) I would need to
to check
(Mr Ridley)
and the
the that that is
between that type of precedent and
the conis so,
so, but
but certainly the
precedent
for
any
particular
course
of
precedent for any particular course of troversy has been at
in the
at a very low level in
the
action which
which is
is requested
requested by
by the
the Canadian
Canadian past.
action
federal
authorities.
federal authorities.
Mr Hoo!ey
Hooley
you
188. But
But you
you would agree, would you
192. There would appear to
to be
be two
two
not, that on every occasion which has been options, whatever the kind of request that
the request and
and its
its may come (if any)
mentioned the nature of the
any) from Canada. One
One
and therefore the
the nature of the
merits, and
the would be
be to
to act
act automatically
automatically on
on any
any
has been largely uncontroveruncontrover- request that the Canadian Government
legislation, has
Government and
Canada? Parliament put to us: the other would be to
sial because of prior agreement in Canada?
(Mr Ridley)
do not believe that that retain a discretion to
--(Mr
Ridley) I do
to examine such
is strictly true. I think that some of the requests and
and to
to see
see whether we
we thought
for amendment of the BNA Acts they were proper in
requests for
in terms of the principles
in Canada.
have been controversial in
of the
the Canadian
Canadian Constitution.
Constitution. If we
take
of
we take
account of
of any
any litigation
litigation in
in the
Canadian
the Canadian
account
Chairman
courts, are
are we
we not
not rejecting
rejecting the
automatic
the automatic
courts,
option??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
189. But
Ridley) I would not
not
But they
they have
have not
notbeen
been proceeded
proceeded option
any improhad been suggest that there would be
be any
with until that controversy had
Ridley) I do
resolved
resolved??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
do not
not think priety if account were taken in the United
as it was
that that, strictly speaking, is
was in the
the
is true (though Kingdom Parliament, as
Newfoundland case. Perhaps I could
ask Mr
Mr Freeland to Newfoundland
I could perhaps ask
you to
to the
the answers to the
on the
the facts of that situation). refer you
the original
comment on
and 13
13 which you put
us,
put to
to us,
I think that some of them have proceeded questions 99 and
of relevant past or
or present litigation in
in the
before that controversy has been resolved. of
It is, of course, a question of degree. The
It
The Canadian courts.
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Mr Deakins
Deakins
193. Minister, on an earlier occasion
when Mr Freeland gave oral evidence, in
reply to Question 8 on the question of
of
whether the Parliament here could take
account of litigation in the Canadian
courts, Mr Freeland said that this was not
to be considered as an abstract question,
and that it needed to be looked at in the
light of circumstances as they are. Does
this not amount to saying that there may
be circumstances in which we could probably take into account litigation before
the Canadian courts, on a matter which
was likely
likely to
to go
go before
before the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
Parliament?--(Mr
Ridley) II think the
Parliament?
(Mr Ridley)
answer to that is that it is not a question
of taw;
law; it is a question of propriety (if
Of II
may go back to the old word) as to whether
the United Kingdom Parliament thinks
that it is right to proceed, rather than a
question that it would be improper to
proceed. There can be no way, that II
see, that the Canadian courts could
can see,
have any jurisdiction or influence over the
United Kingdom Parliament.
194. But can one make a distinction
between what it would be proper and
propriety for the United Kingdom Parliament to do, and what it might be proper
for the United Kingdom Government to
propose to our Parliament to do (because
while the Government proposes in this
matter, Parliament disposes, and that is
generally accepted)?
accepted)? Do
Do you
you make
make any
any
generally
distinction, in
in your
your comments
comments in
in answer
answer
distinction,
to that
that question,
question, between
between the
the attitude
attitude of
to
of
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom Government
Government and
and the
the
the
attitude of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom ParliaParliaattitude
ment?
(Mr Ridley)
No, II did
did not
not
ment?--(Mr
Ridley) No,
intend to imply that.
that Of course it must
again vitally depend upon the nature and
stage of any litigation, and there is a
precedent of litigation accompanying a
request from the Canadian Parliament.
request
It is the 1949 example. You know the
1t
Deakins. I1 do not have to
history, Mr Deakins,
go over it.

Griffiths
Mr Griffitlzs
195. On questions of law, no doubt the
House will wish to hear from the law
from
officers of the Crown, rather than from
ministers with policy responsibilities.
Could I ask the Minister of State a number
of questions that start on the premise that
have no
no regard
regard whatsoever
whatsoever to
to any
any request
request
I1 have
that the
the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government may
may or
or
that
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may not make of this place; I ask him
questions only of policy. II ask him first,
has he, or any of his colleagues, been in
receipt of messages or representations from
the Canadian Government, that might
loosely come under the heading of
of
"pressure"
" pressure " ?--(Mr
?——(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) No.
No.
196. Thank you. Have you had, or
do you, or any of your colleagues, intend
to have, any meetings with representatives
of the Canadian provinces, at whatever
Riclley) Any visitor from
level
level??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Canada who wishes
wishes to
to see
seeUnited
United Kingdom
Kingdom
ministers is normally welcomed, provided
time and opportunity can be created. It
is normal for such requests to come
come through
through
the Canadian High Commission in London,
and often a representative of the Canadian
High Commission accompanies a provincial visitor. There has been at least one
such visit in recent weeks, which has taken
place.

197. I interpret that to mean (I hope,
correctly, but perhaps the Minister . of
of
State will confirm it) that if a Canadian
provincial prime minister wished to be
Ridley)
seen, he would be seen
seen??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
Absolutely. It would be most discourteous
of me, or of whichever minister he wanted
to see, to refuse to see him.
198. In so far as any matter pertaining
to the federal/provincial relationships in
Canada were before the Canadian courts,
at whatever level, would it be the policy
of HM Government to avoid making
recommendations to Parliament about the
constitutional change, until those judicial
completed?
processes in Canada had been complet~d?
(Mr Ridley)
--(Mr
Ridley) No, not necessarily,
necessanly,
because, as II say, there is such a degree
of variation in the possible nature of
of such
litigation that it would be wrong to give
a blanket answer yes or a blanket answer
no. There is a precedent for proceedings
starting in Britain while litigation was still
going on in Canada. Equally, I suppose
one can imagine circumstances of
of such
it might be
grievous legal problems that _it
until they were
~ere
inappropriate to proceed ul!td
is a hypothetical questiOn,
question,
resolved. It is
but I hope I have given fair
fair answer
answer to it.
it.

199. Is it the policy of the British
of
Government to find ways and means of
from ?Ur
our
exporting to Canada (which is, _fro:rp.
point of view, the obverse of their wishing
wtshmg
to patriate back to Canada) the whole
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future constitutional development of
of for me to comment on these arguments
of Professor
Professor Wade's. In addition, I am
Canada?--(Mr
Ridley) We can only of
Canada?
(Mr Ridley)
afraid I did not hear his evidence this
act-I
act—I am sure this is right-under
right—under the afraid
conventions and in real political possibi- morning.
authorities
lities, on a request by the federal authorities
203. I am sorry you did not hear his
to change the British North America Act.
amnot
nottalking
talking about
about
be, I think, evidence. However, 1 am
That means that it would be,
quite wrong for the Government or any proceedings which may be occurring
Parliament in the United Kingdom to in Canada; I am talking about proceedings
propose unilateral amendment of the and evidence to this Committee. Perhaps
us—because I may be asking
Act, which had you would tell us-because
British North America Act,
unfair question-whether
question—whether you
Canadian you an unfair
not been requested by the Canadian
Federal Parliament.
Parliament. Therefore,
Therefore, it
it is
is not
Federal
not have had an opportunity to see the memoProfessor Wade, to which I
H M Government's
Government's policy
policy to
to seek
seek to
to do
HM
do randum of Professor
Ridley) I have seen
just referred
referred??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
that under
under any
any circumstances.
circumstances.
that
it. However, I think my point still stands,
200. Since this is,
matteis which were in that memois, by any measure, a that the mattets
matter of constitutional importance to randum, and perhaps in the evidence which
the United Kingdom as well as to the you received this morning (which I have
are the subject
subject of legal proCanadians, in so far as the United Kingdom not heard), are
is a party to the British North America ceedings in Canada, and it would, I
if think, be wrong for me to express opinions
Acts, will not the Minister of State, if
Canadian courts have
not by himself
himself giving a firm answer, upon them until the Canadian
undertake to get an answer to the Commit- given their decision.
tee on the point that it would be no part
204. I am not aware that the sub judice
of
of the Government's intention to attempt
to put a measure of this sort through the rule extends across the Atlantic, and /I am
House of Commons on the basis of the referring to proceedings of this Committee.
If you are saying that you think it is unwise
whips?--(Mr
Ridley) I think I must If
whips?
(Mr Ridley)
H M Government to comment
comment on the
rest on what I fear will have been a for HM
Professor
of
Professor
Wade, then, of
of
memorandum
tedious repetition to the Committee: that
course, you are quite at liberty to do so.
that again is hypothetical.
us??
Is that in fact what you are saying to us
(Mr Ridley)
--(Mr
Ridley) What I am saying is that
Chairman
exact legal nature of the relationship
201. Minister of State, in so far as the the
of the federal authorities and the provincial
House of Commons or the British House of
Canadian matter
of Parliament is acting as a part of the authorities in Canada is a Canadian
of
and one which should be determined, if
if
Canadian constitutional scene, would it there
is dispute, in the Canadian
Canadian courts.
not be more appropriate for the Canadian
Canadian
it is quite wrong for a British
Government to issue us with the whip, Therefore,
about what
Minister to express a view about
rather than HM
H M Government
Government??--(Mr
(Mr would be right or what would be wrong in
Ridley) I wish the Committee well!
Ridley)
well!
that argument, because I am not responsible for
for the
the interpretation
interpretation of
of the
the state
state of
of
sible
MrSpearing
Mr
Spearing
law in
in Canada.
Canada.
law
202. Minister, I think you will have
read—and I assume you have-the
have—the very
was asking you
205. I do not think I was
read-and
memorandum of Professor
Professor Wade, about what was
was right or \\Tong
wrong with it;
clear memorandum
was asking you about the evidence that
and perhaps heard him this morning. I was
Professor ·wade
Wade gave, relating to that
He sets out very clearly his view of the Professor
federation. Constitution of Canada in its federal
Constitution of Canada as a federation.
assumption structure, which I rather believe was
Would you not agree that any assumption
was a
(which I believe the Government have matter for this House, both in the original
made) concerning automaticity, in respect British North America Acts and,
and, indeed,
of requests which came alone from the in section 7 of the Statute of Westminster:
Westminster.
of
was contrary to Can you tell us whether or
Federal Government, was
or not
not your
view of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian Constitution
Constitution is
his view of
of the Canadian Constitution?-Constitution ?
is
view
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) I do not consider it to be similar to that of Professor
Professor Wade?
Wade?-right at this stage, given the existence of
of (.\fr
(Mr Ridley) That is \Vhat
what I think I should
legal proceedings in the Canadian courts, not attempt to do,
do, because to do so would
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be for
for the
the British Government to
to express
an opinion about what is really a Canadian
matter, and
and II do
do not
not intend to
to do
do that.
It is
is particularly important that II should
is
not seek to
to do
do that, since the
the matter is
before the
the Canadian courts, and
and it is
is for
for
them to interpret, and not me.
me.
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those federal/provincial
relationships,
federal/provincial
while such litigation was
was going on? That
be far
far worse than actually exexwould be
an opinion; it would be
pressing an
be actually
taking action while that litigation (which
say must be
be borne in mind) is
is still
you say
continuing, would it not?--(Mr
not?
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley)
But surely there is
is a distinction between
206. Then can
can you tell the
the Committee, asking me
me to
to comment upon what is
is a
other th<:.n
than the
the quotation which you have domestic Canadian position, and
and our
our
mentioned from the Prime Minister, whether responsibilities in
in this country of acting
or not HM
to precedent, if it
H M Government
Government have
have given
given some
some on a request according to
is not
indication of what II term " automaticity "" would be
be received. It is
not necessary
or to
to take a view about
to the
the Government of Canada
Canada??--(Mr
(Mr to comment or
about a
Ridley) The
The statements which have been domestic Canadian matter, in order to
to
fulfil our
our obligations to
to act
act in
made in
in this respect by
by ministers are
are on
on fulfil
in accordance
with the
the precedent.
precedent.
record, and the Prime Minister's is
is one of
of with
them. However, any
any other communicaChairman
tions between the United Kingdom Government and
are,
and the
the Canadian Government are,
209. Minister of State, you
you have, I
of course, confidential, and
be think, answered this question in
and I would be
in one way
way
wrong to say what they are.
but perhaps, as
or another before, but
as a
ask you
you this.
matter of record, I could ask
207. On this point, would you not agree You said a number of
of times that you cannot
in the event of some automatic guar- anticipate the
that in
the advice which ministers will
or suggestion having been made, it give to
antee or
to Parliament, if and when a request
would be
be contrary both to
to the
the facts of
not
\Vould
of has been received. However, are
are we
we not
section 7 of the
to conclude that there is
the British North America entitled to
is in
in fact
and, indeed, the
the distinctions made no clear, simple and universally applicable
Act and,
the constitutional
constitutional principle
principle concerning
concerning action
action
between the two types of amendment in the
1949 (No. 2)
2) Act to which I referred
referred earlier?
earlier ? on
on such
such requests
requests (because
(because if
1949
if there
there were,
were,
you could
could say
say now
now what
what it
it is),
is), but
Do you
you see
see those as
as compatible
compatible??--(Mr
(Mr you
but that
that the
the
true
principle
must
therefore
be
simply
Ridley) I think that the only position that true principle must therefore be simply
that every
every request
request should
should be
be treated
would be
be right for
for HM
H M Government to that
it \\Ould
treated by
by the
the
United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Parliament in
light
in advance of the receipt of a special United
take, in
in the
the light
of all
all the
the circumstances,
circumstances, legal,
legal, litigious,
litigious,
be that it would be
be our
our of
request, would be
intention to abide by the precedent that the constitutional
and
and political ??--(Mr
(Mr
United Kingdom Government proposes to Ridley)
Ridley) Apart from desiring not to
to anticito enact pate, at
the United Kingdom Parliament to
at a time when no
no request has been
is received from the
any request which is
the received from Canada, the
the advice which
properly constituted Parliament of Canada. ministers would wish to
to give to
to ParliaThat is
is the
the Government's
Government's position,
position, and
and ment in
That
in the
the light of such a request, the
the
nothing
that
I
have
said
this
morning
nothing that I have said this morning Foreign Office is
is concerned not
not at this
changes
it.
What
I
cannot
do
is
to
discuss
changes
it. What I cannot do is to discuss stage to
to express substantive views bearing
a
hypothetical request
request which
which has
has not
not been
been on matters in
in issue in
in legal proceedings in
a hypothetical
in
received.
Canada. The Foreign Affairs
Affairs Committee
the written
written subhas received copies of the
Deakins
missions which
which we
we made
made to
to the
Mr Deakins
the Court
Court of
of
missions
Appeal for
for Manitoba
Manitoba on
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
208. If
If you, as a minister, cannot express Appeal
a
Federal Government
Government and
and on
on behalf
behalf of
of
n opinion on
on this subject of federal/
federal/ Federal
an
various provincipal
provincipal governments,
governments, and
and
for the
the major
major various
Provincial relationships, for
will
know
from
them
the
nature
and
extent
reason that litigation on
on the
the matter is will know from them the nature and extent
re~son
of the
the various
various issues
issues which
which are
being
are being
§oing through the
the Canadian courts, a of
gomg
canvassed. In
In these
these circumstances,
circumstances, II
jortiori
principle must also apply to canvassed.
fortiori that principle
trust that
that my
my wish
wish to
to refrain
refrain from
from exexwe l:nited
United Kingdom Government. How,
the
How, tmst
pressing governmental
governmental views
views on
matters
the British Government
Government pressing
on the
the matters
therefore, could the
raised by
by this
this question
question and,
and, if
the British raised
if II may
may say
say
even consider putting before the
so, auestions
questions 6
and 7,
understood
parliament
an amendment to
6 and
7, would
would be
be understood
to the
the British so
Parliament an
and
accepted
by
the
Committee.
North America Act,
Act, which could affect
affect an'd ·accepted by the Committee.
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Mr Deakins
Deakins
210. II did
did not
not quite catch the
the last part
of
of your remarks there, Minister, because
was just about to
to put
put to
to you
you the
the two
two
I was
remaining questions of which we
we had
had
given notice, but perhaps II could put them
for the record. D
Doo you agree, first of all,
the view that any and
and every kind of
of
with the
by our
our Parliament here into the
enquiry by
the
degree to
to which there had
had been consent
of all
all or
or most of the
the provinces to
to a
of
for amendment of the
the
Canadian request for
British North
North America
America Acts,
Acts, would
would amount
amount
British
to interference
interference in
in Canadian
Canadian internal
internal
to
Ridley) II think II have, in
in
affairs
affairs??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
a sense, answered that in
in my last answer.
answer.
Again, it is
is a hypothetical question,
because we do
do not know what the request
will be.

[Continued

Ridley) I will ask Mr Freeland
all
all??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
if he has a view on that.-(Mr
that.
(Mr Free/and)
Freeland)
I think there are
are probably different
different ways
in which you
you can
can achieve patriation.
Equally, it does seem to
to me that probably
from the
the
one would not
not want to
to remove from
British Statute Book the
the British North
America Acts.

214. That, in my simple language, would
the
be repeal, not
not amendment, because the
the basic
idea of amendment means that the
Act still remains on
on the
the Statute Book,
Free/and) Yes.
Yes.-does it not?--(Mr
not?
(Mr Freeland)
(Mr Ridley)
Rid/ey) It depends on
the nature of
of
on the
the amendment.

Mr Spearing
215. In
Mr Freeland,
In practical terms, Mr
not be
be just a little more .drawn
drawn
would it not
not, first
211. II will put
put the
the last question, out than that? Would there not,
of all,
all, be
be an
an amendment to
to the
of
the Statute
although II may get
get the same answer.-answer.
of Westminster, which would take away
of
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) I am afraid
afraid you will!
will!
the reserved point about the British North
an amendment
is important to
to get it on
212. II think it is
on America Acts; secondly, an
D o you
you agree that any
any and
and to the British North America Acts, which
the record. Do
refusal by
by our
our Parliament here to added some formula whereby the Canadian
every refusal
and Federal Government
Government put
put
in accordance with a request of the
act in
the provinces and
Canadian federal authorities for
for amend- together a change of constitution, and that
in some way
way be
be enacted or
or taken
or patriation of the
the British North would in
ment or
law; then at
at
be a violation of
America Acts would be
of aboard Canadian statute law;
be for
for this Parliament
some constitutionally correct practice or
or that stage it might be
Acts??
or would be
be in
in any way or
or in
precedent, or
in to repeal the British North America Acts
is necessarily
way constitutionally inappro- I am not suggesting that this is
some other way
be followed, but
but
(Mr Ridley)
is certainly the course that could be
priate??--(Mr
Ridley) There is
priate
not be
be something of that type?
for a refusal, I will add
add to
to would it not
no precedent for
--(Mr
(Mr Freeland) Perhaps II am repeating
the answer I have already given.
myself, but I think this is
is really
really aa question
question
of legislative technique. II think there
final comment to of
213. Could I add one final
the
be various ways of achieving the
revert to
t o something the
the Minister said could be
or not
not patriation required result.
earlier, about whether or
the British North
was amendment of the
Mr Griffiths
America Acts? I confess, without being
find this
a technically qualified person, I find
216. I have a very short question which
a little difficult
difficult to follow. Surely aa request
request is really a matter of humility. Could
Could the
for patriation of
of the Canadian Constitution
Constitution Minister of State say
say whether
whether he
he believes
believes
an amendment of the British that the collective wisdom and knowledge
is not merely an
North America
America Acts;
Acts; surely
surely it
it would
would of the
the Foreign Office
Office on
on this matter
North
matter of
of
amount to
to aa repeal
repeal of
of the
the British
British North
North the constitutional law
law and
and practice is
is
amount
America Acts?
Acts? An
An amendment
amendment would
would superior to
to that which resides in the wide
America
leave the
British North
North America
still community of people from
America Acts
Acts still
from whom this
leave
the British
on the
the Statute
Statute Book.
Book. However,
However, II would
would Committee has taken, and will be
be taking,
on
have thought
thought that
that aa request
request for
for patriation,
patriation, evidence?--(Mr
have
Ridley) I hope that I
evidence?
(Mr Ridley)
mutually agreed
agreed bet\veen
between Canada
Canada and
and the
the and my
mutually
my advisers are
are always suitably
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, would
would surely
surely be
be to
do not believe that we lack
to humble, but I do
United
finish with
with the
the British
British North
North America
America Act
finish
Act competence. I believe that we
we are
are quite
once and
and for
for all,
all, and
and would
would mean
mean that
that we
in interpreting the
the position in the
the
we right in
once
should
wipe
the
British
North
America
we have;
have; and
and that
that the
thefact
fact that
that
way that \Ve
America
should
wipe
theConstitution
British North
Act
out
of
the
once
and
for
is dispute about the
the matter
matter is
is no
no
Act out qf the Constitution once and for there is
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surprise, because here we are being drawn
into what is
is really a Canadian dispute,
and it is
is therefore right, in
in my
my opinion,
that we
we should stick firmly to
to the
the line
that we
we do
do not
not want to
to express opinions
or get involved in
in what is
is a dispute about
the Canadian Constitution, in
in a sovereign,
our
independent country, which is
is not
not our
business. I think the purport of the legal
advice which I have received-to
received—to maintain
in
that impartiality-is
impartiality—is absolutely right, in
the light of the
the status of Canada as
as a
sovereign nation.
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amendment of the Canadian Constitution
not our
our business. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, it
it
was not
if our
our business.
business. That
That isiswhy
why we
we are
are here
here
is
was the
the purpose, in
this morning. What was
in
your mind, of section 77 of the
the 1931
1931 Act
Act
in?-about amendment; why
why was
was it put in?
(Mr Ridley)
Ridley) It was
the express
was put
put in
in at the
request, I believe, of the
the Canadian
authorities at
at that time.

219. Was
Was itit because
because the
theprovinces
provinces had
had
certain rights which they wished to
to see
see
Ridley) That is
is again
defended
defended??--(Mr
(Mr Ridley)
to
ask me
me to
to look behind the
the Statute, to
217. In
Mr to ask
In strongly welcoming what Mr
Ridley has
has said, could I ask
ask him
him quite say what were the motives of the sovereign
who made that
he agree, at
at least with Canadian authorities who
precisely, would he
at that time. That, I think, would
be a far
far better thing if
me, that it would be
if request at
to attempt.
had not
not been, or
or were not
not to
to be unwise to
this House had
be, presented with a request from Canada
the Canadians had
had
on patriation, until the
the motives, was
220. Whatever the
was it a
resolved their own problems in
in their own result of section 7 in
in the
the 1931
1931 Act
Act that
house and
and only came to
to us
us (as
(as history the rights of the provinces were, to
to some
unfortunately
do so)
to do
so) degree, entrenched
unfortunately requires them
them to
?--(Mr
Ridley) I
(Mr
Ridley)
entrenched?
when they
they had
had reached
reached aa consensus
consensus cannot say what were the reasons.
when
and legally
legally in
in their
their own
own country,
country,
politically and
politically
then there
there could
could be
be no
no question
question on
on our
our
then
No, I did
did not
not ask
ask that; I asked
221. No,
immediately agreeing
agreeing to
to what
what they
they wish?
wish?
immediately
the results of section 7,
7, what
(Mr Ridley)
To answer that question what were the
--(Mr
Ridley) To
?--(Mr
Ridley) The result of
of
do?
(Mr Ridley)
in the
the affrrmative
affirmative would be
be to
to do
do what does it do
United Kingdom
Griffiths and
and I agreed, in
in answer to section 7 is to leave to the United
Mr Griffiths
to amend the
the
the sole power to
was undesirable. For
the last question, was
For Parliament the
on a request from
from the
the
me to comment upon what the state of the Constitution, on
in Canada is,
is, or
or to
to deplore the
the Canadian Parliament. However, what
debate in
the reasons or
or the
the motives for
for that
is not
not unanimity or
or total were the
fact that there is
the Statute is
is for
for
be to
to do
do just what he
he being inserted into the
agreement, would be
to answer, and
and not
not me.
me.
suggested I should not
not do,
do, which is
is to Canadians to
any comment about internal affairs
affairs
pass any
In that context I cannot
Chairman}
Chairman] I think we
we must leave the
the
within Canada. In
the sentiments in
in his
his last question.
echo the
matter there. Minister of State, thank
you very much indeed, you
and your
you and
Chairman
us, and we
team have been a great help to
to us,
you said (no
grateful for
for your kind under218. Minister of State, you
(no are very grateful
doubt not
the standing.
not speaking as
as a jurist) that the
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THE CANADIAN CONSTITUTION: REPLIES TO SUPPLEMENTARY
SUPPLEMENTARY AND
FURTHER QUESTIONS11 (41/80-81/FM)
(41/80-81/FM)
Memorandum by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Office

1. Supplementary
Supplementary to FCO reply to Question
Question 3
On whose responsibility was the 1965 Quebec request " held in abeyance pending the
result of
of the Canadian Federal elections "?
" ? What periods of
of time elapsed between the
receipt of the request by the UK
UK authorities and (a) those elections and (b) the Quebec
elections and (c) the withdrawal of
of the request?

The Quebec amendment of
of 1965 was held in abeyance by agreement between Canada
and the United Kingdom. The request was received on 15 July 1965. The Canadian
Federal election was announced on 7 September 1965 and held on 8 November. In
January 1966 doubts about the future of
of the amendment, which was linked with a wider
of the Constitution of
of Canada, were raised in an
proposal for the amendment in Canada of
of letters between the Canadian and Quebec Prime Ministers tabled in the Canaexchange ofletters
dian Parliament (Annex A).
The Quebec election took place on 6 June 1966. In November the Quebec request was
of a question in the Canadian Parliament to the Canadian Prime Minister
the subject of
(Annex B).
2. Supplementary
Supplementary to FCO reply to Question 6
A. What, if any, significance
significance does the FCO attribute to the fact that Australia had not
then (1935) adopted the Statute of Westminster, given that the Report of the Joint Committee begins by saying (paragraph 2) that that Statute gave formal and statutory
statutory approval
to " certain long established and clearly understood constitutional principles " in relation
to the right of
of Parliament to legislate for the Dominions?
Dominions?

In the reply to the original Question 6, the FCO brought to the attention of
of the Commitof Westminster because it was
tee that in 1935 Australia had not adopted the Statute of
considered that the Committee should have before it all the material on which comparisons
Consideration of
could be made between the Canadian and Australian positions. Consideration
of the
of pre-Statute of
Petition of the State of Western Australia was accordingly on the basis of
of
Westminster practice.
B. Does the FCO consider it proper for the UK
of the
U K authorities to take account of
federal-provincial constitutional relationships that have developed within Canada,
federal-provincial
of determining whether a request from a Government and Parliament
for the purpose of
entitled to make some such requests is a proper request, by analogy with the Joint Comof the internal constitutional
constitutional structure
mittee's decision to investigate and take account of
of Australia for the purpose of
of determining whether a request from the State of
of
of Western
Australia was a proper request, notwithstanding (a) that Australia was really an independent state in 1935 and (b) that Western Australia was entitled to make some such requests
without the concurrence of
of the Australian Government or Parliament (by virtue of
of s. 9(2)
of the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster or
or of
of the
the "" existing
existing constitutional
constitutional practice
practice "" referred
in
of
referred to
to in
that
sub-section) ?
that sub-section)?

The ·western
Western Australian case is not relevant to consideration of
of the Canadian
Canadian request.
of both Houses of
of the UK
UK Parliament conceived it as
In the former, a Joint Committee of
their duty to consider whether it was proper for a Petition from Western Australia
effect its secession from the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Australia to be
requesting legislation to effect
received by Parliament. Having therefore considered the substance of
of the Petition,
Commonwealth of
the Committee concluded that the request was a matter for the Commonwealth
of
UK Parliament to receive and, conseAustralia, one that it would be improper for the UK
Western Australia was not constitutionally
constitutionally entitled to make.
quently, one that \Vestern
As the FCO stated in its answer to the original Question 6, the 1935 Report
Report of
of the
offer any concrete guidance on the proper
proper response
Joint Committee does not appear to offer
of the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
to a request contained in a joint resolution of both Houses of
for action in accordance with the terms of
of the Statute of
of Westminster.
1J

See also pages 60-62.
60-62.
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3. Supplementary
to to
oral
Question
64 64
SupplementarytotoFCO
FCOreply
replytotoQuestion
Question8 8and
and
oral
Question
Will the FCO kindly summarise the reasons why,
why, or the respects in which, the constitudifferent in ways that affect the responsibilities
tional positions of Australia and Canada are different
of the UK authorities in relation to requests for UK legislation from (a)
(a) the Canadian
Government and/or Parliament, (b)
(b) aa Canadian
Canadian Province,
Province, (c)
(c)the
the Australian
Australian Government
Government
and Parliament, and (d) an Australian state?
state ?
While the FCO cannot anticipate the advice which Ministers might wish to give to
Parliament in any particular case, the position, so far as Australia is concerned, is broadly
as follows:
follows:
(c) The UK authorities would be unlikely to question a validly made request for
UK legislation from the Australian Government and Parliament on any matter
which affected
affected only the Commonwealth of Australia. Should the States be
involved, however, the position is covered in the reply to the original Question 7.
(d) To the extent that the Australian States remain
remain self-governing
self-governing dependencies
dependencies of
of the
the
British Crown, the UK authorities would consider a request from a State for
UK legislation on any matter which aftected
affected no other Australian State and/or
the Commonwealth of Australia. Should this condition not be met, the UK
authorities would wish to be assured that the request met with the agreement of
of
all parties concerned in Australia before considering the question of UK legislation.
In the case of Canada, there has been only one Provincial request, the 1965 Quebec
request. This is dealt with in supplementary answer 1. The Government's position
on Federal requests was considered substantively most recently in Mr Luce's reply to a
written question (H.C.Deb 27 July 1979, Cols 499-500).
¥tritten
Question
Question4 4

Will the FCO kindly reply to Question 11
11 of the original list? In particular, does the
FCO consider that the matters referred to in that Question provide some precedent and
basis for the view that it is proper for the UK authorities to seek to arrive at an opinion
about the " constitutionality " or " unconstitutionality " of a request addressed to them
!lbout
in proper form by the Government and Parliament of a Member of the Commonwealth
m
entitled by law and practice to make some such requests, and to determine their response
to that request in the light of that opinion?
The answer prepared in response to Question 11
11 of the original list is immediately
below this answer. As stated, it is not thought that the Australian case is a relevant
precedent.
The clause omitted from the Statute of Westminster (the so-called Latham amendment)
was intended to ensure that the UK Government would not act on a request from the
Australian Commonwealth authorities for legislation on purely State matters without
concurrence of the State or States concerned. Its omission was not primarily based
the ~oncurrence
on Its
its "constitutionality"
" constitutionality " or otherwise but rather (see House of Commons Paper 88
°f 1935,
1935, pages 109-110) on the interpretation of Section 4 of the Statute. It is clear
of
from the wording of the Statute of Westminster that the Australian States were not infrom
cluded amongst the Dominions; Section 4, the request and consent provision, refers
only to the Dominions. Inclusion of the Latham amendment was therefore considered
superfluous.
Original
OriginalQuestion
Question1111

What is the significance of the UK Government's refusal to include in the Statute of
of
Westminster
Whestminster
one of the three clauses requested by the Government and Parliament of
of
< ornmonwea tri
-'
l °f
tine Commonwealth
of Australia
Australia (see House of
of Commons Paper
Paper No 88 of
of 1935, pages
officers (ibid, page
109-110)? What is the significance of the opinion of the UK law officers
110) that it would be''
be " clearly unconstitutional" for the Australian Government and
110)_
Parliament to make a request such as that referred to in the proposed and rejected clause?
_From
C. 88, itit appears
From the reference in H.
H.C.
appears that
that the
the amendment
amendment in
in question
question was
was that
that which
which
w
\\as
as to provide that nothing in the Act should be " deemed to authorise the Parliament
or
°r the Government of the Commonwealth without the concurrence of the Parliament
of any
and Government of the States concerned, to request or consent to the enactment of
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Act by the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom on any matter which is within the authority of
of the States of
of Australia, not being a matter vdthin
within the authority of
of the Parliament
or the Government of
of the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Australia." (Quoted from K C Wheare,
The Statute of
of Westminster and Dominion Status, 5th ed 1935, p 211.)
In view of
of the different
different constitutional position of
of Australia it is not thought that this
referred to
draft
draft clause and the opinion of
of the legal advisers of
of the Imperial Government
Government referred
of significance
significance for the case of
of Canada in 1980.
at page 109 is of
Question 5
Is the FCO aware of
of any statement by the UK
U K Government that should be construed
as an undertaking to Canada, in view of
of the Statute of
of Westminster, to accede to all
requests by the Canadian Government and Parliament for amendment or repeal of
of the
of Provincial concurrence in or opposition to such requests?
BNA Acts, regardless of

The FCO is not aware of
of any public statement by HMG
HMG on this issue going beyond the
of
statements in Parliament referred
referred to in paragraph 27 of
of the FCO Memorandum
Memorandum of
4 November 1980. It would of course be wrong to reveal the details of
of confidential
confidential
discussions between HMG
HMG and Canadian Ministers.
Question 6
Did the UK
UK Government, at or about the time of
of the enactment of
of the Statute of
of
Westminster, address to the Government of
of Canada any communication
communication touching the
effect
effect of
of the Statute on the constitutional position (a) of
of the Provinces or (b) relating to
amendments of
of the BNA Acts, or any communication
communication analogous to the despatch from
from
the Secretary of
of State to the Governments of
of the Australian States dated 6 January 1932
(see especially paragraph 4 thereof-copy
thereof—copy attached)?
UK Government
Government concernWe have been unable to trace any communications from the UK.
effect of
of the Statute of
of Westminster on the constitutional position (a) of
of the
ing the effect
of the BNA Acts, or any communication
communication analoProvinces or (b) relating to amendments of
of 6 January 1932 to the Governments of
of the Australian States.
gous to that of
Question 7
In view of
of the FCO replies to oral questions 39 and 42, does the FCO dissent from
from
Professor WPM
W P M Kennedy in the Law
Quarterly Review,
48
Law Quarterly
Review, vol
vol48
the view (expressed by Professor
" the very Dominion-Provincial
Dominion-Provincial Conference
Conference of
of 1931 in relation
(1932), page 208), that "the
of 'vVestminster
Westminster negatives on the one hand ihe
the claim that in this matter
to the Statute of
[of changing the constitution of
of Canada as contained in the BNA Acts] the Provinces
[of
have no status, while on the other hand it ~stablishes
establishes unanimous consent as necessary ""
changes ? '
in relation to at least some such changes?
of Professor
Professor Kennedy's article entitled " The Imperial Conferences,
Examination of
1926-1930—The Statute of
of Westminster",
Westminster ", (1932) LQR 191,
191, indicates that his remarks
1926-1930-The
of the Dominion-Provincial
Dominion-Provincial conference
conference on the attitude
concerned the immediate impact of
of Westminster. A
taken by the Federal and Provincial authorities towards the Statute of
of the relevant pages is attached. Subsequently, in evidence to the Canadian
full extract of
House of
of Commons Special Committee on the British North America Act on 26 March
Professor Kennedy said, with specific reference to the British North
North America
1935, Professor
Acts:
method
" The third point. I am not concerned to discuss at the present time the method
by which the BNA Act can now be changed. I subscribe to what Dr
Dr Skelton says
in his evidence at page 38; but I would like to say this-I
tins—I do not think there is the
slightest necessity in law for the parliament of
of Canada to consult the provinces in
the process. It
It may be good politics, but politics is not law."
of the Canadian Report are being supplied to the Secretary of
Ten copies of
of the Committee.1
mittee. 1

28 November
November 1980
1I

Extracts from that Report are on pp 251-279.
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28
28 JANUARY 1966
APPENDIX
CoRRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN PRIME MINISTER AND QUEBEC PREMIER RESPECTING
CoNSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENTs
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
OFFICE
OFHCE OF THE PRIME MINISTER
Province of Quebec
January
January 20, 1966.
The Right Honourable
Lester B.
B. Pearson, P.C.
Prime Minister of Canada
Parliament Buildings
Ottawa

My dear Prime Minister,
As is fitting
fitting upon the eve of a new session of the Legislature, the Quebec cabinet
recently reviewed the principal items likely to be considered thereat.
thereat. Among them are the
draft bills entitled " Quebec Parliament Act
Act"" and " An act to provide for the amendment
in Canada of the Constitution of Canada ".
".
At the last regular session, the Legislative Assembly voted an address to Her Majesty,
praying her to cause to be laid before the Parliament of the United Kingdom the bill
entitled:"
entitled: " Quebec Parliament Act".
Act ". This is linked up with the proposed constitutional
amendment bill since the latter would have the effect of ensuring definitively
definitively to the only
provincial upper House still in existence an absolute right of veto over any amendment
of its own powers. Since the British parliament has not yet been seized of the request
of the Legislative Assembly, the latter has not been called upon to consider the proposed
formula for amending our constitution.
Many events have occurred since this formula was elaborated, and it would not be
proper to ignore them. Among them should be mentioned the country-wide debate
which has taken place respecting the formula itself, the continued dialogue between
Quebec
and the rest of the country, a constant and sustained evolution towards a new
Qu.cbec ar:.d
relationship between Quebec, the other provinces and the Government of Canada, the
progress of the studies and discussions undertaken by the Tax Structure Committee, the
Royal Commission of Inquiry on Bilingualism and Biculturalism and our own Special
Committee on the Constitution.
You are also aware that the proposed formula for amending our constitution has
anxiety in Quebec. V/hatever
Whatever the cause of this feeling, it is a factor which
caused some an.xiety
should not be ignored. For instance, I personally am struck by the fact that, as early as
everywhere
last spring, the formula was not being interpreted ever)'\\
here in the same way. Thus I
had always assumed that, as regards the amendment of legislative powers, any diminution
of provincial power required unanimity, whereas any increase of such power called for
the concurrence of only two-thirds of the provinces representing one-half
one-half of
of the populat!Ie
tion. This view,
view,however,
however,isisnot
notshared
sharedby
byeveryone,
everyone,even
eventhe
thespecialists.
specialists. ItItisiscontended,
contended,
!IOn.
m fact, that under the formula any province could prevent the extension of the powers of
In
of
another province. Needless to say, if that interpretation was to prevail, the evolution of
of
oar constitutional
constitutional system
system in
in the
the direction
direction desired
desired by
by Quebec
Quebec might
might become
become very
very difficult.
difficult.
our

The visit
visit which
whichII recently had occasion to make to ·western
Western Canada also
also made
made me
meaware
aware
of the considerable difference between the manner in which Quebec wishes to see our
constitutional system develop and the views held on this subject by many Canadians in
other provinces. This difference of opinion, moreover, was confirmed to some extent
oy statements made after that visit by authorized representatives of other provinces.
by
My feeling is that after this interval for everyone to ponder our country's future, we shall
~ly_feeling
oee m
in a better position to know what to aim for. It will also be most useful, in that
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regard, to reflect upon the work of the Tax Structure Committee and the forthcoming
report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism. By then, I imagine,
each of the governments in the country will have had an opportunity to define its policy,
not only in the field
field of federal-provincial relations, but also respecting the relations
between French-speaking Canadians and English-speaking Canadians.
In the circumstances, the government of Quebec has decided to postpone indefinitely
the consideration of the proposal for constitutional amendment.
Trusting that you will consider this decision as an indication of our sincere solicitude
for the present and future progress of Canada, I remain, my dear Prime Minister,
Yours sincerely,
Jean Lesage.

Ottawa, January 24, 1966

The Honourable
Honourable Jean
Jean Lesage,
The
Lesage,
Prime Minister of Quebec,
Parliament Building,
Quebec, Que.
I haveseenonlytoday
have seen only today your
your letter
letter of
of January 20 concerningtheConstitutionalAmendment
concerning the Constitutional Amendment
Formula. Stop. It raises a number of important and far-reaching problems of concern
to the federal government and affects the situation relating to the action sought in London.
Stop. My reply to your letter will have to be tabled immediately yours is made public.
Stop. In the circumstances you might think it best to defer making the contents of your
letter public until you have had a chance to consider my reply which I shall try to send you
immediately after consultation with my colleagues on Thursday. Stop. Best regards,
Lester B. Pearson.

Ottawa, January 26, 1966
The Honourable Jean Lesage,
Prime Minister of Quebec,
Parliament Building,
Quebec, Que.
My dear Prime Minister:
As I pointed out in the telegram which I then immediately sent you, I saw only the
afternoon of January 24 your letter of January 20, 1966, concerning the constitutional
afternoon
amendment formula. The irony of it is that I had indicated that very morning, in reply
to questions by the Leader ofthe Opposition and other
other members in the House of Commons,
that the federal government had every intention to submit the constitutional amendment
the provincial legislatures.
legislatures.
formula to Parliament as soon as it had been concurred in by all the
I had thus implied that I remained of the opinion that Quebec would in due course
endorse the
the proposed
proposed procedure
procedure to
to amend
amend in
in Canada
Canada the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of Canada.
Canada.
endorse
My view was
was based on aa number of positive factors which I could not but interpret in a
though II was
was as
asyou
youknow
knowfully
fullyaware
awareof
ofthe difficulties.
difficulties.
positive and encouraging way, even though
First among those factors, of course, was the fact that the constitutional amendment
of the federal and of the ten provincial
formula was agreed unanimously by the heads of
governments at the Federal-Provincial Conference on October 14, 1964. We all then
undertook to submit the proposed amendment procedure to our respective governments for
following whatever procedure each thought appropriate. Secondly the
formal approval follmving
White Paper which the federal government published on the subject in March 1965 had
qualification by the ten provincial governments. Indeed, the
been endorsed without qualification
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Quebec authorities actively participated in the preparation of the French texts of both
the amendment formula and the White Paper, and accepted them officially. The White
Paper contained a detailed explanation of the various clauses of the amendment formula
which was
was not
not questioned
questioned at
atthe
thetime.
time.
ofyour
yourlegislature,
legislature,
Thirdly the Speech from the Throne, at the opening ofthe last session of
effect of
of
stated that: " So
So that the repatriation of the Constitution shall not have the effect
entrenching the powers of the Legislative Council over bills passed by the Legislative
Assembly, you will be asked to restrict those powers ". As
As a result, the Legislative
Assembly eventually approved an Address to Her Majesty, praying Her to cause to be laid
before the Parliament of the United Kingdom the bill entitled:
entitled: "" Quebec Parliament
Parliament Act ".
".
For its part, the federal government has
has made a clear distinction, in deciding on the
procedure that it should follow in advising the Governor General, between the Address
approved by the Legislative Assembly of Quebec which relates only to the Constitution
of Quebec, and the
the Address concerning the constitutional amendment procedure which
relates to the Constitution of Canada. Your government, however, as confirmed
confirmed in your
letter of January 20,
20, 1966,
1966, has
has maintained a direct link between the two proposals.
Therefore I have to ask myself whether, as a matter of policy, the Legislative Assembly
and the Government of Quebec would still wish the " Quebec Parliament Act " to be
introduced in the United Kingdom Parliament.
Parliament.
Fourthly all the provinces,
provinces, except
except Quebec,
Quebec,have
haveformally
formallynotified
notifiedthe
thefederal
federalgovernment
government
oftheir formal concurrence in the proposed amendment formula. Undoubtedly in seeking
the approval of their respective legislatures and in giving formal approval to the formula
they shared my confidence that the
the Government of Quebec
Quebec would
would take
take aa similar
similar step.
step.
Finally, the federal government has all along been conscious of the potential relationship
which exists between the amendment procedure and eventual revision of the Constitution
The studies mentioned in your letter as likely to have important implications
itself. The
for the constitutional development of Canada, were initiated before or concurrently
with the approval of the amendment formula. The
The Royal Commission on Bilingualism
1963; the
theSpecial
SpecialCommittee
Committee on
onthe
the Constitution
Constitution
and Biculturalism was established in July 1963;
was created
created in
in June
June 1963:
1963:and
andthe
theterms
termsof
ofreference
reference
of the Legislative Assembly of Quebec was
of the
of
the Tax
Tax Structure
Structure Committee
Committee were
were agreed
agreed on
on October
October 14,1964,
14, 1964, immediately
immediately before
before the
the
Federal-Provincial Conference
Conference also
also unanimously
unanimously approved
approved the
the constitutional
constitutional amendment
amendment
Federal-Provincial
formula itself.
itself. Those
Those are
are not
not therefore
therefore entirely
entirely new
new developments.
developments. Frankly,
Frankly, II had
had
formula
assumed that
that since
since the
the constitutional
constitutional amendment
amendment formula
formula represented,
represented, from
from the
assumed
the point
point
of view
view of
of both
both the
the federal
federal government
and the
the provincial
provincial governments,
such aa marked
marked
?f
government and
governments, such
improvement over
over the
the existing
existing procedure
procedure in
in enabling
enabling us
us at
at last
last to
to amend
amend our
our Constitution
Constitution
~mprovement
in Canada
Canada without
without having
having to
to go
go to
to the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of another
another country,
country, that
that the
the eleven
eleven
m
governments would
would be
be prepared
prepared to
to accept
accept it.
it. But
But II certainly
certainly never
never excluded
excluded the
the possibility
possibility
governments
that,
as
part
of
an
eventual
revision
of
the
Constitution,
the
amendment
procedure
itself
that, as part of an eventual revision of the Constitution, the amendment procedure itself
might then
have to
modified to
respond more
more effectively
effectively to
any new
new federal-provincial
federal-provincial
to be
be modified
to respond
to any
might
then have
relationship that
that might
might by
by then
then seem
seem wiser
wiser or
or sounder
sounder for
for the
the achievement
achievement of
constitur~lationship
of constitutional change
change in
in the
the future.
future.
tional
In conclusion, I am bound to express my great disappointment with the decision of
of
your government to postpone indefinitely the consideration of the proposal for constitu~our
tional amendment. I venture to hope that the Government of Quebec
Quebec might
might be
be prepared
prepared
tiOnal
to reconsider its decision in the light of the hopeful circumstances to which I have referred
and of the many developments in the last three years in the field
field of Federal-Provincial
relations. At the same time, I fully accept, of course, the expression of your " sincere
relations.
solicitude for the present and future progress of Canada " contained in the closing
1966. It is as a step in that progress and as an
paragraph of your letter of January 20, 1966.
instrument for its continuance that the Government of Canada had hoped to see the
mstrument
amendment formula approved.
It is clear that, if your government does not consider that it can alter its position, we
whole matter again at
at aa future meeting of the
the Federal-Provincial
Federal-Provincial
shall have to discuss the whole
of
Conference. Meanwhile, the position of my government remains as stated in that part of
the Speech from the Throne opening the current session of Parliament, which reads:
..'It
It remains the objective of the federal government to provide that the Constitution of
of
may be amended in Canada ".
".
Canada rr:ay
Yours sincerely,
L. B.
B. Pearson
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ANNEX B
EXTRACT FROM THE CANADIAN HOUSE OF COMMONS DEBATES
23
1966
23 NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER 1966
VoLUME
VOLUME Ill
III No.
No. 160--1sT
160—1ST SEssiON-27TH
SESSION—27TH PARLIAMENT
PARLIAMENT
ADDRESS
RESPECTING
QUEBEC
LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL
ADDRESS RESPECTING QUEBEC LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Question No. 1,719-Mr
1,719—Mr Bell (Carleton):
1. On what date did the government of Canada receive a copy of an address of the
Legislative Assembly of Quebec relating to the Legislative Council of that province?
2. From whom was it received and what was the nature of the request for action in
respect thereto?
3. What actions were taken by the government of Canada in respect thereto, specifying
date and nature of each such action?
action ?
4. Upon what dates and with whom in the United Kingdom or Canada have there been
communications in respect thereto, excluding from answer reference to communications
from non-governmental bodies or persons?
5.
5. What was the nature of each such communication?
communication ?

6.
6. Is any further action in respect to this address now contemplated by the government
of Canada and, if so, under what circumstances and of what nature?
Right Hon. L. B.
B. Pearson (Prime Minister):
1. 31
31 May 1965.
2. Two addresses were received from the Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec. The first,
addressed to the Governor General, requested that the second be transmitted by him to the
Queen.

3. 4, and 5. These questions relate to advice by ministers to the Crown. Such advice
3,
has always been regarded as confidential and details concerning it cannot be made public.
The government did, however, communicate the addresses of the Legislative Assembly
to the Crown with indication that, in its view, the advice of the Executive Council of
of
Quebec in relation to a matter affecting
affecting solely the constitution of Quebec should be
followed.
6. Consistent with the position indicated above, any further action will depend on the
views of the ministers now in office in Quebec. This situation has been explained to the
United Kingdom government.
•
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ANNEX D
D
WPM
W P M KENNEDY, "THE
" THE IMPERIAL CONFERENCES, 1926-30, THE STATUTE
OF WESTMINSTER"
WESTMINSTER " (1932) 48
48 LAW
LAW QUARTERLY
QUARTERLY REVIEW
REVIEW 191,AT
191, AT PAGES207-8
PAGES 207-8
(c) Safeguarding
Acts.
Safeguardingthe
theBritish
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
America
Acts.

The Statute of Westminster provides:
Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to apply to the repeal, amendment
amendment or alteration
alteration
of the British North America Acts, eighteen hundred and sixty seven to nineteen
hundred and thirty, or any order, rule or regulation made thereunder.
To explain that section would be to write a whole chapter of history. It exactly represents the agreement made between the Dominion and the Provinces in Aprill931,
April 1931, and
thereof by the Parliament of Canada. It would be a waste of time to
the exact approval thereof
argue the basis of Canadian federation. No one seriously believes that there was in it
contract—dogmas of Canadians,
anything which could legally be called either a treaty or a contract-dogmas
dicta of the Privy Council notwithstanding. The simple facts, however, are that
and dicta
no political party in Canada dare urge constituent powers for the Parliament of
of Canada,
and that,
that, if
if the
the present
present inability
inability of
of Canada
Canada to
to change
change its
its constitution
constitution is
is to
disappear,
to disappear,
and
it can
can only
only do
do so
so with
with provincial
provincial agreement.
agreement. Indeed,
Indeed, the
the very
very Dominion-Provincial
Dominion-Provincial
it
Conference of
of 1931
1931 in
in relation
relation to
to the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster negatives
negatives on
on the
hand
the one
one hand
Conference
the claim
claim that
that in
in this
this matter
matter the
the Provinces
Provinces have
have no
no status,
status, while
while on
on the
the other
the
other hand
hand it
it
establishes unanimous
unanimous consent
consent as
as necessary.
necessary. Constitutional
Constitutional practice
practice nullifies
nullifies history
and
estabJishes
history and
confirms
dogma
and
dicta.
The
result
is,
of
course,
a
great
limitation
on
autonomy;
confirms dogma and dicta. The result is, of course, a great limitation on autonomy;
but it
it is
is aa limitation
limitation imposed
imposed within
within and
and by
by Canada.
Canada. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, it
to
it is
is well
well to
but
recall that
that there
there is
is no
no evidence
evidence forthcoming
forthcoming that,
that, at
at the
the Dominion-Provincial
Dominion-Provincial Conference
Conference
recall
of 1931,
1931, the
the Government
Government of
of Canada
Canada requested
requested provincial
provincial consent
consent to
to the
the matter
matter of
of the
the
of
Dominion of
of Canada
Canada coming
coming within
within the
the ambit
ambit of
of the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster, or
or that
that the
the
Dominion
Provinces
did
assent
to
such
application
to
Canada
as
distinct
from
the
Provinces.
Provinces did assent to such application to Canada as distinct from the Provinces.

**

*

*

*

* *

**

*

EMISSARIES (55/80-81/FM)
PROVINCIAL El\USSARIES
Part of a Letter to the Clerk to the Committee from the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office
Office
You asked us on 8 December for further information/documentation
information/documentation in connection
'Yith
".ith the Committee's enquiry on the Canadian Constitutional problem
problem....
..

**

*

*

*

* * **

*

Question
Question11
Can the FCO confirm that Provincial emissaries have not been received without
credentials fmm
from Ottawa (follow-up to Question 24-25)?
~o
No record has been found in FCO illes
files of any British official
official refusing to see provincial
e1mssaries
emissaries on constitutional matters for lack of Federal credentials. But the arrangement
been that requests from provincial agents general concerning an appointment with
has b:::en
"Whitehall officials should in the fi:·st
first place be sent through the Canadian High
senior Whitehall
Commission in London. It has also been customary for a representative of
of the Canadian
Co;nmission
High Commission to accompany provincial visitors on calls that have been so arranged.

**
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Office
11
December 1980
11 December
1980

**

*

*

*

APPENDICES TO THE MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
APPENDIX 1

CONSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
THE LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL
TO THE
RESPECT TO
WITH RESPECT
PARLIAMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM WITH
THE
CONSTITUTION ACT, 1980. (13/80-81/FM)
PROPOSED CONSTITUTION
of Newfoundland, Canada
of the Province of
Memorandum by the Government of

of the
Newfoundland is most appreciative of
The Government
Government of
of Newfoundland
of the kind invitation
invitation of
Kingdom to submit
Affairs Committee of
Foreign Affairs
of the House of
of Commons of
of the United Kingdom
United Kingdom
written evidence on the views of
of our Government
Government as to the role of
of the United
Parliament in relation to the British North America Act.
Mr St John-Stevas illustrates the
Mr George and Mr
The following exchange between Mr
itself in
of the United Kingdom may find itself
Parliament of
extremely difficult
difficult position that the Parliament
constitutional proposals:
if
Canada proceeds with its unilateral constitutional
of Canada
Government of
if the Government
of the House tell us when we will be dealing with the
Leader of
"Mr George: Can the Leader
"Mr
that exists in
minefield that
of the minefield
patriation
Canadian constitution? In the light of
of the Canadian
patriation of
Parliament, the
terms of
of the constitutional, political and timetable aspects that Parliament,
either to
problem either
referring the problem
consider referring
Government
Government and the Crown will face, will he consider
a Joint Select Committee of
of this House and the House of
of Lords or to any other
with this
Select Committee
or Committee that may be appropriate for dealing with
Committee or
rudeau??
Trudeau
googly that has been bowled to us by Prime Minister T
Mr St
John-Stevas; I understand the hon. Gentleman's cricketing metaphor,
St John-Stevas:
minefield when I see one. Practice makes perfect.
and I am beginning to recognize a minefield
I cannot give any undertaking about referring it to a Select Committee because, I am
of the
patriation of
glad to say, the Government
Government have received no request about the patriation
ooes arrive I shall
Canadian
if and when such a request aoes
Canadian Constitution. However, if
of Commons,
consider the hon. Gentleman's most interesting suggestion." (House of
Hansard, 20 October
October 1980.)
Constitutional Law, W R Lederman, QC,
Canadian Constitutional
of Canadian
The distinguished
Professor of
distinguished Professor
also recognized this danger for the Parliament
said this
Kingdom when he said
United Kingdom
of the United
Parliament of
August:
"So long as the British remain involved in our
our basic amending process, even
of having to make
formally, the danger exists that they may be put in the position of
substantive decisions about purely Canadian affairs, whether they like it or not.
Suppose the worst situation from
from the British point of
of view. Suppose the Canadian
that directly
London that
Government
from London
amendment from
Parliament request an amendment
Government and Parliament
of the Provinces disagreeing
affects
federal-provincial relationships, with one or more of
affects federal-provincial
If it passes the amendment
Parliament do ? If
and dissenting. What then does the British Parliament
Govemmenfs position
Canadian Government's
in spite of
of the Provincial dissents, it is backing the Canadian
approving the
amendment it would be approving
refuses to pass the amendment
in the controversy. If
If it refuses
August 1980.)
Star, 4 August
quo." (Toronto
status quo."
provincial dissents and maintaining the status
{Toronto Star,
Scholar and
Oxford and Rhodes Scholar
former Vinerian Scholar, Oxford
(Professor
Lederman is a former
(Professor Lederman
of Law, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario.)
was dean of
Faculty of
of the Faculty
that this
"minefield" that
It
effort to assist the Committee to navigate this "minefield"
i~ in a sincere effort
~t is
that the
much regrets that
Newfoundland very much
of Newfoundland
Government of
Brief is
submitted to it. The Government
IS submitted
Bnef
proposed actions of
of the Federal Government
Government may create such a minefield. It
It appreciates
if
itself in if
Parliament of
the very difficult
difficult position that the Parliament
of the United Kingdom may find itself
Government is continued.
of the Federal Government
the present course of
of action of
There have been numerous efforts
Canada to provide for a domestic amending
efforts in Canada
ofNe\\foundland
Government of
formula that the Government
formula, other than the existing formula
Newfoundland belie\es
of all the
consent of
convention that the consent
*s
constitutional convention, ie, the convention
IS a binding constitutional
affects federal-provincial relations.
Provinces is required for constitutional change that affec1s

with significant
In an effort
effort to provide for a domestic amending formula, together with
Provincial Premiers
Minister and the ten Provincial
Canada the Prime Minister
of Canada,
changes in the Constitution
Constitution of
federal-provincial discussions,
of federal-provincial
round of
intensiye round
agreed
of tins year to an intensive
agree_d in June of
of
week of
Constitution during the week
Conference on the Constitution
culminating in a First
First Ministers' Conference
8
8 September 1980.
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There then followed an intensive series of constitutional discussions throughout the
of the
of consensus was arrived at with respect to most of
summer. A significant
significant degree of
of the Provinces. Included in this
matters on the Constitutional Agenda on the part of
area of
of consensus was general agreement among the Provinces, Quebec reserving, with
of a domestic amending formula entitled the ""Vancouver
respect to the broad outlines of
Vancouver
Consensus ".
significant to note that at no time did the Federal Government
It is important and significant
advance any proposals with respect to an amending formula, intimating during the
discussions that a proposal susceptible to a provincial consensus would receive a favourable response from the Federal authorities.
Newfoundland presented a White Paper on
During this process the Government of Newfoundland
Century-Together: The
Constitutional Change entitled "Towards the Twenty-First Century—Together:
Change".
Newfoundland Regarding Constitutional Change
Position of
".
of the Government of Newfoundland
Newfoundland Government's attitude
of the Newfoundland
That White Paper gave an outline of
towards the process of
of constitutional change on the items then being discussed. In
particular, the White Paper pointed out that in its view a new Constitution for Canada
must flow from four basic principles.
principles. These principles were
wereenunciated
enunciated as
as the
the cornerstone
cornerstone
of the Newfoundland
follows:
Newfoundland Government's constitutional position and were as follows:
"''11.. Parliamentary Democracy;
2. Balanced Federalism;
3. Equality of Opportunity for Provinces and People; and
4. Consensus."
With respect to the concept ofconsensus the White Paper stated:
" Flowing from the commitment to these principles is
is the
theGovernment's
Government's conviction
conviction
"Flowing
that a new constitution, reflecting the realities of
of today, can only evolve from the
process of
of consensus.
of
Newfoundland believes that unilateral action by any one of
of Newfoundland
The Government of
the partners in the federation is totally unacceptable. To succumb to the temptation
of creating greater divisions within the
effect of
of
of unilateral action would have the effect
of all Canadians who look
frustrating the aspirations of
of frustrating
nation than now exist and of
of strengthening and unifying
to the process of
of constitutional reform as a means of
the nation."
Notwithstanding the great amount of effort
effort taken by Ministers responsible for the
Constitution and the First Ministers and the substantive provincial consensus achieved,
It should be
agreement was not able to be reached at the First Ministers' Conference. It
of
Newfoundland because of
noted that this came as no surprise to the Government of Newfoundland
intimations throughout the summer-long discussions that the Federal Government was
preparing for unilateral action on the Constitution and that the discussions were doomed
to failure.
On 2 October 1980, the Prime Minister announced that the Federal Government would
of the United Kingdom to patriate
be proceeding unilaterally to request the Parliament of
of Rights and Freedoms and for
the Constitution, and in addition, provide for a Charter of
a domestic amending formula.
formula.
The Government of
of Newfoundland, together with the Governments of the Provinces
of British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, Quebec and Prince Edward Island, have rejected
this approach as being
being contrary
contrary to
toIongstanding
longstanding constitutional
constitutional convention.
convention. These
TheseProvinces
Provinces
of the
represent a majority
majority of the Provinces in Canada with a majority of the population of
Confederation, one being
different forms of entrance into Confederation,
Country. They also represent different
a founding Province and the others either having been created or having joined, such as
Newfoundland.
As members of
Newfoundland was the latest entrant into
of the Committee are aware, Newfoundland
Act,
Confederation. This was made formally possible by the British North America Act.
United Kingdom.
of the Ltnited
1949, passed by the Parliament of
AH
six Governments
Governments have
have expressed
expressed and
and vre
ore continuing
continuing to
to express
express their
their objections
objections in a
All six
number of
different ways, both through public comment and the
different forums and different
of different
presentation of
of resolutions to the respective Legislative Assemblies. The most significant
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area for the Committee in which the Provinces are expressing their dissent is the decision
by all six Provincial Governments to refer this matter to the Courts of Appeal of
of three
Provinces. Members should be aware that it is not possible under the present Act
governing the Supreme Court for a Province to refer matters directly to the Supreme
Court of Canada. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council of Manitoba has already referred
questions in the following terms to its Court of Appeal:
" 11.. If
If the amendments to the Constitution of Canada sought in the ' Proposed
Resolution for a Joint Address to Her Majesty The Queen respecting the Constitution
Canada ', or any of them, were enacted, would federal-provincial relationships
of Canada',
or the powers, rights or privileges granted or secured by the Constitution of
of Canada
affected and if so, in what
to the provinces, their legislatures or governments be affected
respect or respects?
respects ?
2. Is it a constitutional convention that the House of Commons and Senate of
of
Canada will not request Her Majesty the Queen to lay before the Parliament of
of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland a measure to amend the
Constitution of Canada affecting
affecting federal-provincial relationships or the powers,
rights or privileges granted or secured by the Constitution of Canada to the provinces,
first obtaining the agreement of
of the
their legislatures or governments without first
provinces?
3. Is the agreement of the Provinces of Canada constitutionally required for amendment to the Constitution of Canada where such amendment affects federal-provincial
federal-provincial
relationships or alters the powers, rights or privileges granted or secured by the
Constitution of Canada to the provinces, their legislatures or governments? ""
That Constitutional Reference will be heard on December 4 and 55 of 1980 and all six
Provincial Governments, together with the Federal Government, will be intervening.
It has also been agreed that these three questions will be submitted in substantially the
same form
form to
to the
the Courts
Courts of
of Appeal of Newfoundland
Newfoundland and Quebec, together with additional
additional
questions which are of particular interest to each of these Provinces. Newfoundland
Newfoundland will
be making a Reference shortly to its Court of Appeal, including the three questions raised
above in exactly the same terms, together with an additional question relating to its own
particular circumstances as follows:
follows:
" 4.
4. If Part V of the proposed Resolution referred to in question 11 is enacted
and proclaimed into force could
(a)
(a) The terms of Union, including terms 2 and 17 thereof
thereof contained in the
Schedule to the British North America Act, 1949 (12-12 George VI, c. 22
(U.K.)) or
(b)
(b) Section 3 of the British North America Act, 1871
1871 (34-35 Victoria, c. 28
(U.K.))

be amended directly or indirectly pursuant to Part V without the consent of
of the
Government, Legislature or a majority of the people of
of the
the Province
Province of
of Newfoundland
Newfoundland
voting in a Referendum held pursuant to Part V? ""
It is anticipated that the Constitutional Reference will be before the Newfoundland
Newfoundland
Court of Appeal on February 10-12, 1981.
19i.l1.

All six Provinces have agreed to intervene in each one of these Appeals as well.
well. Under
the resp.ective
respective provisions governing References to the three Courts of Appeal it will then
~le
bee P?sstble
possible to have the matter referred to the Supreme Court of Canada for its final
ddecision.
eCJSIOn.
Despite these References to the Courts the Federal Government is proceeding with its
Resolution
Rd
esolution and has publicly stated that the present intent is to achieve completion of the
debate
weeks. This parliamentary
.ebate in the Canadian Parliament within the next several weeks.
timetable, if met, may mean that the Government of the United Kingdom will be in
tJme_table,
receipt of the Resolution and draft Bill early in the New Year
Year..
rece1pt

.The
Newfoundland recognizes that the Committee is in an extremely
. The Government of Newfoundland
difficult
ufficult position in offering
offering advice to the House of Commons on what is
is to
to itit aa hypothetical
hypothetical
Proposal. The Government recognizes that it can only offer
offer advice on what it perceives
<he
we present constitutional position to be in general and not speci:fica!ly
specifically in relationship
10
to
the
we actual proposal which is before the Parliament of Canada but not yet before the
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Parliament of the United Kingdom. We must, however, state that the present proposals,
if referred to the Government of the United Kingdom in substantially the same form, will
drastically affect federal-provincial relations without the consent of the Provinces.
Our position and our advice to the Committee will, therefore, not be predicated on the
present content of the Resolution and proposed Constitutional Act, but rather on certain
fundamental propositions that we feel ought to be respected by the United Kingdom
Parliament in making amendments to the British North America Act that directly affect
federal-provincial relations.
It is the view and the advice of the Government of the Province of Newfoundland
Newfoundland that
the following constitutional convention should be recognized and applied by the Parliament of the United Kingdom:
" The fourth general principle is
is that the Canadian Parliament will
will not request an
amendment directly affecting
affecting federal-provincial relationships without prior consultation and agreement with the provinces. This principle did not emerge as early
as others but since 1907, and particularly since 1930, has
has gained
gained increasing
increasing recognition
recognition
and acceptance. The nature and the degree of provincial participation in the amending process, however, have not lent themselves to easy definition."
definition."

This principle is contained in a paper entitled " The Amendment of the Constitution
of Canada''
Canada '' published by the Federal Government in 1965
1965 under
under the
thename
name of
of the
the HonourHonourable Guy Favreau, Minister of Justice. It was agreed by all governments at the time
that this document and the convention was historically accurate.
The Committee should be aware that this convention is referred to and, we submit,
adopted in a Judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada in " Re: Authority of Parliament
in Relation to the Upper House ". See Annex I.
Why is it that a convention formally adopted by the Federal Government in 1965 and
referred to in a decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 1979 has suddenly lost all
validity in the eyes of the Federal Government?
It is the view of the Government of Newfoundland that this convention is part of
of the
Constitution of Canada and that the failure by the Parliament of Canada to observe it is
fatal to any request by it to the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
It is our view that where a proposal by the Canadian Parliament

(o) directly affects federal-provincial relations; and,
(a)
(b) the United Kingdom Parliament is made aware of provincial opposition to the
(b)
proposal,
the Parliament of the United Kingdom should decline to act upon the request because to
do so would be to acquiesce in the performance of an unconstitutional act and would
of Canada,
represent an intrusion into the most fundamental aspect of the Constitution of
the federal system itself.
This, in view of the Government of Nev,foundland,
Newfoundland, is especially the case where the
entire matter of the force and effect
effect of the convention is before, or about to be placed
before, the Courts of Appeal of three provinces.
This view is supported by Professor W R Lederman, QC,
QC, in his article"
article " The Constitution and the Future of Canada " (see Annex II):
be some doubts about the status of these rules.
rules. Are they fullfull" There may be
fledged constitutional laws or are they something less? Are they merely political
conventions of the constitution that do not have the force of law and which can,
to some extent at least, be varied or disregarded? In my view these rules are basic
constitutional laws in every sense and should be recognized as such by the governwell established in the
ments and parliaments concerned, including the British. It is weil
full-fledged laws of this basic character
British Commonwealth of Nations that full-fledged
can be and are made by precedent, custom, practice and convention. There are
judicial statements to this effect
effect in the Supreme Court of Canada and the Judicial
Committee of the Pri\y Council. The Statute of Westminster of 1931
1931 itself
itself purports
purports
to be declaratory of constitutional principles already established by custom and
convention. A!so,
Also, the draft
draft of
of the Statute
Statute of\Vestminster
of Westminster was
was modified by aa special
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section for Canada (section 7) to meet the wishes of the Canadian provinces, who
were consulted about this by the Government of Canada. Finally, we might note
of the
that the Government of Canada consulted the provinces about the text of
Favreau White Paper of 1965, and they agreed that it was historically accurate."
This view is based on our special constitutional law of amendment as established over
of
time by custom and precedent. Members of the Committee have been made aware of
this body of custom and precedent and it is not necessary to further set the background
out in this Brief.
We are, of course, aware of the position of the Canadian Federal Government with
respect to the constitutional position of the United Kingdom Parliament in the amendment of the Canadian Constitution. Their position, as set out in the document prepared
by the Department of External Affairs placed before the Committee, is as follows:
"Further,
" Further, it is
is clear that by constitutional convention provincial authoritiesauthorities—
either executive or legislative-have
legislative—have no standing to directly request on their own
behalf
behalf that the United Kingdom Government pass an amendment or refuse to pass
an amendment to the Constitution. The British Governrr..ent,
Government, in accordance with
correct constitutional convention, will decline to act on any such provincial request
for constitutional amendment. To not do so would constitute a direct interference
in Canadian internal affairs."
affairs."
Clearly, the position of the Federal Government is to accept only those constitutional
conventions that support its particular point of view.
It is by no means accurate that there is a convention that provincial concerns will not
be listened to by the Parliament of the United Kingdom. As Committee members are
aware, the amendment made in 1907 to the British North America Act was changed at
the request of the Government of British Columbia. Moreover, the joint address of
of
specifically referred
the Canadian Parliament with respect to the Statute of Westminster specifically
follows:
to provincial request and consent as follows:
" Praying that You may graciously be
be pleased
pleased to
to cause
cause aa measure
measure to
to be
be laid
laid before
before
the Parliament of the United Kingdom pursuant to certain declarations and resolutions of the Imperial Conferences of 1926 and 1930 and pursuant to certain other
resolutions made by the delegates of Your Majesty's Governments in Canada and all
the Governments of Canada at a Dominion Provincial Conference held at Ottawa
on 17th April1931."
April 1931."

1t
It is the view of the Government of Newfoundland
Newfoundland that the Parliament of the United
Kingdom would be far more open to a charge of interference in Canadian internal affairs,
if it enacted legislation which had the effect of altering federal-provincial relations in the
face of a clear lack of consent by the majority of provinces, contrary to a constitutional
of
convention recognized and acted upon by the Federal Government. The Province of
Newfoundland is not advancing its views to the United Kingdom Parliament with respect
Newfoundland
to the content of the Resolution and draft Bill. Our views go to the process and to
of law.
whether or not that process is legitimate and in accordance with the rule of

Brief of the Department of External Affairs:
Affairs:
In the words of the Brief
''
" The British Government and Parliament must be
be concerned only with a request
in accordance
accordancewith
withproper
proper
which comes to them from the Canadian Parliament in
constitutionalconvention."
convention." (Emphasis
(Emphasisours.)
ours.)
constitutional
In our view " proper constitutional convention " has not been observed in this case.
It is our belief
belief that the Parliament of the United Kingdom does not retain authority
over the British North America Act as a mere cipher. It retains it in trust, not for the
~ederal
Federal Government of Canada, but rather for the Federal system of Government established by the Fathers of Confederation, as strengthened over the years.
years. That Federal
system is central to the unity and strength of the country. This is expressed best in the
Preamble to the British North America Act as follows:
follows:
""Whereas
Whereas the provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia, and }'i;ew
New Brunswick have
Crm\'n
expressed their desire to be federally united into one Dominion under the Crown
of the United Kingdom of
of Great Britain and Ireland, with a Constitution similar in
principle to that of the United Kingdom."
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In the case of Newfoundland, our entrance into Confederation
Confederation was certainly predicated
on the continuation of the Federal system. This was a fundamental basis of
of the decision
by the people of Newfoundland
Newfoundland as reflected in a Referendum. The terms of our entrance
were settled between the representatives of the Govermnent
Government of Newfoundland
Newfoundland and the
Government of Canada and contained in the British North America Act, 1949.
Can it now be seriously argued that the Parliament of the United Kingdom would act,
at the sole request of one of the parties to that agreement,
agreement, to change
change it?
it ? The
Therole
roleadvanced
advanced
by the Govermnent
Government of Canada for the Parliament of the United Kingdom has, in fact,
been so extended by the Federal Minister of Justice:
" If we
we wanted to change the Act of Union between Canada and Newfoundland
Newfoundland
we could go
go to
to England
England and
and legally
legally they
they could
could do
doit."
it." (Globe
(Globeand
andMail,
Mail,1313November
November
1980.)
It is, we think, unthinkable, that the Parliament of the United Kingdom would take such
a limited view of its discretion in these matters.
matters. Equally so,
so, when the proposal of the
Federal Government goes to the very essence of the Federal system of Canada should it
be expected that the role adopted by the Parliament of the United Kingdom would be
vtew
without discretion?
discretion ? We are certain that members of the House of
of Commons do not view
their role as mere automatons, with the concealed power being the Federal Government
of Canada.
We should add that the position of the present Federal Minister of Justice is not that
advanced by a former Prime Minister of Canada, Prime Minister St Laurent, in 1950,
during the 1950 Constitutional Conference which is contained in the following exchange
Newfoundland:
between him and the Premier of Newfoundland:
" Mr Smallwood:
Smallwood:I Ishould
shouldlike
liketotoask
aska aquestion
questionconcerning
concerningthe
theAct
Actbringing
bringingNewNew"Mr
foundland into Union, Act No 1 of 1949. Someone was saying here that it was not
an Act amending the British North America Act, but, it was a separate Act. As I
understood it, the British North America Act applied to Newfoundland. So does the
British North America Act (No 1) of 1949, more specifically. In working out a
formula to amend the British North America Act, will that also mean a formula for
amending the British North America Act (No 1) of 1949?
Mr St Laurent:
Laurent: No. The British North America Act (No 1) of 1949 was merely
a confirmation of the terms of the union agreed to and confirmed by Dominion
Statute. There I do not think anyone could have any doubts that it is a compact
between Newfoundland
Newfoundland and the central authority representing Canada as it was
upon.
before Union. The terms are contractual terms that were agreed upon.
Smallwood:But
Butthey
theyare
areconfirmed
confirmednot
notonly
onlybybythe
theParliament
ParliamentofofCanada
Canadabut
but
Mr Smallwood:
by the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
Thatisisso.
so.
Mr St Laurent:
Laurent: That
Mr Smallwood:
Smallwood:ItItisisan
anact
actofofthe
theUnited
United Kingdom
KingdomParlian1ent.
Parliament. Would
Would any
any
formula finally
finally accepted fur
for amending the British North America Act, whatever
it may be, give anyone the right to amend Act No 1 of 1949?
1949 ?
Mr St
Laurent: Not unless express provision was made for that purpose."
St Laurent:
11 January
January 1950.)
1950.)
(Proceedings, 11

ConfederaAs members of the Committee are aware, the entrance of Newfoundland into Confederation was hotly contested in the Dominion. It was also the subject of intensive debate
1949. At the end of the debate on second reading of
in the House of Commons in 1949.
of the
Bill, the Under Secretary of State of Commonwealth Relations, Mr Gordon-Walker,
made the following observation:
''There
" There has been aa certain tendency among some honourable Members to talk as
if Newfoundland
Newfoundland were being cast away and sold into slavery by confederating
confederating with
Canada. I hope that, rather than that view, we
we shall
shall take the view
view of
of my honourable
honourable
of
Friend the Member for Central Cardiff
Cardiff (Mr G Thomas). I think the right way of
looking at this is to regard it as an ampler and fuller life which is being opened out
t\•io
for Newfoundland
Newfoundland in the Commonwealth. Newfoundland
Newfoundland has decided between two
sorts of
of self-government. It has decided to be a self-governing Province within the
Confederation
Confederation of
of Canada rather than to be a self-governing nation, and a very small

,
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one, in a dangerous and difficult
difficult world. It is not choosing between slavery and selfof them
government, but between one sort of self-government
self-government and another, both of
within
within the
the Commonwealth.
Commonwealth.
Sir W
Darling: One sovereign and the other not.
W Darling:
Mr Gordon-Walker:
Gordon-Walker: Certainly,
Certainly,but
butititmade
madethe
thechoice
choiceininthat
thatmatter.
matter. We
Wemust
must
think of the future of Newfoundland
Newfoundland not as being cast away, which is an extraordinary
extraordinary
term to use, almost implying that Canada is some kind of dustbin. We must regard
Newfoundland
Newfoundland as a Province in a great Commonwealth country, in which it will
play a continuing and very distinguished part, which the people of Newfoundland
Newfoundland
and particular reference has been
have already played in our CommonwealthCommonwealth-and
made to the part which the people of Newfoundland
Newfoundland have played in two great wars.
I1 think
think that,
that, having
having taken
taken this
this decision,
decision, the
the people
people in
in Newfoundland
Newfoundland will
will play
play an
an
even greater and stronger part than in the past in the Commonwealth to which they
Hansard,
and all the rest of us are very proud to belong." -(House
- (House of Commons,
Commons, Hansard,
2March
2 March 1949.)
Newfoundland
Newfoundland has, in fact, enjoyed an ampler and fuller life as a result of a decision
of its people made in 1949 to enter into Canada as ratified by the Parliament of the
if
United Kingdom. It feels that the proposed action by the Federal Government, if
acquiesced in by the Parliament of the United Kingdom, will diminish its role within
Confederation and will erase the concept of the juridical equality of the Provinces which
is now the law by constitutional convention. It is our view that the Parliament of
of the
United Kingdom must recognize constitutional convention and it must look at its role
as a trustee of the British North America Act. We also hope that the Parliament of
of the
United Kingdom will feel a very special duty towards what was England's oldest overseas
colony and protect the kind offederation
of federation it became a part of in 1949.
We close with the following comment from Professor Lederman contained in his
article " Changing Canada's Constitution ":
":
" The basic provisions of aa country's constitution are first principles that develop
out of the whole course of its history about the right way to do things. This is
especially true of a country like Canada with a federal constitution resting on
democratic parliamentary institutions and the cabinet system, at both the provincial
and the national levels of government.
The present Government of Canada has just published its constitutional proposals
of
in which it specifies certain fundamental changes that it wants in the nature of
Canada's federal union and sets forth the methods whereby it proposes to accomplish
these changes. The Federal Government and its legal advisors claim and believe
that its proposed methods are in accord with Canada's basic and established constitutional principles, but, as a life-long scholar of these things, my position is
(Kingston
thut
that their proposed methods do not comply with those principles.
principles."" - (Kingston
Whig-Standard,
Whig-Standard,8 8October
October1980.)
1980.)
We are very grateful to the Select Committee on Foreign Affairs for allowing the
Government of Newfoundland
Newfoundland to present its views on this important matter. We are
confident that its recommendations to the House of Commons will be such as to reflect
the important role the House of Commons has as
as trustee of the federal system of Canada.
Canada.
GERALD R OTTBNHEIMER,
OTTENHEIMER,
Jfinister of
Minister
ofJustice
Justiceand
andAttorney
AttorneyGeneral,
General,
Province ofofNewfoundland.
Province
Newfoundland.
26 November
November 1980
1980
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ANNEX I
ANNEX
SUPREME COURT OF CANADA
JUDGMENT OF
O F THE SUPREME
CANADA IIN
N RE:
RE:
AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY OF PARLIAMENT
PARLIAMENT IN RELATION TO THE
THE
UPPER
UPPER HOUSE, AS SUMMARISED
SUMMARISED AND REPORTED IN
IN
[1980] 1 S.C.R. 54.

In the matter of a Reference by the Governor in Council concerning the
legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada in relation to the Upper
House, as set out in Order in Council P.C. 1978-3581, dated the 23rd day
of November, 1978.
1979: March 20, 21;
2 1 ; 1979: December 21.
Present: Laskin C.J. and Martland, Ritchie, Pigeon, Dickson, Estey, Pratte and
Mclntyre JJ.
[SUMMARY]
[SUMMARY]
REFERENCE
REFERENCE BY THE GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL
COUNCIL

Constitutional
Parliament to amend
Constitutional law-Senate-Authority
law—Senate—Authority of
of Parliament
amend constitution-British
constitution—British
America Act,
Act, ss. 21 to 36, 91(1).
North America
91(1).
The Governor General in Council referred
referred to this Court the following two questions,
in accordance with s. 55 of
of the Supreme
Supreme Court Act:
Act:
of the Parliament of
of Canada
Canada to repeal
1. Is it within the legislative authority of
21 to 36 of
of the British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, 1867, as amended, and to amend
sections 21
thereof so as to delete any reference to an Upper House or the Senate
other sections thereof
Senate??
If not, in what particular or particulars and to what extent?
extent ?
If
2. Is it within the legislative authority of
of the Parliament of
of Canada
Canada to enact
legislation altering, or providing a replacement for, the Upper House of
of Parliament,
so as to effect
effect any or all of
of the following:
following:
(a) to change the name ofthe
of the Upper House;
of members by whom provinces and
(b) to change the numbers and proportions of
territories
territories are
are represented
represented in
in that
that House;
House;
(c) to change the qualifications of
of members of that House;
(d)
id) to change the tenure of
of members of
of that House;
(e)
(e) to change the method by which members of
of that House are chosen by
(i) conferring
conferring authority on provincial legislative assemblies to select, on
the nomination of
of the respective Lieutenant Governors in Council,
of the Upper House, and, if
some members of
if a legislative assembly has
not selected such members within the time permitted, authority on the
House of
of the
of Commons to select those members on the nomination
nomination of
Governor General in Council, and
(ii) conferring
conferring authority on the House of
of Commons to select, on the
of the
nomination of
of the Governor General in Council, some members of
Upper House from
from each province, and, if
if the House of
of Commons has
not selected such members from a province within the time permitted,
authority on the legislative assembly of
of the province to select those
members on the nomination of
of the Lieutenant Governor
Governor in Council,
conferring authority on the Lieutenant Governors in Council of
(iii) conferring
of the
or all of
of the
provinces or on some other body or bodies to select some or
members of
of the Upper House, or
of all or some of
of the members of
(iv) providing for the direct election of
of the
Upper House by the public; or
0
(f)
provide that
that Bills approved
approved by
by the
the House
House of
of Commons
Commons could
could be
be given
given
CO tto
provide
of law after
after the passage of
of a certain period of
of time
assent and the force of
notwithstanding that the Upper House has not approved them?
If
If not, in what particular or particulars and to what extent?
extent ?
The answers of
of the Court
Court are:
are:
To question 1: No.
To question 2(b), (e)(iv) and (f):
CO: No.
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The remainder of
of the questions cannot be answered categorically in the absence
of
of a factual background.
The apparent intention of
of the 1949 amendment to the Act which enacted s. 91(1) was
to obviate the necessity for the enactment of
of a statute of
of the British Parliament
Parliament to effect
effect
joint resolution
amendments to the Act which theretofore
theretofore had been obtained through a joint
of both Houses of
of Parliament and without provincial consent. Legislation enacted under
this subsection since 1949 has dealt with matters which, according to the practice existing
joint resolution
before 1949, would have been referred
referred to the British Parliament by way of
of a joint
of both Houses of
of Parliament, and without the consent of
of the provinces. It did not in any
substantial way effect
effect federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships. The legislation contemplated
contemplated in the
affect the
first question is of
of an entirely different
different character. While it does not directly affect
federal-provincial relationships in the sense of
of changing federal and provincial legislative
powers, it does envisage the elimination of
of one of
of the two Houses of
of Parliament, and so
would alter the structure of
of the federal Parliament to which the federal power to legislate
is entrusted under s. 91 of
of the Act.
The Senate has a vital role as an institution forming part of
of the federal system: one of
of
its primary purposes was to afford
afford protection to the various sectional interests in Canada
in relation to the enactment of
of federal legislation. The power to enact federal legislation
was given to the Queen by and with the advice and consent of
of the Senate and the House
of Commons. Thus, the body which had been created as a means of
of protecting
protecting sectional
and provincial interests was made a participant in this legislative process.
of the
Further, although s. 91(1) gave the Queen the power, with
wiih the advice and consent of
of Commons, to alter the " Constitution of
of Canada " except in
Senate and the House of
certain expressly designated areas, it does not confer
B.N.A. Act.
confer a power to amend the B.N.A.
Act.
The word "Canada" in s. 91(1) does not refer to Canada as a geographical unit but
refers to the juristic federal unit. "Constitution
"Constitution of
of Canada" does not mean the whole of
of
the British North
North America
America Act,
Act, but means the constitution of
of the federal government, as
91(1)
distinct from the provincial governments. The power of
of amendment conferred
conferred by s. 91
(1)
is thus limited and it relates to the constitution of
of the federal government in matters of
of
interest only to that government; the continued existence of
of the
of the Senate as a part of
federal legislative process is implied in the exceptions provided ins.
in s. 91(1).
91 (1).
While s. 91(1) would permit some changes to be made by Parliament in respect of
of the
Senate as now constituted, it is not open to Parliament to make alterations which would
affect the fundamental
fundamental features, or essential characteristics, given to the Senate as a means
affect
of ensuring regional and provincial representation in the federal legislative process. The
para, (b), which imply a change in the method of
of regional
amendments proposed by para.
para, (e) subpara. (iv), which would make the Senate a whoJiy
wholly or partly
representation, by para.
para, (b) which would allow Acts to be adopted without the consent
elected body, and by para.
Parliament the
of the Senate, are precisely in this category. Section 91(1) does not give Parliament
power to alter the fundamental
fundamental character ofthe
of the Senate by unilateral action, so the questions
formulated in
in these
these three
three paragraphs
paragraphs must
must be
be answered
answered in
in the
the negative.
negative. The
other
The other
formulated
of a factual background.
questions cannot be answered categorically in the absence of
Quebec North
North Shore Paper
Paper Co. v. Canadian Pacific Limited,
Limited, [1977] 2 S.C.R. 1054;
McNamara Construction (Western)
{Western) Ltd.
.\{cNamara
Ltd. v. The Queen, [1977] 2 S.C.R. 654; In re The
Regulation and Control
Control of
of Aeronautics
of
Aeronautics in Canada, [1932] A.C. 54; Attorney
Attorney General of
Nova Scotia
Scotia v. Attorney
of Canada and Lord
Attomey General of
Lord Nelson Hotel
Hotel Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., [1951] S.C.R.
31; In re The Initiative
and Referendum
aff'g (1916), 27 Man. R. 1
Initiative and
Referendum Act,
Act, [1919] A.C. 35, aff'g
referred to.
referred

REFERENCE
REFERENCE by the Governor General in Council, pursuant to s. 55 of
of the Supreme
Supreme
of the Parliament of
of Canada in relation
Court Act,
Act, concerning the legislative authority of
( / ) of
of
to the Upper House. The Court answered question 1 and subss. (b), (e)(iv) and (f)
question 2 in the negative. It stated that a categorical answer was impossible for the
remainder.
remainder.
J. J. Robinette,
Mercier, Q.C., and T. B. Smith,
Smith, Q.C., for the Attorney
Robinette, Q.C., Francois
Franfois "'\!Iercier,
General of
of Canada.
Lorraine E. Weinrib, for the Attorney General of
D. W. 1Vfundell,
Mundell, Q.C., and Lorraine
of Ontario.
_Jerrold W. Kavanazh,
Kavanagh, Q.C.,
}tfollie Gallaglzer,
Q.C., and Mollie
Gallagher, for the Attorney General of
of
Nova Scotia.
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id and Gordon
Q. C.,
for the
Attorney
General
of New
Brunswick.
Alan D.
D. Re
Reidand
GordonF.F.Gregory,
Gregory,
Q.C.,
for the
Attorney
General
of New
Brunswick.
I an W.
Attorney
ofof
Prince
Edward
Island.
Ian
W.H.H.Bailey,
Bailey,forforthe
the
AttorneyGeneral
General
Prince
Edward
Island.
Patrick 11J
cDonald, for
Patrick
McDonald,
forthe
theAttorney
AttorneyGeneral
GeneralofofSaskatchewan.
Saskatchewan.
William
forforthe
Attorney
General
ofof
Alberta.
WilliamHenkel,
Henkel,Q.C.,
Q.C.,
the
Attorney
General
Alberta.
James A.
James
A. Nesbitt,
Nesbitt,Q.C.,
Q. C,for
forthe
theAttorney
AttorneyGeneral
GeneralofofNewfoundland.
Newfoundland.

[REPORT]
COURT—By Order in Council P.C. 1978-3581,
1978-3581, dated November 23, 1978, the
CouRT-By
55 ofthe
of the Supreme
SupremeCourt
CourtAct,
Act,referred
referredtotothis
this
Governor General in Council, pursuant to s. 55
Court for hearing and consideration the following two <;:uestions
questions::

THE
THE

1.
1. Is it within the legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada to repeal
British North
sections 21
21 to 36 of the British
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1867,
1867,asasan:ended,
amended,and
andtotoamend
amend
Senate??
other sections thereof
thereof so as to delete any reference to an Upper House or the Senate
If
If not, in what particular or particulars and to what extent?
extent ?

2. Is it within the legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada to enact
legislation altering, or providing a replacement for, the Upper House of Parliament,
so as to effect
effect any or all of the following:
following:
(a)
(a) to change the name of the Upper House;
(b)
(b) to change the numbers and proportions of members by whom provinces
and territories are represented in that House;
(c) to change the qualifications of members of that House;
(c)
(d) to change the tenure of members of that House;
(e)
(e) to change the method by which members of that House are chosen by
(i) conferring authority on provincial legislative assemblies to select, on
the nomination of the respective Lieutenant Governors in Council,
some members of the Upper House, and, if a legislative assembly has
not selected such members within the time permitted, authority on
of
the House of Commons to select those members on the nomination of
the Governor General in Council, and
(ii) conferring authority on the House of Commons to select, on the nomiof the
nation of the Governor General in Council, some members of
of Commons
Upper House from each province, and, if the House of
has not selected such members from a province within the time permitted, authority on the legislative assembly of the province to select
those members on the nomination of the Lieutenant Governor in
Council,
(iii) conferring authority on the
of the
the Lieutenant Governors in Council of
provinces or on some other body or bodies to select some or all of the
members of the Upper House, or
(iv) providing for the direct election of all or some of the members of
of the
Upper House by the public; or
(f)
(/) to provide that Bills approved by the House of Commons could be given
of time
time
assent
assent and
and the
the force
force of
of law
law after
after the
the passage
passage of
of aa certain
certain period
period of
notwithstanding
notwithstanding that
that the
the Upper
Upper House
House has
has not
not approved
approved them?
them?
If
If not,
not, in
in what
what particular
particular or
or particulars
particulars and
and to
to what
what extent?
extent ?
Submissions in respect of these questions were made to the Court on behalf
behalf of
of the
behalf of the Attorneys General of
of Ontario,
Attorney General of Canada and also on behalf
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Saskatchewan, Alberta and Newfoundland.
Question 1:
21 to 36 of the British
hereinafter referred
referred 10
to as '''* the
the
British North
North America
America Act, hereinafter
Sections 21
" The Senate
Act", referred to in Question 1, appear in the Act under the heading ..
Senate""
and deal with the constitution of that body, including the number of senators; the representation in the Senate of the four diyisions,
divisions, ie,
ie, Ontario, Quebec, the Maritime Provinces and the Western Provinces; the qualifications for appointment to the Senate:
disqualification
the appointment of senators; the age limit for senators; resignation and disqualification
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of senators. References to the Senate by name, or as a House of Parliament, and refer73, 74, 91,
ences to senators are also to be found in ss.
ss. 17,
17, 18,
18, 39,
39, 51A, 55,
55, 56,
56, 57,
57, 59,
59, 73,
91,
128,
133, 146 and 147.
128,133,
It is clear that Question 1 in
inessence,
essence,although
although noi
not in
interms,
terms, asks
askswhether
whetherthe
theParliament
Parliament
of Canada has legislative authority to abolish the Senate. The Attorney General of
of
Canada contends that the question should be answered in the affirmative. All of
of the
Attorneys General of the provinces, represented on the hearing, contended that the question should be answered in the negative.

The Attorney General of Canada bases his submission upon the provisions of
of Class 1
of the subject matters enumerated in s. 91
91 of the Act. Section 91,
91, which appears in
Part VI of the Act, under the heading '' Powers of the Parliament
", defines the legislative
Parliament'',
authority of the Parliament of Canada. The opening words of this section are as follows:
91. It shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with the Advice and Consent of the
Senate and House of Commons, to make Laws for the Peace, Order, and good
Government of Canada, in relation to all Matters not coming within the Classes
of Subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the Provinces;
and for greater Certainty, but not so as to restrict the Generality of the foregoing
Terms of this Section, it is hereby declared that (notwithstanding anything in this
Act) the exclusive Legislative Authority of the Parliament of Canada extends to all
hereinafter enumerated;
Matters coming within the Classes of Subjects next hereinafter
Class 1 of s. 91
91 was added to it by an amendment to the Act enacted by the British
Parliament on 16 December,
December, 1949.
1949. Section
Section 11 of
ofthe
theamending
amendingstatute
statuteprovided
providedasasfollows:
follows:
1.
is hereby
amended
byby
renumbering
1. Section 91
91 of
of the
the British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1867
1867
is hereby
amended
renumbering
Class 1 thereof
thereof as Class lA
1A and by inserting therein immediately before that Class the
following as Class 1:—
1 :" 11.. The amendment from time to time of the Constitution of Canada, except
as regards matters coming within the classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the provinces, or as regards rights or privileges by this
or any other Constitutional Act granted or secured to the Legislature or the Government of
of a province, or to any class of
of persons with respect to schools or as regards
the use of the English or the
the French
French language
language or
or as
asregards
regardsthe
therequirements
requirements that
that there
there
shall be a session of the Parliament of Canada at least once each year, and that no
House of Commons shall continue for more than five years from the day of the return
of the ¥/rits
Writs for choosing the House: provided, however, that a House of
of Commons
may in time of real or apprehended war, invasion or insurrection be continued by the
Parliament of Canada if such continuation is not opposed by the votes of
of more than
of such
such House.
House. ""
one-third of the members of

1949, in most respects, the Act did not provide for its amendment by any
Prior to 1949,
legislative authority in Canada. Accordingly, as it was a statute enacted by the British
Parliament, any changes in its content had to be made by way of an amending Act enacted
by that Parliament. Many amendments have been made in that way. A brief
brief account
of them and of other statutes of a constitutional character is found in a White Paper
Published in 1965 under the authority of the Honourable Guy Favreau,
of
Pavreau, then Minister of
Justice for Canada, under the title of"
of " The Amendment of the Constitution of Canada ":
":
(1) The
's Land
The Rupert
Rupert's
LandAct,
Act, 1868
1868authorized
authorizedthe
theacceptance
acceptanceby
byCanada
Canadaof
ofthe
therights
rights
of the Hudson's Bay Company over Rupert's Land and the North-Western
of
Territory. It also provided that, on Address from the Houses of Parliament of
Canada, the Crown could declare this territory part of Canada and the Parliament of Canada could make laws for its peace, order and good government.
(2) The
Manitoba
Act
passed
thethe
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct
Actofof1871
1871ratified
ratifiedthethe
Manitoba
Act
passedbyby
Parliament of Canada in 1870, creating the province of Manitoba and giving
it a provincial constitution similar to those of the other provinces. The British
North America Act of
of 1871
1871 also empowered the Parliament of Canada to establish new provinces out of any Canadian territory not then included in aa province;
to alter the boundaries of any province (with the consent of
of its legislature),
and to provide for the administration, peace and good government of
of any
territory not included in a province.
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(3) The
amended
section
18 18
of of
thethe
British
North
The Parliament
Parliamentof
ofCanada
CanadaAct
Actofof1875
1875
amended
section
British
North
of
America Act, 1867, which set forth the privileges, immunities and powers of
each of the House of Parliament.
(4) T1ze
authorized
Parliament
Canada
Tlie British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct
Actofof1886
1886
authorizedthethe
Parliamentofof
Canadato to
provide for the representation in the Senate and the House of Commons of any
territories not included in any province.
Revision Act,
(5) The
The Statute Law Revision
Act, 1893
1893repealed
repealedsome
someobsolete
obsoleteprovisions
provisionsofofthe
the
British North America Act of 1867.
(6) The
ofof
Deputy)
Act,
1895
confirmed
an Act
of of
The Canadian
CanadianSpeaker
Speaker(Appointment
(Appointment
Deputy)
Act,
1895
confirmed
an Act
the Parliament of Canada which provided for the appointment of
of a DeputySpeaker for the Senate.
(7) The
established
a new
scale
ofof
financial
subsidies
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1907
1907
established
a new
scale
financial
subsidies
to the provinces in lieu of those set forth in section 118 of the British North
America Act of 1867.
1867. While not expressly repealing the original section, it
made its provisions obsolete.
British North
North America
America Act, 1915
of
(8) The
77«? British
1915 re-defined the Senatorial Divisions of
Canada to take into account the provinces of Manitoba, British Columbia,
Saskatchewan and Alberta. Although this statute did not expressly amend the
text of the original section 22, it did alter its
its effect.
effect.
(9) The
provided
forforthethe
extension
ofof
thethe
lifelife
ofof
thethe
TlieBritish
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1916
1916
provided
extension
current Parliament of Canada beyond the normal period of five years.
(10) The
Revision Act, 1927
The Statute Law Revision
1927 repealed additional spent or obsolete
provisions in the United Kingdom statutes, including two provisions of the
British North America Acts.
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1930
1930
confirmed
natural
resources
agreements
confirmed
thethe
natural
resources
agreements
(11) The
between the Government of Canada and the Governments of Manitoba,
British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan, giving the agreements the force
of law notwithstanding anything in the British North America Acts.
(12) The
while
notnot
directly
amending
thethe
British
North
The Statute
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster,1931
1931
while
directly
amending
British
North
of
America Acts, did alter some of their provisions. Thus, the Parliament of
Canada was given the power to make laws having extraterritorial effect. Also,
Parliament and the provincial legislatures were given the authority, within their
powers under the British North America Acts, to repeal any United Kingdom
statute that formed part of the law of Canada. This authority, however,
expressly excluded the British North America Act itself.
(13) The
gave
thethe
Parliament
of of
Canada
thethe
exclusive
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1940
1940
gave
Parliament
Canada
exclusive
jurisdiction to make laws in relation to Unemployment Insurance.
(14) The
provided
forfor
thethe
postponement
redistriTlie British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1943
1943
provided
postponementofof
redistribution of the seats in the House of Commons until the first session of Parliament
after the cessation of hostilities.
(15) The
British North
North America
America Act, 1946
The British
1946 replaced
replaced section
section 51
51 of
of the
the British
British North
North
America Act, 1867, and
and altered
altered the
the provisions
provisions for
for the
the readjustment
readjustment of representa·
representation in the House of Commons.
(16) The
British North America
America Act, 1949
The British
1949 confirmed
confirmed the
the Terms
Terms of
of Union
Union between
between
Canada and Newfoundland.
Newfoundland.
(17) The
British North America
America Act (No.
The British
(No. 2), 1949
1949 gave
gave the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of Canada
Canada
authority to amend the Constitution of Canada with certain exceptions.
The Statute Law Revision
Act, 1950
1950repealed
repealedananobsolete
obsoletesection
sectionofofthe
theBritish
British
Revision Act,
(18) The
North America Act, 1867.
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1951
1951
gave
Parliamentofof
Canada
concurrent '
(19) The
gave
thethe
Parliament
Canada
concurrent
jurisdiction with the provinces to make laws in relation to Old Age Pensions.
(20) The
9999
and
The British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1960
1960amended
amendedsection
section
andaltered
alteredthethetenure
tenure
of office of superior court judges.
(21) The
British North
The British
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1964
1964amended
amendedthe
theauthority
authorityconferred
conferredupon
uponthe
the
1951, in relation to
Parliament of Canada by the British North America Act, 1951,
benefits supplementary to Old Age Pensions.
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(22) Amendment
Amendment by
byOrder
OrderininCouncil
Council
Section 146 of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, 1867
1867provided
providedfor
for the
theadmission
admission
of other British North American territories by Order in Council and stipulated
that the provisions of any such Order in Council would have the same effect
as if enacted by the Parliament of the United Kingdom. Under this section,
Rupert's Land and the North-Western Territory were admitted by Order in
Council on 23
23 June,
June, 1870;
1870;British
BritishColumbia
Columbiaby
byOrder
Orderin
inCouncil
Councilon
on16
16May
May1871;
1871;
of
Prince Edward Island by Order in Council on 26 June 1873.
1873. Because all of
these Orders in Council contained provisions of a constitutional charactercharacter—
adapting the provisions of the British North America Act to the new provinces,
but with some modifications in each case-they
case—they may therefore be regarded as
constitutional amendments.
of
The practice, since 1875, has been to seek amendment of the Act by a joint address of
both Houses of Parliament. Consultation with one or more of the provinces has occurred
in some instances.
1907 was
wasbased
based on
onresolutions
resolutions passed
passed at
at provincial
provincial
instances. The amendment in 1907
conferences, although opposed by British Columbia. The 1930 amendment respecting
the transfer of resources to the four western provinces resulted from agreements with those
provinces.
provinces. The 1949 amendment respecting Newfoundland
Newfoundland becoming a province was
made after there had been an agreement with that province. The amendments of 1940,
1951, 1960 and 1964, respecting unemployment insurance, old age pensions, the compulsory retirement of judges and adding supplementary benefits to old age pensions all
had the unanimous consent of the provinces.
The White Paper, after reviewing the procedures followed in respect of amendments
Act, went
went on
onto
to state
statefour
four general
generalprinciples,
principles,as
asfollows
follows::
to the Act,
generalprinciple
principlethat
thatemerges
emergesininthe
theforegoing
foregoingresume
resumeisisthat
thatalthough
althoughanan
Thefirst
The
first general
enactment by the United Kingdom is necessary to amend the British North America
of the
Act, such action is taken only upon formal request from Canada. No Act of
unless itit is
is requested
requested
United Kingdom Parliament affecting
affecting Canada is therefore passed unless
and consented to by Canada. Conversely, every amendment requested by Canada in
enacted.
the past has been enacted.
The
The second
secondgeneral
generalprinciple
principleis isthat
thatthe
thesanction
sanctionofofParliament
Parliamentis isrequired
requiredforfora a
request to the British Parliament for an amendment to the British North America
Act. This principle was established early in the history of Canada's constitutional
1895. The procedure invariably
amendments, and has not been violated since 1895.
is to seek amendments by a joint Address of the Canadian House of Commons and
Senate to the Crown.
Crown.
The
The third general
generalprinciple
principleisisthat
thatnonoamendment
amendmenttotoCanada's
Canada'sConstitution
Constitutionwill
willbebe
made by the British Parliament merely upon the request of a Canadian province.
made, but none has been
A number of attempts to secure such amendments have been made,
1868, by a province which
fu;st such attempt was made as early as 1868,
successful. The fisst
was at that time dissatisfied with the terms of Confederation. This was followed
1887. The British Government refused
refused in all
by other attempts in 1869, 1874, and 1887.
cases to act on provincial government representations on the grounds that it should
not intervene
intervene in
in the
the affairs
affairs of
of Canada
Canada except
except at
at the
the request
request of
of the
the federal
federal government
government
not
representing all
all of
of Canada.
Canada.
representing
The
The fourth
fourth general
generalprinciple
principleisisthat
thatthe
theCanadian
CanadianParliament
Parliamentwill
willnot
notrequest
requestanan
affecting federal-provincial relationships "\\ithout
without prior consultaamendment directly affecting
tion and agreement with the provinces. This principle did not emerge as early as
others but since 1907, and particularly since 1930, has gained increasing recognition
and acceptance. The nature and the degree of provincial participation in the
have not
not lent
lentthemselves
themselvesto
to easy
easydefinition.
definition.
amending process, however, have
The apparent intention of the 1949 amendment to the Act which enacted s. 91(1) was
to obviate the necessity for the enactment of a statute of the British Parliament to effect
amendments to the Act which theretofore had been obtained through a joint resolution
of
°f both Houses of Parliament and without provincial consent. Legislation enacted since
1949 pursuant
pursuant to
to s.s. 91(1)
91(1) has
has not,
not, to
to quote
quote the
the White
White Paper,
Paper, "affected
"affected federal-pro\incial
federal-provincial
1949
relationships".
relationships". The following statutes have been enacted by the Parliament of
of Canada;
(I)
British North
(1) The
The British
North America
AmericaAct,
Act, 1952,
1952,effected
effecteda areadjustment
readjustmentofofrepresentation
representation
in the House of Commons. The principle of representation by population was
not affected
affected by this legislation.
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(2) The British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, 1965, provided for the compulsory
retirement of
compulsory retirement
of
senators, henceforth
henceforth appointed, at age seventy-five.
seventy-five.
(3) The British
British North
North America
America Act
Act (No. 2), 1974, repealed the provisions of
of the Act
of
of
of 1952 and substituted a new readjustment
readjustment of
of representation in the House of
Commons. The principle of
of representation by population was maintained.
(4) The British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, 1975, increased the representation
of the Northrepresentation of
west Territories in the House of
of Commons from one to two members.
(5) The British
British North
North America
America Act
Act (No. 2), 1975, increased the total number
number of
of
senators from 102 to 104, and provided for representation in the Senate for the
Yukon Territory and the Northwest Territories by one member each.
All of
of these measures dealt with what might be described as federal "housekeeping''
"housekeeping"
referred to
matters which, according to the practice existing before 1949, would have been referred
of a joint resolution of
of both Houses of
of Parliament, and
the British Parliament by way of
of the provinces. The last two of
of these statutes were within the power
without the consent of
of the Parliament of
of Canada to enact by virtue of
of s. 1 of
of the British
Act,
of
British North
North American
American Act,
affect federal-provincial
federal-provincial
1886. Like the others they did not in any substantial way affect
relationships.
The legislation contemplated
contemplated in the first question is of
of an entirely different
different character.
of changing
While it does not directly affect
affect federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships in the sense of
of one of
of the
federal and provincial legislative powers, it does envision the elimination of
two Houses of
of Parliament, and so would alter the structure of
of the federal Parliament
91 of
of the Act.
to which the federal power to legislate is entrusted under s. 91
The Senate has a vital role as an institution forming part of
of the federal system created
by the Act. The recitals in the Act have some significance:
significance:
Whereas the Provinces of
of Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have expressed
of the
their Desire to be federally united into One Dominion under the Crown of
United Kingdom of
of Great Britain and Ireland, with a Constitution similar in Principle
of the United Kingdom:
to that of
of the Provinces and
And whereas such a Union would conduce to the Welfare of
promote the Interests of
of the British Empire:
And whereas on the Establishment of
of the Union by Authority of
of Parliament
Parliament it is
of the Legislative Authority in the DowJnion
Dominion
expedient, not only that the Constitution of
of the Executive Government
Government therein be
be provided for, but also that the Nature of
declared:
of the United Kingdom, to which reference is made in the first
Under the Constitution of
recital, legislative power was and is exercised by the Queen, by and with the advice and
consent of
of the House of
of Lords and the Hpuse
House of
of Commons. The Upper House was not
and is not an elected body, the Lower House was and is.
It is, we think, proper to consider the historical background which led to the provision
It
of the Senate as a part of
of the apparatus for the
which was made in the Act for the creation of
of federal legislation. In the debates which occurred at the Quebec Conference
Conference
enactment of
in 1864, considerable time was occupied in discussing the provisions respecting the
Senate. Its important purpose is stated in the following passages in speeches delivered
Confederation in the parliament of
of the province of
of Canada:
Canada:
in the debates on Confederation

Sir
A. Macdonald:
Sir John A.
Macdonald:
found
In order to protect local interests and to prevent sectional jealousies, it was found
separated,
requisite that the three great divisions into which British North America is separated.
should be represented in the Upper House on the principle of
of equality. There are three
great sections, having different
different interests, in this proposed Confederation.
Confederation . . . To the
Upper House is to be confided
confided the protection of
of sectional interests: therefore
therefore is it that the
three great divisions are there equally represented for the purpose of
of defending
defending such
of majorities in the Assembly.
interests against the combinations of
Parliamentary Debates
Debates on the Subject
British North
North American
Parliamentary
Subject of
of the Confederation of
of the British
American
pages 35 and
Provinces, Quebec, 1865, pages
and 38.
38.
The Honourable George Brown:
Brown:
of our compact is that the ~1nion
I'nion shall be federal and not legislative.
But the very essence of
Our Lower Canada friends have agreed to give us representation by population
population in the
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Lower House, on the express condition that they shall have equality in the Upper House.
On no other condition could we have advanced a step; and, for my part, I am quite
willing they should have it. In maintaining the existing sectional boundaries and handing
over the control of local matters to local bodies, we recognise, to a certain extent, a
diversity of interests; and it is quite natural that the protection for those interests, by
equality in the Upper Chamber, should be demanded by the less numerous provinces.
Parliamentary Debates
onon
thethe
Subject
of the
Confederation
of theofBritish
NorthNorth
American
Parliamentary
Debates
Subject
of the
Confederation
the British
American
Provinces,
1865,
page
88. 88.
Provinces,Quebec,
Quebec,
1865,
page

A primary purpose of the creation of the Senate, as a part of the federal legislative
process, was,
was, therefore, to afford
afford protection to the various sectional interests in Canada in
relation to the enactment of federal legislation. The Act, as originally enacted, provided,
in s. 22,
22, that in relation to the constitution of the Senate, Canada should be deemed to
ins.
ie, Ontario, Quebec and the Mariconsist of Three Divisions, to be equally represented, ie,
Brunswick). This provision was
was later
later amended
amended and
and
time Provinces (Nova Scotia and New Brunswick).
s. 22
22 now
now provides
provides for
for Four
Four Divisions,
Divisions, the
the Western
Western Provinces
Provinces of
of Manitoba,
Manitoba, British
British
s.
Columbia, Saskatchewan and Alberta being added as a Fourth Division. The Act now
makes provision
provision for
for representation
representation of
of Prince
Prince Edward
Edward Island
Island (as
(as one
one of
of the
the Maritime
Maritime
makes
Provinces), Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, the
the Yukon
Yukon Territory
Territory and
and the
the Northwest
Northwest Territories.
Territories. SubProvinces),
Subsection
23(5) of
the Act
that aa senator
be resident
resident in
the province
province for
of the
Act requires
requires that
senator shall
shall be
in the
for which
which
section 23(5)
he is
is appointed.
appointed.
he
The place of the Senate in the exercise of federal legislative powers is determined by
ss. 17
17 and 91
91 of the Act. The former section provides that:
ss.
17. There shall be One Parliament for Canada, consisting of the Queen, an Upper
House styled the Senate, and the House of Commons.
The opening words ofs.
of s. 91, the all important section defining federal legislative powers,
make laws for the Peace, Order and Good
have already been quoted. Power to ""make
M atters not
not coming
coming within
within the
the Classes
Classes of
of Subjects
Subjects
Government of Canada in relation to all Matters
of the Provinces "'' was conferred
conferred by the
of this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of
British Parliament upon " the Queen, by and with the Advice and Consent of
of the Senate
and the House of Commons ".
The creation of a federal system in Canada involved the necessity of effecting
effecting a division
of the Act.
of legislative powers. This division is made by the provisions of ss. 91
91 and 92 of
The latter section empowered each provincial legislature generally to make laws,
laws, effective
effective
within the province, in respect of matters cf
cf a local or private nature. Fifteen
Fifteen specific
of
classes of subjects were enumerated. Section 91
91 provided generally for the making of
laws
laws for
for the
the peace,
peace, order
order and
and good
good government
government of
of Canada.
Canada. Twenty-nine
Twenty-nine classes
classes of
ofsubject
subject
affect local or
matters were enumerated. Legislation dealing with those matters might affect
province.
private matters within a province.
The power to enact federal legislation was given to the Queen by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate and the House of Commons. Thus, the body which had been
~reated
created as a means of protecting sectional and provincial interests was made a participant
In
in tlris
this legislative process.
The amendment to the Act made in 1949 added an additional class of subject matters
to those which already existed. By that time the classes had been increased to thirty.
was made
made on
on aajoint
joint resolution
resolution of
of both
both Houses
Houses ofParliament,
of Parliament, but without
without
The amendment was
Queen, by and with the advice and
the consent of the provinces. It gave power to the Qt1een,
consent of the Senate and the House of Commons to amend "the
" the Constitution of
of
Canada".
Canada
". This power was made subject to certain specific exceptions, as follows:
. .. .. except as
as :regards
regards matters coming \;-ithin
within the classes
classes of subjects by this Act
assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the provinces, or as regards rights
ri~hts or
privileges by this or any other Constitutional Act granted or secu!ed
secured to the Legislature
Privileges
or the Government of a province, or to
to any class of persons with respect to schools
sch~ols
the French language or as regards the requireor as regards the use of the English or t~
reqUJrements that there shall be a session of the Parliament of Canada at least one each year,
Commons shall continue for more thanfive
and that no House of Cornmons
five years from the day
of the
the return
return of
of the
the \Vrits
Writs for
for choosing
choosing the
the House:
House: provided,
provided, however,
however, that
that aa House
House
of
of Commons
Commons may
may in
in time
time of
of real
real or
or apprehended
apprehended war,
war, invasion
invasion or
or insurrection
insurrection be
be
of
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continued by the Parliament of
of Canada if
if such continuation is not opposed by the
votes of
of more than one-third of
of the members of
of such House.
The phrase " Constitution of
of Canada " does not appear elsewhere in the Act. The
word " constitution " appears in various places and in different
different contexts. The preamble
to the Act refers to " a Constitution similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom ""
and, later, to " the constitution of
of Legislative Authority in the Dominion
Dominion ". Section
22 refers to"
to " the Constitution of
of the Senate"
Senate " as being deemed to consist offcur
of fcur divisions.
Part V of
of the Act is entitled " Provincial Constitutions " and the sections in that Part,
58 to 90, deal with the exercise of
of executive power and legislative power in the provinces.
Section 92(1) refers to the amendment of
of " the Constitution of
of the Province ". Section
ofthe
147 refers to"
to " Three Divisions into which Canada is, in relation to the Constitution
Constitution of
the
Senate, divided by this Act''.
Act".
The Attorney General of
of Canada submitted that the power conferred
conferred upon Parliament
by s. 91(1)
91 (1) is
is limited
limited only
only by
by the
the specific
specific exceptions
exceptions contained
contained in
in it.
it. He
He contended
contended that the
the
very specificity
specificity of
of these exceptions pointed to the wide powers being conferred. If
If
this approach were adopted, it would mean that the Federal Parliament, acting unilaterally,
91 (1).
could amend any part of
of the Act, subject only to the exceptions specified
specified ins.
in s. 91
(1). But
But
s. 91(1) does not give power to amend the Act. Instead, the phrase "Constitution
of
" Constitution of
Canada"
Canada " is used. In our opinion, the word "Canada"
" Canada " as used in s. 91(1) does not
refer to Canada as a geographical unit but refers to the juristic federal unit. "'' Constitution
of
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, but means the
of Canada " does not mean the whole of
of the British
constitution of
of the federal government, as distinct from the provincial governments.
The power of
of amendment conferred
conferred by s. 91(1) is limited to matters of
of interest only to the
federal government.
The word " Canada
C a n a d a " is used with reference to the juristic federal unit in several
sections ofthe
of the Act, of
of which the following are examples:
Section 111 provided that"
of
that " Canada shall be liable for the Debts and Liabilities of
each Province existing at the Union ".
Section 125 provides that "No
" No Lands or Property belonging to Canada
Canada or any
".
Province shall be liable to taxation ".
Section 101 refers to"
to " the Laws of
of Canada",
Canada ", the meaning of
of which phrase has recently
follows:
been interpreted by this Court. The section reads as follows:
101. The Parliament of
of Canada may, notwithstanding anything in this Act, from
from
of a
Time to Time provide for the Constitution, Maintenance, and Organization
Organization of
General Court of
of Appeal for Canada, and for the Establishment
Establishment of
of any additional
Administration Q;f
qf the Laws of
of Canada.
Courts for the better Administration
1
In
North Shore Paper Company v. Canadian Pacific Limited
Limited',
In Quebec North
, there was in issue
jurisdiction of
the scope of
of the jurisdiction
of the Federal Court, which is a Court created by federal
of Canada
Canada".
legislation pursuant to s. 101,
101, "for
" for the better Administration of
of the La>vs
Laws of
".
The expression " Laws of
of Canada " was construed as meaning only applicable existing
federal law and was determined not to include matters respecting which the Federal
Parliament could have enacted legislation.

In McNamara
(Western) Limited
Queen2, this Court denied the right
McNamara Construction (Western)
Limited v. The Queen•,
of
of contract,
of the Federal Court to entertain a claim by the federal Crown for breach of
a matter of provincial law.
of amendment given by s. 91(1) relates to the constitution
In our opinion, the power of
of the federal government in matters of
of interest only to that government. The statutes
of
enacted by the Federal Parliament since 1949, to which we have previously referred, are
of the exercise of
of that power.
illustrations of

The next question is whether, in that limited sense, s. 91(1) would permit the Federal
Parliament to abolish the Senate.
of the Senate as a part
Bearing in mind the historical background in which the creation of
of the federal legislative process was conceived, the words of
of Lord Sankey L.C. in re
of
^IVmi 2 S.C.R. 1054
[1977] 2 S.C.R. 654.

1 [1977]

22[1977]
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3 , at p. 70, although they
The Regulation
Regulation and Control of
Aeronautics in Canada
of Aeronautics
Canada",
were written
in relation to the Act as originally enacted, are apt:
apt:
Inasmuch as the Act embodies a compromise under which the original Provinces
of the rights
agreed to federate, it is important to keep in mind that the preservation
preservation of
of
of minorities was a condition on which such minorities entered into the federation,
federation,
and the foundation
foundation upon which the whole structure was subsequently erected. The
process of
of interpretation
interpretation as the years go on ought not to be allowed to dim or to
whittle down the provisions of
of the original contract upon which the federation
federation was
of ss. 91
founded, nor is it legitimate that any judicial construction of
of the provisions of
and 92 should impose a new and different
different contract upon the federating bodies.
In our opinion, the power given to the Federal Parliament by s. 91(1) was not intended
of
to enable it to alter in any way the provisions of
of ss. 91
91 and 92 governing the exercise of
legislative authority by the Parliament of
of Canada and the Legislatures of
of the Provinces.
Section 91(1) is a particularization
particularization of
of the general legislative power of
of the Parliament
Parliament of
of
Canada. The general power can be exercised only by the Queen by and with the advice
and consent ofthe
of the Senate and the House of
of Commons. Section 91(1) cannot be construed
to confer
confer power to supplant the whole of
of the rest of
of the section. It cannot be construed
as permitting the transfer
transfer of
of the legislative powers enumerated ins.
in s. 91
91 to some body or
bodies other than those specifically
specifically designated in it.
This Court, in Attorney
Attorney General of
Attorney General of
of Nova Scotia
Scotia v. Attorney
of Canada and
4
Lord
; determined that neither the Parliament
Parliament of
Lord Nelson Hotel
Hotel Company Limited
Limited•,
of Canada
nor a Provincial Legislature could delegate to the other the legislative powers with which
it has been vested nor receive from the other the powers with which the other has been
of the Senate would go much further
further in that it would involve a
vested. The elimination of
transfer by Parliament of
of all its legislative powers to a new legislative body of
of which the
transfer
Senate would not be a member.

of In re The Initiative
of Appeal for Manitoba
In the case of
Initiative and Referendum
Referendum Act*,
Act 6, the Court of
and Referendum
of the Manitoba
Initiative and
Referendum Act,
Act, 6 Geo. V, c. 59, was ultra vires of
held that The Initiative
of the province
Legislature to enact. This statute provided a procedure whereby laws of
of the electors instead of
of only by the Legislature.
could be made and repealed by direct vote of
of the British
that:
British North
North America
America Act
Act provides that:
Section 92(1) of
92. In each Province the Legislature may exclusively make Laws in relation to
Matters coming within the Classes of
of Subject
Subject next hereinafter
hereinafter enumerated; that is
say,say,—
1. The Amendment from Time to Time, notwithstanding anything in this Act,
of
of Lieutenant
of the Constitution of
of the Province, except as regards the Office
Office of
Governor.
The Court held that s. 92 of
of the Act vests the power to make or repeal laws exclusively
of a new legislative body
in the Legislature and that it did not contemplate the creation of
of legislation or with which it would
to which the Legislature could delegate its powers of
share them. It was held that this legislation could not be supported as constituting an
of the constitution under s. 92(1). Chief
Chief Justice Howell dealt with this
amendment of
point at p. 7:
·
of the provisions of
of section 92. By
The Legislature can in no way change any of
s-s. 1, the Provincial constitution can be changed by the Legislature; but, no matter
what changes are made in the constitution, the Provincial Legislature and no other
body can legislate on the subjects set forth in the remainder of
of the sub-sections.
I think that is a fair construction to place on that section, read in the light of
of the
whole Act.
It was also held that such legislation would interfere with the " Office
Office of
of Lieutenant
Governor " in that it would render him powerless to prevent legislation, passed in the
manner contemplated, from becoming law.
of the Privy Council" dismissed the appeal from this judgment
The judgment
judgment of
judgment on the
latter ground, but Viscount Haldane went on to say, at p. 945:
Having said so much, their Lordships, following their usual practice of
of not deciding
\Vhich those
more than is strictly necessary, will not deal finally with another difficulty
difficulty which
-------~~--~---------------~- - - - - - s
5
"[1932]
A.C. 54.
(1916), 27 Man. R. 1.
[t932]~ATc.
54.
^1916X
6"I1919J A.C. 935.
'[1951]
*[1951] S.C.R.
S.C.R. 31.
31.
D919J A.C. 935.
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who contend for the validity of this Act have to meet. But they think it right, as the
of
point has been raised in the Court below, to advert to it. Sect. 92 of the Act of
1867 entrusts the legislative power in a Province to its Legislature, and to that Legislature only. No doubt a body, with a power of legislation on the subjects entrusted
to it so ample as that enjoyed by a Provincial Legislature in Canada, could, while
preserving its own capacity intact, seek the assistance of subordinate agencies, as had
v. The
The Queen
Queen(9(9App.
App.Cas.
Cas.117),
117),the
theLegislature
LegislatureofofOntario
Ontario
been done when in Hodge
Hodge v.
was held entitled to entrust to a Board of Commissioners authority to enact regulations relating
relating to
to taverns;
taverns; but
but it
it does
does not
not follow
follow that
that it
it can
can create
create and
and endow
endow with
with its
its
tions
own capacity
capacity aa new
new legislative
legislative power
power not
not created
created by
by the
the Act
Act to
to which
which it
own
it owes
owes its
its
own existence.
existence. Their
Their Lordships
Lordships do
do no
no more
more than
than draw
draw attention
attention to
to the
the gravity
gravity of
of
own
the constitutional
constitutional questions
questions which
which thus
thus arise.
the
arise.
The continued existence of the Senate as
as aa part
part of
of the
thefederal
federal legislative
legislativeprocess
processisisimplied
implied
ins.
91(1). One exception to the power conferred
in the exceptions provided in
s. 91(1).
conferred by s. 91(1)
to amend the Constitution of Canada is " as regards the requirement that there shall be a
Parliament"" under s. 17
session of the Parliament of Canada at least once each year ". " Parliament
is to consist of the Queen, the Senate and the House of Commons. This exception
of
contemplates that there shall continue to be sessions of the Senate and the House of
Commons at least once each year.
The next exception requires that " no House of Commons shall continue for more than
five years from the day of the return of the Writs for choosing the House " except in time
of real or apprehended war, invasion or insurrection.
These two exceptions clearly indicate that the power to amend " the Constitution of
of
Canada " given by s. 91(1) was not intended to include the power to eliminate the Senate
Canada"
or the House of Commons.
The Attorney General of Canada contended that the power to amend given by s. 91(1)
91(1)
was the equivalent, in the federal field, of s.
s. 92(1) in the provincial field.
field.
He points out that, pursuant to that power, the provinces of Manitoba, New Brunswick,
Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and Quebec abolished their respective legislative
councils.
The two sections are not, however, analogous. Section 92 does not, as does s. 91,
particularize the participants in the law-making process. Section 91
91 confers the authority
to legislate in respect of matters within that section upon the Queen, with the advice and
consent of the Senate and the House of Commons. Section 92 confers the authority to
legislate in respect of matters within that section upon " the Legislature ".
More importantly, s. 92(1) gives a power to amend the constitution of a province to
the legislature, except as regards the office of the Lieutenant Governor, '"
'· notwithstanding anything in this Act". Section 91(1) confers a power of amendment subject to
specified exceptions which, as we have already pointed out, contemplate the continued
existence of both the Senate and the House of Commons.
first question in the negath;e.
negative.
For the foregoing reasons, we would answer the first
Question2:
Question 2:
The Attorney General of Canada submits that this question, in all its aspects, should be
Differing views were expressed by the Attorneys General of
of
answered in the affirmative. Differing
the provinces.
All of the provincial Attorneys General, other than the Attorney General of
of Prince
2(f) should be answered in the negative. This
Edward Island, submitted that Question 2(j)
91(1),
to provide that
that
sub-question raises the question of the power of Parliament, under s. 91
(1 ), to
all bills be given assent and the force of law after a certain time period notwithstanding
that they had not been approved by the Upper House. The only provision presently
of
existing, which limits the power of the Senate as compared with the power of the House of
53 which provides that bills for appropriating any part of
of the public
Commons, is s. 53
revenue or
or for
for imposing
imposing any
any tax
tax or
or irepost
impost shall
shall originate
originate in
in the
the House
House of
of Commons.
Commons.
revenue

would seriously impair the position of
of the Senate
A provision of the kind contemplated \Yould
in the legislative process because it would permit legislation to be enacted under s. 91
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without the consent of the Senate. For the reasons already given in respect of
of Question 1,
it is our view that Parliament cannot under s. 91(1) impair the role of the Senate in that
process. We would answt>r
answer this question in the negative.
With respect to the other portions of Question 2, the Attorney General of Ontario and
the Attorney General of Nova Scotia submit that these sub-questions cannot be answered
categorically in the form in which they are asked.
asked. As
As the
theAttorney
Attorney General
General of
of Nova
Nova Scotia
Scotia
puts it, they cannot be answered " in the absence of a factual context or actual draft
legislation".
legislation ". In our opinion there is merit in this contention. We will deal with the subquestions seriatim.
Sub-question (a)
(a) asks
asks whether
whether Parliament
Parliament could
could change
change the
the name
name of
of the
the Upper
Upper House.
House.
We would assume that a change of name would be proposed only as a part of
of some
ultra vires
scheme for the alteration of the Senate itself. If
If that scheme were to be held ultra
vires
of Parliament, then the change of name would probably go with it. We do not think the
question can properly be answered in the absence of such a context.
context.
involves
changing
the
numbers
and
proportions
Sub-question (b)
(b) involves changing the numbers and proportions of
of members
members by
by whom
whom
provinces and territories are represented in the Senate. None of the provinces supported
the federal submission on this point.
of the
As previously noted, the system of regional representation in the Senate was one of
essential features of that body when it was
was created.
created. Without
Without it,
it, the
thefundamental
fundamental character
character
of the Senate as part of
of the Canadian federal scheme would be eliminated. In the absence
to say
saywhether
whether aa change
change contemplated
contemplated by
by this
this question
question
of a factual context, it is not possible to
fundamental character.
character.
would be in keeping with that fundamental
Sub-question (c)
(c) deals
deals with
withaachange
changein
inthe
thequalifications
qualifications of
ofsenators.
senators. The
Thedifficulty
difficulty here
here
is that
that we
wehave
have not
not been
been told
told what
what changes
changes are
arecontemplated.
contemplated. Some
Some of
of the
the qualifications
qualifications
for senators prescribed in s. 23,
23, such as the property qualifications, may not today have
the importance which they did when the Act was enacted. On the other hand, the
requirement that a senator should be resident in the province for which he is appointed
of the Senate.
has relevance in relation to the sectional characteristic of the make-up of
categorically.
In our opinion, the question cannot be answered categorically.
Sub-question (d) relates to the tenure of senators. At present, a senator, when
appointed, has tenure until he attains the age of seventy-five. At some point, a reduction
of the term of office might impair the functioning of the Senate in providing what Sir John
" the sober second thought in legislation''.
legislation ". The Act contemA. Macdonald described as "the
plated a constitution similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom, where members
of the House of Lords hold office for life. The imposition of compulsory retirement at
the essential character of the Senate.
Senate. However, to answer
age seventy-five did not change the
this question
question we
we need
need to
to know
knowwhat
what change
changeof
oftenure
tenure is
is proposed.
proposed.
this
(e), paragraphs (i),
(i), (ii) and (iii),
(iii), contemplates changing the method of
of
Sub-question (e),
appointment of senators, presently the function of the Governor General, by having
some "" members
members selected
selected by
by provincial
provincial legislatures,
legislatures, "" some"
some " members
members by
by the
theHouse
House of
of
" some
Commons, " some " members selected by the Lieutenant Governor in Council or " some
other body or bodies ". The selection of ,;enators
senators by a provincial legislature or by the
Lieutenant Governor of a province would involve an
an indirect
indirect participation
participation by
by the provinces
provinces
~ieutenant
Ill
in the enactment of federal legislation and is contrary to the reasoning of this Court in
the Lord Nelson
NelsonHotel
Hotelcase
casepreviously
previouslycited.
cited.
do not feel that we
we have
have aa factual
factual context
context in
in which
which to
to formulate
formulate aa satisfactory
satisfactory
Again, we do
answer.
Sub-question (e)
(e) paragraph (iv)
(iv) deals
deals with the
the possible selection of all or some members
of the Senate by direct election by the public. The substitution of a system of election
for a system of appointment would involve a radical change in the nature of
of one of
of the
component parts of Parliament. As already noted, the preamble to the Act referred to
" a constitution similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom",
Kingdom ", where the Upper
"a
House is not elected. In creating the Senate in the manner provided in the Act. it is clear
,,·hich could
that the intention was to make the Senate a thoroughly independent body which
canvas dispassionately the measures of the House of Commons. This was accomplished
by providing for the appointment of members of the Senate with tenure for life. To
make the
the Senate
Senate aa wholly
wholly or
or partially
partially elected
elected body
body would
would affect
affect aa fundamental
fundamental feature
feature
make
of that
would answer
answer this
this sub-question
sub-question in
in the
the negative.
negative.
of
that body.
body. We
We would
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Dealing generally with Question 2, it is our opinion that whiles.
while s. 91(1) would permit
some changes to be made by Parliament in respect of
of the Senate as now constituted, it is
not open to Parliament to make alterations which would affect
affect the fundamental
fundamental features,
or essential characteristics, given to the Senate as a means of
of ensuring regional and
provincial representation in the federal legislative process. The character of
of the Senate
was determined by the British Parliament in response to the proposals submitted
submitted by the
three provinces in order to meet the requirement of
of the proposed federal system. It
It was
that Senate, created by the Act, to which a legislative role was given by s. 91.
91. In our
opinion, its fundamental
fundamental character cannot be altered by unilateral action by the
(1) does not give that power.
Parliament of
of Canada and s. 91
91(1)
We answer Question 1 in the negative. We answer sub-questions 2(b), 2(e)(iv) and 2(/)
in the negative. In our opinion, the other sub-questions in Question 2, in the absence
of
of a factual background, cannot be answered categorically.
The questions referred
referred to have been answered as follows:
follows:
I: No
Question 1:
No
Question 2: (a) No answer
(b)
No
(b)No

(c) No answer
(d) No answer
(e) (i) No answer

(ii) No answer
(Hi) No answer
(iii)
(iv) No
No
(f)
No
(f)No
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ANNEX
II
EXTRACTS FROM
FROM
" CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND CANADIAN UNITY"
UNITY "
by W. R. Lederman,
Lederman, QC
Lectures of
Law Society
QC (published
(published in Special
Special Lectures
of the Law
Society of
of
Upper Canada, 1978)

*
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*
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*
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*
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*
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But what about the integrity of
of the Canadian federal union itself? In the years immediately ahead, in spite of
of all efforts
efforts to avoid this result, it might become clear as a matter
of
of political fact that there was a large and urgent majority
majority in Quebec favouring secession
of Quebec from Canada. This is certainly not the position at the moment, quite the
contrary. The possibility is remote, but even so, its potential implications should be
faced. As stated earlier, they are all-pervasive in character, and my mandate is to speak
of only one important dimension of
of them, the implications arising from the constitution.
of
What are they? My statement of
of them is this. To permit or authorize the secession of
a province from the Canadian federal union as a legitimate constitutional development,
development,
all the steps of
of our current special amending process would have to be followed. So,
again we see that no ordinary federal or provincial statute could accomplish this result.
of the
At present the special process means the consent of
of all the provinces, the consent of
Parliament of
of Canada, and the obtaining of
of a statute to this effect
effect from the British Parliament in London. As indicated earlier, this is also the position respecting the accommodaof powers and special guarantees
tions and revisions mentioned with respect to the division of
itself continues.
of human rights, on the assumption that the Canadian federal union itself
B.N.A. Act
Act are
The rules for amending the specially entrenched basic elements of
of the B.N.A.
not found in that statute itself
itself or in any other single formal constitutional
constitutional document.
Rather they have been established step by step over a long period of
of years by official
official
precedent, custom, practice and convention among the governments and parliaments concerned. These are the government and parliament of
of Canada, the governments and legisof the Canadian provinces, and the government and parliament of
of Great Britain.
latures of
The resulting rules for amendment have been gathered together
together and given their best
of the Government of
of Canada on the subject, published
published and
expression in a White Paper of
of Commons in February 1965, under the name of
of the Honourable
tabled in the House of
1
of Justice. 1
Guy Favreau, then Minister of
So far as they concern the issues mentioned, these rules may be briefly stated as follows:
of the British Parliament is necessary for amendment
amendment of
B.N.A.
(1) While a statute of
of the B.N.A.
Act,
Act, the British Parliament does nothing on its own initiative. It acts only in response
to and in accordance with a formal request from Canada.

(2) The proper form for a request from Canada is a joint address of
of the House of
of
Commons and the Senate of
of the Parliament of
of Canada to the Crown. The British GovernB.N.A. Act
Act on the direct request of
ment and Parliament will not amend the B.N.A.
of a Canadian
province only.
(3) " [T]he Canadian Parliament will not request an amendment directly affecting
affecting
federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships without prior consultation and agreement with the
provinces." Where only one, or some but not all, of
of the provinces are directly affected,
affected,
then prior consultaton is necessary only to secure the agreement of
of the province or the
provinces affected.
affected.
Two questions now arise at this point. What is the status of
of these rules, and what is
of current issues, including the possible secession of
of
their bearing on determination of
Quebec ? A number of
of points need to be made in these respects.
Quebec?
There may be some doubts about the status of
of these rules. Are they fully-fledged
fully-fledged
constitutional laws or are they something less? Are they merely political conventions of
of
of law and which can, to some extent at least,
the constitution that do not
have the force of
3
disregarded? In my view these rules are basic constitutional
constitutional laws in every
be varied or disregarded?"
1l
TIie
Amendment of
of the
the Constitution
ConstitutionofofCanada,
Canada,
HonourableGuy
Guy
Favreau,
MinisterofofJustice,
Justice,
Tize Amendment
Honourable
Favreau,
:Minister
February 1965 (Queen's Printer, Ottawa).
22
Professor Peter Hogg takes this view. See: Peter \V.
W. Hogg, Constitutional
ConstitutionalLaw
Law of
of Canada
Canada
(Toronto: Carswell, 1977), pp.
pp. 7-11
7-11 and 18-21.
18-21.
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sense and should be recognized as such by the governments and parliaments concerned
including the British. It is well established in the British Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Nations that
fully-fledged
fully-fledged laws of this basic character can be and are made by precedent, custom,
practice and convention. There are judicial statements to this effect
effect in the Supreme
of Canada and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council."
Council.3 The Statute
Court of
Statute of
of
3
•(a)
(a) Supreme Court of Canada, per Sir Lyman P.
P. Duff, C.J.C., Reference
Reference re
re Weekly
Weekly Rest
Rest in
in
Industrial Undertakings
at at
678-9:
Industrial
UndertakingsAct,
Act,[1936]
[1936]3 D.L.R.
3 D.L.R.673673
678-9:
" The
The argument on
on behalf of some of the
the Provinces (while conceding equality of status
between the Dominions and Great Britain in respect of such matters, and the political
responsibility of the Dominion Government in respect of all treaties or agreements to which
is a party) denies the authority of the Governor-General, acting on the advice
the Dominion is
of the Canadian Government, to conclude a treaty or an agreement with a foreign state.
The prerogative, it is said, resides in the Crown and it is most earnestly contended that the
of
power to exercise this prerogative has never been delegated to the Governor-General of
Canada or to any Canadian authority.
With reference to the Report of the Conference of 1926, which in explicit terms recognizes
treaties in the form of agreements between governments (to which His Majesty is not, in form,
party), it is
is said that since an Imperial Conference possesses no legislative power, its
a party),
effect changes in the law, and it is emphatically affirmed
declarations do not operate to effect
affirmed that,
law, neither the Governor-General nor any other Canadian authority has
in point of strict law,
received from the Crown power to exercise the prerogative.
The argument is founded on the distinction it draws between constitutional convention
and legal rule; and it is necessary to examine the contention that, in point of legal rule, as
distinct from constitutional convention, the Governor-General in Council had no authority
ratification to the convention with which we
we are concerned.
to become party by ratification
There are various points of view from which this contention may be considered. First
of all, constitutional law consists very largely of established constitutional usages recognized
by the Courts as embodying a rule of law. An Imperial Conference, it is true, possesses no
legislative authority. But there could hardly be more authoritative evidence as to constitucategorically
tional usage than the declarations of such a Conference. The Conference of 1926 categorically
recognizes treaties in the form of agreements between Governments in which His Majesty
does not formally appear, and in respect of which there has been no Royal intervention.
It is the practice of the Dominion to conclude with foreign countries agreements in such
still more informal character-merely
character—merely by an exchange of
form, and agreements even of a stiii
of
notes. Conventions
Conventions under
under the
the auspices
auspices of
of the
the Labour
Labour Organization
Organization of
of the
the League
League of
Nations
notes.
ofNatio11s
invariably are
are ratified
ratified by
by the
the Government
Government of
of the
the Dominion
Dominion concerned.
concerned. As
As aa rule,
rule, the
the
invariably
crystallization of
ofconstitutional
constitutionalusage
usage
intoa arule
ruleofofconstitutional
constitutional
which
Courts
crystallization
into
lawlaw
to to
which
thethe
Courts
will give
give effect
effect is
is aa slow
slow process
process extending
extending over
over aa long
long period
period of
of time;
time; but
but the
the Great
Great War
War
will
accelerated the
the pace
pace of
of development
development in
in the
the region
region with
with which
which we
we are
are concerned,
concerned, and
accelerated
and it
it
would seem
seem that
that the
the usages
usages to
to which
which II have
have referred,
referred, the
the practice,
practice, that
that is
is to
to say,
say, under
would
under which
which
Great
Britain
and
the
Dominions
enter
into
agreements
with
foreign
countries
in
the
form
Great Britain and the Dominions enter into agreements with foreign countries in the form
of agreements
agreements between
between Governments
Governments and
and of
of aa still
still more
more informal
informal character,
character, must
of
must be
be
recognized
by the
the Courts
Courts as
as having
having the
the force
force of
of law."
law." (My
(My emphasis.)
emphasis.)
recognized by

Notice that Chief
Chief Justice Duff
Duff is here dealing with the power of the Canadian Governor-General
of law
lawto
tothe
theobligations
obligations contained
contained in
ininternational
international treaties
treaties
in Council to bind Canada as aa matter of
or agreements as described. He was not overruled on this point in the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council, though the latter court did overrule him on the other point in the case; the
competence of the Canadian Parliament to implement the Labour Conventions by legislation
as domestic law in Canada.
Privy Council
(b) Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, per Lord Jowitt, L.C., Privy
CouncilAppeals
AppealsCase
Case
(Attorney-General forOntario
Ontariov vAttorney-General
Attorney-General
Canada),
[1947]
A.C.
at 153-4:
forfor
Canada),
[1947]
A.C.
127127
at 153-4:
(Attorney-Genera/for
" It is
is possible to regard this matter from aa somewhat wider point of view,
view, as,
as, indeed, it is
regarded in the judgment of Sir Lyman Duff. Giving full weight to the circumstances of the
the determination shown by
by the
the provinces as
as late as
as the
the Imperial Conferences,
Conferences,
Union and to the
of Westminster, that their rights should be unimpaired, nevertheless,
which led to the Statute of\Vestminster,
it appears to their Lordships that it is not consistent with the political conception which is
embodied in the British Commonwealth of Nations that one member of that Commonwealth
up, if it so desires, a Supreme Court of Appeal having a
should be precluded from setting up,
jurisdiction both ultimate and exclusive of any other member. The regulation of appeals
is, to use
use the words of Lord Sankey in the British
British Coal
Coal Corporation
Corporationcase
casea a" "prime
primeelement
element
in Canadian sovereignty" which would be impaired if at the will of its citizens recourse
could be
be had
had to
to aa tribunal,
tribunal, in
in the
the constitution
constitution of
of which
which it
it had
had no
no voice.
voice. It
their
could
It is,
is, as
as their
Lordships think,
think, irrelevant
irrelevant that
that the
the question
question is
is one
one that
that might
might have
have seemed
seemed unreal
unreal at
at the
the
Lordships
date of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America Act.
Act. To
To such
such an
an organic
organic statute
statute the
theflexible
flexible interpretation
interpretation
date
must
be
given
which
changing
circumstances
require,
and
it
would
be
alien
to
the
spirit,
must be given which changing circun1Stances require, and it would be alien to the spirit,
with which
which the
the preamble
preamble to
to the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster is
is instinct,
instinct, to
to concede
concede anything
anything less
less
with
than the
the widest
widest amplitude
amplitude of
of power
power to
to the
the Dominion
Dominion legislature
legislature under
under s.
s. 101
101 of
of the
than
the Act."
Act."
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Westminster
Westminster of
of 1931 itself
itself purports to be declaratory of
of constitutional principles already
established by custom and convention.•
convention.4 Also, the draft
draft of
of the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster
was modified
modified by a special section for Canada (section 7) to meet the wishes of
of the Canadian
provinces, who were consulted about this by the Government of
of Canada. Finally, we
of the
might note that the Government of
of Canada consulted the provinces about the text of
Favreau White Paper of
of 1965, and they agreed that it was historically accurate.6•
So, we do have in Canadian constitutional law a full-fledged
full-fledged amending process for the
specially entrenched parts of
of the Canadian constitution, and we may now note that this
includes the amending process itself. No doubt we may need a new amending process
that is somewhat more flexible than the present one, probably along the lines of
of the
proposals at the Victoria Conference
Conference of
of 1971.6• But, in order to accomplish that, we
would have to follow the existing amendment procedure one last time to institute the
new procedure, and then, for the next amendments after
after that the new procedure would
govern. This formula ensures the constitutionality
constitutionality of
of change, even in the amending
formula itself.
But some persons may argue that the present rules for amendment do not touch secession by a province at all and that there is no way in which this could be made constitutional. As indicated earlier, I think this view is wrong. My reason is historical. The
B.N.A. Act,
Act, one of
original power of
of the British Parliament to change the B.N.A.
of its own statues,
was plenary and unlimited. With respect to the B.N.A.
B.N.A. Act,
Act, all that has changed
changed is that
this plenary power is now exercised by the British Parliament only in response to and in
accordance with a proper request from Canada, and not on its own initiative. What is
a proper request from Canada is controlled by the principles for the joint address given
us by custom, practice and convention over the years, as explained.
I have also said that I consider that the consents of
of all the provinces (including the one
wishing to secede) and the consent of
of the federal parliament are necessary under those
rules to permit the constitutionally
constitutionally legitimate secession of
of a province from the Canadian
federal union. This is because to my mind it is obvious that such secession would directly
involve and affect
affect vital interests of
of all the other provinces as wen
well as of
of the country as a
whole. But some constitutional scholars are taking a different
different position. They say that
the present rules for amendment permit secession with the consent only of
of the province
wishing to secede and the federal parliament. This bilateral consent, they say, is enough
because the relations of
of the other nine provinces to
to the federal parliament would remain
unchanged. Hence, it is argued, only the federal parliament and the province wishing
77
It is simply
to secede are directly concerned. As I have said, I think this view is wrong. It
44

22 Geo. V, chapter 4.
4. In part, the Preamble reads as follows:
follows:
" And whereas it is
is in accord with the established constitutional position that no law
hereafter made by the Parliament of the United Kingdom shall extend to any of
hereafter
of the said
Dominions as part of the law of that Dominion otherwise than at the request and with the
consent of that Dominion. ""
of
"Statement in Parliament by the Right Honourable L. B. Pearson, Prime Minister, House of
Commons Debates, Second Session, 26th Parliament, volume XI (1965) 11574-5.
8
A ready source for the text of the Victoria Charter of 1971
1971 is as follows:
follows: Final Report, The
"A
Special Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons on the Constitution of
of
(1972), Appendix B.
Canada, Fourth Session, 28th Parliament (1972),
"Professor
L'Accession a
^Professor Jacques Brossard, L'Accession
a la souverainete
souveraineteetetlelecas
casduduQuebec
Quebec(Les
(LesPresses
Pressesdede
l'Universite
p. 264.
264.
I'Universite de Montreal, 1976),
1976), p.
Professors John Whyte and John Claydon, " Legal Aspects of Quebec's Claim for IndepenMust Canada
CanadaFail?,
Faill, ed.
ed. Richard
Richard Simeon
Simeon (Montreal:
(Montreal: McGill-Queen's
McGill-Queen's Press,
Press, 1977),
1977),
dence" in .V:ust
pp. 271-80,
271-80. especivJiy
especially at p. 277,
277, where the following statements are made:
PP.
" Under the present regime for constitutional amendment . . . the British Parliament
ought to enact amendments to the B.N.A. Act which would recognize special status or
separation for Quebec if the request to do so comes from Quebec and from the central
of
government, and it is the product of negotiated agreement between the governments of
political units. The federal government, in making a special status or a secession
those two politkal
with Canadians generally through a
agreement, may want to consult with the provinces or vdth
law, to do the former
national referendum. But it is not obliged, under constitutional Jaw,
and may not be obliged to do the latter. More important, the interests of the provinces in
the Quebec settlement do not imply a requirement for obtaining unanimous provincial
consent. They are represented, according to our perception of the constitutional mandates,
through the promotion of Canadian or national interests by the federal government."
'Regarding the significance of a referendum, see footnote 11
11 and the text associated with it.)
!Regarding
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not sensitive enough to the true extent of
of regionalism in our Canadian federal union, as
manifested
manifested by the very existence of
of the provinces and the distinct geographical groupings
into which they fall. It
It takes a very narrow appreciation indeed of
of provincial interests
and modern federalism to permit one to say that other provinces are not directly and vitally
affected
affected as provinces when one province wishes to secede. To make this point, one may
B.N.A.
Act, which declares that trade shall be free
refer, for example, to section 121 of
of the B.N.
A. Act,
free
among the provinces of
of Canada. The succession of
of Quebec would put an end to that,
to the direct prejudice of
of every other province as well as Quebec. Such secession would
also mean that Ontario would become so much the dominating influence
influence in the central
parliament of
of what was left
left of
of Canada that the whole balance of
of power between the
probably be
Centre, the Atlantic and the West would be drastically altered and would probably
unacceptable to the Atlantic Provinces and the Western Provinces. And so one could
goon.
go on.
Essential words of
of 1977 by
of wisdom on this subject were published in December
December of
journalist and conm1entator.
Mr. Dominique Clift, a leading Canadian and Quebec journalist
commentator.
8
He said:•
said:
" Some theorists maintain that present trends in constitutional law favor the view
if Quebec unthat what is not expressly forbidden
forbidden is therefore permitted. Hence, if
equivocally expressed a desire to become independent, secession could be sanctioned
by a simple act of
of the British Parliament amending the B.N.A. Act according to the
recommendations of
of the Canadian government.
Obviously, such a simple scenario is not realistic. It does not take into account the
It also
complex manner in which the federal system actually works in Canada. It
ignores the political reactions which such a momentous change would certainly
provoke.
There is no way the federal government, acting alone, could give its consent to
Quebec's secession. It might have the legal power to do so, but it is missing the
if the
moral authority. If
If past amendments to the B.N.A. Act are any guide, and if
protracted discussions that have been going on for years on proposed
proposed changes constitute a sort of
of political precedent, then there would have to be thorough consultations
of Quebec
with other provincial governments before responding to the problem of
independence.
of the Parti Quebecois referendum
referendum is that it will
But the likeliest outcome of
wiii demonof actual independence. Faced
Faced with such
strate a desire for change that falls short of
of popular will, the federal government would find it even more difficult
difficult
an expression of
to act alone and unilaterally. The changes demanded by Quebec would inevitably
of the other provinces, thus making it imperative
have a direct impact on the status of
of discussion and negotiation. ""
that they be brought into the whole process of
about the
The burden of
of my analysis is of
of course that Mr. Clift
Clift should not worry about
of amendment being unrealistic. It does in my view require the conconstitutional law of
of the provinces as well as of
of the federal government and parliament in these circumsents of
of negotiation
negotiation Mr.
stances, and hence implies precisely that there should be the process of
Gift describes, whether we are talking of
of the independence of
of Quebec or of
of basic changes
Clift
of the grant of
of such independence.
falling short of
Accordingly, I say again that political processes and activities should respect the rules
if basic changes
for amendment, and should aim to achieve the consents they require, if
are to be implemented. Furthermore, I would emphasize that the rules for amendment
of a fundamental
fundamental kind quite directly dependent for their efficacy
efficacy on
are themselves of
enduring acceptance and willing compliance by ministries, parliaments and the people
enforcement measures that are applicable at this basic
themselves. In my view, the only enforcement
peaceful pressures that come to bear on all concerned by virtue of
of these
level are the peaceful
of recognition and acceptance. What I mean by that is this.
general and enduring factors of
of the level of
of political reality as well as of
of the level of
of constitutional law
I spoke earlier of
of the interaction between them. If,
If, in spite of
of our best political efforts
efforts to avoid
and of
the result, it became obvious in the years immediately ahead that there was a large and
persistent majority
majority in Quebec in favour of
of secession and independence for the province,
then the rest of
of us should at that point give the constitutional consents required, though
s
Report on Confederation, vol.
vol. 1, No.
No. 2,
2, Montreal,
Montreal, December
December 1977.
1977. "\Vorking
" Working on
on aa Mandate
Mandate
"Report
to Negotiate", p. 7.
7.
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this would be done with great sorrow and regret. The possibility of
of reaching this point
of political persuasion to ensure that it
is still remote, and we must work at the level of
remains remote and never becomes reality.
Let us return now to some necessary further
further consideration of
of the nature and the
implications of
of the special amending process. While I stand by what I have been saying
about this, I owe to the constitutional authorities who differ
differ from me somewhat
somewhat fuller
fuller
reasons for my position. They will say to me that surely I do not mean that a veto by
Prince Edward Island as the lone dissenter among the provinces could stop a constitutional
constitutional
amendment. I agree this would not make much sense, with all due respect to the
Islanders. Politically, it would be very unlikely to happen, but I admit that is not a sufficient answer to the objection. To answer properly, I go back to the enduring political
and social facts that the special amendment rules are of
of a very fundamental
fundamental kind, made
directly by custom, precedent and practice over significantly
significantly long periods. Underlying
custom, precedent and practice are of
of course the established expectations of
of the people
about the process, and these expectations are not unchanging. There is such a thing as the
development of
of new elements in customary laws. Such laws may change incrementally,
step by step, in response to developing appreciation by the people of
of changes in the
conditions obtaining in our society. I believe the Canadian people would accept as
legitimate what I would call substantial compliance with the requirements for provincial
if all the
consents in special constitutional amendment. My inference about this is that if
of the smaller ones agreed with the federal government
government and
larger provinces and most of
of today and tomorrow, this would be generally
parliament, then, given the urgencies of
accepted by our people as a legitimate mandate for basic constitutional change. Constiof any one
tutionally, this would be a substantial compliance situation. But the dissent of
of the larger provinces would frustrate substantial compliance. I refer to the dissent
infer that the
of Quebec or Ontario or Alberta or British Columbia. Likewise, I would infer
of three of
of the Atlantic Provinces, or of
of both Manitoba and Saskatchewan, would
dissent of
block substantial compliance. In other words, I am suggesting that the enduring basis
of amendment has probably
probably moved to
of public acceptance underlying our customary law of
the position I have just described, which you may note is very close to the Victoria formula
formula
proposed in 1971, though it does not correspond exactly with that scheme.
Moreover, I would emphasize that the processes thus established are democratic
processes following our established British parliamentary traditions. They rest on the
consent of
of the elected federal parliament and the elected provincial legislatures, either
directly or through the ministers of
of governments responsible to those parliamentary
parliamentary
bodies. Notice that the special amendment process does accordingly require a high
of this
degree of
of democratically mandated consent, well-distributed across the regions of
broad and somewhat loose-jointed
loose-jointed country. A simple majority
majority of
of votes or provinces in
the country does not suffice; but, for fundamental
fundamental changes, this is as it should be.

*

*

**

**

**

**

This leaves me with one final issue concerning our system for special constitutional
constitutional
amendment, namely, the patriation of
of the Canadian constitution from Britain. You will
recall that our present system of
of special amendment ends up with the formal need for a
statute of
of the British Parliament. This is not a central issue here for the moment
moment because
if
all the substantial steps in the amending process have to be taken in Canada, and if
Canadians can arrive at an agreed position, the British would be glad to implerrent
implement it
without question. It
It is our fault and not theirs that they retain even this residual fcrn:al
fcnr.al
responsibility, and they would be glad to rid themselves of
of it by one last British statute
that, among other things, sanctioned an entirely domestic constitutional amending process
for Canada. Patriation in this latter sense would, ideally, be desirable as a separate
operation. Prime Minister Trudeau has urged upon the provinces that this should be
done, and I have supported the idea in previous public addresses on the subject.•
subject.9 But
I have concluded reluctantly that such a separate act of patriation is not now politically
feasible in this country. The present Go\'ernment
Government of
of Quebec \vould
would not agree to it;
Perhaps
perhaps no government of Quebec would. Other provinces might drag their feet at this
Point
point as well. So what do we do?
do ?
9
19 March, 1977 to a Joint Seminar of the Canadian Bar Association and the Dalhousie Law
"19
in Halifax; and 31
31 August, 1977 to a plenary session of the Canadian Bar Association at
its
annual
meeting in Ottawa.
Its

~chool
School
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Our task in Canada as 1 see it is this. We must attempt to negotiate our way to a
complete and agreed package of
of amendments designed to revise Can<t.dian
Canadian federalism
federalism
so as to hold the country together. The complete package would contain some changes
in the federal division of
uciure of
of powers, some changes in the str
structure
of central institutions
(for example the Senate and the Supreme Court of
of Canada), some new spt,cially
specially entrenched
human rights and freedoms, and an entirely domestic basic constitutional
constitutional amending
procedure. With a complete package like that we could then properly approach
approach the
British and ask them to say goodbye with one last British statute, which they would be
delighted to do.
In any event, we should not approach the British for basic changes concerning which
there were substantial provincial dissents in Canada. ln
In my view, not only would this
be improper, it would be unconstitutional, it would be illegal. This would be contrary
to our special constitutional law of
of amendment as established over the years by custom
and precedent. This is not a popular view of
of the constitutional position in Ottawa,
and perhaps not in London either, but I think it is the position. If
If the Ottawa
Ottawa Government doubts this, they could refer it to the Supreme Court of
of Canada for an ad,isory
advisory
opinion. If
refer it
If the British Government in London doubts it, they have power to refer
to the Judicial Committee of
of the Privy Council for an advisory opinion.
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I.

I::'\TRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

1. This Honourable Committee has invited interested organisations and individuals
indi\iduals to
submit \Vritten
in relation
written evidence as to the role of
of the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom
K ingdom in
of the British North America Acts.
to the amendment of
2. As one of
of the founding pro\inccs of
of Canada, Quebec is of
of course directly interested
of the opportt,nity
opportunity to submit its views on the matter.
in this question and is appreciative of

3. In this Memorandum
of the
Memorandum it is intended to establish that the constitutional
constitutional role of
of the United Kingdom in relation 1.0
to the amendment of
of the British Korth
North
Parliament of
ensure that a request received f1om
from Canada i;,
is not in -violation
America Acts is to ensu<e
violation of
of
view of
of the Government
Government of
Canadian constitutional law. Such a conclusion, in the vitow
of
of the status of
of C!:nada
Canada as a federation
federation (Section II
Quebec, follows from a consideration ofthe
of the wTitten
written Canadian Constitution (Sections Ill
III and IV below), as well cs
below), of
ES of
of the
Canadian constitutional comentions
conventions (Section V below). A request for the irr:plementu.implementaof the proposals for amendment now being considered by the Parliament
Parliament of
adr., i
tion of
of Car
Cnradr:,
all the provinces, would be in violation of
of Canadian
Canadian constituwhich is not supported by ail
therefore be rejected
rejected by the Parlian:ent
Parliament of
of the Lnited
United Kingdom.
tional law and should therefore
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ll.
II. THE FEDERAL STATUS OF
OF CANADA
4. In determining the role of
of the United Kingdom Parliament in relation to the amendCanada is a
ment of
of the British North America Acts, a primary factor is the fact that Canada
part as
federation, not a unitary state. 111e
The preamble of
of the BNA Act 1867 reads in part
follows:
"Whereas
" Whereas the Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have exof the
pressed their Desire to be federally united to One Dominion under the Crown of
United Kingdom of
of Great Britain and Ireland, with a constitution similar in Principle
to that of
of the United Kingdom:"
Kingdom: "
5. The nature of
of a federal state such as Canada has been clearly defined by the Royal
Commission on the Constitution that was created in 1969 by Her Majesty's
Majesty's Government
Government
(1973, Cmnd 5460, Volume 1, paragraph 502):
502):
" 502.
502. In a federal system sovereignty is divided between two levels of governgovernment. The federal government is sovereign in some matters and the provincial
governments are sovereign in others. Each within its own &phere
sphere exercises its
power without control from the other, and neither is subordinate to the other. It
It is
this feature which distinguishes a federal from a unitary constitution. In the latter
all sovereignty rests with the central government; if provincial governments exist,
they are subordinate authorities, deriving their power from the central legislature
overrule them at any time by the ordinary legislative processes ".
".
which may overrLde
6. The British North America Act, 1867, conferred
conferred upon the Canadian Parliament
Parliament and
between them full internal legislative powers. At the same
the Provincial Legislatures b;:twcen
time, the 1867 Act distributed full legislative authority, in respect to all matters, between
Parliament and the Provincial Legislatures on an exclusive, plenary and supreme basis.
of the
the powers, rights and authority
of
authority of
The result was the entrenchment in the constitution of
of Canada are, as regards their
Parliament and Provincial Legislatures. The provinces of
legislative authority, not subordinate to the Canadian Parliament, which would have been
of the provinces been the result of
of a devolution from
from Parliament.
the case had the authority of

7. The position was authoritatively stated by Viscount Haldane in the reference
reference re
The Initiative
The
Initiative and Referendum
Referendum Act
Act (1919, A.C. 935, at page 942):
"The
" The scheme of the Act passed in 1867
1867 \\as
was thus,
thus, not to weld the Provinces into
into
one, nor to subordinate Provincial
Provincial Governments to a central
central authority,
authority, but to establish
a central government in which these Provinces should be represented, entrusted with
exclusive authority only in aiTairs
affairs in which they had a common interest. Subject
to this each Province \vas
was to retain its independence and autonomy and to be directly
under the Crown as its head. Within these limits
limits of
of area and subjects, its
its local LegisLegislature, so long as the Imperial
Imperial Parliament
Act conferring this
Parliament did not
not repeal its own Act
status, was to be supreme, and had
powers as the Imperial
Imperial Parliament
Parliament possessed
had such powers
possessed
in the plenitude
plenitude of
ji·eedom before it handed
Dominion and
of its own freedom
handed them over to the Dominion
the Provinces, in accordance with the scheme of
inl867."
of distribution which it enacted
enacted in
1867."
[Emphasis
(Emphasis added.]
8. In its report, the Royal Commission on the Constitution said:
"505.
" 505. The allocation of functions between federal and provincial gover11111ents
governments is
functions of
set out in a written constitution. This may specifically
specifically enumerate the functions
of
the federal government and assign the residue of
of government functions
functions to the provinces, as in the United States and Australia, or it may enumerate the provincial
functions and leave the residual functions to the federal government, as in Canada.
,. in that they cannot
cannot be
506. The basic tern:s
terms of
of the constitution are " entrenched
entrenched'"
of the federation or of
of any province or combination
combination of
of
amended at the sole discretion of
provinces. Such amcndmeut,
of powers
amendment, for example to bring about a re-allocation
re-allocation of
between the federal and prorincial
provincial govemments,
governments, can be acl1ieYed
achieved only by special
procedures which ensure that widespread support for the change exists. There is a
great variety of
of such procedures. Any change may, for example, require the approval
of
of the people expressed in a referendum. Or the federal legislature may have power
to make the change, but oniy
only wit:l
with th<J
ths ag..-cemcnt
agreement of
of a specially large majority.
majority.
Or final action may have to await the apprm
appro\ al of
of the people as signified
signified by the results
of
of a general election. The provincial legislatun;s
legislatures may themselves have a role in the
amending process."
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9. The existence of a unilateral right of amendment of the constitution by the central
government in areas of direct concern to the provincial government is incompatible with
the principle of federalism which is the foundation of a federal state such as Canada.
Ill.
III. THE STATUTE OF WESTMINSTER
10. In 1931
1931 Statute of Westminster gave legislative independence to the Dominions.
In the process however the nature of the Canadian Federation was not altered; on the
contrary great care was taken to ensure that the Federal Parliament would not, under the
Statute of Westminster, acquire the right to amend the B.N.A. Act.
11. Indeed section 7 of the Statute of Westminster reserved the power of amendment of
of
the B.N.A. Acts to the Parliament of the United Kingdom; this section was inserted at
the request of the provinces (and the text was agreed by the provinces and the Federal
Government) in order to ensure that the Parliament of Canada would not under the
Statute of Westminster acquire any authority to amend the B.N.A. Acts.
12. The fact that the provinces, like the Canadian Parliament, were released from the
limitations of the Colonial Laws Validity Act serves as a recognition of the continuing
status of equality of the provinces with the federal government and of the fact that the
emerging independence of the national state of Canada had no internal effect
effect upon the
relations of the Canadian Government and the provinces inter
inter se.
se. And
And the
the fact
fact that,
that, at
at
the same time, section 7(3) of the Statute maintained for the Parliament of Canada, as well
as for the provinces, the limitations of legislative power set in section 92 of the 1867 Act,
and thus enhanced the recognition of the mutual and exclusive sovereignty of the federal
1931, as after, the inherent
and Provincial Legislatures, operates to confirm, before 1931,
inability of either element in the federal structure to over-leap the strict limits of its
legislative capacity.
13. The conclusion is therefore that the Statute of Westminster, while it gave legislative
independence to the Dominions, did not in the process enlarge the authority of Parliament
in so far as the amendment of the BNA Act was concerned.
IV. AMENDING POWER IN CANADA
IV.
14. Since 1867,
1867, provinces have had the right to amend their own constitution.
14.
follows:
Section 92 of the BNA Act of 1867 reads in part as follows:
92. In each Province the Legislature may exclusively make Laws in relation to
" 92.
Subjecx next hereinafter
hereinafter enumerated; that is
Matters coming within the Classes of Subject
to say—
say(1) The Amendment from Time to Time, notwithstanding anything in this
Act, of the Constitution of
of
Of the Province, except as regards the Office of
Lieutenant Governor ".

15. In 1949, at the request of the Parliament of Canada, the Parliament of
of the United
Kingdom adopted the British North America Act (No. 2) 1949 the purpose of
of which
was to give
give to
to the
the Parliament
Parliament of
of Canada
Canada the
the legislative
legislative authority
authority to
to amend
amend the
the constitution
constitution
in purely federal matters. The amendment to section 91
91 as then enacted reads in part
follows:—
as follows:" The amendment from time to time of the Constitution of Canada, except as
regards matters coming within the classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively
to the Legislatures of the provinces, or as regards rights or privileges by this or any
other Constitutional Act granted or secured to the Legislature or the Government
of a province, or to any class of persons with respect to schools or as regards the
use of the English or the French language . . . ".
16. In the course of the discussion of the proposed amendment to section 91
91 before
the House of Commons in Canada the then Prime Minister Mr St-Laurent expressed )
the yiew
view that the proposed amendment went as far as the Parliament of
of Canada could
go in the area of unilateral amendment without the consent of the provinces. {Commons
(Commons
Debates, 17th
Debates,
17thOctober,
October, 1949,
1949,page
page 834).
834).

power, which was granted to the Parliament of Canada |
17. The scope of this amending pmver,
was narrowly
narrowly construed
construed by
by the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of Canada
Canada in
in the
the Senate
SenateReference
Reference
in 1949, was
Case (1980) 1 S.C.R. 54 where the Court said:
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"In
" In our opinion, the power of amendment given by section 91(1)
91(1) relates to the
constitution of the federal government in matters of interest only to that government.
The statutes enacted by the Federal Parliament since
since 1949,
1949,to
towhich
whichwe
wehave
havepreviously
previously
referred, are illustrations of the exercise of that power"
power " (page 71).
18. The 1949 amendment to section 91
91 of the BNA Act clearly confirms that there is
no subordination of the provincial legislatures to the Federal Parliament and that the
latter is not competent to amend the Canadian Constitution in matters that affect
Provincial Legislatures under the BNA Act. It goes without saying that it could not
have been contemplated or intended that the Federal Parliament could bring about an
affecting Provincial Legislatures by the simple means of an address to the
amendment affecting
Queen.
V.
V. CANADIAN CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
19. In addition to the statutory provisions above described there are two constitutional
conventions which are relevant here; indeed their importance is such that, to paraphrase
Weekly Rest
Rest case
case (1936
(1936 S.C.R.
S.CR. 461
461 at
at pages
pages 476
476 and
and 477)
477)
Duff, J, as he then was, in the Weekly
they have crystallised into rules of constitutional law to which the courts would give
effect.
20.
20. The first constitutional convention is that
that the
the legislative
legislative sovereignty
sovereignty ofthe
of the provinces
provinces
under section 92 cannot be restricted without their unanimous consent.
21. The second constitutional convention is that the introduction into the BNA Act
of a new amending formula would require the approval of all the
the provinces;
provinces;this
thisconvention
convention
is a necessary corollary of the first.
first.
22. The existence of the first convention can hardly be disputed; no Canadian politician
ever suggested that the Federal Government or Parliament had the constitutional right
to the legislative authority of the provinces without their
to bring about a modification to
consent.
23. In 1943, when he was discussing in the House of Commons the amendment to the
BNA Act which postponed the redistribution of seats in the House of Commons,
Mr St-Laurent, the then Minister of Justice, said:
" II would readily concede to hon members that if there were
were to be
be any suggested
amendment to change the allocation of legislative or administrative jurisdiction as
between the provinces, on the one hand, and the federal parliament, on the other,
it could not properly be done without the consent of the organism that was set up
by the constitution to have powers that would assumedly be taken from that
organism ".
24. In 1946, Mr St-Laurent had occasion to express the same opinion when the House
of Commons was asked to consider an amendment to the BNA Act respecting the
readjustment
readjustment of the provincial representation in the House of Commons; he said:
" . .. . . the courts have held that with respect to what was allocated to the provincial legislatures they are not mandatories or agents of or subservient to the
central parliament; they have received that portion of the sovereignty of the nation
to exercise it under their own sovereign authority; and it is my view that nothing
which has thus been allocated to them can be taken from them without their
participation."
25. The existence of the second constitutional convention regarding the adoption of a
new amending formula does not seem to be in doubt either.
26. In 1925,
of a
1925, speaking on a Motion for the enactment by the UK Parliament of
measure vesting the Parliament of Canada with the power of constitutional amendment,
the then Minister of Justice, Mr Lapointe, said:
" The British North America Act itself is
is not only the charter of the Dominion
as much the charter of the provinces of Canada .. .. . Would it
of Canada; it is just as
then be fair for us to arrogate to ourselves the right to change the act which is just
as much the constitution of the provinces as it is our own? . ., .
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Within their sphere the provinces enjoy the powers of self-government
self-government just as
much as the Dominion parliament does, and if so, surely the Dominion parliament
cannot take upon itself the right to change a statute which 3ives
gives to those provinces
the powers which they enjoy . . .. ".
".
Later on the same debate the views of Mr Lapointe were formally approved by the
Prime Minister, Mr King.
27. More recently in 1976 the Prime Minister, the Rt Hon PE
P E Trude<m,
Trudeau, recognised
that the Parliament of Canadn
Canada could not unilaterally patriate the constitution in a manner
that would affect
affect the distribution of powers or the position of the provinces. He said
(Commons
{CommonsDebate,
Debate,99April
April1976,
1976,p.p.12687):
12687):
"" IIt
t is for these reasons that I have raised the possibility that Parliament might
seek to have ' patriation' accomplished without provincial consent if that consent
seems impossible to achieve.
achieve. Clearly it would be a last resort and clearly it should
not be on a basis that could affect
of the
affect the distribution of powers or the position of
provinces. It must not provide any means by which Parliament could act unilaterally
in future in any area where it cannot do so today since that would erode the essence
of our federal system .."
"
28. Later in the S!l.me
same debate (p.
(p. 12693,
12693, ibid)
ibid) Mr Trudeau emphasised the limited
nature of the unilateral right of amendment of
of the Federal Parliament in response to
question:
a question:
McGrath: .. . .. II should like to ask whether the Prime Minister feels that
" Mr McGrath:
in the absence of agreement, as a last resort, the Parliament of Canada by an address
of both Houses has the right to bring back unilaterally the British North America
of Canada has
Act . . . and then, following that, whether the same Parliament of
the right to change the BNA Act? ""
" Mr Trudeau:
Trudeau: No."
No."
"Mr
29. There have been six serious attempts to find a new amending formula (1927,
1935-36, 1950, 1960-61, 1964 and 1968-71) and the Federal Government has in each
case refrained
refrained from proceeding with a joint resolution to the UK Government because
of
of
of the absence of unanimous agreement on the part of the provinces. A summary of
these attempts is set out in Appendix 1 to this memorandum.
30. There can be no better way to establish the existence of a constitutional convention
than the acknowledgment of its existence by the very government to which it applies.
In the White Paper published in 1965 under the authority of the Hon Guy Favreau, the
then Minister of Justice for Canada, the Federal Government, after having reviewed
fie procedures followed in respect to previous significant amendments to the BNA Act,
f1e
stated that there had emerged four general principles, which " though not constitutionally
of the
binding in any strict sense, have come to be recognised and accepted as part of
Canada "; these four principles are stated at page 15 as follows:
amendment process in Canada";

Thefirst
first general
generalprinciple
principlethat
thatemerges
emergesininthe
theforegoing
foregoingresume
resumeis isthat
thatalthough
although
" The
an enactment by the United Kingdom is necessary to amend the British North
America Act, such action is h~ccn
token only upon formal request from Canada. No Act
Americ:t
affecting Canada is therefo-e
therefore passed unless it
of the United Kingdom Parliament affecting
is requested and consented to by Canada. Conversely, every amendment requested
has been enacted.
by Canada in the past ha'>
second general
generalpri11ciple
principleis isthat
thatthe
thesanction
sanctionofofParliament
Parliamentis isrequired
requiredfor
fora a
The second
The
request to the British Parliament for
fo r an amendr.1ent
amendment to the British North America
Act. This princip!e
principle was established early in the history of Canada's constitutional
amendments, and has not been violated ~inc~
sines 1895.
1895. The procedure invariably is to
seek amendments by a joint Add;·ess
Address of the Canadian House of Commom
Commons and
Senate to the Crown.
The
general principle
The third general
principleisisthct
thatnonoar.t~ndment
amendmenttotoCanada's
Canada'sConstitution
Constitutionwill
will
the British Parliament
be made by tte
merely upon the request of a Canadian province.
5
secur such am':'ld--n~nts
amendments have been made, but none has j
A number of attempts to seem·'
successful. The first
attempt wa<s
was m1:1.de
made a<;
as early as 186'l,
186^, by a province
been succt>ss:!'ul.
firl't such attemnt
dissatisfied '"ith
with the tern's
terms of Confederation. This was follmved
followed
which was at that time diss·1tisfied
by other attempts in 1~69,
1869, 1874 and 1SS7.
1SS7. The British Government refused
refused in all
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cases to act on provincial government representations on the grounds that it should
not intervene in the affairs
affairs of
of Canada except at the request of
of the federal government
representing ail
all of
of Canada.
The fourth
fourth general
general principle
principle is that the Canadian Parliament will not request an
amendment directly atfecti11g
affecting federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships without prior consultation and agreement with the provinces. This principle did not emerge as early as
others but since 1907, and particularly since 1930, has gained increasing recognition
and acceptance. The nature and the degree of
of provincial participr.tion
participation in the amending
process, however, have not lent themselves to easy defmition
definition ".
For a brief
brief account of
of the amendments which gave rise to these principles see Annex 2
to this memorandum.
memorandum.

31. The existence of
of these four principles has been acknowledged by the Supreme
Refere11re case above referred
Court of
of Canada in the Senote
Senate Reference
referred to where it was held
particularly that under section 91 as amended Parliament did not possess the authority
of the
to make any substantial change to the composition and legislative function
function of
Canadian Senate.
32. It
Canada in
Tt is stated in the first principle that " every amendment requested by Canada
the past has been enacted".
enacted ". However there has never been a case yet where an amendment which affected
affected the legislative sovereignty of
of the provinces was sought without the
consent of
of all provinces. The practice which ha<~
has so far been followed does
docs not establish
a precedent that would apply to the case where.
where the sovereignty of the provinces would
be reduced by a proposed amendment.
amendment.

" every amendment
amendment requested
33. Furthermore if there should be a convention that "every
enacted " by the United Kingdom Parliament.
Parliament, the observance of
by Canada is enacted"
of such a
UK Parliament would, it is submitted, be necessarily conditional
convention by the UK
of the convention that " it will not
upon the observance by the Canadian Government of
request an amendment directl:r
directly affecting
affecting federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships without prior
consultation and agreement \\ith
with the provinces".
provinces ". Otherwise section 7 of
of the Statute
of Westminster vmuld
would be meaningles~
meaningless and the restrictions contained in the 1949
amendment of
of the BNA Act would be futile.
futile.
34. If
If both section 7 of
of the Statute of
of Westminster and the 1949 amendment to section 91
of the BNA Act were designed to ensure that no amendment directly affecting
affecting the
of

Provinces would be made without their consent, it necessarily follows that the Canadian
Parliament cannot constitutionally do indirectly through an Address to the Queen what
?arliament
it cannot do directly by le?islation.
legislation. Clearly constitutional law cannot attach that much
~t
importancs to form as opposed to st,bstance.
substance.
Importanc;::

T P E SOVeREIGNTY
SOVEREIGNTY OF
OF CANADA
VI. TI"E
of the United Kingdom is
35. The argument has been advanced that the Parliament of
constitutionally bound to give effect
effect to any request of
of the Canadian Parliament
Parliament because
Canada is now a sovereign country. This argument is fallacious.

of the Canadian Constitution, the United
36. In matters pertaining to the amendment of
is " for some purposes a part of
of the mechanism of
of constitutional
constitutional
Kingdom Parliament is"
amendment"'"' (G Marshal!,
Marshall, Parliamentary
Sovereignty and
and Commonwealth,
Commonwealth, 1957, page 87).
af"1endment
Parliamentary Sovereignty
of international
international law
The amendment to the Canadian Constitution raises no problem of
of the sovereignty of
of on;;!
one country vis-a-vis the other does not arise.
and the question of
When the Padiament
Parliament of
of the LDitcd
United Kingdorn
Kingdom accedes to a rec:uest
recuest of
of the Canadian
of a foreign
foreign
Parliament to amend the BNA Act it does not do so as the Parliament of
so\ereign country dealing with the affairs
affairs of
of another sovereign country; it acts in the
so'.ereign
of the Canadian constitutional machinery.
matter as an organ of
of Can2.da
Canada is divided as between the Federal Parliament
Parliament and the
37. The sovereignty of
Provincial Legislature<:;
Legislature's; the Federal Parliament cannot under the guise of
of the interl1P.tional
national sovereignty of
of Canad:t
Canada re"'trict
restrict or alter the legislative authority of
of the provinces
as defined in the BNA Acts.
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In the Labour
A.A.C.
C. 326,
Lord
Atkin
said,
at at
pages
351351
andand
352:
Labour Conventions
Conventionscase
case[1937]
[1937]
326,
Lord
Atkin
said,
pages
352:
" .. .. .. No one can doubt that this distribution (of legislative power under the
British North America Act) is one of the most essential conditions, probably the
most essential condition, in the inter-provincial compact to which the British North
America Act gives effect. If
If the position of the Lower Canada, now Quebec, alone
were considered, the existence of her separate jurisprudence as to both property
and civil rights might be said to depend upon loyal adherence to her constitutional
right to the exclusive competence of her own Legislature in these matters. Nor is it
of less importance for the other Provinces . . .
It follows from what has been said that no further legislative competence is
obtained by the Dominion from its accession to international status, and the
functions."
consequent increase in the scope of its executive functions."
38. To use the words of Mr Louis-Philippe Pigeon, a renowned constitutional expert
who was later to become a Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, " . .. . . the independence of Canada in the international context has in no way conferred on the Canadian
Parliament the right to speak in the name of the Canadian people as
as regards
regardsan
an amendment
amendment
to the Constitution." ("Le
prob/eme des
constitution
'', 1943,
Revue
du du
(" Le probleme
dcsamendments
amendmentsd la
a la
constitution
", 1943,
Revue
Barreau de la Province de Quebec 437 at page 443,
443, translation).
VII.
VII. THE ROLE OF
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM PARLIAMENT
39. What then is the proper constitutional role of the Parliament of the United
Kingdom? Its role is admittedly a limited one; constitutionally the United Kingdom
Parliament does not pass judgement on the merits of any proposed amendment to the
Canadian Constitution. On the other hand if section 7 of the Statute of
of Westminster
and the 1949 amendment to the BNA Act, read in the light of Canadian constitutional
conventions have any meaning at all they necessarily impose on the United Kingdom
the obligation not to accede to a request for amendment that is not a proper one. This
can only mean that the function of the UK Parliament is to ensure that the request for
amendment is not made in violation of Canadian constitutional law. The UK
Parliament cannot be obligated to sanction a constitutional illegality.

40. There has never been a case where the United Kingdom Parliament has been
provinces without their consent; the
requested to alter the legislative authority of the provinc<:s
refrained from making such a request. There is no
Parliament of Canada has always refrained
usage or convention which would compel the United Kingdom Parliament to accede
fundamentally alter federalto any request of the Canadian Parliament that would fundamentally
provincial relationships or reduce the legislative authority of the provinces.
41. A request for an amendment to the Canadian Constitution that would reduce
the legislative sovereignty of the provinces or otherwise alter federal-provincial relationships and is not supported by all provinces would not be a proper request because it
would clearly be unconstitutional; it should therefore be rejected by the United Kingdom
Parliament.
VIII. THE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMEJ\'TS
AMENDMENTS CURRENTLY PROPOSED
42. It is well known that the Government of Canada recently submitted to the approval
of both Houses a resolution for a joint address to Her Majesty the Queen respecting the
Constitution of Canada. This resolution if adopted would pray Her Majesty the Queen
to cause to be laid before the Parliament of the United Kingdom a measure known
as the Canada Act which upon coming into force would enact the Constitution Act
1980 set out in Schedule B to the Canada Act.

43. In brief the main effects of the Canada Act would be
(a) to terminate all legislative power of the Parliament of the United Kingdom
over Canada,
(b) to enact as laws of Canada any existing l;nited
United Kingdom Statvtes
Statutes or parts
(b)
thereof which are intended to form part of the Constitution of Canada,
thereof
(c)
(c) to enact a Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms which would be immediately binding on Parliament and each Provincial Legislature, and
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(d) to provide that any future amendment to the Constitution of Canada
Canada would be
made in Canada and in accordance with the procedure set out in the Constitution
Act 1980.
44. The Constitution Act 1980
1980 was
was not
not submitted
submitted with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the provinces
provinces
and a majority
majority of the provinces comprising a majority
majority of the Canadian population
population are
strongly opposed to its enactment.

45. The proposed Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms would apply to the
Parliament of Canada and to the legislature and Government of each province; section 25
of
of
of proposed Charter provides that " any law that is inconsistent with the provisions of
this Charter, is to the extent of such inconsistency, inoperative and of no force or effect".
effect".
The proposed Charter would therefore restrict the legislative authority presently enjoyed
enjoyed
by the provinces under the BNA Act and more particularly under sections 92 and 93.
93.
46. A great number of existing provisions in Quebec Statutes and regulations which
are now
now valid would immediately upon the enactment of the Charter automatically
automatically
become invalid or inoperative; there can be no better indication that the coming into
force of the Charter will restrict the legislative sovereignty of the provinces.

47. As to the proposed amending procedure it is sufficient
sufficient to say that it is different
different
The
from any that has ever been approved by a majority
majority of the provinces in the past. The
suggested recourse to a referendum
referendum in the discretion of the Federal Government
Government is
certainly a measure that affects
affects directly federal-provincial
federal—provincial relationships.
48. The measure that is now
now being discussed by the Parliament of Canada
Canada is much
more than the mere " patriation " of the BNA Act;
Act; it involves fundamental
fundamental changes in
the legislative sovereignty of the province and,
and, because of the suggested amending
of
procedure, in the equality of status of the two
two levels of government. It is the view of
the Government of
of Quebec that the Federal Government cannot without being in violation
of Canadian constitutional law request the Parliament of the United Kingdom to amend
the BNA
BNA Act in accordance with the measures currently being proposed.
49. It should finally be mentioned that the constitutionality
constitutionality of the threatened
threatened action
of the Federal Government is and will shortly be challenged by the Governments of
of
Newfoundland before the Courts of Appeal of these three
Quebec, Manitoba and Newfoundland
provinces; three other provinces, namely Alberta, British Columbia and Prince Edward
Island, have indicated that they would intervene in the proceedings to support
support the
scheduled to take
challenge. The hearing before the Court of Appeal of Manitoba is scheduled
place during the first week of December. The existence of this litigation and the
Government
possibility that the Canadian Courts may declare the action of the Federal Government
to be unconstitutional are factors which the Parliament to the United Kingdom may
may
wish to bear in mind in deciding whether or not to accede to the request of the Canadian
Parliament.
IX. SUBMISSION
IX.
SUBMISSION
50. The Government of Quebec respectfully
respectfully submits that this Honourable Committee
will recommend that the right and proper thing for the United Kingdom Parliament
Parliament to
Will
proof of the unanimous consent of the Canadian
do is to decline, in the absence of proof
provinces, any request that may be made for enactment of the measure that is presently
under consideration by the Canadian Parliament.
28 November
November 1980.
1980.

ANNEX I
ANNEX
AMENDING FORMULA
FORMULA
ATTEMPTS TO FIND AN AMENDING

The source which provides convenient guidance in this respect, is the 1965
1965 White
III contains a " History of Efforts
Efforts to find amending formula
formula " and it is
Paper. Chapter Ill
helpful to note the relevance of the most significant
significant episodes there described.
helpful
THE
THE DOMINIOK-PROVI~CIAL
DOMINION—PROVINCIAL COMEREC'!CE
CONFERENCE OF
OF 1927
1927 (p. 18)
18)..
. On
On this occasion, the
the then Minister of Justice, the
the Hon.
Hon. Ernest Lapointe, drew a
distinction between " ordinary"
ordinary " amendments which would require no more than majority
majority

(A).
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consent of the
vital and
the Provinces and
and ""vital
and fundamental
fundamental amendments involving such
questions as
as provincial rights, the rights of minorities, or
or rights generally affecting
affecting race,
of the
language and creed ". In respect of
of these he proposed that the unanimous consent of
Provinces should be obtained. No agreement was reached.
(B). DOMINION-PROV!NCIAL
ON
DOMINION-PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE-1935
CONFERENCE—1935 AND
AND THE
THE CoNTINUING
CONTINUING COMMITTEE ON
CoNSTITUTIONAL
CONSTITUTIONAL QuESTIONs-1936
QUESTIONS—1936 (pp. 20-22).
This Conference
Conference established a Continuing Committee on
on Constitutional
Constitutional Questions
the
which in
in 1936 recommended that a new Constitution should not
not " alter or change the
constitutional relationship existing between the Dominion of Canada and the respective
at the
the time of enactment of such Constitution ". In its
its detailed
provinces of Canada at
recommendations regarding the procedure of amendment, the
the Committee established
established a
by an
an Act
Act of the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
range of procedures stretching from adoption by
to amendments
alone (in respect of matters concerning the Federal Government only) to
affecting " entrenched clauses ", which would require the
the assent of all
all the Provinces.
affecting
of the Provinces,
The matters falling into the latter category included the legislative powers of
education and the use of the English and French languages-all
languages—all of
of them items which are
covered by
by the
the amendment
amendment contemplated
contemplated at
at the
the present
present time.
time. As
As the
the official
official paper
itself
paper itself
covered
states, the
the 1935
1935 Conference
Conference and
and the
the 1936
1936 Committee
Committee "" are
are of
of particular
particular historical
historical
states,
importance "" because,
inter alia:alia:—
importance
because, i1ttcr

" They established the concept of
of '' entrenchment
entrenchment'' in
in respect of
of matters directly
directly
affecting
the
the fundamental
fundamental historical and
and constituent relationships between the
affecting the
federal government and the provinces, and in respect of the rights of minorities and
to be
the use of the English and French languages. Such matters were considered to
be
to Canadian federation and Canadian unity " (p. 23).
essential to
(c) CoNSTITUTIONAL
CONSTITUTIONAL CoNFERENCE
CONFERENCE 1950 (pp. 23-26)
No agreement was reached on
on an
an amending formula but here again it was recognized
that amendments concerning fundamental
fundamental rights as, for example, education and language,
required the consent of
of all the Provinces (pp. 24-25).
CONSTITUTIONAL CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE OF 1960-61 (pp. 26--29)
26-29)
(D) CONSTITUTIONAL
Once more the principle of provincial unanimity was recognized in
in respect of fundafundamental issues. As stated in the 1965 White Paper:
Paper:
" No law
law relating to
to the
the legislative powers of
of the
the provinces, to
to the
the rights or
or secured by the Constitution of Canada to the legislature or
or the
privileges granted or
to the assets or
or property of a pro\·ince,
province, to
to the use of the
government of a province, to
or French language, to
to the
the minimum.
minimum representation
representation or
or ' ' Senatorial
Senatorial floor
floor''
English or
of a province in
in the
the House
House of
of Commons
Commons (section
(section 51A),
51 A), or
orto
tothe
the amendment
amendment proceproceof
to go into effect
effect unless it was concurred in
in by the legislatures of all
dure itself, was to
the provinces"
provinces " (p.
(p. 28).
28).
formula public
When the Minister of Justice made the text of the proposed amending formula
he said:
. . . It is
is the responsibility now of each provincial government to
to consider and
" ...
Conference to be acceptable
decide whether or not it finds the formula reported by the Copference
the purposes of enactment as
as an
an amendment to
to the
the British North
North America
for the
p . 29).
Act " ((p.
an essential
That the Minister and the Government were then of the view that this was an
precondition to the making of a request for
for United Kingdom le!'islation
legislation is shown by the
sentences next quoted in the official
official paper:
be for
for the government of
of Canada to
to present the formula
formula
" The final step would be
to Parliament in
to Hei*
Her
in a resolution asking for
for adoption of the necessary address to
Majesty
M a j e s t y...
. . . This would be the final amendment to the Act to be made in the United
Kingdom, as by
Canada '*
''
bv it all future power of
of amendment v:ould
would be transferred
transferred to Canada
(p. 29).
of what convention and practice
The comment hardly needs making that this assessment of
required in 1961 is fully in accordance with the precedent<;
precedents ar-1"!
and there has been.
been no develop·
developto support any suggestion that the
the practice has
has altered to
to an
exteiit
ment since then to
an extent
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sufficient
sufficient to warrant the current assertion by the Federal Government that it may without
provincial concurrence ask the United Kingdom to enact any (and every) constitutional
constitutional
amendment.
(E)

FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL
ATTORNEYS-GENERALFEDERAL-PROVINCIAL CONFERENCES
CONFERENCES AND CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE OF ATTORNEYS-GENERAL—

1964 (pp. 29-31)
At the Conference, there was unanimous agreement on an amending formula.
formula.
Subsequently, Quebec raised some objections and the Federal Government did not proceed
further. Speaking in the House of
of Commons on 20 January 1966 the Prime Minister,
Mr Pearson said:
" My right hon. friend also referred to the fact that we said vecy
very little in the Speech
Speech
from the Throne about constitutional amendment, and that we seemed to have
dropped the Fulton-Favreau
Fulton-Favreau formula. We have not dropped it, Mr
Mr Speaker.
of all the
We shall do our best to put it into effect
effect if and when we get the agreement of
provinces; but without that agreement it cannot be done."
And on 28 January 1966, the following exchange took place:
"Mr
" Mr Douglas: May I take it from the Prime Minister's remarks that the governgovernment has no intention of
of proceeding with the Fulton-Favreau formula unless there
is unanimous concurrence by all the provinces?
provinces ?
Mr Pearson: I think that would go without saying. Otherwise we would have
of Commons for consideration
consideration in the last
brought this formula before the House of
session."
VICTORIA CoNFERENCE
CONFERENCE 1971
1971
THE VIcTORIA
At that Conference, agreement on an amending formula was reached between the
Prime Minister of
of Canada and nine of
of the ten Premiers, the Premier of
of Quebec reserving
his decision. Shortly after
after this Conference, Quebec decided that it could not agree to the
proposal. The Federal Government did not proceed further.
further.
(F)

ANNEX II
ANNEX

THE PRACTICE FOLLOWED IN RESPECT OF AMENDMENTS TO THE
BRITISH NORTH
NORTH AMERICA
AMERICA ACTS
The procedures followed in relation to the 14 principal amendments to the British
North America Act have been reviewed in the 1965 White Paper at pages 10-16. (Some
Commonwealth
of these pages have been reproduced as Annex I to the Foreign and Commonwealth
Memorandum of
of 4 November 1980.) It is unnecessary to repeat that summary
Office Memorandum
of the Government of
of Quebec, the following elements may be
here, but, in the opinion of
extracted from it:
(a) Only in respect of
of eight amendments were the Provinces not consulted.
(b) None of
of these eight amendments touched the government or the exclusive
legislative rights of
of the individual Provinces:
(1) The 1871 amendment, in empowering the Canadian Parliament to establish
infringement of
of the position of
of existing
new provinces, did not involve an infringement
of the power to alter the boundaries of
of any
Provinces, while the exercise of
of the legislature
Province was expressly made conditional upon the consent of
of
of the affected
affected Province;
(2) The 1875 Amendment related only to the privileges, immunities and powers
of each of
of the Houses of
of the Canadian Parliament;
Parliament;
of
(3) The 1886 Amendment related to the representation in the Canadian
Parliament of
of any territories not included in a Province;
redefined the territorial divisions of
of the Senate;
(4) The 1915 Amendment redefined
of seats in the Federal
(5) The 1943 Amendment postponed the redistribution of
House of
of Commons until after
after the cessation of
of hostilities.
of Commons on the right of
of the Canadian
In insisting in the Canadian House of
of the
Government to propose the amendment without the concurrence of
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Provinces, the Minister of
of Justice, Mr St-Laurent, sharply distinguished
distinguished the
Of the
measure in hand from one which would require provincial consent. Of
latter, he said:
" II would readily concede ...
. . . that if there were to be any suggested
suggested
amendment to change the allocation of
of legislative or administrative
administrative
jurisdiction as between the provinces, on the one hand, and the federal
jurisdiction
parliament, on the other, it could not properly be done without the
consent of
of the organism that was set up by the constitution
constitution to have
powers that would assumedly be taken from that organism. " (Canada
House of
House
of Commons
Commons Debates, 1943, pp. 4365-6.)
(6) The 1946 Amendment dealt with the readjustment
readjustment of
of representation
representation in the
federal House of
of Commons; when the question was raised as to why the
of Justice,
agreement of
of the Provinces had not been obtained, the Minister of
Mr St-Laurent, explained that, as the subject was one assigned in express
terms to the Federal Parliament by section 51
51 of
of the 1867 Act, it was open
to the Federal Parliament to act without submitting to " the superintenHouse of
dence of
of any provincial legislature". (Canada, House
of Commons
Commons
Debates, 1946, pp. 1936-7.)
Debates,
(7) The first 1949 Amendment confirmed
confirmed the Terms of
of Union between Canada
and Newfoundland;
Newfoundland;
of Canada authority to
(8) The second 1949 Amendment gave the Parliament of
of Canada, but subject to exceptions designed to
amend the Constitution of
of the Provinces. (See British
protect the entrenched powers and rights of
significance of
North America Act (as amended), section 91(1).) The significance
of this
confirming the need in other circumstances to secure provincial
episode as confirming
Gerin-Lajoie as follows:
follows:
consent is described by Dr Gerin-Lajoie
situation...
under
... under
" Attention should be drawn in this respect to the situation
of Parliament in Canada are precluded
precluded from
from
which the federal Houses of
the British Parliament from enacting, any amendment
requesting, and the
affecting rights or privileges of
of the provincial legislatures or governaffecting
ments without the Iatters'
latters' agreement. The Act of
of 1949 (No. 2) has
not altered this situation. On the contrary, if
if the Act is seen in the
of the debate which preceded the adoption of
of the address to the
light of
of Parliament, and in the light of
of the situaKing by the federal Houses of
tion which will be described in Chapter V, the specific exclusion
exclusion of
of
provincial rights
rights and
and privileges
privileges from
from the
the new
new sweeping
sweeping powers
powers of
the
provincial
of the
federal Parliament
Parliament constitutes
constitutes an
an admission
admission by
by the
the federal
federal Parliament
Parliament
federal
itself of
of its
its incompetence
incompetence to
to deal
deal with
with such
such matters.
matters. This
This exclusion,
exclusion, of
of
itself
course, does
does not
not have
have the
the effect
effect of
of positively
positively entrenching
entrenching provincial
provincial
course,
rights or
or privileges.
privileges. But,
But, without
without giving
giving such
such aa legal
legal sanction
sanction to
what
rights
to what
appears to
to be
be an
an established
established constitutional
constitutional position,
position, it
it constitutes
constitutes aa
appears
further confirmation
confirmation of
of this
this position
position in
in fact.
fact."" (Constitutional
(Constitutional
further
Amendment
in Canada,
Canada, pp.
pp. xxxii-xxxiii).
xxxii-xxxiii).
Amendment in
of Canada in the Senate
Senate Reference
has
Reference case haS
More recently, the Supreme Court of
of the second 1949 Amendment in terms which explain why
described the role of
provincial consent was not necessary.
" The apparent intention of the 1949
1949 amendment to the Act which
enactment of
of a
enacted section 91(1) was to obviate the necessity for the enactment
of the British Parliament to effect
effect amendments to the Act which
statute of
theretofore had been obtained through a joint resolution of
of both Houses of
of
theretofore
enacted since 1949
Parliament and without provincial consent. Legislation enacted
pursuant to section 91(1) has not, to quote the White Paper, [Favreau
Report] 'affected
' affected federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships' .. .. .. measures [subsequently enacted] dealt with what might be described as federal ' housekeeping'' matters which, according to the practice existing before
before 1949,
keeping
referred to the British Parliament by way of
of a joint
joint resowould have been referred
of both Houses of
of Parliament and without the consent of
of the
the prolution of
vinces. The
The last
last two
two of
of these
these statutes
statutes were
were within
within the
the power
power of
of the
ParliaYinces.
the Parliament of
of Canada
Canada to
to enact
enact by
by virtue
virtue of
of section
section 11 of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America
ment
Act, 1886.
1886. Like
Like the
the others
others they
they did
did not
not in
in any
any substantial
substantial way
affect
way affect
Act,
federal-provincial relationships.
relationships. "" ([1980]
([1980] 11 S.C.R.
S.C.R. 54,
54, at
at pp.
pp. 64-65.)
64-65.)
federal-provincial
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(c) Of the remaining six amendments, in respect of which the Provinces were
of the
consulted, only two were completed without the unanimous consent of
Provinces.
(9) The 1907 Amendment established a new scale of financial subsidies to
to the
Provinces in lieu of those set out in the 1867 Act. Eight of the nine
Provinces agreed to the proposal. On this amendment Dr Gerin-Lajoie
Gerin-Lajoie
makes the following comment:
"" It
It should also
also be
be noted that the amendment did not deprive the
provinces of any of their rights.
rights. On the contrary it assigned them
federal subsidies much higher than those provided for in 1867. The
opposition from one province was motivated only by a claim for still
' better terms
terms'.'. In such circumstances, had the British Parliament
passed the bill in spite of British Columbia"s
Columbia's complete oppositionopposition—
and there is no conclusive evidence that the bill in its final form was
still opposed by Premier McBride-this
McBride—this could not be interpreted as a
rejection of the doctrine of unanimous consent for amendments
depriving the provinces of one of their rights.
rights. " (op
(op cit,
cit,p.p. 83.)
83.)
(10) The 1930 Amendment contained the natural resources agreements between
the Federal Government and the Governments of Manitoba, British
Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan. The four Provinces directly
affected all agreed to the amendment. As to the position of
of the other
affected
behalf of the Federal GovernProvinces, Senator Danduand explained on behalf
ment that consent in principle had been given by all the Provinces at a
conference of federal and provincial governments in 1927 and that, in any
case, the amendment-relating
amendment—relating as it did only to
to the
the constitutional
constitutional documents
documents
providing for the entry of the Western Provinces into the ConfederationConfederationdid not affect the general basis of the Confederation
Confederation as determined by the
Act of 1867 or any of its amendments. (See Gerin-Lajoie, op
op cit,
cit, p. 92.)

(d) There remain four amendments which were only adopted after all the Provinces
(d)
had been consulted and had agreed. In each of these instances the amendment
touched matters which fell within the sphere of provincial competence as
established in the basic division of legislative power in 1867:

(11) The 1940 Amendment transferred the power to legislate in respect of
of
unemployment insurance from the Provinces to the Federal Government;
(12) The 1951
1951 Amendment gave the Federal Parliament concurrent jurisdiction
with the Provinces to legislate on Old Age Pensions;
(13) The 1960 Amendment related to the tenure of judges, including those of
of
provincial courts;
(14) The 1964 Amendment
Amendment amended
amended the
the 1951
1951Amendment
Amendmentininrelation
relationto
tobenefits
benefits
supplementary to Old Age Pensions.
Pensions.
(e)
(e) Thus it can be seen that in every case touching upon the legislative powers of the

Provinces, it was thought necessary to secure the consent of the Provinces.
Of the two such Amendments to be pursued without unanimous consent one
affected
affected only four Provinces and all of these consented (No. 10 above). In the
other case (No. 9 above) the subject matter, though affecting
financial
affecting the financial
position of the Provinces, did not touch basic legislative rights of the Provinces.
Moreover, even in that case, the consent of eight out of the nine Provinces was
obtained.
(f)
of powers
(/) Not one of the amendments touched the constitutional distribution of
fundamental and
between the Federal Government and the Provinces in so fundamental
overwhelming a manner as does the amendment contemplated in the proposed
carefully skirted
Joint Address. The second 1949 Amendment (No. 8 above) carefully
the rights of the Provinces, and its application has
lias been no less carefully
carefully con21 December 1979 of the Supreme
trolled by the Courts. (See the decision of 21
Court of Canada, in the Senate
Senate Reference
Referencecase.)
case.)
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APPENDIX 3
/80-81/FM)
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA ACTS (27
(27/80-81/FM)
Memorandum by the Govermnent
Government of Prince Edward Island, Canada

The Government of the Province of Prince Edward Island, Canada, is appreciative of
of
the invitation from the House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee to make its views
known on the United Kingdom's "legal
" legal and constitutional responsibilities"
responsibilities " regarding
the British North America Acts.
Should it be that this submission to your Committee is in imperfect form, or otherwise
defective, it is hoped that you will receive it nonetheless. Any imperfections arise solely
from our inexperience with your procedure and not from any intention to slight the
Committee.
In making this submission, Prince Edward Island is mindful that your Committee
will not concern itself with any political considerations which continue to surround
the constitutional review exercise in Canada. It is submitted that the United Kingdom's
role as trustee
trusteeof
ofthe
theBritish
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaActs
Actsmust
mustbe
beas
asunpleasant
unpleasant for
for your
your country
country
as it is unpleasant for Prince Edward Island to oppose, in the forum of your Committee,
a probable course of action by the Government of Canada.
Canada.
The comments which follow are in no sense a legal factum on the subject matter before
your Committee. Legal opinion will doubtless be available to you from diverse sources,
including submissions from certain of our sister Provinces. While associating ourselves
with the more formal arguments of the Provinces of Quebec, British Columbia, Alberta
and Newfoundland, it is Prince Edward Island's wish to leave one main impression with
you.
It is in the context of the United Kingdom being a trustee
trusteeof
ofthe
theBritish
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
America
Acts that Prince Edward Island contends that the Government of Canada will breach a
of
well-established constitutional convention and ethic if it despatches a Joint Address of
the Canadian Senate and Commons which does not have the specific or tacit support of
of
all Canadian Provinces.

Prince Edward Island submits that all previous submissions requesting amendments to
insignificant exceptions, come to the
the British North America Act, 1867, have, with insignificant
United Kingdom Parliament with Provincial support.
Of greater significance is the process, in Canada, which led to the enactment of the
of that
Statute of Westminster. Realising the significance of what became section 7 of
statute, the Canadian Prime Minister of the day assured that Provincial support for the
proposal was not only understood but was specifically included in the Joint Address to
the United Kingdom. Such was the background for the Canadian response to the most
significant alteration in the constitutional framework of the self-governing Dominions.
It was both a commendable and sensible procedure which we feel is as valid today as it
It
was in
in 1931.
1931.
was
Having stated, in general terms, the process which Prince Edward Island feels should
precede any Joint Address from Canada, some comment on the nature of the Canadian
Federal union is required.
Prince Edward Island rejects any suggestion of an " equality " between our federal and
of
provincial governments. The federal government is the paramount of the two levels of
Government of Canada and, to a large extent, the embodiment of the nation, particularly
of
beyond the boundaries of Canada. This paramountcy was intended by our Fathers of
Confederation and made manifest in various powers assigned to the federal government,
Confederation
either specifically or by residue, in the British North America Act, 1867.
But despite the general paramountcy of the federal government, it must not be overwere also assigned to the
looked that sovereign powers in specific areas of jurisdiction w-ere
provinces. And they are, indeed, " sovereign " powers, undiminished by any power of
of
the federal government to over-ride their exercise. Provincial powers are enumerated
in section 92 of the British North America Act, 1867, and their specific nature will be
well known to your Committee.
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Prince Edward Island's concern for the process of
of constitutional amendment
amendment would
be much reduced if it was our opinion that the proposals of
of our federal government
government were
likely to be confined
confined solely to areas of
of federal jurisdiction. But constitutional
constitutional proposals
which involve language and education rights and a national amending formula
formula are
obvious intrusions into areas of
of provincial jurisdiction.
Reverting to the concept of
of trusteeship suggested in an earlier paragraph, it is submitted
ir»itted that the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom should note that the Joint Address
which the Government of
of Canada now proposes be sent to Westminster is not, in any
sense, an amendment to the British North America Act. Rather, it would terminate the
United Kingdom's involvement in Canada's constitutional instruments.
While Prince Edward Island supports-and
supports—and has encouraged-the
encouraged—the widespread
widespread desire
in our country for a ''" Canadian " constitution, its establishment must be preceded by a
~ignificant
of their
significant measure of
of agr"ement
agreement between the two levels of
of government in the areas of
responsibilities. Unilateral action by our federal government which lacks this significant
significant
measure of
of provincial support will, we suggest, impose an tmconscionable
unconscionable strain on the
trusteeship of
of the United Kingdom.
As members of
of the Committee will be aware, numerous of
of the Canadian
Canadian Provinces
have urged that the present proposals of
of the Government of
of Canada be referred
referred to the
Supreme Court of
of Canada for its opinion as to the legality of
of including matters such as
the Charter of
of Rights in the proposed Joint Address without provincial support. At an
of the Provinces, to determine if
earlier time, this process was followed, at the urging of
if the
of the Senate. The decision
federal government could alter, unilaterally, the constitution of
[Reference re Legislative
Legislative Authority
Authority of
Parliament to Alter
Alter or Replace
of Parliament
Replace the Senate
Senate (1979),
of course, an emphatic "no
" no •·.
". In its judgment
102 D.L.R. (3) 1 (S.C.C.)] was, of
judgment on the
of Canada took particular note of
of an earlier pubSenate Reference, the Supreme Court of
of the Government of
of Canada entitled The Amendment
lication (White Paper) of
Amendment of
of the
of Canada [Ottawa, Department
Department of
of Justice, 1965] which enumerated
enumerated four
Constitution of
general principles respecting amendments. The Court included the four general prinof which was:
ciples in its judgment, the fourth of
affecting
" .. .. . . the Canadian Parliament will not request an amendment directly affecting
federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships without prior consultation and agreement
agreement with the
provinces. This principle did not emerge as early as others but since 1907, and
particularly since 1930, has gained increasing recognition and acceptance."
Lacking a reference to our Supreme Court, six Canadian Provinces (Quebec, Manitoba,
Newfoundland, British Columbia, Alberta, and Prince Edward Island) have either comNewfoundland,
with references to the Superior Courts of
of Manitoba,
menced or associated themselves \vith
Newfoundland and Quebec. Argument in the Manitoba references has now commenced
~cwfoundland
and will commence in the remaining two courts early in 1981.
our opinion as to the desirable course of
of action for the United Kingdom to
If asked ovr
" constitution ", Prince Edward Island would suggest,
follow as regards the Canadian "constitution",
unhesitatingly, that some means be found to "patriate"
" patriate " the British North
North America
of those Acts
Acts in their present form with the proviso that subsequent alteration of
of the federal and provincial governments. Such a
would require the unanimous consent of
of its constitutional instruments and
procedure would result in full Canadian control of
of constitutional matters in Canada.
the attendant responsibility for resolution of
In conclusion, Prince Edvvard
Edward Island thanks the Foreign Affairs
Affairs Committee for this
Respectfully, we
opportunity to present its views on the British North America Acts. Respectfully,
submit that the United Kingdom's role is much more than simply responding to a request
of Canada. Provincial concurrence, given the nature of
of our
from the Government of
of established convention, must be an integral component
component of
federal state and of
of the constitutional process.

APPE~"DIX4
APPENDIX 4

.ME~.fORA..
"\DUM
MEMORANDUM

BY THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF ALBERTA (28/80-81/FM)
(28/80-8I/FM)

of Alberta appreciates the opportunity afforded
afforded to it to make a
The Government of
of ConL.llons
Commons Select Committee on Foreign Affairs
Affairs respecting
submission to the House of
3ie_ process of amending the British Sortlz
North America
America Act.
Act. \Ve
We regret the circumstances
circumstances
~he
which have compelled us to express our opinions to this Committee on an essentially
\vhich
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Canadian matter. The Government of Alberta does not support the unilateral action
taken by the Government of Canada and is currently challenging before the Courts the
right of the Canadian Government to take this action.
The importance which the Legislative Assembly of Alberta attaches to the issues raised
by
by recent initiatives originating in Ottawa, led to the approval (by a vote of seventy to one)
ofthefollowing
of the following Resolution on 24
24 November 1980:
BE
BE IT RESOLVED

THAT the Legislative Assembly of Alberta support patriation of the British
British North
North
America
America Act with appropriate safeguards for the protection of provincial rights,
proprietary interests and jurisdiction;
AND THAT there be no amendments diminishing provincial rights, proprietary
interests and jurisdiction without the consent of the provinces affected;
affected;
AND THAT the Legislative Assembly express its opposition to the unilateral action
proposed by the Government of Canada;
AND THAT the Legislative Assembly urge that federal-provincial constitutional
discussions be
be resumed as soon as possible in order to ensure that the federal government and all
all provincial governments may participate fully and equally in
in recommending constitutional changes which will decide the future of Canada.
lt
It is clear from the wording of the Resolution that the Alberta Legislature is in favour
of patriating the British
British North
North America
America Act. Indeed, no government in Canada wishes
the Canadian Constitution to remain permanently domiciled in the United Kingdom.
The sole condition which Alberta has placed on the act of patriation is that there be
included appropriate safeguards for existing provincial rights and responsibilities, a
measure which would reflect and preserve the federal nature of Confederation.
Confederation.

Why then is the Government of Alberta opposed to the proposed unilateral action
government ? It is because the proposed federal action violates a number
by the federal government?
of* important principles of federalism and recognized conventions of the Canadian
of
Constitution. No one would question Canada's status as an independent nation. The
1931 attest to Canada's
Balfour Declaration of 1926 and the Statute of Westminster 1931
equal status as a member of the world community of nations. It is equally true, however,
that Canada voluntarily determined that the British
British North
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct
Actwas
wastotobebeexempted
exempted
Westminster.
from the provisions of the Statute of
of Westminster.
By virtue of section 7 of the Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster,the
theUnited
UnitedKingdom
KingdomParliament
Parliament
remains responsible for the amendment of certain aspects of the Canadian Constitution.
When considering the role of the United Kingdom Parliament in the amendment of the
Canadian Constitution, one must understand how section 7 came to be incorporated
within the Statute.
Statute. It is equally important to review the consitutional principles reflected
in this section.
Early in the discussion between the Dominions and the United Kingdom which led
to the Statute of Westminster, it became apparent to the provinces of Canada that the
profound impact on the nature of the federal system and the
proposal could have a profound
North
British North
constitutional rights and privileges of the provinces established under the British
America
Act. The
Theprovinces
provincesexpressed
expressedconcern
concernover
overany
anyproposal
proposalwhich
whichmight
might allow
allowthe
the
America Act.
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct.
Act. InInthe
thewords
words
British North
Parliament of Canada to amend unilaterally the British
of the eminent authority on federalism, Sir Kenneth Wheare:
The most important safeguard which the provinces of Canada had before 1931
British North
that their powers under the British
North America
America Act would not be altered in
opposition to what they considered their rights and interests, was that the Act was
alterable by the United Kingdom Parliament alone, and that although the United
\vith the
Kingdom Parliament was bound by convention not to alter the Act except with
request and consent of the Dominion Government and (usually) Parliament, it was
not bound by convention to alter the
Act if and when the Dominion Government
x
and Parliament
Parliament requested
requested it
it to
to do
do so.
and
so.1
1"TC
K. C. Wheare, Tlze
andaid
Dominion
Status
(Oxford:
Oxford
University
The Statute
Statuteof
ofWestminster
Westminster
Dominion
Status
(Oxford:
Oxford
University
1953), p.
p. 180.
Press, 1953),
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The provisions of
of section 7 were drafted
drafted and unanimously agreed to at a federalprovincial conference
conference in 1931 and subsequently included in the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster
at the request o1
oi Canada. The importance of
of tlus
this section to the preservation of
of the federal
system was recognized by the then Prime Minister, the Rt. Hon. R B Bennett, in his
remarks to the Canadian House of
of Commons on 30 June 1931.
1931. (See Appendix A for
his comments.) [Not reported: see pp 228-38].
It is evident that it was by the request and with the consent of
of both the Canadian
Parliament and provinces that the United Kingdom Parliament remained and continues
of the British
British North
North America
America Act
Act in order
order to
to remain responsible for the amendment of
of both orders of
of government-federal
government—federal and provincial. The
protect the sovereignty of
important distinction between the federal and provincial governments is recognized in
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster, wherein the Colonial Laws
section 7 of the Statute
Laws Validity Act
Act was reof government. The objective at that time was to
pealed separately for each order of
of Canada. Clearly, in keeping with the indispensable
preserve the federal character of
requirements of
of a federal state, it was considered necessary to place the amendment
amendment of
of the
British
beyond the
the competence
competence of
of either
either the
the Canadian
Canadian Parliament
Parliament or
or
British North
North America
America Act
Act beyond
the provinces.
provinces.
the
of constituWhat is the current role of
of the United Kingdom Parliament in the process of
tional amendment ? Before one can answer the question, it is important to identify
identify three
broad categories of
of constitutional amendments.
(1) Section 92 of
British North
North America
America Act
Act gives exclusive legislative powers to
of the British
the provinces. Section 92(1) provides each province with the exclusive power to
amend its constitution, with the exception of
of the Office of
of Lieutenant-Governor.
Lieutenant-Governor.
(2) The 1949 amendment to section 91
British North
North America
Arnerica Act
Act (s. 91(1))
91 of
of the British
of Canada to make certain amendments to the
authorized the Parliament of
would be those which affect
affect
" Constitution of Canada ". Such amendments "'ould
or relate to the structure and function
function of
of Canada's central institutions, such as
of Commons. Prior to 1949, these amendments were
representation in the House of
made only by the United Kingdom Parliament. This power of
of amendment
amendment is
restricted to " matters of
of interest only to the federal government ·",', a limitation
Rej',Jrence case.
confirmed
confirmed by the Supreme Court of
of Canada in the 1979 Senate
Seriate Reference
In other words, section 91(1) at the federal level parallels section 92(1) at the
provincial level with respect to constitutional amendments.
(3) Section 91(1) of
of the British
of
British North
North America
America Act
Act excludes certain classes of
North
amendments. These exceptions include amendments to the British
British North
America
affecting federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships and the legislative powers,
America Act
Act affecting
of the provinces. No single legislative body or
rights and proprietary interests of
combination of legislative bodies in Canada has or have the legislative capacity
to amend the British
affecting federal-provincial
federal-provincial
British North
North America
America Act
Act in cases affecting
relationships and the legislative powers, rights and proprietary interests of
of the
provinces.
of the United Kingdom
These amendments require legislative action on the part ofthe
area lie at the very heart of
of our federal system.
Parliament. Changes in this urea
of past amendments are: the 1940 amendment with respect to unExamples of
employment insurance; the 1951 amendment with respect to old age pensions;
of Supreme Court
the 1960 amendment with respect to the retirement age of
judges; and the 1964 amendment with respect to supplementary
supplementary benefits
benefits to old
age pensions.
Important constitutional conventions have evolved in Canada to govern those amendments requiring legislative action by the United Kingdom Parliament. The principles
governing these types of
of constitutional amendments are as follows:
follows:
. . . is that
The first
first general
generalprinciple
principle ...
that although
although an enactment
enactment by the United
U nitcd Kingdom
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, such action is taken only upon
is necessary to amend the British
Canada.....
. ..
formal request from Canada
The second
general principle
principle is that the sanction of
second general
of Parliament is required for a
British Nonh
request to the British Parliament for an amendment to the British
North America
America
Act.
...
Act....
third general
Constitution will
The third
general principle
principle is that no amendment to Canada's Constitution
wiii be
of a Canadian province
p r o v i n c....
e....
made by the British Parliament merely upon the request 0f
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The fourth
fourth general
general principle
principle is that the Canadian Parliament will not request an
amendment directly affecting
affecting federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships without prior consultation and agreement with the provinces
provinces.....
. . .22
These important conventions have evolved because Canada is a federation. The
British North
North America
America Act
Act outlines the division of
British
of responsibilities between two distinct
government—federal and provincial. The conventions ensure that neither
orders of government-federal
of government can change unilaterally-and
unilaterally—and by implication have the United
order of
change—the constitutional status of
of the other. If
If these conKingdom Parliament change-the
of Canada's federal system of
of government
government would
ventions are ignored, the very nature of
be destroyed.
The Government of
of Alberta is convinced that the constitutional conventions respecting
British North
North America
America Act
Act affecting
amendments to the British
affecting federal-provincial relationships and
of an
provincial rights, interests and responsibilities also apply to the entrenchment
entrenchment of
amending formula. In a federal system such as Canada's there is no subject
subject which can
have as profound
profound an effect
effect on federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships as an amending formula,
formula,
which sets out how that relationship may be altered in the future. A considerable body
of
of legal opinion in Canada considers provincial consent to be a prerequisite to the
constitutional entrenchment of
of an amending formula. For example, Professor
Professor William
Lederman of
of Queen's University, a distinguished constitutional lawyer, has recently
expressed the opinion that:
" the federal government and Parliament cannot proceed unilaterally to accomplish
accomplish
patriation by means of
of a new, domestic amending formula obtained from
from the British
Parliament by one last request to London. My opinion is that it would be unconstitutional for them to attempt to do so, and by ' unconstitutional
unconstitutional'' I mean contrary
to our present constitutional law ".33
According to Paul Gerin-Lajoie, an eminent authority on Canada's Constitution,
the adoption of
of a general amending formula without the consent of
of all the provinces
would " constitute the most sweeping infringement
infringement of
of provincial sovereignty ".4• In
short, an attempt by the Canadian Parliament to unilaterally entrench an amending
formula in the Constitution would represent a significant
significant departure from
from Canada's
constitutional history and would violate the spirit and intent of
of Confederation
Confederation as well as
our constitutional law.
In Liquidators
Liquidators of
Maritime Bank
Bank of
Receiver-General of
New Brunswick
of the Maritime
of Canada v Receiver-General
of New
(1892), Lord Watson made the following observations:
America Act
Act was neither to weld the provinces
" The object of the British North America
into one, nor to subordinate provincial governments to a central authority, but to
entrusted with
create a federal government in which they should all be represented, entrusted
of affairs
affairs in which they had a common interest, each
the exclusive administration of
province retaining its independence and autonomy. That object was accomplished
by distributing, between the Dominion and the provinces, all powers executive and
legislative, and all public property and revenue which had previously belonged to the
of these
provinces; so that the Dominion Government should be vested with such of
performance of
of its
powers, property, and revenue as were necessary for the due performance
constitutional functions
functions and
and that
that the
the remainder
remainder should
should be
be retained
retained by
by the
the provinces
provinces
constitutional
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of provincial
provincial government.
government. But,
But, in
in so
so far
far as
as regards
regards those
those matters
matters
for
which, by
by section
section 92,
92, are
are specially
specially reserved
reserved for
for provincial
provincial legislation,
legislation, the
the legislature
legislature
which,
of each
each province
province continues
continues to
to be
be free
free from
from the
the control
control of
of the
the Dominion,
Dominion, and
as
of
and as
5
supreme as
as it
it was
was before
before the
the passing
passing of
of the
the Act.
Act."
"5
supreme
Statute of
Westminster did not alter the Judicial Committee of
The Statute
of Westminster
of the Privy Council's
of sovereignty in Canada. In the words of
of Lord Atkin in the
sensitivity to the division of
Labour
of 1937:
Labour Conventions case of
2sThese principles were recognized in a federal White Paper entitled The
The Amendment
Amendment of
of tlze
the I
Constitution of
of Canada
Canadapublished
publishedinin1965
1965under
underthe
theauthority
authorityofofthe
theHon
HonGuy
GuyFavreau,
Favreau,the
the (
Constitution
Minister of Justice for Canada.
33William Lederman, "Simple Patriation of Constitution: There is a Way", Toronto
Toronto Star,
Star,
4 August 1980.
*Paul Gerin-Lajoie, Constitutional
Constitutional Amendment
Amendment inin Canada
Canada(Toronto:
(Toronto: University
University of
of Toronto
Toronto \
~Paul
Press, 1950), p. 163.
6
5[1892]
A.C. 437 at pp.
pp. 441-442.
[1892] A.C.
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" For the purposes of sections 91
91 and 92,
92, i.e., the distribution of legislative powers
powers
between the Dominion and the Provinces, there is no such thing as treaty legislation
as such. The distribution is based on classes of
of subjects; and as a treaty deals with a
particular class of
of subjects so will the legislative power of
of performing
performing it be ascertained.
No one
one can
can doubt
doubt that
that this
this distribution
distribution isis one
one of
ofthe
the most
most essential
essential conditions,
conditions, probably
probably
No
the most
most essential condition, in the inter-provincial compact
compact to which the British
British
North America
America Act
Act gives effect.
North
effect.

f

**

*

*

*

* * ** *

" While the ship of state now sails on larger ventures and into foreign waters she
she
still retains the watertight compartments which are an essential part of
of her original
6
structure"
structure " (empasis added).•
added).
Section 91
91(1)
(1) of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, the
the section
section which
which authorises
authorises the
the Canadian
Canadian
Parliament to amend certain aspects of
of that Act, was purposely restricted so that the
Canadian Parliament action alone could not touch the exclusive legislative powers of
of the
provinces under section 92, or the proprietary interests and rights accorded the provinces
under other sections of
of that Act. It is our belief
belief that it is also unconstitutional
unconstitutional for the
Canadian Parliament to request the United Kingdom Parliament to pass such substantive
substantive
amendments, without the agreement of
of the provinces. In short, it is unconstitutional
unconstitutional
for the Canadian Parliament to do indirectly, through the United Kingdom Parliament,
what it cannot do directly. It is for this reason that Alberta has joined with the provinces
of Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, Manitoba and British Columbia
Columbia to
challenge the constitutionality
constitutionality of
of the federal initiatives introduced in the Canadian
Canadian House
of Commons on 6 October. The first of
of the three hearings will be in the Manitoba
Court of
of Appeal on 4 and 5 December. The basis of
of our legal argument is that the
of the Canadian Government. It
It follows,
Joint Address is unconstitutional on the part of
therefore, that the United Kingdom Parliament is being asked to give sanction to constitutional provisions which are unconstitutional.
The Alberta Government does not question the Canadian Parliament's role in requesting
that constitutional amendments be made by the United Kingdom Parliament. However,
as was clearly pointed out by Gerin-Lajoie, there is a duty attached to the United Kingdom
Parliament's responsibility to amend the British
Act.
British North
North America
America Act.
" Since the Declaration of 1926,
1926, public men both in Britain and in Canada always
always
readily recognized that it was the duty of
of the United Kingdom Parliament
Parliament to enact
any constitutional amendment properly
properly requested
requested by Canada. A point which was
less emphasized and which was never precisely defined
defined is the responsibility
responsibility attached
to this duty-the
duty—the responsibility to ensure, before acting upon any request of
of amendment, that such a request is proper. Indeed, if
if the " equal status " of
of Canada
Canada and
the United Kingdom means anything, the British
British Parliament
Parliament ought to entertain
entertain only
requests from
from the Canadian community
community which are expressed
expressed through constitutional
constitutional
means"
means " (emphasis added). 77
The United Kingdom Parliament must reconcile two conflicting
conflicting notions. On the one
of the 1926 Declaration, is recognized as having " equal status ""
hand Canada, as a result of
constitutional
with the United Kingdom and, therefore, having the right to secure any constitutional
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster, the United
amendment it desires. On the other hand, by the Statute
Kingdom Parliament remains as the only legislative body capable of
of amending certain
British North
North America
America Act.
Act. Therefore, before assenting to
fundamental
fundamental aspects of
of the British
any request for amendment, the United Kingdom Parliament must consider the con~titutional
stitutional propriety of
of such a request. To this extent, the United Kingdom Parliament
Is
of the
is a trustee not only for the Parliament of
of Canada but also for the legislatures of
provinces. As Sir Kenneth Wheare stated:
stated:

" ....
itself to
. . The United Kingdom Parliament should be careful
careful not to permit itself
become the agent of
of the Dominion alone or of
of the provinces alone." 88
"Attomey
ofofOntario,
[1937]
A.C.
326
at atp. p.
351351
and
^Attorney General
General of
of Canada
Canadav vAttorney
AttorneyGeneral
General
Ontario,
[1937]
A.C.
326
and

p.
P- 354.
354.

T
'Paul
Paul Gerin-Lajoie, op.
op. cit., pp. 189-190.
"K.
K. C. Wheare, Federal
Federal Government
Government(4th
(4thed.,
ed.,Oxford:
Oxford:Oxford
OxfordUniversity
UniversityPress,
Press,1963),
1963),p.p.57.
57.
8
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While it may be tnte
true that the United Kingdom Parliament has not refused
refused a request
made by the Canadian Parliament to amend Canada's Constitution, it is equally true
that never before ha<>
has the Canadian Parliament proposed significant
significant amendments to the
Constitution in areas adversely affecting
affecting the constitutional status of
of the provinces,
without their consent. Never before has the United Kingdom Parliament been asked to
of promake amendments to our Constitution over the strong objections of
of a majority
majority of
vinces. Never before has the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom been faced with the
possibility of
of being requested to sanction amendments whose constitutionality
constitutionality is being
challenged in the courts by duly elected provincial governments.
The Government of
of Alberta does not ask the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom to
amend Canada's Constitution, nor do we ask the United Kingdom Parliament
Parliament to contravene established conventions respecting the process observed. We do, however,
request that the United Kingdom Parliament continue its role in constitutional
constitutional amendments as a trustee to both orders of
of government. Let Canadians in Canada
Canada resolve the
issues which are matters of
of considerable debate among federal and provincial governments.
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Part II
Part
The Importance and History of
of Self
Self Government in British Columbia
It
It is essential to note that prior to its entry into Confederation
Confederation in 1871,
1871, the United
of British Columbia was a political entity having, within the contest
context of
of
Crown colony of
of the time, significant
significant elements of
of self
self government.
government When, in
the colonial structures of
Confederation,
due course, the terms and conditions were negotiated for its entry into Confederation,
of British Columbia was recognized and preserved subject
subject to the
the continued existence of
of the BNA Act and the Terms and Conditions of
of Union.
provisions ofthe
Confederation, and which is ,
This is illustrated by the historical perspective leading to Confederation,
follows:
as follows:
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A.
A. EARLY SETTLEMENT
Until well into the 19th Century, British interests on the Pacific Coast of
of North
America were secured only by maritime fur traders making periodic visits and by the
North West Company with its isolated fur-trading
fur-trading posts. Immigration into the area
in these early years was slow, in part because of
of isolation but mainly because the Hudson's
Bay Company, with which the North West Company had merged in 1821,
1821, felt settlement
to be inimical to the fur trade. By the early 1840's, however, the rate of
of American
immigration into the neighbouring Oregon country forced the fur-trading
fur-trading company to
acknowledge that the joint occupancy arrangement, in effect
effect since 1818, between Britain
and the United States must come to an end.
B. COLOKI\L
COLONI\L EXPANSION
EXPANSION AND UNION
In 1843, the Hudson's Bay Company established Fort Victoria on Vancouver
Vancouver Island.
The wisdom of that decision became apparent when three years later the boundary
treaty was signed and the 49th parallel became basically the boundary between the
United States and British possessions. Great Britain, recognizing the need to colonize
the territory now assigned to it by treaty, turned to the Hudson's Bay Company
Company as its
agent. It became the sole proprietor of
of Vancouver Island in return for its undertaking
to establish thereon British settlers. Thus, in 1849, Vancouver Island became a British
crown colony, the first on the North Pacific Coast.
As for the mainland, the Fraser River goldrush in 1858 and its subsequent extension
into the Cariboo diggings in the early 1860's
1860*s resulted in thousands of
of gold-hungry miners,
principally Americans from California
California and Oregon, pouring into British Territory.
No formal government existed on the Mainland to meet the obvious need. Hence, in
1851
1851 Imperial legislation was passed creating the mainland colony of
of British Columbia.
Territorial extensions northward subsequently followed and then the two coloniescolonies—
Vancouver Island and the Mainland colony-were
colony—were unit<:d
united in 1866 by Imperial legislation
to comprise an area with boundaries identical to those of the present province.
COLUMBIA ENTERS CONFEDERATION
C. BRITISH CoLUMBIA
CONFEDERATION
East of
of the Rocky Mountains in British North America in 1867 the first stage of
of
Confederation
Confederation was accomplished; an event which aroused little interest in British
Columbia 3,000 miles away. Its people were facing closer to home the continuing dilemma
posed by American expansionism as demonstrated that same year by the purchase of
of
Alaska by the United States. Conditions surrounding British Columbia's entry into
Confederation
Confederation were, therefore, much different
different from those faced by other Provinces.
There were three political options:
(1) Annexation to the United States, proposed primarily by American business
interests in Victoria with little support elsewhere in the colony.
(2) Union with Canada, supported by Canadians now resident in the colony as well
as by many of
of its British citizens.
(3) Maintenance of
of the status
status quo, understandably suprortcd
supported by the colonial
official:,
officials of
of the day
day..
.-\!though
Although British Columbia was, like the Canadian provinces, experiencing economic
depression international political forces were at work which played a considerable role
~epression
in its entry into Canadian Confederation.
Confederation.
Ill
The Canadian Government, for its own reasons, was also interested in British Columbia.
In particular it wished to offset
offset the threat of
of American expansionist activity both eastwestward of
of the Rocky Mountains. Commercially, there was a desire
ward as well as \',estward
to open up transportation routes to facilitate trade with the Orient, to form a common
market from sea to sea, and to obtain access to British Columbia's resources.
of the three options to pursue could not long be delayed for
. The decision as to which of
lJ?
in 1869 an annexation petition to be presented to the President of
of the United States was
Circulated
circulated by a :;;ignificant
significant nurr:ber
number of
of residents of
of Victoria.
Section 146
146 of the BNA Act, 1867,
1867, enable the colonies named in that section (which
(which
. Seciion
Inci;ldes
includes British Columbia) to become members of
of the federal union \Yilhout
without further
further
legisl<'.tion
•egislation on the part of
of the Parliament of
of the United Kingdcm and this section was
held to confer
confer upon those colonies an independent status for the purpose of
of negotiating
Attorney General for
for British
British Columbia
the terms cf
of their entering the unio•1.
union. In Attorney
Columbia v
Attorney General for
for Canada (1914) A.C. 153 at p. 163 the Judicial Committee :>aid:
Attorney
said:
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"In
" In 1871
1871 British Columbia was
was admitted, under section 146
146 of the British North
America Act, into the Union of Provinces which that Act constituted . .• .. .. These
addresses contained the terms and conditions upon which these two quasi-independent communities proposed ...
. . . that the union should be effected, and the terms
and conditions, so far as approved of by their then Sovereign, were intended to be
embodied in the Order of Council effecting
...".
effecting the union,
union,...".
In the spring of 1869 the
the Governor
Governor of
of the
the United
United Colony
Colony of
of British
British Columbia
Columbia presented
presented
to the colonial legislative Council a set of resolutions outlining the terms of
of union with
Canada. After a lengthy debate, revised resolutions were accepted and entrusted to a delegation of three for negotiation with the Canadian Government. In Ottawa they met with
general acceptance; of the alterations made only two were of major significance:
(1) the promise of the construction of a railway to British Columbia to begin within
two years to be completed within 10 years
years of the
the date
date of union;
union; and
and
(2) the guarantee of the introduction of responsible government immediately
following Confederation.
Confederation.
Early in 1871,
1871, the revised Terms and Conditions of Union were presented to a
Legislative Council in which for the first time elected members predominated. After
a brief debate the Terms were unanimously adopted and incorporated into an Address
to the Queen. The Imperial Government issued the requisite Order in Council pursuant
to section 146 of the BNA Act. The Terms and Conditions of Union, set out in
. . a transaction .. .. .. being of
Appendix I, were later described judicially as " ....
of the
alia,
nature of a treaty between two independent bodies . . . ""*1 They provided, inter alia,
that the general provisions of the BNA Act shall be applicable to British Columbia,
as they apply to the other Provinces of the
" in the same way and to the like extent as
Dominion, and as if the Colony of British Columbia had been one of the Provinces
Act".
originally united by the said Act
".
On 20 July 1871
1871 British
BritishColumbia
Columbiabecame
becameaaProvince
Provinceof
ofCanada.
Canada. Thus
Thusthe
thedream
dream of
ofaa
nation from sea to sea was realised, British Columbia bringing with it into the Canadian
Federation a land of some 366,000 square miles - three times the size of
of the British
Isles.
Partii
Part II

The Essence of
of Federalism
A.
A. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
The problems of constitutional amendment are particularly complex in a federal state.
In order to move towards a solution to those problems it is necessary to understand both
Jn
the essence of federalism and its implications for countries, such as Canada, which
choose to adopt it as a fundamental constitutional principle.
Lord Watson said: "The object of the (British North America) Act was neither to
weld the provinces into one, nor to subordinate provincial governments to a central
authority, but to create a federal government in which they should all be represented,
had a common
entrusted with the exclusive administration of affairs in which they
interest, each province retaining its independence and autonomy. " 22
There can be no doubt that Canada is a federal society. The Canadian nation is a
prism of diversities reflecting many elements be they geographic, economic, ethnic,
linguistic, religious or political; indeed it is these very diversities which give Canada its
distinctiveness and its strength.
The basic characteristic of a federal system of government is the existence of
of two sepasepa·
rate, independent and juridically equal levels of government, each exercising important
powers, and neither being subordinate to the other. Canada has traditionally enjoyed
Confederation,
such a federal system of government and would point to the history of the Confederation.
post-Confederation developments in the legislative capacity of the provinces to
and to post-Confederation
support this conclusion. But the Government of British Columbia believes that the
course of conduct presently contemplated by the Government of Canada is contrary to
federalism.
this basic concept of federalism.
1x
Attomey General
General of
of British
British Columbia
Columbiav vAttomey
AttorneyGeneral
GeneralofofCanada
Canada
(1887)
S.C.R..
Attorney
(1887)
14 14
S.C.R.
34534?
at 372 (rev'd:
(rev'd: (1889)
(1889) 14
14A.C.
A.C.295).
295).
2
The Liquidators
of New
Bnmswicl:
j
*The
Liquidatorsofofthe
theMaritime
MaritimeBa11k
BankofofCanada
Canadav vTlze
TheReceiver-Ge11eral
Receiver-General
of New
Brunswick
(1892) A.C. 437 at pp. 441
441 to
to 442.
442.
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B. THE
THE GENESIS
GENESIS OF
OF CONFEDERATION
CONFEDERATION - ACTION BY
BY THE
THE PROVINCES
PROVINCES
It is essential to recall that prior to 1867
1867 the federating "provinces"
" provinces " existed as selfgoverning political units with separate and independent governments. All of the provinces had a shared allegiance to the Queen. But,
But, except for that single shared common
thread, the
the provinces shared no other formal connecting link.
It is against this background of provincial independence and freedom
freedom that the Confederation agreement contained in the BNA Act of 1867 must be considered. ConfederaConfederawas not imposed on the provinces by the Imperial authorities, whose position
tion was
was one
one of quiet encouragement as Canadian politicians and citizens groped
throughout was
new governmental modus vivendi. Similarly, Confederation
Confederation was
not
their way towards a new
was not
imposed on the provinces by any superior Canadian authority, for the simple reason that
was none. Confederation
Confederation flowed from the free choice made by the existing and
there was
independent Canadian provinces.

In choosing Confederation
Confederation the provinces rejected
rejected a number of other options, the two
most visible being continued separate existence and the creation of a unitary state along
British lines. The provinces
provinces rejected
rejected the
the former
former option
option because
because of
of collective
collective unhappiness
unhappiness
with the political deadlock that flowed from it and because of their growing realization
that in some areas (national defence, commercial policy) their collective interests could
be well served by a common national government. The provinces rejected
rejected the unitary
state option because of their desire to retain local control over matters such as education
and social services, in which diversity was
was thought to be beneficial.
beneficial.
The concept of federalismfederalism - the third option in 18671867 - was viewed optimistically
optimistically by the
original federating provinces as a balanced response to the problems besetting the
provinces in the mid-1860's. It allowed for national regulation of matters in which the
of
provincial interests were common but maintained provincial control of matters of
peculiarly local concern. This was
was the choice, the agreement, made by the provinces in
The choice was
was to create a federal state with two
two separate, independent
independent and equal
1867. The
was not to be merely a
levels of government. The newly created national government was
of the provinces; its existence and independence were assured by various sections
delegate of
of the British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, especially section 91. On the other hand, the
the separate
and deeply
deeply rooted
rooted existence
existence and
and identities
identities of
of the
the provinces
provinces were
were not
not submerged
submerged under
under
and
the new
new national
national government;
government; provincial
provincial powers
powers were
were assured
assured by
by other
other sections
sections of
of the
the
the
BNA
especially section
section 92.
BNA Act,
Act, especially
92.
It is unquestionable that upon any other basis agreement would not have been achieved.

The essence of this balance was
was captured in statements made in 1867
1867 by many of the
Confederation debates indicates that
Fathers of Confederation. An examination of the Confederation
Confederation intended to create a federal system in which the identities
the Fathers of Confederation
and powers of the federating provinces were protected. This protection was particularly
who were concerned
concerned as to the
important to the politicians and citizens of Lower Canada who
of their French heritage in a new country dominated by English-speaking
English-speaking
possible dilution of
Canadians. However, the politicians of Lower Canada ultimately overcame their reserConfederation, but only because they felt that federalism
federalism protected
vations and agreed to Confederation,
N . F.
F . Belleau, one of the Fathers of the Confederation,
Confederation, put it:
their heritage. As N.
" The
The first
first point to
to which I directed my
my attention was to ascertain what guarantees
guarantees
Confederation for its laws, its religion and its autonomy.
Lower Canada would find in Confederation
the scheme which gives to
I find the guarantee of all those things in that article of the
Lower Canada the local government of its affairs, and the control of all matters
manufacturers and its
institutions, to its laws, to its religion, its manufacturers
relating to its
3
autonomy ".3
The English Canadian members clearly viewed Confederation
Confederation in a similar light. Sir
John A. Macdonald who went on to become the first Prime Minister of Canada
Canada said:
The Conference having come to the
the conclusion that a Legislative union, pure
pure
" The
was impracticable, our next attempt was
was to form a government
government upon
and simple, was
federal principles, which would give to the General Government the strength of a
legislative and administrative union, while at the same time it preserved that liberty
of action for the different
different sections which is allowed bv
by a federal union. And I am
of
belief—that we have hit upon a happy medium in those resolutions, and
strong in the belief-that
~~~--------------------3

-

N. F.
F. Belleau, in P.
P. B.
B. Waite (ed.),
(ed.), Tlze
The Confederation
ConfederationDebates
Debates(1963),
(1963),p.p.29.
29.
"N.
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that we have formed a scheme of
of both,
of government which unites the advantages of
giving us the strength of
of a Federal
of a Legislative union and the sectional freedom
freedom of
union, with protection to local interests. "•
"4
The federal government's proposed constitutional reforms do not protect local interests;
they abridge them. To allow this abridgement to occur without provincial consent
violates, and perhaps abrogates the "happy
"happy medium" which Sir John A. Macdonald
and the other Fathers of
of Confederation
Confederation achieved in 1867 when they fixed upon federalism
federalism
as the primary organizing principle of
of the new Canadian government.
In summary, the three facts which emerge from an examination of
of Canadian
Canadian history in
the 1860's are these: First, the Confederation
Confederation movement was indigenous and not imposed.
Secondly, the participants in the Confederation
of federalism,
Confederation movement chose the concept of
federalism,
a system of government which joined the provinces together for some purposes while
respecting their plenary powers and identities in others. Thirdly, the primary participants
in the Confederation
Confederation movement.
movement, choosing freely from among several options, were the
existing and separate provincial governments, a point once made by Prime Minister
Trudeau, who wrote:
"It
" It should be a sufficiently
sufficiently workable proposition to hold that the Act of 1867
was a law of
of the Imperial Parliament but a law based on an agreement
agreement between
federating provinces, and consequently a law which can best be under~tood
federating
understood and interpreted (and eventually amended) by referring to the spirit of
of that agreement. " 55
of British Columbia believes strongly that both the concept and the
The Government of
of the Confederation
Confederation agreement is clear and fundamental. Its core is acceptance of
spirit of
of
of the two orders of
of government created by that agreement. The
the equal status of
of the constitutional reform
reform process chosen by the current federal
unilateral nature of
of the parties to the
government is wholly incompatible with the clear intention of
Confederation agreement.
Confederation

C.
C.

POST-CO::-.IFEDERATION
POST-CONFEDERATION DEVELOPMENTS

Everything that has happened in the political life of
of the country in the succeeding 113
years confirms this initial conception. The subsequent legislation of
of the Imperial
Parliament, the constitutional decisions of
of the Courts and the actions of
of the two orders
of
of
of government themselves have all been founded on the bedrock of
of these principles of
federalism.
of the British Parliament is amply illustrated by the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster,
The view of
after the British
North
1931, the most important Canadian constitutional document after
British North
America Act.
Act. In section 7 of
America
of the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster the British Parliament
Parliament provided
quite clearly for both the equality of
(2)J
of federal and provincial governments (subsection (2))
and the unfettered
jurisdiction of
of
unfettered jurisdiction
of these governments when acting within the boundaries of
their legislative jurisdiction
jurisdiction (subsection (3)). If
of the
If it had been in the contemplation
contemplation of
federating states and the British Parliament that the Government of
of Canada
Canada could
pursue the course upon which it is now intent, it is beyond question that the Statute
Statute of
of
Westminster would have so provided.
Westminster

The Canadian courts have since Confederation
of impartial
Confederation played the important role of
of government, and have been especially articulate exponents
umpire between the two levels of
of the implications of
of a federal system of
of government. For almost 100 years now, first
of
Privy Council and then the Supreme Court of
of Canada, in such cases as Hodge
the Prhy
Hodge vY
6
(1883),6 Liquidators
of the l![aritime
Maritime Bank
of Canada v Receiver-General
The Queen (1883),
Liquidators of
Bank of
Receiver-General of
of
New
(1892),' Attorney-General
(Canada) v Attorney-General
Ontario (Labour
New Brunswick
Brunswick (1892)/
Attomey-General
Attorney-General
8
(Nova Scotia)
Scotia) v Attorney-General
Attomey-General
(Nova
Attorney-General (Canada) (InterConventions) (1937), 8 Attorney-General
9
9 and Re
of Parliament
(1950)
Re Authority
Authority of
Parliament in relation to the Upper House
delegation
Case)
10
(1979), have sustained the principle of
of federalism, and through it the authority
authority of
(1979),1°
of the
-----------------~J.
*J. A.

Macdonald, in \Vaite,
Waite, s!1pra,
supra,Footnote
Footnote3,3,p.p.43.
43.
Trudeau, Federalism
(1968)
pp.pp.
131-2
(Emphasi~
added).
Trudeau,
Federalismand
andthe
theFrench
FrenchCanadians
Canadians
(1968)
131-2
(Emphasis
added).
"(1883)
9 A.C. 117.
7
"(1892)
(1892) A.C.
A.C. 437.
8s(1937) A.C.
A.C. 326.
9
"(1951}
(1951) S.C.R.
S.C.R. 31.
31.
1100 (1980) 1 S.C.R.
(1980) 1S.C.R. 54.
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positive way in the 1960-61
1960-61 formula
formula and
and confirmed
confirmed in
inthe
the 1964
1964formula.
formula. ItItwas
wasembodied
embodied
in the concept of delegation which would enable certain matters to be dealt with either
federally or provincially, without requiring the identical arrangement for all provinces.
of
This would be done by the action of Parliament together with a minimum number of
interested provincial legislatures.
THE AMENDMENT TO SECTION 91 BY
BY THE BRITISH NORTH AMERICA AcT
ACT OF 1949;
1949;
THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONFERENCE OF 1950
1950
From 1937 to 1949, pursuit of an amending formula gave way to the more pressing
demands of defence, prosecution of the war, and post-war reconstruction. With the
of
return of normal conditions, the Right Honourable Louis St-Laurent, Prime Minister of
Canada, said in a national broadcast on May 9th, 1949:
1949:
"The
" The record of Canadians in two
two World \Vars
Wars demonstrated beyond any question
our ability and our capacity to bear the responsibilities of full nationhood. But
our adult nationhood is not yet fully recognized in our Constitution and our laws ...
...
a method should be worked out to amend our Constitution in Canada ...
. . . we do not
want the Canadian Constitution to be too rigid, but we do want to make sure it
contains the fullest safeguards of provincial rights, of the use of the two official
official
languages, and of those other historic rights which are the sacred trusts
trusts of our national
partnership ".
To implement this declaration of policy, the federal government started from the premise-accepted
mise—accepted in 1935-36-that
1935-36—that in a federation like Canada, constitutional matters fall
into three broad classes:
classes: those that are of concern to the provinces only; those that are
of concern to the federal government only; and those that are of concern to the federal
government and to some or all of the provinces.
provinces.
Section 92(1) of the British North America Act already gave the provincial legislatures
exclusive power over the amendment of their respective provincial constitutions. But
there was no parallel provision for the Parliament of Canada. Accordingly, the govern91 which, as noted earlier, gave
ment decided to proceed with an amendment to section 91
ParUament the power to amend the Constitution of Canada in respect of purely federal
Parliament
matters.
The government then called a federal-provincial conference to consider procedures of
of
amendment in matters of concern to both the federal and provincial governments. This
Constitutional Conference met in Ottawa in January 1950 and continued in Quebec
City in September of that year. The purpose of the Conference, as stated by the Prime
Minister, was " to seek together to devise a generally satisfactory method of transferring
transferring
to authorities responsible to the people of Canada the jurisdiction which may have to be
exercised from time to time to amend those fundamental parts of the Constitution which
are of concern alike to the federal and provincial authorities ".
At the January meetings, the Conference established a committee of Attorneys-General,
which recommended that the provisions of the British North America Act and other
constitutional Acts should be examined and grouped under six heads as follows:
(i) provisions which concern Parliament only;
(if) provisions which concern the provincial legislatures only;
(ii)
(iii) provisions which concern Parliament and one or more but not all of the
provincial
provincial legislatures;
legislatures;
(iv)
(iv) provisions
provisions which
which concern
concern Parliament
Parliament and
and all
all of
of the
the provincial
provincial legislatures;
legislatures;
(v)
provisions
concerning
fundamental
rights
as,
for
example,
language;
(v) provisions concerning fundamental rights as, for example, education,
education, language;
and
and
(vi)
be repealed.
repealed.
(vi) provisions
provisions which
which should
should be
It was intended that a different
different amending formula would apply to each group. Thus
in the case of group (i) amendments could be made by an Act of the Parliament of Canada
alone; in group (ii) by an Act of the provincial legislature alone; in group (iii) by an Act
affected;
of the Parliament of Canada and an Act of the legislature of each of the provinces affected;
in group (iv) by an Act of the Parliament of Canada and a majority of the provincial
legislatures, based upon such conditions as might be agreed upon; in group (v) by an
aE the provinces.
Act of the Parliament of Canada and Acts of the legislatures of all
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In August of 1950, a similar committee of Attorneys-General met in Ottawa and tried
to sort the provisions of the British North America Act and other constitutional Acts,
into the agreed categories. Each jurisdiction prepared its own breakdown of the sections
that would fall within each of the six groups.
The resulting analyses were examined and discussed by the full Conference when it
resumed in Quebec City in September of 1950.
1950. It was soon realized, however, that the
different categories until the amending formula
sections could not be placed in the six different
for each category was known.
Various proposals were put forward but no agreement was reached. It was generally
of
understood that the Constitutional Conference would continue its work at the time of
the federal-provincial Fiscal Conference to be held later that year. However, the Fiscal
Conference, which met in Ottawa in December 1950 in the midst of the Korean crisis,
concentrated its attention on fiscal arrangements and social security. It was decided
to suspend the further deliberations of the Constitutional Conference, pending consideration of the tax agreements and related matters. In fact, it never reconvened.
During the 1950 Constitutional Conference, most of the provinces objected to the
newly-enacted amendment, section 91(1). They felt that it went too far; that in the absence
of rights of participation by the provincial legislatures, it could enable Parliament unilaterally to make changes that could be of great importance to the provinces. The Prime
Minister, the Rt. Hon. Louis St-Laurent, indicated that if a comprehensive amending
formula could be reached, the Government of Canada would be willing to integrate the
provision of section 91(1) into it, and to consider then what adjustments might be necessary to meet the legitimate concerns and anxieties of the provinces.
With regard to possible integration of section 91(1) into a comprehensive amending
formula, Mr. St-Laurent said:
" II understand the suggestion ...
. . . would cover the whole
whole field and would render
subsection (1) of 91, enacted by the 1949 Statute, inoperative. What I stated was
that we had no objection to the discussion of an overall procedure being overall;
but . . .. we were not suggesting we would be prepared, if nothing else was agreed
upon, to ask for the repeal of the 1949 Statute. It would disappear in an overall
if
procedure; but it was not intended to be an undertaking to cause it to disappear if
there were to be no overall procedure."
With regard to the interpretation of section 91(1) and to its possible adjustment
within the framework of a comprehensive amending formula, Mr. St-Laurent said:
are aa certain number of provisions in the British North America Act
" There are
which are part of the constitution of each province. They certainly are not included
in 91(1) because under 92(1) the provinces respectively have exclusive jurisdiction in
that regard. . . . There are other provisions which are clearly rights that the legis.....This
This is certainly something which could not be interfered
with....
latures enjoy
enjoy...
interfered with..
..
of the central
The field really narrows down to these matters which affect the set-up ofthe
authority. Even there, there are some provisions which it had been suggested here
should not be left to the unlimited control of parliament. I think they would be
under the unlimited control of the central parliament. For instance, those which
refer to the Senate and to the representation in the House of Commons are, I think,
a part of the Canadian constitution. They are not matters which are excluded by
the exceptions.
Now, it has always seemed to me that was something that was lacking in the
constitution. No provision was made in that respect, probably because the overall
legislative authority was being retained in the parliament of Westminster. It may
very well be that when we come to the position where the legislative jurisdiction
will not be retained in the
the parliament
parliament at
at Westminster,
Westminster, itit would
would be
be conducive
conducive to
to greater
greater
confidence, a more satisfactory feeling throughout the Canadian nation, if there were
some guarantees about them. I have in mind, for instance, the provision which
states that the representation of a province in the Senate shall be such and such and
that it shall always be entitled to no fewer members in the House of Commons.
Probably that is something which should be surrounded with guarantees which do
not exist at the moment."
The principle of the delegation of legislative authority, which was to emerge later,
1960-61 and 1964 formulas, was also discussed, both at the main 1950 Conference
in the 1960-61
of Attorneys-GeneraL
Attorneys-General.
and in the Committee of
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CONSTITUTIONAL CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE OF
OF 1960-61
On January 18th, 1960, during the Throne Speech debate, the Right Honourable John
G. Diefenbaker,
Diefenbaker, Prime Minister of Canada, referred
referred to the amendment to section 99
of
of the British North America Act,
Act, which was
was to be enacted later in the year, in respect
to the tenure of office of judges.
judges. He
He said:
said:
" Here at this session of parliament, in order to
to secure an amendment to our
constitution on a matter that is of national importance affecting
jurisdiction of
of
affecting the jurisdiction
both the federal and provincial parliaments and legislatures of our country, it is still
necessary for us to seek an amendment from the parliament of the United Kingdom.
My hope is that the time will not be too long delayed when as a result of an agreement
between the federal and provincial authorities we will arrive at a point where this
end that we will be able within our own
own
particular phase will be eliminated, to the e11d
country to arrive at a basis for the amendment of our constitution agreeable to all
91 and 92."
and within the constitutional limitations of Sections 91
On July 26th of that year, at the Dominion-Provincial
Dominion-Provincial Conference
Conference in Ottawa, the
Prime Minister said:
" During the
the years,
years, I have advocated that when an
an agreement could be arrived at
between the dominion and the provincial governments, at the very earliest opportunity Canada should proceed to take those measures necessary to assure the
was
amendment of our Constitution in Canada. In the 1950
1950 conference, which was
attended by several of those present on this occasion, or at least by their representatives, there was
was a considerable degree of agreement, and also a lesser degree of disagreement. It has been said that in the intervening years more and more Canadians
are coming to realize that having the provisions inherent in the British North
North America
Act which deny the amendment of the Canadian Constitution in Canada, that
changes in that regard should inevitably and must take place if Canada is to assume
her place as an independent nation within the Commonwealth. . . .. I now say on
behalf
behalf of the federal government that if the various representatives ofthe
of the provinces
are willing, we will convene a conference
conference in Ottawa in September, or October,
possibly first with the representatives of the Attorneys-General of the provinces, to
the end that this step be taken at the earliest possible date consistent with the agreement that must be obtained as between the federal and provincial governments."
Conference of Attorneys-General that followed this announcement met four
four times
The Conference
in the succeeding 14 months, in October 1960, in November 1960, in January 1961 and
1961. A meeting of Deputy Attorneys-General was also held in November
in September 1961.
1961.
Hon. E. D.
D . Fulton, Minister of Justice, suggested to the first
first session that the
The Hon.
Conference might first consider-without
consider—without writing an amending formula-the
formula—the question
Conference
of transferring
transferring authority to Canada to amend the Constitution in all respects in which
of
was suggested that a
it is not now amendable by any legislative authority in Canada. It was
United Kingdom statute should be obtained to authorize the Parliament of Canada, with
the consent of the legislatures of all the provinces, to make any amendments to the
was thought that this would at least transfer
transfer to Canada final amending
Constitution. It was
authority. It was
was admitted that this authority might be too rigid in some respects, but
it was
was felt
felt that
that once
once such
such complete
complete amending
amending authority
authority had
had been
been transferred
transferred to
to Canada,
Canada,
it
suitable amending
amending formula
formula could
could be
be agreed
agreed upon
upon and
and enacted
enacted under
under the
the authority
authority that
that
aa suitable
had been
been conferred.
conferred. However,
However, it
it was
was generally
generally believed
believed that
that the
the Conference
Conference could
find
had
could find
an acceptable
acceptable amending
amending formula
formula at
at once,
once, and
and discussion
discussion proceeded
proceeded on
on that
that basis.
basis.
an

An amending formula eventually emerged from these discussions. Briefly
Briefly it was as
follows: the Parliament of Canada could make laws repealing, amending or re-enacting
any provision of the Constitution of Canada subject to the following conditions, as set
draft:
out in the draft:
1. No law relating to the legislative powers of the provinces, to the rights or privileges
legislatureor
thegovernor the
governgranted or secured by the Constitution of Canada to the legislature
ment of a province, to the assets or property of a province, to the use of the
English or French language, to the minimum representation or " Senatorial
floor " of a province in the House of Commons (section 51A), or to the amendment procedure itself, was
was to go into effect
effect unless it was
was concurred
concurred in by the
legislatures of all the provinces.
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2.
3.

4.

No law relating to one or more but not all the provinces should come into
force unless it was
was concurred in by the legislature of every province to which
the provision referred.
referred.
No law made in respect to education should come into force unless it was
was
concurred in by the legislatures of all the provinces other than Newfoundland,
Newfoundland,
and no law affecting
affecting education in Newfoundland
Newfoundland was
was to go into force unless
it was
was consented to by the legislature of Newfoundland.
Newfoundland.
No
N o law affecting
affecting any other provision of the Constitution should come into force
unless it was concurred in by the legislatures of
of at least two-thirds of the provinces
representing at least 50 per cent of the population.

To overcome the rigidity of the rule of unanimity set forth in condition (1)
(1) above, a
" delegation "" clause was
was included in the
the formula. It
It provided that under specified
specified
conditions, the provinces could delegate to Parliament authority to enact a particular
law-in
law—in respect of a subject coming within the major
major categories of provincial mattersmatters—
that would otherwise be within the exclusive jurisdiction of the provinces to enact; and
that Parliament could similarly delegate to provincial legislatures authority to enact a
particular law that would otherwise be within ihe
jurisdiction of Parliament
the exclusive jurisdiction
to enact. Such delegation would specifically
specifically require, in each case, an Act and the consent of both Parliament and at least four provincial legislatures.
In making the text of the proposed amending formula public, the Minister of Justice
1st, 1961
1961 that the
stated in a press communique, which he issued on December 1st,
ihe text
". . . has been approved by representatives from each provincial delegation and the
satisfactory draft
draft of the formula arrived at by the
federal delegation as being a satisfactory
th() Conmajority also indicated
ference". The communique also stated that " .. .. .. the great majority
draft is based, as being the consensus of the
their approval of the formula on which the draft
Conference and as an acceptable basis for legislation. It is the responsibility now of
Conference
of
formula
each provincial government to consider and decide whether or not it finds the formula
Conference to be acceptable for the purpose of enactment as an amendreported by the Conference
A c t . . . The final
final step would be for the government
ment to the British North America Act.
of Canada to present ihe
the formula to Parliament in a resolution asking for adoption of
of
of
Majesty ., . . This would be the final
final amendment
amendment to the
the necessary Address to Her Majesty
amendment would
Act to be made in the United Kingdom, as by it all future power of amendment
transferred to Canada ".
be transferred
The text of " An Act to provide for the amendment in Canada of the Constitution
of
Constitution of
Canada'',
Canada " , dated November 6th,
6th, 1961,
1961, as it emerged from the Constitutional Conferences
Conferences
of
Appendix 2*.
of 1960-61, is reproduced in Appendix
2*. As Mr.
Mr. Fulton had indicated, the "great
" great
majority"
majority " of the participants in the Conference
Conference regarded the formula as " an acceptable
basis for legislation".
was
legislation ". However, some differences
differences of view remained and the plan was
not carried through to completion.
FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL CONFERENCES
CONFERENCES

OF ATTORNEYS-GENERAL-1964
ATTORNEYS-GENERAL—1964
CONFERENCE OF

In June 1964,
1964, the Prime Minister of Canada, the Right Honourable L. B.
B. Pearson,
of section 94A of the British North
North America
indicated, in connection with the amendment of
supplementary to Old Age Pensions, his intention of
of proposing
Act to provide for benefits supplementary
the question of the procedure for
for amending the Constito the provincial governments that the
federal-provincial conference
conference to be held
tution in Canada be placed on the agenda of the federal-provincial
in Charlottetown
Charlottetown the following September. The provincial Premiers, at their fifth
inter-provincial conference
conference hdd
held in Jasper, Alberta, in August 1964, exchanged
exchanged views on
this matter and requested their Chairman, Premier E. Manning of Alberta, to convey
belief that general agreement on the repatriation of
of the Constito the Prime Minister their belief
tution could be achieved on the basis of the formula that had emerged from the Constitutional Conferences
Conferences of
of 1960
1960 and
and 1961.
1961.
tional
Accordingly, the federal and provincial governments gave consideration to the procedure
for amending the Constitution in Canada at the fc:deral-prc-vincial
federal-provincial Conference
Conference held in
Charlottetown
Charlottetown on September 1st and 2nd,
2nd, 1964
1964 to commemorate the centennial of the
Conference
1864.
Conference of the Fathers of Confederation
Confederation which took place in that city in 1864.
*Not printed here.
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At the conclusion of the Conference on September 2nd, the Prime Minister and Premiers
announced in a press communique that they had " ...
affirmed their unanimous decision
. . .affirmed
to conclude the repatriation of the B.N.A. Act without delay".
delay ". To this end, the communique added, " they decided to complete a procedure for amending the Constitution
in Canada based on the draft legislation proposed at the Constitutional Conference of
of
1961, which they accept in principle". It was also agreed that an early meeting of the
Attorneys-General of Canada and the provinces would be called,
called, to
to complete
complete the
the amending
amending
formula devised by the 1961
1961 Conference,
Conference,and
andto
toreport
reportto
tothe
thePrime
PrimeMinister
Ministerand
andPremiers.
Premiers.
The Attorneys-General met in Ottawa on October 5th,
5tb, 6th, 13th and 14th. Their
main problem-as
problem—as had been forecast at the 1950 Conference and recognized in Charlottetown-was
town—was to integrate the exclusive power of amendment conferred en
on Parliament
in 1949 (section 91(1)) into the procedure of amendment proposed in 1961.
1961. The
Attorney-General agreed that the provision of section 91(1),
91(1), suitably adjusted, should
form part of a general and comprehensive amending procedure-just
procedure—just as the corresponding
provision of section 92(1), relating to the
the exclusive
exclusive power of
of amendment
amendment of
of the provinces,
provinces,
would be included in such a procedure.
The problem posed by section 91(1) was that it defined Parliament's powers in broad
general terms-broader,
terms—broader, for example, than those that had been contemplated in 1935-36.
The intention in 1949 was to give Parliament power to amend the Constitution of Canada
in its purely federal aspects only, but to leave it to the Courts to determine precisely
what matters were included in or excluded from the powers
powersconferred.
conferred. It
It was
wasthe
thegenerality
generality
and uncertainty of this provision that had been objected to by the provinces in 1949-50
and in 1960-61.
The Conference therefore defined Parliament's exclusive power of amendment with
greater accuracy and precision, so as to ensure that Parliament's authority would not
conflict with fundamental provincial rights or with the other provisions of the amendment
procedure. Specifically, this power was defined as applying to " the Constitution
of Canada in relation to the executive Government of Canada, and the Senate and
House of Commons." Certain exceptions were added, notably those concerning the
representation of the provinces in the Senate, and the principles of proportionate repredefinition of
sentation of the provinces in the House of Commons. Comparison of this definition
of
Parliament's exclusive power of amendment with the definition that was contemplated
in 1935-36 illustrates a marked degree of consistency in the thinking and the approach
to this subject at both the federal and the provincial levels.
In addition to the substantial changes that resulted from inclusion of section 91(1)
as revised, and section 92(1),
92(1), the Attorneys-General recommended four other technical
changes in the 1961
1961 amending formula. They also added a new Part, providing for a
schedule that would give the French version of the Act to be submitted to the United
Kingdom Parliament, thus making both English and French texts official.
The Conference of Attorneys-General unanimously recommended this amending
procedure to the Conference of the Prime Minister and Premiers, which, in turn,
1964. The communique issued by the Conunanimously accepted it on October 14th, 1964.
future
ference that day states that when the amending procedure becomes law, all future
amendments to Canada's Constitt~tion
Constitution will be made
madein
in Canada
Canadainstead
instead of
of by
bythe
theParliament
Parliament
" As a result," the communique added,"
added, " our Constitution will
of the United Kingdom. "As
have become,
become, for
for the
thefirst
timein
inthe
thehistory
historyof
ofCanada,
Canada,truly
trulyand
andwholly
whollyCanadian".
Canadian ".
have
first time
The Conference further agreed that the Government of Canada and the governments of
of
the provinces would " from time to time study, in the light of experience, the working
of the Canadian Constitution and any revision proposals which may be submitted by any
of the governments".
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IV
IV

THE AMENDING FORMULA EXPLAINED
GENERAL

As has been indicated, the amending formula that has now been agreed upon by the
federal government and the governments of all the provinces embodies principles that
were developed during the four major conferences of 1935-36,
1950, 1960-61 and
1935-36,1950,1960-61
and 1964.
1964.
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The
The 1935-36
1935-36 Conference
Conferenceidentified
identifiedfour
fourcategories
categoriesofofamendments:
amendments:(1)
(1)those
thoseaffecting
affecting
Canada only; (2) those affecting
affecting Canada and one or more but not all of the provinces;
(3) those affecting
affecting Canada and all the provinces and which should require majority
4) those
consent; and ((4)
provinces, and
and which are
are of
of such
such nature
nature
those affecting
affecting Canada
Canada and
and all
all the
the provinces,
as to require the unanimous consent of the provinces. The formula also stipulated
which provisions of the British North America Acts would fall within each category.
category.

The 1950
1950Conference
Conference
recommended
that
amendment
purposes,
provisions
The
recommended
that
forfor
amendment
purposes,
thethe
provisions
ofof
thethe
British North America Act should be grouped in six categories:
categories: (1)
(1) those concerning
Parliament only; (2) those
3) those
those concerning
concerning the
the provincial legislatures
legislatures only;
only; ((3)
thoseconcernmg
concerning
Parliament and one or more but not all of the provincial legislatures; ((4)
4) those concerning
Parliament and all of the provincial legislatures; (5) those concerning fundamental
fundamental
individual and provincial rights; and (6) those that should be repealed. It was also
recommended that a different
different amending procedure should be applied to each of the first
five
fiveofofthese
thesecategories.
categories.
The
The 1960-61
1960-61 Conference
Conferenceaccepted
acceptedthe
the1950
1950categories
categoriesininprinciple
principleand
andproceeded
proceededtoto
seek agreement on amending procedures applicable to each. The Conference agreed at
the outset that language and education provisions (category 5) should be amendable by
Parliament only with the consent of all the
the legislatures;
legislatures; that
that provisions
provisionsrelating
relatingto
tosome
somebut
but
not all the provinces (category 3) should be amendable by Parliament with the consent
of the provinces concerned.

In relation to category (4),
(4), it was agreed that some provisions applicable to all the
provinces should be amendable with something less than unanimous consent, but that
others might more appropriately be included in the same category as language and education, and be subject to amendment only with the concurrence of all the provinces.
Discussions were concerned primarily with the question of which of the provisions
should require such unanimous consent. The Conference also followed up the suggestion
of the 1950 Conference regarding delegation, and agreed that such a provision should be
included.
The amending formula that emerged from the 1960-61
1960-61 Conference represented a
time. It provided an amending
reconciliation of most of the views put forward up to that time.
procedure for all but two of the main categories recommended at the 1950 Conference,
namely, provisions which concern Parliament only (category 1) and provisions which
concern the provincial legislatures only (category 2). These were discussed by the 1960-61
final agreement on the other
Conference, but were put over for further consideration untilfinal
categories could be reached.
The
began
byby
accepting
thethe
1960-61
formula
principle.
The 1964
1964Conference
Conference
began
accepting
1960-61
formulainin
principle.Discussion
Discussion
centered largely on the two categories not covered in 1960-61
1960-61:: whether and in what way
the amending power of Parliament under 91(1) and the amending power of the provinces
under 92(1) should be embodied in the amending formula, so as to make it complete.
It was agreed that these powers should be included and accordingly provisions were
incorporated in the amending formula to replace those contained in 91(1) and 92(1). In
affecting substance, the 1960-61
other respects, except for a few minor amendments not affecting
as itit stood.
stood.
amending formula was accepted as

The 1964 formula thus incorporates all of the five
five amending categories recommended
Conference which
which in
in turn
turn had
had been
been broadly
broadly defined
defined by
by the
the 1935-36
1935-36 Conference.
Conference.
at the 1950 Conference
It therefore represents a basic conception which prevailed or evolved through four series of
of
conferences over a period ofnearly thirty years.
years.
To have effect, the amending formula must now be enacted into law. It comprises, in
essence, a final amendment to the series of United Kingdom statutes known as the British
North America Acts, and it is therefore necessary that the formula itself
itself be enacted by
the United Kingdom Parliarnent.
Parliament. Like that of 1960-61, the 1964 formula includes a
renunciation clause whereby the United Kingdom Parliament renounces any further
further
Canada.
right to pass statutes that will form part of the law of Canada.
Once the amendiag
amending formula has been enacted, it will become part of the law of
of Canada.
Ther-:after
Thereafter the formula itself-as
itself—as \veU
well as all of the British North America Acts-will
Acts—will be
under the complete and exclusive jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada acting either
alone or in combination with the legislatures of the provinces, as prescribed by the
amending formula.
formula.
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CHAPTER V
V

THE AMENDING
AMENDING FORMULA:
FORMULA:
AN APPRAISAL
APPRATSAL
The federal government is satisfied
satisfied that the procedure for constitutional amendment
elaborated in 1960-61 and completed in 1964
1964 is suited to the framework
framework of Canada's
federal constitution and political structure. It represents the best balance that could be
achieved by agreement between the federal and provincial governments.
This procedure has, however, been criticized by some Canadians. Some have called it
excessively rigid; others object that it is too flexible. Some argue that the delegation
clause was
was designed to facilitate decentralization; others are apprehensive that it will
encourage centralization. These contradictory views reflect the basic differences
differences that
made a federal system necessary in Canada. They are probably unavoidable in any
proposal for constitutional amendment in a federal state. An additional criticism has
been that the amending procedure does not really provide for the " repatriation
repatriation " of the
Constitution of Canada, but only for its future amendment in Canada. All these
criticisms merit serious examination.
STABILITY VERSUS
VERSUS FLEXIBILITY
FLEXIBILITY

, Most constitutions, whether written or unwritten and
and whether for federal or for unitary
states, contain a substantial degree of resistance to change. This is a natural characteristic of constitutions, since they are intended to provide a continuing framework
framework on which
the government of a nation will operate through the years.
In a federal state, there are particular considerations that add to the importance of this
built-in certainty and stability. A federal system is one in which the powers of all legislatures and governments are limited not only by definition
definition but by their relationship to each
other. The very nature of the federation requires that the rights and powers of its
constituent units be protected.
The problem in framing federal constitutions and the procedures for amending them
of
always has been to strike the proper balance between the requirements of stability and of
inflexibility are equally destructive to the
adaptability. Excessive flexibility and excessive inflexibility
federal structure.
In his work on"
on " The Government of Canada",
Canada ", Dr. MacGregor Dawson states:
" .. .. . . while change and growth are inevitable phenomena in constitutional
constitutional life,
fundamental
these follow an uncertain and largely unpredictable course. Certain fundamental
principles, however, are apt to remain stationary or to yield to pressures very reluctantly, and constitutions can therefore afford
afford as a rule to be rigid in essentials provided
framed that in other respects they are free to conform
conform to the changing
they are so framed
needs of the contemporary world." (p.137)
The procedures for amending the constitutions of some of the principal federal systems
Appendix 4*.
in the world are set out in Appendix
of the United States, changes to the constitution have been
Broadly speaking, in the case of
of
brought about through amendments initiated by a two-thirds vote of both houses of
thereafter by three-quarters of the state legislatures.
Congress, with approval required thereafter
This procedure clearly indicates that while change should be possible, it was never
1789 has demonstrated
demonstrated the
intended to be easy. The history of the United States since 1789
rigidity of this formula. Apart from the first
first ten amendments in 1791-designed
1791—designed to
document—there have been only 14 amendments in the last 173
complete the original document-there
years. This does not mean, of course, that the U.S. Constitution has not been changed
method has
in the other ways through which development can take place. A principal method
courts to
to
been by judicial
judicial interpretation, in which the constitution is applied by the courts
situations that
that could
could not
not have
have been
been foreseen
foreseen at
at the
the time
time it
it was
was devised.
devised.
situations
was intended to be more flexible than that in the United
The procedure in Australia was
majority of both houses, and does not depend on action
States. It calls for a simple majority
*Not printed here.
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by the state legislatures. Final approval of amendments is by a direct vote of the electors
and requires a straight majority of the voters in a majority of the states. This system,
too, has proved to be rigid in operation. In "Democracy
" Democracy in the Dominions",
Dominions ", Dr. A.
Brady says:
" In truth the Australian is
is no less
less rigid than the other federal systems of the
English-speaking world. Within the first
first forty-eight years of the Commonwealth,
some twenty-three bills amending the constitution were passed by Parliament, of
of
Significant prowhich only four were accepted by the electors as amendments. Significant
posals have repeatedly been rejected by the people, including those designed to
effectively with commerce
enlarge the powers of the Commonwealth to deal more effectively
. . . ••"
and industry. The popular referendum has been a conservative institution ...
(pp. 173-4)
(pp.
That the Australian referendum has proved to be a more rigid amending procedure than
of
had been expected perhaps reflects a general public appreciation of the importance of
maintaining stability, and certainty in constitutional provisions.
In Canada, we find
find all the usual considerations that favour constitutional stability in
any federal system. Special considerations, working in the same direction, arise from our
need to maintain the provisions developed in recognition of our dual culture.
Accordingly, all attempts to work out an amending formula over the past 30 years have
led to the same conclusion: that a clear distinction :must
of
!must be made between the manner of
changing provisions which are fundamental in our Constitution and the manner of changing those that are not. It has been clear that a general formula based solely on the
requirement to protect these fundamentals would be much too rigid. On the other hand
one which ignored such a requirement, in order to provide for amending less basic provisions, would be too flexible to apply to fundamentals.
fundamentals.
In the 1964 proposal,
proposal, six
six of these
these "" fundamental
fundamental "" provisions have
have been singled
singled out for
for
special protection. Two relate to the rights, privileges and property of provincial legislatures and governments, one to the powers of provincial legislatures and one to the
" Senatorial floor "" on the representation of provinces in the House of Commons.
Commons.
our federation.
These four protected items comprise the heart ofthe provincial position in our
The other two items
items relate
relate to
to the
the use
useof
of the
theEnglish
English and
andFrench
Frenchlanguage,
language,and
and to
to education.
education.
These are the essential reflection of the dualism in Canada's origin. For these six fundamentals, the special protection of unanimous consent by the provincial legislatures is
afforded.
It may be argued that a requirement of unanimity is too inflexible to be applied to the
distribution of legislative powers, but this distribution is basic to the Canadian federation.
In fact, in the 97 years that have elapsed since Confederation, no amendment has altered
the powers of provincial legislatures under section 92 of the British North America Act
without the consent of all the provinces.

This clearly reflects a basic and historic fact in Canadian constitutional affairs. The
Constitution cannot be changed in a way that might deprive provinces of their legislative
powers unless they consent. The law has not said so, but the facts of national life have
Confederation has established
imposed the unanimity requirement, and experience since Confederation
it as a convention that a government or Parliament would disregard at its peril. This
1960-61 and now proposed.
experience is reflected in the formula worked out in 1960-61
It could nevertheless be argued that, in theory, something moreflexible
flexible than a rule of
of
unanimity with regard to changing fundamentals would be desirable. It has to be
recognized, however, that a constitution does not operate in the realm of theory. It
It is a
framework of fundamental law for people, institutions and governments. The degree
of protection that the present formula provides for the fundamentals is the only provision
on which general agreement has been achieved in negotiations extending over a period
of thirty years. Whatever the theoretical merits of other approaches may be, and whatever the theoretical deficiencies of the unanimity provision as it applies to these fundamentals, prolonged discussions have demonstrated that no other arrangement is capable
of general acceptance.

**

*

*

*

**
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"REPATRIATION"
" REPATRIATION " OF
OF THE CoNSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION

The process of
of bringing the Constitution of Canada entirely under Canadian
Canadian controlcontrol—
so that it is no longer necessary to seek action by the British Parliament when amendment
is wanted-has
wanted—has been referred
referred to frequently
frequently as the " repatriation " of our Constitution.
Strictly speaking, it is incorrect to use the word " repatriation " in this sense. It
It implies
the return to Canada of something that was here originally, and the full responsibility
for our Constitution has never been vested in Canada.
The term, however inaccurate, has been found convenient and has been widely used.
This has resulted in some confusion
confusion as to the precise nature of
of the procedure being sought.
There has been misunderstanding as to whether the intention was to establish an amending
formula entirely within Canadian control or whether it was to have a new Constitution
Constitution
established by new enactment within this country.
While there has been confusion
confusion in language, there has been no doubt in the various
conferences as to the essential intention: to establish a means by which the Constitution
Constitution
could be dealt with in every respect by Canadian legislative bodies. For
For once such
control has been established entirely within Canada, it would then be possible to take
whatever further
further action might be desirable-to
desirable—to leave the Constitution substantially
substantially as
it stands; to modify
modify it in particular respects; or to repeal it and substitute something
completely new in its stead. Full and final authority to amend must come first, and the
problem was to secure agreement on a method of
of amendment acceptable to the provinces
and to the federal government. With such agreement enacted into law, any further
further
action could be taken through use of the new amending formula.
formula.
difference between authority for amendment in Canada and " repatriation"
repatriation " has
The difference
been recognized by previous conferences.
conferences.

Following the Conference
Conference of
of 1935, which established a Continuing Committee on Conof amendstitutional Questions, a sub-committee was set up to study the problems both of
ment and
a n d '"' repatriation ". It recommended that priority be given to finding an amending
procedure for the British North America Act along lines that it set forth
forth in detail.
In addition, it recommended that a new Constitution should be established for Canada.
It recognized, however, that if such a Constitution were established by Canadian
re-enactment, there would have to be prior provisions to ensure that the protections for
incorporated in the recommended amending procedure could not be rethe provinces incorporated
of re-enactment. The device recommended by the sub-committee
sub-committee
moved in the process of
was to suggest that the Statute of
of Westminster be revised so as to include in it the precise
of Canada could enact the new Constitution.
limitations under which the Parliament of
Constitution of
of Canada
The sub-committee said that the Statute should require the new Constitution
of the British North America Act, together with its amendto perpetuate the provisions of
ments and other constitutional legislation; to include as its amending procedure precisely
the one
one proposed
proposed by
by the
the sub-committee
sub-committee for
for the
the British
British North
North America
America Act
Act itself;
to
itself; to
the
carry forward
forward without
without change
change the
the constitutional
constitutional relationships
relationships between
between the
the Dominion
Dominion and
and
carry
the provinces
provinces as
as they
they existed
existed at
at that
that time;
time; and
and finally
finally that
that the
the Constitution
Constitution should
not
the
should not
operate as
as aa new
new law,
law, but
but rather
rather as
as aa Canadian
Canadian declaration
declaration of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America
operate
Act, its
its amendments
amendments and
and other
other constitutional
constitutional provisions.
provisions. In
In other
other words,
words, there
there would
would
Act,
be aa new
new Constitution
Constitution in
in form,
form, but
but not
not in
in substance.
substance. It
It would
would be
be enacted
enacted by
by the
Parliabe
the Parliament of
of Canada,
Canada, but
but under
under conditions
conditions and
and limitations
limitations laid
laid down
down in
in British
British statutes.
statutes.
ment

The Constitutional Conferences in 1950 ended without agreement on an amending
of Attorneys-General to carry on
procedure, but they directed a Continuing Committee of
the study of
of " the proposals which it received, with a view to arriving at an amending
satisfactory to all governments concerned
concerned".
". In addition, this Committee
procedure satisfactory
and techniques whereby a Canadian Constitution
Constitution
was authorized " to study the methods ~:md
instrument".
can be domiciled in Canada as a purely Canadian instrument
". The Continuing
Committee did not succeed in either. It did not arrive at agreement on an amending
procedure; it did not work out a way by which " a Canadian Constitution " might be
" domiciled " in Canada.
Canada.
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The difficulties
difficulties experienced in 1935 and 1950 were reflected
reflected in a proposal put forward
forward
by the federal government when the Constitutional Conferences
Conferences of
of 1960 opened. It
suggested that, since it appeared to be so difficult
difficult to work out an amending procedure
acceptable to all concerned, a possible course might be to " repatriate " the Constitution
Constitution
first, and work out a final amending procedure later.
It was apparent, however, that such action would be impossible if it meant placing full
control over the Constitution in the hands of
of Parliament alone. Thus it was proposed
to have the amending procedure transferred
transferred to Canada on the basis that until a more
detailed and flexible formula could be worked out no change would be made by Parliament
except with the unanimous consent of
of all provincial legislatures.

This proposal had one obvious disadvantage: if a final formula were not achieved,
Canada would be left with a Constitution that could be amended only by unanimous
consent, except in those areas that came under the exclusive control of
of Parliament
Parliament or the
provincial legislatures. The 1960 Conference
Conference accordingly decided that the right course
would be to continue seeking agreement on a suitable amending formula.
formula.
The Conference
Conference of
of 1964 was able to start with a formula fully worked out in 1960-61,
except with regard to inclusion in it of
of the amending powers provided in sections 91(1)
and 92(1). With agreement on these, a comprehensive amending formula that was satisfactory to all the governments concerned was at last established.
of the
To translate the proposed amending formula into law, a new and final amendment
amendment of
British North America Act by the British Parliament is required. Once that enactment
of
has been passed, it will be possible for the Parliament of
of Canada, or the legislatures of
the provinces, or the two acting together, to make any change that is at any time in the
of all
future wanted in our Constitution. The British Parliament will have divested itself
itself of
power to legislate with regard to this country and control will, for the first time, be
completely and entirely in Canada. In the sense that legislative control is the critical
question, " repatriation " will have been achieved.
The Conference
Conference of
of 1964, like the Conferences
Conferences in 1960-61, did not go beyond this.
Conference formally considered the question of
of whether it would be desirable,
Neither Conference
as an exercise of the amending procedure, to re-enact the British North America Acts in
different form. It was felt the essential
Canada or to enact a new Constitution in some different
of an amending procedure. Subsequent
Subsequent action
requirement was to secure enactment of
could then be considered at the time and to the extent desired by the governments involved.
It would, however, be feasible, if it were thought desirable, to prepare a consolidation
consolidation
of the constitutional acts that now apply to Canada. It
It would not
in one document of
be sufficient
sufficient to include only the original British North America Act and the specific
of a constitutional nature such as the
amendments to it, since there are other statutes of
of Union of
of Prince
Manitoba Act, the Alberta Act, the Saskatchewan Act, the Terms of
Newfoundland with Canada, the Rupert's Land
Edward Island, British Columbia and Newfoundland
Act and others.

To re-enact these would be technically complex but not too difficult. Whether it would
be worth doing-whether
doing—whether it would have any practical significance-is
significance—is another question.
Another possible course would be to leave the Constitution as it now stands-but
stands—but with
the amending procedure entirely in Canadian hands-and
hands—and delay any further
further action until
there is agreement on constitutional changes in the future.
future.
¥lhatever
Whatever further
further steps may be agreed upon-whether
upon—whether to consolidate our existing
it—they are exercises of
of Canadian capacity depenConstitution, to revise it or to replace it-they
dent only on the agreement of
of the Canadian community. Any of
of them will be possible
entirely within Canada for, once the amending procedure has been enacted into law,
full power to act will rest in Canada and nowhere else.
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APPENDIX 10
EXTRACTS FROM THE FACTUM OF THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL
ATTORNEY-GENERAL
OF CANADA IN THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR MANITOBA,
NOVEMBER 1980
(50/80-81/FM)
...
. . . IN THE MATTER
MATTER OF a Reference ...
. . . by the Lieutenant Governor in Council
to the Court of
of Appeal for Manitoba for hearing and consideration the questions
concerning the amendment of
of the Constitution of
of Canada as set out in Order-inCouncil No. 1020/80.
PART
PARTI
STATEMENT
STATEMENT OF FACTS
1. The following is the history of federal-provincial
federal-provincial attempts to find an amending
formula for those parts of the Constitution not amendable in Canada:
Canada:
of 1927
(a) The first attempt was made at the Dominion-Provincial
Dominion-Provincial Conference
Conference of
called in response to the Balfour
Balfour Declaration of 1926. That report recognized
that Canada, and the other Dominions, were independent countries and not
subordinate to the United Kingdom. For Canada to achieve such a status
legally, however, it was recognized that an amending formula for the Constitution would have to be found to enable full legal power to be transferred
transferred
formula
from the United Kingdom to Canada. The attempt to find such a formula
was unsuccessful.
unsuccessful.
(b) The question of
of an amending formula was again raised at the DominionStatute of
Provincial Conference
Conference of
of 1931 in anticipation of
of the passage of
of the Statute
of
Westminster. Agreement was not reached on an amending formula.
formula.
(c) A third attempt was commenced in 1935. The House of
of Commons established
Act could
a Special Committee to study the best method by which the B.N.A.
B.N.A, Act
be amended. This Special Committee held eleven sessions between February
February 18
and June 19, 1935. It did not result in adoption of an amending formula.
formula.
(d) A fourth attempt to resolve the problem commenced with the Dominionof a
Provincial Conference
Conference of December, 1935. It resulted in the establishment
establishment of
Continuing Committee on Constitutional Questions to be comprised
comprised of
federal
of federal
and provincial representatives who were to draft
draft an amending procedure. No
agreement was reached.
(e) A fifth
fifth attempt was commenced in 1950 with the Dominion-Provincial
Dominion-Provincial Conference of
of that year. Agreement could not be reached.
(f)
( / ) A sixth attempt was commenced at a Federal-Provincial
Federal-Provincial Conference
Conference in July,
1960 at which the then Prime Minister announced his intention to recommence
discussions with the provinces on an amending formula and patriation. A
conference of
of Attorneys General was initiated which met four times. These
conference
drafted an amending formula (the Fulton
Fulton Formula)
ministerial conferences drafted
of nearly all participants. The ensuing draft
that received the support of
draft bill,
however, did not receive unanimous approval and by 1962 this initiative was
spent.
A seventh attempt was initiated in 1964 at a First Ministers' Conference. The
(g) A
draft (the Fulton-Favreau
Fulton-Favreau Formula) was unanimously recommended
recommended by
new draft
of
the Attorneys General for acceptance by First Ministers at their meeting of
October 14, 1964. The formula was later approved by the legislatures of
of nine
provinces, but in January, 1966 the Quebec government stated that it would
\vould not
seek approval by its legislature.
(h) An eighth attempt was commenced in 1967 which led to what has been called
of 1967-1971. This led to six First Ministers'
the Constitutional Review Process of
meetings, 26 meetings of
of 1\limsters,
Ministers, and innumerable meetings of
of federal and
provincial officials. It \Vas
was decided that progress might be made by undertaking a full-scale review of
of the Constitution rather than concentrating
concentrating only on
the amending formula. This process led to the " Canadian Constitutional
Constitutional
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Charter, 1971 " (generally referred
referred to as the "Victoria
" Victoria Charter"). The
Government of Canada and eight provincial governments accepted the Charter
but Quebec indicated it would not.
was
not. In Saskatchewan a new
new governmf!nt
government was
elected at the relevant time and it did not express an opinion on the matter since
Quebec's position made the question academic.
A ninth attempt was
was initiated in 1975,
1975, at a Federal-Provincial Conference,
Conference,
by the Prime Minister suggesting that a more limited approach than that taken
was suggested that an attempt be made
during the 1969-71 process be tried. It was
to reach agreement primarily on an amending formula with certain additional
guarantees respecting language rights. The Premiers held two
two meetings at
informed the federal government
which they discussed the proposal and then informed
14, 1976
1976 that they could not agree to patriation without wider
on October 14,
ranging constitutional reform, involving transfers of federal authority to the
provinces.
(j) A tenth attempt was
was initiated at a Federal-Provincial Conference
Conference of First
Ministers in October, 1978.
1978. This followed the introduction in the Parliament
of
of Canada of a draft"
draft " Constitutional Amendment Bill" (Bill C-60
C-60 of 1977-78).
A continuing Committee of Ministers was
was established by First Ministers which
met three times and reported back to First Ministers in February, 1979. There
was no agreement.
(k) An eleventh attempt was
was initiated in June of this year. The Continuing Comwas instructed by First Ministers to
mittee of Ministers on the Constitution was
reform including
attempt to teach concensus on twelve items of constitutional reform
patriation and an amending formula. However, again no consensus was
reached.
(i)
(0

2. On October 6,
1980 a motion was introduced in the House of Commons to establish
6,1980
a Special Joint Committee of the
the Senate and of the
the House of Commons to consider and
report on a proposed Resolution respecting the Constitution of Canada.
If
If the proposed Resolution is adopted by the Senate and House of Commons, it will
ask Her Majesty
Majesty the Queen to have placed before the Parliament of the United Kingdom
a measure to amend the
the Constitution of Canada. The
The full text of the motion appears in
Appendix I [nor printed here] and of the proposed Resolution in Appendix II [not
printed here].

The proposed Resolution is currently under discussion by the Special Joint Committee
and it is likely that that consideration will result in various changes to the text. These
might occur either at the committee stage, or after
after the committee makes its report and
when the Resolution is debated by the House of Commons and the Senate.
3. On the 24th day of October, 1980
1980 the Executive Council of the Province of Manitoba
Manitoba
Council 1020/80 referring certain questions to the Manitoba
Manitoba Court of
of
issued Order in Council1020/80
of Constitutional
Constitutional
Appeal pursuant to section 8 of An Act
Act for Expediting
Expediting the Decision
Decision of
and Other Provincial
180, C.C.S.M. These questions raise the
and
Provincial Questions, chapter 180,
validity of the proposed request which would be made by the Resolution and of any
legislation which might be enacted in response thereto.
United Kingdom legi<>lation
24, 1980, the Attorney-General of Canada
Canada and
By order of this Court, dated October 24,
the Attorneys-General of all provinces, except Manitoba, were served with notice of the
November 6,
hearing. The Attorney-General of Canada filed an appearance dated November
Newfoundland, Prince
1980. The Attorneys-General of Alberta. British Columbia, Newfoundland,
Edward Island and Quebec also filed appearances.

PART II
AND THE
THE POSITION WITH RESPECT THERETO
THERETO OF
OF THE
THE
POINTS IN ISSUE AND
ATTORNEY-GENERAL OF
OF CANADA

4. The essential issue raised by the questions referred
referred to the Court is whether a statute
along the lines set out in the proposed Resolution, if enacted by the United Kingdom
Parliament in response to a request from the Canadian Senate and Hous~
House of Commons
Parliament
legally valid.
without the agreement of provincial governments would be legaily
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This issue is posed directly by question three: is the agreement of the provinces
" constitutionally required
" ?? If this
required"
this question is
is answered in the negative,
negative, as the
Attorney-General of Canada will submit that it should be, the Court need not answer
questions one and two since they will then become irrelevant. Questions one and two
are, moreover, for reasons to be stated below inappropriate for judicial determination.
5. The position of the Attorney-General of Canada on the questions referred
referred to the
Court in the order they were so referred is as follows
follows::
(1) If
If the amendments to the Constitution of Canada sought in the "Proposed
" Proposed

Resolution for a Joint Address to Her Majesty the Queen respecting the
", or any of them, were enacted, would federalConstitution of Canada
Canada",
provincial relationships or the powers, rights or privileges granted or secured
by the Constitution of Canada to the provinces, their legislatures or governments
be affected
affected and, if so, in what respect or respects?
respects ?
The position of the Attorney-General of Canada is that in view of the
tentative nature of the contents of the proposed Resolution, the answer
would be speculative and premature. If the Court deems it appropriate
to answer the question, the answer should be in the negative, except to the
extent stated in Part III of this Factum.

(2) Is it a constitutional convention that the House of Commons and Senate of
of
Canada will not request Her Majesty the Queen to lay before the Parliament of
of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northem
Northern Ireland a measure to amend
the Constitution of Canada affecting federal-provincial relationships or the
powers, rights or privileges granted or secured by the Constitution of Canada to
the provinces, their legislatures or governments without first obtaining the
agreement ofthe
of the provinces?
provinces ?
The position of the Attorney-General of Canada is that this question is
purely political in nature and is therefore inappropriate for consideration by
a Court. If the Court deems it appropriate to answer the question, the
negative.
answer should be in the negative.
(3) Is the agreement of the provinces of Canada constitutionally required for
amendment to the Constitution of Canada where such amendment affects
federal-provincial relationships or alters the powers, rights or privileges granted
or secured by the Constitution of Canada to the provinces, their legislatures or
governments?
The position of the Attorney-General of Canada is that the answer should
be in the negative.

III
PART Ill
ARGUMENT
A.
A. INTRODUCTION
6. There is no precedent in Canadian legal or political histoty
history for the circumstances
6.
surrounding this reference. The search for over half a century by an otherwise sovereign
nation for a formula to permit it to amend its Constitution has been pursued to the point
constitutional
of paralysis and without reward. Despite disharmony as to what substantive constitutional
necessary, the
the need
need for
for constitutional
constitutional reforms
reforms isisrecognised
recognised by
byall
allgovernments,
governments,
reforms are necessary,
federal and provincial; and all recognise the need for an amendment process. Without
the means, it is endlessly idle to canvass the ends.
ends. It is in this climate of political stalemate
If Canadian
that the Resolution of the Senate and House of Commons has been proposed. If
requires agreement among the provinces themselves and between the provinces and the
law requires
federal government as a pre-condition of legal sovereignty and constitutional change, the
result is a self-perpetuating
self-perpetuating impasse.
In the submission of the Attorney-General of Canada, Canadian law does not compel
of all
such a deadlock. No iron imperative of constitutional law demands the agreement of
the provinces in order to render valid the passing and presentation of the proposed
Resolution or the enactment by the British Parliament ofthe measures requested.
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B. NATURE OF
OF THE
THE QUESTIONS
7. It is respectfully
respectfully submitted that insofar
insofar as the questions posed for the Court
Court are nonlegal, they are not proper questions for a court. This problem is particularly
particularly applicable
to question two.

Act Expediting
Expediting the Decision of
While section 1 of
of the Act
of Constitutional
Constitutional and Other Provincial
Questions provides:
" The Lieutenant Governor in Council may refer to the Court of Queen's Bench
or a judge thereof, or to the Court of
of Appeal or a judge thereof, for hearing or consideration, any matter
matter which he thinks fit to refer; and the court or judge shall thereupon hear or consider the same
". (Emphasis added.)
same''.
this must be interpreted as meaning any legal matter.
Section 2 of
of the Act makes it clear that the reference procedure is designed to provide
for the giving of
of legal opinions on justiciable issues. Section 2 provides that the " court
certify to the Lieutenant Governor in Council its or his opinion on the
or judge shall certify
manner as in the
question referred, with the reasons therefor, which shall be given in the manner
of judgment
. . . ". (Emphasis added.)
judgment in an ordinary action ...
case of
The reference procedure is not designed to require the Court to answer questions
of
of political science. It is designed to enable the Court to give legal advice. This was
clearly the view of
of Chief
Chief Justice, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, when he considered
considered the nature
of
of such references In Re: References
References by the Governor-General in Council (1910), 43 S.C.R.
S.C.R,
536 at p. 547:
" In other words even in the absence of those special provisions in the British
hereafter refer,
North America Act and the Supreme Court Act, to which I will hereafter
of this Court are the official
official advisers of
of the
I would still hold that the members of
of England are the counsel or advisers of
executive in the same way as the judges of
of
matters of
of law, our Constitution being 'similar
' similar in principle to that of
the King in matters
of
the United Kingdom'." (Emphasis added.)
of law applicable: per: Guy, J A (Miller, C J M concurring)
The courts enunciate the rules oflaw
of the Labour
{Man.), (1962), 36 D.L.R.
D.L.R.
in: In Reference
Reference re: section 46A of
Labour Relations
Relations Act,
Act, (Man.),
(2d) at 567:
" . .. . . scores of
of situations can be envisaged and illustrations may be multiplied.
As a court we are not expected to decide hypothetical cases. We must confine
ourselves to the questions submitted. In doing so, we simply enunciate the rules
of
,. . (Emphasis added.)
of law applicable, . . ..'*.
C.
c.

QUESTION ONE

If
If the amendments to the Constitution of
of Canada sought in the " Proposed
Majesty the Queen respecting the Constitution
Constitution
Resolution for a Joint Address to Her Majesty
of Canada ", or any of
of them, were enacted, would federal provincial relationships
of
or the powers, rights or privileges granted or secured by the Constitution of
of Canada
affected and if
if so, in what
to the provinces, their legislatures or governments be affected
respect or respects ?
8. As noted above, it is the position of
of the Attorney General that this question is
premature and speculative, and that the Court need not answer it if
if it answers question
three in the negative. If, however, the Court considers it necessary to answer the
question, it is the position of
of the Attorney General of
of Canada that a detailed legal analysis
as requested by the question is not necessary for determination of
of the essential legal
issue before the Court.
9. The proposed United Kingdom legislation in no way upsets the existing equilibrium
as between federal and provincial governments or between federal and provincial
legislatures.
Patriation as such has a neutral character. It does not affect
affect the division oflegislative
of legislative
of powers
powers between the two orders of
of government. It does not affect
affect the division of
ao;;
as between federal institutions and provincial institutions.
10. The establishment of
of a Canadian amending formula will strengthen
strengthen the legal
position of
of the provinces within Confederation. At present, the United Kingdom
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Parliament has sole authority to legislate for those aspects of the Constitution not
amendable in Canada, and overriding jurisdiction to legislate with respect to all aspects
of the Canadian Constitution. By practice, this authority is exercised at the request
After enactment
and with the consent of the federal government or Parliament alone. After
Canada Act, the federal government and Parliament will no longer have this
of the Canada
sole discretion.
None of the particular amending formulas included in the proposed resolution would
directly affect
affect the division of powers under the Constitution. They would affect
affect federalprovincial relationships by delineating federal-provincial roles in the amending process,
way that
that would
would be
be detrimental
detrimental to
to provincial
provincial interests.
interests. Rather,
Rather,
but, it is submitted not in aa way
it would mean and give more recognition to those interests.
During the first
first two years the rule of unanimity is imposed. There are interim
provisions which provide during this period for still further federal-provincial negotiations
and the adoption of an amending formula arising out of that process, if one can be
agreed upon. There is a provision for adoption directly by the people in a referendum
the provinces which has the support of a
of any alternative formula proposed by tbe
substantial number of provincial governments or legislatures.
If
If the federal and provincial governments continued to fail to agree on an alternative,
the final amending formula which would come into force after two years is one modeled
essentially on the Victoria formula, a formula which requires the consent of six provinces
regionally distributed: two Western provinces containing 50 per cent of the population
of the region, Ontario, Quebec and two Atlantic provinces. The Victoria formula is
one which was agreed upon by the federal and all provincial governments in Victoria
in 1971.
1971. As such it is the only amending formula which has ever, at any time, been
agreed to by all governments. It was not the cause of Quebec rejecting the Victoria
Charter package as a whole.
whole. That was not agreed to primarily because Quebec wished
to see a new division of powers in relation to jurisdiction respecting social services.
Accordingly, the amending formula itself does not affect the division of legislative
powers, nor the balance between federal and provincial institutions of government.
It affects federal-provincial relationships in the sense that it confers on both Parliament
and the provincial legislatures jurisdiction they do not now have; jurisdiction now held
by the Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

11. As for the provisions on equalization, again the new rules do not in any way
change the division of powers or alter the existing balance between federal and provincial
institutions. The provisions express a commitment applicable to both Parliament and
the provincial legislatures as well as to both orders of government, to reduce regional
disparities in Canada and promote equal opportunities for Canadians. This commitment, by its terms, is to operate " without altering the legislative authority of Parliament
or of the provincial legislatures ".
''. The principle expressed is one that has
has been recognized
by all
all governments
governments as
as fundamental
fundamental to
to the
the Canadian
Canadian federation
federation and
and merely
merely articulates
articulates
by
what has
has been,
been, in
in fact,
fact, the
the practice
practice of
of all
all governments
governments over
over the
the years.
what
years.
12. The proposed Charter of Rights and Freedoms would net involve any transfer
of powers between federal and provincial authorities. It would place certain limitations
both federal
federal and
and provincial
provincial governments,
governments, and
and both
bothfederal
federaland
andprovincial
provinciallegislatures,
legislatures,
on both
in order to protect certain fundamental rights and freedoms of the individual that are
recognized as essential in every advanced democracy.

So far as the minority education rights are concerned, these are simply the development and entrenchment of a principle agreed to by all provinces at a provincial Premiers'
conference in St. Andrews in 1977 and confirmed by them at a meeting in Montreal
1978.
in 1978.
In summary, the proposed legislation would in no way upset the existing equilibrium
as between federal and provincial governments or between federal and provincial legislatures. It would confer additional authority on both the federal Parliament and on
provincial legislatures by enabling them to amend what can now be amended only by
the United Kingdom Parliament. It would remove from federal authority the discretion
it now alone has to request from the United Kingdom Parliament amendments to the
British
North America
AmericaAct.
Act. ItItwould
wouldplace
placelimitations
limitationson
onboth
bothlevels
levelsofofgovernment
governmentinin
British North
favour of
of increased
increased protection
protection for
for individuals.
individuals.
favour
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D.
Two
D. QuESTION
QUESTION T
WO
Is it a constitutional convention that the House of
of Canada
of Commons and Senate of
will not request Her Majesty
Majesty the Queen to lay before the Parliament of
of the United
Kingdom of
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland a measure to amend the Constitution
Constitution
of
of Canada affecting
affecting federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships or the powers, rights or privileges
granted or secured by the Constitution of
of Canada to the provinces, their legislatures
of the provinces
provinces??
or governments without first obtaining the agreement of
13. As noted above, it is the position of
of the Attorney General of
of Canada that the Court
is not required to answer non-legal questions. Question two falls into this category.
14. The further
further argument of
of the Attorney General of
of Canada on this question will
address the following:
following:
(i) the nature of
of practices, usages, conventions and laws;
(ii) the imprecise and flexible nature of
of conventions (as opposed to laws) makes
conventions unsuitable for determination by the courts;
(iii) the practices in the United Kingdom Parliament;
Parliament;
liv)
(iv) the practices in the Canadian Senate and House of
of Commons;
(v) statements made by federal and provincial ministers;
(vi) the conventions of the Senate and House of
of Commons are matters for those
bodies exclusively to decide.
Nature of
of Practices, Usages,
Usages, Conventions, Laws
Laws
15. Generally usages or practices, conventions and laws can be thought of
of as a
hierarchy of"
of " rules".
rules ". Usages or practices if followed invariably over a long period of
of
time and with the conviction that they ought to be followed will come to be called
conventions; it is impossible to determine the line between the two. Laws, on the other
hand of course are fundamentally
fundamentally different;
different; they are legally imposed, inflexible
inflexible and must
be followed; the line between laws and conventions therefore is more clear cut than that
between usage or practice and convention. The purpose and function
function of a convention
is to allow political practices to change with changing circumstances; therefore, they
must be inherently imprecise and flexible.
flexible.
differ as to what constitutes a convention. Professor
Professor
Indeed, the authorities themselves differ
Constitutional Law
of Canada (1977), pp. 7-11 states that a convention
Law of
Hogg, in his text, Constitutional
of:
becomes established as a result of:
(1) a longstanding invariable practice, and
belief by the officials
officials to whom it applies that the practice is obligatory.
(2) a belief
Constitutional and Administrative
De Smith, Constitutional
Administrative Law
Law (1977, 3rd ed.) at p. 58, on the other
other hand,
states that a convention can be created without any background or existing usage, for
example, by express agreement or unilateral undertaking, and it can disappear as quickly
—the important element is the belief
belief by those to whom it applies that the practice is
-the
definition is adopted by the Attorney General of
of Manitoba
obligatory. Yet another definition
of Sir Ivor Jennings in his text The Law
Constitution
in his factum at p. 15: that of
Law and the Constitution
13 6. He
He suggests
suggests that
that three
three elements
elements should
should be
be considered:
considered: the
the precedents;
precedents;
(5th ed.) at p. 136.
whether the actors believed they were bound; and, a :eason
reason for the rule.
Conventions—Imprecise and Flexible
Flexible
Conventions-Imprecise
16. It is the imprecision and flexibility, in addition to the political character
of concharacter of
enforcement by the courts. Dicey, A. V.,
ventions, which makes them unsuitable for enforcement
Introduction
Study of
of Law
of the Constitution, lOth
10th ed., 1959, at 455, refers to their
Introduction to the Study
Law of
Keith,
" vagueness and variability " and their " uncertainty and changeableness ". Keith,
System, 2nd ed., 1952, pp. 4-5, writes as follows:
Arthur Berriedale, The British
British Cabinet System,
" In the case of a convention it is always possible to argue that it is not established
established
that what has happened in the past is not a binding precedent, and that in new circumstances a new line should be struck out. This position is aided by the fact that,
of text-books on constitutional matters seldom disagree as to the law,
while writers of
they do disagree in the most marked manner as to the extent to which conventions
exist and are binding, and their views necessarily change with each practical issue
arising."
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Marshall, Geoffrey,
ConstitutionalTheory,
Theory,1971,
1971,pp.
pp.10,
10,11,
11,1212writes:
writes:
Geoffrey, Constitutional
" One
One reason for not lumping together law and convention is
is that conventions
conventions
differ
differ very greatly amongst themselves. On one flank they slide into precepts
and usages having little prescriptive force, which are very different
different from laws and
which are frequently broken or ignored without penalty and almost without comment. (The principle that the Foreign Secretary should be a member of the House
of Commons might be offered
offered as an example.) No one really knows where the
boundaries of convention lie and though there are some few conventions that are
as firm, clear, and compulsive as laws, there are not very many of them. (The rights
of Ministers to exercise the various legal prerogatives of the Crown are the main
examples.) Even conventions that are well established in principle, such as the rules
about collective and individual ministerial responsibility, or about Cabinet secrecy,
are vague in application. Their meaning is open to continuous argument. The
arguments are hardly ever conclusively resolved, and the processes by which they
are carried on are not in the least like litigation.

*

*

*

*

*

It is not known which rules are regarded as obligatory, or in what form many

of the allegedly obligatory rules should be stated. A continuous process of sociological inquiry would be necessary to determine what feelings or beliefs about
log,ical
obligation existed, and this is not an obviously appropriate task for a constitutional
lawyer.
difficulty is acknowledged by Professor J. D. B.
B. Mitchell. For conventions
The difficulty
to be regarded as being the same nature as law, he writes, ' it is necessary that
practices'.'. But it is doubtful
doubtful if
conventions should be distinguished from mere practices
if
done. Though past practices and usages
there is any area in which this can be done.
can be cited, it would be almost impossible, for example, to state exactly the agreed
conventional rule which now governs the right of a Prime Minister or Cabinet to
difficult to separate binding
require a dissolution of Parliament. It is equally difficult
convention from debatable practice when questions arise about the accountability
Often—as with the doctrine of the Mandate
of Ministers to the House of Commons. Often-as
—different principles or supposed conventions conflict. Sometimes-as
Sometimes—as with the
-different
rights of the Parliamentary Opposition-some
Opposition—some single vague principle is widely
acknowledged, but on a plane which is so general that few issues which actually
arise are ever settled by it. There seems little to be gained by insisting that the
fundamentally
rules of political behaviour that are observed in these matters are fundamentally
of the same nature as rules of law."
The problem is nowhere more clearly described than in a House of Commons speech
given by Stanley Baldwin in 1923
differ " on
1923 at the time of a Cabinet " agreement to differ
tariff
b., vol. 261,
infra, at
at p.
p. 108):
108):
tariff policy (H.C. De
Deb.,
261, ser. 5, col. 515,
515, quoted in Phillips, infra,
tell you perfectly clearly what the constitutional
constitutional
" The historian can probably tell
practice of the country was at any time period in the past, but it would be very
difficult
difficult for a living writer to tell you at any given period in hi<;
his lifetime what the
constitution of the country is in all respects, and for this reason, that at almost
any given moment of our lifetime, ther.'!
there may he
be one practice called ' Constitutional *'
\Yhich
which is falling into desuetude and there may be another practice which is creeping
':•
into use but which is not yet called ' Constitutional
Constitutional'."'
Also to the same effect
effect are:
Constitutionaland
andAdministrative
Administrative
Law
(1977,
ed.)
Law
(1977,
3rd3rd
ed.)
pp.pp.
55,55,
57,57,
61.61.
S. A. de Smith, Constitutional
O. Hood.
Hood, Constitutional
Constitutionaland
andAdministrative
Administrative
Law,
ed.,
1978,
105,108.
Law,
6th6th
ed.,
1978,
pp.pp.
105,
108.
Phillips, 0.

constitutional convention which has waxed and waned over the
17. An example of a constitutionai
course of time is the convention that a Government defeated in the House of Commons
(except on a snap vote) must either resign and make way for a new Government in that
dissolution. In the early years
years of Confederation such convention
convention
House or else request aa dissolution.
did not operate, although it subsequently became a widely accepted convention. But,
in recent years, with minority governments being more frequent, it has become
transformed so as to require either resignation or dissolution only when the government
transformed
considers the defeat to have been on a vital issue.
issue. \:Vith
With respect to this
this flexible
flexible convention,
convention,
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Dr. Eugene Forsey, "Freedom
Se. 1, at
" Freedom and Order",
Order ", (1974) 30 Can. J of
of Ec. and Pol. Sc.
p. 114 states:
" If
If the people of Canada persist in electing Parliaments in which no party has
a clear majority, and if all parties refuse to consider coalition (as they very properly
feeling which shall have to change."
may), then there are certain habits of
of thought or feeling
(Emphasis added.)
Practice in United Kingdom
Kingdom Parliament
Practice
Parliament
18. There have been twenty-one amendments to the B.N.A.
B.N.A. Act,
Act, 1867 made by the
Parliament of
of the United Kingdom.
(1) The Rupert's Land Act, 1868.
(2) The British North America Act, 1871.
(3) The Parliament of
of Canada Act, 1875.
(4) The British North America Act, 1886.
(5) The Statute Law Revision Act, 1893.
(6) The Canadian Speaker (Appointment of
of Deputy) Act, 1895.
(7) The British North America Act, 1907.
(8) The British North America Act, 1915.
(9) The British North America Act, 1916.
(10) The Statute Law Revision Act, 1927.
(11) The British North America Act, 1930.
(12) The Statute of
of Westminster, 1931.
(13) The British North America Act, 1940.
(14) The British North America Act, 1943.
(15) The British North America Act, 1946.
(16) The British North America Act, 1949.
(17) The British North America Act (No. 2) 1949.
(18) The Statute Law Revision Act, 1950.
(19) The British North America Act, 1951.
(20) The British North America Act, 1960.
(21) The British North America Act, 1964.
A brief
brief explanation of
of each amendment as described in the 1965 publication
publication The
Amendment of
of
Amendment
of the Constitution
Constitution of
of Canada, issued under authority of
of the then Minister of
Justice and set out in the Senate
found in
Senate Reference
Reference [1980] 1 S.C.R., at 60, can be found
Appendix Ill
III [not printed here].
Of the twenty-one amendments mentioned above, those in 1871 and 1875 were
19. Of
of the Senate and House of
of Commons. They were
not requested by Joint Address of
draft bill of
of the 1871 amendment
requested by the executive government alone (although a draft
was subsequently approved by Parliament in response to complaints that amendments
amendments
of Parliament: a full account is found
found in
should not be sought without the approval of
Constitutional Amendment
ff). On three
Amendment in Canada, 1950, at pp. 54 ff).
Gerin-Lajoie, Constitutional
occasions (1893, 1927, and 1950) minor amendments for statute revision purposes were
of the Canadian Senate and House of
of Commons.
made without any request or consent of

On all occasions, other than when the request was made by the executive government
of the Statute Law Revision acts, amendments have been made by
alone and in the case of
of the Senate and the House of
of Commons.
Joint Address of
refused to enact an amendment to the British
British
20. In no case has the U.K. Parliament refused
North
North America
America Act
Act on the ground that provincial consents have not been given.

21. With respect to the 1940 amendment transferring
transferring jurisdiction over unemployment
unemployment
insurance to Parliament, the Solicitor General who had carriage of
of the Bill in the United
Kingdom House of
of Commons was asked whether the provinces had consented
consented to the
proposal submitted by the Dominion Parliament. The Solicitor General replied:
" . .. . . we square the legal with the constitutional position by passing these Acts
only in the form that the Canadian Parliament require and at the request of
of the
Canadian Parliament.
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My justification
justification to the House for this Bill-and
thisBill—and it is important to observe this—
is not on the merits of the proposal, which is a matter for the Canadian Parliament;
if we were to embark upon that, we might trespass on what I conceive to be their
constitutional position. The sole justification
justification for this enactment is that we are
doing in this way what the Parliament of Canada desires to do.

**

**

**

**

**

In reply to the hon. Member for East Wolverhampton (Mr. Mander), I do not
know what the view of the Provincial Parliaments is . . . It is sufficient
sufficient justification
for the Bill that we are morally bound to act on the ground that we have here the
request of the Dominion Parliament and that we must operate the old machinery
which has been left over at their request in accordance with their wishes."
U.K. House of Commons Debates, 1940, pp. 1179-81. (Full text set out in
Appendix IV [not printed here], pp. 1-3.)
1-3.)
22. With respect to the 1943
1943 amendment, to which Quebec objected, postponing a
redistribution of the seats of the House of Commons until after the cessation of hostilities
in the Second World War, the Solicitor General was questioned as to whether the provinces had consented. The questioner noted that he had been informed that the measure
was objected to by one province. The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs,
Mr. Attlee, stated:
have no
no information as
as to any Province objecting, but in any case,
case, the matter is
" II have
brought before us by an Address voted by both Houses of Parliament, and it is
difficult for us to look behind that fact. ""
difficult
U.K. House of Commons Debates, 1943,
1943, pp. 1101-02. (Full text set out in
Appendix IV, pp.
pp. 4-5.)
4-5.)
23. In passing the 1946 amendment which changed the principles of representation in
the House of Commons and to which Quebec objected, the following comments were
made by Viscount Bennett in the House of Lords:
" Canada is
is the
the only
only one
one of
of the
the Dominions
Dominions in
in which
which aa Party
Party majority
majority can
can amend
amend the
the
Constitution. They cannot amend it directly but they do it indirectly, because we
have agreed that we will
will consent to pass
pass any legislation that they may petition to have
passed by this Parliament.

**

*

* *

*

** *

Canada alone passes
passes legislation
legislation amending
amending the
the Constitution
Constitution by
by majority
majority vote.
vote. ""
U.K. House of Lords Debates, 1946, pp. 698-99.
698-99. (Full text set out in Appendix IV,

p. 6.)
p.6.)

There was no reference in either the House of Commons or the House of Lords to the
amendment.
fact that Quebec objected to the amendment.
24. With respect to the 1949 amendment adding section 91(1) to the British
British North
America
Act,1867,
1867,the
theSecretary
SecretaryofofState
Statefor
forCommonwealth
CommonwealthRelations
Relationsstated:
stated:
America Act,
" The Bill is
is cast in the terms of the
the Address adopted by the Federal Parliament of
we are
areall
allready
readyto
to do
dowhat
whatthey
theydesire.
desire.""
Canada and, of course, we
No reference was made to the fact that some provinces objected strongly to the
proposal.
U.K. House of Commons Debates, 1949, p.
p. 1459.
1459. (Full
(Full text
text set
set out
out in
in Appendix
Appendix IV,
IV,
p. 7.)
25. During debate on the 1961
1961 amendment
amendment granting
grantingParliament
Parliamentjurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over old
old age
age
pensions, the fact of provincial agreement was cited in both the House of Lords and the
House of Commons.
976.
U.K. House of Lords Debates, 1951, p. 976.
U.K. House of Commons Debates, 1951, p. 225.
225. (Full texts set out in Appendix IV,
pp.
pp. 8-9.)
8-9.)
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26. With respect to the 1960 amendment which provided a compulsory retirement age
of 75
75 for Superior Court judges, the Mini~ter
Minister of State for Commonwealth Relations
stated:
" ....
. . legislation by the United Kingdom Parliament is still necessary where the
subject of the amendment is one which affects the interests both of the Federal
Parliament and the Provinces.
We are therefore to all intents and purposes acting in what is a formal capacity for
the Canadian Parliament in a matter which is solely its concern. In accordance with
long-established precedent, we refrain from discussing the merits of a Bill submitted
to us amending the British North America Acts when this has been introduced in
consequence of Addresses to Her Majesty adopted by both Houses of the Canadian
Parliament.
Parliament.""
U.K. House of Commons Debates, 1960, pp. 1369-70. (Full text set out in
Appendix IV, p. 10.)
No inquiry was made as
as to
to whether
whether the
the provinces
provinces had
had given
given their
their consent.
consent.
27. With respect to the 1964 amendment giving Parliament authority to legislate with
respect to supplementary benefits, no inquiry was made as to whether there had been
provincial consent. One member of the House of Commons commented as
as follows
follows::
" II took some
some steps
steps to research into the history of this
this and II was
was most astonished to
learn that technically Canadian legislation is still subject to the Colonial Laws
1865. It is one of the most astonishing and absurd historical anomalies
Validity Act, 1865.
have now,
now,as
aswe
weare
aredoing,
doing,totoaccede
accedetotothe
therequest
requestofofthe
theCanadian
CanadianParliament
Parliament
that we have
age pensions.
pensions. ""
that it should be allowed to legislate in regard to old age
U.K. House of Commons Debates, 1964, p.
l V,
p. 1286.
1286. (Full
(Full t.::xt
text set
set out
out in
in Appendix
Appendix 1V,
p.11.)
p. 11.)
Practice ininCanadian
Senate
andand
House
of Commons
Practice
Canadian
Senate
House
of Commons
28. The consent of the provinces has not been sought and obtained on all amendments
affecting
affecting federal-provincial relationships or affecting
affecting provincial powers, rights
rights or privileges.
privileges.
On some occasions the
thQ provinces were not even consulted.

29. The British
British North
North Amedca
AmericaAct,
Act,1871
1871affected
affectedfede,ral-provincial
federal-provincialrelationships
relationshipsand
and
the powers and rights of provincial governments. It
11 cmpowe£ed
empowered Parliament
Parliament alcme
alone toto
create new provinces \vithout
without the consent of the existing provinces and thereby
theieby alter
province and between province and the
significantly the balance between province and pwvince
federal government. It allowed Parliament alone io
to &dd
add new Senate seats for such
provinces. It prescribed an amending formula for making changes to provincial borders.
No provincial consent was sought or given.
The question of provincial consent 'nas
was raised in a series of resolutions in the Canadian
House of Commons by the Honourable Mr. Mills.
Mills. They were not accepted, nor even
resolutions was
was as
as follows
follows::
debated. The last of these resolutions
"That
" That the representative Legislature of the
the Provinces now embraced by the Union
have agreed to the same on a Federal basis, which has been sanctioned by the Imperial
Parliament. This House is of opinion that any alteration by Imperial Legislation of
of
the principle of representation in the House of Commons.
Commons, recognized and .fixed
fixed by the
51st and 52nd Sections of the British North America Act, without the consent of the
several parties that were parties to the compact, would be a violation of the Federal
principle in our Co<1Stitution,
Constitution, and destructive of the indep.:ndence
independence and security of the
Provincial Governments and Legislatures. ,."
Can. House of Co:nmons
Commons Journals, 1871, pp. 253-54. (Full text of the resolutim:s
resolutions
set out in Appendix V [not printed here], pp. 1-2.)
1-2.)
30. The B~·itish
British North
North America
AmericaAct,
Act,1886
1886affected
affectedfederal-provincial
federal-provincialrelationships
relationshipsand
and
governments. It empowered Parliament alone
to
the powers and rights of provincial go.-ernments.
alone to
Parliament, including the Senate. Any additional
provide for territorial representation in Parli<::.ment,
affect the relative voice of the other Senators. No
Senate members would, of course, affect
given.
provincial consent was sought or given.
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31. The British
British North America
America Act, 1907
1907 affected
affected federal-provincial relationships
and the rights of provincial governments. It increased the amount of subsidies paid to
the provincial governments under the original terms of the B.N.A.
B.N.A. Act, 1867.
1867. It was
sought by Parliament and granted by the United Kingdom Parliament despite the
objection of British Columbia. The other provinces agreed. British Columbia claimed
it was entitled to additional sub~idie&
of a mounsubsidies because of its p~culiar
peculiar needs arising out of
tainous terrain, scattered population and geographical isolation. On March 25, 1907,
the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia passed a resolution protesting against
the federal proposal. British Columbia submitted a memorandum to the British Colonial
Office protesting the inadequacy of the amount. British Columbia's objection did not
prevent the passage of the Act although the British Government did accept one drafting
change suggested by British Columbia. They deleted the words " final and unalterable ""
from the Act on the ground that such words were not appropriate in a statutory e11actenactment. (Statement to that effect in Appendix lV,
rJs
IV, i'·
p. 6.) Although Gerin-Lajoic
Gerin-Lajoie in his
at atp. p.82,82,
states
text, Constitutional
ConstitutionalAmendment
AmendmentininCanada,
Canada,1950,
1950,
statesthat
thatthis
thischange
changewas
was
of
made by the British government without consultation with the federal Government of
Canada, he cites no evidence for that conclusion.
32. The British
British North
North America
America Act, 1915
1915 affeckd
affected f~deral-pmvincial
federal-provincial relationships
and altered provincial rights.
rights. It increased the numl:>cr
number of Senators and altered the
senatorial divisions.
divisions. It also added what is the present section 51A which guarantees
that provinces would never have fewer members in the House of Commons than they
have in the Senate. There was no consultation with the provinces, although the Province
of British Columbia had requested a chan?,c
change in representation and this was embodied
in the Resolution. The Premier and Attorney GcncrvJ
G cncral ofPrin::e
of Prince Edward
Edward Island
Island appeared
appeared
before the Committee of the House of Commons considering the Resolution. Their
representation for change was not accepted. This amendment affected
affected all provinces by
affecting
of
affecting the provincial allocation of SenatNs
Senators and by establishing a floor for House of
Common~
Commons representation.

consent was raised by Mr. 0.
O. Turgeon (Gloucester):
The question of provincial con~ent
willing to accept this proposal as a very moderate one, but,
" .. .. .. I am perfectly willin~
in order to secure its acceptance by the Imperial Parliament, would it not be better
first to submit it to an interprovincial conference: for it is scarcely two years ago
that a conference of the provinces denied this right to the maritime provinces.
to the judgment of the
I believe that if the Prime Minister referred this proposal w
Provincial Legislatures and secured their assent or, at least, their favourable comment, the proposal would be sanctioned by the Imperial Parliament. I join with
my hon. friend from Prince Edward Island in suggesting that this proposal be
separated from the other, in order that it may be submitted to the Provincial
. . ..''"
Legislatures for their assent ..
1915. vol.
vol. U,
TI, pp. 1465-66. (Full text set out in
Can. House of Commons Debates, 1915.
Appendix V, pp. 3-4.)
The address, however, was accepted without any further reference to the provinces.
In the Senate it was noted that the subject of the amendment had been discussed
Premiers* meeting but that the Premiers had reached no decision on the
at a provincial Premiers'
matter.
880. (Text set out in Appendix V, p. 5.)
Can. Senate Debates, 1914, p. 880.
In the Senate, it was mo.-ed
moved in amendment that the st'ction
section providing for a minimum
effect until
repl·csentation
representation of each province in the House of Commons should not take effect
the consent of the legislatures of the provinces had been obtained. This proposal was
rejected on division.
902. (Appendix V, p. 15.)
Can. Senate Debates, 1914, p. 902.
See also Can. Senate Debates, 1914, pp. 885-86; 888-97.
888-97. (Appendix V, pp. 6-15.)

NorthAmerico
AmericaAct,
Act,1930
1930affected
affectedfedeml-prmincial
federal-proxincialrelationships
relationshipsand
and
British Sorth
33. The British
altered provincial rights.
rights. By that amendment the federal government transferred
ov>nership
ownership of lands and resource<:
resource's to the four Western nrovinccs.
orovinccs. (Le<ss
(Less ex'i.ensiYely
extensively to
British Columbia than to the other three prov-inces
Bdt lands
provinces since only the Railwu.y
Railway Belt
\Yere
were transferr-ed
transferred in that province.) All fom
four pro\inc.:s
prcn inces agreed. The consent of the other
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provinces was not sought although the subject had been discussed at a Federal-Provincial
Federal-Provincial
Conference
Conference in 1927 where Ontario and Quebec, at least, !}ad
had indicated agreement in
principle.
In the debates in the House of
of Commons it was argued by Mr. MacLaren:
MacLaren:
of the
" . .. . . amendments to the British North America Act, especially those of
importance of
of the one we have before us, should be submitted not in an informal
informal
official way to all provinces in order to obtain their concurrence therein,
but in a very official
of expressing objections. The procedure now
or to give them an opportunity of
Confederation and the British North America Act.
suggested is contrary to both Confederation
It is not following out the spirit in which that Act was framed; it is not giving to
of expressing objection
objection or acquiescence. I do not
the provinces the opportunity of
of this petition
see how it can be considered that the simple passage by this House of
represents the will of
of the provinces. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I enter my protest
that aa petition
petition of
of this
this character
character should
should be
be forwarded
forwarded without
without consulting
consulting all
the
all the
that
provinces of
of the
the Dominion
Dominion with
with aa view
view of
of obtaining
obtaining their
their assent
assent thereto
thereto or
their
or their
provinces
objections."
objections."
Can. House of
of Commons Debates, 1930, p. 2628. (Full text set out in Appendix V,
p.16.)
p. 16.)
The issue was also raised in the Senate Debates, 1930, pp. 335-39, 348-9. (Text
set out in Appendix V, pp. 17-23.)
affected only the four
The government members took the view that the amendment affected
of all provinces was not necessary. Also,
Western provinces and, therefore, the consent of
it was pointed out that no province was objecting, although the proposed amendment
amendment
was common knowledge.
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster, 1931 affected
affected federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships and
34. The Statute
altered provincial rights and powers. It provided that Parliament and all provincial
of the limitations previously imposed by the Colonial
legislatures could legislate free of
Laws
Laws Validity Act.
Act. Section 7 (1) retained full United Kingdom legislative authority
British North
North America
America Acts,
Acts, and section 7 (3) provided that neither Parliament
over the British
of the powers conferred
conferred to
nor the provincial legislatures were authorized by virtue of
legislate on matters other than those within their legislative competence.

Although provincial governments were consulted on this amendment and their consent
intended to
given, it is clear from the surrounding circumstances that this was not intended
provinces must consent to constitutional
constitutional
acknowledge or create a convention that the -provinces
amendments before they would be enacted by Westminster.
(a) The Imperial
Imperial Conference of
of 1930 considered the provinces as being given only
the right to consultation. In the Summary
Summary Proceedings of
of that Conference, at
p. 3717, the following is found:
found:
" .. . . iitt appeared that representations had been received from
from certain
of the Provinces of
of Canada subsequent to the passing of
of the Resolution,
of
until an opportunity
opportunity had been given
protesting against action on the Report until
affected
to the Provinces to determine whether their rights would be adversely affected
by such action. Accordingly, it appeared necessary to provide for two
opportunity for
His
things. In the first place it was necessary to provide
provide an opportunity
for His
Majesty's
appropriate
Majesty's Government in Canada to take such action as might be appropriate
to enable the provinces to present
present their views. In the second place, it was
necessary to provide for the extension of
of the sections of
of the proposed
proposed Statute
to Canada,
Canada, or
or for
for the
the exclusion
exclusion of
of Canada
Canada from
from their
their operation
operation after
the
to
after the
Provinces had
had been
been consulted."
consulted." (Emphasis
(Emphasis added.)
added.)
Provinces
of the Federal-Provincial COit.fere,zce
Conference of
of 1931 (at p. 10) states:
(b) The Minutes
Minutes of
"Two
" T w o provinces had felt (he [Mr. Bennett] did not consider wrongly)
that they should be consulted
of
consulted in this particular m&tter
matter of
of the Statute of
Westminster, as they were directly affected
affected by it. The Conference therefore
therefore
had
for that
particular purpose."
purpose." (Emphasis added.)
had been called for
that particular
(Conference -"'Iinutes
Minutes set out in Appendix VI.)
(Conference
(c) In response to provincial concerns that the present section 4 and the preamble
of
of the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster would add to federal powers it was proposed
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by Mr. Geoffrion
British North
North America
America
Geoffrion that a section be added to exempt the British
Acts from the application of the Statute. This proposal became the present
section 7 (1).
(1). This proposal is described in the Minutes as follows at p. 14:
" Mr.
Mr. Geoffrion then explained that his
his suggestion was
was an effort to meet
the difficulty
difficulty of the implied recognition in the Statute of the Dominions'
merely wished
wishedtotoinsure
insurethat
that
position
thethe
position
power to request amendments. He merely
of the
the Provinces
wouldnot
notbebeany
anyweaker
weaker
after
Statute
than
hadbeen
been
of
Provinces would
after
thethe
Statute
than
it it
had
before. His suggestion would, he thought, reserve the provincial position
until the whole question of amendment could be discussed in the future .. .. .. ""
(Emphasis added.)
and after Mr. Geoffrion's
Geoffrion's proposal had been put into a formal textual form,
at p. 18:
"Mr.
" Mr. Guthrie followed Mr.
Mr. Bennett by stating that it was
was the purpose
behind the new draft to make absolutely clear that the statute made no
change in the British North America Act and gave the Dominion no new
quo."
power to alter it. It was
was definitely
definitely designed
designed to maintain
maintain the
the status quo."
(Emphasis added.)
and at p. 20:
"Mr.
" Mr. Cahan then emphasized that the sole purpose of the committee last
preserve absolutely
night in suggesting alterations to Section 7 was
was to preserve
absolutely the
the
status
quo as
as to
to relations
relationsinter
interse."
se." (Emphasis
(Emphasisadded.)
added.)
status quo
(d) The practice followed after the passage of the Statute of
of Westminster
Westminsterwas
wasnot
not
invariably one of requiring consultation with or the consent of the provinces
before a constitutional amendment would be enacted by Westminster. For
Newfoundland into Confederation, statutorily
example, that in 1949 admitting Newfoundland
confirmed Quebec's border with Labrador, without Quebec's consent. The
1949(2) amendment conferred on Parliament powers to amend the Constitution
in certain respects, infra
infra pp.
pp. 45-47.
45-47.
Despite the contrary conclusion of Gcrin-Lajoie in his text, Constitutional
ConstitutionalAmendment
Amendment
in Canada,
Canada,pp.
pp.196-97,
196-97,the
thewording
wordingofofthe
the1930
1930Imperial
ImperialConference
ConferenceReport
Reportdoes
doesnot
not
in
thereafter amendments to the Constitution of Canada, even
indicate an intention that thereafter
affect federal-provincial relationships or alter provincial
including amendments which affect
rights and powers, would be made only with the consent of provincial legislatures or
It is clear the wording was intended to be neutral. The
provincial governments. It
argument of Mr. Ralston in Debate on the Resolution requesting Westminster to pass
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster, following
following the
the Federal-Provincial
Federal-Provincial Conference
Conference of
of 1931,
1931,
the
illustrates this:
this:
illustrates
" . .. . . the report of the conference of 1930 is very careful not to provide for the
consent of the provinces but only to give the provinces an opportunity to present
views. At page 18
18 the following appears:
their views.
Accordingly, it appeared necessary to provide for two things. In the first
place it was necessary to provide an opportunity for His Majesty's government
in Canada to take such action as might be appropriate to enable the provinces
to present their views.
views. In the second place it was necessary to provide for the
extension of the sections of the proposed statute to Canada or for the exclusion
of Canada from their operation after the provinces had been consulted.
preamble—so to speak-when
speak—when we come to the legal conditions
But while this is the preamble-so
which are to be complied with we find that the consent of the provinces is not
mentioned nor are they necessarily to be consulted but that it is to be sufficient
if
sufficient if
the formalities required for amendments to the British North America Act are
carried out. Note how the report proceeds:
To this end it seemed desirable to place on record the view that the sections
of the statute relating to the Colonial Laws Validity Act should be so drafted
as not to extend to Canada unless the statute was enacted in response to such
requests as are appropriate to an amendment of the British North America Act.
It also seemed desirable to place on record the view that the sections should not
subsequently be extended to Canada except by an act of the parliament of the
United Kingdom enacted in response to such requests as are appropriate to an
amendment of
of the
the British
British North
North America
America Act.
Act.
amendment
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Any idea which the provinces might have had, that their consent might be required,
vanishes when we read the last sentence to the effect
effect that the only procedure required
to be followed is such procedure as is necessary and appropriate to an amendment
of
of the British North America Act. And that procedure provides only for an address
of parliament, without reference
reference at all to the provinces."
by both houses of
1931, p. 3208. (Full text set out in Appendix V,
Can. House of Commons Debates, 1931,
p. 23A.)
35. The British
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, 1940 affected
affected federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationships
and altered provincial rights and powers. It transferred
transferred authority to legislate on unemployment insurance from provincial to federal jurisdiction. The consent of
of all provinces
was sought and obtained. (Correspondence with the provinces printed as an appendix
to Votes and Proceedings of
of the House of
of Commons, June 25, 1940.)
In speaking to the Resolution the Prime Minister stated:
stated:
" .. .... not having received the consent of
of all nine provinces until this year, we
could not possibly before this particular session have introduced in a manner
manner which
would avoid all questions a measure for the amendment of
of the British North
North America
Act."
Can. House of
of Commons Debates, 1940, p. 1118. (Full text set out in Appendix V,
pp. 24-25.)
It is clear, however, from the exchange recorded on page 1122 that consent of
of the
provinces was considered desirable but not necessm:v.
necessary.
Mr. Thorson: •. . . But
Bat I would not wish this debate to conclude with an acceptance,
either direct or implied, of
of the doctrine that it is necessary to obtain the consent
of
of the provinces before an application is made to amend the British North America
Act. Fortunately, this is an academic question at this time.
lYfr.
Mr. Lapointe:
Lapointe: May I tell my hon. friend that neither the Prime Minister
Minister nor
I have said that it is necessary, but it may be desirable.
Mr. Thorson: The Prime Minister has made it perfectly
Mr.
perfectly clear that the question
does not enter into this discussion, in view of
of the fact that all the provinces have
signified their willingness that this amendment should be requested.
Can. House of Commons Debates, 1940, p. 1122. (Full text set out in Appendix V,
p. 26.)

36. The British North
America Act,
Act, 1943 affected
North America
affected federal-provincial relationships and
arguably provincial rights. It postponed until after
after the war the redistribution of
of the
representation of
of the provinces in the House of
of Commons, required after
after the 1941
51 of the British North
North America
America Act,
Act, 1867. No
decennial census by virtue of section 51
provincial consent was sought or obtained. The Legislative Assembly of
of Quebec
modify its proposal. Mr. Adelard Godbout
requested the federal government to modify
forwarded to the Prime Minister an official
official note along these lines. (Can. House
forwarded
House of
of
Refer Appendix V,
V, pp.
pp. 27-28.)
27-28.) Quebec's
Quebec's
Commons Debates, 1943, pp. 4353-54. Refer
objections were ignored.

During debate the Resolution was opposed on the ground that provincial consents
had not been obtained. (Can. House of Commons Debates, 1943, pp. 4356, 4364.
Full text set out Appendix V, pp. 29-30.) The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, argued
that the amendment did not alter the allocation of
of federal and provincial powers. At the
if such allocation was changed " it could not properly be done
same time he stated that if
of the organism [sic]" that was given the constitutional
constitutional powers
without the consent of
in question. (Can. House of
set out
out
of Commons
Common;; Debates, 1943, pp. 4365-66. Full text
text set
not say that such
such amendments
amendments could
could
in Appendix V, pp. 31-32.) Mr. St. Laurent did 11ot
it was
was "" proper
proper ",
", that
that is,
is, desirable,
desirable,
not be passed by Parliament alone but merely that it
the same
same debate,
debate, Mr.
Mr. Coldwell
Coldwell stated:
stated:
to have provincial consent. In the
" I know, of course, that at present the real power of amendment of our ConstituConstitution, which is in the British North America Act, is in reality in the hands of
of this
Parliament. As I have just indicated, anything we may ask regarding amendment
amendment
will be granted by the Imperial Parliament at \Vestnunster."
Westminster."
Can. House of Commons Debates, 1943, p. 4345.
4345. (Full text set out in Appendix V,
V.
p. 33.)
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There was also discussion in the Senate regretting the lack of provincial consent:
Can. Senate Debates, 1943,
1943, pp.
pp. 288-91.
288-91. (Full
(Full text
text set
set out
out in
in Appendix
Appendix V,
V, pp.
pp. 34-37.)
34-37.)
37. The British
British North
North America
AmericaAct,
Act,1946
1946affected
affectedfederal-provincial
federal-provincialrelationships
relationshipsand
and
altered provincial rights. This amendment replaced the original section 51
51 of the
British North America Act, 1867 with a new one providing for the representation of the
provinces on a strictly proportional basis.
basis. Provincial consents were neither sought
nor obtained. Quebec objected (letter of May 30,
30, 1946 from Duplessis to St. Laurent).
of
Opposition members said provincial consent should have been obtained (Can. House of
Commons Debates, 1946, pp. 2228-35:
2228-35: refer Appendix V, pp. 38-45.) and Mr. Diefenbaker moved an amendment to the effect that the Government be required to consult
the provinces; this was defeated. (Can. House of Commons Journals, 1946, vol. 87,
pp. 373-374: refer Appendix V, pp. 46-47.) The government took the position
that the amendment did not deal with provincial powers. Mr. St. Laurent indicated
that in
in his
hisview,
view,matters
mattersgiven
giventotothe
theprovincial
provinciallegislatures
legislaturesand
andgovernments
governmentscould
couldnot
notbebe
dealt with without provincial consent pp. 1936-37 (Appendix V,
V, pp.
pp. 48-49);
48-49); other
othermembers
members
indicated such could not be dealt with without provincial consultation,
consultation,pp.
pp.2255-56,
2255-56,
2461, 2601,
2601, 2626:
2626: refer Appendix V, pp. 50-53).
50-53). Mr. St. Laurent stated, however, that
in his view Parliament alone could request changes respecting minority language rights
under section 133
133 (p.
(p. 2621
2621:: Appendix V, p. 54).
38. The British
British North
North America
AmericaAct,
Act,1949
1949affected
affectedfederal-provincial
federal-provincialrelationships
relationshipsand
and
altered the rights of the provinces. It added Newfoundland
Newfoundland to Confederation. The
addition of a province alters significantly the balance between province and province,
and province and the federal government. This amendment confirmed by statute the
boundary between Quebec and Labrador-without
Labrador—without Quebec's consent. Provincial
consents were neither sought nor obtained. There was opposition to the Bill in the House
of Commons on the ground that the provinces should have been consulted. During the
debate on the Resolution the same point was made. Can. House of Commons Debates,
79.
1949, p.
p. 345.
345. (Text
(Text set
set out
out in
in Appendix
Appendix V,
V, p.
p. 55.)
55.) Can.
Can.Senate
SenateDebates,
Debates,1949,
1949,pp.
pp.71,
71,79.
(Text set out in Appendix V, pp. 56-57.)
The Leader of the Opposition moved an amendment that the resolution be amended
in the following terms:
is desirable that the Government of Canada should consult
" And whereas it is
with the governments of the several provinces in respect to the said matter.
Now therefore it be resolved, that the Government of Canada be required to
consult at once the governments of the several provinces and that upon a satisfactory
satisfactory
conclusion of such consultation a humble address be presented to His Majesty
in the following words . . .. ..""
69. (Appendix V, p. 58.)
Can. House of Commons Journals, 1949, p. 69.
Can. House of Commons Debates, 1949, pp. 498-501. (Appendix V, pp. 63-66.)
The amendment was defeated.
59--62.)
Can. House of Commons Journals, 1949, pp. 73-75.
73-75. (Appendix V, pp. 59-62.)
The Premiers of Quebec and Nova Scotia stated publicly that consultation should have
taken place (Gerin-Lajoie, p.129).
p. 129).
Since Confederation
of
Confederation the original four provinces have been increased to ten by action of
the federal Parliament (and, on occasion, the United Kingdom Parliament or government)
without any consultation with or consent by the original four provinces. It is, therefore,
obvious that the contention that there is a convention that provincial consent is required
affecting federal provincial relationships or
for amendments to the Constitution of Canada affecting
is untenable.
untenable.
provincial rights and powers is
39. The
at the
time
waswas
thought
by by
thethe
provinces
The,British
BritishNorth
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct,
Act,1949(2)
1949(2)
at the
time
thought
provinces
affected significantly federal-provincial relations and the rights of the provinces.
to have affected
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct
Actgiving
givingParliament
Parliament
British North
This amendment added section 91(1) to the British
lespect to five
five listed
authority to amend "the Constitution of Canada" except with Jespect
categories. There was no provincial consent sought or obtained. The government took
the position that the amendment dealt with matters entirely under federal jurisdiction.
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The Opposition moved an amendment to the resolution that would have required the
convoking of
of a federal-provincial conference to " devise a method of amending within
Canada the Constitution of Canada, and of safeguarding minority rights ". The method
of Commons
so devised would then become the subject of the resolution. (Can. House of
Debates, 1949, p.
p. 841;
841; text set out Appendix V,
V, p.
p. 67.)
67.) The
Theamendment
amendment was
wasdefeated.
defeated.
40. The British
North America
AmericaAct,
Act,1951
1951affected
affectedfederal-provincial
federal-provincialrelationships
relationshipsand
and
British North
transferred to Parliament jurisdiction over pensions. Proaltered provincial rights. It transferred
vincial legislatures retained concurrent authority. The consent of all provinces was
obtained.
British North
41. The British
NorthAmC'rica
AmericaAct,
Act,1960
1960affected
affectedfederal-provincial
federal-provincialrelationships
relationshipsand
and
affected provincial rights. It imposed a compulsory retirement age of 75 on Superior
affected
Court judges. The amendment would have ramifications for provincial governments
92(14)
section 92(14)
from section
because of their jurisdiction over the administration of justice derived from
British North
of the British
NorthAmerica
AmericaAct.
Act. Initial
Initialconsent
consentfrom
fromallallprovinces
provinceswas
wasobtained
obtainedfor
foranan
amendment which would have applied to District and County Court judges, as well as to
Superior Court Judges (Correspondence exchanged with provincial governments is printed
Supeiior
as an Appendix to the Votes and Proceedings of February 16th, 196U).
1960). In addition to
establishing in the constitution the retirement age for County and District Court judges the
British North
section99
amendment would have extended the existing section
99 of the British
North America
AmericaAct
Act
thereafter have been constitutionally
of tenure would thereafter
secmity of
to them so that their security
entrenched as is the case for Superior Court judges. The Senate, however, objected to
this amendment and deleted the reference to District and County Court judges. The
final
resolution changed in this significant
significant way was adopted by Parliament and thus the final
of
text of the amendment was not that originally approved by the provinces. Can. House of
Commons Debates, 1960, pp.
pp. 7199-201;
7199-201; Can.
Can. S.-:nate
Senate Debates,
Debates, 1960,
1960, p.
p. 997;
997; Can.
Can. House
House of
of
Commons Journals, 1960, pp.
pp. 854-56.
854-56. (Full
(Full texts
texts set
set out
out in Appendix V,
V, pp.
pp. 68-74.)
68-74.)

42. The British
North America
AmericaAct,
Act,1964
1964affected
affectedfederal-provincial
federal-provincialrelationships
relationshipsand
and
British North
altered provincial rights. It
It extended Parliament's concurrent jurisdiction over pensions
to include supplementary benefits thereto. All provinces consented to the amendment.
1964.)
(Sessional Papers No. 202-J, June 10,
10,1964.)
43. It is submitted that it is
is abundantly
abundantly clear
clear from
from the
the above
abovel.hat
thatthere
thereisisnot:
not:
""aa constitutional convention that the House of Commons and Senate of Canada will
of the United
not request Her Majesty the Queen to lay before the Parliament
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland a measure J~o
.o amend
amendthe
the Constitution
Constitution
affecting federal-provincial relationships or the powers, rights or privileges
of Canada affecting
of
first obtaining the agreement of
granted or secured ...
. . . to the provinces ...
. . . without first
the provinces.
provinces."
"
On some occasions provincial consent has been obtained, on others it has not.
}vfinisters
Statements
byFederal
Federaland
andProvincial
Provincial
Ministers
Statements by
pl'ovincial governments during
44. It is submitted that the conduct of both federal and provincial
the past fifty-three
flity-three years, in attempting to agree upon a general amending formula merely
indicates that federal and provincial governments considered such agreement desirable,
not that they considered it necessary.
This appears clearly from the statements of some Premiers at the Conference held in
air of New Bruns\vick:
time. Premier MeN
McNair
Brunswick:
1950 to seek an amending formula at that time.
" If the foregoing statements correctly reflect the attitude of the members of the
Parliament of
the United
United Kingdom, which appears to be altogether likely, the practical
ofthe
result is that the provinces in the final resort are not assured of any say whatever in
inren:sts may be affected
amendments of the constitution, no matter how vitally their interests
thereby. I believe that no one would be sanguine enough to suppose that the voices
'Nestminster in protest against any amendment to
of
of the provinces would be heard at Westminster
Wa might
the British North America Act proposed by the Canadian parliament. We
If
controv<:rsy over the matter. If
have within Canada the most widespread political controversy
of any
such should fail to impress our national legislators I conceive that the prospect of
\Vestminster would be most unlikely; in fact I believe the
protest having weight at Westminster
changes would be nil.
nil.
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With these thoughts in mind I submit that the provinces, at this stage in our
constitutional development face this situation. First, in the matter of constitutional
judge-and the sole judge-as
amendments, the parliament of Canada is in effect
effect the judge—and
judge—as
to whether provincial rights and privileges will be affected. Second, in consequence
the only protection the provinces have today against arbitrary invasion of their rights,
powers and jurisdiction is the parliament of Canada itself. Third, it is not inconceivable that some Canadian parliament of the future might decide to request the
parliament of the United Kingdom to amend the constitution in most vital particulars
affecting
affecting the provinces and their autonomy, in utter defiance of them.
If the procedure of amending the constitution at Westminster at the instance of the
parliament of Canada is continued, any proposed amendment emanating from the
latter body would be enacted into law as a matter of comse.
couise. We have very recent
history to support us in the view advanced that great risks are inherent in our present
arrangements. The last amendment to the British North America Act, which has
already been referred to here, provides a striking illustcation
illustration of the complete absence
of sufficient
sufficient safeguards for the provinces. Section 91
91 of the British North America
Act, 1867 was just the other day amended, upon a joint address of the Senate and
House of Commons of Canada without, so far as I am aware, prior consultation
with any of the provinces. "
Premier Smallwood of Newfoundland:
Newfoundland:
" Only this
this can be said,
said, and II speak for my
my colleagues who
who are here as well as
for the government of Newfoundland, that we are just a little shocked to find that
we have abandoned our ancient, and wc think honourable, isolation to join this
wa~
Canadian nation to find that it has not a constitution of its own, but one that wa?
given to it by the parliament of the United Kingdom. Only in recent weeks did
the parliament of Canada acquire the right to amend that constitution in particulars
affecting the federal field.
field. With even more shock did we learn today-if
today—if we did
affecting
not exactly learn it, we had the matter brought forcibly to our attention by the
premier of New Brunswick-that
Brunswick—that the federal parliament has at this moment the
right to request the parliament of the United Kingdom to amend the constitution
affecting the provincial field.
field.
in matters affecting
We feel, but only since eleven o'clock today, that something ought to be done
that will remove from the parliament of Canada the right, which it might perhaps
never exercise but which it apparently possesses, to change the constitution in
matters affecting
affecting the provinces without the permission of the provinces."
Conference of
of Federal and Provincial Governments,
Proceedings of the Constitutional Conference
June 10-12, 1950, at pp. 22-23, 45-46
45^*6 respectively.
45. The Attorney General of Manitoba refers to the booklet, Amendment
Amendment of
of the
the
ConstitutionofofCanada,
Canada,published
publishedunder
underthethename
nameofofthetheHonourable
HonourableGuy
GuyFavreau,
Favreau,
Constitution
1965. Nothing stated in that booklet supports the
Minister of Justice for Canada, in 1965.
existence of the constitutional convention for which the Attorney General of Manitoba
" practices and procedures",
procedures ", among which
contends. While it does refer to certain "practices
is a general principle concerning a degree of prior consultation and agreement with the
provinces with respect to amendments directly affecting federal-provincial relationships,
it stresses (p.
(p. 15) that:
" The nature and the degree of provincial participation in the amending process,
however, have not lent themselves to easy definition."
definition."
Moreover, the description of these practices, procedures and principles is prefaced
(p. 11) by the statement that they are:
" .. .. .. not constitutionally binding in any strict sense ...
"
. . ."
Far from
from supporting
supporting the
the contention
contention of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General of
of Manitoba,
Manitoba, the
Far
the 1965
1965
booklet makes it abundantly clear that nothing in the varying practices that have been
followed in the past concerning the provincial role in the amendment process approaches
the degree of clarity and consistency required of a constitutional convention.
46. Equally relevant to the 1965 publication Amendment
Amendment of
ofthe
theConstitution
ConstitutionininCanada
Canada
evidence of a belief
belief by the parties (if the alleged convention is one binding federal
as evide11ce
issued under
under the
the name
name of
of the
the Honourable
Honourable Ron
Ron Basford
Basford
Ministers) is a publication of 1978 issued
The Canadimz
CanadianConstitution
Constitution
Constitutional
and the Honourable Marc Lalonde, entitled The
andand
Constitutional
Amendment.
Amendment. It states, at p. 13:
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" Observations Based
Based on Past Practice
Practice

*

*

*

*

*

(d) the fourth observation is that, although not constitutionally
constitutionally obliged
obliged to do so,
the Govenm1ent
Government of Canada, before asking Parliament to adopt a Joint Address,
sought and obtained the consent of
of all provinces on the three amendments
amendments
(1940, 1951 and 1964) that involved the distribution of powers."
Conventions of
for those Legislative Bodies
of Senate
Senate and House of
of Commo•zs-A
Commons—A Question for
Alone
Alone
47. It is submitted that the existence of
of
of a convention of
of the Senate and House of
Conm1ons
Commons of Canada is a matter for determination by those legislative bodies, not by
the courts.
" Whatever matter arises,
arises, concerning either House of Parliament, ought to be
discussed and adjudged
adjudged in that House to which it relates, and not elsewhere. Judges
ought not to give any opinion of
of a matter of
of Parliament, because it is not to be
decided by the common law, but secundum legem et consuetudincm Parliamenti;
Parliamenti;
and so judges in divers Parliaments have confirmed."
confirmed."
Sir Edward Coke; Rule 107(1) Beauschene, Parliamentary
Parliamentary Rules
Rules and Forms, 4th ed.,
at p. 97.
Refer
Parliamentary Practice, 18th ed., at 187 and
Refer also: Beauschene, p. 94; ~!fay,
May, Parliamentary
ff.; Anson, Law
of the Constitution, vol. 1, 5th ed., at p. 184.
189 ff.;
Law and Custom of
S. A. de Smith, Judicial Review of
Administrative Action,
Action, 2nd ed., at p. 486 states:
of Administrative
" The courts have no jurisdiction to restrain by injunction, or otherwise to pass
upon, any conduct that forms part of
of proceedings in Parliament, even though the
matter in issue is not directly connected with the process of
of legislation."
Refer also: May, Parliamentarv
Temple
Refer
Parliamentary Practice, 18th ed., at p. 195. Case note on Ternple
21 Can. Bar Rev. (1943) at 662.
v. Bulmer
Bulmer [1943] 3 D.L.R. 649 in 21
It is respectfully
respectfully submitted that the second question in S'J
so far as it asks the Court to
adjudicate
adjudicate upon the eJ~.istence
existence of
of a constitutional convention applicable to the Senate
and House of
of Conm1ons
Commons is asking the Court to adjudicate
adjudicate on a question of
of parliamentary
procedure outside its jurisdiction.
" . .. . . the prohibition on questioning proceedings in Parliament in any court would
of
appear broad enough to exclude all judicial dealings with the workings of
Parliament."
K. Swinton, "Challenging
Effect of
of
" Challenging the Validity of
of an Act of
of Parliament: The Effect
Enrolment and Parliamentary Privilege",
Privilege ", 14 Osgoode Hall L.J., 345 at 390 (1976).

48. The foregoing consideration raises the question: if a convention exists as is*
is alleged,
alleged,
to whom does it apply? Does it bind the United Kingdom Parliament? It
It would
of Commons?
Commons ? How can
not seem so. Does it bind the Canadian Senate and House of
of its own procedure and the resolution which it
it do so since Parliament is master of
Queen to lay before the Parliament
Parliament of
proposes to pass does no more than request the -Queen
of
the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland a Bill? As such, it does no more than what
any person may do; that is, make a request to the Queen. Does it bind only federal
federal
of majority
majority governments, are the authors of
Ministers who usually, at least in the case of
of
of parliamentary action \Vhich
which come to fruition? But, if
either Bills or other kinds of
if the
convention only binds federal Ministers, it would not always prevent the Senate or
House of
of Commons
Commons dealing
dealing with
with aa resolution
resolution of
of the
the kind
kind contemplated
contemplated since
since any
any member
member
House
of Parliament
Parliament may
may introduce
introduce such
such aa resolution
resolution in
in Parliament.
Parliament. Must
Must the
the alleged
alleged
of
convention then,
then, if
if it
it exists,
exists, bind
bind all
all Members
Members of
of Parliament
Parliament and
and prevent
prevent them
them moving
moving
comention
this particular
particular kind
kind of
of resolution
resolution in
in Parliament?
Parliament ?
this
49. The foregoing indicates clearly the imprecise nature of
of conventions and their
inappropriateness for judicial definition. As well as a lack of
of precision as to whom
such a convention would apply the follmving
following are indeterminate:
(a) If
If a constitutional convention exists, when
wiien did it come into existence? In
of the Statute of
of Westminster?
Westminster ? In 1940 \Vith
with the passage
1931 with the passage of
of the unemployment insurance amendment? But the British
America
of
British North
North America
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Act, 1949
1949 clearly affected
affected federal-provincial relationships-it
relationships—it statutorily
confirmed the Newfoundland-Quebec
Newfoundland-Quebec boundary, a matter of dispute as far as
Quebec was concerned, without Quebec's consent. If
If a constitutional amendment exists, did it come into existence in 1951
1951 with the passage of the old age
pension amendment?
amendment ? But the 1960 amendment establishing a retirement age
jud!;,cs, was not finally
finally approved by provincial governments
for Superior Court judges,
or legislatures. It is submitted that the limited precedents in the light of past
practice cannot be considered to establish a convention.
convention.
(b)
(b) If
If a convention exists, to what does it apply? To all amendments to the
British
British North
North America
America Act!
Act? To only material amendments to the British
British
North America
America Act'l
North
Act! To
To amendments
amendments which
which affect
affect federal-provincial
federal-provincial relationrelationships-as
ships—as suggested by the Favreau publication? If the latter, what are
amendments which affect federal-provincial relationships?
relationships ?
tc)
[c) If
If a convention exists, is it a convention which requires the unanimous consent
of all provinces ? Is it a convention that requires the consent of a majority
of
majority of
provinces? Is it a convention that requires ·"substantial
· substantial compliance
compliance"" as
W. R. Lederman contends (in his view the approval of Quebec, Ontario,
Alberta, and British Columbia are required, Minutes of Proceedings of the
Special Joint Committee of the Senate and Hous.::
House of Commons on the
:15)? Is it a convention
Constitution of Canada August 23,
23, 1978 at p. 55:15)?
that requires the consent of regionally distributed provinces?
provinces ? Is
Is it aa convention
convention
that requires the consent of provincial governments or provincial legislatures?
Since no one is able to answer these questions with certainty, it is submitted that the
varying practices and usages concerning the provincial role in the amendment process
that have been followed over the years have not achieved the degree of precision that
characterizes a true constitutional convention.
The very nature of the materials the Court must delw
delve into, in examining the issue
is a strong indication that distinguishing between usage, practice and convention is not
issue. Statements in Parliamentary debates,
debates, in publications of Governments,
a legal issue.
by federal and provincial Ministers, both verbal and written are not a source of law,
although some such evidence may sometimes be relevant in a peripheral way to the
interpretation of statutes. The very examination of these materials indicates that most
of the utterances are motivated by political considerations and clearly underlines the
political nature of the question being asked.
In conclusion, it is the position of the Attorney General of Canada that there is no
clear convention which can be proved by the evidence; that if there is any kind of a
convention, it is not one requiring provincial consent; that in any event, conventions
change with changing circumstances and the present impasse which exists is such a
circumstance. Moreover, the question put to the Court is fundamentally
fundamentally a political as
opposed to a legal one.
E.
E. QUESTION THREE
Is the agreement of the provinces of Canada constitutionally required for amendfederal-provincial
ment to the Constitution of Canada where such amendment affects federal-provincial
relationships or alters the powers, rights or privileges granted or secured by the
Constitution of Canada to the provinces, their legislatures or governments ??
50. In thi5
this question, " constitutionally required
required"'., means " required by constitutional

law ·•.
"\ The
The contention
contention that
that there
there isis aa non-legal
non-legal constitutional
constitutional requirement
requirement based
based on
on
law

convention or practice has already been discussed and rejected in response to question two.
We now turn to what the Attorney General of Manitoba acknowledges in his factum
\Ve
(p. 14-15) to be a legal question. Indeed, as has been submitted above, it is the only
question posed by the present reference that is appropriate for judicial determination.

respectfully submitted that there is no legal requirement that the provinces
It is respectfully
must agree to an amendment by the United Kingdom Parliament to the Constitution of
of
Canada where such amendment affects federal-provincial relationships or alters powers,
privileges ofthe
of the provinces.
rights or prh-ileges
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Legal Requirement
Requirement of
No Legal
of Consellf
Consent
51. The British
British North
North America
America Acts
Acts are statutes of the Parliament of the United
Kingdom, and that body retains full legal authority over their amendment. The Statute
Statute
of
British North
North America
America Acts
Acts from
from its
of Westminster, 1931,
1931, expressly exempted the British
application, by section 7(1):
7. (1) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to apply to the repeal, amendment
amendment or
alteration of the British North America Acts, 1867
1867 to 1930,
1930, or any order, rule or
regulation made theretmder.
thereunder.
Accordingly, the Colonial Laws
Laws Validity Act, 1865
of
1865 still governs the applicability of
United Kingdom legislation to Canada's Constitution. It provides that United Kingdom
legislation will apply when it is expressly stated to have such application. There is no
statutory requirement that the consent of the provinces or indeed of the Parliament
Parliament or
government of
of Canada must be obtained before the United Kingdom Parliament
Parliament can act.
Constitutional
Legally Binding
Constitutional Conventions-Not
Conventions—Not Legally
52. We have submitted in reply to question two that there has been no breach of
of any
if
constitutional convention relevant to the proposed constitutional resolution. Even if
such a convention had existed and had been breached, however, there would still be no
legal impediment to an amendment of
of the Constitution of Canada of the type described in
question three, if enacted by the Parliament of the United Kingdom. There is overwhelming legal authority to the effect
effect that constitutional conventions are not legally
binding or judicially enforceable.
enforceable.
**
**
**
**
**
Manitoba in oppo53. The sole academic authority cited by the Attorney General of Manitoba
massively-supported distinction between law and convention is the opinion of
of
sition to this massively-supported
Professor ,V.
W. R. Lederman. The arguments advanced by Professor
Professor Lederman
Lederman in support
Professor
of his view are sparse and unconvincing, consisting primarily of
of a misconstrued
misconstrued quotation
of
of Justice in 1965, and a dictum uttered
from a pamphlet published by the federal Minister of
different context in the Labour
Reference
by Duff, C. J. C. in an entirely different
Labour Conventions case: Reference
Re
Weekly Rest
Industrial Undertakings Act, 1936, S.
S. C. R. 461, at 477.
Re Weekly
Rest in Industrial
factum,
54. The quotation from the 1965 pamphlet, which was dealt with earlier in this factum,
follows:
had absolutely nothing to do with law. The view expressed was as follows:
affecting
" .. .. . . the Canadian Parliament will not request an amendment directly affecting
federal-provincial relationships without consultation and agreement with the
federal-provincial
provinces."
provinces.
"
The pamphlet stated very clearly, at p. 11, that the principles discussed, though recognized
are " not constitutionally binding in any strict sense ".
".
" in practice ", are"

IntemationalLaw-Distinguished
International
Law—Distinguished
55. The statement of Duff, C. J. C. in the Labour
Labour Conventions case (which was obiter
dictum only, and was not dealt with by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
A. C. 326)
when reversing the Supreme Court of Canada on the merits on appeal: [1937] A.C.
was as follows:
follows:
" It
It is
is the practice of the Dominion to conclude with foreign countries agreements
agreements
informal character-merely
character—merely by an
in such form, and agreements even of a still more informal
Orgnaization of
exchange of notes. Conventions under the auspices of the Labour Orgnaization
of
ratified by the Government of the Dominion
the League of Nations invariably are ratified
of
concerned. As a rule, the crystallization of constitutional usage into a rule of
constitutional law to which the Courts will give effect
effect is a slow process extending over
a long period of time; but the Great War accelerated the pace of development in the
region with which we are concerned, and it would seem that the usages to which I
have referred, the practice that is to say under which Great Britain and the Dominions
enter
the form
form of
between
in the
of agreements
agreements between
enter into
into agreements
agreements with
with foreign
foreign countries
countries in
Governments and
and of
of aa still
still more
more informal
informal character,
character, must
must be
be recognized
recognized by
by the
courts
the courts
Governments
as having
having the
the force
force oflaw.
of law. ""
as
The dictum of
of Duff, C. J. C. is inapplicable to the issue before this Court. It related to
government having the
Canada's accession to international status leading to the Canadian government
power to conclude a treaty. As such it related to a question of international
international law.
law. The
issue before this Court is not governed by international law.
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International law is a system which is essentially concerned with governing the relations
of domestic
between sovereign states. Its characteristics are sharply different
different from those of
legal systems. Some would deny that it is " law " at all. In any event, it is clear that the
role which convention plays in that sphere is very different
different from that which it plays in
Canadian constitutional matters. The norms and institutions of
of international
international law are so
fundamentally
fundamentally different
different from those of
of domestic law that analogies cannot properly be
Duff in
drawn from one sphere to the other. Accordingly, the recognition by Chief
Chief Justice Duff
the Labour
Labour Conventions case that Canada had achieved the status of a mature nation in the
international community has nothing useful to say about the question with which the
Court is now faced.
faced.
56. Any doubt about the inapplicability of Chief
Chief Justice Duff's
Duff's dictum to internal
Reference Re
Re Disallowance
Canadian constitutional law was removed two years later, in the Reference
and Reservation
Reservation of
Legislation [1938] S. C. R. 71.
of Provincial Legislation
71. This was a unanimous
decision of
of the Supreme Court of
of Canada recognizing the continued existence, as a matter
of law, of
of the
of the powers given to the Governor General in Council by section 90 of
North America
America Act
Act to disallow or withhold royal assent from provincial legislation.
British North
In that case, in a context of
Duff was
of purely internal constitutional law, Chief
Chief Justice Duff
careful
careful to draw a sharp line between law and practice:
" We are not concerned with constitutional usage.
usage. \Ve
We are concerned with
questions of law which, we repeat, must be determined by reference to the enactments
of the British
British North
North America
America Acts
Acts of 1867 to 1930, the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster,
Westminster, and,
it might be, to relevant statutes of
of the Parliament of Canada if there were any.
constitutional
Once more, we are not concerned with constitutional usage or constitutional
practice.
practice."" (p. 78.)
57. The Attorney General of
of Manitoba has not cited a single instnace where a court in
Canada, the United Kingdom, or the British Commonwealth, has recognized and enforced
enforced
an internal constitutional convention as having " crystallized " into a rule of
of constitutional
constitutional
law.
Not Enforce Constitutional
Acknowledge but do Not
Judical Decisions Acknowledge
Constitutional Conventions

*
Relevant
Senate Reference—Not
Reference-Not Relevant
%

*
%

*

sH

*

*H

5

i*

*

of Manitoba relies heavily on the judgment
The Attorney General of
judgment of
of the Supreme
Supreme Court
Senate Reference,
referred to six times in his factum, at
in the Senate
Reference, [1980] 1 S. C. R. 54. It is referred
pages 4-5,
7, 12, 28-29, 38 and 50 ff. The Attorney General misconceives and overstates
4-5,7,12,28-29,
the significance of that judgment. The decision dealt with the scope of
of the legislative
authority of the Parliament of Canada derived from section 91(1) of
of the British
North
aui.hority
British North
America Act.
Act. The issue before this Court is the scope of
of the
America
of the legislative authority of
Parliament of the United Kingdom. The decision in the Senate
Reference dealt with the
Senate Reference
interpretation
British North
North America
America Act,
Act, 1949. The issue before
before this
interpretation of a section of
of the British
Laws Validity Act
Act and the Statute
Statute of
Court involves the application of
of the Colonial Laws
of
fVestminster.
Westminster.

of Canada
The Attorney General of
of Manitoba alleges that because the Parliament of
cannot legislate to amend the Constitution of Canada in certain respects, it, therefore,
request that the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom, which has full legislative
cannot reqz!est
authority, to legislate. It is claimed that to do so would be to do indirectly what cannot
of a well-known maxim. The fact is
be done directly. This is a complete misapplication of
that nothing is being done indirectly and nothing is proposed to be done indirectly.
of Commons decide to send the proposed Joint Address to
Should the Senate and House of
Westminster, they would be doing directly what exactly they have always done directly in
such cases, and the United Kingdom Parliament, in acting upon the request, would he
doing directly exactly what it has always done directly when given such a request.
If the arguments of
of the Attorney General of
of Manitoba in response to question three are
If
(apparently a
correct, Canada has already achieved a constitutional amending formula (apparently
very rigid one, requiring unanimous consent of Canada's eleven governments). The mere
of time, aided in some mysterious way by the creation of
of a federal amending power
passage of
in 1949, have, by his argument, accomplished what extensive negotiations by the eleven
respectfully submitted
submitted that there
governments over 56 years have failed to achieve. It is respectfully
is no legal basis upon which this Court could arrive at so extraordinary a conclusion.
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The correct answer to question three, it is
is submitted, is
is that
that there
there isis no
nolegal
legalrequirement
requirement
of
for provincial agreement that would prevent a Joint Address by the Senate and House of
Commons requesting an amendment of the Constitution of Canada, or that would render
void a statute of the Parliament of the United Kingdom in complying with such a request.
There is no legal basis upon which a court would invalidate, because of lack of provincial
British North
consent, such an amendment to the British
NorthAmerica
AmericaActs.
Acts. InInshort,
short,the
theagreement
agreement
of the provinces of Canada is not required for amendment of the Constitution of
of Canada
in the manner referred to in question three.
three.

PART IV
SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS
British North
North America
America Acts is with the British Parliament.
Legal power to amend the British
By a convention which is not legally enforceable, the British Parliament will not amend
without the request and consent of Canada. Such request and consent is conclusively
established by a Joint Address of the Senate and House of Commons of Canada.
Absence of agreement by the provinces does not diminish the legal power of the British
Parliament and is irrelevant to the convention.

The facts do not support the existence of a convention that agreement of the provinces
of
is a requisite of the validity of the proposed resolution, or that the Senate and House of
Commons are bound to refrain from proceeding in the absence of such agreement.
It follows that the Court should answer question three in the negative and, for the
reasons earlier advanced, should conclude that it is therefore unnecessary to express
two. Any other conclusion would embroil the Court
its opinion on questions one and two.
unnecessarily in a matter that is currently the subject of intense political and public
controversy.

All of which is respectfully
respectfully submitted.
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DOMINION-PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE
The Conference was called to give the Provinces an opportunity to express their views
with regard to the Statute of Westminster and the proposed Section, numbered 7, which
will be inserted to deal exclusively with the Canadian position. No objection was made
to the principle of the proposed legislation, and a proposal that the provisions of the
Statute relating to the repeal of the Colonial Laws Validity Act should extend to the
satisfactory
Provinces was approved. The Canadian Section (7) was drafted and found satisfactory
Provinces, though Quebec asked for further time for
for consideration.
consideration. Meanwhile,
Meanwhile,
by all the Provinces,
the approval of the Quebec Government has been received.
Certain other constitutional questions arose during the Conference. Some Provinces
desired that the question of powers and procedure in respect to constitutional amendment
should be discussed together with the wider subject of constitutional relations between
Dominions and Provinces. This was found to be impossible at that meeting, but it was
agreed that a constitutional conference should be summoned as soon as possible. It
It was
the general opinion that at such a conference a method of amending the Canadian
constitution by Canadian agencies might be discovered which would reconcile the two
essential features of reasonable elasticity of change and the preservation of provincial
rights.

DOMINION-PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE 1931

FIRsT
FIRST MEETING-TUESDAY,
MEETING—TUESDAY, APRIL 7-10
7—10 a.m.
a.m.

The first meeting of the Conference was held on Tuesday April 7th at 10 a.m. in the
Railway Committee Room in the House of Commons, with the Prime Minister of Canada,
B. Bennett, in the Chair.
The Right Honourable R. B.
present:—
The following other delegates were present:Dominion
ofCanada
Canada — Honourable
HonourableHugh
HughGuthrie
Guthrie
Dominion of
— Honourable C. H. Cahan
— Honourable Maurice Dupre
Prince
EdwardIsland
Island — Honourable
HonourableW.
W.M.
M.Lea
Lea
Prince Edward
Nova
Scotia
— Honourable W. L. Hall
Nova Scotia
New
— Honourable J. B. M. Baxter
New Brunswick
Brunswick
— Honourable
Honourable C.
C. D.
D. Richards
Richards
— Honourable
Honourable D.
D. A.
A. Stewart
Stewart
Quebec
Quebec
— Honourable
Honourable L.
L. A.
A. Taschereat.
Taschereau
— Honourable
Honourable H.
H. Mercier
Mercier
— Mr.
Mr. Charles
Charles Lanctot
Lanctot
— Mr.
Mr. Aime
Aime Geoffrion
Geoffrion
Ontario
— Honourable George S. Henry
Ontario
— Honourable W. H. Price
— Mr. Edward Bayly
Honourable R. A. Hoey
Manitoba
—
Manitoba
Honourable M. A. MacPherson
Saskatchewan
—
Saskatchewan
— Honourable
Honourable W.
W. W.
W. Smith
Smith
Alberta
Alberta
— Honourable J. E. Brownlee
— Honourable
Honourable J.
J. F.
F. Lymburn
Lymburn
Honourable
S.
British
Columbia
British Columbia
— Honourable S.F.
F. Tolmie
Tolmie
Mr. A. V. Pineo

— Mr. A. V. Pineo

Mr. L. B. Pearson, Department of
of External Affairs, was appointed Secretary to the
conference.
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Mr. Bennett, addressing the conference, gave a short historical survey of events leading
up to the proposed Statute of Westminster.
He stated that the principle of equality among the self-governing nations of the British
Commonwealth had been recognized by the Imperial Conference of 1926.
1926. As a result,
a conference had met in London in 1929
1929 to
to give
giveeffect
effect to
tothat
thatrecognition.
recognition. This
Thisconference
conference
had prepared a report which had been considered by the Irrperial
Imperial Conference, 1930.
Before, however, that report had been considered in London, the Prime Minister had
received a memorandum from the Government of Ontario stating its position with regard
to it and objecting that it should not be implemented without provincial consultation.
The Government of Quebec had also sent a communication emphasizing the desirability
of consulting the Provinces before any action was taken which would involve an
amendment to the constitution.
Mr. Bennett then stated that in view of the position taken in the above communications
he had cabled last autumn from London to inquire whether the Provinces had any
representations to make before action should be taken there. However, as the provincial
position in respect to the Statute of Westminster was safeguarded, owing to the fact
that the part of this Statute relating to Canada had been held in abeyance, such
representations were not found to be necessary at that time.
The present conference was called to give the Provinces an opportunity to express
of
their opinion on the draft Statute and on the proposed Canadian section. (Copies of
the draft Statute of Westminster, compiled from the Report of the Imperial Conference
with Section 7 regarding Canada in blank, and copies also of a draft Section 7, were
Conference.)
distributed to the members of the Conference.)
It should be noted that nothing in the Statute confers on the Parliament of Canada
the power to alter the constitution.

The position remained that nothing in the future could be done to amend the British
North America Act except as the result of appropriate action taken in Canada and
in London. In the past such appropriate action had been an address by both Houses
of the Canadian Parliament to the Parliament at Westminster. It was recognized,
however, that this might result in a radical change to our constitution taken at the request
of a bare majority of the members of the Canadian House of Commons and Senate.
The original draft of the Statute appeared, in the opinion of some provincial authorities,
to sanction such a procedure, but in the draft before the conference this was clearly
not the case.
Mr. Bennett also touched on the effect which the repeal of the Colonial Laws Validity
Act would have, and he hoped that any difficulties which the Provinces might have had
in respect to such repeal would be removed by Section 7 Sub-section 2 of the draft which
reads—
reads7.
(2) the powers conferred by this Act upon the Parliament of Canada or upon the
Legislatures of the Provinces shall be confined to the enactment of laws in relation
to matter that would otherwise be within the competence of the Parliament of
of
Canada or of the Legislatures of the Provinces respectively.
He emphasized that the Dominion Govermnent
Government put forward the draft of Section 7
only tentatively, for the consideration of the Conference. He then invited the heads
of the various provincial delegations to express any opinion that they might care to give
on the above questions.

Government still felt that
Mr. Taschereau (Quebec) inquired whether the Dominion Goyernment
the British North America Act should not be amended without reference to the British
way by
by the
the proposed
proposed
Parliament and wondered whether this procedure were affected in any way
changes.
Mr. Bennett replied that he considered a constitutional conference should be called
in the future to deal with this question of amendment but that it was not under
consideration at the present conference.
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Mr. Henry (Ontario) stated that the attitude of his Province had already been put
forward by Mr. Ferguson's letter of last year. He felt that the Dominion draft
considerably simplified their problem. It should not be forgotten that the British
North America Act was a contract, with the original Provinces at any rate, and nothing
vital in it should be changed without provincial consent.
Mr. Brownlee (Alberta) stated that at the moment he had no remarks to make.
Mr. Baxter (New Brunswick) felt that the constitutional position was not a happy
one at present. He was in favour of Canada having power to change its own
constitution with proper safeguards for all and did not feel that the present procedure
by address from Ottawa was the correct one. Therefore, in his opinion, the proposals
under consideration did not go as far as he would have desired; but he realised that
they went as far as was practicable at the present time.
Mr. Lea (Prince Edward Island) had nothing to say at the moment.
Mr. Hall (Nova Scotia) expressed some concern as to whether the Dominion under
Section 4 would have power to request Imperial action on provincial matters.
Mr. MacPherson (Saskatchewan) agreed with the views expressed by Mr. Baxter but
demurred somewhat to Mr. Henry's statement that only the original provinces were
parties to the confederation
confederation compact.
Mr. Hoey (Manitoba) and Mr. Tolmie (British Columbia) had no comments to make
at the moment.
Mr. Taschereau then brought up the question whether it was really necessary for
1931. Quebec, he
Canada to give its decision on the Statute of Westminster by July, 1931.
felt, might not be able to give an answer now.
Mr. Bennett explained that the above date was a compromise arrived at in London
between those Dominions desiring that the Statute should come into operation at an
1931, and those who were willing to wait longer. Hence
earlier date than December 31, 1931,
it was advisable that Canada should not take any action to change the dates agreed upon.
The Conference then adjourned
adjourned until 3 p.m.
SECOND MEETING-RAILWAY
MEETING—RAILWAY COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE ROOM-TUESDAY,
ROOM—TUESDAY, APRIL 7-3
7—3 p.m.
p.m.

In addition to those delegates who attended the first
also:first session, there were present also:—
-Honourable
—Honourable Thane Campbell (Prince Edward Island).
-Honourable
—Honourable J. R. Cooke (Ontario).
Mr. Bennett called the meeting to order and requested that the Provinces now give
an indication of their attitude to the Dominion suggestions as previously outlined.
Mr. Price (Ontario) felt that the amended Statute did not alter the position of the
Ontario Government. Apart from the British North America Act and its amendments,
which are covered by the new Section, other questions arise.
arise. Would this Statute affect
Council ? Is the right of appeal controlled by statute or prerogative?
prerogative ?
appeals to the Privy Council?
If the former, does Section 7 give the Dominion power to amend existing statutes so as
If
to annul or impair the present right of appeal to the Privy Council from the Provinces?
Mr. Bennett replied that the right of appeal is conferred by statute but Section 7 was
designed to make clear that the exercise of power on the part of the Dominion or of a
of the
province must be only with respect to subject matters within the jurisdiction of
Dominion or Provinces respectively. As to appeals to the Privy Council in matters
under provincial jurisdiction, the rights of the Provinces in this respect are in no way
impaired. The prohibition of such appeals would depend entirely on provincial
Legislation.

Mr. Hoey (Manitoba) felt that there would be no serious objection from Manitoba
to the Statute as now drafted. Not being a lawyer, he was not clear as to why the
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Provinces were included in the draft, and was informed by Mr. Guthrie that it was to
make it clear that the Provinces were supreme in all matters under their jurisdiction.
Mr. Bennett added that the Provinces were concerned with the repeal of the Colonial
Laws Validity Act which had a direct bearing on provincial matters.
Mr. Hoey then went on to state that he was of the opinion that minor amendments
to the constitution might be made as in the past without consulting the Province, but
that in major amendments the Provinces should be consulted and their unanimous
consent obtained. He wondered whether a committee of the conference could not be
set up to go into this question of the procedure of amendment more fully and report
to the conference at a later date. At the present moment public opinion in this matter
was not excited, and for that reason this seemed to be the time to deal with it when it
could be discussed calmly and judicially. In Manitoba considerable interest in this
constitutional question had been evinced. Taxation questions were making it a matter
of practical concern.
Mr. Bennett felt that the exigencies of time prevented consideration of this wider
question at the present meeting. But he recognised that public opinion in respect to
it was growing and that a conference should be held soon to consider the whole question.
As to the requirement of unanimity for change in the British North America Act this
would mean that one Province, say Prince Edward Island, might absolutely prevent
any change. No state at present required unanimity. Australia does not; nor does
South Africa, a bi-lingual country. From one point of view he could recognise that
unanimity might be desirable, but from another it seemed to be wholly out of keeping
with present political developments in the British Empire and indeed in the world. There
vvith
must, of course, be safeguards for minorities but there must be no absolute rigidity as
regards change. As to the suggestion that a special committee might be set up at this
conference he did not feel that this was practicable at the moment. His Government,
however, realized that a special conference should later be convened for that purpose,
though not till after full consultation with the Provinces. He recognized that the problem
soon to be faced.
faced.
had soCln

(Saskatchewan)—There had been no discussion in Saskatchewan on
Mr. MacPherson (Saskatchewan)-There
this question of the amendment to the constitution except in newspapers entering from
other Provinces, and he did not feel that he had a mandate from his Province to give an
opinion on the matter. He thought it might be useful if a committee of experts were
to the
the various
various Legislatures.
Legislatures.
convened to go into the question and report to
drafted.
He felt that he could approve the Canadian Section of the Statute now drafted.
Mr. Bennett was of the opinion that the problem of amending the constitution was a
political rather than a legal one and therefore he did not feel that an expert committee was
suitable. His idea was rather to have the Legislatures of the Provinces discuss the matter
and then if it were still considered desirable, to call a full Dominion-Provincial conference
matter.
to deal with the matter.
Mr. Brownlee (Alberta)-lf
(Alberta)—If the purpose of the present conference were merely to insert
provisions in the Stature of\Vestminster
of Westminster to preserve the status quo, he felt that the clauses
as drafted
drafted were satisfactory. He was
was bound to say,
say, however,
however, that he came here
here expecting
discussion. His Government had gone on record as approving such changes as
a wider discussion.
would give Canada the power to change its own constitution and they would be glad to see
however, that
that this
this did
did not
not seem
seem to
to be
be possible at
such changes made at once. He realized, however,
moment. The importance of this wider question was obvious. The difficulties
difficulties of
the mon:ent.
of the
as outlined by the Prime Minister should be
present situation were increasing and the steps as
wealthy provinces,
provinces,
taken at an early date. As a representative of one of the newer and less wealthy
he felt that any more uncertainty in the respective jurisdiction of Provinces and Dominion,
specially in regard to taxation and such legislation as the Security Lands Act, would be
disastrous. Alberta was ready now and at any time to discuss this question of giving the
Dominion constitutional powers. Indeed, he thought that the provincial delegations all
sufficient authority to take some step forward at this conference. However, if only
had sufficient
the narrower question were to be considered here, he could state that the proposed
satisfactory.
amendments were satisfactory.
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Mr. Bennett then read from the 0.
O. D. L. Report, 1929,
1929, to show that the hands of the
new Government had been tied in respect to the subject matter of this conference. This
Report had been adopted by parliament, and the new Government felt itself bound by its
provisions. Two provinces had felt (he did not consider wrongly) that they should be
consulted in this particular matter of the Statute of Westminster, as they were directly
affected
affected by it. The conference therefore had been called for that specific purpose.
Dr. Tolmie (British Columbia)-He
Columbia)—He had no objection to the clauses as drafted
drafted because
he felt that they did not interfere with the present position of the British North America
Act or of appeals to the Privy Council. He hoped that the general constitutional question
would be thrashed out soon. Might they not have a preliminary conference this fall?
The matter was important; the present situation was confused; no time should be lost.
these lines.
lines.
The present Government had the opportunity to make history along these
Mr. Campbell (Prince Edward Island) had no objection to offer to the proposed Statute.
His Province was also interested in the general constitutional question and approved of a
preliminary meeting of the Governments of the Provinces. He also felt that a committee
of experts could do a great deal of useful preparatory work.
Mr. Hall (Nova Scotia)-He
Scotia)—He was on the whole satisfied with the proposed Statute, with
the exception of Clause 4 about which he confessed he was somewhat uncertain. Would
it not give the
the Dominion power to
to request and consent to
to amendments of the
the British North
North
America Act. On Mr. Guthrie stating they had it now, Mr. Hall replied that he did not
affecting the Provinces on the
feel that the British Parliament should pass any legislation affecting
safeguarded in
mere address of the Parliament of the Dominion. If this point could be safeguarded
4, the Statute was
was otherwise
otherwise satisfactory.
satisfactory.
Clause 4,
Mr. Bennett replied that this point raised by Mr. Hall had been discussed in London and
that Clause 4 had
had been
been construed
construed as
as not
not infringing
infringing in
in any
anyway
wayon
onthe
therights
rightsof
ofthe
theProvinces
Provinces
to laws
laws of national and not of provincial import.
import.
and as referring only to

Brunswick)—He was interested particularly in Section 1, not yet
Mr. Baxter (New Brunswick)-He
drafted, designed to defined " Dominion ". He felt that the word " Dominion ", for
Canada, should mean the Parliament of the Federal Government in respect to those
subjects under its control and the Parliaments of the Provinces in respect to subjects under
of " Dominion " seemed to be necessary
their jurisdiction. For Canada special definition of"
and if such a definition could be found it would meet the point raised by Mr. Hall in respect
to Section 4. Indeed, he felt that there might be a separate Statute of Westminster for
Canada apart from that for the rest of the Commonwealth. He added that to confer any
confusion worse confounded.
confounded.
extra-territorial powers on the Provinces would make confusion
Mr. Bennett replied that the Dominions
Dominions in
in Section
Section11would
wouldmerely
merelybe
beenumerated
enumeratedand
andnot
not
defined politically.

Imperial Legislation
Legislation
Mr. Baxter then raised the question as to whether there could not be Imperial
amending the constitution on purely provincial matters at the request of the Provinces
alone.
Mr. Bennett replied that the Provinces could not make any such request through the
of
Dominion Parliament. The experience of Sir Richard McBride in 1907 and that of
Mr. Doherty, the Minister of Agriculture for Ontario, in the Cattle Embargo question
was also
also the
the view
viewthat
thatthe
theBritish
BritishGovernment
Government took.
took.
indicated that this was

(Quebec)—While stressing the importance of the present conference,
Mr Taschereau (Quebec)-While
British North
Mr Taschereau was not clear as to what was desired by it. Do we wish the Bdtish
America Act to be amended at the request of the Dominion only, without the consent
of the Provinces? Do we wish it to be amended by the Parliament of Canada? Quebec
th:~.t the
could not accept either of these suggestions. She was not prepared to agree that
British North America Act might be amended without the consent of the Provinces.
This, he felt, was implied in the preamble and also in Section 4 of the Statute where no
reference whatever was made to the Provinces. Without such reference, he felt the view
was sanctioned that the British North America Act could be changed at the request of
\\as
of
and with the consent of the Dominion alone.
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draft Statute in that
Public opinion in the Province of Quebec would not support this draft
it gave the Parliament of the Dominion power to alter the British North America Act
without the assent of,
of, or even consultation with, the Provinces. The British North
of
America Act, it should be remembered, was a contract with the provinces.
provinces. The Statute of
Westminster might be of far-reaching importance and unless there were included in it a
of the British North
provision that the Provinces must give their consent to amendment of
America Act he could not accept it.
On this point Mr Geoffrion
Geoffrion suggested an amendment to Section 7 to meet the above
to Section
Section 7,
7, as
as follows:follows:—
difficulty. He would add a subsection 5 to
Except as in this Section provided, the provisions of
of this Act shall not apply to
amendments to the British North America Act 1867-30.

Mr. Bennett replied to Mr. Taschereau by stating that the British North America
sixty-four years old; that there had been, roughly, thirty amendments to it, the
Act was sixty-four
practice being that such amendments should always be made on an address from the
Dominion House. Are we in order then in departing from this practice now? Our
purpose is to leave things as they are and we are definitely trying not to do what
Mr. Taschereau suggests may be done. However, to meet the position of Quebec, which
he appreciated, he was willing to make a declaration that in the future no amendments
to the British North America Act would be made by the present Government until an
opportunity had been given the Provinces to discuss the amendment and that the practice
of this
that has heretofore prevailed would not be relied upon. He felt that the urgency of
of Imperial concern, made such a declaration necessary. The
question, as a matter of
Government had a high sense of responsibility in respect to this Statute. It
It had been
agreed to in 1929.
1929. Though some Dominions, e.g. New Zealand and South Africa, were
in no hurry, Australia and The Irish Free State were most anxious for quick action with
regard to it. Furthermore, if the Dominions, and Canada particularly, did not signify
definitely their acceptance of the Statute it seemed certain it would have a hard passage
in the British Parliament, not so much in the House of Commons where it would get
general support as in the House of Lords. Without a clear-cut expression of
of Canadian
assent the Bill would probably be killed in the Lords. The action of Canada, then, was
of great importance to the rest of
of the Empire.
In London last fall at the Imperial Conference Mr. Dupre had at first intimated that
Canada could not proceed with the matter until there had been further time for provincial
consultation. That was why this conference had been called. But in London there
had been definite pressure from the other delegations that nothing should be done to
hold the Statute up and therefore Canada was left to draft
draft its own Section 7 to meet its
own difficulties.
difficulties.
difficulties put forward by the
This it had attempted to do in such a way as to meet the difficulties
careful to give no extra power to the Dominion to
Provinces. Sub-section 1 was careful
amend the constitution. Sub-section 2 was designed to provide in specific terms that
no increase in legislative jurisdiction should be granted to the Dominion or the Provinces,
while Sub-sections 3 and 4 had been added out of abundant precaution. The draft
section gave the Provinces the option of remaining under the Colonial Laws Validity
if they so preferred.
Act if
Mr. Cahan suggested the possibility of dropping the option.

Mr. Geoffrion
Geoffrion then explained that his suggestion was an effort
effort to meet the difficulty
difficulty
of the implied recognition in the Statute of the Dominion's sole power to request amendments. He merely wished to insure that the position of the Provinces would not be any
weaker after
after the Statute than it had been before. His suggestion would, he thought,
reserve the provincial position until the whole question of amendment could be discussed
in the future, but it would permit the Dominion to get its Act passed now.
if he still agreed that all the Provinces
Mr. Taschereau, at the point, asked Mr. Baxter if
should consent to an amendment to the British North America Act.

Mr. Baxter
Bax:ter replied that unanimity was desirable. He did not think that an amendment
should be forced on any province.
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Mr. Taschereau then stated he would prefer to return to Quebec to consult his Legislature and feel the pulse of public opinion before agreeing that amendments might be made
to the British North America Act without the consent of the Provinces.
Mr. Bennett replied that there was absolutely no intention, direct or indirect, to do
this; but Mr. Taschereau said it was down in black and white.
Mr. Bennett declared he appreciated Mr. Taschereau's position. He did not wish to
adjourn to consider Mr. Geoffprejudice it in any way and felt that the conference might adjourn
rion's suggestion. He was bound to state that the Federal Government was primarily
interested in this question in its inter-imperial aspect.
Mr. Taschereau asked if it would be possible to have a conference later to discuss this
question.
Mr. Bennett did not see how this could be done during the present year. It was a
matter of good faith with our colleagues in London.
Mr. Taschereau then asked Prince Edward Island how it felt in respect to the question
of amendment.
of
Mr. Lea (Prince Edward Island) replied that he did not think that the question of
draft Statute did not give the Dominion
amendment came up at this time and that the draft
any powers which it did not possess already.
Mr. Price (Ontario) then suggested to the Chairman that an announcement should
be made to the press that only one phase of the constitutional question was being discussed
at the conference and that the other and more general phases would be discussed at a
later conference. This, he thought, would ease public opinion, at least in his Province
where certain letters had been appearing in the press expressing some apprehension at
what might happen during the conference.
Mr. Bennett replied that he had intended to make such an announcement.
At 4.45 the conference then adjourned
adjourned till 10 a.m. April 8th, in order to accept the
invitation of the Governor-General to tea at Rideau Hall.
8-10 a.m.
ROOM-WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8—10
MEETING-RAILWAY COMMITTEE ROOM—WEDNESDAY,
THIRD MEETING—RAILWAY
a.m.

Mr. Bennett, in opening the session, read a new draft of Section 7 which had been
of State,
prepared the previous evening by the Minister of Justice and the Secretary of
after consultation with certain of the provincial delegates. It was hoped that this new
draft
follows:—
draft embodied the results of yesterday's discussions. It reads as follows:7. (1) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to apply to the repeal, amendment or
alteration of the British North America Acts 1867 to 1930, or any order, rule or
regulation made thereunder.
(2) The powers conferred
conferred by this Act upon the Parliament of Canada or upon
of laws in
the Legislatures of the Provinces shall be restricted to the enactment of
of any
relation to matters within the competence of the Parliament of Canada or of
of the Legislatures of the Provinces respectively.
of
(3) The provisions of Section 2 of this Act shall extend to laws made by any of
the Provinces of Canada and to the powers of the Legislatures of such Provinces.
Mr. Bennett drew attention to the changes in the new draft. In Sub-section 1, the
of " order, rule or regulations made thereunder
", seemed necessary as action
thereunder",
addition of"
could be taken and had been taken otherwise than by statute to alter the British North
America Act. Sub-section 2 was designed to limit the exercise of
of the
the legislative
legislativejurisdiction
jurisdiction
of the Provinces or of the Dominion to matters within their respective control, under
the British North America Act. Sub-section 3 altered Sub-section 3 of the former draft
in that it applied the provisions of Section 2 at once instead of making this optional for
the
legislation.
obviating legislation.
thus obviating
Provinces, thus
the Provinces,
draft met the situation.
Mr. Bennett then inquired of the Provinces whether the new draft
Mr. Guthrie followed Mr. Bennett by stating that it was the purpose behind the new
draft
draft to make absolutely clear that the statute made no change in the British North
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America Act and gave the Dominion no new power to alter it. It was definitely designed
to maintain the status quo. In Sub-section 2 " restricted to " replaced " confined
confined to ",
and in Sub-section 3 the words "which
" which adopt that section",
section ", of the former draft, had
been deleted to obviate legislative action. He felt that the new draft considerably
clarified the situation.
Mr. Taschereau said that so far as the repeal of the Colonial Laws Validity Act was
concerned he had no objection to make. Further, the new draft of Section 7 struck
him favourably, but more time was necessary for its consideration. However, the Statute,
both in its preamble and in Section 4 still, by implication, gave the Dominion the sole
right to request an amendment of the British North America Act. It put in black and
white what had been the practice of the past. Can we be assured, he asked, that the
Government of the Dominion will make no request for an amendment of the British
North America Act at Westminster without the consent of the Provinces? Can we be
assured also that a further conference will be held to consider the wider question of
of
amending the constitution? While the amendments now struck him as favourable he
would, however, ask for a little more time in order to consult his colleagues of the Quebec
Government. The editorial in that morning's Montreal Gazette showed that public
opinion was uneasy in his Province.
Mr. Bennett felt that Mr. Taschereau's fears concerning the amendment of the constitution by Dominion action alone were dealt with by Sub-section 1 of the new Section 7.
Mr. Taschereau replied that he realised that the power in respect to amendment was not
altered by the Statute, but that the practice in that connection had been put down in
satisfactory.
black and white, and that practice, which left out the Provinces, was not satisfactory.
Mr Bennett did not feel that the statute went so far. It was his opinion that in minor
amendments such as a change in the quorum of the House of Commons there was no
reason for consulting the Provinces, but that in more important amendments, such as the
distribution of legislative power, the Provinces should, of course, be consulted.
Mr Taschereau asked whether the other Provinces would be consulted in case the
representation of Quebec in the House of Commons were
were doubled.
doubled.
Mr Bennett replied in the affirmative
affirmative but indicated at the same time that the address
embodying such an amendment would never get through the House of Commons or
Senate anyway. "So
" So far as this Government is concerned",
concerned ", he said, "we
" we propose to
have a conference called to deal with the whole matter of constitutional relations between
the Provinces and the Dominion. We do not yet know just when that conference can be
called but we are aware of the importance of making provision so that there will be no
Dominion".
conflict between the Provinces and the Dominion
''. Previous amendments to the
British North America Act had been non-controversial, but Mr Taschereau could assure
his colleagues that there would be no amendment to the constitution of Canada in its
federal aspect without consulting the Provinces which, it must be remembered had the
same powers within their domain that the Dominion has within hers.
Mr Taschereau then inquired whether it would be feasible to secure a copy of
of
Mr Ferguson's letter and memorandum of last summer. A copy was given to him.
Mr Henry (Ontario) stated that Mr Ferguson's letter, just referred to, set out the
Ontario case and that he, representing Ontario, was at one with Mr Taschereau in feeling
that the Provinces should be consulted in the case of amendments to the British North
America Act. The thirty amendments previously made were in a sense of minor
effect on the Provinces was obvious
importance, but in respect to more important ones the effect
and naturally they would not care to leave sole control in the hands of the Federal
Parliament. When major amendments are proposed the Provinces should sit in and
their representations should be given every consideration before changes were made.
He was, therefore, in accord with Mr Taschereau's argument, but he did not see that it
applied in
in the
the present
present instance.
instance. He
He did
did not
not think
think that
that the
the Statute
Statute of
of Westminster
Westminster in anyapplied
any
way affected
affected the
the status
status quo
quo or
or weakened
weakened the
the provincial
provincial position,
position, as
asregards
regardslater
later discussion.
discussion.
way
3. Mr Cahan then emphasized that the sole purpose of the committee last night in
suggesting alterations to Section 7 was
was to preserve absolutely the status quo as
as to relations
inter se.
se. This, coupled with the assurance of the Prime Minister that the Provinces
should be consulted as to procedure in future amendments, should allay provincial fears.
Mr Baxter felt that he could accept the new draft, as did Mr Hall of Nova Scotia.
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Mr Taschereau then asked whether it would be possible to have a separate Statute of
of
Westminster for Canada alone. He felt that there was a danger iu
in associating Canada
with the other Dominions in respect to this Statute. It might be interpreted by the Privy
Council in a case arising out of its application to New Zealand in such a way as prejudicially
prejudicially
to affect
affect this countrv.
Mr Bennett replied that the point raised by Mr Taschereau had been brought up in
of
London. He would remind him that the Government was bound by the discussions of
1926 and 1929.
1929. It would be impossible now to go back on those previous agreements
or for Canada to take separate action at the present time. He asked Mr Taschereau
how much time he would like for consideration of the proposals, to which Mr Taschereau
replied that he thought he could give
give an
an answer
answer within
within two
twoweeks.
weeks.
Mr Bennett then asked if they were all in agreement with the new draft, subject to what
had been said by Mr Taschereau.
Mr Brownlee (Alberta) replied that he could accept it as it only preserved
preserved the
the status
status quo.
quo.
Dr Tolmie (British Columbia), Mr MacPherson (Saskatchewan) and Mr Campbell
(Prince Edward Island) also
also expressed
expressed agreement.
agreement.
Mr Bennett then drew attention to an omission in the last line of Sub-section 2; " or of
of
the Legislatures " should read " or of any of the Legislatures." This was a mere drafting
drafting
point.
Mr Baxter then referred to a point in connection with Sub-section 2, Section 7. By
this Section separate provincial action might be taken with respect to appeals to the
Privy Council. Would it be wise to leave the door open for such separate action?
added:— "but
" but shall not authorise the legislature of
of
Could not the following clause be added:any province to amend or repeal its present laws respecting appeals to the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council"?
Council" ?
Mr Bennett replied that surely Mr Baxter would reconsider this proposal. If
If they
of
believed in provincial autonomy surely this question must be left to the judgment of
the separate provinces. Such an addition to the Sub-section as that proposed by
Mr Baxter would have far-reaching effect. We personally believed in the value of appeals
to the Privy Council but each Province must be left to determine its own policy in this
matter.
uniformity did not
Mr Campbell (Prince Edward Island) observed, however, that if uniformity
affecting parties in
exist in this question of provincial appeals there might arise an action affecting
different laws respecting the matter and that confusion
confusion
two provinces which might have different
would therefore result.
Mr Bennett replied that this was the case at present and that there were already different
different
regulations in different
different provinces re appeals. There was no uniformity now and all their
attempts to get uniformity through the provincial Legislatures had failed.
failed.
Mr Bennett then agreed that Mr Taschereau should have a couple of weeks to consider
the matter and consult with his colleagues. He would now state as aa matter of record that
Section 7, as read, (he proceeded then to read it) was the Section to be proposed as the
Canadian Section to the Statute of Westminster. The draft as read was then initialed
by the Prime Minister as agreed to, subject to the statement of the Prime Minister of
of
Quebec. It was then initialed by the
the other delegations.
delegations.
Mr Taschereau then remarked that he would be able to advise the Dominion by April
consideration of
ofthe
the draft.
22nd on the results oftheir consideration
The question of a statement to the press was then brought up. Mr Bennett observed
conference
that any such statement should emphasize that in no sense was the present conference
called to deal generally with amendments of the constitution. He suggested that Mr Price,
Geoffrion, and Mr Lymburn, with the co-operation of Mr Guthrie, and Mr Cahan
Mr Geoffrion,
press communique.
communique.
and Dr Skelton, should act as aa committee to draft aa press
Mr Bennett also referred to the desirability of having another conference, or even two
conferences, but stated that at present it was impossible to fix a date. He then thanked
the Provinces for their attendance and for their efforts to make the conference a successsuccess·
Taschereau and Mr Henry, the
The Chairman having been thanked in turn by Mr Taschen.au
conference adjourned
adjourned at 11
11 a.m.
a.m.
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APPENDIX ((1)
1)
FIRST DRAFT SECTION 7 FOR INCLUSION
INCLUSION IN STATUTE OF WESTMINSTER
WESTMINSTER

7. (1) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to confer
confer upon the Parliament of
of Canada
or upon the Legislatures of
of the Provinces any power to repeal amend or alter the British
North America Acts 1867to
1867 to 1930.
(2) The powers conferred
conferred by this Act upon the Parliament of
of Canada or upon the
Legislatures of
of the Provinces shall be confined
confined to the enactment of
of laws in relation to
matters that would otherwise be within the competence of
of the Parliament of
of Canada
Canada or
of
of the Legislatures of
of the Provinces respectively.
(3) The provisions of
of the
of Section 2 of
of this Act shall extend to laws made by any of
Provinces of
of Canada which adopt that Section and to the powers of
of the Legislatures of
of
such Provinces.

((4)
4) Any law of
of a Province of
of Canada adopting the provisions of
of Section 2 of
of this Act
of this
may provide that the adoption shall have effect
effect either as from the commencement
commencement of
Act or as from such later date as may be specified
specified by the adopting Act.
REVISED DRAFT SECTION FOR INCLUSION
INCLUSION IN STATUTE OF WESTMINSTER
WESTMINSTER

7. (1) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to apply to the repeal, amendment
amendment or
of the British North America Acts 1867 to 1930, or any order, rule or regulation
alteration of
made thereunder.
(2) The powers conferred
conferred by this Act upon the Parliament of
of Canada or upon the
Legislatures of
of the Provinces shall be restricted to the enactment of
of laws in relation to
matters within the competence of
of the Parliament of
of Canada or of
of any of
of the Legislatures
of
of the Provinces respectively.

(3) The provisions of
of the
of Section 2 of
of this Act shall extend to laws made by any of
provinces of
of Canada and to the powers of
of the Legislatures of
of such Provinces.

Agreed,
subject to statement of
of
P.M. of Quebec
8 April, 1931
1931
R.B. Bennett,
C.H.C.
Chairman
S.F.T.
J.B.B.
J.E.B.
Geo. S. Henry
M.A. MacP
M.A.MacP
L.A. Taschereau W.W.S.
w.w.s.
J.B.M. Baxter
R.A.H.
W.L. Hall
W.L.Hall
W.M. Lea
W.M.Lea

*

*

*

*

*

APPENDIX 11
BRITAIN AND THE PROPOSED
PROPOSED PATRIATION
PATMATION OF THE BRITISH NORTH
NORTH
AMERICA ACT (36/80-81/FM)
(36/80-81/FM)
A1"\IIERICA

Memorandum by Bruce George, M.P.

" Federalism is by its "\·ery
very essence a compromise and a pact. It
It is a compromise
compromise
when, national consensus on all things is not desirable or cannot readily
in the sense that when.
obtain, the area of
of consensus is reduced in order that consensus on some things are
treaty, in the sense that
that the terms
terms of
of the compromise
compromise cannot
reached. It
It is a pact
pact or Quasi treaty,
be changed unilaterally. That is not to say that the terms are fixed forever; but only
effort must be made not to destroy the consensus on which
that in changing them, every effort
the federated
federated nation
nation rests."
rests." (Pierre
(Pierre Trudeau,
Trudeau, in
in "" Federalism,
Federalism, Nationalism
Nationalism and
and Reason"
Reason "
the
1965).
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The Canadian Prime Minister seeks to cut the remaining constitutional link with the
United Kingdom, a desire that has not proceeded without opposition in both countries.
My involvement in the debate stems from my connection with the three Native Canadian
Associations-The
Associations—The National Indian Brotherhood, representing 300,000 " status " Indians,
The Native Council of
of Canada, representing nearly one million mixed blood or Metis,
and the Inuit Committee on National Issues, who speak on behalf
behalf of
of the 25,000 Inuit
or Eskimo.
I have expressed my views forcibly elsewhere on the shameful
shameful way in which Native/
Indigenous/Tribal peoples throughout the world have been treated by those who dispossessed them of their land. In my paper entitled " Human Rights and Indigenous
Peoples—a neglected Dimension " presented in the Atlantic Provinces Political Science
Peoples-a
Association at Sydney, Nova Scotia, (copies of
of which will be sent to members of
of the
committee if requested) I argued that the movement to advance human rights could be
professedly democratic and Christian, having within their
extended to those countries professedly
of Mr. Trudeau
Trudeau are based
boundaries original peoples. My opposition to the proposals of
on:
(1) A desire to see the Native people more fully involved in the constitutional
constitutional
renewal process in Canada.
(2) Greater recognition of
of their demands to be accommodated in any changes to
the constitution that may be made.
if
I do not object to the patriation of the BNA Act if it recognises native aspirations and if
it is done correctly. I fear on evidence at present available, neither criteria seems likely
to be met.
The Crown, the Government, and Parliament are being placed in a highly embarrassing
embarrassing
and potentially dangerous position as a result of Mr. Trudeau's demands. Should we
accede to these demands we shall be reneging on constitutional obligations to the Native
peoples and the provinces.
Should we decline to respond to Mr. Trudeau's wishes, then there is the distinct
of a dramatic deterioration in Anglo-Canadian
Anglo-Canadian relations, their Prime Minister
possibility of
referendum
claiming interference by Britain in purely Canadian affairs, and a bitter referendum
of villain. We will be
or Parliamentary campaign with Britain being cast in the role of
of a diplomatic, constitutional and political minefield, not of
of our making.
in the midst of
Had the Canadians been able to agree, then their constitution could have been returned
lock, stock and barrel, with few objectors on this side of
of the Atlantic.
transfer
Should Britain be asked merely to patriate the constitution, legislation to transfer
formula to be agreed
the power to amend the BNA Act into Canadian hands following a formula.
support of
upon by both federal and provincial Governments (with I trust the support
of original
Canadians) then Britain no doubt should be delighted to acquiesce. But we are being
asked much more than that. We are being asked (or told) to use the highly respected
word of
of the editorial in the Nov. 5th issue of
of the Globe and Mail:
" To make changes to the Canadian constitution that go far beyond the changes
changes
himself if the constitution had already been patriated.
he (Mr. Trudeau) could make himself
Worse, they are changes that go far beyond changes he would make if, in addition to
repatriation, the substantive constitutional amending changes he demands had
had already
been made. For he does not have in Canada the support he would need to carry
himself set down.
through these amendments under the amending formula he has himself
If Mr. Trudeau continues on the course he has chosen he will find
find himself
himself asking
asking
If
Britain
amend Canada's constitution
constitution in a manner that the constitution
constitution as amended
Britain to amend
asking what he has no right
would show to be clearly unconstitutional. He would be asking
ask " (my emphasis).
to ask"

... A Canadian
Those who expressed doubts here at what is being proposed are criticised
criticised...
unsuccessfully to get me censured by the House of
of Commons,
M.P., Bud Cullen, moved unsuccessfully
himself in a speech to his party in Winnipeg on 4th of
of July said,
and the Prime Minister himself
" I was told yesterday ...
. . . that a group of back-benchers in Great Britain were saying
saying
"I
if the Canadian GoYernment
Government didn't settle such and so, they would form a lobby in
that if
Westminster and prevent us from
from getting patriation when we ask for it. Well all I have
say is they better
better not
not try!
try I " (my emphasis).
to say
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The prophesy in the leaked report to the Canadian Cabinet on Constitutional Disfight in Parliament and the country will be very, very rough " may
cussions that " the fight
well prove to be true.
I propose firstly
firstly to examine the role of the native peoples in the constitution, their
demands and their arguments as to why the British Parliament, Crown and Government
should decline patriation, then to explore the wider constitutional arguments for refusal.
The three Native Canadian groups have a difference in emphasis based on a variety
offactors,
of factors, yet they argue that the relationship between the Crown and the Indian Nations
is still valid, and has never been extinguished.
International lawyer, Gordon Bennett, in
in an article in
in aa Survival
Survival International
International document
document
argues:
"" It
It is
is not widely appreciated that the United Kingdom retains aa residual responsibility for the native peoples of Canada that the British Parliament could refuse a
request for patriation, indeed the special position of Canadian Indians suggests that
both Parliament and the Crown would be duty bound to adopt such a course, if
if
persuaded that the proposed constitution adversely affected
affected Indian status."
Those who argue on Bennett's lines, including Professor Douglas Sanders, a law
Professor at the University of British Columbia point to,
(1) The Royal Proclamation of 1763
1763 as still remaining valid today.
(2) The still binding treaties, hundreds in number signed before and after
after 1867.
The right to negotiate treaties belong to the Crown and were not delegated to
the Government of Canada.
It is argued that the legally binding treaties involved an obligation in perpetuity to
protect the aboriginal nations and that these obligations were never eradicated by legisla1867,1931
tion in 1867,
1931 or 1949.
We should ensure that when eventually we do patriate, the rights of those we have a
legal (and moral) obligation to protect are properly secured. Native Canadians, despite
assurances are less than confident the Canadian Government " unaided ", would pursue
this objective.

CANADA'S NATIVE PEOPLES AND
AND THE CONSTITUTION

Before entering into a discussion of the role which Native peoples wish to play in the
revision of
of the Canadian Constitution, I should briefly explain who the different
different Native
peoples are (Canada's Native peoples); how they have been dealt with by successive
governments (Native peoples and Native policy); and what kinds of strategies they have
outlined for their future in Confederation
Confederation (Native positions).

CANADA'S NATIVE PEOPLES

The white invader to the Americas got it wrong from the start by categorizing the vast
variety of cultures and language varieties into a single and wrongly named group called
" Indians ", and by doing that, says
says Robert F.
F. Berkhofer, Jr., "Neglecting
" Neglecting or playing
"Indians",
down the social and cultural diversity of Native Americans then-and
then—and now-for
now—for the
convenience of simplified understanding,", and consequently Indian is a white invention,
conveni<>nce
stereotype. They got it wrong in believing the peoples they
a white image and even a stereotype.
savages'".
,. . Many books have recently been published showing the
encountered to be " savages
extraordinary diversity of philosophy, culture, language, political and social organization1
and an exhibition in London, Sacred Circles, dramatically and extensively proved this.1
I don't wish to get into a legal argument as to who is a Native person in Canada. It
sufficient to say that I shall refer to three groups for the purpose of this paper: Indians,
is sufficient
both status Indians and non-status Indians; Metis; and Inuit.
Sacred Circles,
Sacred
Circles, 1977.
1977.

1
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Status Indians are those people who are registered under the Indian Act, federal government legislation which established the reserve system and other rights and privileges to
be accorded those people under the Act. There are about 300,000 status Indians in
Canada, over seventy per cent of whom live on 2,27
2,2744 reserves scattered across the country
but a growing number of status Indians, mainly youth, are moving off
off reserves.
Non-status Indians are people of Indian ancestry who have lost their entitlement to
be registered under the Indian Act through enfranchisement. In the past many Indians
had to voluntarily enfranchise and lose their Indian status in order to vote in general
elections, own property off the reserves and exercise other basic human rights. Many
of the
others were arbitrarily enfranchised, usually through the application of sections of
various Indian Acts which strip Indian women who marry non-status males and their
children of the right to be registered under the Indian Act. Other non-status Indians
are descendants of Indians who were
were omitted from band lists
lists by
bymistake
mistake or
or are
are descendants
descendants
of those Indians on the western plains who chose to be treated as Metis by taking land
grants instead of Indian treaty.
The Metis are people of mixed Indian and European ancestry who identify
identify as a distinct
national group within Confederation. Originally the offspring of French fur traders
from the North West Company and Scotch fur traders from the Hudson's Bay Company
who married Indian women, the Metis emerged as a distinct national community on the
prairies during the early 19th century, played a prominent role in the fur trade and asserted
their national rights first against the Hudson's Bay Company and then against the federal
government. It was a Provisional Government headed by the Metis leader, Louis Riel,
which brought the province of Manitoba into Confederation
Confederation in 1970 and it was Riel who
led the Metis in the Saskatchewan Insurrection of 1885 after earlier land provisions for
the Metis had been betrayed by the federal government.
While status Indians are considered a responsibility of the federal government, the
Metis, like the non-status Indians, are considered " citizens like any other " and have
been placed within the jurisdiction of the provinces. Recent estimates place the total
Metis and non-status Indian population at about 800,000.
Canada's 23,000 Inuit inhabit those parts of the Northwest Territories, Quebec and
Labrador north of the tree line. They are the only aboriginal group in the Americas
with culturally and linguistically related people still living on the Asian side of Bering
Strait, the Inuit of Siberia. Traditionally the harvesters of sea mammals, fish and
migratory caribou, the Inuit today are mostly settled permanently in small settlements
along the Arctic Coast and depend on government for subsistence.
Even though the Inuit, like the Metis and non-status Indians, are excluded from the
provisions of the Indian Act, they are considered to be, as the result of a Supreme Court
91 (24)
ruling in 1939, Indians for the purposes of the Constitution (according to Section 91
of the British North America Act, the federal government has jurisdiction over " Indians
and the lands reserved for the
")and
the Indians
Indians'')
and are
are aa responsibility of
of the
the federal
federal government
government

.

AND NATIVE POLICY
NATIVE PEOPLE AND

Breton et al,
al, in"
in " Cultural
Cultural Boundaries
Boundaries and
and the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of Canada,
Canada, 1980
1980",", analyze
analyze
the evolution of federal government strategy and policy towards Native peoples in three
stages: (1) accommodation, (2) domination, and (3) integration.
(1) Accommodation-was
Accommodation—was employed by rival European colonial powers to harness the
services of Native peoples as allies and economic partners. As long as the military skills
and labor of the Indians were needed, the British, French and Dutch were inclined to
respect their interests and rights. However, with the end of the colonial rivalry occasioned
by the defeat of the French in the Seven Years War and the spread of agricultural settlement, the leverage of the Indians was rapidly reduced.
reduced.

In western Canada, however, the accommodation of Native peoples would continue
until the Hudson's Bay Company sold all of Rupert's Land to the Dominion of Canada
1869. Before then the Company did not interfere much with the rights of
of the Indians
in 1869.
who were required as producers of furs, nor could it withstand the assertion of free trade
rights by the Metis in 1849 since these people occupied such key roles in the fur economy
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as middlemen, post managers, boat men, connnercial
of
commercial freighters, interpreters, suppliers of
food for the Company posts and defenders of
of the Red River Settlement itself. However,
with the admission of
of Manitoba and the North West Territories into Confederation,
Confederation, the
signing of the treaties and the mass influx of
of white immigrants onto the plains, the bargaining position of
of the Native peoples was drastically altered.
By the time European whaling vessels visited the shores of
of Arctic Canada, the accommodation strategy was extended to the Inuit.
(2) Domination-was
Domination—was employed by the governments of
of Canada when the Natives no
longer served a purpose in the white man's scheme for opening the continent. If
If anything,
the mere existence of
of the Native person was seen to be an obstruction to the orderly
development of the land. Treaties were signed with the Indians of Ontario and the plains
by which they surrendered their title to the land in return for small tracts of reserve land,
hunting rights and annual annuities. With the promulgation of
of the various Indian Acts
all aspects oflndian
of Indian life were to be controlled by the Department
Department oflndian
of Indian Affairs.
Affairs.
The ultimate goal of
of Indian legislation was the assimilation of
of the Indian into the
dominant Euro-Canadian
Euro-Canadian society. A " trust
t r u s t " relationship would ensue in which the
government would " protect
protect"" the Indians through segregation until they had inculcated
Christian and capitalist values and were ready for assimilation. In 1880, Sir John A.
Macdonald stated that the federal government's policy regarding Indians was: " ....
. . to
wean them by slow degrees, from their nomadic habits, which have almost become an
instinct, and by slow degrees, absorb them or settle them on the land. Meanwhile, they
protected."" 22
must be fairly protected.
Enfranchisement was to serve as an incentive to bring Indians from their dependent
Enfranchisement
state of
of tutelage to full citizenship with all the rights and responsibilities that entailed.
Superintendent General of Indian Affairs
In 1920 the Deputy Superintendent
Affairs stated that the object
object of
of
enfranchisement policy was
was::
enfranchisement
" . .. . . to continue until there is not a single Indian in Canada that has not been
absorbed into the body politic, and there is no Indian question, and no Indian
Department.""33
Department.

After
After Louis Riel's Metis Provisional Government brought Manitoba into Confederation
Confederation
in 1870, federal government policy towards the Metis was to bring about their rapid
absorption into the white immigrant population. During the Red River Rebellion the
Prime Minister of Canada had written that: "These
" These impulsive half-breeds have got
spoilt
s p o i l t...
. . . and must be kept down by a strong hand until they are swamped by the influx
44
of settlers.
settlers."
of
"
Through the Manitoba Act of
of 1870 and other legislation in 1874 and 1879 the federal
government established a system of
of Metis land grants and scrip (a coupon redeemable
in land or in cash) to extinguish the Metis share of
of the Indian title to the land. However
it was federal policy that once the Metis accepted these grants, they were no longer to be
considered Native and their lands were not to be accorded the kind of
of protections given
Indian lands under the treaties.
Prolonged delays in the distribution of
of the patents to Metis lands during the period
of
of rapid white immigration led to the displacement of
of most of
of the Manitoba
Manitoba Metis.
Later, when land grants were extended to the Metis outside of
of Manitoba (in what is today
Saskatchewan, Alberta and the Northwest Territories), the federal government
government not
only tolerated but actually facilitated
facilitated the alienation of
of Metis lands through speculation.•
speculation.5
Faced with dispossession of
of the lands they had opened to settlement, the Metis rose in
revolt in 1885. They were defeated
defeated at Batoche and their leader, Riel, was hanged
for treason.
The Metis were pushed to the marginal lands of
of the north and west and onto road
of Crown land on either side of
of public roads). Many of
allowances (strips of
of their
of an
descendants today still live as squatters on their own land. They have been victims of
22

House
55
May,
JSouseof
ofCommons
CommonsDebates,
Debates,
May,1880:1991.
1880:1991.

3
an.
to to
consider
Bill14,
1920, RGRG
10.10.
D. C. Scott, Evidence
EvidencetotoCommons
CommonsCommittee
Committee
consider
Bill 14,1920,
44Sir John A. Macdonald to Sir Jo1m
John Rose, February 23,
23, 1870. From Joseph Pope,
CorrespondenceofofSirSirJohn
JohnA.A.j\;facdonald
Macdonald
(Toronto:
OxfordHouse,
House,
1921).
Correspondence
(Toronto:
Oxford
1921).
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assimilationist policy to legally define them out of
of existence, in much the same way as the
Kurds of
of Turkey have been defined out of
of existence by the Turks (who refer
refer to the Kurds
as "mountain
" mountain Turks".).
Turks ".). After
After 1941,
1941, the federal government eliminated the categories
5
Canada5 •.
" Metis " and " half-breed " in the decennial census of Canada
(3) Integration-has
Integration—has developed as federal policy towards Native people since the end
of
of the war amidst a penetration of
of Canada's hinterland which, while bringing improvements in fields such as health care and housing, have posed threats to Native identity
and Native rights. The twin processes of
of industrialization
industrialization and urbanization
urbanization have broken
of transportadown the insularism of
of Native groups in hinterland areas. The expansion of
tion and communications networks into those areas has brought Native peoples into
closer contact with the dominant groups in Canadian society than at any time in the
past. Native peoples have found their lives increasingly governed by institutions such
if any
as schools, government departments and the media over which they have little if
control.
At the same time Native lands have been encroached upon by resource corporations,
usually foreign-owned. Many of Canada's largest resource development
development projectsprojects—
nickel mining in northern Manitoba, uranium mining in northern Saskatchewan, oil and
gas production in northern Alberta and north-eastern B.C., mining and pulp and paper
operations in northern Ontario and Quebec, hydro-electricity production in LabradorLabrador—
are in areas with large Native populations.
of government
During the resource booms since World War II a common assumption of
policy-makers was that a harmonious application of government social capital investment
integration of
of Native
and private capital investment would lead to the socio-economic " integration
peoples".
of government programs to move Native people to
". The establishement of
peoples
assumption.
" growth " centres was an offshoot of this assumption.

However, for Native peoples these non-renewable resource projects have usually
been accompanied by physical and cultural dislocation marked by an increase in
of environalcoholism and suicide, disruption of traditional economic activities as a result of
mental destruction and the relegation of
of Native peoples to a back-up industrial reserve
army-"
army—" the last to be hired and the first to be fired".
fired ". Native peoples fear that without
their sharing in the control over the institutions which govern their lives and over the
of their lands, the government's " integration " programs will lead to their
development of
businessman stated:
assimilation into the dominant white society. A prominant Indian businessman
" There is a great tendency to continue the principle of ...
. . . integration in which
of Canada.
they are treated as just another contributing unit to the cultural mosaic of
There is a feeling that if Native people are given enough assistance they can compete
framework as it now exists."
as ordinary Canadians within the economic and political framework
"Indians
" Indians in Canada have never accepted this view.
view. Because of their original land
land
rights, they feel they have an equity interest in resource development
development and a special
" 66
degree of
of political autonomy within the country.
country."
assimilationist have
Native suspicions that these " integration " schemes are, in fact, assimilationist
reinforced by federal government policy movements during the Trudeau
been reinforced
Trudeau era.
Paper in which it
In 1969 the federal government released its highly controversial White Paper
of Indian reserves and the transfer
proposed the repeal of the Indian Act, the dissolution of
of the responsibility for provision of
of services to Indians
to the provincial governments of
—in short, an end to the special status of
of Indians. The White Paper was withdrawn but
-in
from Indian groups.
only under heavy criticism from

Although the federal government has intervened on behalf
behalf of
of the Metis and non-status
Indians within the past decade by establishing special social and economic assistance
programs, it's rationale for these programs are the special needs rather than the special
of these Native groups. Native leaders have argued that this policy is assimilarights of
of Native peoples
tionist in that, at its very best, it aims at promoting the social mobility of
of the dominant English and French groups.
through the class system of
55An exhaustive study of the alienation of Metis lands \Vas
was conducted by the Native Council
of Canada and other Metis organizations from 1977-1980.
e
John Beaver, Speech to Empire Club of Canada (Toronto, December 4, 1975).
"John
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For the Native groups today the key question is whether they are to be recognized as
peoples having the right to self-determination;
self-determination; that is, the right to determine their own
political status and freely pursue their own social, cultural and economic development,
development,
or to be recognized as peoples having the right to equality of
of opportunity; that is, to be
treated and assisted as disadvantaged minorities such as immigrant groups. So far the
federal government has obviously leaned towards the latter option. In his constitutional
constitutional
reform
reform proposal in 1978, Prime Minister Trudeau stated:
"the renewal of
of the Federation must fully respect the legitimate rights of
of the native
peoples, recognize their rightful
rightful place in the Canadian mosaic ...
. . . and give them the
full equality of
means of
of enjoying
enjoying full
of opportunity."
opportunity."''7
But Native leaders feel that the strategies of
of government subsumed under the provision
for " equality of
of opportunity " preclude their special status and their right to self-deterself-determination within Confederation. A Metis leader has stated:
" We are an historical national minority with rights inherent in that status which
go beyond the right to equality of opportunity. . .... We are not just another
another cultural
group, but an historical national minority, that is; a people with a right to stay in
Confederation
Confederation or get out of
of it. Ethnic groups do not have this right. They are
not historical national minorities and do require measures to guarantee access to
equality of
of opportunity. We need more than this."•
this." 8
During this integrationist stage in federal policy three national Native associations
affiliates in the provinces and territories) have emerged and are playing in(and their affiliates
creasingly active roles on the federal and provincial political scenes. Status Indians are
Brotherhood (NIB). Metis and non-status Indians
represented by the National Indian Brotherhood
of Canada (NCC). The Inuit are represented
represented by the
are allied through the Native Council of
of Canada (ITC).
Inuit Tapirisat of
In the 1970's the three national Native associations pushed for the recognition of
of their
aboriginal rights and for a resolution of
of their land claims. Getting the federal government to talk land claims was a battle in itself.
In 1968 Prime Minister Trudeau stated:
"But
" But aboriginal rights?
rights ? This really means saying, 'We
' We were here before you.
you.
You came and you took the land from us. Perhaps you cheated us by giving us
some worthless things in return for vast expanses of
of land. We want to re-open this
question. We want you to preserve our aboriginal rights and to restore them to us.'
And our answer-it
answer—it may not be the right one and may not be one which is accepted
...
. . . -our
—our answer is ' no '.''•
'." 9
after the Supreme Court of
of Canada split evenly on aboriginal rights in the
Yet in 1973, after
landmark Nishga decision (the deciding justice ruled against the Indians on technical
grounds), the federal government reversed its policy and announced its willingness to
negotiate land claims settlements with Native groups in comprehensive claims areas while
providing research funds to Native groups in specific claims areas. Since then one major
major
agreement and another agreement-in-principle have been signed by government
government and
Native leaders while negotiations continue to drag on in the Yukon and the Northwest
Territories.
of struggle for
Far from considering these negotiations a triumph in their long history of
the recognition of
of their rights, Native associations have become alarmed at the danger,
inherent in the land claims settlements. For one thing, as Breton et al have pointed
pointed out,
the agreements have become an integral part of
of the integrationist or assimilationist
10
The James Bay Agreement between the Native
strategy of
of the federal government.10

1'Prime
Prime Minister Trudeau, "A
" A Time for Action: Towards the Renewal of the Canadian
Federation ", Ottawa, 1978, pp. 8-9.
s
Harry Daniels, "We
" We Are the New Nation",
Nation ", Ottawa, Native Council of Canada, 1979,
"Harry
pp. 47-48.
"Pierre Trudeau, Vancouver, August 8,
1968.
8,1968.
10
10
'See
al, pp. 114-15.
See Breton, et al,
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peoples of northern Quebec and the province of Quebec-in
Quebec—in which the aboriginal title
of Native people was forever extinguished in exchange for cash, royalties, lands and
hunting rights-calls
rights—calls for the organization of Native peoples into municipalities under
provincial government jurisdiction. The James Bay and Northern Quebec Native
Claims Settlement Act, passed May 4, 1977, by the Parliament of Canada and giving
effect
effect to the agreement, repealed federal trusteeship responsibility for Natives and their
lands, the first time in history that the federal Parliament has shared its constitutional
responsibility for Native affairs with a provincial government. This has intensified
Native fears that the agreements are meant to " sweep them under ten provincial carpets ".
Another disturbing element of the land claims agreements is the emphasis placed on
the extinguishment of Native rights. In the northern territories where constitutional
development is of particular interest to Native and non-Native residents, the federal
government has consistently divorced the Native claims process from the political evolution process. In the COPE Agreement-in-Principle between the Inuit of the western
Arctic and the federal government, all land rights were extinguished in exchange for compensation and the Inuit of the region were invited to participate, like any other interest
group, in the hearings of a federal government commission sent north to investigate the
possibility of constitutional development. The other Native groups in the northern
territories-the
territories—the Yukon Indians and the Dene and Metis of the North-west Territories
—rejected the COPE model. They insist that in any agreement Native rights must be
-rejected
entrenched, not extinguished, so that Native people can play a meaningful role in deciding
future.
how the land and its resources are to be used in the future.
The shortcomings of the land claims agreements are some of the reasons why the Native
associations have become wary of legal solutions to their problems. Canadian courts
have not shown themselves to be receptive to Native rights. The National Indian
Brotherhood has noted that time after time courts have ruled that treaty rights can be
overruled by ordinary legislation and in non-treaty areas such as the Maritime provinces,
aboriginal rights have been entirely ignored. In the recent Baker Lake case a federal
court ruled that the Inuit of the eastern Arctic do possess aboriginal rights but these are
trapping. In the wake
wake of intensive exploration
exploration for uranium
fishing and trapping.
limited to hunting, fishing
and other non-renewable resources in the region the decision does not augur well for the
survival of the Inuit.
The experiences of the Native peoples in the 1970's has added strength to their conviction that the only way their rights can be made
made secure
securein
in Canada
Canada isisififthey
theyare
areentrenched
entrenched
in the Constitution of the country.

POSITIONS
NATIVE PosiTIONS

All three national Native associations have developed positions which can be roughly
described as promoting Native nationalism within Confederation. They assert their
right to self-determination
self-determination although they propose to implement this right in different
different
ways. Considering the variance in their territorial, economic and legal positions, this is
not surprising.
The Inuit Tapirisat of Canada has called for the entrenchment of aboriginal rights, the
Inuit right to harvest offshore resources and the right of Native peoples to guaranteed
representation in all legislative assemblies, in the Constitution of Canada. It has called
for the creation of a new territory in the vast eastern Arctic (where Inuit comprise a
majority of the population) to be called Nunavut, which would proceed to provincehood
within a specified period of time. Thus, it seeks provincial status so as to gain provincial
powers (according to Section 92 of the British North America Act these include jurisdiction over Crown lands and natural resources, education, health and welfare and local
government) to
to protect
protect national
national interests.
interests. It
It also
also wants
wants the
the Constitution
Constitution to
guarantee
to guarantee
government)
the right
right of
of Native
Native peoples
peoples in
in the
the northern
northern parts
parts of
of provinces
provinces (the
(the Inuit
Inuit comprise
comprise aa majority
majority
the
of the
the population
population in
in the
the far
far north
north of
of Quebec
Quebec and
and Newfoundland-Labrador)
Newfoundland-Labrador) to
of
to form
form reregional governments
governments which
which would
would have
have quasi-provincial
quasi-provincial powers
powers such
such as
as the
the authority
to
gional
authority to
collect royalties
royalties on
on resources
resources extracted
extracted from
from Crown
Crown lands
lands within
within the
the region.
region.
collect
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The National Indian Brotherhood has called for the entrenchment of treaty rights,
aboriginal rights and the Indian rights to internal self-government
self-government in the Constitution
It wishes the Constitution to provide for a new level of government-Indian
government—Indian government
—which would have jurisdiction over the Indian reserves scattered across the country.
-which
With the
Towards this end the NIB wants the Constitution to provide Indian governments with
authority to legislate in matters such as citizenship, family law, education, natural resources, etc.
The Native Council of Canada has called for the entrenchment of a very broad range
of rights for Metis and non-status Indians in the Constitution. Unlike the Inuit Tapirisat
of Canada whose proposed rights would apply to the Inuit in the isolated communities
of the far north, or the NIB whose proposed rights would apply to Indians living on
reserves, the NCC has designed a strategy for a people who do not have a distinct territorial base but rather live among the larger population in cities, towns and hinterland
areas. The NCC rejects the options of assimilation and separation for its membership
and chooses incorporation or collective integration as a means by which Metis and nonstatus Indians can relate to the larger society. This, however, is predicated on a special
status for these groups in the constitution because in order for Native people to be truly
integrated into the larger society and into Confederation, the NCC argues, they must be
guaranteed participation in the political, economic and cultural life of the country.
Therefore, the NCC has called for the entrenchment of the right of Native people to
guaranteed representation in all legislative assemblies and to an equity interest in resource
development and their right of access to the mass media and to national and provincial
cultural institutions in the Constitution. It also wants the Constitution to provide for the
establishment of a special panel of the Supreme Court to rule on cases based on aboriginal
rights, customs and beliefs.

NATIVE PEOPLE AND THE PATRIATION OF
OF THE CONSTITUTION

Although it has been discussed in earnest for the last decade the patriation of the
Constitution has become an urgent matter for Canada recently for two reasons. The
defeat of the sovereignty-association proposal in the Quebec referendum was followed
by federal government pledges to resolve the special status demands of Quebec through
constitutional reform. At the same time the increased conflict between the federal
government and the provinces over resource ownership and control has also become a
problem which is perceived to require resolution through constitutional reform.
forcefully on the constitution, Canada's Native peoples have struck
In speaking out forcefully
fundaa responsive chord at home and abroad for they are addressing themselves to fundaaffect all Canadians, not only to land issues to which many nonmental questions which affect
Native Canadians cannot personally relate. They stand much to gain in developing the
Native dimension to the constitutional issues, for reasonable men would be hard pressed
to refute the premise of their arguments. Surely the Native peoples as the original
inhabitants and founders of the country, have as valid a claim to special status as do
the Quebecois. Surely the Native peoples whose traditional lands are being invaded by
multinational corporations and transient workers, have as valid a claim to resource
ownership and control as the provincial government of Alberta.
However, the Native peoples also have much to lose in the constitutional review
process, probably more than any other Canadians. For this reason they have emerged
as a focal point of opposition to unilateral patriation of the constitution by the federal
government. They feel particularly threatened now that a government which has consistently paid lip service only to the principle of Native participation in the constitutional
review process is determined to gain authority to amend the BNA Act, including those
sections which affect
affect the lives and future of Native peoples, with complete disregard for
their views and concerns.

1971 the Native associations exercised every opportunity to articulate
As far back as 1971
their concerns about patriation to Parliamentary committees on the Constitution.
Repeatedly they asked for full and direct participation in constitutional discussions. The
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report of the Task Force on Canadian Unity-"
Unity—" A Future Together "-recommended
"—recommended
that:
" Both provincial and federal authorities should pursue direct discussions with
representatives of Canada's Indians, Inuit and Metis with a view to arriving at
mutually acceptable constitutional provisions that would secure the rightful
rightful place
of Native people in Canadian society."
The Native associations accepted invitations to attend the open sessions of the First
Ministers Conferences on the Constitution in October 1978 and February 1979 even
though they were observers only. In July of 1979 the NIB made its well publicized and
successful trip to Britain to gain support for its objectives.
Douglas Sanders, a lawyer from the University of British Columbia and a constitutional
advisor to the NIB and NCC who accompanied the NIB to Britain, has chronicled the
events and explained the rationale behind the visit and assessed its impact in an un" A tactic that no other
published paper. He called the journey of 300 chiefs and elders "A
group in Canada would have used. Probably no other group could have used it with
success. It was
If it was a piece of political theatre it
uniquely Indian. If
any hope of success.
11
seriously."11
was played very seriously."
Following a commitment by Prime Minister Clark that Native groups would be fully
involved in those constitutional discussions which directly affected
affected them, the Native
associations met with the Steering Committee of the Continuing Committee of Ministers
on the Constitution (CCMC) in December 1979.
1979. Native leaders expressed dissatisfaction with the status of their participation since the Steering Committee could only
pass on Native concerns to the CCMC. Mr. Trudeau's electoral success considerably
speeded up the pace of constitutional deliberations.
Although funding was provided by the federal government to the three national Native
associations to prepare their positions on the Constitution, Native people were excluded
from directly participating in the First Ministers Conference in September. Instead they
were to make their views on the twelve constitutional agenda items known to a subcommittee of the CCMC. Prime Minister Trudeau wrote to the Native leaders that
Native concerns would be relayed by the Sub-Committee to the First Ministers and
taken into account during the September deliberations. However, except for a few
concerns were
werenot
notraised
raised during
during the
the conference.
conference.
passing references to Native people, Native concerns
With the failure of the September conference, Prime Minister Trudeau announced his
intention to unilaterally patriate the Constitution. Native groups were not necessarily
opposed to this move. The NCC, for example, had voiced its support for patriation,
even unilateral patriation, as long as Native peoples were guaranteed involvement in the
amending formula-to
formula—to protect what little constitutional protection they already have.
Native associations insisted on the entrenchment of Native rights separate from the
proposed Charter of Human Rights in the patriation package. However, they were
gravely disappointed with the release of the " proposed resolution for a joint address to
Her Majesty the Queen respecting the Constitution of Canada ". The only reference to
Native peoples was in Section 24 of the resolution:

UNDECLARED RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS

24. The guarantee in this Charter of certain rights and freedoms shall not be
construed as denying the existence of any other rights or freedoms that exist in
Canada, including any rights or freedoms that pertain to the native peoples of
of
Canada.
Native groups felt this section was totally unacceptable because it was a negative
of ten
reference to Native rights and left the elaboration of those rights to the mercy of
provincial premiers, none of whom have expressed any willingness to recognise that those
rights even exist.
11
Douglas Sanders,"
Canadian. Constitution",
Constitution ", unpublished
unpublished paper
paper
"Douglas
Sanders, " Indians, the Queen and the Canadian
December, 1979.
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It has always been British Imperial and Commonwealth policy to protect indigenous
peoples from the whims of local legislatures. Perhaps this is why the leaders of the
three national Native associations are coming to Britain to meet with Parliamentarians.

TO PATRIATE OR NOT TO PATRIATE'!
PATRIATE?
Arguments have been put very strongly that the Federal Government should only
proceed with
with the
theconsent
consentofofthe
theProvinces.
Provinces.This
Thisofofcourse
courseis isequally
equallystrenuously
strenuouslyopposed.
opposed.
(1) The former Senator Eugene Forsey, one of Canada's foremost constitutional experts

wrote in the Parliamentarian, January, 1979:

" The Crown by virtue of the British North American Acts,
Acts, most certainly
is part of both legislature and government of every province. It is therefore
arguable that Parliament cannot legislate on this subject; that any changes
of
requires an Act of Parliament of the United Kingdom, passed at the request of
the two Houses of Canadian Parliament, and some
some distinguished
distinguishedconstitutional
constitutional
lawyersargue,
argue,only
onlyafter
afterall,
all,oror
almost
provinces
have
consented
to such
lawyers
almost
allall
ofof
thethe
provinces
have
consented
to such
requests".".(my
(myemphasis)
emphasis)
requests
(2) The 1965 Canadian White Paper on constitutional amendments noted:

will not request an amendment directly affecting
affecting
" the Canadian Parliament will
federal-provincial relations without prior consultation and agreement with the
" i n the ninety-seven years that have elapsed since
provinces" (p 15) .. .. .. "in
Confederation, no amendment has altered the powers of provincial legislatures
under section 92 of the BNA Act without consent of all provinces ". (pps 46-47)
(3) Professor
Professor W.
Ledermann, Q.C.,
W. R. Ledermann,
Q.C., described by Forsey as Canada's "premier"
"premier"
constitutional authority, argues counter to those who say provincial consent is only
a convention and is not legally binding, by saying the convention has now hardened
of law.
in a rule oflaw.
Professor W. H. McConnell, writing in Queen's an article entitled " A Western View
of Constitutional Building ", writes:
"As
" As Favreau (Justice Minister responsible for the 1965
1965 White Paper) mentions, moreover, in the majority of instances the convention has been followed.
Even ifthere are some cases ofnon-observance, the norms should be distinguished
from the practice.
''
" Until the present constitutional debate,
debate, as
as Favreau indicates,
indicates, the securing
of Provincial consent was regarded as normative and mandatory. In the
absence of this, when serious federal provincial differences occur, as they are
bound to, what moral authority will such a constitution possess? ""
WHAT IS TO BE
BE DONE?

Several options present themselves; my pessimistic conclusion is that Britain is in a
no-win situation.
Acquiesce: This
(1) To
To Acquiesce:
Thiswould
wouldbe
beaabetrayal
betrayalof
ofthe
theprovinces
provincesand
andthe
theNative
Nativepeoples
peoplesand
and
to
to Denis
Denis Smith
Smith of
of the
the Politics
Politics Department
Department of
of Trent
Trent University
University ...
. . . "" will
will •.. intrude
intrude
into
into domestic
domestic Canadian
Canadian politics
politics in
in aa manner
manner unprecedented
unprecedented since
since the
the achievement
achievement
of
of responsible
responsible government
government by
by the
the British
British North
North American
American colonies
colonies since
since 1848
1848 ".
".

(2) To pass the
the ball
ballback
back to
to Canada,
Canada,bybyadding
addingananamending
amendingformula
formulatotothe
theBNA
BNAAct
Act
repealing section 7 of the Status of Westminster, and letting them sort it out themselves.
selves.
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(3) To tell
proposals in the Courts of
of Canada
tell Canada to test the Federal Government's
Government''s proposals
first, before the address to the Queen. According to the leaked document this course
first,
of
of action has been contemplated, but:

" A provincial reference to a court of appeal would probably take li-2
H - 2 years
. . . While there could be advantages in such a delay there would be some
some
potential disadvantages: the province could frame the reference
reference question
whether the
without an agreement and (for example) could focus solely on whether
procedure is in accordance with the Canadian conventions, rather than whether
the patriation measure adopted is legal. Also, while the ultimate Supreme
Court pronouncement
pronouncement could be postponed by the process, there would be the
judgement ".
additional risk of
of an earlier, possibly critical, provincial court judgement
Here then is the key to Mr Trudeau's strategy. The leaked document again.
" There would be strong strategic advantage in having the joint resolution passed
and the United Kingdom legislation enacted before a Canadian Court had occasion
of the measure and the procedure employed to achieve it.
to pronounce on the validity of
of swift
swift passage of
of the resolution and
and the United
This would suggest the desirability of
Kingdom Legislation
careful study of
of this section of
of the document
document entitled
Legislation ". A careful
instructive.
" The Legal Strategy " would be most instructive.
CONCLUSION:

The problem confronting
confronting Britain is constitutional and political. Mr Trudeau
Trudeau must be
left in no doubt as to the embarrassment
embarrassment his actions are creating, nor should he be at all
surprised at the response. His repeated assurances that no problems were to be anticipated
here is highly optimistic or excessively naive.
No one can deny our Parliament has the power to patriate or not to, nor to deny the
rights of
of MP's to become involved. Once a bill is introduced here, since it will deal with
matters affecting
affecting the prerogatives of
of the Crown, Queen's consent would be required, to
be signified
signified before second reading. The Bill's further
further progress will be like any other
Public bill, the same possibilities for debate and amendment will arise.
The Government cannot, despite any assurances it may give to Canada, guarantee an
unhindered passage, far from it. It
of aggrieved
It promises to be a lively debate with proxies of
groups in Canada espousing causes that should properly be sorted out in Canada. The
prospect cannot but be acutely embarrassing for all concerned, with Canada's reputation
of the first casualties.
in human rights one of
Mr Trudeau rather than force this must surely think again. I have said in earlier
It is still not too late to close it.
speeches that he has opened a Pandora's box. It
The Canadian constitution must be settled in Canada. Surely diplomatic channels
between federal and provincial Governments have not been exhausted. Nor
Nor should the
Original Canadians be excluded from the process.
I can do no better than to end with two Quotes:
editorial Wednesday 26 November,
" No need for the British
1. The Times editorial
November, 1980: "No
of approaching embarrassment. It
Government to stand helplessly by in the fact of
Parliament here
can impress on Mr Trudeau the need to present his proposals to Parliament
of the Canadian
in a form that does not appear to do violence to the federal balance of
constitution. Westminster is a sovereign Parliament too. No sovereign Parliament
".
likes to be used as a rubber stamp ".
2. " TTo
o meet these changes, the terms of
of the federative pact must be altered, and
this is done as smoothly as possible by administrative practice, by judicial decision,
autonomy here, a
and by constitutional amendment, giving a little more regional autonomy
bit more centralisation there, but at all times taking great care to preserve the delicate
balance upon which national consensus rests ".-Pierre
".•—Pierre Elliot Trudeau, Quoted
Quoted in
of Canadian Federalism by Crepeau and Macpherson, 1965.
The Future of
December 1980
December
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX Ill
III
EXTRACT FROM
FROM
GLOBE
AND MAIL
GLOBE AND
MAIL
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5,
1980
5,1980

Britain and Canada
British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher has announced her Foreign Secretary,
Lord Carrington, will handle any Canadian request for patriation of
of the British North
America Act. The choice is shrewd and tactical. Mrs Thatcher is telling us that her
Government takes its role in this ceremony seriously enough to put it in the hands of
of a
Cabinet heavyweight. She is also telling us, by choosing this particular Cabinet
Cabinet heavyweight, the Foreign Secretary, that Britain sees its relationship with Canada, even in
this instance, as one between independent, sovereign countries, having nothing to do
with British domestic politics.
It is now up to Canada to respond with an equally civilized understanding
understanding of
of the
subtleties. The content of
of Canada's constitution is for Canadians to decide. If
If we
want to deal with it in a public brawl, that's our affair. But the British have a right to
if we must do it in the streets and frighten the horses it should be in our own
insist that if
streets and among our own horses. When Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau goes to Westof the BNA Act he will be asking the British Government
Government
minster to ask for patriation of
to submit to the British Parliament a bill to amend a British statute. And the functioning
functioning
of the British Parliament is as purely a British matter as the content of
of the Canadian
of
constitution is Canadian.
If
If Mr. Trudeau asks the Thatcher Government to submit to Parliament a bill that
chambers of
of Parliament can be expected to find questionable or repugnant, he will be
the meddler, and meddling unconscionably in British affairs. When the Prime Minister
of
of Canada goes to Westminster to ask for British help in clobbering the provinces that he
can't cope with on his own, who is the colonial in the case?
case ?

If the Prime Minister of
of Canada were to ask the British Government to submit
If
submit to
of the Constitution-that
Constitution—that is a
Parliament a bill that provided merely for the patriation of
formubill that put the power to amend the BNA Act into Canadian hands, according to a formula to be settled by agreement between federal and provincial governments-then
governments—then the
only course open to the British Government would be to act on that request. As we
have argued in the past, provincial government objections to such action on Mr. Trudeau's
part would not be disregarded by Canadians but should be disregarded by Britain.

But the resolution that Mr. Trudeau's Government is attempting to ram
ram through
Parliament in Ottawa asks for much more than patriation. It sets out to entrench in the
of rights about which Canadians, many of
of whom favour entrenchment
entrenchment
constitution a bill of
of rights in principle, have serious misgivings. Tt deals with such perennially
perennially thorny
of
of resources.
political and constitutional issues as equalization payments and the control of
referendum as a continuing federal instrument-or,
instrument—or,
And it sets out to institutionalize the referendum
more accurately, weapon-for
weapon—for use in overcoming provincial opposition to substantive
constitutional amendments.
In plain words Mr. Trudeau is asking Britain to make changes to the Canadian
himself if
if the constitution
constitution had
constitution that go far beyond the changes he could make himself
already been repatriated. Worse, they are changes that go far beyond the changes that
could make if, in addition to repatriation, the substantive constitutional amending
changes he demands had already been made. For he does not have in Canada the support
formula he has
he would need to carry through these amendments under the amending formula
himself set down.
himself
If Mr. Trudeau continues on the course he has chosen he will find himself
himself asking
If
Britain to amend Canada's constitution in a manner that the constitution as amended
would show to be clearly unconstitutional. He would be asking what he has no right to
ask.
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APPENDIX 12
COPY OF A LETTER
LETTER TO THE CHAIRMAN AND A MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM FROM
FROM
THE NATIONAL INDIAN BROTHERHOOD, THE INIDT
INUIT COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE ON
1
NATIONAL ISSUES AND THE NATIVE COUNCIL OF CANADA1 (10/80-81/FM)
(10/80-81/FM)

The attached brief
brief to the Select Committee is on behalf
behalf of
of Canada's Aboriginal peoples
and their three National Organizations: The National Indian Brotherhood; representing
300,000 status Indians; The Inuit Committee on National Issues, representing 25,000
of Canada, representing one million Metis and Non-Status
Inuit, and The Native Council of
Indians.
In reviewing the events surrounding the parliamentary calendars, both here in The
United Kingdom and in Canada, as it were, it is evident that additional time is available
to the committee. Based on the enclosed brief: I would ask the committee to reconsider
their decision of
of 12 November 1980 not to hear oral evidence.
I am in the position to summon, at very short notice, the Leaders and their Legal
Advisors to appear before you. I have also been asked to request of
of your committee the
permission to the rights to publish the enclosed brief.
DENNIS NICHOLAS,
NICHOLAS,11

Special
Special Representative.
Representative.
25 November
November 1980.
BRIEF FOR
FOR THE FOREIGN
FOREIGN AND COMMONWEALTH
COMMONWEALTH AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE
OF THE BRITISH HOUSE OF COMMONS11

In asserting authority over the lands of
of Canada British Imperial officials
officials dealt with
leaders of
of the Aboriginal peoples recognizing them as able to represent their people.
Relations between colonial officials
officials and the Aboriginal leaders were formalized
formalized in treaties
which dealt with a range of
of issues, some typical of
of international treaties-peace,
treaties—peace, political
relations, territoriality-and
territoriality—and some reflecting the new inter-relationship of
of aboriginal and
European peoples that was being established. 22
The major
found in
major legal definition
definition of
of the principles of
of colonial-aboriginal
colonial-aboriginal relations is found
the Royal Proclamation
Proclamation was enacted by George Ill
III employing
Proclamation of
of 1763. The Proclamation
a Crown prerogative power to legislate directly for the colonies. The Proclamation was
the first written constitutional document for Canada (beyond instructions to Governors).
of a
The provisions in the Royal Proclamation
Proclamation in relation to aboriginal peoples are of
constitutional character and are still in effect
effect in Canada by virtue of
of their original enact3
ment (not having been re-enacted either in the United Kingdom or Canada). 3 The
Proclamation
Proclamation describes the Aboriginal groups as " tthe
h e several Nations or Tribes of
of
Indians with whom we are connected and who live under our Protection ". The national
or political character of
of the Aboriginal groups was recognized. The special relationship
between the Tribes and the Indian Crown, in general, was described as a protectorate
_1aThe
The Committee
Committee have
have now
now been
been informed
informed that
that since
since the
the submission
submission of
of this
this memorandum
memorandum the
the
It therefore no longer represents their joint view,
views of the three organisations have diverged. It

20-2-1981.

2
To the Aboriginal Peoples the treaties are clearly of an international law character. In
English law they were treated as equal to international treaties, at least in the early period of
of
treaty relations. Later the exact legal character of the treaties came to be described less clearly
by governments and the courts. The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council ruled in Attorney
Generalfor
for Canada
Canadav vAttorney
AttorneyGeneral
General
Ontario
(1897"»
199,
thatthey
theydiddidnot
notha~'e
havetoto
forforOntario
(1897)
A.A.C.
C. 199,
that
General
international
decide in the case whether a particular treaty with an Aboriginal Nation was a true inte:natiOnal
officially unresolved in Canadian law. Ontario Distnct
District Court
treaty. This question remains officially
R v Batisse
Batisse 84
84D.L.R.
D.L.R. (3d)
(3d)377
377atat384
384stated:
stated:""ItItisisstill
stillnot
notclear
clearwhether
whetherIndian
Indiantreaties
treaties
in 1978 in R
are to be considered basically as private contracts or as intemational
international agreements ". This !s
is
striking for it would appear to be in Canada's self-interest to define the treaties as purely domestic
or priv~te.
private.
or
33The Royal Proclamation of 1763
1763 continues to be printed in the Appendix to the revised
constitutional documents that begin with the Royal Proclamastatutes of Canada in the series of con~titutional
tion and include the British North Amer:ca
of 1931.
America Act of
of 1867 and the Statute of Westminster of
The statement of Exchequer Court of Canada in King v Lady
Lad_v McMaster
]t,fclvfaster (1926) Ex. C.R. 68,
that the Royal Proclamation continues to have the force of law in Canada is a standard and
accepted proposition.
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relationship, familiar to international law. To both the British authorities and the
Aboriginal leaders, Aboriginal self-government
self-government was to continue on the lands held by the
Aboriginal peoples.
The political character of
of the relationship between Great Britain and the Aboriginal
nations or tribes was emphasized in the treaty procedure set out in the proclamation.
It was made clear, expressly, that treaty relationships were to occur only between
representatives of
of the Crown and leaders of
of the Aboriginal nations. Private dealings
were prohibited. Unless lands were acquired by treaties, they remained under Aboriginal
of the Royal Proclamation
Proclamation of
of 1763
political and legal control. The treaty procedure of
adjusting
remains in force in Canada and continues to be the only general procedure for adjusting
aboriginal-white relations.
The Imperial Crown took on a basic obligation to protect the Aboriginal Nations or
Tribes. This is stated in the Royal Proclamation
Proclamation and restated in the report of
of the Select
Committee of
of the British House of
of Commons on Aborigines (British Settlements) in
1837. This is not a unilateral obligation, but a basic part of
of the understandings between
Great Britain and the tribes. The Aboriginal peoples accepted a special relationship with
the Imperial Crown, which gave Britain the right to acquire lands in Canada and expand
its colonial jurisdiction
jurisdiction there. In return Great Britain pledged protection to the tribes
and recognised that change should only occur by negotiation and agreement (that is by
treaties). Great Britain acted on these understandings to her benefit
benefit as a nation and to
benefit of
of many of
of her subjects. The obligations taken on in this manner cannot now
the benefit
of faith.
faith.
be lightly disregarded without a basic breach of
of 1763 the Imperial Crown authorised the governors or
In the Royal Proclamation of
commanders in chief
of the colonial governments in North America to negotiate treaties
chief of
behalf of
of the Imperial Crown. Treaties had been negotiated
negotiated and
with the Tribes on behalf
1763. From 1763 until Canadian confederation
confederation in 1867, hundreds of
of
signed before 1763.
treaties were negotiated in what is now southern Ontario. From 1867 to 1956 treaties
major tribes in western Canada. The sole authority for all these
were entered into with major
ofthe
Proclamation
the Imperial Crown and in the Royal Proclamation
treaties lay in the prerogative powers of
of 1763.33 Section 91
91 (24) ofthe
ofthe British North America Act of
of 1867 (giving the Parliament
of
of Canada responsibility in relation to " Indians, and Lands reserved for the Indians ")
of
of Canada to negotiate treaties with the
did not give authority to the government of
of negotiating treaties at the time of
of
Aboriginal tribes. Indeed Canada was incapable of
confederation. Its power to negotiate treaties was clearly established only in the Statute
of Westminister of
of 1931.
1931. No piece of
of legislation in Canada, either before or after
after conof
officials to negotiate treaties with the
federation, give authorization to any Canadian officials
part of
of the
Aboriginal nations. The sole authority for all Aboriginal treaties, on the part
of Canada and the United Kingdom, has been the Imperial prerogative
governments of
of 1763.
1763. The treaties, then, were negotiated on behalf
behalf of
and Royal Proclamation of
of the
not on behalf
behalf of
of the Crown in the right of
of Canada or the government
Imperial Crown (and not
of Canada). The only supplementary
supplementary provisions dealing with these questions are of
of
of the
transferring Rupert's Land
Land and the
Imperial government: in the Imperial order-in-council transferring
Northwestern Territory to Canada in 1870 and in the Metis land rights provisions of
of the
confirmed by the British North America Act of
of 1871.
Manitoba Act which were confirmed
Lieutenant-Governors and other representatives who negotiated the treaties in
The Lieutenant-Governors
ofthe actual negotiations), consistently
the Canadian west (where the best records survive oftheactualnegotiations),consistently
of the negoasserted that they were acting for the Imperial Crown. Their own records of
tiations indicate that they did not refer to the Government of
of Canada, the Prime Minister
4
of Canada or the Crown in the right of
of Canada.
of
Canada.&

Have the obligations under the treaties and the responsibilities under the Royal
Proclamation of
of 1763 been transferred
transferred to Canada?
Canada?
Proclamation
33The various Acts dealing with Aboriginal people that have been enacted in Canada, beginning
Indian Act,
Act, have never dealt
in the early 19th century and continuing with the present federal Indian
with the procedure for negotiating treaties, appointing commissioners or any other aspect of
of
the treaty making process.
4•The
primary source is Morris. Our treaties with the Indians of Manitoba and the Northwest,
The primacy
ofthe
which was published in the late 19th century to defend the integrity of
the treaty making process.
Crown in the negotiations confirms the oral
The fact of consistent references to the Imperial CroW!'
tradition of Aboriginal elders on the point.

v
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There have been shifts in financial responsibility. The Imperial vote for Indians ended
in 1860. There is no other significance
significance to that act in 1860. No Imperial action has
purported to transfer
transfer the corpus of
of Imperial obligations and responsibilities to Canada,
purported
financial responsibilities have gradually been assumed in Canada
Canada and
Administrative and financial
in 1867 the British North America Act determined that those functions would lie with the
purported to transfer
transfer Imperial
federal government. But, again, no Imperial action purported
confirmed
of Westminster
Westminster confirmed
obligations and responsibilities to Canada. In 1931 the Statute of
Canada's status as a self-governing
self-governing dominion with an international personality. The
Statute of
of Westminster made no reference to the Royal Proclamation
Proclamation of
of 1763 or to the
treaties with Aboriginal nations. Treaties continued to be negotiated with the Aboriginal
nations after
after 1931
1931 in
in the
the same
same way
way as
as before
before 1931.
1931.
nations
In general it is clear that the Statute of
of Westminster was not designed to enable Canada
to amend its own constitution. That is clear from theBritishNorthAmericaActof1867
the British North America Act of 1867
by section 7 of
of the Statute ofWestminister.
of Westminister. The Royal Proclamation of
of 1763 continued
to be an operative part of
of the constitution of
of Canada in 1931 and Canada was not given
the power in the Statute of
of Westminster to amend or repeal the Royal Proclamation.
Proclamation.
Section 2 (2) of
of the Statute of
of Westminster provides the Canadian laws can alter any
"law
" law of England " 55 or any act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom (or any order,
order,
rule or regulation made under such an act). The Royal Proclamation, as a prerogative
Imperial enactment relating to Canada and with no application within England, is
neither a law of
of England or an act of
of the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom. The Royal
of the
Proclamation
Proclamation continued after
after 1931 as an Imperial law structuring the relationship of
Indian nations to the Imperial Crown and through the Imperial Crown of
of Canada.
of Westminster of
of 1931, there had
Parallel to the arrangements embodied in the Statute of
of the United Kingdom will not interfer
developed a convention that the Government of
in the internal affairs
affairs of
of the self-governing
self-governing dominions.

That convention would, of
of course, have no application to matters that were not
" internal
" or " domestic " in character because they involved direct legal obligations
internal"
obligations
and responsibilities between the Imperial Crown and the Aboriginal Nations.
For this reason we submit that the convention does not properly apply to the issues
here raised. In another sense, as well, the convention is not an appropriate guide in this
situation. The essential virtue of
of conventions as opposed to codified
codified rules, is their
flexibility
flexibility and adaptability. They embody general principles but do not mandate rigid
application of
of any rule in an inappropriate situation. The convention that the government of
of the United Kingdom should not interfere, in general, in the internal and domestic
affairs
affairs of
of Canada need not be extended to prevent the Parliament of
of the United
United Kingdom
of the
from examining any Canadian proposal in the light of
of the rights and status of
Aboriginal nations, groups which the United Kingdom recognized and pledged to protect.
No other grouping within Canada has an equivalent historical, legal and moral claim to
the concern of
of the Parliament of
of the United Kingdom.
The last possible date on which the obligations and responsibilities of
of the United
Kingdom could have been transferred
transferred to Canada is 1949, when the Imperial parliament
Canada ".
gave the Parliament of
of Canada the power to amend the " constitution of
of Canada
".
There has been uncertainty about the meaning and role of
of the 1949 amendment, but it is
clear that it could not have given the Canadian parliament the power to amend the Royal
Proclamation, which has an Imperial and not simply a Canadian character.
In summary, the early pattern of
of direct imperial prerogative responsibility for relations
with the Aboriginal nations or tribes involves an obligation to protect the Aboriginal
nations and involves a commitment to change through agreement.

55The meaning of the phrase " law of England " is clear from the earlier issues that led to the
Colonial Laws Validity Act. It was not law geographically originating in England but expressly
applicable to Canada that were in issue, but domestic laws in England.
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The Imperial Crown obligations and responsibilities have never explicitly been trans1867, 1931 and 1949 neither
ferred to Canada. The shifts of
of power that occurred in 1860,
1860,1867,1931
explicitly nor implicitly transfer
transfer the Imperial obligations and responsibilities to Canada.•
Canada. 6
It follows then, that the act of"
of
of " patriation " being requested by the government
government of
Canada will shift
shift those obligations and responsibilities to Canada. But those obligations
and responsibilities are owed to the Aboriginal nations or tribes. The United Kingdom
cannot legally substitute Canada for itself
itself in its relationship with the Aboriginal nations,
without the consent of
of those Aboriginal nations. This would be true of
of any treaty
of negorelationship. It is particularly obvious in this case because of
of the basic model of
of 1763.
tiation and consent in the treaty process prescribed by the Royal Proclamation of

There are great anomalies in the principles and conclusions asserted here. While the
Aboriginal peoples of
of Canada retain a direct, protected, political link to the Imperial
Crown, that legal reality has been denied, on a pervasive and continuing basis, by the
governments of
of Canada and the United Kingdom and by the Crown and the Crown's
direct representatives. Are we pursuing an elaborate lost cause?
cause ? Are we, as we have been
accused by some in Canada, the last of
of the old-fashioned
old-fashioned imperialists?
imperialists ? When there is a
pervasive consensus in Canada that the constitution should be patriated, how can the
Aboriginal peoples of Canada, the first victims of
of colonialism, be the only voice against
the patriation?
patriation?
Our nations have lost authority in two related ways. The colonial process gradually
of the strength they needed to continue to be self-governing
self-governing
sapped our communities of
of Canada. We became dependent. In the last decades there has
within the new state of
of our strength as Aboriginal nations. We are again claiming
been a great rebuilding of
of self-determination. Our cultures, our languages,
our birthright as peoples with rights of
shift
our political ways have survived. But while we were weak, there was a gradual shift
of control over our lives from the Imperial Crown to Canada. We could not resist
of
that shift, but we never consented. Canada and the United Kingdom have assumed
transfer was complete. It has occurred in practice-but
practice—but not in law. The
that the transfer
obligations and responsibilities, in law, are with the Imperial Crown. Just as the
of Zimbabwe called upon Imperial authority in their struggle against
indigenous people of
of Rhodesia, we are calling upon the Imperial Crown under its
the white government of
historical obligations and responsibilities, to help us in our struggle to decolonize our
relationship with Canada and with the United Kingdom.
self-governing nations
What we are seeking is clear. We are seeking today to be self-governing
within Canadian confederation. To ensure that we are self-governing, we want to
maintain our special relationship to the Crown-a
of the
Crown—a relationship parallel to that of
government of
of Canada and parallel to that of
of the governments of
of the Canadian provinces.
We want this relationship in order to protect our rights of
of self-government. We want
to re-establish the basic principle of
of the Royal Proclamation
Proclamation that changes in our relations
with the Imperial government and the Canadian government will be negotiated and will
of
only proceed on the basis of
of consent. \Ve
We are able to assert rights to protection, of
self-government
self-government and of
of treaty relationships today because of
of the Imperial link. We

66
Mr. Freeland testified on November 12th that the United Kingdom had no remammg
remaining
:Mr.
responsibility having been transferred
transferred to
obligations under treaties with Indian nations, the responsib!lity
1931. In our submission that conclusion is legally incorrect.
Canada in 1867 or no later than 1931.
Mr. Freeland was asked whether his view had been challenged in the courts. He replied that
supportedin
in the
the courts.
courts. Aboriginal
Aboriginal people
people
it had not. In fact it has never been challenged or supported
effective access to the regular political process or the courts
in Canada did not gain any degree of effective
Many Canadian assumptions have been challenged in the last
in Canada until the 1960's. :Many
20 years. The character of the treaties has been a miaor
mjaor issue between the Aboriginal peoples
and the Governments both of Canada and the L"nited
United Kingdom. Reference should be had to
the petition of the Canadian Chiefs to the Queen, the Government of the United Kingdom and
the Imperial Parliament, submitted in July. 1979.
1979. These questions have not been resolved in
the courts of
of either Canada or the United Kingdom.
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Imperial Crown
success.'7 Now either the Imperial
have asserted these rights in Canada, without success.
itself-or ensure that these protections
fulfill it's obligations and responsibilities itself—or
must fulfill
patriation to any
refusing patriation
constitution (by refusing
Canadian constitution
entrenched in a new Canadian
are explicitly entrenched
proposal which ignores these matters). Otherwise the legal obligations and responsibilities
United Kingdom.
unilaterally denied by the United
assumed by the Imperial Crown will have been unilaterally
It
It would be a betrayal.

7
of the Canadian government and the Canadian courts denying or
'There
There are many examples of
restricting Aboriginal rights. The Canadian government arbitrarily assumed the power to
define who were
" and who were not. The Royal Proclamation of
of 1763 involved the
Indians"
were"" Indians
recognition of
of peoples who had their own established laws about citizenship. The Parliament
of
of the British North America
of Canada has presumed, without authority, to redefine the terms of
Act and the Royal Proclamation of
of 1763 and dictate to the Aboriginal people as to who they are.
As well there have been illegal encroachments on Aboriginal lands and frequent
of
frequent denials of
traditional rights to hunt, fish and trap.
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APPENDIX 13
THE VICTORIA CHARTER AMENDING FORMULA OF 1971
Unlike the Fulton-Favreau formula, the Victoria amending formula was characterized
by a relative degree of simplicity. It departed significantly from all previous proposals
in that no amendment to the Constitution of Canada would require the unanimous
consent of the provincial legislatures. Amendments to key areas of the Constitution,
of
including the distribution of powers and matters excepted from the exclusive power of
of the
Parliament, could be made with the consent of Parliament and the consent of
legislatures of two Atlantic provinces, of Quebec, of Ontario and of two Western
provinces representing at least 50 per cent of the population of the Western provinces.
Amendments applying to one or more, but not all, of the provinces could be made with
the consent of Parliament and the legislatures involved.
involved. Amendments to the Constitution
would take the form of a Proclamation of the Governor General rather than of an Act
of Parliament. Finally, provision was made for Parliament and the legislatures each
to exercise certain exclusive powers of amendment.
For the purpose of a better comparison with the Fulton-Favreau formula, the details
of the Victoria amending procedure may be set out in the following manner:
(a) Amendments to the Constitution of Canada may be made when authorized
by a joint resolution of Parliament and resolutions by legislatures in a majority
of the provinces, including:
(i) any province having or having had 25 per cent of the population of
of
Canada;
(ii) at least two Atlantic provinces; and
(iii) at least two Western provinces having at least 50 per cent
cent of
of the
the population
population
of
provinces.
of the
the Western
Western provinces.
of the
(b) Amendments to any provision that applies to one or more, but not all, of
provinces require a joint resolution of Parliament and resolutions by the provincial legislatures concerned.
(c) The House of Commons may, under a determined procedure, override the
lack of affirmative
affirmative action by the Senate.
(d) The Senate, the House of Commons or the legislature of a province may initiate
a resolution under (a) or (b) and a resolution may be revoked at any time before
the issue of a proclamation authorized by it.
Constitution
(e) The Parliament of Canada may exclusively make laws to amend the Constitution
with respect to the executive Government of Canada, the Senate and the House
of Commons.
(f) Each provincial legislature may exclusively make laws to amend its own
Constitution.
(g) Notwithstanding (e) and (f), the following matters may only be amended in
accordance with the procedure in (a) above;
(i) the office of the Queen, of the Governor General and of the LieutenantGovernor;
(ii) the requirements of the Constitution of Canada respecting yearly sessions
of the Parliament of Canada and the Legislatures;
(iii) the maximum period fixed
fixed by the Constitution of Canada for the duration
of
of the
the House
House of
of Commons
Commons and
and the
the Legislative
Legislative Assemblies;
Assemblies;
(iv) the powers ofthe Senate;
(v) the number of members by which a province is entitled to be represented in
the
the Senate,
Senate, and
and the
the residence
residence qualifications
qualifications of
of Senators;
Senators;
(vi) the right of a province to a number of Members in the House of Commons
not
not less
less than
than the
the number
number of
of Senators
Senators representing
representing the
the province:
province:
(vii) the principles of proportionate representation of
of the provinces in the
prescribed by
House
House of
of Commons
Commons prescribed
by the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of Canada;
Canada; and
and
(viii) except as provided in another section of the Charter, the requirements of
of
the
the Charter
Charter respecting
respecting the
the use
use of
of the
the English
English or
or the
the French
French language.
language.
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(h) The procedure in
in (a) above may not be
be used when there is
is another procedure
for amendment in the Constitution, but it may be used to amend any amending
procedure in
in the Constitution or
or to
to make aa general consolidation or revision
of the Constitution.
The Victoria amending formula abandoned the full rigidity of the specially protected
elements of the
the Fulton-Favreau formula (unanimous concurrence of all
all provincial
of the legislalegislatures) and introduced the notion of regional protection (concurrence of
tures of two Atlantic provinces, of Quebec, of Ontario and
and of two Western provinces,
representing at
at least 50 per cent.
cent, of the population of the Western provinces).
Both the Fulton-Favreau formula and the Victoria formula provided protection for the
The
Monarchy, the
the office of the Governor General and that of Lieutenant-Governors. The
of Canada
Fulton-Favreau formula protected certain provisions respecting the Parliament of
and the
the House of Commons, to
to which the
the Victoria formula added certain provisions
respecting provincial legislatures. Both the
the Victoria
the Fulton-Favreau formula and
and the
formula protected certain provisions respecting the Senate, although the Victoria formula
went further and added the powers of the Senate. Both entrenched the use of the English
and French languages, although the Victoria formula was part of a larger Charter which
was more explicit about the use of those languages.
On the other hand, the Victoria amending procedure did not provide special and explicit
protection for the assets and property of a province, as the Fulton-Favreau formula had
done, nor
nor did
did it contain aa section dealing with the
the delegation concept, which added
a degree of flexibility to the otherwise rigid procedure governing the distribution of powers
formula.
in the Fulton-Favreau formula.

constitutional amendment
amendment should
Finally, both formulae were based on the premise that constitutional
require the concurrence of Parliament and the provincial legislatures and not simply the
concurrence of governments.
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